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Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal. Letters.

Volume XVy No. 1, 1949.

KOL INSCUTPTION OF SULTlN ALTAIVUSH

By Dr. A. Halim, M.A.y Ph.lJ., Professor of History, University of Dacca;
formerly Reader in History, Muslim University, Aligarh

{Received July, 7, 1948)

The city of Kol (old name of Aligarh) and its vicinity possess some
of the oldest inscriptions of the Muslim period of Indian History. An
inscription of the year ()52/1254, of the reign of tSultfin Nasiruddin Mahmud
(1240-1266 A.D.), which stood at the entrance of a two-storied tower ^ at
the south-east of the cathedral mosque at Bala-i-Qila‘, constructed by
Bahauddin Qutlugh Khiin Ihilban Al-Shamsi, the governor of the Eastern
Provinces, is at ]>resent, fixed uj) in tlie southern wall of the Nizam Museum,
(used now as the History Seminar Boom, of the Aligarh University).

2

The chief i]K>sque of Jalali, a town 14 miles east of Aligarh, a little aside

from the (iraiid Trunk Road (but formerly forming a link in the
high-way to the east), was repaired by Habit Khan, Turkman, the
Muhammad Hhalii governor of Kdl Harkar. It was originally laid out
by Hultun (jjiiasuddlii Balban, in 665/1266, during the first year of
his reign as a monarch, as is evidenced by the existence of an inscription

at the right corner o})ening of the moscpic. Pilakhna (corruption of Pil-

h^ana, an Klcj>hant -House, from the existence of an ekqfiiant. stable belong-
ing to the K("d govau’nors), a towmship of the district, about 16 miles east

of K51 city, has a inoscpu* eomm(*morating the history of its construction in

6115/1528, dining the reign of Biibar.''* The Kali Masjid of K5l city (in

iMuhalla Bani-lsrai-lun), which stands intact and in very bold and majestic
relief, contained an inscri])tion pointing 030/1523, as the date of its con-

struction during the reign of Hultan Ibrahim Lodl/^ The Dellii Gate of Kol,
bore an iuscri])tion, attesting to its construction by Muhammad Khan, son of
‘Umar Khan Sherwani, the Hhhidfir of Kol, during the reign of Hultan
Ibnlhlm L<5di, in 031/1524.’'*

.My interest in the history of Aligarh has been res])onsible for the
discovery of an inscription, which is ('arlier than any previously referred

to, an inscrijitioii of the reign of Hultan Hhamsuddin Altamash (607-
633/1210-1235). This inscription, described in the following lines, has an
interesting history. 1 came to know of tlie existence of an inscribed

stone-slab in tlie house of the lati^ lamented Mr. Amiruddin of Muhalla
Atash-bazan, one of the most elevated locality in the city of Kol-Ahgarh,
in 1943. His fatlier had made use of the stom^-slab by fixing it up in ])lace

1 Was 74 tfol higli at tlu’ tim'' of its demolition, in ISIU, with part of its upper
storey having given way.

'-i Vide Thomas, Chroiiiele of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, p. 129; articles in the
li.A.S,U.. Cal., p. MK) of Vol. for 1S72, and pp. 339ff. of t’ol. for 1878; Epujraphia
Inilo-Alosletnicd, I91.S-14; and Proccedimjs of the lodian. History Coftgress, Lahore,
1940, pp. 1 9r>fi., for Artiel(‘ entitled Ualhan Inseription of Kol by the writer in colla-

boration witli Dr, Muhaimiiad AzIk Ahmad.
8 See Proceedings of Indkm History Congress, Aligarh Session, 1943, p. 40t>, for the

text of the inseription.
^ Fnhrt'r, Arch, Survey of India Rejmrf, Series, Vol. II, 1891, p. 2.

® Keporb'd by Mr. Atkinson, in the Proceedings V'olume of the Journal of the

(Royal) Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1872, j). 107 and I suppose is housed in

Indian Museum, Calcutta.

( 1 )
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of bricks in the verandah wall of his outer house. I was informed that hig

father had purchased heai)s of masonry, stone and other building materials

from the vicinity of the present Jama* Mosque, in Bala-i Qila*, in a public

auction. The letters of the inscription had become illegible due to repeated
white-washing of the walls. But Mr. Amiruddin had the slab cleansed,

and last summer, just a few months before liis death, he obliged me by
shifting the slab to the Muslim University Library. This inscription will

soon be fixed up in the Nizam Museum opposite the Balbaii Inscription.

The text of the inscription is as follows :

—

* W] y
Translatioyi : Line L The foundation of this holy place {was laid)

during the reign of the king of Islam, the sun of the world and of religion

(Sharas-ud-Dunya Waddin), the bestower of peace uj>on the Faithful.

2. Luring the jicriod of the governorship of his lordship, Khwaja-i
Jahan, minister of the Lord of the Two Conjunctions, Nizam-ul Mulk, the
chief of the chief Wazirs.

The inscription described above, is incomplete in the sense that its

latter })art is severed, though it makes no difrorcnce in interpretation or

importance, except in respect of the date which was cont ained in the missing
end. The inscription is on ordinarj^ yellow sandstone and in its present

dimension, measures 2 ft. 5 inches by 1 ft. 4 inches and supposing it was as

long as the Balban inscription of Kol Tower (wliich is 4 ft. 10 inches by
1 ft. 6 inches), it is 2 ft. 5 inches shorter in length. The missing j)ortion

fortunately, in the first line, contains attributes and titles of Sultan
Shamsuddin Altamash, and in the second line, those of Nizamul Mulk,
the Wazir, in addition to the date portion.

There cannot be any doubt as to the two historical personalities of

the inscription. The Sultan is named Shams-ud-dunya Waddin, which is

another way of expressing Shamsuddin. Klian Jahan Nizamul Mulk
(Muhammad-i Abu Sa*id Junaidi) is associated as the chief Wazir and
governor of Kol.

Nizamul Mulk Kamaluddin (Muhammad-i) Abu Sa‘id Junaidi was the
Wazir of Altamash and held that office till the reign of Ruknuddin, the
second son of Altamash, an incomjjetent youth and a thorough debauchee.
He joined the rank of the rebel nobles when the affairs of the State began to

go to the dogs, during Buknuddin’s reign, by slipping away from Delhi
at a time when the Sultan had gone to the west to quell an insurrection.

Meanwhile, when the citizens of Delhi supported Radia, Nigarn-ul-Mulk did
not acknowledge her, and when.two of his confederates secretly offered their

allegiance to Radia, Nizam-ul-Mulk fled to the Sirmoor hills where he died
soon after .2 A proof of the antiquity of the inscription is the stylo of the
script. Though the language is Persian, the Tughra stylo of calligraphy

1 Can bo road as on account of tho dot clearly visiblo after the

waw of

* Tab Na§iri, Text II, 179 also Ravorty’s Translation II, pp. 632ff.

IB
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is used, typical of the seventh century Hijra found in Egypt and other
Middle East countries.

The question which can seriously be asked is the nature of the structure

over which this inscription was placed. Since the slab was acquired through
an auction along with other dismantled building materials, this question
cannot be answered witii certainty and deliniteness. In the absence of
direct evidence, the clue hinges on the interpretation of the words Buqa*-i
Mubarak. This can be used in respect of a shrine of a holy man or a mosque.
Khwaja Hasan Niziimi in his Taj-nl-Maamr ^ has spoken of the Delhi mosque
which was being constructed during his time, as Buqa‘-i mutabarrak. Ai)art
from the fact that the slab in question was acquired from the lot of building
materials after the dismantling of the Kol Tower (in 1801), which stood in the
vicinity of the present Jarna‘ Masjid, there are circumstantial evidences to
connect this inscription with a mosque, the first cathedral mosque built by
Muslims in the city of Kol.

Raje Mubammad Kolvi in his Akbbar-ul Jamal2 which is the local

history of Aligarh u]) to 1728 1
1141 H.], has given a very clear account of the

history of the Jama‘ Masjids of Kol-Aligarh. According to him,
Qiitbuddin Aibak ordered the construction of a mosque soon after the
conquest, of the city ^ in 1 193 (590 Hijra), and that mosque ‘having decayed’,
Muhammad Tughlaq constructed in its site a huge moscpie ^ with seven
openings, in 733/1329. Uaje Muhammad prayed in this mosque which
contained an inscjription commemorating its construction by Muhammad
Tughlaq at the afore-mentioned date. On account of damage suffered by
the mosque in an earth(iuake, S^^'hit l^an Turkman {alias Ja'far Beg)
son of Muhammad Btlg, the governor of Kol (during the reign of ]\Iuhammad
Shah) totally dismantk'd it, and constructed a new one which saw com-
pletion in 1728 after four years (U37 to 1141 H.) of continued work. This
mosque is i)erohed in the liighest ground in the Bulii-i Qila‘ or the old

fortified city area, and catches the eyes of travellers approaching Aligarh
by road or rail. The fact that the structure coimected with this inscription

is referred as a holy or sacred place and also the circumstance that Altamash
took great interest in mos(iue-building of which the Delhi and x\jmer moscjucs
arc the finest spi‘(‘imens, incline me to think that th(^ inscription a])pertained

to the first Jama* inosqm'. which might have been begun l>v Qut1)uddm and
finished b^' Nizam-ul-Mulk Kamal-uddin Jimaidi, during the reign of
xMtamash.

^ Prof. Habib’s Muiiiiscript, p. :2r»4.

2 MS. in tin*- l^'ivi’Ao Lif^niry of Nawab Sadr Ya.r Jung Bahadur at Habibganj,
Aligarh District, fols, 2e4“2ue».

3 Most })robably n.ftcr Qiitbuddin liad (omo to Aligarh a second time to quell a
loci'J disturbance led bv the conquered people. See Taj-ul Mmvsir. Prof. Habib’s
MS., pp. 323fT.

4 AWibar*ul Jamal, fob 2erK/.
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TWO PILLAR INSCRIPTIONS

By Dll. Dines Chandra Sircar, M.A., Ph.D., Calcutta University

(Received Septcjnher 14, 1948)

I.—Benares Stone-Pillar Inscription of the Time of Budhagupta.

—

Gupta Year 159

It was r(»])orte<l to ni(5 several years ago that a stonci inscription of the
age of the imperial Guptas had been discovered at Kajghat in Benares,
It was secured for tlu* Hliarat Kalahhav'an at Benares ancl is still exhibited
there. Recently I met Rai Krishnadas, founder of the Kalabliavan, in

Calcutta and from him learned tliat the inscri[)tion remained still unpub-
lished. He readily agreed to allow me to edit the record, and to send
me a lew estamjaiges of tlie epigraph together \vith a description of the
inscribed stone and thii details of its discovery. My transcri])t of the
e[jigraph is pnblish(‘d hen‘, and I tiiank Rai Krishnadas for his kindness
in allowing m<‘ to (*dit the inscription.^

Th(‘ inscription, wliich is not in a very satisfactory state of ])reservation,

covers a space about V in hmgth ami about 4" in breadth. Thc^ size

of the al'saras is a little abovi‘ V'x}/. TIu'H' are only four lines of
WTiting. The characters (‘inployed belong to the so-c-alled North Indian
alphabet or th(‘ (hi] Ha s(Ti])t. But a point of palaeographical interest is

that while the kHter h is of th(^ ty])e usually knenni as the western variety,

v, I and m are of the HO-call(‘(l eastern tyf)e. Th(^ aksara du is of the early

Lvpe. The language is Sanskrit; but llien* are errors of grammar. As
regards orthomajHiy, th(‘ duplication of g and v in conjunction with
sui)erscri[d r is worth noticing. Figures and symbols for 8, 9, 20, 50 and
100 occur in the inscription.

The dat(‘ of tlu‘ inscription is the year 159 falling in the reign of

Mafidnljddhirnja Budhagupta (wrongly WTitten gutpa). The year has no

1 My rttti lit ion liHH bf'on rccontly drawn by Mr. Adris Chandra Banerji to his
pener cntitli'd Si-ulpturcR from Kajghat, Benares’, publislnd in the Journal of
t'lf. Oanyanath Jha l^cscarch Vol. Ill, I'art 1, November, 1945, in which the
j)illar under discussion was notiei d. As regards tlie discover^" of ancient objeettj from
Kajghat, Mr. Banc'rji .«:ays, ‘In 1941 in order to facilitate the regjrdering of the Dufferin
Bridge it was deeukd li.) diri ct tlu* O.T. Koad near the Kashi Kailway Station of tho
Phi. Kailway ever the Jhdghid plateau. The demolitions of the E.T. Kailway in 1940
resulted in th(' linds of e.ntiquiti<'.s of various dates and tho .subsequent excavations
carried out by Mr. S. Mukcrji, at the instance of tlu* Dim tor-Gcneral of Archaeology
in hidia, yielded interesting ri'sults. In order to tonserve tlu' ancient relies as far as
posRibk^ to bc' unearthed during the conversion of the G.T. Koad, Pandit M. 8. Vats,
d< jiuted bis sub-overse('r, I*andit U. C. Sbanna, to make a proper record of the linds.

Tho work in fe-ct resulted m a good harvest, as comrneneing from potsherds generally
aseribi'd to the Mauryan period ux> to a Muhammadan ehild's tomb-stone were found.
xMl these have now found a safe rt fuge in the Bharat Kala Bliavan, Btnian's City.*

In regard to tho pillar in particnilar, lio .says, ‘Pillar inscribed in tho ir>7tb year of tho
Gupta era in tlu' timt^ of Budhagupta. Bull sandstone of Chunar, height 4 feet and

ineh<‘s approximately. It is reetangidar o-t bas«> up to 2 fi^et 4J inches, which
eonbiins four niches in w hich tliorti aro four Avatanis of Visnu. Above tho niches is

an octagonal six tion 54 inches iii height, siin^rtmposed on which is a sixteen-sided
section 44 inches in height. Above, base wiHfioliage r>4 inches in height, surmounting
which there is a sipiare portion, absolutely plain and 74 inches in height.’

( 5 )
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doubt to be referred to the Gupta era starting from 320 A.D. The date

thus corresponds to 478 A.D. whicli falls in the reign-period of Budhagupta
{circa 476-95 A.D.). The actual date is the 28th day of the month of

Marga^irsa.

The inscription records the erection of a stone-pillar by a lady named
DamasvaminI in the year 159 of the Gupta era (i.e. in 478 A.I).) during the

reign of Mahdrdjadhirdja Budhagupta. The name of her father seems to

have been Maravisa who was an inhabitant of a locality called Parvarika,

while her mother’s name wan })0ssibly Sabhati.

The pur2:)ose of the lady in erecting the pillar is not stated in wwds.
But such unassuming ]nllars raised by private individuals were usually of

two types, viz. votive and monumental. Votive pillars w'ero erected in

religious establishments with a view^ to acquiring merit, while monumental
pillars w^ere raised in honour of one’s dead relatives. Instances of votive

pillars are numerous in the inscriptions discovered in the ruins of old Buddhist

establishments like those at Barhut, Sanchi and Nagarjimikonda (cf. Barua
and Sinha, Barhut Inscriptions] Ep. Ind,, II, pp. Ooff. ; XX, })p. Iff.

;
8el Ins.,

I, pp. 219-31). The erection of monumental pillars in honour of one’s

dead relatives is referred to in such records as th(' Suivihar inscription of

the Kusana emperor Kaniska T, dated in his 11th regnal year probably

corresponding to 89 A.D. (Set. Ins., I, ])p. 135-30) and in the Andhaii

inscriptions of the year 52 probably belonging to the Saka era and corres-

ponding to 130 A.f). {ibid., pp. 167-68). It seems, howwer, that the pillar

raised by the lady l)«amasvamini w'as not a monumental but a votive one.

This is possibly suggested by the word ^'slambha used in our record. The
monumental pillars are known to have been called ya^ti; cf. yatki and lasti

used respectively in the Suivihar and Andhau records. An estampage of a

Gupta inscription, said to be discovered in Central India and recently shown
to me, was also found to contain the wnrds sva’pnny-dpydyandrtham yasali-

klrtii-pravardhamdna-gotrcuiailikd hala-yaMi{h*) pratisthdpitd. On the other

hand, votive pillars raised in religious establishments were called stamhha

(in Prakrit thabha or thamhha). Again, inscriptions on the votive ])ilkrs

were in some cases short, referring simply to the erection of a stambha by
one and without specifying even the name of the monastery or tem])le in

which it was erected. In the present state of our knowledge therefore it

seems better to suggest that DamasvaminI raised the ])illar in a religious

establishment at Benares for merit; of. also the Xalanda inscription of

Rajyapala’s time edited below.

I am unable to locate the place Parvarilva mentioned in the inscription.

TextI

L. 1.

TT5tTfgT:T[’*i]-

L. 2.

L. 3. ?] ’tn »TTf^(?)-5fT ^

L. 4. «lTf [tT]a: (n*)

1 From a sot of throe estampages k:ndly supplied by Rai Kriahnadas, founder

of the Bharat Kalabhavan, Benares.
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CORRKCTED TeXT

WT^-TiRfww-^ff^T ^ ’^ra^TfHsgi fai5tTO»w: ^ifnci! n

EtsGILISH Tra>slation

On th(3 28th day of Margai^Irsa in the year loO, during the reign of
Alahardjddfiirdja Biuihagiifita, the stone pillar is set up by Damasvamini,
[who is) the daughter of Maravi^a (?), an inhabitant of Parvarika, and is

also the (laughter of Sabhati ( ?).

II.

—

Nalanda Stone-Pillar Inscription or the Time of RSjyapAla.

—

IlEGNAL Year 24.

Very recently, Mr. D. P. (irhosh, Ckirator of the Asutosh Museum of

Indian Art, Calcutta University, gavc^ me an (istampage of a stone inscri})tion

for examination. The r(‘oord is engraved on a stone-pillar which is now
exhibited in the Museum; but it was secured from the collection of the

late Mr. P. C. Nahar and originally belonged to the Jain temide at Bargaon
on the site of the ancient city of Xalanda in the present Patna District of

Bihar. On a careful examination of the eslampage, I found that it bears

the same inscription that was published by the late Mr. R. I). Banerji in

the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XLVIl, ]>. 111. It was, however, also found
that Banerji ’s re^ading and intiTpretation of the record differed considerably

from those of mine. Mr. Ghosh kindly agreed to my suggestion that the

inscription should be re-edited b}^ me. I thank him for the kindness shown
to me.

The pillar bearing the inscription is of white stone wdth an overall heiglit

of 5' I*" and the shaft of which is 3' The base of the pillar is 1 ft.

sep and the capital is lOU sq. at the base and 9.U sq. at the top; but the

writing covers only a sj)ace about OJ'" x7U in l(*ngth and breadth respectively.

The record contains live lines onf writing, the size of the aksaras being

about UxU, The preservation of the fifth or last line of the inscription

is not satisfactory. The characters employed are of about the tenth century

and belong to tlu^. medieval East Indian script commonly called Proto-

Bengali. Ii(‘ttcrs like g and j have developed Bengali forms; but the vowel-

mark of c, indicated at the left end of the serif, is exceptionally short.

G is doubled in conjunction with superscript r.

The date of the inscription is the year 24 of the reign of king Rajyapala
(wrongly written BdjaA of tfie Pala dynasty of Bengal and Bihar. The
reign-period of this king is now usually assigned to circa 908-40 A.D. ; cf.

History of Bengal, Vol. I, ed. Majumdar, p. 125; also the Kurkihar (Gaya
Dist.) image inscriptions of the yc^ars 28, 31 and 32 of Rajyapala \s reign in

Vol. XXVI, pp. 246-50. The date of our inscription therefore

seems to fall somewhere in the period 930-35 A.D, The epigraph .soems to

record the erection of a votive pillar at the Jain religious establishment at

Nalanda by a merchant named Vaidyanatha (wrongly written Vaida"^),

the son of Manoratha, on the 27th day of the month ofMarga (i.o. Marga^Irsa)
in the 24th year of Rajyapala's reign. It nw be pointed out that Banerji
failed to recognize the figures for 27 after standing for divase and that

his reading and interpretation of the las^iim of the inscription are difi'erent.

His reading for this lino is devadhdn^^ranavata which he corrected into

and translated ‘[Vaidyanatha] bows in the temple'.
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The last two olcmras are, however, °.Hhitah which apparently suggests the
word pratisthitah

,

The two akmras read by Bancrji as '"thane appear
actually to be thawhha which is the Prakrit form of Sanskrit stamhha meaning
‘a pillar’. According to my reading and interpretation, therefore, the
merchant Vaidyanatha raised a jullar and did not merely ‘bow in the temple*.

Text i

L. 1. «]2 Tr[4]-1^

L. 2.

L. 3. ^

L. 4.

L. 5. ^ [?ir]%a: *

Corrected Text

ll] 5^8 ^-S

?fTO^-gv% [arr^sr] n

English Translation

[Let there be welfare.]

On the 27th day of [the month of ^blrga (i.o. Mfirgaj^Trsa) in the 24th
year of the r(*ign of the illustrious Rajyayjrila, the pillar is K(‘t up by the
illustrious Vai<lyariathadeva [who is bom] in a family of merchants and [is]

the son of Manoratha.

1 Fi’om rtTi rstnmpafjo kincHy ?<up|:*li<’cl by Mr. D, P, Ghosh, Curator, Asuirwh
Muftoum of ludian Art, Ca.lcutt<k Giuv<'r-^ity.

2 Kxpr(*ssf'(l by symbol.

3 Bailor] i rr-ads

+ Banerji roads
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SIRR-I-AKBAR i

By \)R , Bikrama Jit Hasrat, 31 .A ,, Ph .D , {Calcutta)

{Recfimd October 19, 194S)

1 . Introduction

Tho Sirr-LAkhar or ‘iho Great Secret’ ia a Persian translation of fifty-

two ^ IlpanisliaJs l)y Muhammad Darfi Sbikfih, which was com])lete(l in

six months, in the year 10G7 A.H. (1657 A.D.) 3 at I)(?lhi. The Upaiiishatls,

as w(^ know, is the rec‘o^nized name of tlie pliilosophieal treatises contained
in i])e \'(‘das. Th(‘ (‘tymoJf)^y and meaning of the word C]Kini'<h(iiJ is

dispiit<*d l)oth by Indian and Eiiro])ean scholars; but according to the view
geiKTally accepted, it is derived from the root ay/J, to sit, ])rece(ied by tiie

]>n‘position /o', flown and ujxt, near, so that the wliole word would express

the i(h‘a of sitting down of pupils ntsar t]i(*ir teafduT to listen to his confiden-

tial tcai'hings. ‘Out oftliis i(l(>a of secret session', obsfTves W. Winternitz,'^

‘th(‘ UK'aning secrfd docttriiu'

—

thai which is communicated at sucli con-

fidential session—was de\'<‘lo])ed. Whenever the word occurs, it has the
meaning of doctrim^ or sc(Tet or f\soterif‘ ex]>lanati()n.’ It is, however, not
diflieult to (‘onclude from tlie above that Dfira SJnkfdi's title SirrA-Akhar
(the Great Seen't) to his translation of th(' Upanishads and his further ex-

planation of the wfu'd Cpanckhat, identities closely to this meaning as

‘the esoterics dofdrine or s(‘cret explanation'; the latter being explained by

him as dyat-uTaichid ki sirrA-poshidul

i.(\ verse of nionothtdsm, which is a seen*t to be concealed. The word
as pronouiK’cd aial written in Sanskrit

,
accordiiig to English orthography is

Upaui'^had, iji I)uf)erroirs Latin ^ersion it is Oupitekhnf and in French
Upanichai . Th(' Sanskrit character {vi^ answering to English a7/ and French

ch has b(‘en (^lianged into Persian kh ; and tlu^ Sanskrit terminal d

has been changed into Persian t {k^) asj/irated.

1 Tlio writer of tho proKont papor has oditocl tho Sirr-i~Akbar from tho oltlost

MSS. availablo of tho Th(' ^^urk whirh is still in tho proi‘t‘.-^s of colhition woiitl
b(^ piibhslif'd iu t volumes.

^ The iiurnbor of tho Upanishads varies in diiTcrent MSS. whioh I have used in

propuring tlio toxt., but in nono of thoso it is lose than 50. MS. ..-I (No. 5-, in tho Asibya
Library^ Hyflorabad-Dorran) on which I liavo based my text contains 52; MS. B
{R.A.S.B. (''at., p. 178) though iiicoinplcto givt's tho list containing 50, MS. C (Ualcutta
Univ^crsity J^ibniry) 50 and MS. D 51 ; while Anquetil DuptTron’.s Latin version of
Dara ^ikuli's transtition {Theologicu et IVulosoph ui Indica : Oupnek'hat id Svcrciuni

Tvqenditm, 1801, \'ol. I, p. IJl) contains 50, alUiough their number cnuimu’utf'd in the
list is 51. Etho lias not given tho number of Upanishads in any one of scvi n MSS. in

the India Onico {Cat. of Persian AtSS., Vol. T, Col. I l^-H) ; whiL in the British Museum,
the only MS, whi<*h is compk'to (Add. 5610) cont4Mj^51.

3 According to an India OfTico MS. (No. IjJPn of tho Cat., Vol, I) it is stated on
fob 2a that it was finished on the 29th of A.H. 1007.

A Indian Literature, Vol. I, p. 242.
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2. Its Contents

The i^irr-i-Akbar is divided into the following sections:

—

(1) Preface.

(2) A List of the Upanishads translated.
(li) A (dossary of Sanskrit-Persian Terms.
(4) The Translation of the Upanishads in four parts:

—

Book I. Three Upanishads from the Riq-Veda.
Book II. Twelve Upanishads from the Taj?/r-

Book III. One Ujmnishad from the Sama- Veda.
Book IV. Thirty-six Upanishads from the Atharva-Veda.

(5) The End.

3. The Translation

Of this translation, the earliest mention has been made by Halhc^l, in
the Historical Fragments of the Mnghal E7njf)ire,^ in 1782 A.T)., wherein a
brief account of Anquetil Dnperron’s Latin version of the Persian OupneFhat
of Dara k^iikuh is given. To this is affixed an English rendering of the
Preface. In the year 1775 A.D., Anquetil Ouperron, the renowned dis-

coverer of the Zend-Avesta, received a manuscript of the ^^irr4-Akhar,
sent to him by M. Gentile, the French resident at the court of Shuja‘-ud-
Daw'la and brought by M. Bernier. This MS. contained fifty Upanishads
and comprised of 247 folios 2; and Duperron after he had collated it with
one other MS., translated it into French and Latin. The latter, under
the title of Oupnelc'heit id Est, Secreturn Tegcndtnn, with an elaborately
WTitten introduction, copious notes and annotations was published in
Paris (1801) in two volumes, but the former remains unpublished to this
day. Regarding the Latin version. Max Muller remarks,^ that Anquetil
Duperron treated the Persian translation, rendering it into Latin, word for
w ord, retaining in si>ite of Latin grammar, the Persian syntax and all the
Sanskrit words, which Dara ghikuh had left untranslated. In his Monitum
ad Lectorem, Duperron aays,^ that in 1656 A.D., Dara Shikuh cauvsed a
Persian translation to be made, with the assistance of Brahmins of Benares,
of the Oupnekliat, a w^ork in Sanskrit language of which the title signifies,

‘the word that is not to be said,’ meaning ‘the secret that is not to be
revealed’. The work contains the theological and philosophical doctrines
and sacrificial rites of the Hindus as contained in the Rik Reid (Rig-Veda),
Jjjedir Beid (Yajur-Veda), Sain Beid (Sama-Veda) and AtJiarban Be id

(Atharva-\'eda). It is an extract of four Vedas and gives in fifty sections,
the complete system of Hindu theology, which establishes the unity of
first Being, whose perfections and operations i>crsonified, became the name
of principal divinities of the Hindus and demonstrates the re-union of all

nature to this first cause, the Deity.
‘This translation, though it attracted considerable inte^rest of scholars,’

says Max Muller,^ ‘was written in so utterly unintelligible a style, that it

reejuired the lynx-like j^crspicacity of an intre^pid philosopher, such as
Schopenhauer, to discover a thrca<l through such a labyrinth.’ But never-
theless, it aj^pears, that this secondary translation, which Was made by the
very first European who went to India for the purpose of studying Oriental

1 Compiled by Robert Orrie, ^ij^^ndon, 1782.
2 KuU dotttils of this MS. are by Duperron in his Irf^tin version {Oujinek'tuit

id Est Secretion Tegendtony Vol. I, p.
2 Sacred Books of the East, Vol. I
* Opt. cit. p. Iviii.
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religions, is of prime historical importance, for it was the first work which
brought a knowle<lge of Indian philosophy to the West. It is not known
whether Schopenhauer diS actually read the Persian translation of the
Upanishads, whom he ‘had the courage to proclaim to an incredulous age,

the vast treasures of thought, which were lying buried beneath that fearful

jargon,' and that, ‘which had been the most rewarding and most elevating
reading which there could be possible in the world, that which had been the
solace of his life and would be of his death'

;
but he pays a very high tribute

of keen apj)reciation to Dara Shikfdi for his translation. At one place he
remarks,! that Sultan Dara ghikuh, the brother of Aurangzeb, was born
and bred in India and therefore, probably understood Sanskrit as well as

we our Latin ; that moreover he was assistefl by a number of most learned
Pandits, ‘all this gives me a very high opinion of his translation of the
Vedic Uj)anishads into Persian'.

It would be interesting to note that how far Dara Shikuh’s Persian
translation, exhibited a unique degree of fascination for Indian philosophy
in the West. In 1882 A.D., the Sirr-i-Akbar^ already made available to
Europe by Anquetil Duperron, was carried so far as to the third remove
from the original Sanskrit, for, in the same year Franz Mischel translated

the Latin version into German. Whatever the shortcomings of Dara
Shikuh’s Persian translation, its importance lies in the fact, that, although
it was originally meant for ‘the spiritual benefit of his own self, his children,

his friends and seekers of Truth', 2 when the Upanishads were once trans-

lated from Sanskrit into Persian, at that time, the most widely read language
of the East and understood likewise !)y many European scholars, they
became generally accessible to all, who took an interest in the religious

literature of India. It is, however, odd that the did not
evoke much interest in India, neither at the time it was written nor at a
later period; the Muslims did not take m\ich notice of it and its study was
generally confined to the Persianized Hindu court nobility of the time.

Even to this day, it had been lying neglected and buried under a corner
of obscurity.

Much can be said with regard to the nature and quality of the transla-

tion. Dilra Slukrih’s own assertion is that he has translated ‘these I paru-
khata, which are a treasury of monotheism , and among which the profieiemt

e\'eii in llu^ ('ommunity (Hindu) are very few, without any worldly motive,
word for word, in a clear stple. A comparison Avith the original Sanskrit
text, aptly bears out this statement, w ith the exception that at a fenv places,

where the cTy])tic and philosophical sentences of the translation, need
explanation in more explicit and unambiguous mannei', he has most faith-

fully followed ^ankaraeharya's commentaiy.*^ Apart from the inner

^ Parerrja, Vol. II, p. 185. * Preface to Strr-i-Akbar.
^ Though there is no mention of this fact in the Sirr-i-Akbar, but by an elaborate

comparison of the Persian text with ^ankaracharya’s commentary, I maintain, that
in all tho major Uptmishads, Dara ^ukuh has followed his text tmd commentary.
Sankarocharya, wlio lived in the tenth century A.D., restored a critical text of nearly
all tho fundamontal Upanisliads of the Vedanta philosophy. It is still undecided
tis to tho number of Upanishads on which ho wroU> his eommentories, although a
long list of tho.se ascribed to him has boon compiled by Kegnaud {Philosophical
dc VJndc, p. 34) and Fitzoward {Index of Indian Philosophical System), But
all tho twolvo principal Upanishads, viz. Chdndogya,^itereya, Kaiishitakiy Brihddrnn-
ynka, S'wetdswdtara, Kapha, TaiUariya, 14dvdaya, Mur^aka, Kena, PraSnaand Mdmlukya,
are admitted on all hands to contain Sankara’s, c^bmmontary. It is w'ith regard to
these twelve Upanishads that T am convinced - hat Dara ^ikiih has followed Sankara’s
text and his commentary. The only refer ’ncos to tliis fact in the Sirr-i-Akbar, are
in one passage in tho KwetaswataraA panisltad (Fol. 1196) where it is said:
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structure and the composite and heterogeneous character of the latter,

^

it would be found that disconnected and much repeated sacrificial rituals

and dialogue's, A\'hicli form a part of the lirdhmanaf^

,

have been left un-

disturbed. An attempt has further been made, as would be found in the

Sanskrit-Persian Glossary, to adapt the sense of the text, as far as possible,

so as to make it more intelligible to the Muslims, by giving suitable words
equivalents from Islamic phraseology, of the Indian philosophical terms

and gods. Tn this respect, the Sirr-i-Akhar not only attains the merit of

an excellent translation but also possesses the charm of an original work.

As for instance, no amount of explanation or commentary would convey
a clear idea of Indian deities like Mahddeva ?i^^Isrdfil, VIshu as MihVil
and Brahman as Jihrajl; or Brahwa/nloka as ^ Alam-i-Dhat, Brahmloka as

Sadraf-^nlAInviahd or as Walii^ Prdna}fdmj\)^ TlabsA-Xafs, Om or

Veda-nniklai as IsmA-A'zam. Om. vaman as Un Alldhy AJahdpralana as

Qil/d}naf-i-Knhra, etc.

4. The Prefac e

llara RJiikidi’s preface to the Birr-i-Akhar forms a A^ery interesting study.

Jt is a most rovc^aling document, of supreme importance^ which must lx* read

in lofo^ for it touches many things bc‘sidcs his s])iritual as})irations, which

led to the translation of the Upanishads. In the lollowing is givcai the

Preface in tlu' orij/inal Avith a comfdete English rendering ot tiu' same
folloAved b}^ a brief analysis of its salient features:

—

j) i
V 4JJI (lol, 16)

^^,Jl .jjy nud tho Mundaka-UpiinMiiid (Fol. 170i/):

o-jf Ji and ngain ut. the samo place:

^ Tlio rnasoji ofT(‘r('d by Mux Miillcr is that it litia boon supposed tliat Simkarfi-
chniya., who in writinp; Iiis commentaries on the Upanishads, was diiolly puded by
pbilosox^incal considomtions, but it has nonetheless, fulfilh'd tlie first and uidispensablo
task in a critical treatment of tlxi text of the Upanisliads. {fhul.,

x).
Ixxi.)

2 A begins witli W’* )
which seems to be

a later addition obviously by the Hindu scribe. J) oxx'iis tho Preface witli the

following verse:—
1 i

« > «

.

Ij AIslAj

O omits the Preface; while no^jy all other MSS. begin with: ^^>-^1 I aUI

Tlio Latin version adds tho siipcrscnjj^ion : to tho Profaco,
2 B aTid D both have: ^^fNwhich reading is unsatisfactory. Anquotii

Duperron s Latin translation (Vol, I) has; aU^m am alkctali (inspiratio primao souratae).
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^ *1*-*^**^ ^ I
1

^v3
^

tAjkj)
^ ^ I

mt^''-^^
Jf

He A^liSXArl
^

AJI i>^2C1.< jt^ ^

v«jlj XXaa, sd JJ^Xiu 1^1 J ^ *^x; t/<|

^
s»::^jIac ivilap.^

^
^ ^Lxi^ tJ^Ia^ C:^!^ ^

^ I
^ ^13*^ i ^

^_J».^^)
d>i3]^| CL^v^Ixmi ^

^ ^

I \iiS _

- L ^jLU^ ^-6vIa« 2(1>M< dJ y«/*) ^i^jLilA- CX^y^ ^

»3>iii ^(.Aact/ww
y

AAj {Jbjf.it
OL?*^ ^

-
^

OkX.ak^J
y y-'^ ii*3 fi ^ Q. ^-!, ..^.! Lib^iLAA^

y
}itX^y] Ji^ L. II V, .i, y

^
P^ljb^LwKV*

y ^fol. 2tt) ^ ^ i^.li,.^A*A^^a».,>

^K/«)
^

^itlxA/oCi Cl? 13 y ^
I ^iiXj ^1 (3“^ ^ »3‘i*^'ri*^

-
. . / .. f ,.

^1 ^t3.Ai^(3
J

Cii-^M*)
^ f"t^^ it/ V ^

1 fcVi

_
>p

x^it 0 (.3 ‘ jJ 1^' c-O^'*'**'
‘ Ljljj.AJf J^i/c^^

ji} iX^l<i f^<^S^^ ''“•^^**'^ t-^AMkAj

^ J y, AA^ilj jLo-^l ^X-^SO ^^Ijl
y

i^yJ^

J> ^ .A*.
—

‘^y^^ y jJk<,.SV.,< ^ib (.yil jd Sx^yi ‘ jL I I

J J^y 3

»i< 4>.;Jij.Xi i^yi.]a^< ^ *>3J^’
L C^V*** y y ^

^yixsif ^ czxs^y ^Ix^ys'xsti ji} \\ ^1 <„j^i

t^ss^y y Ij ^'xit ^iSs isiilh
^^

IJsvm?
y
^j.itLb

y
c.::.^^l ^*Ua*aj

^ **-*«^*
-I ^^^1 L^

^ **-^AAil J^vc) AXLi) ^ *'t0̂ AUsXi ^ I f.i y

X

9

Xi
y

Jjl
3 J^ tSfJx"* J

«d|d
y

jly Ulc
]j j^ib.

vP y

j' »;
tyxA.^j ^yC^Tlfcii^ 44^ ‘ujOi;

viyil Ii3>.^ ulj }
»3»Ajt4>*AA/0

y^
^

1 I^^or tlio lifo, works and rolations of Mulla ^aV with Dara ^liknh, xnde tlio 1 "?.s‘7y/-

Bhamti Quarterly^ Vol, VI, Fart II (Now Sorios) »pp. J34"14(i and Vol. A'l, Fart T\^

(Now S(’rios), pp. 331-“345, whom the prosont writer has discussed Dara ^likilli’s relations
with the saints of vwious orders.

2 A reads: ^yjt »j>f3 ;ly I; (^JLc
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y .. .. ^

y- j' ^ ^

tj * ^Mav'^AA/l AJU^ ^ ^ ^ ^t/
^ ^'*

*^^<2p^
(jJ^j^ ^

^ibLL lyjUi^ jl
^ ^Xx/c (Jj^

‘ t^MtU
^

osAAfc^ K^^y*

o J< O <» - 1^0>^ X ,0^ ^ Ci/ ^ ^

^1 ^
c:^l ^o

^
^ ‘ i^A^juki j^Ao. ^iJtixyo U^ (./•

^
*. i>jL<,st^

1,1*0
^

A’o - -'^i' :J^j.

c:.^iAAJb ULwj (.11,0*^^ I dftJ t
j

^ ‘

I 0 ^ y -r - ^\ ytt >0 O -- I O ^ y ' ’

4JLi^ ^ «A-w
(i/^3^ t,y^v

^ ^
L^wVX^

y

^ . .
' !”-

] T^.

^ ^
A>< I

^
^ k^AA^U ^«A»w AJ AO ) (j lA^Xi v^lte)X

b Vi/^^**'/
d^A**! }Ski>U*«^j ki ^^flsv.j

j
^ J^.M>(j AA^tii^ Ai vj^AWkiji

J»

^LmJjl**' jf f**'} kf
}j j

-J.il AUAAkijj ^cl^JUc A^A,o.jt
^

iJa) Aa<^^a (fQl. 2&) isAwJ
^ ^

Aj

^4)*^ Jy.^} jj ^lai N

iyXA^yJ ^A5 k( \^ (ittO,^y^Aj} A^ < C^^^^XmaAam
^ )

yiX
y ^ ^

* g*? * \^**/^ ii jit.v< l»ib ^j ^1
^tfjii!

j y
vj:--*a*a|

^j| Ai j,A^j »j^A.i kA.^Ji UaAlj U^ *c>^*«l^ ‘^^Iaa^aJ (jojc^i
^

. hi^^tt] jv* kj^ y^I ^aJ ^ J.i^)jX/«
a

^JJIAaI ^ILm) ^^ibl jl I^i 1 A^ AfL^^

1^1; wUr V 2 (Qur’an: XVTT, 15.

3 Qur'^ani XXXV, 24. ^ * Qur'an : LVII, 25.

^ A

:

AjyUi {itoka); Duperron’s has selouk^ translated as *religio.si instituti*.

* A: ^ A: o^lxc
^
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^ I ^ I

*

*j jj.l*j .e:^l ;Ij 8*il; ^.bl
j

j 4>,iu
j i>/«I ^»«( a1 )j |^b>vtjki«>

j ‘ (3^

I *1 •

j /L)'^ I
V A,XMt ji} ‘ c::—

>

v.a1^I
^ ^

^ s

j Lli^^l \XX^y^
y ^

AA^
y

L^,CjL^ ^

‘ axL *>A2p^

Ail : ixM ..II^jI AX iiy^XyC jSilis
y

^
O • 6 stiSi o Sp O O^ -^O Ck- >• o ^ o:^ 1 ^o

V S-^y
^ AaiaaJ i*

^
- - ' ^ ^ ^ y . \ .

$
~ ”“

7
“

" —

^

^/< t^AXl^i \mmS\sj]
^1 ^

C^Lvi A^ oLk^ ^'0

L *
I

^1 ^iXm* * * fc^-wb AX
^ C' ^

4/ V ,
^

— ' "
' C J>

iaAj
j) ^

S,J^AM^i ;^\^i|
y y J

yJy
^ ^ ‘^XC

^ ^ -V

^
AX V«J^>V^XAj

1 y
^il> (3*^ tXljly'O f.A lis

jJ ^AAAJ J>Jk2p.^
J

'<-^^1 U^bi^ jJ.^1 «

V.

^ o-jj

^Jji
^

‘ vA^b v^Lvi ^1 << »-^LIX ” xi ^Aiiacvi t Axitj

>

3|< «.Xvvi AvAJyft^^ b IjtShAJ^ySli * AAamJIl) I^' C-&AAa«a>| l3li

«jlj^I \\y4M
y

'lik^yMfS h>xani'« i_jLSA.>«a<« ;•**?/ )'^ '-^h 0)

^ y y O y O ^y y y . *J y O ^ ^ \

'*-—^^1 (J/-^ ^ ^Jy\ xi ty<l

t " o o
ti e:,>«»ijLIf ‘ ot^ «^ ‘ * ,„_iJ|

^j[yy<j y
aj jJiJiJ iu-«

1 Qiir’dn: LVI, 77, 78, 79. » Qur'an-. VII, 1, 2.
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-P

V, r w>»*vA»Ai«AA
j ^ \j ^

^lA<wjt3
^ 0^.3^ Jl ^ {^^’*** *^aAAa*a^

^1
^axa

^

^ a.a-A|^S^ L>^y^ i
^AA^Ac)C»4di/ - 2(k)^Ai

^ ^ ^ ^lla^

U/ I

* Awilj
^

^6.-^3
* ^y**‘y’^ t-A^ j*** A) A^ h * 4JL)I

%^iy^ ^ ^
u—3^2n.jLJ

^ fJ \ ĵ^ ‘ v^-o^^aa
j
^I^sxa uJ^j

Traiifdaiion

^

Praised be the Being, that among whose eternal secrets, is the
dot in the (^) of the Biswilldh in all the heavenly books, and glorified

be the mother of books. In the holy Quran is th(*. token of His glorious

name; and the angels and the heavenly books and the pro]>liets and the
saints are all comprehended in this name. And be the blessings of the
Almighty upon the best of His creatures, Muhammad and u})on all his

children and upon his eomf)anions universally !

'

‘To proceed: whereas this imsolicitous Muhammad Dfira Sliikuh

in the year A. FI. 1050 went to Kashmir, the rescanblanee of ])aradise, and
by the graet^ of God and the favour of the Infinite, he there obtained the
auspicious opportunity of meeting the most ])erfeet of the ])('rfects, the
flower of the gnostics, the tutor of the tutors, iho sag(^ of' the sages, the
guide of the guides, the Unitarian accomplished in the Truth, Mullfi Shtlh,

on whom be the peace of (h)d.'

‘And whereas, he was imj)ressed with a longing to behold the gnostics

of e\(uy sect, and to hear the lofty expressions of monotheism, and had east

his eyes upon many books of mysticism and had written a Tiumber of treatises

tlu'n'on, and as the thirst of investigation for Tau'lnd, vhich is a boundless
ocean, became every moment increased, subtle doubts came into his mind
for which he had no possibility of solution, except by the word of thc^ Lord
and th(* direction of the Infinite. And wliereas the holy Quran is mostly
allegorical, and at the*. ])resenl <lay, p(*rsons thorouglily conversant with
the subtleties thereof are very rare, be. became desirous of bringing in

view all the heavenly books, for the very words of God itsedf are their ovai
commentary; and what might be in one book compendious, in another
might be found diflusive, and from the <letail of one, the conciseness of the
other might become comprehensible. He had therefore, east his eyes on
the Book of Moses, the Gosx)els, the Psalms and other sc^iJ)tur(^s, ))ut the
explanation of moiiotlieism in them also was compendious and enigmatical,
and from the slovenly translations wliich selfish persons had made, tlieir

purport was not intelligible,’

‘Thereafter he eonsidch^d, as to why the discussion about monotheism
is so conspicuous in India, and why the Indian theologians and mystics
{'Ulema' i zdhiri wa hdtini) of the ancient school do not disavow the Unity
of God nor do they find any fault with the Unitarians, but their belief is

perfect in this respect; on the other hand, the ignoramuses of the present
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age—the highwaymen in the path of God—who have established them-
selves for erudites and who, falling into the traces of polemics and molestation
and apostatizing from and disavowing the true proficients in God and
monotheism, display resistance against all the words of unitarianism, which
are most evident from the glorious Qur'an and the authentic traditions of

indubitable prophecy.’
‘ And after verifications of these circumstances, it appeared that among

this most ancient people, of all their heavenly books, which are the Eig- Veda,
the YajurAeda, the ^awa-Veda and the Atluirva-Veda, together with a
number of ordinances, descended upon the ])rophets of those times, the
most ancient of whom w^as Brahman or Adam, on whom be the peace of

God, this purport is manifest from these books. And it can also be ascer-

taine<l from the holy (Qur’an, that there is no nation without a prophet and
without a revealed scripture, for it hath been said : Nor do We cliwitise until

We raise an apostle (Qur’an: XVIT, 15). And in another verse: And
there is 7iof a people but a warner has gone among them, (Qur’an: XXX 24).

And at another place: Certainly We sent Our apostles with clear arguments,

and sent down with them the Booh and the measure (Qur'an: L\'1I, 25).’

‘And the summum honum of these four books, which contain all the

secrets of the Path and the contemplative exercises of pure monotheism,
(ire calked the Vpanekhats, and the people of that time have wTitten com-
mentaries with complete and diffusive interpretations thereon; and being

still understood as the best part of their religious w^orship, they are always
studied. And whereas this unsolicitous seeker after the Truth had in

view' the principle of the fundamental Unity of the Personality and not
Arabic, Syriac, Hebrew^ and Sanskrit languages, he w'anted to make without
any worldly motive, in a clear style, an exact and literal translation of the

Upanekhat into Persian. For it is a treasure of Monotheism and there

are few' thoroughly conversant with it even among the Indians. Thereby
he also wantinl to solve the mystery which underlies their efforts to conceal

it from the Muslims.'

‘And as at this period the city of Benares, which is the centre of the

sciences of this community, was in certain relations with tliis seeker of the

Truth, h(‘ assembled together the pandits and the sannydsis, who w'ere

the most learned of their time and proficient in the Vpanekhai, ho himself

being free from all materialistic motives, translated these essential

parts of monotheism, which are the Cpantkhai, i.e. the secrets to bo con-

cealed, and tiie end of purport of all the saints of God, in the year 1067 A.H.

;

and thus every dillieulty and every sublime topic which ho had desired or

thought and had lookeil for and not found, lu‘ obtained from these essence^

of the most ancient books, and without doubt or suspicion, these books are

first of all heavenly books in point of time, and the source and the fountain-

hoacl of the ocean of Unity, in conformity with the holy Qur'an and even a

commentary thereon. And it becomes clearly manifest that this verse is

literally applicable to these ancient books: Most surely it is an honoured

Qur'an*, in a hook that is 2rrofected. None Mihail touch it save the purified

ones. A revelaiioii by the Lord of the worlds (Qur'an: L^T, 77, 78, 79, 80).’

‘It is evident to any person that this sentence is not apphcable to the

Psalms or the Book of Moses or to the Gospel, and by the word “ revelation ”,

it ia clear that it is not applicable to the lleserved Tablet (Lauh-i’Mahfuf\

:

and whereas the Upanekhat, which are a secrej: to be concealed and are the

essence of this book, and the verses of the holy Qur'an are literally found
therein, of a certainty, therefore, the hidden book is this most ancient book,

and hereby things unknowm became known and things incomprehensible
became comprehensible to thi&faqir,'
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‘At the commencement of the translation, he opened the pages of the
holy Qur'an to take an augury and the Sura aUA'rdf came up of which the
first verse is thus: / am Allah, the best knower, the Truthful, A Book revealed

to you—so let there he no straiiness in your breast on account of it—that you
may ivarn thereby and a reminder to the believers (Qur’an: VII, 1, 2); and
he had no intention and no purpose except for the spiritual benefit of his

own self and of his children, his friends and the seekers of Truth.
’

‘Happy is he, who having abandoned the prejudices of vile selfishness,

sincerely and with the Grace of God, renouncing all partiality, shall study
and comprehend this translation entitled the Sirr4-Akbar (the Great Secret),

knowing it to be a translation of the words of God, shall become imperishable,

fearless, unsolicitous and eternally liberated.’

When analysed, the Preface to the 8irr4-Akhar throws much light on
Dara ghikilh’s spiritual longings, his thirst for religious investigation and
attitude towards Hinduism. Briefly, it can be summarized as follows:

—

(1) Invocations, praise of God and Muhammad.
(2) He visits Kashmir in A.H. 1050 (A.D. 1640) and meets his

spiritual teacher Mulla Shah.

(3) He asserts that he had come into contact wdth saints of various

orders and sects and had studied to a great extent works on mysticism.

(4) His desire for investigation for Truth made him collect into

view all the heavenly books with the object of seeking illumination on
many spiritual and religious matters.

(5) In the Qur'an, he finds some passages allegorical and for the
clarification of these, he entertains no doubt ‘that there was no possi-

bility of solution except by the word of the Lord’, he therefore, studies

the Book of Moses, the Gospels, the Psalms, etc., but ‘the slovenly

translations of interested persons’ fail to satisfy him.

(6) He then turns tow’^ards Hinduism, ‘where there is so much
discourse on the TaivJpid', and finds that both in its outer and inward
forms ‘there is no disavowal of Divine Unity’.

Thereafter he treats with contempt ‘ the ignoramuses of the present

age, the highwaymen in the path of God who have established

themselves as erudite and often molest and harass the true lovers of

Monotheism’.

(7) The Vedas, to liim appear as ‘the essence of Monotheism’,
and he translates the Upanishads ‘without any worldly motive’ in

1067 A.H. with the help of learned Pandits of Benares and gives his

translation the title of Sirr4-Akbar (Great Secret), for, he regards the
Upanishads as Divine Secrets.

In support of his assertion he cites this verse from the Qiir'dn:

Most surely it is an honoured Qur'an; in a book that is protected. None
shall touch it save the purified ones. A revelation by the Lord of the

worlds. Commenting on the verse, he observes, that it became literally

applicable to the Upanishads, which are ‘secrets to be concealed’ and
the essence of this book and the verses of the Holy Qur'dn are literally

found therein. ‘ Of a certainty, therefore,’ he remarks, ‘ the hidden
book is this most ancient book and hereby things unknown became
known and things incomprehensible became comprehensible to this

faqtr (Dara vShikuh).’

(8) He was afraid lest such bold an assertion might sliock the
orthodox Muslim ecclesiasts, so he adds, that he had translated the

Upanishads for his own spiritual benefit and for the religious advance-
ment of his children, his friends and the seekers of Truth, and not for

the general public.

2B
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5. DSRl SiJIKtJH’S APPROACH TO HiNDU PhH.OSOPHY

We have briefly outlined elsewhere Dara Sliikuh’s interest in Hinduism
and his approach towards Indian philosophy. ^ Two things are clear from
the study of his works on Hinduism and his translations from Sanskrit.

First his persuit of Indian religious thought was intuitive with a spiritual

background; it was neither academic, nor intellectual, nor, as some think,

it had any political motive. As he himself observes, it was a part of ‘ his

desire for investigation of the Truth '.2 Secondly, its comparative value

w^as confined, unlike Badafmi and Abul Fadl to Islamic thought only

—

mostly in the details of technical terms and not of any major speculative

problems. I'hus in the first place we find that his ‘ word for word' transla-

tion of the Upanishads was made ‘ for his own sj>iritual benefit and for the

religious advancement of his children, friends and the seekers of the Truth '.3

Similarly he remarks in the Majrna' -ul-Bafirain that his researches (in

comparative study) wevo according to his own intuition and taste, for the

benefit of the members of his own family and that he had no concern with

the common folk of either community.** He does not find disavowal of the

Truth in Hinduism and the Vedas appear to him as the essence of mono-
theism. The monotheistic philosophy of the Upanishads he thinks, is in

conformity with the holy Qur'an and a commentary thereon. ^ And he
comes to the conclusion that in the Upanishads, ‘ the verses of the holy

Qur'an are literally found'.®

6. His WORKS ON Hindxtism anb translations from vSanskrit

Dara tShikfih's translations from Sanskrit include that of the Upanishads,
entitled the Sur4’Akbar (wr. 1067 A.H.), the BJulgwat-GUa (wt. between
1065-67), and a translation of the Yoya-VdAshta made at Ids instance.

His other w^orks on Hinduism are the uVajma' ‘Ul-Bafiratn, a comparative
study of Hinduism and Islam

;
and the MukMarna or Seven Dialogues on

comparative mythology wdth a Hindu saint, named Lrd Das. The Bisdiai
flaq Numd', though a treatise on JSufic j^jractices, shows distinct signs of the

influence of the Indian Yoga philosophy. Dara Shikilh claims that he had
read a Persian translation of the Yixja^Vd’^i^ita by Shaikh Sufi—probably
by Sufi S.harif cni. thc^ Tuhfa'i YJajJis, based on the Yogardsishtha-

snras—j)rior to A.ll. 1066, when he ordered a ndranslation of the w'ork.

8ome of the physical exercises detailed in the Hisdla, e.g. the Hahs4~dain

,

the dwurd-burd

,

the astral healing, the centres of meditation in the heart

and brain, etc. bear a close resemblance to the Hindu Tdntric meditations.

The sdlik's journey through the four worlds oi 2^dsut, Jabarut, Malakut and
Lahut, for instance, is compared by him to the Indian Avasthdtman or the

four worlds of Jdgrat, Swapna, SasuquUi and TtiriyaA The Majma'-uU
Bahrain, written in 1065 A.H. prior to the translation of the Upanishads,
show\s clearly that by that time Ihira Shikilh had acquired considerable

knowledge of Hindu—Yogic and Vedantic—philosophy, together with
Sanskrit technical vocabulary of Indian mythology and cosmology, etc.

w Inch would enable him to make a comparative study of the same with their

equivalents from Islamic thought. Thus wo find, that he has dealt with
the identical conceptions of Elements, Senses, Devotional Exercises, Soul,

^ Vide tho Vism-Bharati Quarterly, Santinikettvn, Vol. V, Part III (Now Series),

p, 275-290.
* Sirr-uAkbar; Introduction.
^ Vide Bib. Ind,, p. 30.
« Ibid,

3 Ibid.
3 >Strr-t-i4ifc5ar: Introduction.
^ Majma'^td-Bafyrain, Bib. Ind., p. 46,
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Air, Sound, Msion of (:!od, Skies, Earth, Resurrection, etc. as found in both
the religions. The Muhllama Bdhd Ldl wa Ddrd J^tikuh shows the same
comparative spirit and his knowledge of Indian mythology and some
aspects of the speculative philosophy of the Hindus.

7. His knowledge of Sanskrit

Dara Shikiih’s knowledge of Sanskrit language, notwithstanding the
fact that he employed a large number of Sanskrit pandits in the translation

of the Upanishads, appears to be very considerable. It is not known as to

how many Sanskrit works he had read in the original. Stray references in

some contemporary works allude to his keen appreciation of Sanskrit
poetry. A delightful story tells how' being pleased with the Sanskrit poetry
of his favourite poet Jagannath Misra, Dara Shikuh promised to give him
anything he asked for.i Many contemporary Sanskrit poets, including

Kavindracarya, Kavi Hariram and others have showered great praises oh
him for his learning and patronage of Sanskrit poetry. 2 Nothing, however,

is known of the actual scope of his studies in the field of Sanskrit literature

and philosophy, either from contemporary Sanskrit writers or Persian

historians. Unless such evidence is forthcoming, his knowledge of Sanskrit

literature can only be based on the internal evidence of his works on Hindu-
ism—his intimate acquaintance of Hinduism, particularly Hindu mytho-
logy as evidenced from the Ifukdlarna; of traces of Hindu gnosticism from
the Misdlai Haq Numd\ of the technical Sanskrit pliilosophical vocabulary
from the 3Iajwa^-i(l-BaJpmn

;
of the \>dantic and jihilosophical terminology,

cosmogonic myths, legends, mystic interpretations and the symbolicisms

in the intricate Aranyakas and Brahmanas from the Sirr-i-Akbar. P. K.
Code of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute claims to have dis-

covered a Sanskrit work (
'() of Dara Shikuh, entitled the Satnudnh^angaDia

(Mingling of the Two Oceans) in the form of a MS. datiid 170S A.D. I do
not know on which basis he claims it to be a Sanskrit work of the prince.

It would be a rare find if the w'ork does not happen to be a Sanskrit transla-

tion of the Majma' ‘Ul-Bahrain (Mingling of the Tw o Oceans).

8. Sanskrit scholars associated with DIeA SjiikCii

Dara Shikfih was associat(?d with many Sanskrit scholars and it can

be presumed that he gained mucdi knowle<lge of Hinduism from that

contact. In the Preface to the Sirr-i-Akhai\ he observes that the city of

Benares ‘the centre of the sciences of this (Hindu) community' w\ns ‘in

certain relation with him’ Bernier tells us that ‘a large staff of Benares
Pandits’ was presumably brought to Delhi for the purpose of helping him
in the translation of the Upanishads.^ It is, howxwTT, difficult to ascertain

the names of the Sanskrit scholars and their exact share in the translation.

Nearly all Persian and Sanskrit sources arc silent in this res])ect and the
meagre information like that of Mirza Muhammad Kazim that ‘he was
constantly in the society of Brahmans, jogis and sannyasis’ ^ does not

1 Medimval Indian Mysticiamt London, p. 143 sq,
2 Vide tho Kavindramndroda/ya (Poona, 1939) : An anthoJogy of addrossoH presented

to .Kavindracarya, tho poet-scliolar of the house of Dara ^nkuh, by 09 pandits of
Benares and Prayag, for tho poet’s successful persuasion of Emperor Shah Jahan
to abolish the piJgrim tax on Allahabad and Benares. For a complete list of the names
of the pandits, many of whom refer to Shah Jahan and Darg. ^ikuh in most eulogizing
language, vide preface to the work (p. xv ff,),

3 Opt cit» ^ IVavela, p, 323, w 3 j(f.
s "Alamgtmdma,
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lead us anywhere. From the chroniclers of the Mughal period, we gather

that at the Delhi Imperial court many eminent Sanskrit scholars were
employed and maintained by the Emperors Akbar, Jahangir and Sliah

Jahan.A Among those, who were at the court of Shah Jahan were Pancha-
raj of Benares and Phatan Mi^ra, former pi'otegef^ of Jahangir; Hamath
on whom gliah Jahan conferred the title of 31ahnpdtra, Kavindracarya
Saravati on wliom the Emperor conferred the title of iSarva-vidydiiidhdna;

Vtoasidha Misra, and Jagannath (Misra?) of whom it is said that he ‘was
once weighed with silver at the Emperor’s order, and the money was given

to him as a reward’. 2
,Jagannath w^vs also given the title of MahdkahnVi

(poet-laureate) by the Emperor. Another B(mares Pandit (probably

Kavindracarya, infra.) was granted a pension of Rs.2,000. Other Sanskrit

scholars who were directly jn the pay of prince Dara SJhikuh included:

(1 )
Banv^ali Das, with the 7io7n de phmie of VaU, a munshi of Dara

Shikfih. He was a bi-lingual scholar in Persian and Sanskrit and
remained in the service of the prince for a long time. His works
include the Rajarali, a historical work on the Delhi kings from
Yudhistira to Shah Jahan and a tnaihyiawi.^

(2) Jagannath Misra, the eminent Sanskrit poet and scholar on
whom Shrdi Jahan b(‘stowT(l the title of Panditrdjd. He w^as attached

to the court of Dilra Shikuh, who was a great admirer of his poetry.

Among hisjvorks is the Jagalsindia containing eulogies of Dara gkikuh
and th(‘ Ardf-nldm devoted to tlu' praise of Asif Khan, brother

of Nur Jahan. So attached w^as the Pandit to the prince that

after the latter's execution in 1059 A.D., he left the Mughal court and
retinnl to Muttra.

(J) Chander Bhan Brrihman, another munshi of Dara Shikuh,

wdio translated for him the Mnkdlarna into Persian.

(4) Kavindracarya Sarasvati of Benanvs, whose connection wdth

the Mughal court and his great influence with ghah Jahiin and Dara
Shikuh is established from the Sanskrit anthology Kavindracandrodaya.

Gode has identified him with Bernier's ‘most celebrated pandit in all

Indices’, who belonged to the household of Dara Shikuh'. ^ He was an
honoured person at the court and led a deputation of Benares Pandits

before the Emperor to seek the abolition of Pilgrim Tax on Benares

and Allahabad. Shah Jahan conferred upon him the title of Sarva-

ridydnidhdna and also gave him a x)cnsion of Rs.2,000.

9. The Number of the Upanishads

The number of the Upanishads translated by Dara Shikuh in the ^Sfrr-

i-Akhar, is fifty-two; but their original number as given by various scholars

is not the same. According to Weber,® so far it can be relied ui)on, it is

two hundred and thirty-live. Both in the Mahdrakyamukidrali and
Muktika-Upanishad, it lis one hundred and eight: Max Midler 7 counts

1 Bibliography of Mughal India (KtiruAtak Publishing llouso), Appendix III,

pp. 164-65, on the Sanskrit Writers of Mughal Period. Among those who lived during
^ah Jahan’s reign the namos of 63 writers are recorded. Some of those, at least,

appear to have conntM tion wuth tho Mughal court,
^ Tadhkira'i "Ulema- i Hunud (Cawaporo), p. 31.
^ Kieii: II, S5r>rt iii. * Sprenger: Oude. Cat.^ p. 689.
^ Kavindracarya Sarasvati at the Mughal Court: vide the Armais of Sri Vonkates-

wara Oricntol liLstiiutc, Vol. J, part 4.

® History of the Sanskrit Literature^ p, 165.
7 An alphabetical list published in 1866 in Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgcnlandis^

chen Oescllschaft, XIX, p, 137-168.
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them as one hundred and fifty-nine; and Hang gives this number as one
hundred and seventy, but apart from the exact determination of the total

number of the Upanishads, it is admitted on all hands, that out of these

twelve form as the source for the history of the earliest Indian philosophy.
These called by W. Winternitz ^ as ‘the Vedic-Upanisha<ls’, viz, Aitereya,

BriMdra'^yaka, C'lmndogya, Taittiriya, Kaifshifalci, Keim, Kafha, ^iretas-

vatara, Prama, Iklvdsya, Mdhdnkyay Mundaka, have all been included by
Dara ghikfih in the SirrA-Akhar, The remaining, whatever their true
number, are classified as ‘the non-\ edic-Upanishads’, only few of them
having real traditional connection with the Vedic schools, mostly contain
the religious doctrines rather than philosophical ideals of a much later period.

Of this category I)ara Shikuh has included forty in his translation. As I
have already remarked, this number varies slightly in different MSS.^ of the

1 A History of Indian Literaturr, Vol. I, p. 239.
2 Full details of tho M8S. used, art' given later on, while Anqiietil Duperron’s Latin

version, based on a MS. Iraiiseribed d»*cidedly earlier than 1775 A.D. contains only
fifty Upanishads in tlio following order:

—

1. Oupnok’hat Tschandouk 6 Sam Beid.

2. Oupn(‘k’hat Brchdarang 6 Djedjr Beid.

3. Oupnok’hat Mltri e Djedjr Ik‘id.

4. Oupnek’hat JliandeJc cx Atliarban Beid.

5. Oupnek’hat Evsdnwasitd 6 Djedjr Beid.
(). Oupnek’hat Sarb ex Atluu'ban Ik'id.

7. Oupnek'hat Narain ex Atharban Ikud.

8. Oupnek’hat Tadiw 6 Djedjr Beid.

9. Oupnek’hat Athrb ex Atharban Jk*id.

10. Ouprw'k’hat Hensnad ex Atharban Beid.
11. Oupnek’hat Antrteheh e Rak Beid.
12. Oupnek’hat Kok'heuk 6 Rak Beid.

13. Oupnek’hat Santaster 6 Djedjr Beid.
14. Ouimck’hat Pors ex Atliarban Beid.
J5. Oupnek’hat Deluinhandhu ex Atharban Beid.

16. Oupnek’hat Maha ex Atharban Beid.

17. Oupnek’hat Atnva Pra Boudeh ex Atharban Beid.

18. Oupnek’hat Ke'ioul ox Atharban Beid.

19. Oupnek’hat Bchat Roudri 6 Djedjr Beid.
20. Oupnek’hat Djocf Schak'ha ex Atliarban Beid.

21 . Oupnek’hat Djoqtau ex Atharban Bt'id,

22. Oupnek’hat Schiw Sanklap 6 Djedjr Beid.

23. Oupnok’hat Athrb Schank^ha ex Atharban Beid,

24. Oupnek’hat Atnva ex Atharban Beid.

26.

Oupnek’hat Brahm Badia ex'Atharban Bind.

26. Oupnek’liat Anhrad Bandeh ex Atharban Beid.
27. Oupnek’hat TiJjbandeh ex Atharban Beid.

28. Oupni'k’hat Karhhch ex Atharban Bf‘id.

29. OuiJnek’hat Djabal ex Atharban Beid.
30. Oupnek’hat Mahanaram 6 Djedjr Beid.
31. Oupnok’hat Mandouk ox Atharban Beid.
32. Oupnek’hat Bchekl ox Atharban Beid.
33. Oiipnek’liat Tschchourka ex Atharban Beid.
34. Oupnek’hat Prahm Hens ex Atharban Bold.
35. Oupne'k’hat Arank ox Atharban Bold.
36. Oupnok’hat Kin ox Atharban Beid.
37. Oupnok’hat K'hiotmi ex Atharbein Beid.
38. Oupnek’hat Anandbli 6 Djejr Beid.

39. Oupnek’hat Bharkbli e Dj(‘djr Beid.
40. Oupnok’hat BarKheli Soukt 6 Djt'djr Beid.
41. Oupnok’hat Djounka ox Atharban Beid.
42. Oupnok’hat Amoral Ldnkoul ex Atharban Beid.
43. Oupnek’hat Anbratnad ex Atharban Beid.
44. Oupnok’liat Tadihakli 6 Djedjr Beid.
46. Oupuok’hat Tark ox Atharban Bfud.
46. Oupnek’hat Baskal ex Rak Beid.
47. Oupnok’hat Ark'hi ox Atharban Beid.
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text, which I have utilized, between fifty and hfty-two. In the following

is given the list and the order in which they appear in MS. A on which I

have principally based my text:

Booh I, From the Rig- Veda: (3). {FoL la-20 b.)

(1 )
Aitereya-Upanishad.

(2) Kaushitaki-Upanishad.

(3) Va^kala-Upanishad.

Booh JI. From the Yajur-Veda: (12). {Fol. 27-143b.)

(4) Sivasahkalpa-Upanishad

.

( 5) ^atarudriya-IJpanishad

.

(0 )
Brihada rnyaka-Upanishad

.

(7) Maitri-Upanishad.

(8 )
6wetasvatara-Upan ishad

.

(9) I !^avasya -Upanishad

.

(10) Tadeva-Upanishad.

(11) Mahanarayaiia-Upanishad

.

(12) Bhrigavalli-Upanishad.

(13) Punishasukta-Upanishad.

(14) Anan( 1 a ball i-Upanishad

.

(15) Chhageleya-Upanishad

.

Booh II

L

From the (Fol. Hla-lOSb.)

(10) Chandogya-Upanishad.

Booh IV. From the Afharva-Veda. (Fol. lC9b-253a.)

(17) Mundaka-Upanishad.
(18) Sarva-Upanishad

.

(19) Narayana -Upanishad

.

(20) Atharvasirah-IJpanishad.

(21) Hamsananda-Upanishad.
(22) Prasna-Upanishad.

(23) Dhyanhindu -ITpanishad

.

(24) Maha-Upanishad.
(25) Atmaprabodha-Upanishad

.

(20) Kaivalya-Upanishad.

(27) Yoga^ikha-Upanishad.

(28) Yogatattva-XJpanishad.

(29) AtharvaJ^iklia-Upanishad.

(30) Atma-Upanishad.
(31 ) Brahmavidya-Upanishad.

(32) Amritavindu-Upanishad.

(33) Tejovindhu-Upanishad.

(34) Garbha-Upanishad.

(35) Javala-Upanishad.

(30) Mandfikya-IJpanishad.

(37) Ph'igala-Upanishad.

(38) Culika-Upanishad.
c

48. Oupnok’htti Pranou ox Atharban Boid.
49. 0\ipnok'hat Sdvnk cx Atharban Boid.
50. Oupnok’hat Narfting'hch ox Atharban Boid.

(Oupneh'hat id EH Secreinm Tegetidum, Vol. J, p. 13.)
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(39) Paramahamsa-Upanisliad.

(40) Arunika-Upanishacl.

(41) Kena-Upanishad.

(42) Kathaka-Upanishad.

(43) Kshurika-Upanishad.

(44 )
Mrityulangula-Upanishad

.

(45) Amritanada-Upanishad.

(46) Taraka-IJpanishad.

(47) Pranava-Upanishad.

(48) Arsheya-Upanishad.

(49) 6aiinaka-Ux)anishad.

(50) Narsiiiha-UpaniRliad.

(51 ) Vamautaravani-Upanishad.

(52 )
Gopalautaravani-Upanishad

.

10. The Transliteration

The inaccuracy of the transliteration of Sanskrit words into Persian

is the chief defect of the 8irr-i-Akh(t)\ but perhaps, Dara Shikilh’s aim was
not altogether philological, and so no uniform method of transliteration

has been followed. Jndianized forms of letters, e.g.

cli\ t; th; bh, etc. which do not exist in

Persian have been freely used. No distinction has either been made
between the nasals, viz. ^ n (rued, palaf.); n (guti.); v {Uffg,) and ’T*

n (dent.) and all have been transliterated as n. In many cases it is not

possible to distinguish between hard and sonant consonants. More often

letters have cither been omitted, added or interchanged, so as to give a

more convenient Persianized pronunciation, e.g. acklition of n in the

terminal and interchanging of 6, V with v, ^ as in for

Alharva; substitution of for y, as in for Yajar; of

ty ^ for dy ^ as in for 11panishad ;
of ^for JT, g, v-/as

in for Rig'y of ^ Sy for Hi as in Bhutdkdm
y
etc.

Even these glaring inaccuracies form an inconsistent process, which has
further been worsened by the orthographical mistakes made by various

scribes, who had probably no knowledge of Sanskrit and have very often

transformed the original word into something quite unrecognizable. So
far as possible, I have identified all the Sanskrit w^ords and given in the foot-

notes their correct reading. The following table of transliteration, though
not quite perfect in itself, may to some extent, help in this respect:

—

Jcy e.g. in arka or in v— Brahmdnloka.

khy ^Y^ e.g. in Khavdaparalaya,

g> v-/e.g. in ^Yi^w^ Hiranyagarhhay or Swarga; often

interchanged with ^y e.g. in gritsa,

qK e.g. in ^jY^ ghrit.
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^ e.g. in marlcM; ardharcha,

W, ch {palat.), c.g. in CMndogya,

^ij) ^-g- in ji'vdtwaji

;

^,jh ipalat.)

n {rtmL palat.)y e.g. in yachna.

11 (nas, ling.), e.g. in prdnaydw
;
or ^^1/-*, Ndrdyatja.

n {ncus. gulf.), e.g. in \^/^K dwjrim.

n (dent.), ^^, e.g. in;^I;-i, Nirdkdra.

^y l/y i^y morc often as e.g. in Yogafaitva.

H, 6’ and 6h, ^ or^ e.g. in Akdmvdnt
;

Purusha.

etc.

cT, /, e.g. in tamoguna.

ih (deni, asp.), o.g. in PdgdtJui; Udgitha; some-

times as cy, t, e.g, in Ukiha.

d, e.g, in yi^, l)em\ y
Darmpuranmls; sometimes

as t, e.g. in Upanishad.

dh (dent. asp.). e.g. in Buddki
;

Samddhh

^y h J» 6 g- in Ijokapdlan.

I (sewivocalis mollis), <J.

'>*, \j**y e.g* in swapna\ Sdlajya.

cL? or e.g. in or Virata.

s

3, ih (dent, asp.) ^y^-

d (med. ling.) i, e.g. in Brahmdnda.

dh (med. asp.) ^*3.

\y r, ;, e.g. inj^^V, Bdjsuya.

TT, p, V, o.g. in pdvamdnl\ Prahuta.

ph (Lab. asp.),

h, 4^, e.g. in Brahmdn
;
^Hipy Brihati.

jy e.g. in lY/ytZ; very often interchanged with V, b. e.g. in

Vai^vanara', Vijara; v>^^, Veda] Vdmadeva. etc.

' ' '
^

^

bh, e.g. in Bibharadvaga; Bhuiloka.
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"W, h, e.g. in aha\ Andhita.

ct, Jl..

T, i,

a, I, e.g. in Antraydmin.

^T, a, I, e.g. in yl, ap.

"ST, i, j, e.g. in Indriydni,

f *
»

**

^ e.g. in Uktha; Vddna,

II. THE TEXT
With regard to the Persian text, I have endeavoured, so far it was

practicable, to compare the major Upanishads with the Sanskrit original
and if still at a few places, it remains cryptic, disconnected and unsatis-

lactory, it is because the translator, w^ho has rendered into Persian Y)ortions

of Sankaracharya’s classical commentary?', has not distinguished the text
of the Upanishads from the former. He has mixed up tlie both, without
any thought of proper classification and arrangement of each separately.
This intermixed and disjointed character of narrative, which constitutes
a very substantial defect of the translation, has further been intensified by
the fact that each adhydya with its various hJiandds has not been classified

as in the original Sanskrit text. The metrical portions of the Sanskrit text
have also been treated in the same manner and the Uokas^ triituhlis and
anuituhhs have been mixed up vith the non-metrical portion. The Brdh-
Tnanas, mostly containing a collection of utterances and discussions of

learned priests upon sacrificial rites, cosmogonic myths and ancient legends,
have been incorporated fully and often repeated. This does not in any
way minimize the val^e of the work, but makes the text extremely un-
palatable.^ Not too often the Aranyakas^ have been omitted in the IVrsian
translation, as for instance, in the Aiiereya-JJpaniskad tlu^ first Aranyaka
has been entirely left out, while the second and tlie third Aranyaka*^ known
as the Mahditereya have been retained.

The translation at some places is too literal and very vague, but it is

faithful to the original, and nowhere Hara ghikfih has tritxl to take liberty

with the text. The scope of the present paper being limited, I cannot do
better than give a few passages from the original Sanskrit and their Persian
translation by Dara Shikuh in order to illustrate my remarks. From the
translation, its simple and unaffected style would be manifest. In many
cases, the original Sanskrit words, which due to philosophical and technical

considerations, have been left untranslated, make things more Compre-
hensible than their mere equivalents in Persian would have done.

^ Both Sylvian Levi and W. Wintemitz call these Brahmanas as ‘priestly pseudo

-

science*. Even Max Muller remarks that however intorosting the Brahmarias may
be to the students of Indian literature, they are of small interest to the general reader.
The greaitu- portion of them is simply twaddle, and what is worse, theological twaddle.
No person, who is not acquainted beforehand with the place which the Brahmanas
fill in the history of Indian mhid, could read more than ten pages without being dis-

gustod (cited in the History of Indian Literature^ Vol. I, p. 187).
2 Tlio Aranyakas or ‘forest texts’ as distinguished from sacrificial or ceremonial

rites contained in the Brahmanas, are hardly distinguishable from the Upanishads.
They are in fact, component parts of the BraJtmanas, but contain only ‘ the mysticism
and symbolism of sacrifice and priestly philosophy*.
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Sanskrit

I ^3^11 WT ftrc: I
^ej; Kun:,

> SJ

f^: xn% 'atraT®¥i^f?W!

qwffiir, qftrer, *T'g^n5i^f^, *nrt wi^nt^ i ^3^

iftwTTO qlHT!, ^Tf*r,

iraH:, Jifqqfter^,
Ov

'

ct^^far, I

{Brihad. Upan, I, 1, 1.)

Persian

^
* Jvj ^I ^1 ^

* <ii^t>5 I ^1 ,>. ^ ‘ W.^4A<) I
,

->»U> 1 I ^**t

e/^ ^ ^ jd l_c-^^£

) ‘ u/i*; vt/i’ j’ (.*» j
‘ LAi ‘

_,! j ‘ ^,1*3 JL t-Xj

jl
^ 1^1 ^ ^

litbl/* ^1 ^
* 1^1^419

j r_ _jr;_
7" ^

;;; ;
(•^“' ‘ jj; ) '-r'"

fj*^
‘ ;>' j '-r"" JjO * (^ ;;; 3

‘ (vJ:.-«._,I Jj.b ^Jb |,«.* ;t.j^ ‘ J ‘
^l.;l

^i) j 3^ _j

‘ '-^ly
_,)

j_y»lj
^

i__A^i , ‘ Lfci,ji~^^i>
j| j

‘Ijbbyf jl jt^*" j ^^?“ } ‘
jt

j

• ^ J * )}J^'^^ jl ^J/>iJ^t^l t . fl J ‘ j^' i-.i ti'<rt

'

jl J
‘ ^_^LS

J ‘^^1 J *
i3,''i

(fol. 34a cJo;l AAtj''

Sanskrit

mrv iiws^ ^rt mft^ %w

frqiw f^f*ra[Tftraqrft?t% « \ « '?t

qiBfNT %w ^TddWTi^:TaRTii5 f%?i% ^qT3r

f?f9R5rf%cT5iftTfe # ^ II
?r 3nn«5 ?ri ^inwi^niw^T^
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^TaRT^ ^ Wrf?^
s*

^ snf^ 5Eiii

^iffcrftrflf
II ^ II ^ ’trif ’fr»TTf?«T ^

»5cTTf% ?fw aRmr «[T f^ cia^sfhftnsscr ii a n

^ 5R^<T«^-4fa n ^siT^ T®llcl 5C:?I^ ?EI?E asmT!

5CT ^(RniTTfT'TTiir 1%^ fwfsra«^5fiTiTT?r:
Vi

II II

{CMndogya-Upanishad, VIII, 1, 1-5.)

Persian

•
-f t

^ ^ "

i—Aiiai ^t jJ
j

^^.ftjkJaJ

>

3|c lI1>^awj!i3 ^
Lil^<w ^ ^

'^
.

J» fi

yy^^ *>>.viL>c vj^p>namI iS ^ <***^

^ * v-ii--***'!
y

^
^ ^Jui^ I J^JlSt AI Vj^iOvA.^ ^ Vnaii^^^wJ 1 13 j

^Sks^xf jy {*A^) ) ^ ^ib *^)y^

y ^ ^ ^
8L«

^
u^llit

^ j(j j ^
d.^4*l

w

v,^AiaJ juJb * vj>.AMiAi (k^ajI

Ov«.l k-ijiai v^t^i ,;0 , >-:>-.| s.i bi. jyM ^Jii li A^y* ,i\
,

* ^
A4>ib

^
ju.yJij| aI

. ^
A.^ *^y^ ^ *^y^y^ v*ii*i«v*A»l ^> aI I(Aj!k r-y-^

j,

‘ Jii v-«.il3^ ^^^ Ji ^^JU jl iS ajL)
iir*^*“

y)^ li/-^
AA^/ jl jl J
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J V-TZ-i )
* ^yjp^ jl Vn1:^A(w| ^^l

^

^ j j}^} j
2{^cXil

j

(fol. 1G36 : j
)

)

Sanskrit

^T?in ^T i3[^ra firmer ^ t^cr wt^j^

Tf^ ^wt »r^f=?r4^ «rt^s ^'

yfdgpRfi'^ JTfhnrt JT?i^ m ^wm ^r 3

5fr^n^^iiP?rTa ^1% ^ 15^# ^Tgs«*fT^?T^ fWHj-

aw^gnfireiH^^ fsrrtH^ei ^wg g?3T’5^ 1

{Ait. Ujjan. I, 1, 1~3.)

Persian

sS (.•6-)! - ^
t^jJ ^

A<6.ib jl iJjl

‘ Ay^il ’. ^1 J^l j
oy (.y4.JU ^.Ayijl « ^ JU

’ »*' r r

Vj/^ {i/^j’'i -. ty>l
j

^jf<> ‘e^Lsk. SJ

i,i jij'* ) ‘ o.**/) ^ L:>.«*Laj I^JU

c^Ub,t A.i ci^.»w^l v^l
^

Vj^y^
C!/*3^

"" J^} ^Ci(.AyX)^ ^«> U 1^

^
^ T ^t^lAyiCi) ^

1^
^

1.

gXfefc) iJt3»-k^(|iI ^1 ^

0

jJb\^ * >..

*
«^*«>l iS

^« jJt

(fol. 116 c;^yXijI ib^jl)

Sanskrit

!ST ’Stfjnf «^niT ^JTT*r nftnr^i^ i

avtw fqiisT ^rwf% «

{Mu^MJea’-Upanishad, III, 1.)
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Persian

jSsij^i
J

sSai^Hj Ij ^4/1 i_c^ i " SxJilj^/c

Hf ^ J iXs^SXX^X

: t SXxj^^
j ^

djysoi^ ^

• V.J.I.'samI ^L«x) SiSf^XXX i^jySXXy<i AAwmj|(J A^
w' y ^

t—jlil^ Jj.A. VJI^SxS^ jl Jj^iSU^ Af

dJ - L:>.-gg| ^Ijl ^ \,^Y^ 3^ j

^
<Aitj> * ty^Mi j\ ^

fc>.iC« j(j j|
^Jt ^Iki/^ «AAj^^ ^ ^

i^jj^sex.^^

i|c

^
^Ux: ^yj jl

[fol. 1T3&
3^ Viji-^yXAjI

12. MSS. USED FOR THE PRBPAHATION OF THE TeXT

MSS. of the Sirr4-Akhar are not rare, but out of a large number of

them, I have made a very critical selection:

—

(1) MS. A, For the basis of my text, I have principally used MS. 52.

(Cat, of the Asifiya Library

^

VoL II, p. 1540), Foil. 253; 241x15 cm.; 15

lines, 9 cm. long; written in j>lairi and clear Nasta'Uq; with chapters and
Sanskrit names \mtten in bold letters and marked in red, transcribed by
one A^arfi Lai b. Kewal Earn b. Pratit lia’i b. Sukbi Eal, dated 1106 A H.
1157 Fasil, 1807 Bikrami, 1750 A.D.^ in the H.E.H. the Nizam’s State
Library, Hyderabad-Deccan. It was the arrangement and classification

of the TJpanishads grouped under each of the four Vedas, which made the
task more convcni(?rit, for in no other MS. such arrangement exists. This
MS. which through the kindness of the Vice-President of the Library, I

had at my disposal for more than 6 months at Santiniketan, I founcl in

close agreement with MS. C\ with the exception of the afore-mentioned
classification of chapters and a few minor variations in the method of
transliteration of Sanskrit names.

(2) MS. B No. E/103, dated 1210 A.H. in the collection of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Bengal (Cat, of Persian MSS,, p. 178), which though
incomplete is quite good in other respects. The order of the Upanishads
in this MS. as compared with A is as follows:

—

1 This date of transcription is wrongly given as 1067 A.H. in the Catalogue, of the

Asifiya Library, Vol. II, p. 1540) in the case of all the three MSS. (Nos. 1, 2 and 62)
which are in the Library’s collection. This date is in reality the date of the composition
of the work as stated in the preface of the Sirr-UAkhar (fol. 25, MS. A), In the colophon
of MS. 52 (fol. 253a) someone has tried to scratch out the original date of its transcrip,
tion in order to make the MS. look earlier. The real date seexxxs to be 1166 A.H.=»
1157 Fa^li « 1807 Bikrami « 1760 A.D.
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16, 6, 7, 4, 9, 18, 19, 10, 20, 21, 2, 8, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 5, 27, 28, 4, 29,

30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 11, 36, 37, 38, 43, 39, 40, 41, 42, 14, 12, 13, 44, 15, 46,

48, 49, 50.

(3) MS. C in the Calcutta University Central Library, whose Librarian
very kindly lent it to the Department of Islamic Culture, Santiniketan,
for my use for more than a year, is a beautiful specimen of ornamental
calligraphy. It is written on fine hand-made paper and contains Foil. 310,

27Jxl5 cm,; 15 lines 11| cm. long, in plain Nasta'liq. Each chapter is

decorated with ornamental flowery designs in gold red and blue, each line

is intercepted with tri-coloured bold lines, each page contains marginal
flowery embellishments and each chapter opens with a verse (decidedly a
later addition) inserted within a bunch of flowers. There is no colophon,
hence the name of the scribe and the date of its transcription (which appears
to bo a recent one) could not be ascertained. The translator’s preface is

also missing and in the end, there is an additional chapter which ends
abruptly. The MS. contains 50 Upanishads and is otherwise complete and
perfect. The order is as follows :

—

16, 6, 7, 17, 31, 41, 43, 34, 32, 9, 22, 39, 4, 20, 40, 18, 29, 30, 36, 24, 25,

26, 5, 27, 28, 42, 14, 12 13, 38, 8, 10, 12, 45, 33, 23, 21, 3, 15, 19, 35, 37, 44,

11, 46, 48, 47, 49, 50.

13. The Glossary

The most remarkable feature of the 8irr4-Akhar, as pointed out above,
consists in its aptness of translation of Sanskrit philosophical terms or

giving their nearest equivalents from Islamic phraseology. In this Dara
Shikuh has been cliiefly guided by his own understanding of Indian m^iiho-
logy, cosmogony, symbolical interpretation of the ritualistic and sacrificial

rites and has attempted, so far as it was conceivable, to give an identical

or a more easily comprehensible term from the Islamic conception of the
same. This he has accomplished more thoroiighl}’ in his Majma'-uhBahrain
or * the Mingling of the Two Oceans’. I have selected, at random, some of

these terms, which would am])ly bear out the ingenuity of the translator in

this respect :
^

(Om): 976.

346.

(arnrita): wT (>66; 996,

1G46.

jf (Ilya): 106.

(aivattha): 160«.

AaUI (andhata): ^^ilauc jly 1 04a.

(ambhas): Jf

116.

(luarayamw)-

*xijT (djuinda): 150a;

1346.

oJjT (dnandswarupa):

1196.

(dngira.^a): *LAxt
j

(anga) *Laxl; (rasa): }^sj\ 386.

(updsana): 36.

(avidyd)i ^ 1046, 140rt,

406.

^ Numericals in the Glossary indicate the number of folios of the MS. of Sirr4
Akbar (No. 62) in tho A^iflya Library, Hyderabad-Deccan (Cat., Vol. II, p. 1540).
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{awastha): 13a.

(Jagrat) ^JU

J>

(^wapna):

{Sashupat) c:..jLv

wtyanj

by {Tiirhju): jJU.

1146.

[dsautt ) : cs»<^^

36.

{a-sativa):
^ j (JLtL 40^

{ukthu): y^A j\yt

(akctma): 796.

yl^t {Ajrlani): ^bb* 10,'>a.

jT v "i* 165a.

^ (,j^^ 3
^ ^

C5^

«41iAWMi»t S(^s.Ut» AX^Lm ^ ^
ll)6.

AjJaf^il {ud<fitha)\ ^jkb o^ty 36, 144a.

Etymological explanation: {ud)i

j^JLc
; ^ (gl): Laj ^Ic and

Ay {tha) t 1 45a sq.

(I^dvd^ga): (Itki): a^a

(vdsya) 125a.

(aparayiV): H}5a.

(ativadin):

Oi*w! 2iAA.M>^ 162a.

(<y^) olaii
Jj if o-hsjT

116; 996.

i^AtyT {a^Brdhrnaua): iJjU 149a.

o^t {Upanishad): ^ af

2a, 36, 169a.

a.A 76:

ti-fj jlyA Ida.

I

•

l^Ay (Brahman): dlff ^Ju, yT 2a;

yy (Brahma): 3a, 151a.

;y^Ay (Brahmapura): 103a.

^fyy (Brahmagiri): Ba.

^Ay (Brahmaloka): ot»> 82a, 1176.

(dtiiKhn): lyU 3a, 246.

UjT ^y
(Paramdlman): vj^y 23a,

246.

IjTy^ (Jivd/wian):^^j ;3JUIx

3a, 13a.

l^3T cyj (BhutdUndn): yfya^ 3a.

U5T (Lingdtrmn): A^Uf

1
** -.^1 VaJiAisJ 55b.

(oAva-medha):

60a.

j^AA-1 ;UT (d6ara.rfwdd6C); JJLa.

163a.

Uf (orfa): Awbli 1616 .

yiy (Brahma-Chakra): aJ' IaA.

AiUiiy (Brahjymwla): ^Lc S^r 4a, 6-la.

L'Aj ^iky (Brahrruivvlya): A^y ^ 1316;

liJyuo 150a.

y ( Vaiivamra)

:

jJL: Jl/

36 .

^ (Vijara)-.y^i 166 .

ylioj (VidhStri)-. SaJjt... lOOo.

(Vyapak)-. ...Sjy ;U«j
j 81o.

(BhuUMia): a*jj|

3a, 76.
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(Varinta): Ha, ]'2{)h, ]21a.

9
{Brih(ispati)i ^^xJLo 1126.

( Kwf/iw) : «la>, 132a».

{V(t8U0ia)i ^|j^,j

yjo\j^ {VUwamitra): Ha.

{Bhurga): ^Utxf

(JL) (Balfi): o^ji Hi06.

9

(Prajaf^iti): ^lU JS' (>a,

j;{n«.

oi* ( / V/ ^a,/// 7r#/ ? ) ; 10 Hti

.

(7)m >#/*):

iprdnagdm): ’V».

ipmk'nti): v^iu» JUo Jt*>Xcl 36, I l.V/..

^.y {Brdtmv): aIJI ‘ ^3ikx 1KS6.

ipraluf/a)-. o->oLj *></.

{mnh(ipral<i\f(t^)\ c>>cUf 4r»,

y Si^ (Khaiitipmlugd):

•ki.

cXjJl ^y {Pfir/f.tndtW}}fIfi): sSyy 7H6.

(•///<?/*): cjf3 4-0</,

(ra/nfi,): .3a.

U5T^ {Jivdtmun): !<.yi

36,

(Vof/a): Uf.

(Vogt): ^^UL,,iJ;U I<»16.

(JWi«): o^Jf vjXo 12(i6, II.3a.

Ji,J$, (0 Yoga):

(I) ii^anaydni):

(
r
)

;UIJ^4 {Pratydfulra)

:

jt k}^

(r) Jiytd (Dhydna):

(r*) (Dfumnui): IsyM

'j^ ;r^

(
6
)

{Tarka):

i

" ^

j

fT) {Siimlhi):

i 1236.

j

^xi (Tgat): 056.

j y
{Tamo): o^>o, 40a; oy/ .^*->1;

I

J
+«'»•

!

j

{Tattingnnn): liil sJL^Lo 95a.

. J
LyiVuriga): ofi ^JLc AS' oykil ^.Hr

1 20a.

L..yj {faj>as): 1*^46.

{Dhgdna): .36;

y^ I(>36.

liyi».5 {Dhdrnn): 1036.

^yU,5 {nhdtn): a*a Sjjy»> lOOa.

\S) ink): 145a.

/
{Rajogtma): 36.

(‘S’ama/J): 1446; Rty. Kxp.:

rV) -e^»^396.

^.tUc {Bdlaja): »jUI iS ^
(^yy Aj 156.

yiA^jT^ c;.aA'A«> {^aptd'iTffih^): cijLxj 63a.

y-rt (iSoWtw-f/a«4i): Uj| 36.

oif {*Va«a;>mwj4a): 157rt,

oj»x>I^.M» {Smmpiia): 167(>.

^ilwiya {Bri^ti): 41a6.

3
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kZaJj^ {S(tshupaia):

. ^ Jf

{SO't)i 996; ^^SJcuo «j>A«a 155tt;

102a.

iSimra)i ob («lla*La.) 1616.

{Samraj): ^tU JS lU^ib I09a.

j^apcLyo (Sarljam):

OJ y

t^^ULo (*San/ia//^I.ya): JS 4a>, 196,
'{

AJU^
^

yyoLc 133a.

(*SWfca): oUsuT

> ^
(Suteja^): )y ••'‘•l-a.

1«%

^ (S-abda)-. fcliJI jt

^
’

.9 ^

{aMxUi): 1046.

{S'loica): c>xj c.ajT

{Kapaln^Jaikinin):

\ 2a£,

^ {(jumi): 306.

^Uf {Jariaruh)'. 14a, 1476, 120a.

^iUf {JayUinin)i 4a,

{Loka): ^JLc 3a.

ijy {Swar(jaloka)\ yU

5Hb, 1046.

(Bhuloka): yU 506.

%

U^y (Brahrmhka):

\ **11*'“*^
|4
^Ax> iS 3a.

Y^itiUf {Gandharmloka) jJIjILo

70a,

fyU {fndtra): oysi. iJb 0«>>c

/

v)yLc 36.

Ux> {Mdyd):^y jJ' o*>l;t

36.

(3/ario6t):

c>A«l 116.

>
{Afukti)

I

^^gijlciucj "l^hf 8 la.

inum): ybJfyf 1306.

p

yLc {M.uw): jjl Jjl |,iT lti!»rr.

(Mnhilvdk):

y>A\y) {Mahdideva): 136

(A^ot/a): ^yilax '^I^T 36.

p

^iy {Nirinim): jikx lOHa.

{Sn,shhh(Urii-nvind<ilti)\

or></..

[Ndmifana)'. ^Jyy 1316.

vibljij {i ruffd): yb (Jl^ 39//.

Ly^j] (Ki/nam.);

JOl kt,

> ,

( F«>'a’arM//a)
;

yU o;^a4J 154//.

{llirani/agarhlm): y,{x£

1306.

{Hrdij dkd^i): a/

I Jii ^^b>o;*5 7Ua6.

jjJiA {Hawm): yu ^U3l looa, 1196.

^yk (flowia): ^jijT lAyjY 3a,
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ALLOCUTION LOUR LA SOCIltlTfi A8JATIQUE

Ry Prof. Louis Renou

It is uot witlioiit a rortain amount of emotion that today I address
you, the meml)erR of the K.A.S.B., on behalf of tlu* Aeademie des
JnHeri])tions et Belles Lett res of Soi bonne, of the Institnt df' ( ‘ivilization

lndieniK‘, and on behalf of the So(*iete Asialique de Paris, that yonn^r
sister-institution of tlie R.A.S.B.

I nu)V(‘d about in those beautiful halls hung with the jnctures of the
great ]>reeursors of our studies, resembling the (UtraAcdas deseribed in th(‘

Sanskrit dramas. Your library is rich in ])reeious manuseripts and inseri))-

tions. All your activities, from the glorious da>s of William Jones,
(^olebrookt*, I*iinsi‘}>, R. ]\litra, was brought vividly before my (‘\es. Thos(*
famous names have been like* music to e>ur ears, IVom the day our interest
was awakeuK'd in oriental studies.

In homage to those great men I would like to recount today the
progrf‘ss of Tndol(»gi(*a) studi<‘s in France. The foundation of the Asiatic*
Soeitdy in Calcutta and the* works ]>ublished under its ausjuces brought
about tlu* birtli of Indianism in Europe, and particailaily in Franet*. I'lie

Sanskrit texts translated l)y Wilkins and Jones, the early volumes of the
old 'Asia,tie Researelu‘s\ were (juitkly made* known to the Western world
through th<‘ir Cerman and French translat ions. In short, it is (Client ta
which gave the impetus to Orieiitalism (in tlK»se days one did not talk as
yet of Indianism or Indctlogy).

(Vutainly there (‘xistc^d researches on Indianism in France before* that
date*. \"oyagt‘rs and inissicmaries had a more or less fair knowledge ol

Sanskrit, and anei(‘nt Indian civilization. But the learning, buried under
mass<‘s of obscun* ])ublieations which wen* not transmitted from mastcT
to disci])k‘, had n imiined a d<‘ad letter. The first collection of Indian
manuscripts to arrive* in Euro])e was that of the Bibliothecjue Koyale de
Paris (now the Bibliot heepH* NationahJ. It goes back to 17J1 and c*ontains

an imjiortant l(>t of \’(*die texts. But the whole remained unknown and
undeeiphi*red for a1>out thrcc'-fourths of a century. Our great writer u{
those tinu s, Voltaire*, who was greatly inter(*sted in ancient India, believed
that the* \\*da was a forgc'iy of the missionaries. He mistook Sanskrit
(Sanskrit an or Sanskrutan, as it was tlien called) for a document. Even
An(iU(‘til du Perron, who was perhaps the first Westerner to (*xplore India
with tbe true feedings of a scholar, was unable to learn Sanskrit, as its

secret was jealously guarded by tlu* Brahmans. lie was unable to learn
anytliing about the* \\*das and could have access to the Upanisads only
through a Persian version of the sixteenth century.

Hut from 1800 things changed suddenly in response to the call of
Hc‘rdt*r and Ueetlu*. The name of aneicuit India began to figure among
th(* great laws of humanism along with those of the other })eo]ik‘s of
antiejuity, Egyptians, Jews and Arabs. The ficole des Langues Orientales,
newiy established in Paris, grou])ed around the jy eat personality of 8ylvesti*<*

de Sacy, an elite of rc'seaixiur's who came from all the corners of Eurojie.
It is in Paris, long b('fon* London or Berlin, that Indianism was born in
the Occident. The 0(‘rmans, Klaproth, I..assen (who were to be the
founders of IndologicaJ studies in Clernmny), the brothers Schloegel (both
gr(‘at enthusiasts of Indian thought), Boj)j) (wdu> was to write, taking
Sanskrit as a pivot, a comparative grammar of liido-Eiuopean languages)

( 35 )
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all these men were united in Paris in their thirst for knowledge. The
Asiatic Society of Paris was the first, as you are aware, to be instituted in

Europe, many years before that of London. And when wo celebrated

its centenary, 27 years ago, we did not forget the words of friendship which
were addressed by ^our Soeiety. The first teac^hing of Sanskrit to be
instituted in Europe was in the College d(‘ Frane(\ A royal decree in

1816 created a ]>rofessorship of ‘History of Sanskrit’ which was conferred

on Louis do (lie: y. All Sanskritists should read the study that Sylvain
Lewi wrote on w liat he calls the entry of Sanskrit into tla' College de France,
published in the volume <*<unmemorating tlu‘ fourth eiuitenary of that
institution. In it we see liow steji by step seiiuitifie research developed
and intelligent interest awakened in an atinos]>here entirely impregnated
by romantic rev(‘ri(» and musings.

It is hard for us to imagine now-adays when we have so many
instruments of work and rich libraries, what must have been the task of
deciphering of Hanskrit in those early days. In our countries de])rived of a

living tradition, it w^as indeed a (jU(^stion of decapheiing pcuhaps less

spectacular tlian that of hieroglvjihies and cuneiform but demanding
without doubt more vari(*d talents, (iiezy redates in the prefa(‘e of his

magnum opus (French edition of Sakunfald} what his difficulties were.

He explains how he had to constitut<‘ for his own use a dictionary and a

grammar and how' gn^at was his joy when he was abh* to penetrate, aff(‘r

a long and laborious work, into tlie s<mse of th(‘ glorious lyrical viuse of the

Sanskrit dramas.
However, Chezy, in s])ite of his great merits, was only an amateur.

A great jihilologist was need(‘d to establish the study of Sanskrit on a

sound basis. This philologist was ftug(‘ne Buniouf who sueee(‘ded (’hezy

in 1832. His name is intimatedy eonneeted with the glorious aidiieveuu'nt

of the period. He counted among his students or friends all tlu^ orientalists

of his time. The historian Michelet, Kenan t.h(‘ historian of religions,

went to his lectures eagerly and regularly. He was in eonimunieation wdih
your Society, as has been ])roved by onr friend, T)r. Kalidas Nag. Among
his German pupils we must make mention of Rudol])h Roth, w ho introduced
Vedic studies in (hTmanv, and Max Muller who had, ainong other merits,

that of reviving comparative m^ thoJogy. It was at t h(' instance of Burnouf
that Max Muller went to London in 1846 and uiulertook tlu' (*ollation of

the manuscripts of the Samhiid and S(ljf(ttiahhHi<ya a ta.sk whi<di he
had started the pieeeding year in Paris, but bad be(‘ii <)))lig(*d to discontinue

due to insufficient material. In the .same year Roth ]>ublish(‘d bis littk*

book‘Zur Litteratur und Gesehichte d(‘s Weda’ which was to open uj) a
new^ field for Vedic studies.

At that period Burnouf was already ailing and was ru‘ar th(‘ end of

his career. Founder of Avestic Philology h(‘ was also th(' initiator of the

scientific study of Buddhism. At the ag(‘ of 22, in collaboration with
Lassen he proved in his book ‘Essai sur le Pali’ that Pali was a language
derived from Sanskrit according to a strict pro(u*.ss of (^volution. His
‘Introduction to the history of Buddhism in India' opened for us the whole
domain of Mahay ana. He obtained from Hodgson, British Resident of

Katmandu, and who was one of the, first members of your Koeiesty, tlu*

copy of Nej)ali manuscripts which enabled him to write his synthesis.

But Burnouf was not Sble to lay the foundations in Franco of Vedic
studies, although all liis teaching and so many of his notes j>rinted or in

manuscript refer to them. History repoaUHl itself, and 100 years after, the

same ill luck that had weighed on Anquetil du Perron, prevented Burnouf
from accomplishing this task, and the sceptre of those studies [)assed to

the Germans for many years.
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However, we must mention among his French pupils the name of
Langlois, who translatcicl tlio Harivam^a and Rg- Veda. His translation of
the Rg- Veda was drawing to its end when that of Wilson began to appear.
Mention must also be made of Hegnier, wdio ])ublished before Max Muller
the first edit ion of tlu' Rk-jyrdtisakhya, ami of Barthelemy 8t. Hilaire who
was the first to publish a work on th(i philosophy of 8ankhya.

It is only in the years imimidiately following the war of 1870 with the
desire for regeneration called forth by defeat, that we a brilliant resump-
tion of study in our eoiintiy. Tlie establishnuMit of the ‘ lilcole des Hautes
fitudes’ at 8orbonne was intended to give France a re^st'arch institution

comparable with llu^ seminars which had been the strength of tlui German
Universities. Valuable ])hilologi(^al works, Kaccav ana's Pfili Grammar
translat(‘d by Scaiart and th(^ Bhdminlvildm translated by B(‘rzaigne, date
from that tiim^ Barth's d<‘scnption of the Religious of India—merely an
item for a dic tionary— is an attcunj)! not yet sur])assed, to summarize the
whok‘ rcdigious develojumad of the country, omitting no factual detail and
yet, with all that detail })rt‘serviiig the; synthetic charaetcT of the \vork.

Eveji today, seventy years lat(‘r, this handbook can still be usefully

consulted.

B(*rzaigne's magnum 0])us, Vedic Religion according to the Hymns of the

Rgi^eda, also dat(‘s fr(»m tlu‘ (*ighti(‘s. Jt ma\' Ix' considered today that
there is an arbitrary eleimait in that work and that it is based on ])hiIological

material to some (‘\l(*nt out-dated. Nevcatladess it remains the only
coni[)r(‘hensiv(‘ and systianatie att(‘mpt uj) to o\ir time, to grasp the very
foundation of the speculative philoso[)hy of the V(‘da, the (\ssence of the
thernght of the old /.vm, Tlie nunantic ideal of the jaimitive Veda, a sort

of spontaneous adoration ol* natural phemum'ua, givers jdace to a religion,

in which the* mythical elem(‘nt is exj)lained through rituals.

On th(‘ other hand, Senart carried on the tradition of Burnouf. In
his book on Ibiddha, he en<k*avourf‘d to show' lu)W' much of the legend had
b(‘com(‘ attach(‘d to the* biography of the founder. dt'inonstrated that

those* legends w'crt* partly of Vedic origin and partly common to Hinduism.
I’he same* scholar was also responsible for an excellent edition of the
Mahdvastu, which is still unsur])ass(‘d. Lastly, a furtluT and most
imj)o?’taiit contribution made* In this se*holar is the* tirst masterly inter-

pretation of tlie* bexly of' Asoka's inscriptiems, according to the work of the
first dee*iplie‘re*rs. The e*onsiele‘rabIe‘ wa>rk wliieh lias since bee*u <lone* in

this fie‘ld has consisteel mainly of im]>rovement on Senart's recensions and
inteTpretatieuis.

It was by e*hane‘(*, that a lew years lx‘fe)re his de^ath, Berzaigne had had
time to e'halk exit a course of re'search, which was dexstined to be pr(*gnant

with ce)nse(pH*nce‘s of gre‘at imj)e>rtanee. The French )H*netratie)n into Indo-

f'hina made possible^ the* dis(H>very e)f a vast quantity of e*j>igraj)hic literature

in Sanskrit in that country. Berzaigne began to classify it with a view^ to

publicatie)!! and his work was com})l(*teMl after his death by Barth and
Semart. Th(*se old waitings prove that* Indo-Chinese* civilization was
derived from India and that Brilhmanic culture flourished in Indo-China
in the early centuries of our era. I'his fa(*t, im})ortant in itself, fell within
the framework of still wider research, largely the w'ork of French savants.

Sinologi(*al research took a completely new lease of life at the end
of the (century with Chavannes, who was i‘ol!ow’(*ll by Pelliot. Fifty years

earlicx’, the Fnxich scholars were resjxmsibie for the discovery of the* act‘ounts

of the Chinese ]»ilgrims Fa-hi(*n aiul Hiuen-Tsang, which are of inestimable
value for the study of Indian history. The 8iiu)k)givsts’ work on Buddhism
in the Far East, and the expeiUtions to Central Asia {the most famous
being the one which went to Tuu-Huang in BIOS, its full harv(*st has by no
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means yet been garnered)—the ultimate object of all that activity, whether
conseionsly or unconsciously was to restore India to her central position in

Asiatic histoi^^ and to re-establish India as the link between the great

civilizations, and as the leaven of culture. The basis for the idea of Greater

India, on which emphasis has been so rightly laid by U. N. Ghoshal, K* Nag
and other Indian scientists, was to a large, extent laid by these exploring
s(‘holars, ceaselessly devoted to the task of discovering the ancient history

of India, from the starting point of China, Tibet or South-East Asia. The
attraction of the North-West Eront ic^r regions through which all the invading
hordes had passed, can be similarly explained. Foucher’s research on
the OraecO’hmIdhist art of the Gandhara introduced a new" chay)ter in the
history of art, to be supydemented later by his study of Buddhist
iconograj)hy.

Svivain Levi, wdio died in 1935, and w"ho wdll probabl3^ be remembered
by many of you (his journey to India w'as as recent as 1928) was the most
famous of our research w"orkers since Buniouf. II is writhm works are as
voluminous as they are varied, and 3’et b^" no means give a complete
pictun^ of him as a man of scliolarship, nor ofthe charm and critical aI(Ttness

of his mind, his linguistic gifts and his qualiti(‘s of heart. Only the dullest

could be unr(*sponsive to his glowing personality and inspiring ideas. How'
can J sum in a f(^w’ words his contribution to our knowlc^dgc^ ? His
early career seemed to foreshadow" that of a riassical stmlent of Indian
(‘ivilization, with the Theatre Indien, his first attempt to give a complete
account of Sanskrit drama from the point of view" of dramatic* theory,

dramatic practice and literary history. Secondly, tliere was the small
book on the Brdlnnanas, the legacy of Berzaigne’s id(*as, in t hat book, S^dvain
Levi show'cd that the only true divinity in tlujse texts was sacrifice^ and
that a sort of ‘ totalitarian ’ doctriTie had been built u]) around and for

sacrifice. Sylvain Levi’s exjMMlition to India in 1897 ])ut into shades the
famous expeditions of Btihler, TMerson and Kielhorn, in the import anc(‘ of
discovery of manuscri])ts as has been admitted by a scholar like Leumann.
Tlius, b}" force of circumstances as w"ell as })y vocation, Sylvain Levi b(‘came
the historian and i)hilologist of Buddhism. The importance attributed to

Buddhism is a characteristic of Fremh s(‘holarship as a whole. It imyy hv
considcTod exaggerated; Indian humanism is in no way (*onnected with
Buddhism, and Indian s])iritual })hiloso])hy has few links with it. 80 far

as anti(pjity is concerned, however, it is only through an interest in Buddhism
that the history of India can be profitably approached and that India cun
be drawn out of her ‘ s])lcndid isolation’— this was Svivain Levi's primai\y
concern. Thus he was ie‘d to begin the studv" of Buddiiism in the North on a

com])arative basis, i.e. bv dealing concurrently with Sanskiit
,
Tib(*tan and

Chinese. This method bore fruit in India itself in the work of }\ (3i. Bagchi,
who was Sylvain L^^vi's favourite Indian ])U]>il, as also in that of man^^
other scholars. All the present day Tndianists in France have ])e‘en the
disciples of S^^lvain Levi. I do not wish to enumerate all those who have
made a name for themselves or of those whose new' works we await. The
total number is evidently not considerable; tluTc are verj^ few openings in

this branch for us to hope to be able to keep amongst us young people
who are attracted by more advantageous careers, unless they exj)erienee an
imconcpierablc call from- within.

Nevertheless, of abou\ 30 students who take up the study of Sanskrit
eaeJi year, we count about one (piarter who wish to (^ontimle it and undertake
research. We give them all encouragement in their choice. It is hoi>ed
that the French pcojile will be attracted more and more towards Indian
culture by the lectures delivered at the Institut de Civilization Tndienne for

the benefit of newcomers and bj" the re{)orts that we publish about your
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publications. The mission of a French Indianist is twofold, viz. to promote
scientific research and to spread the knowledge and love of India.

What difierentiated the Frenchmen from others in the study of
Indology has been their love of linguistic precision. They inherited it

from that great linguist Meill(*t, who in all his works had given its right
place in Sanskrit. It occupies also an important place in the Buddhistic
studies of Sylvain Levi and Biirnouf. The Belgian school of Indianism
is very close to ours. La Vallee Pimssin was a discaple and friend of Sylvain
Levi, and his pu])il Lainotte is today a master in Mahayanic studies. It is

also due to Sylvain L6vi that the Tibetan scholars and Sinologists remained
in close touch with Indianism. The archaeological (‘xcavations carried on
by Fnmchmen in Afghanistan and Indo-China, the Sanskrit epigra])hy in

Cambodia has enlarged our field of studies by anticipating what you
yoursclv(;s term ‘Greater India’.

1 cannot retrace for you, even briefly, the history of the Asiatic

Society of Paris. It is the whole history of French Orientalism. We have
a<lvajiced far from thos(‘ xlays when it was ])ossil>k‘ for one man to descri>>e

at one sitting tin* wliole of the movement of Orit ntal studies, as had been
flone by Jules Mohl and Darmesteter in the famous reports jjublished

annually in the Journal Asiatique,
I wish to stress, however, the fact that Indianism was giveji a fair deal

i!i the publications and communications of our 8o(M(‘ty. The most illustrious

of our j)residents, Ernest Htaian, was greatl\ attach(‘(l to its study. Since
1929 t he i>residentship of the Asiatic Society lias 1‘allen on two Indianists,
Seiiart in 1920, Sylvain Levi in 192vS, then in 193") Pelliot, though a Sinologist
])ut V(‘ry well-informed about all things conciTning India. The present
president is Jae<|ues Bacot , wlio through the medium of Buddhism, is also

doing the w'ork of an Indianist.

These men whom I have seem carrying on tlieir dutit‘s had each a vc‘ry

different character: Senart was a sort of grand seigneur’ w'hos(‘ sevtTc
jmlgment was attenuated by his refined co\irtesy. Sylvain LtH'i w^as eii]>ab]('

of drawing conelusions of general interest from th(‘ slightest remarks ]uissed

hy inc'uilxTs. He gave his views with his usual gt inrosity, unsparing how-
<'ver in his remarks which w(Te slightly ironical. In Paul Pelliot, whose
nifunory w\‘us faultless, wc come across prtcise details, chronology, seni-

pulously exact- ])lulology. All members wdio s])()kc at the meetings of the
Soc‘i(‘ty were anxious to obtain liis approbation. His death in full

maturity lias deprived our Society of a su}»])oit so badly needed in the
difficult times W’<‘ are jiassing thn)Ugh. Sp(‘aking of Pelliot 1 would like to

mention a little fact: he made it a ])oint of earrying on during the last war
the monthly in<H*tiiigs and jiuhlieations of the Society, without asking tlu'

piTrnission of the Germans. The day came wduai the jnihlication of th(‘

Journal Asiatique w^as forbidden. Yet he carried it on by making a change
of ])iire form. You may notice in our collect ion that for two yc-ars the
title Journal Asiatique was changed to the title 'MelangCvS Asiatiques',
which was destined to deceive the (Jerman eeiisorship on the continnity of
our work.

1 regret that 1 declined to aece])t the presidentshij) that was oO'ered
to me

; I fean*<l 1 could not give enough time to th<* Society. ISly consolation
revsts on the thought tliat the functions of presiderlt on tlu' shouldms of
Monsieur Bacot, whoso devotion and competence ensure tlu^ continuance of
our tradition.

A few moments ago T referred to certain diffi<*ulties. Tlie financial

situation of our country, the anxiety that exists in Euro])!*, hinder the
lirogrcHS of oriental studies as of so many others. The Freneh Indianist

feels isolated
; Germany has been reduced to silence

;
England, who during
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the course of the nineteenth century did not do perluips as nnich as she

could have, is only just beginning to reconstitute her team of workers.

hVaiice has an imi)ort.ant role to ])lay ; she is well ])repared for it, thanks to

the care she has alw^ays had of incorporating Indian culture in the great

currents of humanism.
To do full justice to this role we must, make closer the linlis that connect

us to India. Book-learning and culture is more than over insufficient.

I cannot deal with this problem as eom])let(dv as one should, it lias already

attracted much attention, but we are redm^ed today to tlu* position of

merely expressing hojies and wi.sh(‘s for a sj)eed>' solution. We would like

to receive many more of your publications, but this desire comes at a moment
when we are obliged to cut down our expenses and subscriptions. W(‘

also w'ish that our jiubJications reach you more (‘usily. An (‘xcliange of

Professors betwoen India and France', as exists alre'ady b('tvv(‘('n certain

European countries, is a necessity for the s)>r(‘ad and uiide'rstanding of

eaeh other's culture. Quite naturally and even more' so is lh(' c'xc'hange of

students nee'cssary. In sjiite of the entin'ly temporary difficult y w hich you

now experience in learning the French language. th(' intellectual be'iK'tit of

a stay in Paris is such that it ought to convince the most, lu'sitant among
you. The form of administration in the* French Universities fri'C'Iy allows

foreigners to eondu(*t research individually under tlu' most favourable

conditions, and to satisfy all their curiosities. But in order to rc'nder

material life more easy in Paris, why should not your Government build

an Indian hostel in our Cite Universitaire, as so many otlu'r eoiiiitrit's have
done ?

It ought to be easy to institute an exchange of h'cturers lietwa'C'ii your
Universities and ours. 1 can also visualizi*, why not. a Icanu'd man of

yours, possessing the training of a Pandit, who would instil in tli(‘ minds of

our studojits the nuithods of traditional int<'r[>rctatioii.

The translations of French literary works in Indij) and Indian works in

France should be fjjeed from llie ananby of the j)ublishers. An Institute' of

Indian Studie.*^ should he created in India, jin'h'rably in Galcutta. We
W'ould then s('e French stude'iits and professors imparting their know l<‘dgc

of French civilization to yours, and at the same* time initiating tlu'mselves

in your method.s of work and thus com])lc1ing their training as Indianists.

What France has achieved in Home', Athens and Cairo conld be aecom-
plished with greater benefit in India under a term a(la]>t('d to the country

and circumstances. Scientitie research in your country is not. easy to follow.

Why would you not draw' u]) a critical and analytical bibliogra])hy of all

the numerous works on Indology that arc ]ui])Iishcd in your country ?

International collaboration can take diven^e forms, all ridi in fulfilment, as

.soon as they jiass from the stage of talks and sjx'echcs to that, of n'aJity.

I came in pc'ison to India with the hojx' of participating in the Thesaurus
of Sanskrit which is now being drawn uj) in Poona. I nx'kon that this

gigantic })roJeet will rally the* strong force's of your nation, and that all

Indian Universities will make it a point of co-ojx'rating in the ])ro]ect.

Let this be the sign and example of what a eoll('('tiv(' wa>rk can do for us

all. I am happy to think that the French ludiaaist will not be entiri'ly a

stranger to it.

I conclude with thV J^iopc? that in future we may have oex^asion more
often of working together, and of show ing eacdi oth(*r that sympathy whicjh

at the beginning of Orientalism ajipeaied in a maimer so vivid between our

two sister Hoeieties of Calcutta and Paris.*

**' Paper read at the Society on 20th January, 1 940.
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It has often been said that there was no Copper or Bronze Age in

South India and that tlie discovery and use of these metals, in this part
of th(i country, was synchronous with and not anterior to that of iron.

Writing in lOUo, Vincent Smith opined that in Southern India the Neolithic
Period, diu-ing which (*verv-day tools and weapons were made of stone,

highly finished, and often linely ])olisl)ed, passed directly into the Iron Age.t
The case was again emjihatically made out by Robert Bruce Foote

in 11)10, in the following w’ords: ‘That the Iron Age in peninsular India
was not ])r('ceded by a Bronze Age, as in Crete, Greece and so many other
Western countries, was juobably due to tlio land-loving character of the
neolitliic people for, had they possessed any sea-faring inclination, they
w ould hav€‘ certainly sailed across the Bay of Bengal, reached the Tenasserim
coast and thei'e become accpiainted with the tinstc^ne (cassiteritc) of that
region. As eoppc'r is found ]dentifully in India, the art of making an alloy

must soon have followed. As it fell out, however, the discovery of the
alloy w^as not made in India till after the art of iron smelting had been
acquired, and iron weapons and tools had largely come into use.' ^

Truc% w'fien Smith and Foote wrote, there was hardly any evidence
available to think otherwise. But since then some new ciiscoveries have
been made' and thc^ entire c:iuestion needs a re-examination.

The following discussion will show^ that ])rior to the use of iron, both
oop])er and bronze had been used in South India.

The first evidenc*e in this direction was obtained in 1938-39. While
blasting a huge boulder at a hill-side in the vicinity of Kallur, a village in

the Raichur district of the Hyderabad State, the labourers accidentally^

came across three <»op})er swx)rds (pi. III). 3 When the matter was reported
to the Archaeological authorities of the State, they realized the significance

of tliis chance-discovery, particularly because these sw^ords resembled the
ones }>reviously found at Fatehgarh in the United Provinces (pi. IV)A Con-
sequently, the area lUiar that hill and around the village' of Kallur in general

was surveyed and some neolithic and early metallurgical sites were located.

Besides, a small-scale excavation w^a.s also carried out at the foot of a hill

cal Ied mm igu< Ida.

Although the digging was not stratigraphical and thus lacked in

scientific ])recision, tlie results achieved wen' iiKh'ed very imjiortant. In

1 Indian Jntiepiary, Vol. XXXI V, 1005, p. 220.
Indian PrehiMoric and Protohidurix' Antiqniiics : Notc-a on iticir Agc^ and Dis-

tribution (Gov('mm(‘nt Mxiseom, M.jcirus, J0U>), pp. 24*2“. '

^ Annual Reports of the Archacoloqienl Department, Nizam's Dominions, for
1937-40 (Calcutta, 1042), pj>. 23-24, pi. V.b.

^ Indian Antiquary, op. cit., y). 232, pi. III.
* tri Kauarewo, <ho local lai^guagc, Uio wor<l‘yammi’ menus a bufTtilo aiul ‘gucUla

'

ny'ans a hill. This nnmi', butlalo-hill. is self-explanatory, sinc<' on a houhh r ou the
hill are carve d two buftnloes. These oar\dngs are commonly believed to bo prehistoric.

( 41 )
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association with an old furnace were discovered a broken axe of copper,

a lump of copper ]\Yrite8 and a few other copper fragments, presumably
pins (})1. V, a and b)A These copper objects were further associated with
polished stone axes and microh*tides. Thus, the picture revealed was of
that phase of microlithic-neoUthic culture when copper (and presumably
bronze) 2 }iad also come into use, though in a restricted degree.

^

This incidentally raises the question whether or not these copper
implements were locally manufactured. The close association of a lump
of copper pyrites and other copper objects with the furnace suggests, though
not conclusively, an answer in the affirmative.^ There was, however,
another important piece of evidence. At a i)lace, a little higher u]) the
same hill, was found ‘ a queer rough stone about 4 feet by 4 feet which had
assumed the shape of a big saucer as ores had been crushed and pounded
on it for a very long time. Traces of copper-oxides w'ere very prominent
on this stone ‘.5 This latter evidence adds a lot of weight to the former,

and it seems very likely that copper ores were worked upon locally to

produce implements and other objects, and that these wvre not just imports
to this site.

The evidence from Kalliir, though remarkable in so far as it opened a
new and significant chapter in th(‘ j)rehistory of the Deccan, did not prove
the anteriority of copper and bronze to iron in a stratigra])hi cal sequtTUH*

and this left a shadow of doubt behind.

But the 1947 excavations at Brahmagiri in the Chitaldrug district of

MyvSore State yielded definitive evidence in this direetiori.® Here, in a

cutting called Br-21, a copper chisel (pi. VI) wvas obtained from a middle
stratum (layer 13) of the Stone Axe culture (pi. \TI).7 Again, a thin bronze
rod, probably a pin, was found in association with an urn- burial Ix^longing

to an early level of the same culture (pi. VITl).® This Stone Axe culture

was characterized by the use of polished stone axes and mieroliths but no
iron was associated with it. Iron appeared at a much later stage, namely,
with the intrusion of the Megahthic culture but not ])efore.

There was further corroborative evidence from another cutting, called

Br-17. This area was occupied only during the Stone Axe culture, and a
copper rod was obtained from one of its low levels.^ The cutting did not
yield any iron object.

These cuttings, thus, show^ed in a conclusive manner that both copper
and bronze had preceded iron.

The position regarding the use of bronze nec^ds some further clarification,

especially in view of Foote's remarks that the discovery of the alloy w'as

not made in India till after the art of iron-smelting had been acquired and
iron w^eapons and tools had largely come into use (above).

^ An. Rep. Arch., Vept. Nizanis Donrlnionn, op. cit., p. 27a pi. XII a and 6,

2 iso analysis of those objects has been done.
3 ‘A lump of iron ore eontaiiiing Tni<‘a in enomioiis proportion wna also found.*

But since tlio digging was not done htraligrapbically, it is doubtful if th(‘ iron ore
actually lay in the same layc^r as the copper objects. If soil-deposits are not liorizontal

—

and this is not ninisual—objects found at the same dj ptli may not noet'ssarily be
contemporaneous. Tt should furthfT be noted that no iron objeet as such was recorded.

4 This could have been d< finittdy dis<*ov<‘red if the aslif's from thf' furrau-e were
examined and found to c'ontjsdn copper slags.

Annual Report oj the^trchaex)logical Dejyirtmcnt, Nizami's Dominionf*, op. cit.,

p. 27.
® Anc/ient India, No. 4 (July iy47-Jan. 1948), pp. 202 and 207.

Ibid., iSeetion at Br-21, p. 205.
* The same figure.
0 Ibid., p. 204.

4B
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The analysis of the bronze rod or pin from Brahmagiri (referred to

above) showed that as much as 9% of tin was used in the alloy. This leaves

no room for a doubt that the technique of preparing an alloy for bronze was
not known. It will, however, be admitted that like copper, bronze was
also used in a very restricted degree. The Kallur examples, as stated

above, have not been analyzed. But it is not unlikely that some of them,
when analyzed, might show similar results.

Now to the date of, and period covered by, this Chalcolithic Phase of
South Indian Prehistory.

At Brahmagiri, the Chal(*olithic culture (called the Brahmagiri Stone
Axe culture in the original Report) was represented by a 7-foot thick occu-

])ational deposit and was overtaken tow’^ards its end by the Megalithic

culture. The beginning of this latter culture at Brahmagiri can be dated
to the 3r(l century B.C., and it follows, therefore, that the preceding C'hal-

eolithic eultiire continued (at lc‘ast at Brahmagiri) till about the same
period, namely, the 3rd centtiry B.C. That being the upper limit for it,

it is for any one to giu‘ss the period taken during the accumulation of the

7-foot d(^])Ositi of tlie Stone Axe culture. But on general grounds,2 it

secuns reasonabh* to assume^ tluit Chalcolithic phase of the Brahmagiri
Stone Axe culture bc‘gan somewhere about 700 B.C.

The c*opp(‘r objects found in the trial excavations at Kallur (referred to

abov(‘) yield(‘d no evidence as to their date. But th(^ swords with charac-

t(‘ristic ‘anttmnae’ hilts certainly call for (ionsideration, because of their

similarity with those found at Fatehgarh. The date of the latter has been
guessed to be in the neigh})ourhood of 1000 B.C. (tluu’c is no definite

<‘vid(uice to go by), 3 and if this dating is somewhere near precision, the

sout ht'i'ly imports at Kallur may be placed broadly in first quarter of the 1st

millennium B.C.

In j)assing, reference may also b(» made to a terracotta cylinder seal

from Maski (pi. IX).** It was just a surface-tind, and, as such, has no strati-

gra]>hical value. Howcvci', its general r<‘semblance with the Babylonian
sea is 5 seems to suggest a Clialeolithic context. May be, it was associated

with some (dialcolithic phase of South Indian Prehistory. But, one swallow

dot's not makt* a summer, and much cannot be said on the basis of a single

find of this kinrl in South India.

From the foregoing discussion it Avould now be clear that towards the

later part of the Neolithic Age in South India there was a phase when
cop])t'r and bronze implements were used alongside polished stone axes

and microlithics. These metal (co])per and bronze) implements were

neither produced on a very large scale, nor did they replace their counter-

j)arts in the stone, which they only supplemented. There was not an

exclusively eop])er or bronze age in South India but a stage has to be recog-

nized in South Indian Prehistory when bronze and copper had begun to be

used but iron teas still unknown. Within broad limits, this Clialeolithic

phase can be placed in the first three quaiders of th(* 1st millennium B.C.

* Only plu\w' IB lius boon taken into a4‘<*ount, since no bronze or copper was
obtaiiK ti froiij J’lwise IA.

^ This point has bocn discMiswci in foot-note No, 1, Ancient India, No. 4, p. 2()I.

a riggott, in Anfn/uit^/, Vol. .Wril, No. 72, Doc. f, pp. 178 ff.

* Annual Report of the Archaeological Dcfxutmcnt, Nizam's Dominions, for

((,'alcnttu, laiU)), p. ir> and pi. XTIJ a.

* 1 have not made a dr^tailcd <*oinparison of the Maski seal with those found in tiu'

Middle East, but on(* similarity may be pointed out here, namely, the n*prosontation

of th(‘ head-g(’ar by m<'ans of indentations. (T. W. H. Ward, The Seal Cylinders of

Western Asui (Washington, 11)10), Nos. 574, 700, 788, 701 and 9Ul.
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Tho evidence discussed above is significant and definitive, but to get

a more comprehensive picture, further evidence must be awaited, which
scientific excavation at a few other late NeoUthic-microlithic sites of the

type of Brahmagiri is Ukely to yield.

Note.—Plates III, V (a) and (6) and IX have been reproduced from
the Annual Reports of the Archaeological Department, Nizam's Dominions ;

pL IV from the Indian Antiquary and pis, VI-VIII from the Ancient India.
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THREE ANCIENT INSCRIPTIONS FROM TIBET

By H. E. Richardson, C.I.E., O.B.E.

(Received on March 10, 1949)

(For ease of reading I have rendered Tibetan names phonetically hnt on
the first appearance of each Tibetan word I have given a literal transcription

where this differs from the pdionttic form.)

Tlie first of the inHcriptions, of which the texts and translations are
given b(‘Iow, comes from a do-ring (rdo-ring(s))—a long stone i)i]lar—near
a small lha-khang (chapel) between Ramagang and Liu Dzong, some two
miles south-west of Lhasa on the south bank of the Kyi Chhii riv(‘r.

The lha-khang, siinounded by scmie ])oor buildings inhabited by nuns
who now' oc(‘upy the site, stands in the centre of an area about 150 yards
stpiare at eaidi corner of which is a large cliho-ten (mc^hliod rten), or stupa,

of earth. T}k‘ cliho-ten at the north-east corner show^s the remains of a
eovcTing of thick n'ctangular red bricks, onc(' coated w'ith a blue-green
glaz(‘ of which i'ragments still remain. The do-ring stands in the middle
of th(‘ t'ast side of the })(Timet(‘r bounded by the chho-tens and just outside
it. It is on a considerably lower level than the existing lha-khang and its

low^<*r part stands in a hollow of the sand from wdiich it has recently been
excavated. It is approxirnat(‘ly J4| feet in height, 2\ feet in bn^adth,

and LV feet in thickness. It is surmounted by a fluted stone canopy
(rgya-bub) on top of w’hi(di is a carved stone representing a jew’el (nor-bu).

1 am told that it stands on a sort of stone chest finely decorated wdth a
carved pattern of mountains and clouds; but this is now^ buried in the sand
and 1 liave not seen it. The pillar fiiees north and south and th(' inscri])tion

is on tli(‘ south face; the otlier faces are not inscribed. In tlu‘ courtyard of
the lha-khang a stone, similar to th(‘ nor-bu on the pillar, is lying togethei*

with w'hat afjpears to be th(' base of another pillar.

It is b(‘lit*ved that tluTc is an ‘inner do-riiig’ buried somewiiere inside

the eiiciosure
;
but no trace of it is visible. The prcvsent lha-khang is recent

and the only signs of old construction are the remains of a thick mud w'all

on its west side. An earthen image of the tlo-wo Rimpochhe—the Lord
Buddha as a prince—which was shown to me is said to have come from the

old Tsuk Lak Khang (gtsug lag khang).
The inscri])tion is in good condition. Only the last tw'o lines are

damag(‘d to any extent. It apparently dates from the time of King Tri

J)e Song Tsen (Khri Ide srong hrstan) and mentions the founding by him
of Kar-ehung Tsuk Lak Kliang (skar-chung),

I have given a copy of the inscription to Professor Giuseppe Tucci of

the University of Rome, a ])re-emineiit scholar of Tibetan history, religion

and art, wdio w'as recently on a visit to Tdiasa. His first reaction was that

tlie derailed references to religion are nnicpie if really date from the

ninth century A. I), and that the inscription may have been put up in the

eleventh or twelfth century when, with tht' revival of Buddhism. tluTC

was an effort to glorify the early kings as the benofiictors of Biiddlusm.

I^rofossor Tue(*i may have altered that opinion as the resnlt- of detailed

study of the inseri])tion
;
and for reasons whi(h follow I am ineliiiod to

think that the inscription is a genuine product of the ninth century A.T>.

( 45 )
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I have had the benefit of consulting De-chhen Chho-khor Yong-dzin
Rimpochho, a learned incarnate Lama of the Dnik-pa (hbrug-pa) sect,

who was rcsjjonsiblc for the discovery of the do-ring some twenty years

ago. He tells me that he did tliis partly by his study of history and partly

by inspired intuition, for whicli Lamas of the older sects arc famous.
According to him, Ramagang was a religious site from early days as there

is a record that the Guru Rimpochhe, Padma 8ambhava, used to stay

there.

The Lha-khang is now called Sang-gye Oompa (sangs rgyas) and the
name Kar-chung is unknown anywhere in the neighbourhood. The
Rimpochhe says tliat, before the occupation of the site bj^ nuns, it was
inhabited by monks of the Ka-gyu-pa (bkah rgyud pa) sect who first settled

in Trip valley a little further east, but finding that })laco too lonely and
exposed to robbers, they moved to what is now Sang-gye Gompa. Some
of the prayers used by the nuns seem to have been taken over from their

Ka-g>ui-])a predecessors.

The chho-tens are, to all appearances, of great age and so are the
remains of the mud walls on the west side of the site. It seems unlikely

that a body of monks who were apparently too small to protect them-
selves from robbery and \vere unable to build more than a very humble
lha-khang, could have made such large chho-tens. Moreover, fr*om their

shape and condition and from the state of the glazed bricks, the chho-tens
appear to have been built much longer ago than within the last tw'o or three

hundred years which is the time the Rimpochhe assigns to the migration
of the monks from Trip. It is also interesting that in descriptions of the
building of Sam-ye (bsam yas) Gompa, the oldest of the great monasteries
of Tibet, in the eighth century A.D. there is mention of four chho-tens of

white, red, blue and black respectively; and I believe that a chho-ten
covered with blue tiles still survives there. The practice of making, coloured
chho-tens thus seems to be very old and I have not seen similar glazed
coverings elsew^here.

From the wording of the inscription, w^th its references to foundations
b}'' earlier kings, with Tri De Bong Tsen’s name at the beginning as the
person responsible for the inscription, and with the record of the building

by him of Kar-chung Tsuk Lak Khang as the last in the series of foundations,

it seems reasonable to assume prima facie that the do-ring was set up in

front of his o^vn foundation. The total burial of the do-ring in sand also

seems to be evidence of considerable age.

Historical reference.^ to Kar-chung are, as usual in Tibetan written

records, conflicting. The Gyalpo Kathang (rgyal po bkah thang) which
is in part, of great antiquity and w^hich purports to have been written at

the command of Tri De Bong Tsen, tells in a passage on folio 39 about this

foundation as follows: ‘Afterwards (he built) U-ru Klungs Shod Tsuk Lak
Khang; in the form and pattern of a star: the altar of Skar-chhung rdo-rje

dbyings’. The account also says that eight chho-tens were made. U-rn
is the old name For the Kyi Chhu valley area. Lung-sho is the }>resent

name of a district some 50 miles to the north-east of Lhasa. De-chhen
Chho-khor Rimpochhe thinks that the passage quoted ought to read ‘U-ru
Lung-sho Tsuk Lak Khang and Kar-chhung’; but this seems doubtful.

On the basis of this passage, since the discovery of the do-ring at Bang-gye
Gompa and the claim by De-chhen Chho-khor Rimpochhe that the site is

Kar-chung, the monks of Tsa Potrang (rtsa pho brang) in Lung-sho have
asserted that Tsa Potrang is the original Kar-chung. I have visited the
place and found that it is apparently an ancient palace and not a Tsuk Lak
Khang. It is, however, interesting that there is an annexe, consisting of
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a small secular building, called Dorje Ying (rdo rje dbyings) but there is

no trace of any chhd-tens or of any do-ring there.

Pu-ton Rimpochhe (Bu-ston) who wrote his History of Religion in

1323, says that Tri De Tsen *Se Na Lek (sad na legs), who is clearly identifiable

with Tri J)e Song Tsen, built Skar-chhung rgya sde. The Tep Ther Mar-po
(Deb ther dmar po), written in 1538, says that Tri De Song Tsen built the
Tsuk Lak Khang of dkar-chhung at rgyal-sde.

These are the earliest mentions I have found
;
but the fullest account

is given in the Religious Histor^^ of Pao Tsuk Lak (dPao gtsug lag) a Ka-
gyu-pa monk of Lho-brak. I)e-chhen Chho-khor Rimpochhe says that
hf^ was contemporary with the eighth incarnation of the Karmapa Rimpochhe
who lived in the ninth rab-chung (rab byung) or Tibetan cycle of sixty
years. Thc^se cycles began in 1024 A.D. and that would give the lifetime

of Pao Tsuk Lak as between 1504 and 1564. In his history, when giving
an account of the Chinese Emi)erors, Pao Tsuk Lak gives his last specific

mention to the Cheng-te regnal peiiod of the Ming dynasty (1506-1522).
He also gives the date of the comjdetion of his work as the Male Wood
Mouse year, and states that he took thirty-eight years writing it. This
would make the probable dates as between 1526 and 1564, which agree with
T)e-chhen Chho-khor Rimpochhe's statement. His work is of particular
importance in connection with this inscri])tion, for not only does he mention
the founding by Tri De Song Tsen of Kar-chung (skar-chhung in one
passage and dkar-chhung in another) in Kyi sho (skyid shod) but he also

quotes almost verbatim long passages of the text ai)pearing on the do-ring
now standing at Sang-gye Gom])a. He does not state that the text was
inscribed on a do-ring but describes what he quotes as the words of an oath
which Tri Do Song Tsen made all his ministers take in amplification of a
similar oath taken in the time of his father King Tri Song De Tsen (Khri
srong Ide brtsan). The terms were written on fine paj)er in letters of gold.

Earlier, Pao Tsuk Lak gives a long account, in the form of quotations,

of Tri Song De Tsen's oath and he reproduces exactly the text of the do-ring
at vSam-ye on which the oath was inscribed in short. I have appended a
copy and translation of that inscription. The fact that he specifies the
existence of a do-ring at Samye and quotes it verbatim while he does not
mention a do-ring at Kar-chung, and that his rendering of Tri De Song
Tsen’s oath differs to some extent from the inscription at Sang-gye Gompa
and is not a verbatim transcri])tion such as is his quotation from the Samye
do-ring, makes it possible that his source of information about Tri De Song
Tsen’s oath was some wirtten record .similar to that of his other quotations

in connection with Tri Song De Tson'a oath. The do-ring at Sang-gye
Gompa may have been buried in sand even in the time of Pao Tsuk Lak
which might accotint for the difference in the spelling of the name Kar-
chung which is given by Pao Tsuk Lak as skar-chhung and dkar-chhung as

against skar-chung in the inscription itself.

From points of style and language there is evidence of the antiquity

and royal origin of the inscription. The kings are described as ‘Thrill kyi

Lha-ts<mpo (Iqdinil gyi Iha btsan po), an honorific title appearing in an
indubitably royal inscri})tidn of the ninth century A.D.—that on the do-ring

in front of the Tsuk Lak Kliang of Lhasa which contains the treaty between
Tri Ral-pa-chen and the Chinese Emperbr Mu Tsung. I shall say more
about that inscription later on. The title also appears in two inscriptions

recently discovered by me at XT-ru Sha-i Lha-khang, some 50 miles north-

east of Lhasa. These inscriptions were also set up by Tri Do Song Tsen

and provide further evidence that this king was a s\ipporter of Buddhism
and a writer of inscriptions. The Sha-i Lha-khang do-rings will form the
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subject of a later article and it must suffice to say here that they record the

royal patronage of a comparatively small religious institution and contain

interesting historical matter but no such general injunctions about supporting

religion as appear on the Sang-gye Gompa do-ring. Against these uses of

‘Thrill kyi Lha-tsen po’ on royal inscriptions may be set the terminology

of other ancient inscriptions at or near Lhasa. That on the do-ring at

Sh6, below the Potala, which was set up in the time of King Tri De Tsuk
Ten (Khri Ide gtsug brtan) in the eighth century A.D. describes the kings

only as ‘Tsen-po’. Such also is the usage in the inscription from Tsur-bu
Gompa which is the third text given by me below. Evidence of age is

provided by the appearance of the archaic form known as ‘da-drag’—

a

terminal ‘ d ’ used after n.r. and 1 which has, according to Csoma de Koros,

the significance of a past tense. This use is said to have been abolished

by Tri Ral-x)a-chen in his reforms of Tibetan spelling
;
and it is noticeable

that the da-drag does not appear on Ttal-pa-chen’s inscription at Lhasa
nor in the inscription from Tsur-bu which is also dateable to his reign, but
it does appear on the Sho do-ring of the eighth century and on the do-rings

at 8ang-gye Gompa and Sha-i Lha-khang which relate to Ral-pa-chen's

father Tri De Song Tsen. Other old forms are the use of ‘my’ where
modern Tibetan uses onl}^ ‘m\ e.g. myi for modern mi; and the inverted

form of th(* letter ki-ku. These two usages were not abolished by Ral-pa-

chen and they appear in his inscription at I-.hasa but have* vanished by
the time of the next batch of insc riptions at Lhasa in the ei<zhteenth century

and probably disappeared centuries before that. The similarity of w^ord-

ing between the Sam -ye iuscTiption and that at Sang-gye Gompa is also

noticeable.

It is, of course, possible to argue that the stylistic antiquity simply shows
skilful imitation and that Pao Tsuk Lak’s book version of the oath of Tri

De Song Tsen is merely a free adaptation from the inscription at Sang-g;>'e

Goin])a ; and to deduce that the inscription was forged in the eleventh or

twelfth century to emphasize the benefits to religion conferred by the early

kings. But if this were so, it is surprising that Tri De Song Tsen should bo
chosen for glorification. Later historians, except for Pao Tsuk Lak, pass ovct
him lightly and his name is'almost imknowm in Tibet tcxlay. No tradition of

veneration attaches to liim as it does to his father Tri Song De Tsen
;
and

one might have expected that attempts to fake evidenc'c would have con-
centrated upon the more famous name.

Further, I tliink that, in tlie absence of anything but vague doubts
based on the unprecedented nature of the detailed references to religion at

so early a date, and in the jiresence of such arguments as I have given to
set against those doubts, the suggestion of the deliberate forgery of such
an inscription in the eleventh or twelfth century is not acceptable. Such acti-

vities are quite uncharacteristic of the Tibetans with their profound reverence
for the written word. They may have been ready to accept and embroider
legends and traditions about the ancient kings ; I doubt if they would
have erected counterfeit inscriptions.

It is certain that the early kings supported Buddhism and built temples

;

and it is not surprising to find some reference to the content of tbeir kith
in the simple injunctions about religious duties which appear on the in-

scription under examination. The evidence seems to me to favour the belief
that tlic do-ring now at Sang-gye Gompa was actually set up by King Tri De
Song Tsen who reigned from 804 to 816 A.D.

Whether the present site of the do-ring is in fact Kar-chung is perhaps
open to argument. Pao Tsuk I^k, who appears to have been a careful
historian, says that Kar-chung was in Kyi-shd. Kyi Shd is the name of the
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valley of the Kyi Chhu from Lhasa downwards with special reference to

the sunny parts as opposed to the shady parts which are called Trip.

The name rgyal-lde or rgya-sde, which appears in other ivriters, may
simply mean ‘ The Royal Estate’. Francke, in his edition of the Ladakh
Chronicles, tries to identify rgya-sde with a district in Ladakh but this is

most improbable.
The Chronicle of the Fifth Dalai Lama^ which gives an account of the

founding of Kar-chung (dkar-chhung) tells that it was built at rgyal-sde

after much discussion about choosing its site, and after ruling out a pro-

posal to build it on the great Northern Plain. This eliminates any possible

suggestion that rgya-sde could refer to the north-eastern province of

that name.
The mention of U-ni Lung-sho in the Gyalpo Kathang is, therefore,

the main objection to holding that the present Sang-gj^e (jom})a is the old

site of Kar-chung. Against that may be sot the existence of the do-ring

at Sang-gye Gompa which is apparently an old site, the reference in the
inscription 1o Kar-chung, and the iinprobalulity that so larj^e a pillar

would have been rcunoved from anywh(‘re else to its present position.

The second pillar believed to be buried at Hang-gyc* Gompa may contain a

more detailed account of the founding of Kar-chung, add it is to be hoped
that it may sonu‘ day be unearthed. Without that confirmation it remains
a possibility that the referen<te to Kar-chung is incidental and that the site

is that of some other foundation by Tri De Song Tsen of which no historical

mention has survived
;
but tin* j>robabiIities lead me to. think that the site is

actually Kar-chung and that the inscription may reasonably be described as

*The Kar-chung inscription’.,^
Th<‘ principal historical interest of this insenption is that it contains

the earliest ref(*rence to Buddhist r(*ligious duties in any detail.

The sj)eoific mention of foundations by earlier kings are also of interest,

and T have not seen in any Tibetan history which I have read the attribution

of any religious foundation to King 1)11 Hong (lidus srong). Ling Tri-tse

(Gling Khri tse) which is ascribed to him in the inscription, is said by
Ihi-t on Rim})Ochhe to liave been founded by Tri De Tsuk Ten. (Khri Ide

glsug brtan.) The fact that it was necessary to renew the oath to su})[)ort

Bud<lhism taken in Tri Song Do Tseii’vs time indicates the strength of the

opjjosition to the religion which culminated in its overthrow'^ by Lang
Darina (Glang Dar-nui). It is a traditional account in Tibetan historie^s

that when Tri Song De Tsen w^as young his ministers suppressed religion.

This is supported to some extent by a passage in the Sho do-ring w'hich

i-elates that Tri De Tsuk Ten was murdered by two ministers who also tried

to kill Tri Song De Tsen. On the (jiiestion of Tri Song De Tsen’s successors

and their dates the inseri})tion throws no light beyond confirming that Tri

De Song Tsen was Tri Song De Tsen s son. This is stated by most Tibetan

hist orians but then* are some exceptions w^ho say that Tri De Song Tsen w^as

the name of Ral-pa-chen. In the Kar-chung inscription the writer, Tri De
Song Tsen, refers to Tri Song De Tsen HkS liis father. And in the inscription

on the Tsuk Lak Khang do-ring at Lhasa which was set up by King Tri Tsuk
De Tsen (Khri gtsug Ide brisan), who is identifiable from Chinese records as

well as from Tibetan histories as Ral-pa-chcn, the writer refers to his father,

Tri Do Song Tsen.

In passing it may be noted that the inscription on the do-ring in front

of the Lhasa Tsuk Lak Khang, which Dr, Waddell in an article in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Sockty for April, 1911, ascribes to Tri Song De
Tsen and to the year 783 A.D, is beyond doubt the record of the treaty

between Tri Tsuk De Tsen Ral-pa-chen and the ChimNse Emperor Mu-
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tsiing in the year 821 /822 A.D. This ascription, which was originally made
by Dr. Biishell in the J,R.A.S. for 1880, is proved by a copj^ of the text

taken in 1921 by the late Sir Charles Bell, from which the exact date of the
inscri])tion is amply clear. The passage containing the date appears to
have been buried in sand when Dr. Waddell took his copy in 1904 and this

h(^l[)ed to lead to a wrong interpretation. I have examined the text care-

fully and hope to jmblish Sir Charles Bell’s version and translation as well

as that of the Sho do-ring, at a later date.

The second inscription below comes from a do-ring in the courtyard of

Sam-ye Gompa. Th(^ text was obtained by Sir Chai’les Bell in 1921 and
has not been published before. Although the name of no king is given in

it, it is ascribable to Tri Soug De Tsen who founded the monastery some
time between 763 and 787 A.D., and it is so ascribed by Pao Tsuk Lak in

his history as mentioned above. I have included this inscription mainly
to show its similarit}^ to that at Sang-gye Gompa

;
but it is worth noting how

its existence tends to confirm the rehability of Pao Tsuk Lak. In the last

sentence of the inscription it is stated that ‘ the detailed text of the oath
exists separately’. In Pao Tsuk Lak’s history there are long cpiotations

from not one but two oaths taken by Tri Hong De Tsen, in addition to the

verbatim rendering of the inscription on tlie do-ring at Sam-ye. The
quotations include a reference to the suppression of Buddhism by the
king’s ministers during his minority. The language of the quotations

contains several archaisms which do not appear elsewhere in Pao Tsuk
Lak's writing, and they look genuine. The fa(5t that Pao Tsuk Lak look
trouble to go to original sources is shown by liis exact rcndeTing of the
inscription on the do-ring; and his history may therefore prove to be of
great value.

The third inscription given below comes from To Lung Tshur-bu Gompa,
the chief monastery of the Karmapa sect. I saw the do-ring, which stands
in the courtyard of the monastery, in 1946 but did not secure a copy of the

inscription until 1948. The text has not been ]niblished before and 1 have
seen no mention of the existence of an inscribed do-ring at Tsur-bu.

Tshur-bu Gompa was founded about 1187 A.D. but the inscription

relates to the founding of Chang-bu Tsuk Lak Khang (Ichang bu) of which
no other mention is traceable

;
and it refers to King Tri Tsuk De Tsen who

ruled from 816 to 836 A.D. The name Chang-bu is now unknown in the
To Lung valley and it seems probable that Tshur-bu Gom])a was built on
or near the site of the pre-existing Chang-bu Tsuk Lak Khang and that the
do-ring was preserved in the new monastery.

The founder of Chang-bu may have been related to King Tri Tsuk De
Tsen as he came from the family of Tshhe Pong (Tshhes Pong) from which^
Tri Hong De Tsen, Tri Tsuk De Tsen’s father, took one of his queens ; but
the appearance in his name of the word ‘Shang’, which may mean ‘uncle'

probably does not connote relationship. Shang is a frequently recurring
clan name

; and the word is also found in the title Hhang Lon (blon) which
Dr. Laufer in his ‘Bird Divination in Tibet’ (Toung Pao, Vol. XV, 1914)
identifies with the Chinese title ‘ Shang’ meaning ‘ President of a Board of
Ministers’. In the present case it most probably refers to the founder’s clan.

The inscription, which may be dated between 816 and 836, is included
in order to show the difference in style from that of royal inscri})tions such
as that on the do-ring at Sang-gye Gompa; but its content is not without
interest.

The translations of the Sang-gye Gompa and Chang-bu inscriptions

have been made with the help of Dechhen Chhokhor Rimpochhe, Tshatnil
Rimpochhe, Rai Saheo Pemba Tsering, Extra Assistant Political Officer,
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Indian Mission, Lhasa, and Sera Geshe Lobsang Chhodak, whose assistance

I wish to acknowledge with all gratitude. There are some difficult passages
in the inscriptions and it is not claimed that the translations are free from
error. It is hoped that scholars of Tibetan will offer criticism and sugges-
tions.

The translation of the Sam-ye inscription was made by Sir Charles
Bell with the help of the Instructor in Logic and History to the Thirteenth
Dalai Lama.

INSCRIPTION AT SANG-GYE GOMPA ( ? KAIl-CHUNG)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

|gq|*5!^*0’

1 Lino 4, Mycs the modern mes.
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17

37

S£> ^

vs

>•»

S'T^I 3^''\5'¥:‘'i'^'3'='"^1l 1'#>F'f5i-5)-5,!:-
s:> si,

N4? ^

ai’c^c;'| «^’a|£i|^-^r^^| •

1 Line 34. Chhu ngur. Tlio first letter looks like Tsh; but close examination
shows that is due to damage end the reading given is correct.
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38

39 q^l |
^Q^-d^c-8j25«l*

43 *^qc-§*^*5C-*^5]-qa^-£j^^f a;'|
|

“VP

45 |l |q^8i*^S^| ^5C:-<3i'S^^a^-5^^£Tl’=I|^SI-|'^3j-CI^£T|^'^C:*

47
I

=T|«5lfs^*

49 =TjC*^-^c:'ai';^jc:-5c:-§|

62 q^<3i'^t^iq-5|aM’35I| i^-ai^-siaja^-p-
SP

55

1 3^1110 50. dnuibhi tlio raod(‘ni dmas.
^ Lino 51. Chbis. Thi« Mord is slightly darnagod but in spite of the difllculty

the reading is undoubtedly eorroet,

^ Line 55. Thoro is soxne damage hero but enough remains to make tho re-

construction *dbu anyung dang bro bor ro* niidoubh^dly correct. Compare line 27

above and wording of Snmyo do-ring given below.
* Liixo 55. There is damage to the final d of bmand whieh makes it look like

dm; but close examination shows it to bo an example of the ‘da-dreg’ whit Ji appears

also in gold in line S3.
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66

57
1 1

Translation of thb Inscription from Sang-gye Gompa

A ^solemn undertaking to maintain the Excellent Religion for ever,

made in the time of the ^ Divine King of Mracles, ®Tri De Song Tsen.
The establishment of the Religion of Sang-gye, and the ^Images of the

Three Precious Ones set up by building the ®Tsuk Lak Khang of ®Ra Sa,
i<^and its appurtenances, in the time of the Ancestor uTri Song Tsen: and

1 Line 56. The words yap kyi are damaged but comparison of several rubbings
makes this reading clear enough.

2 Line 56. The end of the line is damaged and I first rt'ad it as klad, which
word is used in Pao Tsuk Lak’s History in connection with this oath ; but photo-
graphs taken while this article was in proof make the reading zla la, meaning ‘ as a
pair to ’ or ‘ together with ’ most probable. Cf. inscription No. 3B below.

® Line 57. This is badly damaged; but from the traces of letters bshag seems
almost certain. The last word looks like Om but is more prolmbly Go.

^ ‘Solemn Undertaking ‘gtsigs* is used in phrases in other inscripitons of the
eighth and ninth centuries such as ‘gtsiga gyi yi-ge’, ‘gtsigs gnnng-wa’, ‘gtsigs

chhen-po’ and seems to imply the record of a sworn or exceptionally important char-
ter, deed, or undertaking. Some Tibetan scholars see a connection between ‘gtsigs’

and ‘brtsigs’ (to build); and they stress that the word connotes botli permananco
and reverence. The modern meaning of ‘gtsigs’ is ‘prized’ or ‘important’, ‘bman
pa’ conveys the meaning of something done firmly or urgently,

^ ‘Divine King of Miracles.’ (hprliul gyi Jha htsan-po.) The Chhos Rgyal or
Religious Kings of Tibet are said to have liad magic or mirac*ulous powers such as that
of levitation. Such powers are particularly ascribed to King Song Tsen Gam Po
(Srorag brtsan sgam po) but the origin of the title is probably earlier. Tt is applied
to O De Pur Gyal (O Ide spu rgyal) the divine, first king of Tibet, in the Lhasti Tsuk
Lak Khang inscription. It appears from Dr. Bushell’s traixslation of the Chinese
version of the inscription on the Tsuk Lak Kliang do-ring 1880) that the
Chinese translation of this title was ‘The All Wise’.

^ Tri Do Song Tsen, Also known as Se Na Lek Jing Von. The third son of
Tri Song De Tsen. Redgned from 804 to 816 A.D.

7 The Three Precious Ones are the Lord Buddha, the Religion, and the Clergy.
*rten’ means a ‘container’. Tho containers of Buddha are images; of the Religion,
books; and of tho Clergj,^ the monks themsfdves. 1 have retained the word ‘Images’
which is used by Sir Charles Boll to translate this phrase which appears in other in-
scriptions also, as ‘containers’ or ‘vchieles’ seem rather clumsy.

* Tsuk l^ak Khang. The House of tho Crown of the Head iind the Hands.
Tho Crown of the Head is said to signify Buddha ; and tho Hands, the Sacred Books

and the Monks. Tho term may bo applied to any chapel hut is gtaicrally restricted to
the larger and more important <'hap<'ls and temples such as tho Jo Khang at Lhasa
and tho main temple at Sam-ye.

® Ra Sa. The Place of tho Goat, is tho old name of Lhasa anti is connected in

later histories with a legend about the filling of the marsh on wdiich the Tsuk Lak
Khang stands, with earth carried on the backs of goats. Tliere is in a remote corntsr

of the Tsuk Lak Khang a small lump of stone in wrhieh Tibetans see the rang chung
(rang byung)—i.o. sclf-formtjd image*—of a goat.

Las stoga pa, which I translate as ‘appurtenances’, is tho equivalent of the
modern las sogs pa meaning ‘et cetera’.

H Tri Song Tsen. This is Song Tsen Gam Po, tho greab^st of the Religious
Kings, who ruled from about 620 to 650 A.D. Tho absence of the epithet Gam Po,
‘The Profound*, which appears in most later histories, is interesting. If the inscrip-

tion were a later forgeiy it would probably have been used.
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the Images of the Three Precious Ones set up by building the Tsuk Lak
Khang at Tri Tse in Ling, and its appurtenances, in the time of the Ancestor
1 Tri Dii Song : and the Images of the Three Precious Ones set up by building

the Tsuk Lak Khangs at Kva Tsu and Chhing Phu in Tra Mar, and their

appurtenances, in the time of the Ancestor 2 Tri De Tsuk Ten: and the
Images of the Three Precious Ones set up building the Tsuk Lak Khang
on the border of the Central Province, 8am-ye in Tra Mar, and its appur-
tenances, in the time of the Father Tri Song De Tsen : and the Images of
the Three Precious Ones set iip by building Kar-chung Tsuk Lak Khang,
and its appurtanances, in the time of the Divine 3 King Tri De Song Tsen :

and all such like : these acts for the establishment of the Religion of Sang-
gye by ^each succession of the Royal Family in tliis way, if they are never
destroyed and never abandoned, there will come about blessings without
measure

;
but if they are abandonctd or destroyed and brought to nothing,

sins without number will come. So, from henceforth let them continue

for ever.

In tho' time of the Divine King of Miracles, my Father, Tri Song De
Tsen such sort of oaths were taken by the succession of the Royal Family
never to destroy or abandon the Images of the Three Precious Ones which
have been set up, and the established Religion of Sang-gye. ^The King,
Father and Son, the Nobles and Ministers, all having taken a solemn oath,

acted also in accordance with the letters of the undertaking and ®the
writing on the do-ring.

In the same way, hold in affection, whatever may befall, this Religion

of Sang-gye established through the setting up of Images of the Three

1 Tri Dii Song (Hdus srong). Known also os Du Song Mang Po Jo (rje) or
Khlung Nam. K(*igne<i from ($79 to 704 A.D. I hove seen no other attribution to
him of any religioun foundation. Pu Ton Rimpochho attributes. Do Me Ling Chhu
Tri Tse (mdo smad ling ebu khri rtso) to his successor. If tius is the same place it is

apparently in Kham—^Kast Tibet.
* Tri Do Tsuk Ten. Kno^^^l also as Mo Ag Tshom (Mes ag islihoms). The

son and successor of Du Song. Tiio last syllable of his name is spelt ‘brUin’ on the
Lhasa Sho do-ring, and ‘brtsan’ on the Lluisa Tsuk Lak Khang do-ring. His foundi\-

tions at Ka Tsu and CVihing Phu survive in the Sam-yo district wliich is covered by the
name Tra Mar (brag mar), Chhing Phu (Mchhing Plm) is tlie burial place of Lhacham
Pema, the sister of Tri Song IV Tsen.

3 Tri Song Do Tsen. Succeeded in 756 A.D. The dat<‘ of Viis death is a minor
puzzle of Tibetan history but may be put tentatively at 797 A.D. The foundation
by him of Sam-ye Goinjia is the subject of long poetical accounts in Tibetan lustories.

Dbung mthar. Ung meaning ‘centre’ is perhaps an old spelling of D (dbus), the
pr<'8<^nt mime of Ctaitral Tib(4'.

4 It is interesting that there is no mention of Tri Do Song Tson’s immediate
predecessor, Mu No T.seii Po. This may confirm Tibetan tradition that Mu Ne’a
reign was aliort. It may also indicate that it was unpopular. Ho is said to havt^ gone
in for a communistic experiment of dividing up tlie land equally among rich and poor.
If there was any such experiment it >vas probtibly aimed at the power of the feudal

nobility. He was poisonc'd by his mother who disapproved of his marriage to another
of his father’s widows. The title Tri, I’ho Enthroned, which is applied to other Tibetan
kings almost as part of their names, never seems to bt' applied to Mu No.

The King, Father and 8on. This may be a formal expression covering the

King and his Nobles; but it itwy also refer to the custom mentioned by Dr. Petecli in

his ‘Study on the Chronicles of Ladakh’ (Calcutta, 1939), by which the heir apparent,
on reaching the ago of 13, w^as formally associated with the throne. It is noticeable

that Tibetan histories frequently attribute tlio age of 13 or so to the kings on thc'ir

accession. This is often against the probabilities and other evidence. There may
therefore havo been a custom of treating the heir apparent after his coming of age, as

the Son King.
® ‘The writing on the do-ring.* This probably refers to Tri Song De Tsen’s

inscription on the Sam-yo do-ring.
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Precious Ones by my Father and Ancestors. And if people, looking to

the casting of lots or to dreams or for whatever reason may be, say ^‘It is

a sin’ or ‘It is not good’, do not abandon it ; do not destroy it. And those

who say such things, whether great persons or small affirm them, let them
not do so.

And the Kings, Grandsons and Sons, from the smallest children upwards
and from the Rulers of the Land downwards, having appointed teachers

of religion from among the Clergy, should learn religion as much as they
can imbibe into their minds ; and when all Tibet is learning religion they
should not destroy the door to i)ractising it. And for ever, from the nobles

downwards, let men be appointed as teachers of religion, guiding the faithful

to deliverance from destiny in order not to close the door of deliverance from
destiny for the people of Tibet, and having established lastingly, through
those of them who are most able, the ancient rule of Him Who Has Passed
Away Victoriously, those who carry out the ancient rul<3 of Him Who Has
Passed Away Victoriously, adhering to the command that they should do
whatever proceeds from the preaching of Religion, performing the duties

and exercising the powers of the preaching of Religion. ^And those who
have become monks, continuing always according to the ordinance for

religious services given b}^ us, Father and Son, and setting up Images
of the Three Precious Ones in the King's Palace, let them perform religious

services, not letting the offerings of worship decrease and not 2 restricting

them.
In short, in the King’s Palace and in the Land of Tibet lot nothing be

done in any way whatsoever to destroy or abandon the Three Precious

Ones. And in whatever time may be, of the Father, the Ancestors, and
the Descendants, by the religious law of not lessening at all the 2 support of

the Three Precious Ones, i®let them in future act according to the writings

of the Household of the Kvine Race which have been since the beginning.^

And henceforth, in each generation, the Kings, Father and Son, shall

pledge themselves in this way. ® In order that such vows may not be
unfulfilled and may not be changed, the gods that have passed from the

world, the gods of the world, and all sjurits, having been taken as witnesses,

the King, Nobles and Ministers, all have undertaken and sworn the oath.^

The writing in detail of the solemn undertaking is set up in amplification

of the letters of the undertaking written in the time of my Father.

1 This passage is rather diffuse and difficult. Deehhon (’hhokhor Rimpochho
thinks it implies a progressive advance in religious merit until tlio stage of fitness to
be a religious teacher is reached; but it is difficult to fit this into tht> grammatical con-
struction or to bring it out in translation, ‘dgo wai bsiw'S nyen’ is tlie equivalent of tlio

modem dgc bshes -Ge She. ‘Chhos hkhor. ’ Tiicre is some difT(^r<?nco of opinion
among my helpers about the meaning of this phrase, some iiolding that it refers to
places of pilgrimage. I am, however, told that the plirase is fn^queutly applied to the
preaching of the Lord Buddha—cKpecially to his first sermon at 8arnath—and I have
accepted that interpretation.

*

2 *bskar sliing, ’ The moaning is not quite clear. In modem Tibetan bakar
wa means ‘to w^eigh *, *to criticize * or *to soparato *.

* ‘rkyen bchad pa’ moans, T am told, offerings for tho support of a religious

institution. Tho phrase appears also in tho Tshiir Bii inscription.

Tills pfissage Is not clear. ‘Lha rls’, which appears also in tho Tsiir Bu
inscription is said by some of my Iwdpers to mean The Koyal Family, and by others
to mrjan Momistic Property. Tho former meaning sec ms more applicable here although
the latter scorns more appropriate in tho Tshur Bu iiw ription. Tho reference here
may bo to the sacred books wliich are said to have fallen from heaven on to the roof
of the palace of King Tho Tho Hi, to whom later historicH assign a (.Ifvte about 120
years before Song Tsen Gam Po.

® This passage is almost identical with the wording of the Sam-ye inscription.
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INSCRIPTION AT SAM-YE
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^Translation op the Sam-ye Inscription

The Tsuk Lak Khangs of Sa and ^Tra Mar and their appendages,

where the Images of the Three Precious Ones have been placed and the

religion of Buddha established, shall never be let go or allowed to be

demolished. *The property ^assigned to them shall also not be diminished

or wasted by neglect.

Henceforth in every generation the Kings, Fathers and Sons, shall

undertake this. In order that such vows shall not be unfulfilled ®the gods

that have passed away from the world, the gods of the world, and '^all

demons have been invoked to bear witness.® And the King, Father and

Son, that is to say, the King, Ministers and all have undertaken and sworn
the oath. ®An agreement in detail exists separately.

1 Tho pillar on which tho inscription is stands in the courtyard of Sam-ye Gompa
and is well preserved. It is said to be about seven feet high. 1 have not seen it inyst'If

but I imagine that it must contain examples of the reversed ki*kii, although these

liavo not been reproduced in the copy taken by Sir Charles Bell. In his copies of
other inscriptions he has converted tho reversed ki-ku into the ordinary form.

2 Ka Sa. See note on Kar-chung inscription.

3 Tra Mar. The old name for the district in w'hich Sam-ye is situated. Tlie

name Sam-ye, i.e. Beyond Thought, may have been given later; it appi^ars in the

Kar-chung inscription. Tibetan histories also describe the monastery ns ‘Mi hgyur
Ihun gyis gnib pai gtsug lag khang’. Tho monastery iias three stories in three different

styles, one Tibetan, one Indian and one Chinese. It has suffered frequently from liri^

and has been much rebuilt and added to. It is said that there were fonnorly several

do-rings in the neighbourhood wiiich have now been buried in the sand which is con-

stantly being piled up by the prevailing strong wind.s. Tri Song De Tsen wns born

in Tra Mar near the site of Sam-yo.
Tra-Mar apparently means ‘Red Rock’ as there are several reddish rocks in the

neighbourhood; but the spelling is brag mar not brag dmar.
^ Yo pyad (Yo-cho) means both landed and moveable property.
3 spyard. Tho final d is the ‘da-drag’. The use is obsolete and is said to have

been abolished by King Ral-pa-chen. ‘Da-drag’ means the strong or strengthening

d ;
its use has been examined by Laufer in his ‘J5ird Divination in Tibet ’ and ho concliid<‘H

that although it was probably in the beginning a formative clement of grammatical
character by the ninth century it had become simply of euphonic use.

3 ‘Those who htive passed away from tho w'-orld’ moans such as Buddha, who
have attained Nirvana

.

7 Mi ma yin. ‘Not human beings’; here applied to demons, etc. There are

also good Mi ma yin. See S. C. Das, Tibetan Dktiona/ryf p. 595.
3 ‘To boar witness’ dphang du in lino 17 of tho text is apparently a mistake of tho

copyist, or of the writer, for dpang du. d is not used as a prefixed letter before ph.

The correct form is given in the Kar-chung inscription ; but it is possibles that in early

times there was less strictncs.s in the use of pa and plia. In the inscription on the Sho
do-ring the form pho for po appears, o.g. in chhon pho for chlicn po.

® The agreement in detail said to exist separately, is quoted by Pao Tsuk Lak
in his Religious History. His information appears to come from old records at Sam-ye,
Ho quotes at length the archaic language of two vows which he says were taken by
Tri Song Do Tsen and were written in gold on fine paper. Ho also gives a list of the

ministers who signed these deeds. The quotations contain injunctions never to abandon
religion similar to those in the Kar-chung inscription, and also accounts of tho religious

acts of the Bdng’s predecessors, and mention of the suppression of Buddhism by his

ministers when he was young. Pao Tsuk Lak states that the second oath, which ho
quotes, was written in short on the Sam ye do-ring.
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INSCRIPTION AT TSHUR-BU (A)
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INSCRIPTION AT TSHUR-BU (B)
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Translation of the Inscriptions from Tshur-bh Gompa

A.

A record of the founding of the Tsuk Lak Kliang of To Chang Bu,
written by i Shang Tshhe Pong Tak Zang Nya To according to tlie King’s
order that it should be inscribed on a do-ring.

According to the religious injunction that one should act without
abandoning the Excellent Keligion in each gencTation since the acceptance

of the Excellent Religion in the time of the Kings, the Divine Son, the

Father, and Ancestors, and according to the command bestowed upon him,
Shang Tshhe Pong Nya To received the Excellent Religion in his mind.

In order to repay the great favour specially given to Shang Nya To,
the favour of the Divine Prince, ^Tri Tsuk De l\sen the Miraculous, 3 dedicat-

ing it as a royal offering, and after great prayer, he founded the Tsuk Lak
Khang of ^ To Lung Chang Bu and established Images of the Three Precious

Ones. And having arranged for ^ four Gelongs to live there, and having
provided everything for its complete maintenance—bondsmen, forest and
grazing, sacred objects and treasure, cattle and the like—he acted so that

the offering for the King, Tri Tsuk De Tsen, should never be brought to

nought.
And naming this Tsuk Lak Khang by the personal order of the King,

he acted according to the command that, ® although it was named after the

A

Tshur-bu, the principal monastery of tlie Karmapa sect, is situated about ,^>0

miles north-west of Lhasa in a side volley off tlu* main To Lung valley. The pillar

stood at one time in front of tho Assembly Hall of the monastt'ry but was moved within
the last 60 years to tho courtyard oppoHit<' thi* main ('ntraiiee. It is about R feet

high, excluding tho pedestal and canopy, ] J feet broad and 8 inches in thickness. The
principal inscription is written on the south face and the U^sser inseriptiou on the east

side.
I Shang Tshhe Pong Tak Zang Nya To. (Shang Tshhes Pong Stag Bzang Nyn

Sto.) Sliang is probably a clan name; Ttbho Pong a family or sub-elan name; Tak
Zang is perhaps the personal name ; and Nya To rrmy be an oilicial title. In the st'cond

inscription there is reforeiiee to Slwng Se To (Gsas) which nujy imply a subsotjti<‘nt

change in tho title of tho founder.
In later liistories tho name Tslihc Pong is spt'K Tslihe spong.
3 Tri Tsuk Do Tsen. (Khri gtsug Ido brtsan.) The formal name of Tri D(*

Song Tsen’s son and successor who is now goiieralJy known by liis familiar name, Ral-
pa-chon, the Long Haired. He reigned from 81 6 to 8.30 A .D. as the last of the Religious
Kings for, on his assassination, Buddliism was supprcbsed by lu's brother Lang Darma.
The use of tho title Llia Sc (Lha sras) hero in conjunction with Tsen-po (btsan po)
sooms to mean Son of Heaven rather thou I*rince. I hfx\^o not seen elsewhero tlie form
Thrul kyi (hplirul gyi) instead of tho full title Thnil Kyi Lha Tsen Po.

3 ‘Dedicating it as a royal offering.* Declilien Chhdkhor Rimpochhe says that
sngo-wa implies doing something for another person ^md compares it with the vorb
je-ra (rje-wa) which is used for tho offering of butter lamps for tht) dead.

^ To-lung Chang-bu (stod lung Ichang bu). As stated above, the name Chang-
bu cannot now bo traced in tlie T6-lung valley.

® Four Gelongs. Tho establishment of four only indicates a lack of enthusiasm
when one looks at tho present population of Tibc*tan monasteries. It is recordc’d that
Tri Tsuk De Tsen gave all sort^s of privileges to monks in order to popularize tho pro-
fession, Nowadays only those wlio have reached tho higliest stage of religious training
are called Gelong but it is not certain whether tho various stages, now existing, wore
in force in the oarliost days.

® There is some difference of opinion about this passage. Dechhen Chh6kh or
Rimpochhe thinks that it means ‘establishing it as an appendage of the great Tsuk
Lak Khang of On Chang Do ’

; but Tshatrul Bimpochho considers that it moans ‘naming
it after On Cliang Do in point of timo *. Although it is possible that Chang-bu was
made a dependency of On Chang Do, I have accepted the simpler reading.
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great Tsuk Lak Khang of the Act of Devotion, at On Chang Do, it should
in future bo treated as even more holy.

And he acted according to the order, ^by the will of the Divine Race,
that on the subjects and property of the Divine Race no taxes should be
imposed, nor rents, nor jpenalties. And making the dedication of the means
of support of this Tsuk Lak Khang he completed this matter also. So
doing, Shang Nya To acted according to the order for effectual performance
according to the dedication.

And he acted according to the order that if, at any time, the future

descendants of Shang Nya To should become extinct, the servants, lands,

and the like in their possession should not be resumed or given to any one
else but should be added to the maintenance of this Tsuk Lak Khang.
And he acted according to the order that the list of offerings for this Tsuk
Lak Khang and the ]jrincipal copy of the dedication should be placed in

the Assembly Hall of the 2 Ancient Law of Him Who Has Passed Away
Victoriously, and that a secondary copy should be given to the ^ Abbot of

On Chang Do and to the ^ Mngan, and that a copy and reproduction should
be deposited in this Tsuk Lak Khang.

B.

The family of Shang Tshhe Pong ^Se To placed the original copy of
the deed in the Palace at ®Ching Wa-i Kun Khar, treating it equally with

On Chang P>o whs Tri Tsuk Do Tson’s greatest foundation. The site is some
20 rnilos down river from Lhasa and little now rt'mains of the groat building of nine
slorios which is dosoribi’d in tlio liistorios. A singlt‘ -storied Ihakhang, surrounded
like Sang-gyo Gompa by largo c hl\o-tons, a largt‘ uniiiscribed do -ring o\itsidc the Iha-

kliaiig, and a smaller do-ring decorated wdth Lucky Signs, are all that survive. The
smaller do-ring whicli is in the courtyard of the Ihakhang is said to be quite recent.

Thugs dam means also ‘meditation’; but in this context it appears to imply that the
building of the Tsuk Lak Khang was an act of worsliip or devotion by the King.

There appears to have been a royal rt'skh nee at On Chang Do—^now called Hu-
shang—b(‘for(' Tri Tsuk De Tsen made his Tsuk Lak Kliang, as tliere is mention in one
of the inscriptions from Slia Lhakliang of King Tri De JSoiig Tsen living at the Palace
of On Ghang h)o.

1 Lha ris. See note 18 on the Sang-gye Gompa inscription. The meaning
here might w('ll be tliat the monastic property was not to be taxed. If that is so

‘thang du ’ would mean ‘for thc' sake of’. I’he weight of opinion is, however, in favour
of translating lha ris as ‘The Divine Kac*e’ or Hoyal Family.

2 Tiie Ancient Law of Him Who Has Passed Away Victoriously (behom Idea
lidhs) means the Buddhist Ih'ligion.

3 Gnas Brtan (Ne. Ten). Tliis is said to liavo been tho title of the principal

monk or Abbot and to bo the equivalent of the modem mKhan-po.
^ The Mngan appears to have been another monastic oiUcial, perhaps one

<*oncemod with magic, bt»cause Tibetan dictionaries treat ‘mngan’ as the equivalent
of ‘mthu’ meaning ‘inherent power’ g<’iu'rally used with refeivnce to magic. One of
the signatories of the treaty betweim Tri Tsuk De Tsfui and the Chinese Emperor Mu
Tsung whose names are inscribed on the north side of the Lhasa Tsuk Lak Khang
do -ring is described as ‘Mngan Pon’.

B

This inscription seems to be a later addition.
® T have noted above tho ehango in tl»e name or title of the founder.
® The Palace of Ching Wa-i Kun Klmr. This is perijaps 8ku mkliar hphying

nga stag rtse which is stated in tho Gyalpo Kathang (rgyal po bkah thang) to have been
built by Tong Hi Tong Tsen {Stong ri stong btsanj one of tho legendary early kings of

Tibet. It is attribut'd in tho Gyerab Sol wa-i Mo long (rgyal rabs gsal wa-i me long)

to another legendary king-Chya Thri (bya Kliri) Tsen po. The Gyerab Sel wa-i Melong
also mentions Sku mkbur hphying nga stag rise in connection with much later liistory

and states that it was in Yarlung. Possibly by the ninth century it had become thc

homo of Shang Tshhe Pong’s family.
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other great deeds. That and another complete copy, treated equally with
other great deeds, they deposited in the places as ordered. And they acted
accorcling to the command that a secondary copy of the deed, known as

^The Urn of Variegated Stone, should be placed in the Treasury of this

Tsuk Lak Khang.

1 ‘Men kyi trom bu ni’ (men gyi sgrom bii ni). One might have expected *m(m
kyi trom bu na’, *m an um of variegated stone’; but the reading ‘ni* is clear. The
document may have been given the name of the roeopiaclo in which it wa^ placed.
There is frequent mention in Tibetan histories of royal orders ^nd letters being con-
tained in such urns or boxes.
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Introduction

Recently, I had occasion to spend a month in Riijgir, the ancient
Rajapriha, wliich figures so prominently in the early Buddhist literature

as a favourite rc^sidence of Gautama Buddha. I took advantage of the
enforced holiday to ramble over its ruins and examine at close quarters the
various sites idtmtifjed with the important h)ealities mentioned in the
Buddhist texts and the writings of the Chinese pilgrims, Fa-hieii and Riuen
Tsang. T naturally took as my guide*, the oflieial reports of the Archaeological

Department, specially that of Sir John Marshall. ^ At first I acc^epted

without question all the identifications propos<*d by him, but doubts arose

in my mind about their accuracy' as I became more and more familiar with
the grounds and subjected tlu* detailed accounts of Fa-hien and Hiuen
Tsang to a sx'arching analysis on the very s]>ots described by them.
Gradually the (’onviction grew' upon nu* that most of the identifications,

now generally accei>ted, are possible, and at best probable, but l)y no means
certain. As day after day, I moved around vith the bearings and directions

of Hiuen Tsang in my mind, new identifications suggested themselves to

me. They cannot be regardcnl as certain, and the utmost tluit can be claimed
is that they are not less likely or less probable than the theories which
now hold the field. My object in writing the following notes is first of all

to emjiliasize the tentative character of the current identifications, and
secondly to draw the attention of the archaeologists to other po.ssible 8it(*s.

It may be eonfidently hoped tliat further exemvations and ex[)lorations will

be carried out in near future amid the ruins of this famous city. These
notes may be of some use in directing these operations. Nothing can be
a greater obstacle to the discovery of truth than a tacit acceptance of certain

views as un(|uestionably right tliough they are not based on convincing
evidence. In the following notes I have dealt with some such views, and
drawn attention to new possibilities without being dogmatic one way or
the other. Although I have naturally urged my owui views with some
emphasis, it should be distinctly understood that I merely regard them

1 The old Koporis of Cunningham (ASJR, I, III) and Boglar (ASIf, VITI) are
now inoHily out of date and superseded by tlio R<*port of J. Marshall (ASI^ 1905-(>,

pp. A further report was published by Mr. V. H. Jackson {A8I, 1913-14,

pp. 205fT.), who difTors on some points from Marshall, but makes no reference to, far
less dis<*ussos, his view. Apart from casual references, notes on conservation work,
and somewhat dotailc’d discussion of tho excavations at Maniyar Math in the subse-
quent volumes of tho only other important publications of the Archaeological
Department are: (1) A Guide to Rajgir by M. H. Kuraishi, revised by A. Ghosh
(Second Edition, 1944), and (2) ‘List of Ancient Monuments, etc. in Bihar and Ori^^sa

by M. H. Kuraishi (pp. 112-136). Some of tho opinions exprt^ssed in the last two
publications differ from those of Marshal), but it is diificult to decide whether they
represent tho independent views of the author or are merely modified view's of the
Department. In this article Marshall’s Report wdll bo simply refern d to as lieport,

the map of Hajagfiha contained therein (PL XXIX) as the map, and A Guide to Rajgir
as Guide,

( 66 )
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as possibilities. It is harcily necessary to add that the proposed identifica-

tions, being mainly based upon the accounts of the Chinese pilgrims, only
reflec^t tlu^ views current in their days, and may not always represent the
actual historical trutli. In other words, we can only try to find out the
different sites and monuments which were shown to the Chinese pilgrims,
but we cannot vouch for the accuracy of these traditions in regard to things
or ('vents more than thousand years old.

1. Thk Palace City

Hiueu Tsang distinguishes two different parts of old Riijagriha which
ho calls by two different names rendered by Beal as ‘Palace City’ and
‘Mountain City’. It is also quite clear from his statement that these two
had separate enclosures, for he refers to the North Gate of the first ais well
as of the second. It is somewhat strange that this typographical filature

has not been kept in view by modern writers on the subject, and no attempt
hitherto made to locate the two diffeTcnt sites. i But tlien' can be hardly
any doubt that the North Gate of the Palace City was either identic^al with
or situated close to what is now regarded as the South Gate 2 of t he old city

(marked p in the Ma[)). For the bearings of Jivaka’s mango-grove and
Gridhraknta with reference to the Nortli Gate of the Palace City prove
to be remarkably accurate only if we start from this point . ’Fhe dee]) dit ch
mentioned by Hiuen Tsang ‘where Srlgupta wished to (h'stroy Buddha’
is almost certainly to be identified with the dee]) moat beyond the Nakvc
Bund over which passes the small bridge on the way from South Gate of
the inner enclosure to Chhatagiri.^ The Palace City thus roughly oc^cupied
the southern part of the hill-girt area, bounded by the Bfinganga Pass on
the south, Sonagiri on the west and Udayagiri on the south-east. In the
north it w^as probably d(‘marcated from the Mountain City by th(' southern
walls of the latter, the remains of which can clearly be ti’aced. To its east
lay the long narrow valley running north-east bc'twrs'u two hill ranges,
viz. the Chhatagiri and Sailagiri on the north and the Udayagiri on the
south, ft was protectf'd in this direction by a erosswall connr'cting thi^se

two which runs almost north to south. Tliis wall can ch'arly be* traced
right across the whole valley and has been noted in all tht' maps. But
whereas it has been regarded as a part of the defensive arrangements for

the old city, it should rather be r(*garded as the eastern enclosure of the
Palac'c City.

The Palace City, as its name indicates, was evidcaitly the citadel, con-
taining the royal palace and the more aristocratic quarters. The taming
of th(^ ele])hant Nrdagiri which, at the instance of llc*vadat-ta, w'as sent to
kill Buddha, is placed by Hiuen Tsang just outsid(^ the North Gate of the
Palace (hy. This shows that the royal stables occupital its northern
extremity. The Palaec City was evidently entcered through the vall(\y in

the east from Giriyak side ^ or from the wide and open countryside in the
soulli through the narrow ])ass between the Sonagiri and Udayagiri.
Through this j)ass rushes the Banganga torrent to join the Panchana whose
winding course, less than a mile away, is clearly visible from the top of

^ Mr. 1). N. hintre] at RUfh a possibility TV, 11b) hot did not go
deeply into tliiw qin>Htioii. Mr. Jackson’s id(;aB on the subj('et (p. 271 ) are d(*{nonstrably
wrong.

- This should bo more propf»rly called iho East Gate as Mr. Jackpon has done.'
Tills moat is described by Jackson (p. 268).

4 Mr. D, N. Sen thinks that the Buddha, on his first visit to Kajagfiha, ( ntered
through the Giriyak valley {JBOBS, IV', 118).
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the stone walls, running over the two hills, which are in a remarkably good

state of ])reservation at this point. The Palace City, narrow at its south

end, gradually widened towards the north, and its extreme length was about

a mile. Unfortunately, this area has not yet been sufficiently explored as

the main attention of the archaeologists, since the days of (Junningham, has

been confined to the so-called inner enclosure of the old city and the region

to its north outside the hills. But there are clear traces within this area

of the old road which still bears the marks of the cart-wheels on the stone

pavement and contains several inscriptions in shell characters. These, as

well as an old well, prove the antiquity of the locality which obviously

deserves a more careful attention in the hands of modtnn ex])lorers than it

lias yet reeeiveil. Not far from the southern end there are tw^o mounds
by the roadside which look like remains of old stupan and the site abounds

in remains of old sites. It is to be earnestly hoped that the Archaeological

Department should take u}) the exploration of this site which w'as

obviously a more important area in old days.

(^unningham did not distinguish this ‘ Palace t^ity’ from the 'Mountain

City’ and took both of them to mean the walled city of old Rajagriha

shown in the ma]) by dotted line. As a result of this lie had to place Ji vaka s

rnango-grov(* at the foot of Vijndagiri and the Gridhrakuta, at a great distance

from it on the Sailagiri. ^fhe Buddhist literature, however, clearly jiroves

the proximity of the tw'o, and there can he hardly any doubt about the

iflentitication of Gridhrakuta with the Chhaihagiri, first proposed by

Broadlev and later support(‘d with oonvincing arguments by Marshall.^

Marshall s identification of Jivaka’s mango-grove must be approximately

correct. In vi(‘W' of all this it is somewhat strange that Marshall should

not have clearly distinguished the ‘Palac(* City’ of Hiuen Tsang and dis-

cussed it at some length. As it is he has only made a passing reference to

it in course of a casual remark that‘Nakvc embankment possibly represents

the limit of tlie Palace City ” tow'ards the east’.

As w'(‘ know' diiinitely from Hiuen Tsniig in the ease of New Rajagriha,

there Avas probably an inner city or citadel as well as an outer city in old

Rajagn’ha. 'The lOcation of the ])alace in this area Avould satisfactorily

('xplain tlie jounuy of Bimbisara to Gridhrakuta a.> described by Hiuen

Tsang and cx[)lained in detail by Marshall (}>. 91).

2. The .Mountain City

The ‘Mountain City’ of Hiuen Tsang evidently lay in tlie hill-girt

valley to the north-west of the Palace City. It may be taken to (‘orres]>ond

to the ar(‘a enclosed by walls whose remains can be clearly tracked and are

shown on the map as inner w^alls as distinguished from tlu^ oiitc^r defensiv^e

walls running over the peaks of the surrounding hills. It has the shape ot

a hoot w'ith its toe, at the south-east, toiicliing the Palace City mentioned

above. Unlike the ‘Palace City’ it contained no old monuments or sacred

spots associated with the Buddha; at least Hiuen Tsang does not mention

any. All thos(' Avhich he describes in detail—and their number is large

AA'cre situated outside this enclosure. These mav bo broadly divided into

1 Marwhull, op. cit,, p. 00. It is intcroetiiig to note tluit Kittot‘, writing in 1S47

about 25 yt^ars before Broadley, plac<.‘s in this area the ‘Gidliona pcttk, so nana d from

tho vultures, whifli perch and build tlieir nests there ’ 1 H47, p. 050). It srems

from this that tho uonio Gridhrakuta and the account of its origin as baiitUd dow n by

Hiuen Tsang w'oro living traditions even so late as tlie middle of tho ninett f nth century

A*D.
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two parts, viz.: (1) those lying to the south-east in the area between the
south gate of the inner walls and the Gridhrakuta, and (2) others beyond
the north gate of the Mountain City. The identification of Gridhrakuta
and Jivaka's house in the former group seems to be well established. As
for the rest, it is necessary to make a close examination on the spot in the
light of what has been said above regarding the North Gate of the Palace City
which was the starting point of Hiuen Tsang. As there is no place in the
neighbourhood whore one can make arrangements for a prolonged sta}',

I could not undertake the investigation and hence confine my observations
to the latter group.

3. North Gate

Hiuen Tsang notes the direction and distance of the monuments and
sites ill this area with refenmee to the North Gate of the Mountain City.

It is therefore necessary to fix its position before proceeding to identify
them. Cunningham placed this gate nearty a quarter of a mile south of
the point where the two small streams meet just beyond the north-west
corner of the walled city.^ But Marshall rejectinl this identification and
located it at a point (marked h on the Map) about 160 ft. to the south-c^ast

of the confluence of the two streams. He also held that ‘ outside this inner
gate, again, and 250 ft. further north—right in the defile, that is to say,
between Vaibhara-giri and Vipula-giri—was another gate in the fortifications

of the outer city .... It is this outer gate, most certainly, to which the
Chinese ])ilgrims refer, in speaking of the North (bite of the City . . . .

’ (p. 94).
It is difficult to accept the view so emphatically asserted by Marshall. For
it does not tally with the very first statement made by Hiuen Tsang, viz.

‘to the west of the North Gate of the mountain city is the mountain called

Pi-pu-lo (Vipula-giri) Marshall presumably takes this to be Vaibhara-giri,
but apart from the close resemblance of Pi-pu-lo with Vipula, this identifica-

tion is further confirmed by the next statement of Hiuen Tsang that ‘on
the northern side of the south-western crags of this mountain there were
formerly 500 warm springs; now' there are only sonuj ten or so’. Now this
can only refer to the south-western end of the Vipula-giri, and cannot in
any way be made to apply to Vaibhara-giri. We must therefore look
for the northern gate of Hiuen Tsang further east, somewhere in the middle
of the northern wall of the old city. The most x>robable site is near the.

confluence of the streamlet running east-west between the northern wall
and the foot of the Vipula-gui and another coming from the south-east
and winding through the northern part of the walled city, both of which arc
shown in the map. There is a big gap in the northern wall at this point
and boulders of concrete are found on both sides of the stream.^ A gate
at this point would really represent the North Gate of the city, whereas
the inner as well as the outer North Gate of Marshall really corresponds to
the north-west gate, being situated at the extreme north-west corner of the
inner walls.^ Besides, a person coming out of the North Gate suggested

^ This is called by liim Hastinapur Gate and marked J in his map of Bajaariha
USIt. in, PI. xli).

^ i j 6*

2 Beal, II, 155,
2 I showed this site to Mr. S. Boso, a member of the Archaeological Department,

who agreed with mo that there was a gate here.
* In the Buddhist literature (JB0R8, IV, 116) Rajgir is said to have possessed

32 large and 64 smaller gates. Whatever we might think of the actual figures there is

no doubt that the wall on each side must have contained several gates. The gate in
the centre of the north wall, rather than that at its western end, is therefore more
likely to be called its North Gate.
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by me, could with some propriety refer to the Vipula-giri on its west, as the
extreme end of this mountain on his left, to which the road from the North
Gate must inevitably lead, was really to his west. The clear traces of the
concrete floor leave no doubt about the existence of a gate and a causeway
at this point, and it is a matter of surprise that this characteristic topo-
graphical feature has remained unnoticed so long. This North Gate is one
of the tliree landmarks noted by the Chinese pilgrim, about the position of
which, asserted Marshall, ‘there can practically be no doubt’ (p. 93). The
other two are the hot springs, whose position is of course fixed by nature,
and the Pippala cave to which we now turn.

4. The Pippala Cave

The Pipxmla cave was first identified by Cunningham, and his views
have been accepted, without question, by all the succeeding writers on the
subject; yet, strangely enough, no one has eared to see tliat it was based
on a wrong x)rcsumj)tion and, as such, scarcely deserves a serious con-

sideration.

Cunningham had before him the following translation of a statement
of lliuen Tsang :

‘ To the west of the hot-sx)rings stands the stone house of
Pi-po-lo in which Buddha formerly fived. The deep cave which opens
behind its wall was th(‘ jialace of the Asuras.’i Accordingly, he identified

the stone house with the ‘massive foundation of a stone house, 85 ft. square,

called Jaramndh’ki-baithak' (marke<l a on the Map) and the cave with a
deep hollow immediately behind it, which, as he himself admits, ‘was
undoubtedly the quarry from whence the stones for the Baithak of Jarasandha
were derived'. Apart from anything else, this stone platform can hardly
be regarded as a house or even a foundation for one, and as Marshall has
himself pointed out, it must have been originally intended as a watch-
tower .2 But the most vital objection arises from the VTong translation of

Hiuen Tsang's statement on which the view was based, Wattprs has
translated the passage as follows: ‘I’o the west of the Hot-springs was the
Pi-po-lo (Pip])ala) cave in which the Buddha often lodged. Through the

rock at the back of this was a ])assage into the Asur’s palace ' (II, 154),

Thus what Hiuen Tsang saw was a cave with a passage at its back
and not a stone house with a cave behind it. That Watters’ translation is

right follows from the statement of Ea-hien that it was a cave, and this is

confirmed by various references to the Pi]>pa]a rare in the Buddhist literature.

The stone platform does not agree with the description of Hiuen Tsang, nor

does the quarry hole behind conform to it. There is thus absolutely

nothing to commend the identification proposed b3?^ Cunningham even
though it has been unanimously accepted by scholars.^

Having thus made up my mind that the generally accepted identification

of the Pippala cave is not correct, I began to look for it in the neighbourhood.
Fa-luen definitely says that the Pippala cave was on his waj^ to the Saptaparni

cave. So I naturally walked from the hot springs towards the west, keex^ing

close to the foot of Vaibhara hill. After I had j)roceeded about 100 yards

from the last of the hot springs known as the Ganga-Yamuna, I saw an

1 ASRAn, 141.
2 Marsiiall refers to two examples on the Vaibhara (p. 89) and there is a tliird on

Vipula-giri which has been identified by lum as the Stupa of (p. 96).
* Mr. D, N, Sen was constrained to admit that the cave seen by Fa-hien was n

different one, but held that ‘Hiuen-Tsang’s stone house was undoubtedly the Btathak’
(Rajgir and its Neighbourhood, p. 6).
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Opening on the hillside. Coming nearer, I found that it was a cave of
natural formation, but bore traces of artificial improvement. Tt was on
the north face of the Vaibhara hill at a height of about 20 or 30 ft. from
the level of the ground below. The front portion of the roof has crumbled
but the supporting rocks at the two sides of the entrance give a fair idea

of its original size. It was about 7 or 8 ft. high, and the opening at the

front was about 7 yards wide and 5 yards deep.i There are two openings
inside the cave, one at the right-hand side, as one enters, and the other at

the back. The last one looks like a narrow passage or tunnel into the
interior, as its end is not visible from the outside. It thus exactly corres-

ponds to the description of the Pippala cave as translated by Watters.
There is no doubt in my mind that this has a far better claim to be regarded
as the Pippala cave than the Jarasandh-ki-baithak. It may be noted
that about 40 ft. to the east of the cave are two mounds with traces of

masonry ,2 and not far from the cave, at the foot of the hill, is the dry bed
of a very old tank. There is thus ample evidence that this locality was
once the resort of x>ious hermits, as mentioned by Fa-hien. ‘Along (the

sides of) the hill’, says he, ‘there are also a very great many cells among
the rocks, where the various Arhans sat and meditated.’ ^ As a matter of

fact beyond this cave there are several other caves, higher np on the hill,

some of which I joersonally visited.

.5. Devadatta Cave

Hiuen Tsang states that ‘to the left of the North Gate of the Mountain
City, on the north of the south cliff there, going east 2 or 3 li, you come to

the large cave in which Devadatta went into Samadhi’.^ Here again it is

clear that the North Gate of the pilgrim could not be the same as the North
Gate of Marshall, for then 'going left’ would m(*an going towards the west
and not to the east, as the pilgrim specifically states.^'* What the pilgrim

meant can be clearly explained if the North Gate occupied the j)osition

suggested by me. Immediately after jiassing out of the gat(‘, he turned to

his left till he nvached the end of Vipula-giri, and then proceeded east for

2 OT 3 li along the northern side of the hill till he came to the Devadatta
cave. Here again, the same Chinese expression lias been translated as

‘cave’ by Wattc'rs and stone-house by Beal. But as Fa-hien also calls it a
rock-dwelling Watters’ translation seems to be the right one. Marshall
argues (p. 99) that as the same Chinese word is used for Pippala cave, which
can be safely identified with Jarasandh'ki-haithak, it should be taken to

mean a structural edifice. But his argument loses force in view of the
new identification of Pippala cave proposed above. We shall thus be
justified in regarding 'cave’ as the proper meaning of the word which has
been translated as ‘ stone-house ’ by Beal and others.

The Devadatta cave can be reasonably identified with the cave above
Makhdum Kund (or darga) now overshadowed by a big tree. Hiuen Tsang
refers to a flat stone, not far to the east of it, with coloured spots like blood,

and tells a story to explain it.® Fa-hien tells the same story and places

^ Tho meaKurementB arc only approximate as I had no measuring tape with me.
2 Mr. D. N. Sen states on the authority of Buddlust literature that there was a

small vihdra in front of tho Pippala cave {Eajgir, p, 5). The masonry might represent
its remains.

* Legges’Tr., p. 85. A Watters, II, 155.
* Mr. D. N. Sen therefore thought that Hiuen Tsang was wrong; ho went to the

right and not left {Eajgir, pp. 26-7).

» Beal, II, 168.
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the ‘black rock’ at a distance of fifty paces.i Curiously enough, even
today, the visitors are shown a piece of stone, situated at about the same
distance to the east of the cave, and reached by a flight of steps. It contains
crimson marks which arc explained as blood stains. This confirms the
identification of the cave above Makhdiim Kund with the Devadatta cave.

The Gvtide to Rajgir, published by the Archaeological Department,
refers to this stone as the one ‘mentioned by Hiuen Tsang as being not
far to thc^ east of Devadatta’s stone-house’ (p. 24). But still this latter is

identified with the stone platform 2 ne^ar Surj Kund at the foot of the
Vipula-giri on the ground that‘ this site exactly corresponds to the indications

given by Hiuen Tsang’. Now, even apart from the fact that the object

in question was a cave and not a structural edifice, such as the stone
platform near Surj Kiind would indicate, the distance of 2 or 3 li from the
North Gate mentioned by Hiuen Tsang, would lead us much further beyond
it to the cave above Makhdum Kund with which I have identified it. But
the most serious objection against the identifications proposed in the Guide
hook is the long distance between the proposed Devadatta cave and the
black stone with crimson spots. Even the Guide identified the latter with
the stone at Makhdum Kund. But Fa-hien clearly says that there was
only a distance of fifty paces be^tween the two. As })ointcd out above, this

is really the distance between the cave above Makhdum Kund and the flat

atone with crimson s[)ot. So, as the Guide identifies this stone with the
one at Makhdum Kund, the logical corollary would be to identify the
Devadatta Samadhi cave wdth the cave above Makhdum Kund as pro-

posed by mi\^ Thus in this case also we shall be justified in taking the

Chinese w^ord to mean a cave and not a stone house.

fi. Venu-vana

Hiuen Tsang next proceeds to describe the Karaiida-Venu-vaiia or

Bamboo Park, famous in Buddhist literature as the favourite residence of

Buddha in ilajagrilia. ‘(h>ing about 1 li from the North Gate of the

Mountain Pity w c' come to Karanda-venu-vana where now’ the stone founda-

tion and th(' brick walls of a Vihdra exist.’ ^ It seems that Hiuen Tsang
now turns from the foot of the Vipula-giri to the region lying between it

and Vaibhara-giri. For Fa-hien says that this park was on the west side

of the highway about. 300 paces from the north w'all. Tlie statements of

the two })ilgrims indicate that the Bamboo Park was quite close to

Marshairs North (bite. Marshall located it in the ‘open ground on the left

of the road, where gardens still exist, well w^atered by the stream and the

perennial springs fioin above’ (pp. 94-5). He was of o])inion that it w’as

boiinded on ihe north by the mound containing the Muhammadan tombs
almost immediately to the north of tlu^ hot springs on the Vaibhar hill

across the small streamlet formed by them. He w^as led to this view^ by

1 Logge, p. 86.
2 This is tho third watch-tower, referred to obovo in f.u. 2, p. 69, which Marshall

idontihes with tho Ajata6*xtru Stupa (p. 96).
* Mr. D. N. Sen also probably held tho same view (Rajijir^ pp. 26-7), though it is

not quite clear whether he meant tliis or another cave. It is interesting to noto that
oven today tho Muslims point out to this cave as the place where Makhdum Sha (the

Mxislim saint after whom tho Darga and Kund are named) sat in meditation and fast

for 40 days and spent a number of years. For an account of tho saint who is reyorod

all over India, and the veneration with which the place is regarded both by Hindus
and Musalmans, see JASB, 1872, pp* 243-44.

* Beal, II, 169-60,
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its position in respect to a tank which lies to the north of it. For Hiuen
Tsang refers to a tank called Karanda-Ztmda about 200 paces to the north

of Venu-vana-vihara. Marshall took the tank to the south of the Inspection
Bungalow to bo the Karanda-Ziroda,, and hence identified the mound,
which is approximately 200 paces to its south, with the Venu-vana-vihara.
Accordingly, this mound was excavated but yielded no satisfactory result.

The tank in question, however, does not appear to be an old one, as already

pointed out by Mr. I). N. Sen, and hence Marshall's identification is doubtful.

Mr. Sen also rightly points out that Marshall has included Tapodarama in

the area assigned by him to Venu-vana.i

It would appear from the Buddhist literature and the Chinese accounts

that there were no less than throe parks in the neighbourhood of the
northern gate of old Rajagriha. The first, TapodArama, as the name
indicates (Tapoda ^ Taptoda or hot water), must have been in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the hot springs. The second, 6itavana (cold

forest), has b(ien located in the area covered by New Rajagriha, on the basis

of a legend recorded by Hiuen Tsang. According to it, once when Bimbisara
banished himself to Sitavana, which contained the cemetery, the king of

Vaif^ali made preparations to invade Rajagriha. Thereupon the Lords of

Marches, ‘built a town’, and as the king was the first to inhabit it, it was
called ‘the royal city' (Rrijagriha).^ Of course, no historical importance
attaches to this story as we know that the old capital city was called

Rajagriha. But it has been inferred from it that the New Rajagriha

covered the area of the old Sitavana. But this certainly does not follow

from the statement of Hiuen Tsang. The king, who had been living in

Sitavana, was, according to the story, the first to inhabit the newly built

city. But this does not mean that the new city was built in Sitavana.

On the other hand, references in MaMparinibbdna Sutta (II. 57) to ‘Sappa-
soiidika Pabbhara’ in Sitavana clearly shows that it must have inoluebd a

hillside, for Pahbhdra (Prdgbhdra) means a slope or top of a mountain.
Now there is no hill in Now Rajagriha. Mr. D. N. Sen, who accepts the

ciuTent view that the ‘Sitavana is now almost wholly occupied by the ruins

of New Rajagriha', contradicts himself when he says in the very next
sentence: ‘As there is no hill or mountain in this area, the Pahbhdra must
mean the slope ofmount Vipula.’ ^ The reason wdiich probably led Marshall

and others to identify the ^Havana with New Rajagriha is the existence

of the Hindu Burning-gM/ not far from the walls of New Rajagriha. But
it is forgotten that there is also a Buming-g/ta/ between the slopes of Vipula
and Vaibhara hills, a ^^ittle to the north of Marshall’s North Gate, which is

even now used for this purpose. Mr. D. N. Sen observes: ‘There w^as at

least one good reason for avoiding the northern approach of the city, as,

in the immediate vicinity of it, lay the Sitavana where the people of Rajagriha
used to deposit their dead.' ^ Now this can only apply to the Burning-gr/ia/

near the North Gate referred to above, for the other, near walls of New
Rajagriha, would be too far from the North Gate.

Thus Sitavana and Tapodarama were both just outside, at least not
very far from, the North Gate of Marshall. The third, the Venu-vana may,
therefore, be taken to occupy roughly the centre of the plain ground between
Old and New Rajagriha, but its exact hmits cannot be defined. If we
accept this view we have to reject the identifications of Venu-vana-vihara
and Karanda-tank proposed by Marshall and suggest new ones. There is

a remarkable high mound with foundations of stone blocks, with a few

> Rajgir, pp. 4, 32. ^ Beal, II, 166>60.
» JBORS.VV, 181. * /W<i..ll8.
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later pillars fixed upon it, at a short distance to the south-east of the

Inspection Bungalow, on the modern road, about half-way between the

south-east corner of the ramparts of New Rajagriha and Marshall’s North
Gate. This seems to have a better claim to bo regarded as the Venu-vana-
vihara.i At a short distance to the north-east of it is the dry bed of an
old tank with clear traces of stone embankments round it. Unlike the

tank referred to by Marshall, which is on a high ground and is only filled by
rain-water, this tank was fed by the water of the hot springs on the Vipula-
giri. The streamlet fed by these springs still runs clovse by the tank, its

course being diverted from it for purposes of irrigating the neighbouring

fields. Both these facts render the identification more probable. Hiuen
Tsang places the Asoka Stupa^ (H) ft. high, at a distance of 2 or 3 li to the

north-west of the Karanda-Arada. On the basis of our identification of the

Karanda-/<.rada this stupa may be identified with the very high mound on
which the Burmese tem})le has been constructed, or another, less high, a
little to its south. Hiuen Tsang places the town of Rajagriha (i.e New
Rajagriha) not far to the north-east of this stupa. He evidently refers to

the city ])ro])er outside the citadel, for he remarks that whereas ‘the outer

walls of this city have been destroyed and there are no remnants left, the

inner city walls, although in a ruined state, still have some elevation from
the ground and are about 20 li in circuit’. The remains of these walls

have been partially excavated, and lie almost immediately to the north and
west of the Burmese Temple, whereas the walls of the city proper can still

be traced to the north-east of the Burmese Temple.^
To the cast of Venu-vana was the stupa built by Ajata^tru. This

may be identified with the structure whose stone foundations, made of

undressed blocks, in a neat rectangle of about 70' square, have been exposed
within the compound of the Ja])anese temple lying immediately to the
east of the stone foundations identified with Venu-vana-vihara. These
two buildings stood facing each other on two sides of the ancient main road

running north-south from the New to the Old Rajagriha. By its side—and
indeed all along near it on both sides of the road—are a large number of

mounds which j)robabIy conceal the remains of other stupas mentioned by
Hiuen Tsang. Having lived in the Japanese temple for about a month,
I have closely examined the area surrounding it, and have come across

numerous mounds, some of which are clear remains of small stupas. Unfor-
tunately, this area has not yet received the attention it deserves, and it is

high time that the Archaeological Department should take up the excavation
of the site.

^ This has boon identified in the Guide (p. 9) with the stupu of Ajata^trii to
the oast of Vonu-vana. But sec f.n. 2 on poge 71 re. Marshalfs identification of
this stUpa.

® Even tiio ‘inner city walls ' of Iliuon Tsang extended beyond the citadel enclosed
by the stone ramparts. For uceording to Hiuen Tsang they were about 20 li or more
than 3 miles in circuit, whereas the stone ramparts of New Kajagfiha have a circuit

of about IJ mile (see plan. ASI, 1005-6, PI. XXXV, which also shows the walls of the
city proper). It is thus diillcult to locate the spot in Now Rajagriha from which Hiuen
Tsang took the direction and distance of the A^oka 8tupa. It has been suggested
that this is identical with the stuxxi mentioned by Fa-hien as having been built by
Ajatadatru. But this is doubtful. Fa-liien places it ‘ 300 paces outside the West Gate

*

of New Rajagriha, whereas Hiuen Tsang places Adoka Stupa not far to its south-west.
As in Old Rajagriha there was a ‘ Palace City ' as well as a ‘Mountain City so here, too,

there seem to have been two cities, viz. the citadel (i.e. the area enclosed by stone
ramparts whose remains can still be seen) and the city proper, whose walls disappeared
even in Hiuen Tsong’s time. So long as it is not clear which of these is referred to by
the Chinese^ pilgrims wo cannot rely much on the identifications based on the distance

and direction from New Rajagrilia.

6
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Another j)Os8iblc identification of Venu-vana must also bo kept in

view. It is the extensive semicircular area along the foot of the Vaibhara
facing the inner walls of the city immediately to the south-west of Marshall’s
North Gate. It is enclosed between the crescent-like bend of the Vaibhara
hills and the streamlet running along, but outside, the western wall of the
inner city. Another streamlet coming from the top of the Vaibhara hill

nins directly through this area. Although it is almost dried up now, its

bed, filled with pebbles, still 'shows that it was much larger in old days.
The straight end of the Park, running north to south, would thus lie just

beyond the Western Wall of the inner city, and run parallel to it for a
considerable distance, across the small streamlet that flows between the two
along the foot of the Vaibhara hill. This region is even today filled with
dense bamboo forest, to which undoubtedly the Venu-vana owes its name.
Within this area, and about midway between the Sonbhandar cave and
Marshall’s North Gate, there are extensive remains of a stone foundation ^

which may be that of Venu-vana-vihara. This position remarkably agrees
with the following statement of Fa-hien: ‘North of Venu-vana-vihara,
2 or 3 Zt, was the hna^rhia (cremation ground). As they kept along the

mountain on the south and went west for 300 paces they found a dwelling

among the rocks named Pipj)ala cave. Going on still to the west for 5 to 6 Zi,

on the north of the hill, in the shade, they found the cavern called

Srataparna.’ Marshall held that the reference to the ^moddna wivs a casual

one 2 and was not on the route actually followed by Fa-hien in going from
Venu-vana-vihara to the Saptaparnl cave, for such a continuous journey
did not agree with his identifications. But we can clearly follow the route
in its normal sense if we locate Venu-vana-vihara in the position indicated

above, and take the Svmidna (Burning-grAd^) to be the one near the North
Gate. 3 Thus going towards the north, about 2 li (about a third of a mile),

Fa-hien would reach a spot at the end of the Vaibhara hill, which is oven
now used as a cremation ground. Ho then turned the corner of the Vaibhara
hill towards the left, and ‘kept along the mountain on the south and went
west for 300 j)aces ’, till he passed beyond the hot springs and reached the
cave, identified above with the Pippala cave. ‘ Going on still to the west for

5 or 6 li he found on the north of the hill the cavern called Srataparna.’

1 l^os«ibly this is roforred to in the Guide (j>. 24) us ‘the foundations of a stone
building 118' square including tlio walls which arc 5' thick’. But it api)carcd to mo
that it would bo nearly 200' long,

2 Marshall writes as follows :

—

‘The cemetery, alluded to by Fa-Hicn, must tlien bo located not far from the
south-west comer of New Rajagrilia, in the wastt) ground to the west of the modern
pak Bungalow. This is whore the Buming-gA«^ of modern Kajgir still exists, and
whore, therefore, in view of eastern conservatism,, wo should, in tuiy case, be inclinod
to look for the okl ima^dna. In connection with this cemetery, it may bo noticed,
by the way, that Fa Hien speaks of it parenthetically, lie does not say that ho wont
from the Btimboo Garden to the Pippala stone houses by way of the ^rmUdna. Ho
emtered the Bamboo Garden on tho south, visited the ruins of the old inAdm, and then
went westward among tho rocks up to tho Pippala stone iiouse. That ho should have
visited the oematery, half a mile away, between these two places, is obviously unlikely’

(p. 96).

But, as noted above, there is no need to identify the cemetery alluded to by
Fa-liion with the modem Buming-^Ad,^ which is half a mile away. We have another
not far from tho North Gate of Marsliall which lies exactly where wo would expect it

from Fa-liion’s account.
• According to MarsliaU’s own arguments, quot^'d in the preceding note, this

Buming-grAd^ wliich I myself have seen being used even today may be presumed to
have existed even in Fa-Wen’s time. Besides, tho existence of the cremation ground
at tWs place in old times is also supported by Buddlust literature as noted above

(P. 72),

6b
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As the cave, which is now almost universally regarded as Sapiaparni, lies

about a mile to the west of the Pippala cave, the description of Fa-hien
remarkably agrees with the proposed identifications and confirm them.

Hiuen Tsang places the Saptaparni cave to the south-west of Venu-vana,
about 6 or 6 li, on the north side of the southern mountain. This would
tally with the proposed identification if we suppose that Hiuen Tsang
climbed the Vaibhara from the south side directly from Venu-vana, following

more or less the road which is even now in use and follows a south-western
direction from the proposed site of Venu-vana. If this identification be
accepted we have to identify the Karanda-Amda with the tank at the foot

of the Vaibhara hill, a little to the south-east of the modern bridge over
the streamlet Saraswati near the hot springs. The sides of this tank are

faced with stone and this iiulicates its antiquity and importance. The old

tank near the Pippala cave, mentioned above, might also be taken as the

Karanda-Z^rada, if wc take the direction and distance in a straight line over

the mountain.
Reference may be made in this connection to a statement of Broadlcy

which seems to have escajicd the notice of all subsequent explorers, including

Marshall. Referring to the Karanda-Aruda he observes :
‘ The remains of the

tank can still be seen facing the southern wall of the new town, and a figure

I found there bore the words ‘‘A religious gift to the Karandahrada tank''.’^

By ‘new town’ Broadlcy refers to the cii-y of New Rajagriha, but unfor-

tunately he doc*R not give enough particulars of the tank to enable us to

identify it. I bad not his article with me and so could not verify his state-

ment on the spot, but to tlie best of my recollection there arc no clear

traces of a tank immediatc'Iy outside the southern ramparts of New
Rajagriha, unless we take the low ]>atches of cultivated ground between
the Inspection Bungalow and these ramparts to be the remains of such a
tank.2 But in any oas(‘, if the tank were quite close to the ramparts, the

Venu-vana-vihara must be looked for about 200 or 250 yards to the south

of it. This would agree more with the site near Inspection Bungalow sug-

gested by me than with the mound, with Muslim tombs on it, proposed by
Marshall.

But there are two difficulties in accepting this identification based on
Broadlcy ’h statement. The inscription to which he refers has not yet come
to light, and in view of many other instances of this kind, one cannot be
quite sure that the name Karanda-Z^mda was read (piite correctly either by
him or by the scholar to wdiom he referred the record. It may be pointed

out, for exam])le, that in the same article Broadlcy quotes the reading and
translation of another record (of Nalanda) by Dr. Rajendralal Mitra in which
the words Ndlanddydm and suvarijia-vrVii-mlctd were misread as na-tadbhdrynm

and ,8uvallahi-d€iastha, with the result that Vagi^varl, i.e. the Goddess
Sarasvatl, on whose image the record was engraved, was made the wife of

Gopala (Pala Emperor) and a resident of the country of Suvallavi, while

the all-im})ortant reference to Nalanda was entirely missed. In view of

this it is difficult to conclude from Broadley’s reading of the record that

there was really a reference to Karanda-Aroda in it.

Secondly, even assuming that the record was correctly read, one must
l>e sure that the figure originally belonged to that tank and was not thrown
into it at a later date, before any conclusion can bo drawn. If the figure

1 JA8B, 1872, p. 234.
* Thorc^ IB a tank immodiatoly to tho north of the Bonihom njinpart« of New

B'^jagriha, This is Hhown in the plan of New Itajagphn (.4(ST, 1905-0, PI, XXXV).
If Broadlcy had this tank in vi<*w it can linrdly be identhird with the Kampala -Afw/a—’
for the tank iw inside New Hfijagfilin, whereas the Karapda lake was ontBide it.
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were a very heavy one, the presumption would of course bo in favour of the

first view, but of this we have no record. Broadley^s reference to the

inscribed figure is certainly very important for the purpose of identifying the

site of Karanda-%ra<ia, and an earnest search should be made for it. But
until it is found, and the inscription on it carefully read by exports, it is not

safe to draw any conclusion.

To sum up, if we accept Fa-hien’s statement in its normal sense—and
there is no reason why we should not—we must locate Venu-vana at the

foot of the Vaibhara hill facing the western inner wall of the old city of

Rajagriha in the region between Marshall’s North Gate and the

Sonbhandar cave. Otherwise, we may look for it in the wide plain, about

half a mile long, that lies between New Rajagriha and the hills surrounding

the old town of that name. But in this case it is more reasonable to place

the Venu-vana-vihara nearer the former than the latter. Marshall’s view

which places it close to the hot springs seems to be the least likely one,

though it cannot certainly he dismissed as altogether improbable.

7. Saptaparna(nI) Cave

Opinions differ widely on the location of the site where the followers

of Buddha met shortly after his death in order to collect his teachings.

Almost the unanimous tradition of the Buddhists mentions the Saptaparni

(or Saptaparna) cave in Rajagriha as the place of this meeting. Some
Buddhist texts simply locate it in the Vaibhara hill, but more definite

information about its position is furnished only by the Chinese Buddhists.

The statements of Fa-hien and Hiuen Tsang regarding the relative position

and distance of Venu-vana-vihara to this cave have been quoted above.

On the basis of these statements Cunningham identified it with the

Sonbhandar cave. This view was soon challeng(^d by others, including his

assistant Beglar, and though supi)ortcd by Broadley, is now unanimously

rejected. It must be pointed out, however, that of all the caves in Rajagriha,

so far known to us, the Sonbhandar cave alone possesses all the features

necessary for being the venue of a big assembly of 500 monks. But the

most vital objection against its identification with the Saptaparni cave

is the express statement of both the Chinese pilgrims that the latter was

situated on the north side ofthe hill. The ingenious attempts ofCunningham
to interpret this passage so as to suit his proposed identification must be

regarded a failure. If the Chinese passage has been correctly translated,

we must give up the identification, or in any case hold that the Sonbhandar

cave could not possibly have been shown to the Chinese pilgrims as the

place of the religious assembly.

The statement of Fa-hien enabled Beglar, ^ and later Stein,^ to locate

the cave on the north side of the Vaibhara hill, a little below the Jaina

temple dedicated to Adinatha.^ This view has been challenged by
Marshall^ who has suggested a new identification. His whole theory

hangs on one question—was the place of meeting a cave or a structural

building? As in the case of Pippala cave and Devadatta cave, so also

here, Marshall relies on Beal’s translation of Hiuen Tsang’s statement

according to which it was a stone house. But Watters’ translation of the

word as ‘cave’ is supported by the numerous references to Saptapari>l

cave in the Buddhist texts. Marshall argues, in support of his interpreta-

tion, that Hhe same words are used of the Pippala Stone House, which

1 ASB, VIII, 92-99.
• This is marked ‘Cave ’ oa the map.

2 1901, pp. 67
4 HepoH, 97-100.
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fortunately can be identified with certainty and which we know to be a

structural building’ (p. 99). But as noted above, this was also a cave, and
Marshall’s argument, therefore, falls to the ground. Thus in all the three

cases—Pippala cave, Devadatta cave and Saptaparni cave—Watters’
translation of Hiuen Tsang’s statement must be preferred to that of Beal
who renders the word (or words) as Stone house.

The real objection against the generally accepted identification ^ of

Saptaparni cave is the topography of the locality. This has been forcefully

pointed out by Marshall in the following passage:

—

‘The caves are, as may be gathered from a perusal of Dr. Stein’s own
description of them, nothing but low and narrow caverns, naturally formed
in the rock, while the terrace in front of them is nothing but a narrow
ledge, averaging some 7 yards in width, with a retaining wall at its outer

edge, and below it, the steep and precipitous sides of the cliff, up which no
approach exists or is ever likely to have existed. That the great Sattapanni

Hall, capable of holding 500 people, could have been built on this narrow little

terrace, or that this could have been pointed out to the Chinese pilgrims

as the traditional site of such a Hall is incredible
;
nor, indeed, is it easy to

believe that, if any structure at all had been built against the face of the

rock at this point, all traces of it would have been so effectually obliterated’

(p. 99).

I have personally visited the cave twice with all these arguments in

my mind, and must admit that they are worth serious consideration and
cannot be lightly dismissed. Nevertheless, they cannot be regarded as

conclusive against the proposed identification for the following grounds,

among others. In the first place, the objections raised by Marshall apply

with equal or perhaps greater force against any other cave in or near

Rajagriha, with the single exception of Sonbhandar cave. As the identifica-

tion of Saptaparni with this cave is out of question for reasons already

stated, the proposed identification must be regarded as the best at the present

state of our knowledge.
Secondly, it appears from actual measurements of the space which

might have been covered by the terrace in front that it is not impossible to

accommodate 500 men there. It is true that the construction of such a

terrace against the steep and precipitous side of the cliff must have been a

task of enormous difficulty, and it is not easy to understand why anj^body

should have undergone all these troubles and expenses when it should

not have been at all difficult to provide for a meeting place elsewhere, either

on the top of the same hill which has large stretches of level ground at

different places, or in the plain below at the foot of this or any other hill.

But as against this commonsense view we must remember that there are

actual traces of a terrace built artificially in front of the cave, with a retaining

wall to support it. There could have been only one object in doing this,

viz. to provide for the accommodation of a larger number than was other\TOe

possible. Once we assume this, we must hold that the occasion for doing

this might be the convocation of the Buddhist monks as well as anything

else, preferably the former, as kings and people in ancient India have always

shown greater zeal and enthusiasm, and opened their purse strings more

widely, for religious rather than secular purposes.

Marshall was certainly exaggerating things when he ridiculed the idea

of building a hall to accommodate 600 men on this narrow little terrace.

I li is interesting to note that the Guide Book published by the Archaeological

Department upholds this identification as against that of Marshall.
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There is no warrant for the assumption that a magnificent edifice of stone

or brick was built here to hold the meeting. What was most probably
done was to build on the terrace a temporary pavilion i fixed on wooden
posts where 600 persons could sit and deliberate. As stated above, the
available space on the terrace cannot be regarded as altogether insufficient

for the purpose. It is also not unlikely that the actual number of monks
was much less than 500, and the terrace built in front of the cave was really

smaller and the building operations much less arduous than wo imagine.

It may be argued, as Marshall has done, that whatever might bo the actual

size of the original terrace, the Chinese pilgrims must have seen a site which
was capable of accommodating 500 men. The acjtual position is even
worse than Marshall thought, for Hiuen Tsang records that the number of

monks was 1,000. But this argument is fallacious. For at the time of

the pilgrim’s visit the Hall, and possibly also a part of the terrace, had
crumbled, and only the foundations remained, leaving full i)lay to the

imagination to increase its capacity almost to any extent. And from what
we know of the Chinese pilgrims, we may be quite sure that any rational

doubts about the possibility of building a hall of any desired size in that

place would not disturb their pious sentiments evoked by tlu^ memory of

the Great Assembly, or shake their belief in t raditions handed down from
old times.

Marshall has done scant justice in his Rc'port to Beglar and the

Saptaparni cave originally discovered by him. Thus he remarks: ‘No
one since his (Beglar’s) day has been able to trace th() recesses in the ro(;k

described by him, and we ourselves searched the aide of the hill time after

time with as little success as those who had gone before us.’ In a footnote

to this passage he even goes so far as to observe that ‘Mr. Beglar ’s identifica-

tion seems altogether too imaginative to be taken seriously '. All this really

sounds very strange, for there can be no doubt that the cave, described^ in

great detail by Beglar with diagrams, is the one which was subsequently

visited by Stein and identified with Saptaparni cave. Why Marshall and
others before him failed to recognize the cave it is difficult to say, for I

and my companions had no difficulty in recognizing the eaves even from
the plain below. Marshall dismisses as imaginary ‘the recesses in the rock

described by Beglar’. But the latter in his Ee])ort (p. fifi) calls it a cave

and correctly describes it as consisting of a series of six chambers separated

by natural walls of rock. Of course, one might describe it equally well as

six different caves in close juxtaposition. But the main point is that

there are really six caves as Beglar says, and not merely two as stated by
Stein and repeated by Marshall. It is clear from Stein’s description that
the .place was covered by a thick jungle when he visited it, and that is pro-

bably the reason why the four smaller caves escaped his notice. But
Marshall’s mistake is less excusable. How, in face of the detailed des-

cription of Beglar, illustrated by diagrams, he could apeak of only two
caves and ignore the rest passes my com])rehension ; and still more
mysterious is his doubt about the very existence of these caves. The most
charitable view that we can take is to suppose that Marshall never visited

the actual site and, having depended entirely on Stein’s Report, failed to

see that Stein was actually describing two of the six caves noted by Beglar.
This is, of course, a great lapse on his part, for Stein’s account should have

^ This is also clearly indicated by the word Ma}mrmv4apa (groat pavilion) used
in the Buddhist texts to denote the structure built at the entrance of the Battapai;i^i

ctave (8attapatini^h4‘davdre) for the purpose of holding the First Assembly of Buddhist
monks {JBRS, IV, 120-7).
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left no doubt that he was describing the caves already referred to by Beglar.

Stein observes^ that *a perusal of Mr. Beglar ’s description of this

remarkable spot convoys the impression that his visit had been of the

most hufried character’. This remark, while giving less than due credit

to Beglar for the discovery, is certainly unjust to him. For, to judge by
the result, Stein’s visit seems to have been more hurried than Beglar’s.

For while the latter correctly put the number of caves at six, Stein saw only

two. I have personally visited the spot more than once and am convinced

that Beglar’s descri])tion is quite correct in spite of the taunting remarks of

Marshall and Stein. In view of the statement made by a man of Marshall’s

status, it is desirable that the photos of the Saptaparni cave or caves should

be published by the Archaeological Department.^
Some of the objections of Marshall against the proposed identification

of Sai)taparni cave are based on the ground that it is only accessible from

the top of the hill and cannot be reached from the plains below. This may
be the case today, but might not have been true even of the time when the

Chinese pilgrims visited it, not to speak of earlier periods. For, one day,

five or six of us made a succicssful attempt to climb the Vaibhiir hill direct

from the plain below. It was a difficult job no doubt, and we had to suffer

a great deal, particularly from thorny plants, but we found, as we went up,

that there arc clear traces of old paths here and there, and wherever wo
could pick them up, we had little difficulty in ascending the hill. Besides,

we saw clear traces of masonry at many points on the way. No doubt was
left in our minds that with an ordinary clearing of the jungle we could easily

climb up the hill. We did not, of course, reach the Saptaparni hill direct

from below, for we began the ascent from a point a little too far to the

east of the cave, and hence got to the top of the hill before we reached it.

But our exj)eri(‘n(;e encourages the belief that it is not impossible to climb

up to the 8apta})arnl cave from the plain below, after clearing the thick

jungle that now covers the face of the rock, and that it w'ould be wrong to

assume that then? never c'xisted such a path. In view of the great im])ortanco

of this question I would (earnestly request the Archaeological Department

to explore this region by clearing up the jungle.

I need not discuss in detail the identification of the Saptaparni Hall

proposed by Marshall. If it is established at any time, beyond any reason-

able doubt, that the convocation was held in a structural building, and had

nothing to do witli any cave, Marshalls identification should certainly bo

regarded as a reasonable one. But this is not the case at present, and we

need not therefore attach much importance to it.

To sum uj). There is hardly any reasonable doubt that Saptaparni

was the name of a cave and not a stone hall. Cunningham’s view that it

was th(^ Sonbhandar cave must be definitely rejected so long as the state-

ment of the Chinese pilgrims that it was on the northern side of the hill is

not otherwixso interpreted or positively proved to be wrong. The identifica-

tion, originally proposed by Beglar, and later made independently by

Stein, though not altogether satisfactory or free from difficulties, must be

» lOOl, p. 59. .

* It is gratifying to note that yoino amencis havo boon nuido by the Art'haeologioai

Doparimont for tho groat wrong that Marshall and others did to Beglar by the frank

recognition in the Guide tliat there are really six caves and that they we re first dis-

covered by Beglar (pp. 10-11 and f.n. 1). Unfortunately the Guide has not as wide

a circulation as the lleport of Marshall and so oven now then? is a general impression

that ‘the fissures* noted by Beglar do not ^<^a^y exist or at least liavo not beeii seen by

anybody else. Bven a week ago I found this statement made by several candidates at

the M.A. Examination of an Indian University.
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regarded as the most reasonable at the present state of our knowledge.

Marshalls criticism against it can only be partially upheld, but is mostly

untenable and based on wrong assumptions and imperfect knowledge.

His own theory is hardly tenable.
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‘MewAd kT KAtriVATEN.’ By Rao Sahab Pt. Lakshmilal Josbi, M.A.,
LL.B. ( Udaipur), Part I, pages 164-199+4. Price Rs.2. Publishers:
Hindi Vidyapith, Udaipur (Mewad).

Each part of a country has its own proverbial sayings, and they are
often used by its people in their talks. Proverbs are the best source of
becoming conversant with the thoughts, habits, ideals and mo<les of living,

etc. of the people of that part where they are used.
Though the proverbs or maxims are composed in simple language and

concise sentences, like ‘Sutras’ written by our old sages, yet they carry a
vast meaning behind them. In Sanskrit literature ‘Sutras* arc described as
under:

—

As their mode of expression is figurative, they leave deeper and longer
effect on the mind of the person than an ordinary sentence.

Pandit Joshi has done a great service to Hindi literature by
collecting about one thousand proverbs of Mewad and giving their meanings
and explanations in Hindi. He has also added, at the end, a vocabulary
of local and difficult words occirring in these proverbs with their meanings.

In this volume the prov<n*bs have been divided under seven different

heads:

—

(1) Ethics and guidance, (2) human nature, (3) expressing something
else than what is said (4) relating to caste, (5) historical,

(6) relating to seasons, and (7) miscellaneous. The compiler, on his part,

has taken great care to put the proverbs under proper heads, yet as they
arc capal^Je of more than one application, it is not possible to make hard
and fast rules for their division. Further as many of them are also common
in other parts of the country with slight lingual changes here and there, it is

therefore difficult to trtace the place of their origin as well.

At few places the explanation given by the author may not be acceptable
to others (as on Nos. 27, 34, 219, 233, 238, 244 in the Ethics section). But
the book is very ustfful and it is hoped that its author will receive due
encouragement from the scholars of Hin<ii in general and those of the

Rajasthani in particular, so that its secoiul part may also be soon published.

Further, if there is a chance of the second edition of this part literal

meanings of some of the proverbs left out in this edition (as on Nos. 6, 25,

65, 58, 204, 227 in the 1st section), may also be added.

Bisheshwabnath Red.
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‘RAjasthIn men Hindi kE Hasta likhit Granthon kI KhOja’, Part II.

By Sjt. Agarchand Nahta, pages 15+171. Price Rs.4. Publishers:

Vidyapith, Udaipur (Mewad).

Its first part was published in 1942 A.I)., which contained the systematic
catalogue of 175 Hindi manuscripts, while this part deals with 183 Hindi
manuscripts, related to the subjects :

—

(I) Dictionary, (2) Poems, (3) Medicine, (4) Examination of Jewels,

(5) Music, (6) Drama, (7) History, (8) Story, (9) Knowledge
of omens, (10) Palmistry, etc.

and written by 102 different poets, from about 17th to 19th century A.D.
They have been systematically catalogued from different manuscript
collections.

Sjt. Nahta is to be congratulated for this sort of useful work, which he
is doing since last many years.

Thanks are also due to the Government of Mewad for the grant of
Rs.l ,000 for this report and the Vidyapith, Udaipur, deserves as well the
thanks of Hindi scholars for publishing such valuable works.

Bisheshwarnath Reu.
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•

Preliminaries,—Your General Secretary has very kindly asked me to

speak to you about Indian and Western music. This subject is not a
very easy one. Musical systems differ more deeply than people usually
realize and to explain their differences it will be necessary for us to make
a general survey of musical history as well as to enter into the rather

complex theory of music. I shall try to do this as briefly and clearly as

I can, and hope to be forgiven if I may not be able to avoid completely
the technical terminology of music.

But first, I tliink that the very title given to this talk is wrong. Music
is not Eastern or Western. It may happen that at a given time a
particular musical system is given preference to in a particular country,
but this is usually a temporary phenomenon. It would be more accurate
for us to speak of music as modal and harmonic. This would put our
enquiry on a sounder basis, and we may well discover that there are

numerous musical elements found in Western countries which, in fact,

belong to the modal or so called Indian system. Further a certain use of

polyphony is not at all unkno^m to Indian musical theory and was exten-

sively used in India at a time when it was still unheard of in Europe.

Different languages,—Before we can compare two systems of music,

or two languages we first have to find out what common ground they may
have. In the case of languages, we find that certain types of speech differ

only in their vocabulary, their sound, but make use of a similar grammatical
system. Such is, for example, the case of the Indo-European group of
languages. But if we want to compare languages belonging to different

families, such as Chinese and Italian, we find far less common points. It

is only after we have determined the different forms through which an idea

may be expressed, that we can attempt to translate, or, if the differences

are too great, to transpose the ideas from one language into another.

Music a form of language,—^Music does not differ from language in its

principle. In fact the ancient Sanskrit theorists always consider^ music
as a form of language. Music is but a means of expressing emotions or

ideas through sounds and relations of sounds, which is also the characteristic

of language.

Different types of language.—Just as there are different kinds oflanguage,

there are also different kinds of music. There are several types of grammar
which cannot be used at the same time in one language. Similarly the

different types of music may be incompatible. Languages are not usually

at the same time agglutinative and inflexional, so also music may not be
both harmonic and modal.

Towards a common language,—^A question which has always faced

mankind since the time of the tower of Babel is whether it would not be
better to have one common language for aU, one common music for all.

Qualities of different languages,—^But whatever the advantages of a

common means of understancling, there are qualities inherent to each type

of language, and a great part of the treasure of human thought and culture

( 83 )
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would disappear if some of the great languages were to vanish, because
the modes of expression, the ideas inherent to those languages, can never
be exactly translated into another tongue. There are for example many
subtle ways of expression in Bengali that can never be rendered in Hindi
or English.

Music is Thot an international language,—Contrarily to a common belief

music is not a word-less language which can be understood by all beings.

No bird seems to enjoy the song of another kind of bird. The perception

we have of musical sounds is, of necessity, baeed on acoustic phenomena
which must be common for all beings endowed with a similar system of
hearing. Yet these common acoustic properties are used in each system in a
particular and exclusive manner, and it requires a special training to recognize

them. This training, necessary to understand a particular musical system,

is not less long and tedious than is the study of a foreign language.

The hope that the gentle sounds of music may soften all hearts and
create understanding between men and nations is unfortunately not founded.
Even if the members of the United Nations were to sing to one another
instead of making speeches they would not understand one another better

for that. On the contrary they would be likely to irritate one another
even more deeply.

Four types of musical systems,—In the world today we know of four
completely different types of musical systems which make use of distinct

properties of sound. These systems can be called the cyclic system, the

modal system, the harmonic system and the melodic system. Chinese

music is of the cyclic type, classical Indian rhusic is modal, modern Western
music is harmonic, and most of the popular music of all countries comes
within the melodic system.

Cyclic system,—^The cyclic system is in a way the fundamental one, if

not the original one. It makes use of no interval in which may figure a
prime number higher than 3 or a power of 3. Its basic interval is what
we call a fifth, that is the interval from Sa to Pa, or C to G, which corres-

ponds to the ratio 3/2. Cyclic music utilizes the peculiar properties of

successions of fifths as the basic of its musical language. Its main outward
characteristic is the pentatonic (or 5 notes) scale. This pentatonic scale

known in India as raga Bhupali is the only mode or raga used in cyclic

music, where the basic means of expression depend on changes of tonic and
variations in pitch.

The Modal system,—^Next comes the modal system, of which the most
elaborate example is classical Indian music. Its most characteristic feature

is the permanence of a fixed sound called the tonic. The musical or expres-

sive value of all the other sounds are here envisaged exclusively aa
depending on their relation with the tonic. All kinds of intervals can thus
be formed which are further assembled in what we may call an oblique
structure so as to create an indefinite variety of modes or ragas.

The Harmonic system,—^Tted comes the harmonic system which, in

many of its features, is a comparatively recent development. In this

system, the different sounds are played together in groups which are called

chords and which are so arranged as to form given intervals in relation with
a lower sound called the fundamental of the chord. The charaoteristio of
this system is that a given pitch of sound can convey a different expression
according to the position it occupies in relation to the fundamental notes of
different chords.

Melodic Musk,—^These three systems represent the main learned ways
of music at present in use. There is, however, a further type of system
which is very common and may be termed the melodic system. It is out*

ZB
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wardly akin to modal music, but in this case the memory functions differently

in what we may term a horizontal rather than a vertical way. Further
the tonic plays in it a less important role ; each note taking its expression
from its relation to the previous and the following notes.

Melodic and modal form .—Maybe I should make this clearer. In a
melodic for|n of music the shape of the song is fixed, that is, you can learn
the melody of a song and sing it perfectly, without knowing which note is

a Sa or a Ga, the tonic or the third. The memory functions horizontally
from one note to another. In modal music on the other hand the group of
notes on which the melody will move is fixed and memorized vertically as
one unit. Now, when singing a mode or a raga, the musician concentrates

on the scale. The melody cannot be fixed. The musician cannot know
exactly through which melodic contours he moves around this fixed back-
bone that is the scale. If he concentrates on the melody, he will loose

the raga. He just acts like the artist, who, while making a drawing, con-

centrates «n the profile which will come out of the page. He cannot follow
^

every circumvolution of the pencil. He does not know what movements

'

his pencil does. Such is the case for the melody of the modal musician.

Melodic music has a far less important place than modal music so far as

musical theory is concerned because it can never produce a very highly
evolved music. The mistake underlying most of Western interpretations

of Indian, Arab or Greek music has been that they confused modal music
and melodic music and could therefore understand nothing of the theory
nor the practice of music in those countries where music happened to be of
the modal type.

Indian History

The older system is modal ,—While the harmonic system appears to be a
comparatively recent development, both cyclic and modal music had a very
advanced theory and practice in quite ancient times. Probably the older

type of advanced music was modal although the existence of a cyclic music
seems not to have been unknown to early modal theorists of which the
works have survived.

Greece and India ,—A few centuries before Christ the music of India
and of the known parts of Europe was of the modal type. In fact most of

Greek theory and instruments came originally from India through the

Middle East. There is a certain amoimt of musical evidence to show that

a civilization, which at one time seems to have extended from India to

Egypt and the island of Crete before the Aryan invasions, had already a
very advanced art of music and elaborate musical instruments. At a
later period the 6aiva cults, which gave a very great importance to out-

door dancing and singing, were again imported into Greece and Egypt.
Megasthenes who came to India in 302 B.C. reports that the Indians were
great experts in music and dancing and that they counted. 6,000 years

from the time when Dionysos (that is 6iva) taught them music, till the

time of Alexander. These dates exactly tally with those given in the old

iSaiva Puranas. Meanwhile, the Aryan diatonic scale and the system of

music exMtmded in the Gandharva Veda had also found their way into

Greece. The conflict between the old Dravidian and the Vedic-Aryan
music is apparent in Greek musical theory as it is in the Sanskrit musical

works of the early period. And the basic scales of these two main schools

or Matas of Indian music, the Dravidian and the Aryan, became known to

Greek theorists as the chromatic and the diatonic. The enharmonic

division, or scale of the Srutis, which was the common theoretical basis

of both systems, is practically identical in Greek and in Indian theory.
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History of Indian Music.—^The mtisical history of India is linked

with the whole history of civilization. Through the study of musical

development in India, as well as through the development of other arts

and sciences, we may be able to reach conclusions which will be an asset

to define with more precision those parts of political and literary history

which have remained so far ill determined. We have here tfe be aware
that musical tradition is extraordinarily permanent. People can change

their country, their language, their dress, their food, and still come back to

the same musical forms which are more suited to the peculiarities of their

ears and temperament. Musical forms are seen to survive, often unnoticed,

through a different theory, in the midst of a different system, to reappear

again unchanged after centuries.

A recent and most brilliant example is that of Tagore songs, which
represent a melodic form under the garb of a modal one. They are purely

in the ancient tradition of Bengali music and are not ragas alth4)ugh they
appear to use the scale of some usually mixed ragas. They are not either

influenced by Western music, as some people believe, although they make
use of some adapted Western tunes. Modal theory cannot account for their

expression. Tliis is what the common man feels when he says that they
have a ‘peculiar’, undefinable charm.

The four Mata-s.—The medieval and later books on music speak of four

Mata-s, or systems of music, each referring to a basically diflerent school.

This can be interpreted in two ways. Either these Mata-s represent

different ways of classification while the art itself would be ])ractically the

same, or they may refer to actually different musical systems.

In practice even today, and in spite ofmutual influences, we find in India

four very distinct types of music which we may call from their most
representative elements: the Dravidian modal school with its basic

chromatic, the Aryan modal school with its basic diatonic, the Melodic
school predominant in Bengal and among many ancient peoples of Central

India and the Himalayas and also a school of cyclic pentatonic music, of

Mongolian origin, found in Nepal, Assam and a few other regions. These
represent fundamentally different systems. The fact that they could remain
distinct, in spite of the efforts made by theorists for centuries to link them
into a common theory, well shows the remarkable tenacity of popular culture

in its will to resist the assertions of insufi&ciently learned theorists, a pheno-
menon which can be observed in every country and at every period.

The confusion of the four Mata-s.—^Prom medieval times the tendency
of Indian theorists has been to confuse the different Mata-s. With the

consolidation of the predominance of Sanskritic culture, the writings of all

the ancient Acaryas were pooled together, and patient attempts were
made with the help of linguistic artifice to show that there was no
contradiction between them. This definitely obscured musical theory.

The larger and more typical work of this period is the celebrated Sangita
Batnakara of ^ariigadeva, a book written in the thirteenth century as a
sort of general treatise on musical science. It is a work of marvellous

learning and ingenuity from which Indian music has not yet recovered.

TM origiruil Indian systems.—^If we want to have a clear view of the
theory of the original systems we have to fall back upon earlier works.
Unfortunately many of these are now lost. Yet, with patient labour, it is

possible to reconstruct part of their theory from the extensive quotations

available in later books.

Early books on music.—^The Indian books on music can be divided into

three periods.
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The first or ancient period which we may call pre-Buddhistic includes
the theory of music as it can be traced in the Vedas and the Upavedas, as
well as the music referred to in the earlier Puranas, parts of the Epics, and
generally all authors who appear to be anterior to Panini who was
approximately a contemporary of Gautama Buddha.

It may be noted here that the cautious modern scholarly method which
consists in dating works as late as possible may be very misleading. There
is no doubt that practically no ancient work survives which has not been
re-shaped in some way or other in the later centuries. But to consider

these works, in their bulk, to be as late as their last reshaping, simply
because some late additions are found in them, gives a wrong historical

perspective. We are equally falsifying history when we consider the
later parts of these works as being early or their early parts as being late.

I do not quite understand why it seems to be deemed as a sort of virtue

for a historian to take great risks in dating ancient works much too late

while it is considered a fearful sin to take slight risks in dating parts of a
work too early. So far as music is concerned we can take present historical

conventions rather light-heartedly since we have means of deciding the age
of a given document which are different and safer than linguistic con-

siderations. Such are, for example, the basic scales, the instruments
mentioned, the authors quoted, the appearing or disappearing of particular

technical terms and their use.

The Buddhist ajge .—After the early period comes what we may term the

Buddhist age extending approximately from 500 B.C. to the fifth

century A.D. which represents the literature on music contemporary to

Kautilya, Kalidasa, Amara Simha, Patanjali.

Then comes the medieval age with the commentators of Bharat4, that

is Udbhata in the eighth century, Lollata and Sankuka in the ninth,

then in the tenth century the monumental work of Abhinava Gupta, and
that of Nanya-deva in the eleventh, and of 6arnga-deva in the thirteenth

century, not forgetting the contemporary commentary on the Sangita

Batnakara by Simha Bhupala, the very protector of 6arnga-deva.

The later Sanskrit literature on music from the foui’teenth to the

eighteenth century is quite rich, but is -generally of lesser theoretical interest.

The works of this later age endlessly quote the definitions of earlier works
and try to explain away the theoretical difficulties which were born of

earlier confusion.

Venkala-Makhin .—In this connection a special mention should be made
of Venkata-Makhin who, in the seventeenth century, reformed South Indian

music. We are often told that South Indian music is more conservative

and represents Indian music in its purest and more ancient form. This is

probably very far from true. The present system of South Indian music
is a mijcturc of melodic and modal forms, and its theory was profoundly

altered by several theorists but particularly by Venkata-Makhin, who
systematized the reforms started by his father Govinda Dikshita, a protege of

Maharaja Baghunatha N&yaka of Tanjore.

In an endeavour to restore the ancient theory and explain away the

contradictions of earlier authors, Venkata-Makhin made a beautiful and
clever blend of the conflicting systems and deeply altered the theory of

South Indian music.
Purer music in the north.—The case is quite different in the north

where, in spite of foreign invasions and alleged influences, the music, partly

thanks possibly to the loss of its theory in days of insufficient learning,

remained, through mere technical tradition, remarkably faithful to the old

definitions.
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No cyclic or melodic literature.—^Among the earlier works on music we
find, as could be expected, no literature regarding the Mongolian pentatonic

which had always its centre outside India. It should be remembered that

this .Mongolian cyelic pentatonic has nothing to do with the pentatonic

forms of the basic ragtts in the 6aiva system. Further the melodic system
has left to my knowledge no important theoretical literature. A scrutiny

of Tantric documents might, however, reveal some valuable elements.

Dravidian and Aryan texts.—^As regards the Dravidian and Aryan
modal systems we possess many documents of the greatest value and
antiquity. Generally speaking, we can observe that the earlier theory of

Dravidian music, as found in Sanskrit texts, is represented by the Saiv&
school whose main expounder is, after Siva himself, Nandike^vara.

Besides these, other important names are those of ^ardula, Parvati,

Jamadagni, Bhrhgi, Vighne^a, Burtidhara, Ravana, etc., and probably the
musical theory found in the earlier Puranas, the Vayu Purana, the

Markandeya Purana, as well as such works as the Gitalamkara which is

attributed to Bharata but is the work of a Bharata distinct from the

presumed author of the Natya 6astra. The Natya iSastra itself is a
compilation probably dating from the beginning of the Christian era and
expounding mainly the theory derived from the GSndharva Veda. The
Gitalamkara, on the other hand, is a purely iSaiva work and all its classifica-

tions are of a different and very original kind.

It is very difficult to date the earlier 6aiva texts on music. It is also

difficult to ascertain their original language. But the musical theorj'' they
expound and especially the use of certain technical terms or instruments
can help us to be quite affirmative about their antiquity independently of
all linguistic considerations.

Tamil and Oreek sources.—^The Tamil epic, the ^Uappadikaram, which
belongs to the second century, has important passages referring to the
theory of music and musical instruments, and is thus a precious help in

dating contemporary works.
Vedic music.—I have no authority nor sufficient knowledge to enter into

the question of the origin of the so-called Aryan civilization. So far as

music is concerned, we find from the earliest Vedic period a constant use
of music and instruments. The Rg Veda mentions some wind and string

instruments as well as drums. The Sama Veda was chanted, and there

were theoretical treatises and Sik^as explaining all the technical pecu-
liarities of this chant. Later, imder the name of Gandharva Veda, appeared
a vast literature on music, its philosophy and its technique. The number
of early theorists of Aryan music of which we know the names is con-

siderable, but very few works have survived although a certain amount of
quotations from these in later works are sufficient to determine with
certainty the nature of the system.

Among the names ofthe early writers ofmusic some are quite celebrated

—Agastya, Kadyapa, Angirasa, Vasistha, Yajfiavalkya, Ya^ika, Afijaneya
and many others.

Ndrada.—X strange figure creates a sort of link between the two schools
Dravidian and Aryan, or 6aivit and Vedic, and that is Narada. There
are fragments of his work belonging to either school. It is true that all the
available works attributed to Narada are of different periods.. But there
must have been an original Narada and he is claimed by both sides.

Bharata.—Similarly Bharata appears as an indefinite entity. But this

is a. different case. The word * Bharata’ simply meant a performing artist

and the treatises referring to dance and music^naturally came to be known
by that word. We know of at least four Bharatas who are called Adi
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Bharata or Bharata Muni, author of the original Natya Sastra. But
there is also Nandi Bharata, Arjuna Bharata, Matahga Bharata and others.

The existing Natya 6astra is probably a compilation of extracts from
several of these original sources made during the Buddhist age.

Sanskrit literature on music,—^The vast Sanskrit literature on the
theory the philosophy and the technique of music, which lies so sadly
neglected and unpublished in the libraries of India, represents a system
which has no rival in the world so far, and from which modern Western
theory would have much to learn. It is not easy, however, to know how far

this rich Sanskrit literature is indebted to earlier literatures. There is

little doubt that in the process of the Aryanization of India much of earlier

literature was translated or adapted in Sanskrit while the originals were
lost. This is certainly true of parts of Puranic literature. And this

explains why we often find very ancient books written in late Sanskrit,

a fact which led unaware scholars to discard them without due consideration.

Nandike&vara s surviving works ,—A careful research would, however,
allow us to identify and recover many ancient works. For example, I was
fortunate enough to be able to identify a valuable fragment of
Nandike^vara’s work which lay anon3ntnously in Bikaner library. This
short fragment explains the theory of music on the basis of the Mahe.4vara
Bxitr^ in terms very similar to the explanation of the theory of language by
Nandike^vara on the same basis in a work known as Nandike^vara
Ka^ika which is sometimes incorporated in the Mahabha§ya.

Western History

But let us turn now towards the West.
Origin of Western music,—^The early musical history of Europe appear

so far, rather cloudy. This may be due to the lack of understandable
documents, but also to the fact that most of Western research on history

was done in a time when historians were genuinely unaware of the
importance and antiquity of Indian civilization. This led them usually to

interpret as a spontaneous and natural growth cultural developments which
in fact were built with remains of older elements which had their roots in

the East.

Western imdal music ,—Seen in the light of what we know now of the

early cultures in Europe and India we are bound to come to very parallel

developments first a musical culture spreading to Egypt, Crete, Italy

and probably further north. Then a succession of invasions by more bar-

barous people which gradually adopted the ways, manners and instruments

of the conquered countries. This assimilation was, however, less complete

in Europe than it was in India and therefore it is again from the East that

periodically came new influences and developments which shaped the

culture of ancient Europe. Whatever we know of the musical system and
instruments of the Greeks leaves little doubt in this respect and so is the

case for the instruments still found in those countries where druidical culture

lasted longer. The survival of the biniou of Britaimy and the bagpipe of

Scotland is particularly interesting since the presence of the drone pipe

proves, without any doubt, that the music of these people was at one time

and still is Wically of modal form, although these instruments are now
often played on melodic lines where the drone serves no essential purpose.

It coidd surely not have been evolved out of a melodic form of music.

Harmonically it is monstrous.

The stability of the mode absolutely requires a drone, a permanent

sounding of the tonio. This is not essential nor desirable in any other

system.
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Survival of ancient systems in Europe ,—In England, today, there are

very few people, even among music students, who are aware that Scotch
bagpipe music belongs to a system entirely different from Western harmony.
It is a system akin to Arab and Indian music quite unsuited for the Western
orchestra and instruments. Similar is the case of Hungarian and some
branches of Norwegian popular music. Further, there are definite traces %
of pentatonic music of the Chinese family all along the Atlantic coast from
Spain to the north of Scotland. But what is really amusing is that Scotch
or Hungarian music lovers may well get infuriated if told that their music
is still different from that now in fashion in Europe, and in fact belongs to

an Eastern system.

I remember a celebrated Hungarian violinist, to whom I had spoken of
the great interest I took in modal forms surviving in Hungarian folk music,

who, with undisguised anger, answered me sharply that ‘there is nothing in

Hungarian music which does not belong to the Western diatonic system*.

Greek theory ,—In Europe the earliest writings on the theory of music
which came to us are those of the Greeks. These refer basically to a modal
system of the Indian family. But certain elements of cyclic music had found
their way into musical theory, probably through Turco-Mongol channels

giving rise to the Pythagorean scale which so strangely perverted and
confused the writings of the Greek authors.

Medieval music ,
—^After the Greeks we know very little about the state

of music in the West except a little Church music, the modes of which were
imported from Byzantium in the sixth century by the j)ope Gregory. The
picture of Europe at the end of the Middle Ages shows us a mixture of
modal and melodic systems. Arab music exerted a profound influence on
the southern countries, influence which is still predominant in Spain and
south-eastern Europe. On the other hand, the earlier modal systems
remained well preserved in northern coimtries and the travelling Minstrels

used instruments which show that modal music was at a rather high level

of technical development.

Beginnings of Polypheny ,—It is in this context that polyphonic music
began to develop. How it first started is not quite certain, but it probably
owes its origin to some Mongolian influence through eastern Christendom,
for the superposition of voices is a natural development in cyclic music, not
so in modal music.

At first polyphony was limited*to adding to the main melody a second
voice, making slight variations. This had a rather interesting effect and,
although it weakens the modal expression, it became quite popular as a
novelty in congregation sin^ng.

Gradually this new fashion developed, and a more complex counterpoint
was evolved. First with two voices and drone, then with 3 and 4 voices.

Now, the modal expression, the R^a, can no longer exist if there are
several voices at different pitches. The mutual relation between these
different notes, which form themselves in chords, create new expressions
which annihilate the concentrated expression of the modal note. To the
modal musician, polyphony is extremely distressing, something like several

people speaking together so that you cannot follow any one. In fact the
new polyphonic system must have been at first a fashion, a game of amateurs
against which all the classical musicians fought desperately. But musicians
were poor and of low standing. They could do nothing against the whims
of society people. Meanwhile the new fashion took great favour among
the aristocracy. It was easy, new, amusing and, finally it completely
defeated the old music. Thus Europe found itself in the fifteenth century
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with a new musical toy still primitive and undeveloped, while the old

musical culture was quickly dying out.

Parallel with modern India.—^We can easily understand what happened
by comparison with Indian music today. Through the crave of fashion
we see the development of an orchestral form of music which corresponds
to no musical necessity whatever, which is ruinous for the music of the
land and utterly distressing to all sensitive oars. But this is a unique
opportunity for unmusical and ignorant youngsters to declare themselves
the geniuses of a new art, and take the bread out of the mouth of India's

great ustdds. It is merely a fashion. It has, we may hope, no future. But
it may well ruin entirely the music of India leaving this country with but a
vulgar copy ofWestern cheapest music, such as we can find in Egypt, Malaya,
the Philippines, etc., today.

In Europe the tragedy was great. But it was final, and out of the
ruin of medieval music a new art had to develop.

Development of Harmonic music.—^Due to their ingenuity and patience
the musicians finally managed to produce out of the harmonic system very
remarkable works of art. It should, however, be remembered that, from the
point of view of the theory of mu.sic, the possibilities of harmonic music are

considerably smaller than those of dther systems—that is, the range of
emotions and ideas that harmonic music can express is far less great than
what modal music can account for. The Westerners, however, supple-

mented the limited possibilities of the music itself through endless research

in the field of instrumental colouring, and also through contrasts and
oddities of sound relations. It led to the creation of the modem orchestra

which is a marvellous acliievement of exquisite workmanship and infinite

labour where the total quality of wonderfully built instruments is perfectly

balanced in a most melodious whole. Yet we find this great sound
producing machine strangely inadequate to express certain kinds of

emotions.

Western music is essentially sensuous. It aims at creating a pleasur-

able atmosphere where vague visions and sentiments gently blend into one
another. There it profoundly difiers from modal music which on the
contrary tends at creating a one-pointed concentration where the tonal

value of voic^es and instruments becomes insignificant since the mind is

entirely taken away into an abstract world of ideas and visions.

The particular tendencies of both systems are well shown by the fact

that the themes of Western music are mostly themes of passion, while

Indian music, though it depicts all types of emotions, always ultimately

leads to some form of contemplation.

I have no intention of belittling the great works of Western music.

The man of genius can express himself through any medium, and each
medium has its own possibilities. The advantage of writing music further

enables us to preserve the inspired moments of great musicians. But we
should keep in mind that an Indian ustdd on his single instrument can
carry us into a diversity of visions, into a depth of emotion which is very
much subtler than that which the thunder or murmur of the orchestra

TOth its elaborate instruments can produce.

Statistical possibilities.—^This is not a question of talent, I do not mean
to say that the Indian musician is necessarily more subtle than the Western.

It is a pure question of statistical possibilities. Contrarily to common
belief, the variety of soimd relations possible in modal music is very much
greater than those possible in harmonic music. Perceptible sound-relations

in a system where the tonic changes are far less numerous than in a system

where the tonic is fixed. And differences of intervals which are not appreci-
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able in a harmonic system become wonderfully intense in an oblique move-
ment by relation to a fixed tonic.

Belative number of chords and rdgas .—^The poverty of possible com-
binations in the harmonic form of music has finally led Western music to a
sort of dead-end, and to a decline from which it may not easily come out
unless it deeply alters its basis. This is because the whole of Western
music is built around 12 or 15 different chords which have been now used
and re-used in every conceivable way.

On the other hand, although each raga corresponds to a definitely

distinct mood, the number of theoretically possible ragas is immense.
Should a man try to play each ofthe possible ragas once only for five minutes,

even if he remained playing without rest or food for a hundred years, he
could not see the end of his attempt.

Decay in Indian music ,—^There is no doubt that there has come a certain

amount of paralysis in Indian music. It cannot be said that it has
degenerated because the great ustdds of today are still at a remarkable
level of technique and expression. But the progress has been stopped
through the loss of theoretical knowledge since the musicians have ceased to

know Sanskrit in which all the theoretical works were written.

Remedy,—^The revival and development of Indian music will depend
on a return to classical forms and a study of musical classical literature

whether directly in Sanskrit or through adequate modem translations.

It is in this field that irresponsible improvisations should be discouraged

if we want to avoid in India the musical tragedy which overtook modem
Egypt, Malaya and the South Sea islands. It is to be hoped that learned

societies may find a way to take an interest in encouraging a sane study of
the country's priceless heritage and may afford protection to tme learning

to protect the nation’s cultural assets against the attacks made by
irresponsible reformers and unqualified amateurs always ready to start

risky experiments without due regard for classical values.

Technique

Musical translation ,—We have seen that music, like language, is a
means of expressing ideas and emotions through the medium of co-

ordinated sounds. Just as different families of languages offer different

possibilities of expression and rarely have exact equivalents so also the
different systems of music offer different possibilities and cover different

fields of expression.

When comparing the two musical systems now prevailing in India and
Europe we will discover that practically no one of their features can be
transferred from one into the other. It would seem easy enough to take a
simple Indian song, a Tagore song for example, note it down and harmonize
it as if it were a Western melody. This is a simple process. But we find

that this melody, although it may sound quite lovely, will not convey to the
Western hearer any feeling which resembles that conveyed by the Bengali
song. In the context of a new system the melody has cctmpleiely changed
its meaning.

Equivalent sounds may convey distinct ideas ,—I once saw a cartoon
representing an American soldier looking sentimentally at a French girl

and saying ‘May we’ and she answers ‘Mais oui’. The only difference is

that, in French, ‘Mais oui’ means ‘of course yes’. The very same sounds
by changing language have acquired a completely different meaning. If
we want to convey the same idea in different musical systems we shall be
faced with a very similar phenomenon. We caxmot make use of common
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features. We have to translate, that is, first analyze the meaning clearly,

then try to express it through another medium. To harmonize Indian
songs according to Western harmonic rules will usually not make good
Western songs and will convoy to the Western hearers no idea whatever of
what the songs meant to Indian ears. This does not mean that it is not
possible to write certain Indian melodies in Western notation. It is further
possible to write accompaniments for modal music which can be played
on Western instruments. But for this one has to follow the rules of modal
polyphony which is something very different from harmony. Even then
the song so arranged will convey only part of its expression to the Western
hearer. He will require some training before he can create a habit of hearing
this new form of music, which has been only slightly adapted so as not to
shock his outward conception of what music should look like. We shduld
not forget that, according to the perfect definition of Sanskrit grammarians,

ideas are conveyed through sounds by a process of ‘ recognition ’
( ),

not by a direct perception, and we cannot understand a language or a word
which we do not already luiow.

Difference in way of hearing.—As we have seen the main difference

between modal and harmonic music lies in the way of hearing. We believe

that we hear music with our ears and that we instinctively find the sounds
pleasant or unpleasantr But it is not so. We do not hear music unth our
ears although we hear it through our ears. We hear music with our memory.
When we hear a sentence we have to remember all its successive sounds so

that the last sound may reveal to us the idea. This is a commonplace
saying of Sanskrit grammar.

Training of memory.—In music a similar rule applies, and we may not
be surprised to find that by training our memory to record a particular

succession of sounds rather than another we may come to hear, that is to get

from the music, a meaning, an expression, completely different. We shall

thus see that modal and harmonic music are in fact based on two different

ways of hearing and this is why to understand both one has to be musically

bilingual.

Musical bi-lingualism.—^We can easily see that if an Indian hearer

listens to Western music with his mental habit he will follow the shape of the

melody as if it were a horizontal development independent from chords,

and he is sure to find it meaningless, disorderly and discordant.

On the other hand, when the Western hearer listens to Indian music,

he is unable to grasp its continuity, and he finds it bodiless and insignificant.

The mixing up of systems.—It is not particularly difficult to train

oneself to hear both systems, but one must study both forms of music
quite independently. Baga and harmony are quite incompatible and
cannot co-exist. Those who pretend to mix both systems are, from the

point of view of music, irresponsible illiterates. Although one may have
one’s own preferences, it would be wrong to believe that both these musical

systems do not offer great possibilities of expression. One may choose

either. But there is no compromise, no appeasement possible between them

.

Harmony has entirely ruined the modal music of ancient Europe and
will destroy any modal music on which it is superimposed. The official

and other encouragements which are given nowadays to modem Indian

orchestras amount to nothing but an attempt at a cultural suicide. There

is no valuable contribution to world music which India could make by
trying to blend her music with Western music. The possibilities ofharmonic

music are comparatively limited and have been exploited to their utmost

possibility so much so that Western musicians are now desperately looking

for new musical forms to revitalize their music.
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Possibilities of Modal Music ,
—^We have seen that modal music, on the

other hand, offers almost indefinite possibilities of which only a small

fragment is utilized in present-day Indian music. It is to be hoped that the
effort of Indian performers and technicians may be turned towards research

in this field, in which they already have realized such magnificent achieve-

ments rather than waste their energies in the no-man's-land of hybrid
music.

Music and National Spirit ,— question comes naturally to our mind.
The development of Indian music is linked to a particular conception of life^

to a particular culture and civilization. The Indian listener comes to hear
music with a mind different from that of the Western hearer. The idea of

an underlying Divinity pervades all the activities of Indian life and all the
arts are conceived as processes of identification with some higher state of
being. Religion, philosophy, music are all here based on common prin-

ciples and cannot be separated from one another.

The Western hearer is very different. His attitude is that of a moralist.

He does right actions and is then entitled to a place in paradise. He stands
on his right. Knowledge to him has little to do with religion. He delights

in man’s mastery over nature, and music is to him his mastery over sounds.

And he wonders at his own genius. Western music expresses that attitude

and the harmonic system, developed in the West, is quite suited to that

purpose.

The question is : will the Indians of the future have the same outlook

as the Westerners of today. I cannot think so. Therefore the Western
system will ever remain unsuited to express the Indian genius. All the
efforts made to impose on India a musical system, inadequate to bring out
the finer emotions and deeper inclinations of the people, cannot lead to any
great achievements in the field of music.

Each country must develop its own genius or it ceases to exist as a
country. It is only when a nation’s culture is flourishing and powerful
that it can borrow from other lands and assimilate what it gets. To borrow
in time of poverty brings oneself into the clutches of the money-lender from
which one shall not come out intact. Indian music at the present moment
is in a difficult period and it is only by bringing together all efforts to restore

its classical greatness that it may be safely protected for future developments.

Examples

EmmpU—Bhairavl ,
—^Now to illustrate the working of the means of

expression in both Modal and Harmonic music we may take an example.
Although it is not the proper time for it, let us choose the well-known Baga
Bhairavi.

This raga is characterized by the peculiar combination of a major
and a minor second (a Buddha i^^abha and a komala i^abha). The
minor second (the komala !§.9abh4) l^ing on its higher 6ruti which expresses
love—and not sadness.

Then comes the minor third (the komala Gandhara) also on its high
6ruti which is loving and tender.

The fourth and the fifth are natural. The sixth and seventh (Dhaivata
and Nisada) are minor, but high, similar in expression to the second and
third (the ^^abha and Qandhara).

The predominant notes (the Vadi and Samvadi) are the tonic and the
fourth, 9^ja and Madhyama.

The combination of these elements should create an atmosphere of
lovely and tender emotion ; the predominant mood is peace, calm, balance.
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^ shown by the Vadi and Samvadi which are the tonic and the perfect
4th, Madhyama. The four flattened notes are on their high i^ruti, which is

tender and charming, but not sad. There is an accidental appearance of
manly power brought in by the major 2nd, which is called ]g»$abha, the
bull, and is thus pictured as the vehicle of Bhairava. The glitter of colours
appears with the 5th Pancama, which always represents the sun. Yet, this
sunshine remains dominated by the cool, calm 4th (Madhyama). It will not
therefore bring out the burning sun of Sarahga or 6ri, but a lovely, cool
morning light.

e. , j,

This mood is well depicted in the description which Narada gives of
Bhairavi.

^ ^

Which we may translate ‘She, whom poets in their vision see as great-
eyed Bhairavi, golden consort of Bhairava, throned on carven crystal on the
peak of Kailasa, with cymbals in her hands, worships Him with the leaves
and flowers of the lotus’.

Any one conversant with Indian music wiU agree that the poem wonder-
fully depicts the mood of Bhairavi. Let us first hear its scale, then its main
theme.

l.Tke. theTne

We may now ask ourselves how we can represent the subtle and delicate

mood of Bhairavi in harmonic music.
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Suppose we make a classical harmonization utilizing the notes of the
scale. The result would be completely unlike Bhairavi. It would give

something like this.

2. Classical harmony

In fact this conveys to us nothing of the expression of the raga. We
have changed tonic several times and our mental habit will always tend to
restore the A flat (Dha komala) as tonic because the basic mode of Western
music is the major mode.

Whatever the manner in which we may manipulate this scale in the
classical harmonic way, it will never convey to us the expression of Bhairavi.

Should we therefore say that this kind of expression is impossible in

harmonic music. Not necessarily. But the means of rendering the
expression will be different. We are therefore to translate the meaning
rather than the notes.

The very picture of the raga seems an almost ideal theme for a
symphonic poem. The tender and lovely goddess, the flowers, the sunshine,
the presence of Siva, at times, in the background

;
the calm and devoted

prayer on the crystal throne of the Pleasure Mountain. We think of RavePs
Fairyland, of Debussy’s preludes, of List’s pilgrimages, even of some of
Wagner’s more romantic passages.

3. The scale and theme

[I
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What are the means at the disposal of the musician who wishes to
express this particular theme ? Let us see what the Indian scale offers us
and whether anything can be managed harmonically out of it. We, of
course, shall have strongly to maintain the Indian tonic which is here the C,
though according to Western convention we are in Ab.

First let us hear the theme again. (See p. 96 for the scale and thenie.)
The first chord which offers itself to us is already deceptive. It is the

minor chord based on the tonic, which is too melancholy.

4.The niiTioT 3tA

Yet we cannot use this major chord together with a 6th in the melody
because that would mean an overwhelming activity very contrary to the

feeling we want to express. Therefore when the 6th appears in the

melody we must break its effect through the dissonance of the more tender

4th.



The prayer element may be brought out by an apparent modulation
to the 4th. But a touch of the major 3rd will have from time to time to

balance the melancholy

8. Tlodulation to the ¥ih

These very few chords have already shown us most of the harmonic
material at our disposal in this scale. We see that it is rather poor. There-
fore it is through another means, that is the variety of sound-patterns, that

we have to supplement it.

First a peaceful swing of the basic sounds may bring an idea of calm
activity.

A pattern of alternate octaves brings out a more passionate element.
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But now, to bring out the idea of Oliva’s presence; a mere introduction

of the 2nd in a chord is too vague. We need a powerful bass melody.

11.The Virile presence
.4 I L, ^ , JPP

The idea of flowers and of the delicate ritual gestures cannot be brought

out through heavy chords but one may attempt to represent them through

a delicate lace-work of flying notes.

If we now try to build up a short composition out of these elements we
find that the modal chords we use hardly deserve the name, real modulation
is entirely absent, yet we can with the help of sound-patterns realize a sort

of picture which may be accessible to both Eastern and Western ears.

These sound patterns are our only common ground; they do not belong
to any particular system. Through them we can make some of the ideas

of the raga perceptible to a harmonic listener. This will give us a sort of
variation on the theme of Bhairavi with modal chords and descriptive

sound patterns.

CJertain theoretical possibilities for polyphonic development which
exist in modal music can be shown by further examples. It should,

however, be remembered that this type of phantasy, although it may
serve some purpose for stage music or entertainment, in fact completely
distracts the mind from concentration on the raga, and can only lead to an
inferior type.of music. I think it was Wagner who said once that *it is

from the use of silence that you can tell great music’. This is much more
true still for modal than for harmonic music. The intensity of each note
of the raga, once the mind has been tuned to it, can be so immense that no
addition can serve any useful purpose. Any outside element is, of necessity,

detrimental to the meaning. The more we add to it, the poorer it becomes.
And there is no doubt that the music nearest to silence, the music where
every sound is most meaningful, that music is the greatest.
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Let US hope that the coming generation will learn to respect and study
more deeply the unrivalled science that is classical Indian music and will

protect with love the purity of an art which, in spite of the hardships it had
to bear and the prejudices born of foreign influence remains the most pro-
found, most moving and most elaborate system of music in existence today.*

Paper read at the Society on 2nd February, 1 949.

2B
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TWO TORTOISE-SHELL INSCRIPTIONS IN THE DACCA MUSEUM

By Dr. Dines Chandra Sircar, M.A., Ph.D.
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Two pieces of inscribed tortoise-shells were found by Mr. Girindranath
Basil, B.A., in reclaiming a tank at Basupara in the village of Vajrayogim
in Vikrarnpur within the jurisdiction of the Munshiganj Police Station of the
Dacca District, East Bengal, They were presented by Mr. Basu to the

Dacca Museum and were published with facsimiles by the late Dr. N. K.
Bbattasali, Curator of the Museum, in the Annual Report of the Dacca
Museum for 1939-40, pp. 7-8.

The first of the two piiices of shells is blackish in colour and measures
while the second is a grejdsh jiiecc measuring 6|"x4|''. Both

the pieces are broken, the first into two and the second into four fragments.
There are two lines of writing on the finst shell and six (actually, five) lines

on the second. The characters belong to that class of the northern alphabet
which is commonly styled the proto-Bengali. The inscriptions may palaeo-

graphically be assigned to the tenth or eleventh century. The single or

double danda indicating stop is always preceded by a m^arga-like sign in the
second record. The language of the records is Sanskrit, although it is

influenced by the local Prakrit.

The text of the inscription on the first shell was deciphered by
Dr. Bhattasah as follows:

—

1. [Siddham] svasti ^reyasaya
|

Sujino jananam
1|

2. f
Siddham] na

Dr. Bbattasali’s translation of the text is as follows: ‘Peace. For the
welfare of the good Buddhists.'

Dr. Bhattasali's reading of the text of the inscription on the second
shell runs as follows:

—

1. [Siddham
I

6n.

2. [Siddham] nanio bhagavate Vasudeviiya
|

namo Buddhaya
1|

3. svasti nisreyastiya
|

sujino jananam
|

6ri

4. ma namo bhagavate
5. Manarasarmma karavadhamma

||
Sri

6. namo bhagavate Vasudevaya

Dr. Bhattasali did not translate this record but appended a note in

which his views as i-egards its interpretation are made perfectly clear. He
says, ‘Leaving out an individual siddhir = astu (i.e. Siddham) figure and the
Sri following, the inscription has five lines, the last three of which appear to

be incomplete. The fourth line appears to pray for the death or incarceration
of one Manara.4arman (Manoratha^arman ?) and helps us to understand the
trend and nature of these curious inscriptions. They pray for the welfare

of the good followers of Buddhism and invoke death or jail of ManaraSarman,
showing thereby that they are mantras or charms for Abhicdra or Mdratia
(i.e. killing or injuring one’s foes), and the unclean nature of the material,

on which the inscriptions are incised, also bespeaks a sinister design. It

would appear from these curious tablets that, sometime between 1000 and

( 101 )
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1100 A.D., the Buddhists were in a bad way in Vikrampur where these

tablets were found, and the hands of one Manara^arman lay specially

heavily on them. This helps us to understand to some extent the religious

history of the period following the fall of the Buddhist Candras of Vikrampur,
who were supplanted by the Brahmanical Varmans, when Bhavadeva Bhatta,
minister of Harivarmadeva, is boastfully described as the Agastya of the
Jaina and the Buddhist seas in his Bhubaneswar inscription’. The name
of the village, Vajrayogini, may have lent colour to Br. Bhattasali’s views,

as it shows that there was originally a temple of the Buddhist goddess
Vajrayogini at the village. Vajrayogini, sometimes said to be the consort

of Heruka, was adopted by the Brahmanical Tantriks as Chinnamasta; cf.

Bhattacharya, Indian Bvddhiat Iconography

^

pp. 155-56.

These far-reaching conclusions in regard to the religious history of
ancient Bengal arrived at by Dr. Bhattasali on the basis of the two inscrip-

tions under discussion are, however, entirely unwarranted as his reading and
interpretation of the records are both full of mistakes.

Dr. Bhattasali’s reading of the first inscription (line 1) contains no
less than three mistakes. The word read as ireyasdya is actually ni^reyasdya,

ni being written above the line. The engraver at first omitted ni, but
corrected himself, when he noticed the mistake, by incising it above the

line. This is of course a common practice followed even today. The fact is

that while niireyasa is a familiar Sanskrit word meaning the same tiling as

mok^a, the word ireyasa is not recognized by Sanskrit lexicons. It should

be pointed out that the second inscription (line 3) uses the same word
nidreyaaa in the same context. After nUreyasdya, Dr. Bhattasali finds a
danda which is, however, undoubtedly a medial d sign. Nowhere in these

two records is a dar^da, double or single, joined above with the top mltrd

of the preceding aJt^ara; cf. the five cases of the use of the dayitda in the

first inscription, line 1, and the second inscription, lines 2, 3 and 5. There
is absolutely no doubt that the reading is nUreyasdyd^ and not nUreyasdya

|

as deciphered by Dr. Bhattasali. The next aksara is read as su\ but any
one who would care to compare the aksara $u in the expression Vdsudevdya
in the second inscription, lines 2 and 6, would certainly be convinced that this

ak§ara is anything but su. Medial u in Vdsudevdya as well as in Buddhdya
in the second inscription, line 2, is a slanting stroke joined below a con-

sonant; but in the ak§ara after nUreyasdyd^

,

the upper part of which is

represented by s, there is besides the u sign a clear subscript which is either

n or t; but that it is a subscript t becomes absolutely certain when one
compares this aksara with the subscript t in the word svasH in both the in-

scriptions ; cf, the first line of the first and the third (actually, second) line of

the second inscription. The reading of the passage is therefore svasti

nikreyaady = datu Jiru> jandndm and certainly not svasti4reya$dya
|

aujino

jandndfk as Dr. BhattasaU deciphered it. In the second line, the engraver

began to incise namo bhagavate Vdsudevdya, but gave up writing after

engraving only the first aksara.

Dr. Bhattasali’s translation of the above passage is also equally unfor-

tunate. The interpretation of avasti as ‘peace’ and ireyasdya as ‘for the

welfare’ can hardly be regarded as ideal; but the climax is reached when
aujino jandndm is translated as ‘of the good Buddhists’. Of course Jina
was a name of the Buddha; but how can aujina mean ‘a good Buddhist’ ?

And even if aujina can be taken in the sense of a good Buddhist, how can
one account for the viaarga changed into o after that word ? Even if there-

fore we ignore the mistakes in Dr. Bhattasali’s reading and accept his

raiding of the passage as genuine, it has to be admitted that his translation

is altogether absurd. There is absolutely no reference to good Buddhists in
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the first inscription. It simply says, ‘Let the Jina (Buddha) be for the pros-

perity and salvation of men.'

In the first line of the second inscription, what Dr. Bhattasali reads as

the eiddham symbol may actually be a figure for 1 indicating that the

aksara Sri that follows was omitted in line 1 and has to be inserted there.

The use of Sri before Ttamo hhagavate in two other cases below in this record

may suggest that the engraver wanted to insert Sri before rmrm hhagavate

also in line 2 which may actually be regarded as line 1 of the inscription.

Otherwise Dr. Bhattasali deciphered this line quite correctly. Line 3

(actually, line 2), however, reads: svasti-niSreyaady^dstu Jino jandndm\\

SrV, The main passage is exactly the same as we find in the first inscription.

As already pointed out in connection with the first inscription, it is

impossible to read it as svasti-niSreyasdya
|

sujino jarmndm after

Dr. Bhattasali. Line 4 (actually, line 3) is also correctly deciphered by
Dr. Bhattasali. The first aJemra mu is redundant. Whether the engraver

was thinking of the second aksara of numo or the first letter of the name at

the beginning of the next line cannot be determined. Line 5 (actually,

line 4) is read by Dr. Bhattasali as Manarasarmma kdravadkamma
|1

But there a}>pear to be some inaccuracies. In the first place, there is a

clear sign of anusvdra above between nu and ra of Manarasarmma. It is

also ])ossible that we have to read nu instead of nu. But even correcting

sarmma into Sarmma^ we have a rather peculiar name Manamra^arman or

Manumra^annan. Secondly, the third aksara of what has been read as

kdrdva is certainly iu and not va, wliile the preceding ak§ara looks more

like r% than m. The reading thus appears to me to be kdrxta (for Sanskrit

kdrita). The next word dhummu no doubt stands for Sanskrit dkarmmah.

The last aksara reads Siy the intended reading being no doubt Sri. There is

no mistake in Dr. Bhattasali s reading of the last line.

Now we come to Dr. Bhattasali 's interpretation of the second inscription.

Dr. Bhattasali thinks that these lines ‘pray for the welfare of the good

followers of Buddhism and invoke death or jail for Manara§arman, showing

thereby that they are mantras or charms for Abhic/ira or Mdra'Q.a'. But it

has already been shown that the passage svaii-niSreyasdy^dstu Jino

jandndfh, which h(* wrongly deciphered, has absolutely nothing to do with

a prayer typically ‘for the welfare of the good followers of Buddhism'.

Attention of scholars may be drawn to another fact in this connection.

One of the causes of abandoning the first shell seems to be that the engraver

was not inclined to incise namo hhagavate Vdsudevdya after svasti-niSreyasdy^

dstu Jino jandndm. This is suggested by the second inscription in which

the arrangement is altered. Another fact is that Vasudeva has been called

a Bhagavat which epithet has not been used with ihe Buddha’s name.

The text of the second inscription clearly shows that Vasudeva is given

more prominence than the Buddha or Jina; at least the former is not

subordinated to the latter. We know that attempts of the Buddhists to

incorporate Brahmanical deities in their own pantheon can be traced in

works like the Sddhanamula and the Ni§'pannayogdvall Tanira (cf. Arianu

Antigua, 1947, pp. 36-39). The latter work describes twenty-seven magic

circles of the Buddhist deities and mentions a host of Brahmanical gods and

goddesses as companions of those deities. But orthodox Buddliists always

placed Brahmanical deities in a position subordinate to that of the Buddhist

gods and goddesses often as vdhanas. Their attitude is truly represented in

the conception, e.g., of Vidyujjvala Karali, a form of Ekajata (an emanation

of Aksobhya), who is said to have originated from the Buddha’s sweat, as

having Indra, Brahman, Vi§uu and 6iva together as her

(Bhattacharya, op. cit, p. 81). The vdkana of Vajrahunkara is Siva (w.,
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p. 143), that of Vajrajvalanalarka is Vi^nu and his wife (i6., p. 145) and
that of Trailokyavijaya is 6iva and Gauri {ib., p. J 46). Mahacakra VajrapSni
treads on Brahman and 6iva (Getty, Oods of Northern Buddhism, p. 53).

It is therefore highly improbable to expect that an orthodox Buddhist would
have placed Vdsudeva in a superior or equal position with the Buddha.
This fact shows that the inscriptions under discussion have nothing excep-

tionally and typically Buddhist in them. But they no doubt point to a
rapprochement between the worship of Viisudeva and that of the Buddha,
which is also indicated by the fact that Buddha was regarded as an Avatara
before E^emendra (eleventh century) and Jayadeva (twelfth century).

This further suggests that a number of Buddhists were gradually absorbed
in the fold of the Vai?navas. And this is probably supported by the present

records which point to the joint adoration of both Vasudeva and the Buddha.
The reference to the Buddha shows beyond doubt that the person responsible

for the inscriptions was a Buddhist. Had he been a Vaij^nava, there is no
meaning of the adoration to the Jina or Buddha. The fact that Buddha
was regarded as Visnu's Avatara is not material as no other incarnation is

adored at the same time. But the same man also adored Vasudeva and
could hardly have been an orthodox Buddhist. There is thus little

possibility of these two being communal Buddhistic records as believed by
Dr. Bhattasali.

It is impossible to understand how, even if one accepts Dr. Bhattasali ’s

reading Manarasarmma-hlrd-vadha-mmay the passage can signify that a
person’s incarceration or death was prayed for. Kard-vadha-mma of course

contains kdrd and vadha; but the expression is no doubt as meaningle.ss as

sujino-jandm/lm.^ The actual reading of the passage is, as shovm above,

Manarhrasarmma-kdrita-Dhamma, i.e. ManawraJarma-kdri(a-Dharm.afi> It

appears to mean that a person named Manamraj^armman caused a Dharma
to be made in his behalf. Now the word Dharma may indicate anything,
the making of which is related to the maker's n^ligious merit. The word
Mrti, 'fame’, is known likewise to be used in the sense of any construction

(e.g. a temple for a deity) leading to the fixme of the person res})onsible

for it. But the material on which the inscriptions arc^ incised ap[)ears to

preclude the x)ossibility of the above interpretation. What pious con-

struction was possible by means of tortoise-shells ? It thus seems [)08sible

to suggest that the tortoise-shells (or earthen images of tortoise covered by
these shells) were worshipped as Dharma Thakur whose worship in the

shape of a tortoise is i)revalent in the Burdwan and Presidency Divisions

of West Bengal even at the present time. Vide ‘Dharma worship’ by
K. P. Chattopadhyay in J.R,A,8,B,L., Vol. VIII, 1942, pj). 99-135,2 As
regards the tortoise fonn of the deity, Dr. Sukumar Sen in a paper entitled

‘Is the cult of Dharma a living relic of Buddhism in Ikmgal ? ’ x)ublished in

the B. C. Law Volume, Part I, says, ‘ The emblem of Dharma—rather his

pdda-pltha on which was placed or engraved the pddukd (boots or sandals)

1 Bhattasali'H intorprotation reminds us of a Kannada story in which a person,

who had been asked to purchase menasu (jx?pper) and jtrige (cumin seed), bought
(wax) and suji (needle) and explained tliat rige was unknowii in the market.

The hopeless position of mma in Blwttasairs transcript resembles tliat of rige in the
story,

2 Most of the images examined by Chattopadhyay in the Districts of Birbhiim,
Midnapur and 24-Pargana6 were slmped like tortoises measuring about x 4^ (12^^ X 12^

in one case). ‘In one case it had a tortoise back only,* Cf. loc: cit., pp. 104-05.

Coomaraswamy refers (TAe Arts and Crafts of India and Ceylon, p. 185) to an Allahabad
‘jade tortoise * in the British Museum, IT long, as an ancient work. This appears to
point to the prevalence of the worsliip of the tortoise -sliaped deity outside ^ngal in
ancient times.
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of Dharma—^is a tortoise. In most cases, it is a natural bit of stone shaped
like a tortoise; in other cases, it is a chiselled stone image of the same.’
In the introduction (p. xi) to the Eupardmer Dharma-mangala, edited by
Dr. Sen jointly with Mr. Panchanan Mandal, the following two verses, one
in Sanskrit and the other in Bengali, have been quoted from the ritualistic

literature of the Dharma cult

:

uluka-vdhana Dharrm deva tejomay-dtmaka,
Iddnlm hurma-prsthe tu divya-rupa rmmo^siu it,

Hat pdtiyd Dharma srjilen srsti,

Pddukd sthdpiba lot kurmer pr^tu

Son and Mandal further point out (op, cit,, p. i) that, although the
worship of Dharma Thakur is now prevalent only about the Burdwan
Division, it was in former times also current in other parts of Bengal. They
trace it in the present day ceremony of Del or worship of Pat Thakur in

East and North Bengal and point to the existence of ‘Dharma Thakur’s
G(ldi' not far from the chief town of the Bogra District. They further

connect the Dharma cult with the Chat Parav or Sa^thi-parva prevalent in

Bihar. The present records coming from the Dacca district undoubtedly
support the above contention. Cf. also the ancient jade tortoise from
Allahabad referred to above.

Another important fact suggested by these records of a Vai^navite

Buddhist is that they associate the Dharma cult with Buddhism and
Vaisnavism. Pandit Haraprasad Sastri (Proc. 1894, p. 135; J,A,8,B,

1894, pp. 55-61; 65-68) pointed out that Dharma Thakur’s dhydna
represents the deity as iunya-murti and nirahjana, which connect the

Dharma cult with the theory ofthe Void, so popular with the later Buddhists,

and show the latter's influence on the former. Chattopadhyay speaks of

‘the wheel of Dharma’ in connection with the Dharma Thakur cult; cf.

loc, d(., pp. 112, 115; figs. 2, 3. But Sastri s theory that the present-day

Dharma cult of Bengal is a relic of Buddhism seems to be unwarranted
in spite of the fact that tlic present records point to its i)opularity with the

Buddhists. Pandit Sastri confused the tortoise shape of Dharma with the

form of a Buddhist Caitya and ignored the fact that Buddhist literature does

not represent Dharma (one of the celebrated Buddhist Tri-ratna. or ‘three

jewels’, viz. Buddha, Dharma and Sangha) in the shape of a tortoise. It

.
may be ])ointed out that the Kailan inscription of Sridharana Rata (seventh

century) and the Sundarban inscription of Dommanapala (twelfth century)

use the expression Ratna4raya to indicate a Buddliist establishment. This
is probably because the images of Buddha, Dharma and Sangha came to be
worshipped in later Buddhist monasteries. But the three Eatnas of the

Buddhists are known to have been represented in human form. When
represented in art, the four-armed Dharma usually shows the anjali against

the breast by one pair of hands and carries the rosary and double-lotus in

the other (cf. Bhattacharya, op, cii,, Plate III). We know that the
Mah«aymist8 placed Dharma instead of Buddha in the first place amongst
the Eatnas (ib, p, xv). It is also known that the Dhyani-Buddha is the
first kdya or body of the Buddhist trinity called Trikdya and that he is the
Dhamui-kdya or the inner intelligence of the body of the Buddha. This
Dharma-kdya is identified by some Buddhist sects with Dharma of the
Buddhist Tri-rcUna (A. (Jetty, op, cit., p. 28). Buddhist scriptures represent

Adi-Dharma as a goddess who reveal^ herself from the centre of a triangle

and produced Buddha, Dharma and Sangha from its three sides. The
Dharma that was produced from its second side is the wife of the Buddha,
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produced from the first side, and is the mother of the other Buddhas (<5.,

p. 197). But these conceptions had apparently little to do with the tortoise

form of Dharma Thakur whose name, however, connects him with the

Buddhist Batna, In Brahmanical mythology, Dharma is sometimes a
separate deity (justice or virtue personified as a buU, dog or dove and identi-

fied with Vi§nu or Prajapati) and sometimes another name of Yama and of
Yudhi?thira.i No representation of the independent deity called Dharma
is known. The figure ofYama (or Yudhi^thira) as conceived by Brahmanical
literature and represented in art has likewise nothing to do with a tortoise.

The conception of the tortoise and other non-human incarnations of Visnu ^

was no doubt based partly on the ancient worship of the tortoise and other

animals amongst totemistic inhabitants of India and partly on local adoration

of mysterious animals such as that of Dakf^inaraya, the tiger divinity of the

Sundarbans, at the present time in Bengal. I have heard tales about the

helpfulness of mysterious fish (usually of the class known as ^ol and Gajdr

in Central Bengal) living in the waters of particular Bits (lakes). The story

is always the same. People used to get whatever they wanted from the

strange inhabitant of the waters; but its favour was discontinued as a
result of the dishonesty exhibited by one of the recipients of favours. It

seems that an old tortoise ivorship in ancient Bengal was later influenced

by both Buddhism and Vaisnavism. Its association with Vaisnavism can
easily be traced through the conception of the tortoise incarnation of Visnu.

But its origin in Buddhism is rather diflicult to trace excepting its association

with one of the Buddhist Tri-ratna by name. Both Sen and Chattopadhyay
think that the Buddhist conception of the Void ‘may indicate the influence

of the Dharma cult on Tantric Buddhism* and tliis view seems to be
supported by the importance of the Void in the religious and philosophical

beliefs of the Austric-speaking people of Polynesia. But even admitting the

influence of Buddhism on the Dharma cult, there is no reason to believe

that the worship of Dharma in the shape of a tortoise originated with the
Buddhists. 8 The name Dharma appUed to the deity, is regarded by Prof.

Suniti Kumar Chatterji as derived from some Austric word meaning ‘ tortoise
*

and sounding like daram (cf. Sen and Mandal, op. ciU, p. xv).

Dharma Thakur is usually identified with Vi§nu, but in many cases

also with Siva (cf. Sen and Mandal, op. ciY., p. xiv). It is interesting to

note that the form of Pat Thakur, worshipped in the Faridpur region of
Central Bengal as identical with 6iva, has actually both 6aiva and Vaii?iiava

characteristics. It is made of Nimba or Bilva wood roughly in the shape
of an alligator and has the emblems of the bull and the trident, associated

with 6iva, as well as the conch, discus, club and lotus symbols of Vi^nu

,

1 Yu<fiii9thira is worshipjK'd in the Madras Presidency as Dhannar&ja. This
Dhannaraja cult of South India seems to be related to the Dharma Thakur worship
of Bengal; but it does not explain the tortoise form ofDharma. For the Dliaimaraja
cult of South India, see Chattopadhyay, Zoc. cU,, pp. 129*30.

2 The tortoise incarnation was originally ascribed to PrajSpati (cf. Shtapatha
BrdhmaisM, VII. 5, 1, 6-6), but was later attributed to Vi^nu.

8 Some writers have associated the Dharma-kam ceremony, prevalent among
the Chakmas who are a Buddhist tribal people of the Chittagong region of Bast
Bengal, with the cult of Dharma ThSJcur. Cf. Madhav Chandra Ch&toa Master,
Chakmd Jdtir Jtihdaap p, 64; Satis Chandra Ghosh, Ohdhmd Jdti, p. 200. But
Dh/rnna-kdm of the ChSkmft Buddhists is actually nothing but a ceremonial worship
of the Buddha, the name of Dharma being conspicuous by its absence from the
mantraa employed in the ceremony. The expression dharma-kam is a corruption of
Sanskrit dharma-harman meaning a religious rite. The Chfikma ceremony is so celled
because it is the religious rite par excellence amongst the Chakm& Buddhists.
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A text of a work on the procedure of Pat Thakur’s worship, copied by me,
also supports this. Cf. the section called which runs:

Achambite jata ndrikn Padupati,
Bija pariyd Bel-vfksa Nimer utpatti.

Qord kdtiyd dgd Jcdtiyd madhye diUn cheo,

MdjhJchdne bdndilen Pdt-bdp bhdo,

VUvakarmd dilen Pat nirmdn kariyd,

&ank1ui cakra gadd padma cdri mvdrd diyd,

OdriUn triiula gotd hdtd tin sdri,

&ukla-vastra diyd mord Pdt~vdn ghiri.

Kahen o to satya-guru Mahederi var^

PdUvdTi dvddha J^rilen prabhu Bhold-Mahedvar,

Sen and Mandal {op, cit., p. xiii ff.) suggest that the cult of the Vedic
and Iranian Sun-god, Vedic Vanina, the war-god of such peoples as the

Doms and Chandals, and several other deities, mostly non-Aryan, contributed

to the growth and development of the Dharma Thakur cult. As to the

solar origin of Dharma Thakur, Dr. Sen observes, ‘Dharma is the Sun-god.

The tortoise {Kurma, Kadyapa) as the symbol or emblem of the (rising?)

sun is probably a non-Aryan concept. But the identity of the tortoise with
the sun appears early in Indo-Aryan rehgion, at least as early as the

&atapatha Brdhmaxia (VII, 5, 15). As an Aryan god, the sun moves in a
chariot. So does Dharma. As a matter of fact ,

the ceremony of Rathayatra
was originally concerned with Dharma. Like the Sun-god, Dharma cures

incurable diseases like leucoderma. The Sun-god has a bird as liis vdhana
and the god of death (Yama) as his son. Dharma’s direct creation Vluka
(owl) combines the two personalities. The monkey cult was originally

associated with sun worship. In the cult of Dharma, Hanuman is his

factotum. ' Chattopadhj^ay lays greater stress on Dharma's relation with
Vedic Varuna and the latter's association wth the sun. He also points to

Dharma Pennu, the creator god of the Khonds, and to Dharma regarded

as a great god by the Santals. In Brahmanical mythology, Dharma is the
name of a son (Yama) and an attendant of the Sun-god.

The antiquity of the cult of Dharma Thakur in Bengal is definitely

established by the present inscriptions. The tortoise-shaped deity was no
doubt called Dharma as early as the tenth or eleventh century. But when
precisely this Sanskritic name came to be apphed to the tortoise deity for

the first time cannot be determined.
There is thus absolutely no reason to believe that the present inscrip-

tions are mantras or charms for Abhicdra or Mdrana, as suggested

by Dr. Bhattasali. Had they been so, it may further be pointed out, they
would have certainly contained certain mystic bljdk^aras, such as Arim, etc.,

which abound in such mantras noticed in Tantric works both Brahmanical
and Buddhistic,

I give below my reading and translation of the inscriptions discussed

above.

No. 1

Text

1. [Siddham 11 svasti-ni*4reya8ay=astu Jino jananam^
||

2. [Siddham
\\

na®

1 Expres^d by symbol. 2 The akmra ni is engraved above the line.

® Read jandndm, a Exproneed by symbol.
® Appa-rently tlie engraver was beginning namo bhagavate Vdsudevdya. One of the

causes of his giving up engraving on this shell has been suggested above. Another
cause may be that ho became coxiscious of the omission of the wordW before namo.
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Translation

[Let there be success.] May the Jina be for the prosperity and salvation

of the people.

[Let there be success.] (Incomplete.)

No. 2

1. [Siddham]! M 2 namo bhagavate Vasudevaya
[

namo Buddhaya
||

2. svasti-ni^royasay—astu Jino jananam®
||
^ri

3. ma^ namo bhagavate®
4. Manarhrasarmma® -karita^ -Dhamma®

||

®

5. namo bhagavate Vasudevaya^®

Translation

[Let there be success.] ^rl. Adoration to the most worshipful Vasu-
deva. Adoration to the Buddha. May the Jina (Buddha) be for the pros-

perity and salvation of the people. I§rl. Adoration to the most worshipful

one. [This is an image of] Lharma caused to be made by Manamra.4arman,
i^rL Adoration to the most worshipful Vasudeva.

^ Expressed by symbol.
2 The ak^ra iri is ineist'd above tlie line with the indication 2 probably pointing

to the necessity of its insertion in lino 1. It seems that liore stands as a substitute
for the Pra^iova.

® Head Jandndfn

.

^ This alcsara is superfluous.
* It is diflic\alt to detenninc why the (‘ngraver did not complete the line by the

addition of tho word Vasudevaya, It is not impossible to conj<‘cture tliat his intention
was to engrave in tliis line tho matter of the next line. It should, however, be admitted
tliat the epithet Bfuigavat is oftfm used in inscriptions to signify Visnu without spec ifying

any of tho god’s names. But tho absence of dandas may point to tlio incomplete
nature of the line, although the expected dand<w ar(‘ absent also at the end of the
following line where, however, tho record ends. Under tl»e circumstances one may
suggest hhoffavate

|1
or bhagavate Vasudevaya

({

® Read sarmma^. Tho reading of the name may b(? Manv^hra"^

,

7 Read kdrita,
* Read Dharmmah. The V'/>argra*like sign after tho word sc^rms to be a part of

tho stop as it i.s found after "'devdya and Buddhaya in lino 1 and jandndm in lin(» 2.

Note that it is absent after ^devdya in line 5 which does not end with tho .sign for stop.
» ReadW^
Read ^devdya ||.
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R. D. Banerji was first to draw the attention of scholars to the names
of the planets inscribed above each of them on the door of the sanctum of

the Parat^uramesvara temj)le. M. M. Ganguli did not notice them, but on
the consideration of some resemblance wliich this temple bears with the
temples of Durga and Huchchimalligiidi at Aihole in the district of Bijapur,
Bombay Provinces, he has assigned the Parasuramesvara to the fifth or

sixth eentury A.DA The date fixed by him is based upon an inscription of
Pulakesin II in the Saka year 550 corresponding to fi34 A.D. on the temple
of Mogul i at Aihole, which has been taken later than both the Durga and
Huchchirnalligudi because of its advanced architectural features. It has
been further supposed by Ganguli that the Orissan art of temple building
was transplanted in the Deccan as early as the fifth century A.D. at the
latest, which jiroducod the predecessors of the Meguti at Aihole. The
wdiole train of his arguments is, however, based on the hy])othesis that

Orissa was concpiered by Samudragu])ta and the Orissan architecture was
influenced by th<* northern style during the Gupta period. This hy])othesis

together with tlu* f act that the d(‘finite and stereotyjied syvstein of techniques
followed in the Orissan architecture presupposes a long evolution, led him
to conclude that ‘the Orissan style of temple building w^as much developed
in the beginning of the Christian era or even before that '.2 The conclusion

has been taken to be totally wrong by R. D. Banerji who points out that
accoixiing to i]w jialaeography of the inscriptions on its door, the Parasu-
ramesvara, ‘the oldest temjile in Orissa’ cannot be earlier than the eighth

e(*nturv A.D. and ttiat there is no temple in Northern, Central or Bouthern
Orissa which can be earlier than the Parasuramesvara in date. According
to him t here is thus a gap of at least eight hundred years between the latest

Jain caves of the earlier group at Udayagiri or Khandagiri, w hich do not
provide any semblance of temple architecture, and the earliest know n temjile

in Orissa, namely the Parasurame.4vara.3
Now% it is w^orth while quoting a few' lines from R. D. Banerji s History

of Orissa which contain his remarks about the palaeography of these
insert] )tions, which has provided the basis of the date given to the
Para6urS»me4vara, a date which has since then been accepted and followed by
the scholars even in the latest works.^ Criticising M. M. Ganguli, he says

‘Unfortunately for Mr. Ganguli there is a class of evidence which no amount
of artistic argument can shake. The Navagraha slab over the antardla in the
Para6urame6vara temple is inscribed with the names of the planets and in

these inscriptions a class of ])alatal has been used which has not been

^ M. M. Ganguli, Orissa and Her Bemains, pp, 270 ff.
a p. 272.
a H. D. Banerji, History of Orissa, Vol. II, p. 240.
* Percy Brown, Indian Architecture, pp, 118-9.

( 109 )
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found anywhere in Northern and Southern India before the eighth century
A.D. This form of palatal 6a is used for the first time in the PSla inscrip-

tions of the ninth century A.D. In this form, the hook or arc, which forms
the proper left limb of the letter, is not joined to the proper right limb,
which is a straight line. It is, therefore, impossible to assign the building
of the Para^uramej^vara to any date before the eighth century and that in

the later decades of that century.’ i Evidently Banerji had not taken the
impressions of these inscriptions nor examined them closely before he
passed his remarks on their })alaeography which has formed the sole basis

of the chronology of all the earlier temples at Bhubane6var. The facsimiles

of the inscriptions reproduced, will show that the hooks or arcs which form
the proper left limbs of the two palatal i^as in them are certainly joined to
their proper right limbs which are straight lines. His mistake in this

respect seems to have arisen from the fact that in the dark corner of the

Jagamohana, he took the dental Sa of the word Sani^cchara to be a palatal

and attributed to it the peculiarities of a Pala palatal /6a. It is, however,
a mistake of the scribe. There is more than one mistake in these few
names, viz. Adyatya for Aditya, Brihaspati for Brhaspati and Sanis^chchara

for 6ani.4chara. That Banerji (lid not examine the inscriptions properly is

also evident from the fact that he calls the slab containing the planets to be
the Navagraha slab, although the number of the inscribed names is only
eight, and among the planets there is no image of Ketu which is also con-

spicuous by its absence in all the early temples of Bhubanei^vara, containing

similar planet slabs.

We shall now try to prove the real age of these inscriptions. The
reprodiictions will show that the letters in their totality can neither

belong to the sixth centur}^ nor to the eighth or ninth century. They
straight way point to the main development of the Eastern Alphabet in the
first quarter of the seventh century A.D., of which the copperjdate inscrip-

tion of Madhavaraja II of Kahgoda (Ganjam district), the vassal of the

King 6a.4anka of Gauda, provides us with the typical specimens.^ On a
reference to the latest palaeographical chart prepared by Mr. C.

6ivaramamurti, Superintenclent of the Archaeological Section of the Indian
Museum, Calcutta, it will be seen that the form of palatal 6a on which
R. J). Banerji lays so much stress, cannot in any way tally with the same
letter of the Pala Period, although it can go back to the sixth or even
the fifth century. But the form ofKa with a loop forming its proper left limb
that we find in these inscriptions, cannot possibly go back to the sixth

century when it was formed of two lines, of which the upper one in the
horizontal position had become curve. The letters na, sa and ra can in no
way belong to the Pala Period, although they can go back to the sixth

century. To avoid all possibility ofan early dating, it will, therefore, be best

to assign them to the time of the copperplate inscription of Madhavaraja II,

which is dated in 300 years of the Gupta Era corresponding to 620 A.D.,

and this should be taken to be the date of the Para^urameivara temple.

There is another temple at Bhubanefivara which bears similar inscrip-

tions on a planet slab, that support the date given by us to the Para^u-
rame^vara. It is one of the three ruined temples standing in a row in close

vicinity of the Ramefivara temple, half-way between the railway station

and the Lingaraja .temple. This ruined temple standing on the northern
extremity of the row, has been given the name of 6atrughne^vara in Percy
Brown’s Indian Architecture^^ a name which we adopt here for the sake of

^ History of Orissa^ Vol. IT, pp. 338-39.
2 jE7p. Jnd., Vol. VI, pp. 143-46. » p. 119.
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convenience. The temple of 6atrughne§vara is now only a mass of rubbles
with no sculptures and not even the lintel of its door frame left, but still it

preserves some evidence which enables us to give it an approximate date.

All writers on the Bhubanedvara monuments have failed to notice the
inscriptions similar to those on the Paradurame^vara, on the eave of its

southern niche containing the images of eight planets. The planet slab is

now half buried in debris and a jungle has grown round it. Of the eight

inscribed names, only those of Soma, Buddlia, Brhaspati and Sukra have
been fully preserved and the remaining ones have broken off. It would have
been possible to fully compare these inscriptions with those of the
Para^uramesvara, had they aU survived. Nevertheless, the palaeographical

indications are that they are a little earlier than those of the Para^u-
rame^vara. Va shows a triangular shape and jna, ka and ha have more
archaic forms. But that they are not far removed from the Paraf^urame^vara
inscriptions is proved by the occurrence of the same form of ka which has a
loop as its })roper left limb. The temple of ^atrughne^vara should, therefore,

be assigned to the beginning of the seventh or the closing of the sixth century.

Various dates have been given by the scholars to the group of three

temples of which 6atrughne6vara is one. Percy Brown puts them at the

end of the temples assigned by him to c. 750 to 900, thus suggesting that

they belonged to the ninth century. i M. M. Ganguli takes them to be the
temples constructed by Harivarmadeva of Bengal belonging to the first

quarter of the eleventh century.^ On consideration of their architectural

peculiarities, R. D. Bancrji assigns them to the ninth century. The view of

the last-named scholar deserves more than a passing notice, because he takes

the absence of the porch or mukhaidUi in these three temples and some other

temples ofBhubane^vara,Baudh andBdiiehing in Mayurbhanj
,
to be a definite

feature and groups them under a separate class on the ground of such a
feature. He has assigned this class of temples grouped on this supposed
peculiarity to the ninth century, because there is an art sequence between the

Lingaraja temple and the great temple at Khiching as shown by R. P. Chanda
and the former possessing a mukhaldla or porch is generally placed at the end
of the tenth century. The whole train of arguments adduced by Banerji is

neither clear nor based on actual observations.**^ In the first place, the three

temples at Khiching share the peculiarity of not possessing a porch with all

the temples of the south-west Bengal as he himself points out, and as such
it should be taken as a local architectural feature not extending to a class of

temples in Orissa as a whole. In the second place, in the three temples at

Baudh, as Banerji puts it, the place of the Jagamohana is taken by a very
small Antardla or porch supported by two pillars in front and two pilasters.

Such a type of porch should, therefore, be taken to be the local architectural

feature of the Baudh temples, which is not found to have extended to the

temples either at Khiching or Bhubanedvara. In the third place, there is

not a class of temples at Bhubanedvara, assignable to a particular period,

which are marked by the peculiarity of not possessing a porch. Of the
temples almost contemporary, some are found to have possessed porches

and others have none. In the fourth place, so far as these three ruined

temples are concerned, it is definite that the Satrughnei^vara which bears the

inscriptions under discussion, did possess a porch or Jagamohana, the
rectangular plinth of which is still visible.

It may be added here that, although Banerji discusses the date of the

three temples at Baudh and assigns them to the ninth century,^ his

^ p. 119. * Orisaa and Her Remaina, pp. 391-92.
» Hiatary of Orissa, Vol. II, pp. 353-366. /Wrf,
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posthumous work, History of Orissa, Vol. II, contains a photograph of one
of these temples between pp. 192-93, which has Relabel ‘One of the
Chaturvyuha Siva Temples (Tantrik) fourth century at Baudh Evidently,
fourth century is a misprint for ninth century, but it still creates an
impression that there existed in the Orissa of the fourth century, a temple
with a full-fledged which has come down to us almost quite intact, an
impression which is not compatible with the evolution of temple architecture
in India nor with the durability of a temple structure. The word Tantrik
inserted within the brackets indicates that Banerji intended to make the
date ninth century, but not fourth century, for, a scholar of his erudition
could not have made the mistake of tracing a Tantrik temple back to the
fourth century A.D.

There is still another source which supj)orts the dates given to the
temples of Satruglinesvara and Parasuramesvara. It is a tradition recorded
in four Sanskrit works, viz. Ekamra Purana, Svaninadri Mahodaya,
Ekamra Chandrika and Kapila-Samhita, which

,,profess to deal with the
origin of the temples, rituals, festivals and the allied matters connected
with the Saiva shrine at Bhubaneavara. The first of these works, Ekamra
Purana, is the oldest and most comprehensive. It has been quoted both by
M. M. Ganguli i and R. 1). Banerji, but they seem to have been very
imperfectly acquainted with its contents, or else the}^ would not have missed
certain definite references so imxiortant for the history of Bhubaneavara.
Kapila Samhita has also been quoted by M. M. Ganguli from a MS. co])y of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal^ Some twenty years ago, Pandit Ratnakara
Gargabatu of Bhubaneavara, who still hvesas an octogenarian, first published
them in Oriya from the palm-h^af manuscripts. The date of these works
cannot be earlier than the thirteenth century, because, all of them
mention the temple of Ananta-Vasudeva 3 which was built in Saka 1200
(1278 A.D.).^ The tradition recorded in all these works credits Sasahka
with the building of the first temple in the shrine now represenU'd by the
great temple of Liiigaraja. Sasanka, as is well known, lived and ruled in

the first part of the seventh century to which wo have assigned the temples
of Satruglinesvara and Parasuramesvara on palaeographical grounds. As
in all Puranas, the tradition has been put in the form of a ])ro|>hecy, but
that it contains the

^
germs of historical truth, admits of little doubt on

close examination. Sasanka lias been referred to in thesis works some-
times as Chandra or Chandrama and sometimes by name as 6af^anka and in

one case he has b(‘en represented as the lord of a jiortion of the earth
extending up to Kalinga. The last-named reference leaves little room for

doubt that Chandra, Chandrama or Sasanka of the tradition can be any other
person than ^a.^ahka, the King of Gauda, who was the overlord of Kaiigoda

,

a part of Kalinga, as is evidenced by the copjier-plate grant of
Madhavaraja II of the bailedbhava Dynasty.® In view of their importance

,

I quote below the translations of the texts containing the tradition, the
Sanskrit originals of which with their contexts have been given in the
Appendix.

The Chapter 13 of the Ekamra Purana gives a conversation between
Siva and Brahma in the Satya Age, in which the latter expresses his desire to

1 OriJisa and Her Eemaina, p. 333. * Ibid,, p. 397.
« It has subsequently been proved that ChandrS, Devi, daughter of Anahgabhima

Deva, was the real builder of this temple and that her inscription, now prei^rvod in
the hall of the Koyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, London, was its

original commemorative inscription (Above, Vol. XIII, Now Series, p, 63 fl.).

^ R. D. Banerji, History of Orissa, Vol. I, p. 267.
Ep. Ind„ Vol. VI, pp. 143-46.
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‘ build a temple for the former, but 6iva chooses to remain in an open ground
and says :

—

‘With the coming of the Kali Age, Chandra will go to the earth and
having become the lord of men (the King), he will worship the liiigam.’

‘lie, who is of good determination, will cause a beautiful, white and
purifying stone temple to be erected and a great worship performed/

‘He who is famous, well-knovn, and engaged in daily worship of Siva,
will establish this lihgam of Tribhuvanesvara in accordance with my
command/

‘0 Brahman, you know me to bo this stone lihgam that can neither bo
seen nor touched/

‘ Sasahka with his heart attached to 6iva, will be infinitely intelligent and
will worship with diligence all the liiWams that exist in the earth/

‘0 Viviidhesvara (Brahma), (Sasahka’s) work (kirtti) will endure
(lit. remain unhurt) in this world. O Pitamaha, it is difficult (for you) to do
(i.c. to construct a temple for me); (so) your efforts are useless.’

In the Cha]>ter 48 of the same work, Siva in course of his conversation

with the Bfilakhilyas speaks as follows:

—

‘When one quarter of the Kali Age has passed away, Chandrama will go
to the earth.’

‘My devotee Sas^fiiika, the lord of the earth, with his mind fixed in none
(except in me), will rule a ijortion of the earth extending up to Kalinga.’

‘According to my command, he will construct a massive and beautiful

temple, hearing the voice of the gods. O the best of ascetics, you have (now)
heard (this all) well.’

Again in the Chapter 50 of the same Ekiimra Purana, we find a reference

to ^asanka. Rama, son ol' Dasaratha of Ayodhya, (lesirous of building a
temple for >^iva, wanted to tix up a site in Ekamra. Vasishtha to acquaint
him witli the situation speaks as follow's :

—

‘0 king, the past tradition is that Sasanka will cause it to be done.’

*8o, O the best of the kings, construct a temple elsewhere.’

‘When the high-souled Vasishtha was speaking this, an invisible voice

descend('d from the sky (which spoke thus).'
‘ 0 Rama, the long-armed llama, the increaser of the pleasure of the gods

and the ex[)ert in the knowiedge of the worship of l^iva, please hear my best

words. Chandrama dropped down from (my) crown will not soon go to the

earth.’

In the Chapter 14 of the Svarnnadri Mahodaya, when Brahma expresses

his desire to build a temple for 6iva, the latter directs the former to build it

at a site now represented by the Brahraesvara temple but reserves his own
site (the site of Tribhuvanc6vara) and speaks as follows :

—

‘It will not be done by your hand; in the Kali Age Chandra wffl do it.’

In the chapter 9 of the Ekamra Chandrika, the same tradition is recorded

as follows :

—

‘Do not build the temple here
;
in the Kali Ago Chandra wiU do it.’

In the Chapter 16 the Kapila Samhita also, the lord Tribhuvane^vara is

found to have made the same refusal to Himavat, the king of the

mountains :

—

‘Why have you asked for a thing which was not available to the gods

such as Brahma, Vishnu, Indra, Yama and Varui?a ? The temple (of mine)

is impossible to be constructed; in the Kali Age Chandra will do it/

It wiU be seen from the quotations given above that the tradition about

6ai§ahka having built the first temple in the shrine of Tribhuvane^vara is
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persistent in all the four Sanskrit works dealing with the subjects connected
with Bhubane^vara. These are the only friendly references that we ever
find to have been made to Sa^ahka in any records so far discovered. His
character has been painted black in all other records that have emanated
from his political rivals, or their friends and supporters or from the sources

of the Buddhists who regarded him as an enemy of their religion. If these
traditions have any value, they show that stone temples existed at

BhubaneSvara during the age of Sa^nka. The evidences furnished by the
palaeography of the inscriptions and the traditions thus support each other
and as such the dates assigned to the temples of iSatrughne^vara and
Para^urame^vara, on the strength of both, should be taken as conclusive.

It is not, however, concluded that either of these two temples was built by
Sa^nka. All traditions credit him with the building of a temple in the
shrine of Tribhuvanesvara or Lingaraja. The present temple of Lingaraja
and also the other temples in its compound are much later structures and it is

impossible to assign any of them to the time of ^asanka. On another
occasion we shall try to trace out the plausible archaeological remains of
Sa^nka’s temple and shall discuss the part played by him in the great

6aiva shrine of Bhubane6vara.
The text of the inscriptions on the Para^urame^vara temple :

—

1. Adyatya. 2. Soma. 3. Anigaraka. 4. Budha. 5. Brihaspati.

6. Sukra. 7. 6ani4chchara. 8. Rahu.

Note ,—The mistakes in the inscriptions have already been pointed out.

The word Sani^chchara probably represents the phonetic peculiarity of the
age of the inscriptions. The present Oriya })ronunciation is 6ani but not
saiii.

The text of the inscriptions on the ^atrughnefivara temple:

1. Soma. 2. Buddha, 3. Brhaspati. 4. 6ukra.

APPENDIX*

Quotaiion No, I

From Chapter 13 of the Ekainra Purapa, pp. 101-2

srpafs wftr n

gi?[*gTfwT<i aw i

- -g- •'* — ^

WKiatfaa i

ww inww! i

amt 5 ftnfarwiTfmwiT |

Texts have been reproduced as they occur in the originals without any
corrections in respect of obvious grammatical mistakes.

* Bead
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^rrgs ftm i

w^TTpn?ft ^f^5jT ilvip^TJBcna^ ^
I

Wi *<g ai| 8> i «it^^M4n<mrd fmai^ t

H%?T! I

WPcrK ^^ ?rsiT i

ftnnr^^ 55^r*r«ra: i

fw3T n

fOTT-'^ ^rnrrfd r

Tinit^snsnirwft ftprnwsR! i

qf^9it ^TTf*r I^Tfn ^rnf^roniraf^s r

firamT R

Quotation No, 2

From Chapter 48 of the Ekamra Pura^a, pp. 364-5

WTWW ntniTW I

’Rif^ W’f’RPT! R

RirdTStT’T VfWRIPrRllUE^ R

^T % ^fdggicn: R

'ff>nlwit »rf%dR5 «t ?[T 1

qtfw? ^ I

mg^ wft «Kf«RrwTTs r

ni^ »ri ^^5

1

Oflflwijfisir wr'Hi^giH^OSd! r

’Will im wiW xn^Tggi!Rf^d?3[ 1

grsTRwnnTrg ^ rtti ’j^n r

^flirnr sn»u*n»iw 1

trpR^ «itftrfani^ WlNu* r

> Bead f^'Jt
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Wot ^nSTT^ I

wiwwT ^ <n«fqg<ii 5Tm« i

^reti 5 tnrrarOT i5**wnnT6J i

»rmw4 fhfi:^sq% i

Quotation No. 3

From Chax)ter 50 of the Ekamra Purana, pp. 384-5

irfsre ^ ^mcpTT»[ i

inf^^ TJ^IlRWT^ <i’gH<g^rdqTVl^(^ g

OTT I

T^ST^irsni aif^* g

^^’sr 51^ nTWTwr^'w^fn ^ i

VA

5r^«T! wc?ft TIWltTO»n^ I

3IW WRIT I

^r«iT fuse’s! g

wftnaT *(^Miqn s w thfr ^pNnns i

W^^T^4»Ti ^atiRf yRa^f^gra^ g

wiit WTSTT^i giwifiroa trt i

iTCT ?:tw wt’it* g

<HH>‘^*Tr<T TrrvfiT wi^T^m^r gp5 i

Tnrrwm* g

i«fl^m»iif^|?iT ^nrfit JnntT^jfrrfTWf i

TUff i:m wiWTft iJifimj»r g

^i»AmnqwTg[ % t|i:4w i

^rft iTPsifiT »rTf6>:iq g

3B

1 Read W
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5!^5iTnir irrer^ i

»Twnft I

jtnnr ^ i

TjPn?rs stftnrgw ^?T*9fwra i

?:wt 'BnwB'faprs i

« ^8 W !T^ ^ I

^ ^sftwrfiT I

wgct ’sit’ireif^riSt^^ I

3PWR««I OT I

If# ^ itpjfjft I

#

Quotation No, 4

From Chapter 14 of the Svarnnaclri Mahodaya, pp, 66-7

^ % 8E|% I

TlWt’Sf^ f[rrf*TKniT'»R ^JIclRt I

9’n^ I

w^rsniT ^ttRMjrnr i

t*wr«ftranr»^ l

ftinwcwTat i

^ 5^8 I

jdJ^nra’T f^«i*ir»i]f<<iw i

Quotation No. 5

From Chapter 9 of the Ek&mra ChandrikS, p. 71

m tftW 1»^« I

i»m ^ ^8 8ificiflfir i

irtiRjan^ |Pi jjwt I
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Quotation No. 6

From Chapter 16 of the Kapila SaihhitS, p. 78

•<» I

N» Os

^(rasW^ i

^ vrirum ?«TfN fwirgvnm i

9?ft '5iT3ra^ ^nft»TBT I

fsff asii«B« H

vr htbY iftfii f^icrtsfq % I

?niw?n 9rf^ ««wgTTjf fr ^j|% g

«rf»iT BwrNTftr % i

BrnstTiTB ’Sl4jf<rl B5B*1IT 5Rfii g

fh^'njTB t i

f^ iBBT mffBN ftr^ g

iPBpiDT uitB Bllisr -n I

TirerT’?^ 'fTBroitsN g

?T^ ftilf I

'tf vimi ^d g
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Dr. H. P, ^astri worked hard and long on the manuscript (No. 3682 of

the India Government collection)^ containing a large fragment of the

Sanskrit Gazetteer DeMvalivivrti and emaller fragments of PdT^vadigvijaya
and Bhavi^apurdna. It took him (and his assistants) ‘ nearly a month ’ to

describe {J,A,8.B,, Feb. 1914, p. xxii) and the long descriptive note was
published in 1923 {Des. Cat, of Sam. MSS,, Vol. IV, pp. 3^62), Though
he was fully aware that ‘there are bigger fragments’ of these works in the

MS. collection of the Sanskrit College, Calcutta {ibid., Introd., p. iii), he

evidently regarded the works to be of such great importance that he worked
with alacrity even on the smaller and more modern copy of the Society.

Recently the DeSdvalivivrti has been more thoroughly and critically analyzed

by Dr. R. C. Majumdar {Sdhitya-Parisat Patrikd, Vol. 66, pp. 1~20) on the

basis of the Society’s copy and he learnt on enquiry from a former i^incipal

of the Sanskrit College, Calcutta, that no copy of the work can be traced

in the MS. collection of the College !! As a matter of fact there were at

least four large fragments of this book in that collection, as described in the

Des. Cat. of Sanskrit MSS. in the Library of the Calcutta Sanskrit College

(Vol. VI, pp. 43-48 and 66—Kavya MSS. Nos. 69-71 and 78), the total

number of folios being well over 1,000. After a long and tedious search we
succeeded in tracing and examining two fragments of the work in the

Sanskrit CoUego Library.^ As we are specially interested in the history of

Tippera, the following extracts are published from MS. No. 87 ;
this portion

is not found in the Society’s copy.

^ t I

ii»rDrt fPT ffitmt g

^rapThr •tnuTK t i

xnwiT I

t%fwT ^ wa ftfroj; 1

* Of the four fragments of the DtMvalivifffti, very imperfectly described in the

Des. Cat*, hardly one'Siird is now traceable in the Library. The rest must hove been

stolen, by uneorupulous men under a false sense about the value of the work.

( 119 )
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« ^nn -n^ twr^ jra« n

He

t%^»rT»qt 'V “ ^RWRETf* ” I

urat f¥ t

?nr g »TTr«ra*[ftr i

*

fr wr 1

1

He He He He

via^m^n irf^ g i

^3?[ “ wTJT*T ^>%5iT I

^TTCRiNrfiTs I

He He He He

Xf?T
ci\

The account of Tippera is found in three folios (70~2, also marked
11-3), the last part of the colophon continuing in the first line of the next
folio (73a = 14a). We refer to this account as a typical instance of the
most unreliable character of the book. ‘Agratola', the capital of the
kingdom of Tripurfi, is the Sanskritized form of the modem AgartaUl. The
older part (‘Puratana Haveli*) of the small township was first founded by
Baja Krsnamanikya (1760-83 A.D.) exactly in the year 1170 T.E.
(i.e, 1760 A.D.). So in the original Bajamala (unpublished Press Copy,
p. 334):—

(Compare 6ri-B&jam§.la, ed. by KS^lIprasanna Sena, Vol. I, p. 238.)

The place became ‘famous’ much later. Umamanikya, the supposed
founder of the new town, is absolutely unknown in the royal family of
Tripura. Indramanikya was not a son of this mythical king, nor did he
ever reside in Agartala. A son of Dharmamanikya named Udayamanikya
(the author of the book could not evidently recover his name) usurped the
throne only for a few months in 1739 A.D. (BajamS^lS^, pp. 318-9). B&jadhara
was not a descendant ofDharmamSnikya, but was the grandson of his brother

Mukundamanikya. B&jadhara had no fight with the Maghs, but only with
a distant cousin {ibid,, pp, 349-50). Eajadhara’s death has been noted by
the author ; it occurred exactly ‘on the night of 1st Maug 1210, corresponding
to 13th January, 1804 A.D.’ (Collector of Tippera’s letter, dated 7-4-1804).

Here is a clear evidence pointing to the date of coimositimi of the ugly
forgery, which successfoUy duped scholars like Dr. H. P. S&stri—^it was
never written before 1810 A.D. The temple of Kali, famous in that imgion,

was not situated at ‘Saptamfiraka* (i.e. modem Satmora), but at Srlkali
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nearby. The town of ‘Baman’ (i.e. evidently the Subdivisional plaoe
Brahmanbaria) and ‘the town of Kalikakaccha’ are not ‘two yojanas’
distant from Agartala, whatever measure the term yojana might mean.
AH the same, residents of these two places will, we doubt not, feel flattered

by the mention of these towns in a Sanskrit book preserved in MSS. This
is really the secret behind the authority achieved so long by these modem
forgeries. Almost all local historians of Bengal have attempted to ^enrich

their books, without the least suspicion, with quotations from these unpub-
lished Sanskrit books preserved in MSS. in institutions like the Calcutta
Sanskrit College and the R.A.S.B. In the colophon here as elsewhere the
clever author has not forgotten to state that his book is ‘extracted\from the
Vikramasdgara'. We should mention here that a fragment of a part
(named Bhugolanirnaya) of the original Vikramasdgara was preserved in

the Calcutta Sanskrit College—the name of the author was one Bamaki^na
Yajvan who wrote it at the request of ‘Vikramarka’ (i.e. the father of Vaijala,
the patron of Jaganmohana). We do not know if the book is stiH preserved
in that college library {vide Des. Cat., Parana part, p. 69, MS. No. 108,
foU. 13). The unreliable character of the book can be easily proved if any
other part is subjected to a critical analysis. For instance, in the chapter
on Bakla-Candradvipa, which was undoubtedly written after 1801 A.D. as

the mention of Barisal (with a fantastic derivation of its Sanskrit form
Varadala) proves, it is stated that Ramacandra was chief in 1400 iSaka and
reigned W years, his son was chief for 60 years and Udaya went to the
forest after 60 years’ rule. These round figures of date are all fantastic

nonsense ; not a single period of rule of these chiefs has yet been accurately
ascertained. There is hardly a single statement in this large book which
can be accepted as correct without verification from reliable sources.

Digvijayaprakd^a,

A similar and equally unreliable book is the Digvijayaprakd^a, otherwise

known as the Pd^Sxvavijaya or the Pandavadigvijaya, It is cited as an
example along with the ^a^karadigvijaya in the 6cAdakalpadruma under the

word ‘digvijaya*. Long extracts from it are cited in the Viivako§a (e.g.

under the word Kalikfita in Vol. Ill) and the editor regarded it as a work
of the early seventeenth century A.I). (under Kavirama, Vol. Ill, p. 349).

This book was also preserved in huge MSS. in the Calcutta Sanskrit College,

the total number of folios being weU over 3,000 (MS. Nos. 72-77, 80 and 114
in the Kftvya part of the Des. Cat.). Some of these copies, which are

very inadequately described, are now missing from the Library. The
following two extracts, which we discovered after a tedious search, wiU
indicate its professed authorship and date.

Ufa I

fttWf* ^ WWT^ I

“ ” ff I

He )|( s|e
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(Foil. 77-78 of a MS. numbered as 80-84: it now contains two separate

books, VidySpati’s Bhuparikramaiia and the Pdi^mvijaya. The
numbering seems to show that two or three large fragments of the latter

book, separately described in the catalogue, were lost, leaving this small

multi-numbered bundle as the relic of an outrage.)

TfiJERPlt froflis wm n

“ ara I

^Twf3^a:isisrai^ uaj*^ ^Tam: g

(Fol. 7286 of MS. No. 79 at the end of Nakuladigvijaya.) The date of

completion of the work has been cleverly worded; if referred to the Saka
era the date becomes 1249 6. (i.e. 1327 A.D.), ascribing a hoary antiquity

to the book, which was really comj)leted according to our surmise in 1249

Fasli (i.e. about 1840 A.D.), a little over a century ago. That it is such a

modem work will be clearly proved by the following extracts taken again

from its chapter on Tripura :

—

farp;T g

t ^ ^ *

wTT«fre xfTfiv fHr g
SI

^ ITTSRT5 ’TTinTn ^ I

XCW II g 8®

Tr»ra?:ii^ *ii»ii»ii(^Pi‘iro»is i

wT2T»tt -n jzif^ ’n g 8«

(Foil. 176-78 of MS, Nos. 80-84.) The five villages ofthe Pargana Numagar
mentioned in this extract all came into prominence early in the nineteenth
century A.D. The village Bajadharagafija was founded by B&ja^ara-
mSnikya (1785-1804 A.D.) of Tripura. The accounts that follow of these
villages are all fantastic fabrications of Pauranik legends, specially the
accoimt of the small village ^ivapura, whose inclusion in this list is really
surprising. Such legends couched in the Sanskrit language still create a
false sense of sanctity among ill-informed people of the localities. This
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book contains such fabricated and legendary accounts of thousands of
villages mostly of Bengal mentioned in Sanskritized forms with fanciful

derivations in many cases. It is surprising that these fantastic accounts
still carry weight with many of us. The account of ‘Kilakila’ (i.e. Calcutta)
has been approvingly cited in the ViAvako^a, containing stuff like :

—

Neither Harajji ( ?) Pandita nor his son Nityananda was born at Khardaha,
Besides the two works Deddvalivivfti and Pdiidavavijaya the Sanskrit
College MSS. referred to above contain extracts from several other works
like the Brahmakhanda of the Bhavi^apurdna and the Mahdkalpadrvma-
iuntra, both containing geographical matter.

It should be mentioned here that there are many duplicate copies of

parts of these two works in the Sanskrit College, which seems to have been
the place from which they were published. The Society’s manuscript is an
exact copy in a later hand of the Sanskrit College original. We are not
aware that any other copies of these two books exist anywhere else. A
copy of the Digvijayaprakd^a was in the library of late N. N. Vasu ;

it was
sold subsequently to the Varendra Research Museum where it is still pre-

served. We have no doubt that this copy also originally belonged to the
Sanskrit College, from which many parts of the two books are missing. It

is, therefore, our surmise that the real authors of these two books lived

and wrote at Calcutta and were somehow connected with the library of the
Sanskrit College, whore they placed their forgeries in huge bundles and
successfully duped scholars for over a century.

The only silver line that we could discover in the two books is the

fact that they refer to persons and localities which were famous ehrly in the

nineteenth century A.D. and many of which are now lost in oblivion partly

by the devastating progress of civilization and partly by the ravages of

malaria turning extensive tracts into lifeless forests. Such references

however garbled and fantastic revive sweet memories of the forgotten

past and may not be regarded as absolutely valueless on that account.
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I have read with interest Mr. H. K. Deb’s paper entitled * Vedic India

and the Middle East’, published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

of Bengal, Vol. XIV, 1948, pp. 121-43. Of course I am hardly convinced

with the author's arguments in favour of his identifications: Arbuda-

KMraveya=6e^anaga=6i6unaga, Asita-Dhanva=Esarhaddon, Matsya-

sammada—Mesesimordakos and Tarksya=Tearkon, as they do not appear

to me more substantial than the superficial similarity between the names

of Lanka and Lancashire or of Rama Da^arathi and the kings called Ramses

in early Egyptian history. But I am not going to comment on them in

details. What I intend to do in these lines is to draw the attention of

scholars to the highly improbable nature of the date, ‘the seventh century

B.C. *, to which king ^i^unaga of Magadha, the ninth Mar^Jola of the

Rgve^ and the ^atapatha Brdhmana have been ascribed by Mr. Deb. It

is, however, not my intention to discuss here in details the problems relating

to the dates of the Rgveda and the ^atapathu Brdhnfumjta. But it is necessary

to point out that the composition of the Rgveda is placed, even according

to the most moderate estimate, in circa 1200-800 B.C. (cf. Cambridge History

of India, Vol. I, pp. 112-13, 697). The ninth Mandala of the Rgveda,

supposed by Mr. Deb to have come into existence under the auspices of

^i^unaga and assigned to the first half of the seventh century B.C., has

thus been ascribed to a date which is more than a century later than that

of the latest sections of the work according to the most moderate

estimate. If this has to be accepted, the admittedly later sections of the

first and tenth Maridalas would have to be assigned to a still later date.

This seems to be improbable in view of the fact that even the latest

sections of the Rgveda are considered several centuries older than the age

of the Buddha (sixth-fifth century B.C.). Again, according to the same

moderate estimate the Brdhmavas were comj)osed in circa 800-600 B.C.

The J^atapatha, which is one of the earher Brdhmavtas, can har<By be

assigned to a date later than 700 B.C., although, if Mr. Deb’s theories are

accepted, this work, mentioning some Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian and

Indian kings ‘who flourished early in the seventh century B.C.’, has to be

ascribed to a date not much earlier than 660 B.C. Mr. Deb jx)ssibly does

not suggest that the author of the Satapatha Brahmav^a travelled as far as

Egypt in the west ; but the fact that no other ancient Indian work has

been proved to mention so many kings of distant countries would certainly

go against his conjectures.

While it is highly improbable to beUeve that the entire ninth Mandala

of the Rgveda and the Satapatha Brdhmana were composed after 700 B.C.,

as suggested by Mr. Deb, it is practically impossible to agree with the view

that ^ng ^iSunaga of Magadha flourished in the first half of the seventh

century B.C.

(
125 )
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There are two conflicting traditions regarding the date of ^i4un§.ga in
relation to that of the Magadhan king Bimbisara who was an older con-
temporai^’^ of the Buddha. According to one of the Puranic statements
(cf. Pargiter, The Puranic Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age^ pp. 20-21),
Bimbisara was the fifth^ng of the dynasty founded by Si^unaga, while,
according to the Ceylonese chronicles (cf. Geiger, Mahdvamsa, translation,

p. xli), Si^unaga succeeded a Magadhan king who was sixth in descent from
Bimbisjira. Roughly speaking, therefore, the above Puranic statement would
place Si^unaga about a century before Bimbisara, while the Ceylonese
chronicles place him about a centupy after the same Magadhan king. That
however the Puranic tradition about l^ii^unaga being the fifth ancestor of
Bimbisara is wrong and that the Ceylonese tradition making the former
a contemporary of the sixth descendant of the latter is right are suggested
by other traditions recorded by the Puranas themselves.

In the first place, the Puranas (cf. Pargiter, op, cif., pp. 18-21) represent

Si^imaga as having ruled after the five kings of the Pradyota dynasty of
Avanti, who together reigned for 138 years. He seems to be made a con-
temporary of the latest lYadyota king. Now the Pradyota dynasty was
founded by king Canda-Pradyota-Mahasena who was a contemporary of
king Bimbisara and his son Ajata^atru as well as of the Buddha. According
to the Majjhima-nikdya (HI, 7), Ajata^atru once fortified Rajagrha
because of his fear of an invasion of his capital by Pradyota. Thus this

Puranic tradition would place ^if^unaga about a century after Pradyota
and therefore also after the latter’s contemporaries Bimbisara and Ajata^atru
of Magadha. This also suits the story of the expansion of Magadha
under these rulers. Bimbisara conquered Anga; Ajataf^atru conquered
North Bihar and humbled the power of the Kosala king; Si^unaga
extended his power towards the west by humbling the power of the
Pradyota house of Avanti. There is another Puranic tradition (cf,

Pargiter, op. ciL, p. 21) that l^i^unaga placed his son at Varanasi
and made Giriyraja his own abode. This seems to suggest that,

at the time of Si^unaga’s accession to the Magadhan throne, Varanasi
formed a part of the kingdom of Magadha and that ^i^unaga was, prior to
his accession to the throne, the Magadhan governor of Varanasi. This
state of things was jxissible only sometime after, and not before, the age of

Bimbisara and Ajata6atru, during which the district round Varanasi, an
independent kingdom in earlier times, formed a part of the kingdom of
Kosala, and a KAdigrama, indicating a village or a group of villages in that
district, was given by the Kosala king to the Magadhan queen as her bath
money (cf. Ray Chaudhuri, Political History of Ancient India, 1938, p. 170).

Ajata^tru partially humbled the king of Kosala, who had confiscated the
KA^Igrama after Blmbisara’s death, by compelling him to give back the
village. But the annexation of the district round Varanasi to Magadha
seems to be due to one of Ajata^tru’s successors. Since therefore SWunaga
appears to have flourished in an age when Varapasi formed a part ofMagadha,
he apparently flourished considerably after Bimbisara and Ajata6atru.

The Ceylonese tradition as to 6i4unaga flourishing about a century
after Bimbisftra and Ajata^atru is supported also by other evidences.

According to a Burmese tradition which probably comes from Ceylon (cf.

Geiger, op. cit, p. xliii; Rhys Davids, Buddhist Suttas, S.B.E., XI, p. xvi),

SiSunSga’s son transferred his capital from Rajagi*ha to P&taliputra. Now
R&jag^ha was a new city built by Bimbis&ra in the suburbs of Girivraja,

the old capital of Magadha. If therefore 6idunS.ga^s son was at first living

at RS^jagi'ha, he and also his father must have flourished sometime after

the foundation of the new city by Bimbisara. Then again the city of
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Pataliputra was founded, according to the Pur&nas, by Ajata^atru's son and
successor Udayin in his fourth regnal year (cf. Pargiter, loc. cit). The
Jain PariSi§t(iparvan (cf. Geiger, loc, cit.) also says that Udayin transferred

his residence from Rajagrha to Pataliputra. This city was built on a
village called Pataligrama where, according to the Mahdvagga (cf.

Raychaudhuri, op, cit,, p, 171), Ajata^atru's ministers Sunidha and Vassakara
are known to have built a fort in order to repel an attack of the Vrjis of
North Bihar. Now, if oi^unaga’s son ruled at Pataliputra, he must have
flourished sometime after the foundation of that city by a successor of

Ajata^atru.

According to a statement in the Mdldlankdravatthu (cf. S.B.E., XI,

p. xvi), l^iSuna^ga made Vai^all his capital and from that time Rajagrha
‘lost her rank of royal city which she never afterwards recovered*. Thus
Vai^ali formed a part of the Magadhan kingdom during 6i^unaga*s rule.

But we know that, in the days of Bimbisara, Vai6ali was the capital of the

independent Vrji confederacy and that it was Ajata^atru who humbled the
power of that confederacy and annexed parts or the whole of North Bihar
to Magadha. The Magadhan king who made Vai^ali his abode must have
flourished after the Magadhan monarch who annexed VaiiSali to Magadha.
This shows therefore that ^i^unaga flourished considerably after Bimbisara
and Ajata^tru. The Buddhist tradition that the second Buddhist council

was held at Vai^ali duripg the reign of ^i.4unaga*s son also supports the
evidence of the MdWlankdravaUhu, Moreover, th^o statement that Rajagrha
lost for ever its position as a royal city during 6i^unaga*8 rule apparently
points to a date considerably later than the ago of Bimbisara and Ajata^atru,

when it was the capital of Magadha. It is clear that Udayin, son of
Ajata6atru, removed the capital from Rajagrha to Pataliputra newly built

by him; then 6i.4unaga once again made Girivraja (old city near Rajagrha)
his abode, although he later transferred his capital to Vai6ali; next
^iiunaga's son, who had probably been staying at Rajagrha as yttvardja,

removed his headquarters to Pataliputra after h^ father’s death.

The above discussions will show that the Puranic statement as to

6i6unaga flourishing about a century before Bimbisara is not only
contradicted by various Buddhist traditions but also by other statements of

the Puranas themselves. On the other hand, the Ceylonese tradition placing

6i6un5.ga about a century after Bimbisara is supported amongst others by
certain traditions recorded in the PurSnas. It is also interesting to note
that the chronology of the houses of Bimbisara, 6i§unaga, Nanda and
Candragupta, as given in the Mahdvamsa agrees with several known facts

of Indian history. According to the Mahdmmsa (cf. Geiger, op, cit,, p. xli),

BimbisHra ruled for 52 years; his son AjataSatru for 32 years; his son
Udayin for 16 years, his son Anuruddha and grandson Munda for 8 years;

Munda’s son Nagadasaka for 24 years; his amdtya oi^unaga for 24 years;

his son K&l&^oka for 28 years; his ten sons for 22 years; the nine Nandas
for 22 years; Candragupta for 24 years; his son Bindusira for 28 years;

his son A^oka for 37 years. The same work also records three important
traditions : that the Buddha died in the 8th regnal year of Ajataiatru (II,

32); that at the end of the 10th regnal year of 6i6unfi-ga’s son a century

had gone by since the Buddha’s death (IV, 8); and that 218 years had
passed from the Buddha’s death unto A4oka’s coronation. Now the most
reliable tradition about the date of Buddha’s death is 486 B.C. supplied by
the Cantonese dotted record of 489 A.D. taken from India to China by
Saflghabhadra (cf. Raychaudhuri, op, cit,, p, 184), although scholars now
usu^y accept the date 483 A.D. proposed by Meet and Geiger
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1909, pp. 1-34; Geiger, op. cit, p. xxviii).

of the Magadhan rulers is suggested.

King
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Thus the following chronology

Beign-period

(According to 486 B.C.

as date ofthe Buddha’s as date of the
death.) Buddha’s death.)

Bimbisara 646-494 B.C, 543-491 B.C.
Ajatai§atru 494-462 „ 491-459 }>

Udayin 462-446 „ 459-443
Anuruddha and Munda 446-438 „ 443-436
NSgadasaka 438-414 „ 435-411 >)

l^idunaga 414-396 „ 411-393 )»

Kfila^ka 396-368 „ 393-366 >>

Ten sons of KalaSoka 368-346 „ 365-343
Nine Nandas .

.

346-324 „ 343-321 >>

Candragupta .

.

324-300 „ 321-297 »
Bmdusara 300-272 „ 297-269 >»

Atoka 272-235 „ 269-232

The above chronology based on the Ceylonese traditions agrees remark-
ably with the following ]^own facts of history; that the last Nanda king

was on the throne of Magadha when Alexander was leading his Indian
expedition in 327-324 B.C, ; that Candragupta, a younger contemporary of
Alexander, ascended the Magadhan throne shortly after the Greek king’s

departure from India ; and that Aioka was a contemporary of Antiochus II

Theos of Syria and Western Asia (261-246 B.C.), Ptolemy II Philadelphus

of Egypt (286-247 B.C.), Magas of Cyreno {circa 285-258 B.C.), Antigonas
Gonatas of Macedonia (277-239 B.C.) and Alexander of Epirus (272—circa

255 B.C.) or of Corinth (252—circa 244 B.C.). The probable course of the

gradual expansion of Magdha, under Bimbisara, Aj4ta6atru, Si^un&ga,

Mah&padma-Nanda, Chandragupta and A^oka, from a small state in the

Patna-Gaya region of South Bihar to a gigantic empire covering the

major part of India and Afghanistan should also be borne in mind in this

connection.

To ignore all the above facts in believing that the Purapas have rightly

placed di^unaga about a century before Bimbisara is impossible in the

present state of our knowledge, especially in view of the fact that the above
Puranic statement is not supported by any evidence worth the name
excepting absolutely unwarranted conjectures.
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The B^m&yana gives a detailed account of the journey of Rama from
the city of Ayodhya, on the Sarayu, to the Citrakuta mountain where he
proposed to stay during his life of exile for 14 years. ^ From Ayodhya
he proceeded towards the south and, having crossed successively the four
rivers known as Tam^Si, Vedafiruti, Gomati and Syandika, reached the
bank of the Gahga at Spngaverapura. Of these rivers the Tamas§, or the
Eastern Tons, and the Gomati are well known, and the Syandika is

undoubtedly the modem Sai. The Veda^ruti must have been* a rivulet

flowing between the Tons and the Gumti and may be easily identified with
the Bisui river.* Rama crossed the Ganga in a boat and went to the
hermitage (d^rama) of Bharadvaja, situated at the sahgama (confluence)

of the Gahga and Yamuna.
So far the itinerary is quite clear, but then the difficulty begins. Rama

decided to fix his residence at Citrakuta mountain whose distance and
bearing from the hermitage or sangama was given by Bharadvaja.
According to his advice Rama started in the morning, crossed the Yamuna
by means of a raft, and then walked for a Icroia (i.e, about two miles) along
the bank of the river, till he arrived at a forest where he hunted animals
and roamed at leisure. Having spent the night in a small clearing on the
bank of the river, he started next morning. After walking along the
southern bank of the Yamuna towards the west for a short distance, he
turned south * and arrived at Citrakuta before dusk. The distance between
the sangama and the Citrakuta is expressly said to be 10 kroia in one place

and yojanas in another,^ both meaning about 20 miles,^ and Rama
covered it in less than two days.

Now Citrakuta is usually identified with the mountain of the same
name, in the Banda District, U.P., about 20 miles N.N.E. of Kalinjar.

Apart from the identity of name, this identification is further supported by
the fact that the river Mandakinl, which flows near modem Citrakuta,

^ Bombay Edition, Canto II, Chs. 45-66. The same itinerary, with some
additional details, is given in connection with Bbarata in Chs. B3-93. l^e subject has
been treated by Pargiter in JRAS„ 1894, pp. 231fiP., and his conclusions are radically
different from mine. This is mainly due to the fact that he has confined himself
exclusively to Corresio’s text, which is palpably faulty, and wrongly inte^reted some
of its passages. I have discussed his views in detail in an Appendix to this paper.

* As v^l be shown in the Appendix, this river was at Brst identihed by Pargiter
with the Chauk&, a tributary of the QogrA, 60 miles above AyodhyB. But later he
evidently gave it up, for he says 'that the river has not hitherto been identified’

(Eng. Tr, of Mdrkan^ya Purdpa, p. 293). I think we can easily identify it with the
Bisui river. Its geographical portion between the Tons and the Gumti, and the
eayy derivation of Bisui from Yeda6ruti (Vedsuti—^Vedsui—Vidsui—^Bisui) support
this identification.

8 II, 92, 13.
4 Mdmdyaiutf H. 64, 28; II. 92, 10. Oorresio’s text has 3 yojancut in the former

passage (Ch. 64, v. 29) but 24 yoianae in the latter (Ch. 101, v, 11). We have thus
another evidence of its unrelitmfe character.

• For Kroia and Trijana of. JRAS.. 1«K pp. 237-8. I tovo takrai the standard

maanixig of y^fema aa equivalent to 8 or 9 miles (of. Apte’s Dictionary).

( 129 )
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evidently represents the Mandakinl river which, according to RamSyapa,!
flowed to the north of Citrakuta. But then the distance of this Citrakuta
from the confluence of the Gahga and the Yamuna, i.e. Allahabad, is about
65 miles. This is nearly three times the distance which is specifically

stated in the Ramayana and indirectly corroborated by the fact that R&ma
covered it in two days.

In view of the fact that the itinerary given in the Ramayapa has
otherwise proved to be fairly accurate * we cannot lightly dismiss this

particular statement about the distance which is referred to in different

words in two different and widely separated passages. We must, therefore,

conclude that either the sangarm of the Gahga and Yamuna was much
further to the west in those days, or the identification of Citrakuta is wrong.

Let us now consider the probability of either of these. It has been
tacitly accepted that from time immemorial Allahabad has been the site

of the confluence of the Gahga and the Yamuna. There is no real ground
for this supposition, particularly as we know that in some cases the site of

such confluence has been considerably shifted within historical times.

We know, for example, that the ancient city of Pataliputra (Patna) was
situated at the confluence of the rivers Son and Gahga. But today the

Son falls into the Gahga more than twenty miles above Patna. Even the

course of the Gahga just below Allahabad shifted considerably in com-
paratively recent times. ^ The site of the confluence of the Gahga and
Yamuna also might have, therefore, been shifted from time to time. Apart
from general surmises on the analogy of other rivers, we have also some
positive evidence in support of such shifting.

Hiuen Tsang says that from Prayaga, at the junction of the Gahga
and the Yamuna, he proceeded to Kau^ambi. For this purpose he had to

go south-west, through a forest infested by wild elephants and other fierce

animals, for 500 li (about 100 miles). The same distance and direction are

also given in the ‘ Life of Hiuen Tsang,* and this is corroborated by the

further statement, in another part of the same book, ‘that the pilgrim on
leaving Prayaga, journeyed south-west through a jungle for seven days to

Kau6ambl
Now as Kosam, which represents the ancient city of Kau6ambi, is only

about 30 miles due west from Allahabad, scholars at first located KauS&mbI
somewhere in Bftghelkhand.*^ But it is now almost universally accepted

1 II. 92, 11; 95, 1. Cf. also RaghuvaMa, XIII. 48. A river Malyavatl is also

mentioned as flowing near Citrakuta in the Bombay Edition {RdmUyana, II. 56, 36),

but Gorresio’s Text (56, 33) has MandAkiixl instead. For the identiflcation of Citrakuta
cf. A3R., XXI (10-12); Xin (42-64); JRA8., 1894, p. 240. The Mandakinl stream
is a tributary of the Paisuni and flows at the distance of a mile from Citrakflta bill,

but the local Pandits give the name Mandakinl to what is now generally known as

Paisuni river (C7.F. District Gazetteer, Vol. XXI, pp. 17, 224). •
* Kama is said to have reached the Gahga from the bank of the Tamasa in a single

day and a few hours of the night in a chariot, and this is quite reasonable for a distance

of about 60 miles. Each stage of journey is indicated, and the place where Hama
spent each night is also mentioned. The distance of 20 miles between Prayaga and
Citrakuta was covered by K§ina on foot in two days. This is also quite reasonable.
Whatever we might thirdc of B&ma’s story, there is no doubt that the writer of the
passage had an accurate knowledge of the locality and tried to draw as realistic a
picture of the journey as possible.

s Beferring to the course of the Gahgft below A115h&bfid the Allahahad District

Oarntteer says: *The changes in this portion of the river are very great, and near the
mouth of the Tons, in the extreme north of Meja and at several other places, there
are old beds of the river at a considerable distance from the present channer (p. 8).

4 Watters, I. 366; Beal, I. 284; Life, 90-91

.

6 V. A. Smith in JBAS., 1898, p. 503.
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that the ruined village of Kosam actually represents the site of Kaudambl.
No one has, however, oven hinted at the logical conclusion that unless we
definitely reject, for no reason whatsoever, Hiuen Tsang’s specific statement
of the distance and direction of Kau^ambi from Prayaga, supported by the
detailed account of his journey^, we must locate the confluence of the
Ganga and the Yamuna about 70 miles further to the east by north of
Allahabad. In any case Hiuen Tsang's statement certainly opens up the
possibility that the site of the sangama or the confluence of the Ganga
and the Yamuna has shifted considerably to the west during the last

thirteen centuries, though the name Prayaga has been associated with it

all the time.^ If we bear this in mind, we shall be less inclined to reject

the testimony of the Ramayaua to the effect that the site of Prayaga-
sanganm was 30 or 40 miles to the west of Allahabad, about 1,000 years or
more before the time of Hiuen Tsang. The shifting of the bed of the Ganga
in still earlier times may be inferred from the statement in the Puraiias
that ‘when the city of Hastinapura was carried away by the Ganga, the
Kuru king Nicak^u transferred his capital to Kau^ambi As the ruins of
ancient Hastinapur lie on an old bed of the Ganga, there was a further

shifting of the bed since the time of Nicaksu.
The Ramayana itself supplies another evidence that the course of the

Ganga shifted in the region near Allahabad. 'As noted above, Rama is

said to have crossed the Gaiiga at 6rngaverapura. This place has been
identified by Cunningham with Singror or Sringiverapura, built on a very
high bluff, 22 miles to the north-west of Allahabad. Once the Ganga
flowed by this cliff and undermined its southern face. The river then
deserted the place and only a small branch now passes under Singror in the
wide channel where the old stream of the Ganga once swept along.*

But apart from this evidence about the change in the comse of the
Ganga, the identification of the ^fngaverapura with Singror throws
interesting light on the identification of Prayaga-^a%«r7?a. It appears
from the description in the Ramayana that the hermitage of Bharadvaja
at the confluence of the Ganga and the Yamuna was not very far from the
landing place on the Ganga, opposite 6|ngaverapura. As a matter of

fact it is said to be about a krosa or 2 miles, though the path lay through

1 Dr. B. C. Law tries to reconcile Hiuen Tsang’s statement with the actual fact

by suggesting that the ‘pilgrim went to the country of Kauiamb! by a round-about
way instead of going straight by a short-cut fi*om Prayaga to the city of Kau^ambr
(Kaiimmbi in Ancient Literature^ p. 7). But even if wo hold that Kau^ambl was at

the eastern extremity of the country of the same name, Hiuen Tsang could have hardly
avoided oixtering the Kau6ambl countr^^ after a journey of thirty miles or so, unless he
deliberately avoided tho border of this kingdom in order to complete useless round-
about course of about ICO miles through a ‘great forest infested with savage beasts

and wild ©lophants* extremely dangerous to travellers. Besides, no one in his senses
would have avoided a short-cut of thirty miles to the capital city, which was obviously
his main objective, and preferred to follow instead a round-about way thi'ough a wild
and dangerous forest three times that distance.

* It seems that PrayAga was the general name of the m1^gama or of the whole
region in the neighbourhood, though the city on tho sit© was known by other name.
Thus according to Harivaihda (XXVI. 49) P^ti^lliana, the capital city of Pururavas,
was also called PrayAga or was situated in the province of PrayAga. It is interesting

to not© in this connection that the PayAga is mentioned, along with the Sarasvatl,

in Majjhima*Nikiiya (I, p* 39) as one of the seven sacred rivers of India. This river

name may have something to do with the name of the sofigoma known as Prayaga.
* Dyn. Kali Age, by Pargiter, p. 6.

^ ASJR; XI. 62. But according to the Allalval^ District OatcUeer (p. 300),

‘the deep stream now again flows under the cliff which rises to a height of 100 feet

above the water.*
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dense forest, called Prayaga-vana.^ According to a verse in the Ramayana,
which occurs both in Bombay edition (Chap. 89, v. 21) and Qorresio’s text

(Chap. 97, V. 27), Prayaga-vana was just on the other side of the Qahga,
But (Sorresio’s text has another chapter, immediately following, which is

altogether wanting in the Bombay edition. V. 6 of the chapter says that
the hermitage of Bharadvaja was about a kro^a from the Prayaga-vaw-a,

but V. 18 adds that Bharata proceeded for 1^ yojana before he reached

Prayaga-vawa. This self-contradictory passage occurring in a chapter
which is altogether wanting in the other edition, and absolutely redundant
so far as the main narrative is concerned, mtist be regarded as spurious.

It may be even suspected that the passage was a later addition in order to

reconcile the actual distance of 6|nagaverapura from the confluence of the
Gaiiga and Yamuna at Allahabad.

In any case, if we accept only the passages authenticated by both the

editions, and the identification of 6ingaverapura with Singror, we must
hold that the Yamuna met the Gaiiga, almost opposite this place, i.e. at a
point about 20 miles above Allahabad. This would considerably reduce
the distance between the sangarm and Citrakuta. Further, as Rama is

said to have proceeded south after crossing the Ganga, it probably flowed

in a more southerly direction than at present before reaching the Yamuna.
If we presume that the Yamuna, too, had a more southerly course, and the

hermitage of Bharadvaja was at a short distance to the west of the con-

fluence, the actual distance between it and Citrakuta might not be widely

different from what is recorded in the Ramayana.
So far we have considered the possibility of the confluence of the

Ganga and Yamuna being situated at a distance from Allahabad. We
may now consider the other alternative, viz. the probability that there

was a Citrakuta moxmtain nearer Allahabad. As already observed, the
present Citrakuta mountain not only bears the same name, but the river

Mandakini flows near it as stated in the Ramayana. There is thus a strong

case in favour of the identification, and besides, no other moxmtain named
Citrakuta is known to us. There is, however, one detail in the account
of the Ramayaiia which throws some doubt on the identification. It is

said that on reaching Citrakuta Rama first visited the hermitage of Valmiki.^

Now, both at the beginning and at the end of the Ramayana,8 the hermitage

of Valmiki is said to be situated near the confluence of the Ganga and the

Tamasa (S. Tons).^ Can we therefore locate Citrakuta also in the same
region? This satisfies the distance as recorded in the RamEyapa, viz.

10 hroia or 20 miles, from the present confluence of the Ganga and the

Yamuna. But the Section would be all wrong. For according to the
Ramayana, Rama, after crossing the Yamunft, proceeded to the west along

the bank of this river, whereas the confluence of the Ganga and TamasS-
being to the east of the confluence of the Ganga and Yamuna, RSma could

not possibly reach it by following the course of the last named river.

1 In Ch. 89, V. 22, it is said that on arriving at Vray&ga^vana, Bharata left behind
hia troops and proceeded towards Bharadv&ja’s hemiitage. In Ob. 90, v. 1, wa are

told that the troops were stationed at a distance of one hroSa from the hermitage.
The dense forest is referred to in Ch. 64, v. 2.

» Rdm&ya/^a II. 66, 16.
» I. 2, 3; VII. 67, 3.
* Pargiter holds that the hermitage of Valmiki was on the Tamas& (£. Tons)

which Rama had crossed on his way from Ayodhyft to Prayfiga (JRA8*, 1894, 236).

But it is distinctly stated in BdmS^ai^a VII, Ch. 67, that I^kshxnapa cross^ the
Oku&gft whUa taking out Slt& to V&lmiki’s hermitage for banishment. This view is also

followed by EAlid^ in Baghuvofhsa (XIV. 62). The Tamas&, on the bank of which
V&Imiki’s hermitage stood, must therefore be the B. Tons.

4B
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Pargiter, while accepting the identification of Citrakuta with the
modern hill of that name, has tried to explain away the discrepancy between
its present distance from Allahabad and the statement in the RSmayana.
In his opinion ‘Citrakuta would be the range of hills stretching from the
river Ken to about twenty miles of AllahabSrd. Rama would strike the
eastern end of the chain, which would be, as Bharadvaja says, south with a
westerly trend from Prayaga. This distance, too, would agree with the
two-and-a-half or three yojanas mentioned by him, and suit the two days’
journey which Rama with Sita spent in traversing it. Reaching that end
they would have travelled along the chain and no doubt hermits were
scattered along it, and not collected on one single bill. In later times the
name may have become restricted to the single hill now called Chitra-kut’.^

This explanation apj)ears plausible enough, as there is a distinct and
continuous range of hills known as Vindhyachal range, with an average
elevation of about 500 ft. above the lower plateau, stretching from modem
Citrakuta up to about 20 miles ofAllahabad. But there isone important detail

which Pargiter has ignored. Bharadvaja said to Bharata that Rama was liv-

ing at a distance of about 2^ yojanas^ in Citrakuta hill, to the north of which
flows the Mandakini, and his cottage was on the other side of that river.

The three versos referring to it occur both in Bombay edition (Chap. 92,

vv. 10-12) and in Gorresio’s text (Chap. 101, w, 11-13), and may therefore

be regarded as genuine. Now the river Mandakini which flows by the
Citrakuta hill of the present day must be taken to be the Mandakini
river, and as such it must be located about 2| yojanas or 20 miles distant

from the saii^awa, though it is really 65 miles from Allahabad. Thus
Pargiter’s explanation does not really reconcile the present position of the
Ganga-Yamuna-5angffma with its distance from Rama’s hermitage on the

Citrakuta hill as recorded in RSmayana.
There is thus a strong case in favour of the view that the confluence

of the Ganga and the Yamuna has shifted both to the east as well as to the

west over a considerable distance during the historical period. There is

nothing to be surprised at this, for the rivers in the Panjab are also known
to have similarly shifted their beds and, as noted above, the confluence

of the Son and the Ganga has shifted more than 20 miles since the days
of Candragupta Maurya. If we do not accept this natural possibility, we
have to suppose that the author ofthe Ramayana, who is otherwise accurate,

made a serious mistake only on this point, and Hiuen Tsang made a

deliberately false statement. Of these different alternatives it is perhaps

wiser to accept, at least as a provisional hypothesis, that the confluence of

the GangS; and the Yamuna has shifted from time to time.

APPENDIX

The Geography of Rama's exile

In tracing R&ma’s journey from AyodhyS to the bank of the Ganga
Pargiter {JRA8., 1894, pp. 231ff.) has exclusively relied on Gorresio’s

text. It is therefore necessary to compare it with the corresponding

passages in the Bombay edition in order.to find out the differences between
the two and, if possible, to evolve a correct text. In making this com-
parison, we shall ignore differences in words and phraseology which do not

materially affect the sense, and confine our attention to the sequence of

events in the journey which have a bearing upon the route followed by

1 JEA8., 1894, p. 239.
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him. The Bombay edition and Gorresio's text will be referred to respec-
tively ^ B and G, and the chapters (all in Ayodhy&k&nda) and verses will

be indicated by l^man and Arabic numerals. Bama, including his two
companions, will be referred to as R.

1. R. reaches TamasS, river and spends there the first night of his
exile along with the people of Ayodhya who followed him (B. XLVI, 1-17;
G. XLIV, 1-17).

2. R. decided to leave before the night was over, and while the people
were yet asleep, in order to avoid them {Ihid,y 18-24).

3. R. asked Sumantra to get the chariot ready, and this being done,
crossed the Tamasa (B. 25-29). These verses are wanting in G.

4. R. told Sumantra that in order to put the people off his track he
should drive the chariot quickly towards the north, and return after a
moment in such a way that the people of Ayodhya may not foUow his
movements. Sumantra did so and brought back the car to R. (after a
short detour) (B, 30-32; G. 25-27).

After this G. adds two verses (28-29) corresponding to B. 28-29, stating
that R. crossed the Tamasa.

Thus B. and G. closely agree,—only G. omits B. 25-27. (R.’s con-
versation with Sumantra) and puts B. 28-29 (crossing of the Tamasa)
after, instead of before, B. 30-32 (asking Sumantra to return after a short
detour to the north). The effect of this change is that according to B.,
R. first crossed the Tamasa and then asked Sumantra to make the detour,
whereas according to G., R. crossed the Tamasa after the detour.
There is no doubt that G. is faulty, as siich a movement would defeat the
very object R. had in view, viz. to leave the place before the people of
Ayodhya awoke. It is quite clear that R. crossed the Tamasa first, and
then adopted the trick of detour to the north so that the people on the
other bank might think that he was proceeding to the north, and not
towards the south as he really intended. (It is interesting to note that
although Pargiter followed G. he makes R. cross the Tamasa before
proceeding north.)

5. The story of RSma’s journey is resumed in B. XLIX and G. XLVI.
The first two verses, which are common, tell us that R. proceeded very far
during the remaining hours of the night. B. then gives the description of
the villages passed through in vv. 3jBF. In between the two G. inserts two
verses (3-4) which read as follows :

—

Tam syandanam = adhi^thdya sa-bJmryah saparicchadah
|

Srlvmtlm = dkuldvartdm = aiarai = idrh imMnadm H 3
Tam = uUlrya rmhdhdhuh ^rtmac-chivam = akav^takarh

|

Prapede sa maha-margam^anurupam Mvarh Subham
1|
4

These verses, which Pargiter has taken to mean that R. crossed the
river Srimati Mah&nadl, are wanting in B. That they are interpolations
would clearly follow from a comparison of these with G. XLIV, 28-29 which
read as follows:

—

Tom syartdanam^adhi^fhdya Bdghavah mpan<xhadah
|

Slghram idm^dhuMvarUdm^atafat^Tarm^d^nadlm
||
28

SamMrya ca imhdbdhuh 6nniac-chivam^aka'^iakam
Prapede Tamaammrgam^abhayarh k^emadarSanam

]

There is hardly any doubt that through some error these two versos of
G. XLIV have repeated, with slight alterations, in Q, XLVI ; originally
p^haps a copyist’s mistake, it was later amended to suit the new context.
This follows not only from close verbal agreement between the two, but
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also from the significant pronoun tarn (that) which occurs at the very
beginning. In the earlier chapter this pronoun was very appropriate
because the verse immediately preceding mentions the 'syandana' (chariot)
brought back by Sumantra. But in the later chapter there was no
reference to any such '8yandana\ and therefore ^tam syaridanam^ (that
chariot) is meaningless. It would then follow that the two additional
verses (3-4) in G. XLVI wanting in B., which otherwise closely agrees with
the former, must be rejected, and that l^rimati Mahanadl, far from being
the name of a river which R. crossed, really refers to the Tamasa.

6. R. then crossed the river Veda^ruti (B. XLIX. 9 ; G. XLVI. 10),
and proceeding south, crossed the Gomati (B. 10; G. 11) and another river,

named Syandika in B. 11 and Sarpika in G. 12. There is hardly any
doubt that these two refer to the same river and may be variants of the
same name.

7. R. then reached the Ganga in the evening and stayed at night at
Si^gaverapura as the guest of its king Guha, an old friend. (B.L. 12,

26, etc.
; G. XLVI. 19, XLVII. 2, etc.).

We are now in a position to discuss the itinerary of Rama as pro-
pounded by Pargiter. After describing Rama's journey to the bank of
the Tamasa, Pargiter continues: ‘He was followed thither by the citizens,

and to escape them he crossed the river at night with his chariot and gained
the Tamasa road* and went northwards. .I^oceeding in the new direction

he would reach the river Sarayu or its western tributary called now the
river Chauka. The poem says he reached the 6rimati Mahanadi. These
words appear i)eculiar as the name of a river. There seems to be no river

called the 6nmati This double name therefore probably means
the Sarayu which Rama would naturally reach .... (Next) Rama crossed

the great river Veda^ruti The only stream with which it seems
identifiable is the modern river Chauka. After crossing it Rama resumed
his original course and turned southwards. He reached the Gomati and
crossed it probably a little below the modern Lucknow The next

river which he reached, the Sarpika, would be the modem Sai .... He
would have crossed it probably about twenty-five or thirty miles below
Rai Barelly, where a road north from Sfingavera-pma would naturally

run’ {JRA8., 1894, pp. 236-6).

It will be seen at once that this elaborate theory rests solely on the

assumption that after crossing the Tamasa Rama proceeded north till he

reached the Sarayu at a point 50 miles or more above Ayodhya. He
crossed and recrossed the Sarayu—^for no purposes whatsoever—and then

orossed the ChaukS.. All these he could easily have avoided by simply

following the western bank of the Sarayu and the Chauka. Such a course

would be fantastic in any case, and particularly so in view of the fact that

the ultimate goal of RSma’s journey was the bank of the GafigSr on the

south. It would also defeat the very object he had in view, viz. to evade

the citizens of Ayodhy&. But, there is absolutely no warrant for the

assumption that Rtoia went north. Pargiter refers to w. 26-29 of

Chap. XLIV of AdikSnda in support of his view. Adikanda is obviously a

slip for AyodhyakSiida. But w. 26-29 of Chap. XLIV clearly state that at

R&ma’s direction Sumantra only took ^he chariot to the north and return^

in a moment. It was then that R6ma got into the chariot. So R5ma did

not at all proceed towards the north, far less went as far as the ChaukE

river.

This one error of Pargiter led to others. Although he admits that

l^rimat! MabSnadl was a peculiar name and no such river was known, he

still identifies it with the Sarayu. As we have shown above, the passage
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in G. Text containing this name is an interpolation, and Kama did not
cross any such river. As regards Veda^ruti Pargiter identifies it with the

Chauka, but as pointed out above, the Bisui is not only a regular derivation

from VedaiSruti, but its position between the Tamasa and the Gomati
exactly corresponds to the statement in the RSmayana that Kama
successively crossed these three rivers.

Thus the initial error of taking Rama far towards the north has forced

Pargiter to suggest identifications of 6rimati Mahajiadi (a river that probably
does not exist) and the VedaiSruti which are not supported by any evidence.

These errors are again responsible for taking Rama to Lucknow. It seems
quite clear, on the other hand, that Rama followed the direct southern

route roughly corresponding to the present road running along the Railway
line in the Pyzabad-AUahabad section of the East Indian Railway. It

may be presumed that he crossed the four rivers,—Tons, Bisui, Gumti and
Sai—^respectively at or near Bharat Kund, Khajurahat, Sultanpur, and
Partabgarh stations of that section. The route proposed by Pargiter

would cover a distance of about 170 miles from the bank of the Tamasa
to Prayag, as against the direct route of 60 miles suggested by me. The
fact that Rama had made the whole journey in a single day and probably

an hour or two of the previous night, is by itself sufficient to repudiate the

view of Pargiter, for we can hardty believe that even a fast chariot can

cover a distance of 170 miles or so, including the crossing of four rivers,

in about 14 or 15 hours. Pargiter’s view must therefore be definitely

rejected.
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The Raj Gonds of Adilabad : A Peasant Culture of the Deccan. Being
Book I of Volume III of The Aboriginal Tribes of Hyderabad series:

Myth and Ritual. By Christoph von Furer-Haimendorf in collabora-
tion with Elizabeth von Furer-Haimendorf. Foreword by K. de B.
Codrington. Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1949. Pages xvii+449
with 90 illustrations, 33 drawings and four maps. Price ^.20.

Prof, von Furer-Haimendorf is well known to anthropologists. For a
number of years, as Adviser to H.E.H. the Nizam’s Government, he was
directly responsible for the welfare and administration of this particular

group among whom he paid frequent and prolonged visits. He tells of his

approach, the difficulties involved and the final winning of their confidence.

He is therefore fully qualified to undertake the task to which he has set

himself with insight and understanding. The book presents a balanced
pictme of aboriginal life. Prof. Furer-Haimendorf has no axe to grind.

His work is on a solid foundation and ho is not seeking to make a sensation.

One seems to live in an altogether different climate from that of some recent
monographs where certain aspects of primitive life seem greatly over-

emphasized. There is evident an objectivity and scientific approach much
needed in studies like this. ^

The Foreword by Dr. Codrington points out some of the pitfalls that
anthropologists have fallen into due to inherited national points of view.

He emphasizes the groat need in Lidia for careful studies of primitive groups
before it is too late, ‘The world is changing rapidly and India is changing
with the world. Her hill and forest tribes are Indian in every sense of the
word, and they cannot be left out of this change. They have a future not
merely a past,’ There is an urgent need to fill up the gaps in the ethnological

knowledge of vast areas of India.

This book is a most valuable contribution to this knowledge. In the

past the Gonds played an important part in Central India. ‘No aboriginal

people of India has attained greater prominence on the political scene of

past centuries than the large groups of tribes commonly known by the

generic term Gond.’ They numbered 3,063,753 according to the 1931

census and the author calls them ‘the premier aboriginal race of India’.

The volume under review is the first part of Vol. Ill of the series on
the Aboriginal Tribes of Hyderabad. The second part is entitled ‘Social

Structure and Cultural Change* and is in preparation. This section will

contain the Glossary and Index to both parts. It is a pity that an index is

not printed with this volume. There are three parts to the book : the first

tells of their material and cultural milieu, and covers pages 23-96. The
illustrations and line drawings accompanying this and other sections are

most helpful. No detail is overlooked. The next part of our book is called

‘The Mythological Foundations of the Social Order*. This covers 209 pages
in all. It contains a collection of myths and traditions dealing with the

ancient history of their clans, the origins of the cult of clan deities and
other important aspects of Gond life. He has ‘attempted to arrange the

myths ... in such an order as will give as complete and coherent an account

as possible of the traditions prevailing among the Gonds of Adilabad State

Some of the myths deal with the birth of the Gond gods, their liberation

and consequent actions. The myth of Jangu Bai which tells ‘the full story

( 137 )
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of this goddess’ miraculous birth and her intervention in the fortunes of the
primeval Gonds* also reveals ‘other episodes in Gond mythology, not
directly connected with Jangu Bai or her cult’. In the next chapter the
long myth of Manko has the Gondi and English translation in parallel
columns. Many other stories lend themselves to a proper imdorstanding
and evaluation of Gond society. There are many inconsistencies and
variations and blending with alien elements, but it gives a picture of things
as they are in Adilabad.

Part in, called ‘The Annual Cycle’ is magnificent. In three chapters,
devoted respectively to the hot season, the rains, and the cool season, the
author with great imagination and skill weaves the pattern of their lives
and shows the blend of mythology, economics and daily living in a form
that is intriguing. The pulse of rural India beats through it all and it is

an authentic voice that is audible in its pages.
The book is well-worth owning. It is most readable, has been pro-

duced in a stylo that has so far seldom been equalled and is highly
commended.

W. G. Griffiths.

India: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Publications Division,
Indian Art through the Ages. Delhi, 1948. Price Rs.3.

This small brochure, profusely illustrated, is intended to give a short
survey of Indian &Tt in its difieront manifestations from the earliest times
to the modern da;^. It is divided into five sections. Sculpture, Bronzes,
Painting, Textiles, and Modern Painting. Within this short conspectus
the account in each section cannot but be sketchy. But what one feels on
going through the book is a lack of balanced treatment in respect of the
representative phases and schools in text as well as in illustrations. This
is particularly noticeable in the section on sculpture. It is also difficult to
understand why bronzes, representing only a different medium of sculptural
expression, have been treated in a separate secjtion instead of being included
within that of sculpture. The section on painting has a more balanced
accoimt, but a specimen or two of the earlier phases would have mode the
section more illustrative. The section on textiles implies at least a reference
to other forms ofindustrial arts, but such a reference is unfortunately lacking.

The reproductions are good and in spite of the above drawbacks, more
or less inherent in a publication of this nature, the book is expected to
serve as a useful and popular guide to the artistic achievements of India in
their more important manifestations.

S. K. Saraswati.

Islamic Research Association Miscellany. Vol. I. 1948. Published
by Oxford University Press. Calcutta. 1949.

Tj;iis is the &st number of what promises to be a valuable series of
occasional collection of studies on the different facets of Islamic civilization.
The present issue contains papers by well-known scholars from aU over the
world. It would not do to single out contributors but there are important
studies on, for example, a valuable old manuscript of Ibn Nadim’s Fihriat,
on ex-territorial capitulation enjoyed by Muslims in non-Muslim countries,
on the Ismaili manuscripts in Hamburg Oriental Seminar, etc. A feature
of the publication wffich may well be adopted by other learned societies in
India is its multi-lingualism which enables scholars from non-English
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speaking countries to present results of their studies to those workers in the
field who do not wish to work in isolation. A high standard of printing
continues the tradition of Islamic Research Association’s publications^
but even that cannot justify the high price demanded for the issue.

A. B. M. Habibullah.

Tebb-Wobship and Ophiolatry. By Vidvan G. Subramania Pillai^

Senior Research Lecturer in Tamil, Annamalai University. Annamalai
University Publications, 1948. Pages—^vi, 1-102.

The brochure with a foreword by Shri R. Ramanujachariar,
Professor of Philosophy, Annamalai University, deals with the topic of tree

and serpent worship, mainly on the basis of numerous references to this

practice found scattered in the Tamil Works of various periods. It also

tries to throw light incidentally on the inner significance of the multifarious
rites and ceremonies associated with the cults of the tree and serpent.

James Fergusson attempted long ago in his voluminous work, ‘Tree and
Serpent Worship in India,' mainly on the basis of archaeological data that
the people of Ancient India paid regular homage to trees and serpents.

The interpretation of many of his data was found objectionable, for it was
pointed out that the object of worship in many of the reliefs of Bharhut,
Sanchi and Amaravati was not a tree or a serpent, but really the invisible

Buddha symbolized by his Bodhi-vriksha with his Vajrasana beneath it or
Buddha (not shown) on his seat sheltered by the serpent Muchalinda. But
evidences were also not wanting that the Nagas (serpents) in various forms
and Yakshas mainly residing in difierent types of trees were held in high
veneration by a large number of Indian people. J. Ph. Vogel has shown
in his monograph, Indian Serpent Lore, how the Naga cult was vsrell

patronized in Mathura and other regions of India. A. K. Coomaraswamy
in his well-documented work. The Yakshas, Parts I and II, has referred

occasionally to the different trees serving as the abodes of the Yakshas
venerated by the general mass of the people.

The value of the work under notice is that its author has confined his at-

tention to the Tamil land and the data collected by him from the Tamil texts

throw an interesting sidelight on the subject. He, however, does not refer

to most of the works mentioned above where identical grounds were covered

;

he mentions Fergusson only by name without approving his conclusions.

Readers should also be chary of accepting one of his hypothesis, which

relates to the origin of the worship of l^iva-Linga. He writes (pp. 86ff.)

that the practice developed out of that of worshipping the Kanthu, the

stump of a tree, so common in his country. When the tree-stump withered

away, a stow pillar was put in its place, and these pillars came to be

worshipped as Kanthali and 6iva-Linga. He vehemently denounces any

attempt to connect 6iva-Linga worship with phallic worship. But had he
cared to study one of the oldest archaeological relics of his own land, he

would not have been so vehement in his denunciation. The Parasu-

ramesvara 6iva-Linga still in worship at Gudimaljam (near Reniguntav
North Arcot) first brought to the notice of scholars by one of his own
illustrious country-men, the late T. A. Gopinath Rao, gives the lie direct

to such improved hypothesis propounded by the author.

JiTBNDEA Nath Baneejba,
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ToiiKiPPiVAM—^PoBiJLATiKAEAM. By E. S. Varadaraja Iyer, VoL I,

Part I, Pages xvi and 206; VoL I, Part II, 207-584 (.A^amaJai
University, 1948).

Tradition avers that the Tolkappiyam is the oldest extant work in

Tamil. Certainly it is the earliest extant Tamil grammar, but modern
scholarship finds it difficult to believe that the work was composed earlier

than the first century of the Christian era ; some would place it much later.

It comprises three Adikdrams (Parts), Eluttu (Orthography), &ol (Etymology

and Accidence), and Pond, a comprehensive term which covers themes of

love and war together with sections on Prosody, on figures of speech, on
sentiments {Rcisas, Meyppddu) and on Idiom and usage. Love forms the

subject of four sections {lyals) called Agattinai, Kd^vu, Kaipu and Pond
which constitutes the first, third, fourth and fifth in the series of nine lyaU
contained in the Adikdram on Pond. These sections are translated in the

two parts of VoL I now under review.

The importance for linguistic studies of a reliable rendering of this

ancient and difficult classic of Tamil grammar can hardly be overrated.*

It is generally known that Sanskrit and l^rakrit works of grammar and
literature have much to contribute to a proper elucidation of obscurities in

the Tolkappiyam. For the pursuit of this line of study the first desideratum

is to enable scholars who do not read Tamil to gain a precise idea of the

contents of the Tamil work. Ancient Tamil customs and social institutions

and conventions are systematically expounded in the different sections of

the Pond-Adikdram, and a critical study of these against a wider backgi*ound

may be expected to explain the origins of ancient Tamil culture and the

sources of its sustenance. The department of Tamil studies in the Annamalai
University have therefore chosen well in undertaking this translation.

The translator assigns the Tolkappiyam to the third century B.C. and
the General Editor, Dr. A. C. Chettiar, to a period ‘anterior to 450 B.C., the

age commonly assigned to Panini, the Sanskrit grammarian’, dates which
will command the assent of few critical students. In the interpretation of

the aiUras reliance is placed mainly on the commentaries of IJampurnar and
Naccinarkkiniyar, both great annotators belonging to periods several

eenturies later than the date ofTolkappiyam
;
where the two annotators differ,

both are translated. The editor remarks that the translator should have
consulted a modem commentary by a former Professor of Tamil in the

University. It is somewhat disappointing that the translator does not seem
to have thought of closely studying the text of the siUras with a view to

reach their natural an4 proper meaning; commentaries may be helps or

hindrances according to the use we make of them, and no modem student

should tie himself to a single commentator or shirk the task of judging

between different interpretations or criticizing them where necessary.

The plan of the work varies widely between the two parts. In Part I

the aiUrcuf are not transliterated though the omission is made good in the
first few pages of Part II, and the text of the commentaries is not given.

Some BUdras are not numbered while others are omitted (p. 8). The illustra-

tive stanzas cited in the commentaries are translated also, and indeed the
editor hails these translations as ‘the greatest merit of the workM There
are lengthy dissertations on sundry topics interspersed with the translations

;

these are by no means impressive or original, and have little relevance to

the context, e.g. that on kingship, administration and so on (pp. 10-32).

They appear to be parts of earlier writings of the translator lugged in for

reasons best known to him, as we may suspect from the occurrence of

5B
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phrases like 'as was already deserved ‘we already observed which are not

justified by what precedes them in the book itself.

But the most serious flaw in the work is that the translation of the

siUraa themselves is not always aocmate. To give perhaps what is an
extreme instance

—

svirtzs 14 and 15 on p. 9 are simple in themselves and
mean in substance that while the behaviour of lovers appropriate to one

or region may be ascribed to a different region in a stanza, the de-

scriptions of nature belonging to two different regions should not get mixed
up in one and the same stanza ; so also the time appropriate to one region

may be ascribed to another. But the translation reads as follows: ‘The

basic things of one tiiidi may go in with those of any other ti7ji.ai ; but the

lands that possess them need not be contiguous. The basic things as well

as the products of the soil that are different from the urij^orvl can get

mixed with those of another soil ; but the love aspects i^main the same for

each land division as will be seen from the poems of Sangam celebrities’

(p. 9). The poems of Sangam celebrities, by the way, have no place in the

rendering of a sutra that has not a syllable suggesting the idea. This in

fact is a translation of the commentary and not of the corresponding sutra.

What can one make, again, of a translation like this: ‘When the hero

expiates with a‘ view to do away with the sin he had committed by his

clandestine love affair and tries to see that it is extinct beyond recognition

just like the letters written in the air’ (p. 248). One will take exception to

some renderings of technical terms like: munpani (hemanta) and pinpani

(^ij^ira) by ‘ pre-snow season * and * post-snow season The transliteration of

words is inconsistent, e.g. Tholkappiyar (p. 6) and Tolkappiyar (p. 12),

and ‘Navishnu Prathivipathi’ (p. 11).

This work which must surely have cost much trouble to the author

should have been published with more time and care. Hurried publications

like this raise a legitimate doubt whether the pressure for the quick results

of research in some of our Universities, particularly the younger ones, is

not producing the desirable fruit. Whatever that may be, the scholar who
does not read Tamil will have to use this book with very great caution if he

wishes to avoid pitfalls. We hope that the book will be thoroughly revised

and the defects will be avoided scrupulously in the succeeding ones.

K. A. Nilakanta Sastri.
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An account was given, in three earlier papers [5, 6, 7], * of some of the

notable achievements of the Kerala Hindus of the middle ages in the field

of mathematical analysis. In the present paper we propose to discuss

another significant achievement of the Keraliyas—a tour de force of analytical
reasoning which led them to the sine and cosine j)owor-series some two
hundred years before Newton and Leibniz claimed them for occidental

mathematics, t
The Hindu mathematical literature which has come down to us does

not associate these series with the name of any individual mathematician.
In fact we are as much in the dark about the identity of the person(s) who
first obtained the two series, as we are about the Hindu discoverer(s) of the

power-series for the inverse tangent. We can, however, say with some
certainty that all the three series came to be accepted as part of the repertory
of a mathematician about the year 1500 A.D. when Nilakantha published
his volume of ‘Science Abstracts’} (Tanirasahgraha), We can also point
to external evidence which makes it highly probable that the proofs of the
three series wore kno>vTi to Nilakantha’s compeers and transmitted to his

successors either orally or in writing [4, Appendix Illj for perhaps two
hundred years and more before they appeared in Malayalam, the vernacular

of the Kerala country, in a small book of expository mathematics called

Yukti-Bhdsa (circa 1750). The proofs of the sine and cosine series which
we oSer to our readers are taken from this Malaya4am work, while the
enunciations of the series are based on slokas or verses in Tantrasangrdha
and another Sanskrit work, Karaftapaddhati, supposed to be anonymous
and produced a few decades before Nilakantha's compendium.

* Numbers in iiouvy typo within square brackets refer to the bibliography given
at the end of this paper.

t Moritz Cantor [1] gives tiiese facts about tho European origin of the series.

(1) A letter from Collins to Gregory dated Geceuiber 24, 1070, communicated the
series for the sine, the cosine and tho arc sino as the discoveries of Newton. (2) About
the end of July 1670, Oldenburgh soiit to Leibniz a copy ofa letter of New^ton containing
the binomial, the sine and tho cosine series. (3) One of the problems occupying the
attention of Leibniz in 1 093 was the integration of diUercntial equations in series, in
particular that of the equation giving rise to the sino series: aM^xldy^-\-x ^ 0 which
is, in tho notation of the present paper, p^d^yjds^ -^y = 0. The last-mentioned fact

would appear to suggest that Leibnizes upproacli to the series was different from that

of tho Hindus. As regards Newton’s approach to the series, Cantor does not offer us

any material on the basis of which we can make up our minds.

} TarUmsarigraha is more correctly translated as ‘a collection of Tantra8\ The
Tantras are a special class of Sanskrit astronomical literature in contradistinction

to Siddhdntas. (P. 0. Sengupta.)

( 1 )
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Hindu Terminology

Choose on a given circle (of radius p) any point between the East and
the North points. Then the arc (5) of the circle, having its mulani (= base
or beginning) at the East point and its agram (= summit or extremity) at

the chosen point, is called istaedpam (which means literally ‘chosen bow’).

The perpendiculars from the chosen point to the East-West line and the

North-South line are termed respectively the bhnjdjyd (y, say) and the
kotijyd (x, say) through the point *

;
the distance of the foot of the former

perpendicular from the East point {p-^x = x, say) is referred to as the
daram (meaning literally ‘arrow’) of the chosen point. When it is found
necessary to stress the associations of the j//d and the daram with the chosen
arc, w^e may prefix to each of them the adjective ista.

An arc of the circle whose extremities are any two points between the
East and the North points may be called distaedpam (literally ‘ part of bow ’).

The diflFerence between the bhujdjyds through tlie extremities of the arc

is caUed the hhujakharnfam, of the disim'dptDit
;
the diflerence betw een the

kotijyds of the extremities and that between the darams of the extremities

are called kotikliatjdam and darakliumlam respectively.

The chord of any arc (whether it is an uiaedpam or sidaedpam) is termed
its samastajyd.

Enunciations of the Nine and Cosine Series

Tantrasangraha gives an enunciation which is not self-contained and
runs thus:

Nihatya capavargena capam tattatphalani ca

Haretsamulayugvargaistrijyavargahataih krarnat

Jivaptyai sangrahosyaiva vidvanityadina krtah
Nihatya capavargena rupam tattatphalani ca

Haredvimrdayugvargaistriyavargahataih krarnat

Saraptyai sangrahosyaiva stenastrilyacliiia krtah

.

An English rendering of the passage may be given as foliow's. One
should {obtain a sequence of terms as follows:) repeatedly multiply the arc

by the square of itself and divide by the. square of each and every even number
increased by that number and then multiplied by the square of the radius. This
is (the starting point of) the process of getting at thp (bliuja)jya (of the arc)^

which is fully discussed, in (the well-known verse) ‘ Vidvdn, eic.\ One should

(next obtain a second seqtience thus:) repeatedly multiply the unit of measure-

ment (which is the radius) by the square of the arc ami divide by the square of
each and every even number decreased, by that number and then multiplied

by the square of the radius. • This is (the first step in) the process of getting

at the saram (of the arc), summarized in the verse ' Stenastri, etc.\

The first sequence is

(22+2)(42+4) .... (4»2+2w)p2»
^ • • • • ) •• (*)

* Tho terms capam, bhnjdjyd and kopjyd are generally used for double the lengths
thus designated in our definitions. However, these definitions iiro in eonformity with
the usage in the particular context of Yukti-Bhd^a which concerns us. Incidentally
it may be noticed that jyd is a general term for either a chord parallel to one of the
primary directions (East-West, North-iSouth) or one half of such a chord. The parti-
cular half chords of this kind which figure prominently in o»ir propositions are bhujdjyds,
but since there are similar propositions for kofijyds, Ytdcti-Bhd§a uses the general term
jyd for the half chords, merely clarifying the term wherever necessary, by a descriptive
epithet such as pin^am (» section) or paphUam (= object of study).

XB
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and the second

SINE AND COSINE POWEB-SEBIES

{2*-2)(42-4)^...(4w2-2K)p2''

both of them being included in the sequence,

,,77^:7
(n = 2. 3, 4. (Ill)

The verses commencing with ‘Vidvan’ and ‘Stenastrl’, referred to in

the above quotatioji, are the 14th and the 15th of Chapter VI of Karana-
paddhati. They explain how one can determine the ispxbkujdjyd and
utasaram from certain codified values of the members of (1) for = 1 , 2,

.... 5, and the members of (II) for = 1, 2, . . .

.

6 worked out on the
assumption that .s* = a quarter of the circumference and p = 3437 kalds

+44 talparas,* The method of constructing the series

for the istabhujdjyd and tlie iMoAaram from the sequences (I) and (II) is

explained not in these verses, but in the two immediately preceding these

verses

:

Capacca tattat phalatopi tadvat
Capahatadvyadi hatat trimaurvya
Labdliani yugmani phalanyathotah
Capadayugmani ca vistararthat

Viuyasya coparyupari tyajettat

Sesau bhujakotigunaii bhavetam

which may be translated thus. Obtain the of repeatedly inuUiplying

the arc by itselfawJ then dividing by 2, 3,4, m ultrplied by the trimaurvya
or the radius. Write down, below the radius (in a column) the even, results

(i,e, results corresponding to n ^ 2, 4, 0 .... in .9*/w! and below
the radius (in another column) the odd results (corresponding to n = 3, 5, 7,

.... in s"/n \ (After writing down a number of terms in each column)
subtract the last term of either column from the one next abo've it, the remainder

from the. tciin next almve (the one last take into account) and so on (until the

last subtraction is tnadc from the radius in the first colutnn and from the arc

hi the, second). The tiro (final) remainders are respectively the koti(jya) and
the bhuja to a certain degree of ajiproximation).

We have therefore the scries:

.92 .2 "

P- 2\p

s^

4!

.9''»

3 ! 5! p

o2n-f 1

(2n+ l)! p2«
4-o(l), 00.

Yukti-Bhd^a regards each of these series as the result of successive

corrections, (
— ])”s^*f(2n)\ or (— applied to p or ^

* Horc kala ^ n.n arc subf oiidinf? at tho contro nn angle of I minute, vikala
an arc of 1 second, tnlpara an arc of I /GO of a second. Since a quarter ciroiUTiference

is 6,400 minutes of arc, it follows that a particular value of tr/2 is assumed in this

context. Tiio codo words used for the corresponding values of (7r/2)^i p^l 1 j

(^/2)l* p/12 1 arc vklvdn and stcua n^spoctively. Wo are indebted to I^of, P, C. Sen-

gupta for pointing out that the value assumed for 77 in these evaluations corresponds
to a value of the radian rt'inarkably close to tho modern approximation 3437'*74677078
=s 3437'—44"—48"'— 221v«40 (in Indian \mits), and distinct from Aryabha^’s approxi-

mation 3437'-44"-19'"’426.
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as the case may be, every correction being numerically greater than
the true correction necessary. Thus the Malayalam commentary makes
it clear to us that by taking into account more and more terms in the
series for x and y, we approach the true values of x and y more and
more closely. The idea of approximation which appears parenthetically
in our translation of the Karanapaddhati verses, is therefore not an inter-
polation.

Some. Lemmas from Yukti-Bha^a

Certain lemmas will now be stated and proved in the order in which
they appear in Yukti-Bhdsa, The right-angled triangle whose hypotenuse
is the radius through the mid-point of a sistaedparn and sides are the bhujd-
jya and the kotijyd through the mid-point is similar to the right-angled
triangle whose hypotenuse is the samastapyd of the iistaedparn and sides
are the kotikhan^m and the hhujakfiaxidam of the Mstaedpamf for the two
triangles have their corresponding sides (in the order mentioned) mutually
perpendicular. Hence we have the

Fundamental Lemma

Samastajyd oi ^istaedpaju ^ koti khatularn o^ Aistaedpam

radius bh njdjyd ofmidd le of Aiffaedpam

^ bhnjakhamlam of sistacdpain

kotijyd of middle of Aistaidpant

In the figure, F^iPi is the Aistaedpam

,

belonging to a circle with
centre o and radius p. Its mid-point is B and its mmastajyd is a;
thebhujdjyds of P~i, Pi,.P are?/-!, yi, y respectively and their kotijyds

x^i, Xit X respectively. Consequently,

cf. .

P // X ’
' ’ * * •

• \ )

or, in central-difference notation,

Fia. 1.
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If d, 6±,hd be the angular distances of P, P±i from the East point
A of the circle, then a = app. 2phB provided hO is small, in which case

the above relations yield

:

cos (^+8^)— cos {O—hS) = app. --28^ sin^,

sin (0+8^)— sin (6—86) = app. 286 cos0.

Note.—(i) The last result was known to Bhaskara (twelfth century
)

who enunciated it in the form

:

T , ^ corresponding change ins
Instantaneous change in sin 6 == X cos 6

P

or

8^
sin (^+8^)— sin 0 = — cos 0.

P

Bhaskara used a special term tdtkdlika hhogya-klmnda for wdiat we have
called the ‘instantaneous change' and his argument was much the same as

that in Y ukii-Hhdm (3 *].

(h) The iirst explicit reference to our fundamental lemma in occidental
literature seems to o<*eur in an essay which forms part of a long letter written
by Pascal at the beginning of October 1658 and is reproduced by J. M. Child
in one of his historical works [2, p. 204, foot-note 20]:

The radius, p, is to the ordinate, ?/, as the hypotenuse, 8^, of the infini-

tesimal right-angled triangle, whose sides are 8u‘, 8//, is to its base, 8a’.

Notation. In the remaining lemmas we shall use the notation
explained below.

AP is an i^taedpatn of a circle centre o and radius p. It is of length cs

and divided into n equal khatjdams or parts by points of division P^ir = 1,2,

. . . .7?,—
1 ); the mid-point of any cdpakhatjdayn i^-iPr (Pq = P^i = P)

is Pr-i* The hhiijdjyd associated with any of the cdpams PoPr ^ » 2,

may, for our present purpose, be referred to as a pindajyd or a
pathifajyd and denotc'd by y^; the corresponding kotijyd and ^aram, being

denoted by .r,. and respectively. The last pindajyd (y„)> Wd, (x„)

and iaram {p—xA are the same as the istabhvjdjyd (y), istakotijyd (x) and
i^Marain (p^x^x) respective! The cdpak}mydasama>stajyd (a, say)

is, of course, equal to the sawsiajyd of any ^istaedpam such a8P,.-^P,.+
j

(•r = l,2, ....7/.~.l).

Lemma 1 . The kotikha^dam of the Sistacapam whose extre-

mities are the mid-points (Pr-j, Pr-»-i) of coyisecAitive capakhandams, is ob-

tained by mnliipilying the bhujajya through the common point (PA of the

edpakha^dams by the capakhandasamastajya and then dividing by the

radius

:

av+j - ^V-J == - - //r (r = 1, 2, . . . . ,
7?,-l).

P
(2 )

* Tho article referred to is based on a note in the Journal of ifie Asiatic Society of

Bengali Vol. 27 (1858), pp. 213-216 and another in tho Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society

i

Vol. 17 (1860), pp. 221-2. ^
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Furthery multiplying the above ko(ikhandam by the cSpakhaigidasamas-
tajya and then dividing by the radius^ we get the difference between the bhuja-

khandams of the consecutive capakhandams that is to say,

(iyr+l~2/r)---(2/r~2/r-l) (3)
P

Hence, if we multiply the pindajya through any point of division, P^,
by the square of the capakhandasamastajya and divide by the square of
the radius, the result is the difference between the bhujakhapdams of the.

capakhaiadams, P,.P,.^-i, on either side of the point of division

:

(2/H-l-2/r)-(2/r-2/r-l) = “ .'/r
(r = 1 , 2, . . .

. , w - 1 ).* . . (4)

This difference between bhujakhnndams (or, as they are sometimes
referred to, kliandajyds) is called jydkhanddntai am

.

The rule (4) for its

evaluation is a consequence of (2) and (3) whieli are themselves consequences
of (1). In centrabdiflference notation we can state the rule in the form

Now^ multiply the relations (4) beginning with the last (for which
r = w— l) by 1 , 2, 3, . . , . respectively and add them. We then get

Lemma 2. The difference between the last pindajya and n times the first

pindajya is equal to the 'second sum ' of the pindajyas (excluding the last)

multiplied by the square of the capakhandasamastajya and divided by the

square of the radius. Or, briefly,

oc^~ [yfi-l+2yn-2 + -f l)2/ll

a2= - -^l2/i+-0/i+2/2)+ .... -f • (yi +2/2 d ....

When n is indefinitely large, the pindajya y^ = apj). the cdpakhandam
s/n = app. the cdpakhandasamastajyd ol, and so the above result gives the
istajyacdpdntaram (i.e. difference between the istajyu and the Ldaedpam):

y-s = - i lim l{n-l)iji+(n-2)y,+ .

.

... (5)
P^ «->x \nj

Next, adding the equalities (2), we obtain

Lemma 3. The difference between the kotijya of the mid-point, P^,
of the first c§pakhandam and that of the mid-point, P„-.j, of the last capa-
khandam is the sum of the pindajyas (excluding the last) multiplied by the

capakhandasamastajya and divided by the radius. In the notation we have
adopted, this means that

P

A referee has kindly drawn our attention to the following facts, (i) What is

presumably the first appearance of the difference rule (4) is in stanza 1 2 of the Ganita
section of Aryabhaflya, a translation of which appears in the Calcutta University Journal
of Letters, Vol. 16 (1927). (ii) A later statement of the samo rule may be found in
Suryaaiddhdnta,
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When n is indefinitely large, Icotijyas x„^i, x^ may be replaced by
x^ = z, Zo = p respectively and hence vve have an expression for the
i^ta4aram

:

-£• = 3:-p= lim (A( 2/i + y2+ .. (6 )
P n-^rr>

J

Lemma 4. Lei the c5pam with mulam at the East point, Pq, and
agram ai a point of division,

,
he of length s,. (so that s,, = s). Straighten the

entire istacapam, PqP,,
. (i) On the hose P^_i P, (r = J

, 2, . . .
.

,

7?) construct
a rectangle of height s^ . Denote the total area of the rectangles up to P^ hy
sj,^^ .* (ii) A^ext, on the hose P^-^P^ (^ = 1 , 2, ,

n) construct a rectangle

of height s'^p. Let the total area of the 7iew rectangles up to P^ he Define

in this way etc. Then the sum of all the rectangles in (i), (ii) .... are

• • • • 'f‘<^^'^pcciively. When n is indefinitely large, they are called

first capasahkalitam, second capasankalitam, etc,, with respect to the
capam, and may he denoted by P-\s), etc. Thus

J
i’^)

[Ji j
.

. . .

sis+s/n) a*2= l.m --L- = t

W’>]/'->(.?)= Jim [.‘*i‘"+«2
« -> JO \n/

= +%) + . • • • +('!’! +‘^2 '+' • • • • +’5,,'

= lim [7l.<j+(w— I).S2H- H--!'.]

— lini f
” X 3 !

~ 3 !

'

Using the notation of the integral calculus we can write these results

in the form:

= r sds, /'’(.<()= r r 5(ci«)®, etc.,

Jo •I 0 ^ i)

* Yukti’Bha^a ronueiven this area as being made up of a single square on PoPi»
two squares on P1P2 . <’tc., taking n to be a very largo number such as pardrdham (10^^).

t Calling the upper limit of the variable s with w^hich wo aro concerned padam,
Yukti-Bhd§a sums up the results in tho form:

t. Pddam (Pa(iam-\-k}m\dxim) (Padnm)^
First aankahtam — bin ^

d , ,. Padam (Padam + ktuitidam) (Padam-^2 khandama)
Second aankahtam «= lim —

WH*-00

(Padam)^
""

31

Tho word saikkaliiam is used hero in the sense of an integral; but, in other places,

Yukii-Bhdaa uses the same word to denote a sum [e.g. 6 ,
Lemma 3(o), (h)].
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SO that, writing s = we have

V ds = lim
Q M->aO

(P=l,2 )

The last result is tacitly assumed in the course of the discussion in

Yuhii-BMsa, This is not to be wondered at since wo can actually prove
the result, using induction and the limit theorem

:

lim
ft -> x»

1

j) + 1

which follows at once from another theorem given in Yukii-Bha^a.

Alternative Forms of Lemmas 2, 3. These lemmas can now be
expressed more compactly thus.

Istajyacdpdntaram = l/p^ (second pindajyasankalitam with respect to

cdpam),

or ^ f r y (ds)-i. . . .
. (7)

P Jo Jo

l^iaiaram = 1/p (first pindajyasankalitayn with respect to cdpam),

1

or p— .r = - I y ds, . . • • (8)
P J(>

From (7) we have at once

f [
*2

I*
I* («-.'/)('/«)*

P J 0 Jo p j 0 J 0

(s-y) (ds)2 (9:

whence, integrating both sides p times, with respect to s from 0 to .9 we
find that, for jo = 1, 2, . . . . ,

j:j:

-

i:
(s-y) (d3f= ^-MIL • y) (*rL(10)

* The proof of this theorem, as it appears in Yukti-BIulm, has been discussed in

another paper [6, Lemma 3(o), (h)].
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Proofs of the Sine and Cosine Series

We are now in a position to state, in the language of modern mathe-
matics, the proofs of the two series in question. If, in (9), we employ (10)
with ^ = 2, 4, . . . .

(2w,— 2) successively, we obtain

which gives, when co

,

.... («-
J 0 J 0 J i)

y) (*r

5—?/ =

Next (8) gives

+ .... + (- 1
)

p—X = -
I

S rfs— - f {s— j/)(}s

P J 0 P J a

] r‘— («—//)'/«.

p p J„

Using (10) with p = 1, 3, (2?i—3) successively, in the above relation,

we get

//)

whence, letting «-> co, wo find that

/(!)/ X I (.?)/ X

p_. = ^-^-^_^ + ....+(-i)'- + (12)

Thus .s— y and p—x are each a series of sanu^hdraphalam-^
( = results of

our study) of the expressions for them in terms of iS and ?/• The sams-
kdraphalarns are in fact the succession of terms obtained from these expres-

sions by taking repeatedly « instead of y.

If « = p6, then ?/ = p sin .r = p cos 6, = p^"^^
0^'^^lip+l )

!

that (11) and (12) reduce to Newton's power-series for the sine and the

cosine

:

02 04
"0®^ = 1-2!+4! “

The proofs we have given of these two series, taken along with the

lemmas on which they are based, are in the nature of a preliminary report

on a chapter entitled *Jyaprakarapam' (Theory of the jyd) in Yukti~Bhl?a,
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ADDENDUM: NOTE ON THE STYLE OF YUKTI-BHASA

By K. M. George. Madras Christian College, Tamharnw, id, India

The j)rol)lom of assiomug a date to YuHi-Bhdsa has not engaged the

attention of any orientalist so far, and the attinnpts hitherto made to deal

with the (piestion have had to be based on the evidence*- supplied by a
few stray texts. One of these texts describes Ynhii-Bham as an exposition

of the mathematics of ‘ planetary motions ’ after tlui manner of Tantra-

sangraha, with the inevitable suggestion that the first-named work is

of later origin than the second. Another text is a colophon which is found
only in some (manuscript) copies of YaktUBhdsa, and runs:

Alekhi Yuktibha-ia vi])rena Brahmadatta samjhcna ye

Golapathasthah syuli hdirahiidh sodhayantaste.

This colophon is supposed to ascribe the authorship of Yukli-Bhdm, or

at any rate, of a version of the work (presumably the one known to us)

to a Brahmin named Brahrnadatta and enshrine a Kali chronogram (shown
in italics) giving the date of composition of the work as the 17,71,931st

day of Kali era (or roughly 1750 A.D.)A As there is not much else which
can be even provisionally admitted as internal evidence one is compidled
to turn to the language and stylistic peculiarities of Yukti- Bhdsa for further

light on its origin. It is not desirable to anticipate any conclusion which
only a close study of the language can establish. But at the same time
the first impression made by the language on an unbiassed reader may be
of some value in itself, and T wish to record it, illustrating ray remarks
by some rather obvious examples from the text.

The most striking thing about Yukti-Bhdsa, apart from its mathematics,
is its style which is reminiscent of the fifteenth-century classic Krsnagddha.^
Although the mathematical terms used in it are almost all Sanskrit, the
style is definitely pre-manipravala.^ No reader can resist the suggestion
which is gradually borne in uj)on him as he j>icks his way through the

1 Tbe date 1039 A.D. given by K. Miikunda Mamr and C. T. Kajagopal [4] is

incorrect if we accept Prof. P. 0. Sengupta’s arguments (in the note whi(‘h follows this
addendum) for identifying the Kali Aliargana 17,71,931 with the Julian Day 23,60,396
or the 11th of June, 1750 A.D, Of course, the question whether this date marks the
completion of the original Yukti-Bhdsa or of a later edition of the work (based on
earlier ones) due to Brahrnadatta, has still to be answered.

.

2 This is a poem about Sri Krsna by (jeruss^ri Nambudiri, for which T. K. Bala-
krishnan Nair suggests the dfite 1 454 A.D. in the introduction to CcrussSri Bhdratam.

* During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries an admixture of Malay&kun
and Sanskrit known as ‘ manipravaja ’ (mani =» gem and prav^Ja « coral, standing
respectively for Malayalam and Sanskrit) was the prevailing literary fashion.
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mathematics of Yukti-Bhdsay that he has before him a sample of the earliest

extant prose in Malayajam. A characteristic of such prose is that it has not
yet weaned itself from the influence of poetry and shows a preference for

constructions like ‘Ennaluntu cila eluppam’ which we find in many places

in Yukti-Bhdm, Such peculiarities of construction may prove to be of
help in fixing an upper limit to the period likely to have given birth to
Yiikti-Bivlsa^ ])articularly if it can be sho\iTi that they do not occur in

works ])roduced after a date.

TJiore is a line of incpiiry, with this purpose in vieA^
,
which must

suggest its(‘lf to readers of Yukti-Bhdm, who know anything at all about
the develoj)ment of Malayalam literature. Caldwell,^ after studying the

formation of the demonstrative pronouns of the third ]jerson singular in

the various Dravidian languages, laid down the now familiar principle:
‘ Four demonstrative bases are reioogni/ed by one or other of the IJravidian

dialects, each of which is a ])ure vowel, viz. a the remote, i the j)roximate,

and u the medial demonstrative, together with p. which is the suffix of

emphasis in most of the dialects/ This ])rinciple may 1)0 su]>pleniented

by anotluT which has an immediate a])})lication to the inquiry on hand.
Even as early as Eluttaccan, the most jK>pular Malayalam writer of the

sixteenth century, the medial demonstrative u had gone out of use, only
the remote n anfl the proximate i continuing to lx*, in service. One must
therofon* tittach some signifi(;ance to the fact that tlu^ base Uy combined
with ‘tu', i.e. the usage ‘utu’ is favoured by both Yulcfi-Bhrlm and
Krsuagddha hut sc'ldom by Eluttaccan. In other wDrds, one cannot
proceed to date Yukti-Bhdm without taking note of the large number of

words like ‘Gupiccutakunr, ‘Gunq)pritayi’, ‘Irippfitum oeyyum',
‘Kfitunnutum’, etc., wliich are common to this work and Krsuagddha but

almost entir(‘ly absent from the wTitings of the latter half of the sixteenth

century.

There are other stylistic peculiarities which vstamp the language of

Yukti-7dhdm as archaic. For instance, there is, in old Malayajam, a dis-

tinction between ‘atu’ (remote demonstrative pronoun, neuter, singular)

on the one hand, and ‘ava’ (remote demonstrative pronoun, neuter, plural)

on the oth(T. This distinction is invariably res])ected by the author of

Ynkti-Blidm wdio uses archaisms like ‘samkhyakalavunnava’ but never

once a modern combination such as ‘cilatu’ (~ a few) or ‘])alatu’ ( — many)
w'here strict grammar w'ould require *ava’ in place of ‘atu\ As examples
of other kinds of archaisms one may mention ‘Kalpikkentuvatu' which is

preferred to its ‘lopa-sandhi' form ‘Kalpikkentatu’ in current use and
'Gupikkilumam’ w’^hioh contains the termination ‘am’ (short for ‘«akum’)

found only in old works. A coin})lete catalogue of such archaisms, including

words like ‘ Ariyayittirikkum’, ‘Guni])pu*, ‘Kalpij)pu' ‘Kalpiyfiykil’ and
various others, can in fact be made without much difficulty. Eiit I do not

pursue the t£isk since my main concern in this appendix is to explain

intelligibly' my first reaction to Yukii-Bhd^a considered purely as liku’ature.

I am aw’are that what I have said has not led to any definite conclusion

as regards the date to be assigned to Ynkti-BMm. I believe nevertheless

that linguistic evidence will ultimately incline scholars to the view that

Ytikti-BIulm, although it might have been committed to writing in the

seventeenth century, originated in the first half of the sixteenth century

—

that is to say, was planned to the last detail (so as t;0 facilitate memorization !)

at a time when the predominant literary influence w^as still that of Cerussori

and the older masters who preceded Elutaccan.

^ Comparative Grammar of Dravidian Languages (1875), p. 314.
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A SPECIAL NOTE : ON THE MEANING OF THE KALI AHARGANA AS
TO THE DATE OF THE WORK YUKTI-BHA^A AS GIVEN IN

PROF. GEORGE’S ADDENDUM TO THE PAPER BY
RAJAGOPAL AND VENKATARAMAN

By P, C. Sengupta, Calcutta

1 . The first point that needs clearing definitely is the Zero
day of the Kali Ahargan^ or the epoch of the

beginning of the Kali’Qvn>.

On Tuesday, April 13, 1948 A.D., the Kali Ahargana
according to the methods of the Khanda Khddyaha
of Brahmagupta and the Surya^siddhanta works
out to be

J. Days for the date

The difference in J. Days for the Zero day of Kali
Aharganiba

Now add the days of Julian calendar for 4,000 yrs. .

.

Total . . 20,49,565

J. Days for 899 A.D. on January 1 . . . . 20,49,418

Difference . . 47

Subtract the da^'s for January, 899 A.D. . . 30

17th Feb.

20,49,565 days.

14,6KOOO

5,88,465 „

17,71,931

5,88,465

23,60,39(>

23,60,235

161

. . 150

J 1th June,
1750 A.D.

The date arrived at is thus the 11th June, 1750 A.D.

Hence the date as appeared in Prof. George's paper as about 1639 A.D.
is wrong. The reasoning set forth above in settling the date will not be
intelligible to anyone who is not accustomed to use a table like 'Periode

Julienne ’ as given in the Conn. Des Temps before the section of ‘ Kxjjlicatiov \

Hence I add two other methods:

—

(I) The Zero date of the Kali-epooh has been shown above as

February 17, 3102 B.C.

Hence on the 17th Feb., 899 A.D., J. Days
Now subtract 4,000 Julian Years, or .

.

J. Days for Feb. 17, -3101 A.D. or 3102 B.C.

Hence the conclusion is that the Zero diiy of the Kali

is February 17, 3102 B.C. or —3101 A.D.
astronomical year, and that by adding 5,88,465 to

the Kali Ahargana we have the J. days for the date.

Kali Ahargarpa, read by Prof. George as time indication

in the Yukti-Bhdm a Malayalam commentary on
the Tantrasarkgraha of Nilakantha, is

To get the J. Days for the date, add
Or J. Days for the date

Now J. Days for January 1, 1740 A.D. .

.

Difference .

.

Deduct days from Jan. 1 to 31st May of the year

18,44,190 days.

24,32,655 „

5,88,465 „

14,61,000 „
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This Ahargana shows that 17,71,930 days were elapsed from the epoch
of the Kali-eTSL on the previous day, the day in question was the 17,71,931st

day from the same epoch. The ifiTaZi-cpoch is the^l7th February, 3102 B.C.
(or —3101 A.D. of the astronomical reckoning).

Now 17,71,931 365.25 x4851 +103.25.
This shows that 4,851 Julian Years were elapsed and it was the 103rd

day of the year arrived at. The process is

:

To —3101 A.D. 17th February,

add 4,851 J. Years + 103 days.

The sum -- 1750 A.D., 103rd day counting from February 17.

= 1750 A.D., 31st May according to the Julian calendar.

To this result we have to add 1 1 days to have the date by the Gregorian
(-alendar.

Hence the date comes out as the 11th June, 1750 A.D.

(TI) It is well known that the beginning of the Kali-ersL is placed at
— 3179 of the Saka year elapsed.

Now 17,71,931 -- 365.25875x4851+62 days nearly, 365.25875 days
is the length of the Indian Solar year according to the KhaTpda Khddyaka of

Brahmagupta. Now:

—

To —3179 of Saka elapsed + 0 days,

add 4,851 years +62 days.

The sum —1672 of Saka elapsed +62 days.

This leads to the day of Mithiina SamkranuiT^a of the Saka elapsed

1672 or of the Saka current 1673 as it is reckoned in South India. By
adding 78 to 1072 we have the English year 1750 A.D. as before. The day
of Mithuna SarkkrarmrjLa is now 14th June, two centuries before it was
about 12th or 11th June.

The dates of the works, viz. : Tantrasamgra}t4x, KaraTjxi Paddhati and
Yukti-Bhdm, should be finally settled by a most sifting enquiry before the

claims for originality in them made by the writers of the paper can be
accepted by the international historians of Mathematics. The claims

relate to the well-known expansu)ns:

—

(u) Gregory’s expansion for

(6) Newton’s expansions for

(ii) cos a’ = 1 —

.r"

3 + 5
+[t-

1

^3 .r7

13+ 15

QrZ X*

2
^

|4 "il
All the available manuscripts should be subjected to a thorough

examination. The possibility of foreign influence in the shape of later

additions to the originals should be very carefully looked into.
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HAEMOLYSIS BY BILE SALTS

By A. C. Roy

(Communicated by Dr. K. N. Bagchi)

{Received July 5, 194S)

Some of the bile salts are known to exhibit marked atypical

characteristics in their haemolytic behaviour. Mac J^ean and Hutchinson

(1909) found that the sodiuiii salts of cholalic, choleic and glycocholic acid

were (jaj>able of producing haemolysis in the ordinary way when strorvg

doses were used but exhibited marked peculiarities in more (lilute solutions,

the same haemoU tic effect being produced by widely divergent amounts of

the salts under similar conditions. Amongst the bik* salts, the most widely
studied, however, are sodium ta\nocholate and sodium glycocholate, but the
data available regarding their haemolytic Vadiaviour are rather conflicting.

Ponder (1921) jjointed out that sodium glyco: holate presented no
atypical characteristics in its haemolytic behaviour and behaved in a
manner sitnilar to that found in the cases of sodium taurocholate, saponin
and other haemolytic agents. Later on (1922), however, he reported that

sodium glycocholate haemolyzed more rajudly in dilutions of 1 in 1,000 or

thereabouts than in higher concentrations. He also found that sodium
glycocholat-e was a much weaker haemolytic ag(uit compared to the

taurocholate, yiuittuck (1928) and Yeager (1929) using chicken and human
red blood cells resj)ectively found that the time-dilution curves ol some
specimens of sodium taurocholate showed an S-shaped bend neai* the

origin. Sen vt al. (1929-30) froju a stud}’^ of t he Ijaemolytic a(‘tion of sodium
taurocholate on sliecj) red blood cells found that when comparatively higher

concentrations of the cells and xliv lysin WTie used, it exhibited atypical

characteristics similar to sodium glycocholate but at lower concentrations,

the time-dilution <‘urve was perfectly normal. They also found that sodium
glycocholate might show^ either a greater or feebler Imemolytie action than
sodium taurocholate depending on the particular concentration ranges in

which the com]>arLson w^as made.
From a study of the action of several brands of these bile salts it appears

to us that theii' haemolytic behaviour depends not only upon the particular

brand of the lysin employed but also upon the species of erythrocytes

concerned. The dilferenco in the behaviour of different brands of a

particular lysin may ordinarily be attributed to a difference in the technique

of their preparation involving contamination with various im[)urities, but
the problem becomes more comijlicated wd\en variations in the susceptibility

of the different 8})ecies of erythrocytes towards a particular haemolysin is

taken into consideration. An extreme instance of such divergence is

furnished by the haemolytic behaviour of cobra venom. Certain species of

erythrocytes such as those of the dog, the cat, the guinea-pig and of human
beings are known to be very susceptible to its haemolytic action, while

there are others such as those of the sheep, the goat, the ox and the buffalo

which are absolutely resistant; the erythrocytes of some other species of

animals occupying intermediate positions in this respect.

( 15 )
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As sheep and human red blood cells ^ are known to occupy more or less

extreme positions in the scale of susceptibility not only with respect to

haemolysis effected by cobra venom and saponin but also in relation to their

fragility in hypotonic saline, where the order is reversed (Ryvosch series),

,the haemolytic behaviour of three available brands of sodium taurocholate,

viz. those of Merck, Kahlbaum and DIFCO and also that of Merck’s sodium
glycocholate were studied with respect to both sheep and human red blood

cells (representing more or less extreme types of cell resistance). The pH
and surface trcnsion of the lysins at the different concentrations were also

simultaneously determined as these were considered likely to have modifying

influence upon their haemolj^tic behaviour.

Technique employed

Haemolysis was studied in the same general manner as described

earlier (1940). 0*3 c.c. of a 5% suspension of thrice washed sheep or

human red blood cells in normal saline was taken in small test tubes,

different amounts of normal saline were then added to these in such a way
that after the addition of the required amounts of the lysin and other com-
ponents of the system if there be any, the total volume came up to 1-0 c.c.

in each case. Just after the addition of the lysin, the time was iioti^d (by

means of a stop-watch), the contents of the tube immediately mixed by
giving it a few quick turns between the palms and the time for complete

haemolysis or the extent of haemolysis after a certain interval of time, as

the case may be, was noted. The solutions and suspensions u^tcd in this

connection were all made up in normal saline prepared from conductivity

water and all test tubes, pipettes and other glass wares were scrupulously

clean and sterilized.

The pH and surface tension of tlie same dilution of the lysin (in normal
saline) as is obtained in each haemolytic experiment were also determined
as far as possible simultaneously with the addition of the lysin to the r.b.c.,

the former by means of Hellige’s comparator and the latter with du Noiiy’s

tensiometer, direct readings from the dial being taken. The experiments
were all done at laboratory temperatures.

The tables (Tables I, II, III, IV) given at the en 1 of the i)a})er show
the results of such determinations.

The haemolytic activity of each of these ])rej)arations and its bearing

on the pH and surface tension of the solutions at the respective concentra-

tions are bettor brought out by means of curves (Figs. I, 2, 3, 4).

If we compare the haemolytic behaviour of the two Merck’s preparations

(Tables 1 and II, Figs. 1 and 2) which show the most atypical characteristics,

it appears that the curves are all essentially of the same type, each consisting

of a few distinct stages. Initially, i.e. at the higher concentrations, the

curve indicates the typical behaviour of a somewhat weaker haemolysin
up to a certain dilution and follows more or less a straight course. With
increase of dilution, however, there is a gradual reassertion of the activity

which becomes more and more intense till it attains a maximum. From
this point there is again a gradual decline of activity with further increase of

dilution.

The Kahlbaum’s taurocholate (Table III, Fig. 3) appears to have a
somewhat weaker haemolytic action than the corresponding Merck’s pre-

paration and but for some irregularities in its behaviour towards human

1 Human red blood cells though not as susceptible to cobra venom haemolysis
as those of the dog or the guinea-pig, have this advantage that the washed suspension
of the former is less prone to autoJysis than the latter and therefore easier to keep.
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The DIFCO-taurocholate (Table IV, Fig. 4) presents no anomalies in

its haemolytic behaviour and it appears to be the most haemolytic of all

the different brands of bile salts studied.

It will also appear that the haemolytic curves, obtained with each of
these bile salts with respect to sheep and human red blood cells, run closely

parallel, the former being the more resistant of the two in this respect.
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Diacmaion of the reauUa

Various theories have been proposed from time to time to explain the
anomalous haemolytic behaviour of some of these bile salts. Sen and Roy
(1930-31) believed that these anomalies were liable to appear if the system
was on the alkaline side of neutrality. Gordon (1933) likewise believed
these irregularities to be the result of the system having a particular
usually in the neighbourhood of 7*0. When the system is at pH 6*0

the time-dilution curve, according to him, has tlie usual form. Ponder
(1934), on the other hand, considered these irregularities to be due to the
physical instability of the lysins at particular dilutions rather to any
essential difference in the way in which the cells and the lysins react. He
observed, ‘ The more one works with soaps and bile salts the more is

one impressed by the fact that the irregularities observed are related to tlu^

physical instability of the lysins and that the atypical forms of time-
dilution and percentage haemolysis curves are due rather to one’s inability

to reproduce one’s own experimental conditions than to the curves being

essentially different in form from* those met with in the case of saponin
and the more stable lysins.'

Previous workers, who used mostly Merck’s preparations, took it for

granted that these specimens of bile salts were pure. In Merck’s Index’
(1929) none of their sodium taurocholate or sodium glycocholate is claimed
to be pure and each is stated to be mixed with the other as impurity.
Evidently these specimens of bile salts arc qualitatively the same and
that labelled Maurocholate’ has only a higher percentage of tam'ocholate

than of glycocholate and their ‘glycocholate’ has likewise a preponderance
of glycocholate over the taurocholate content. The results of analysis of
dried si)ecimens of these preparations also seem to corroborate such
assumption. As taurocholic acid contains sulphur and gl3^cocholic acid

does not, the percentage of taurocholate in a particular specimen of bile

salt may be ascertained from its sulphur content. Calculated on that

basis, well-dried specimen of Merck’s ‘sodium taurocholate’ is found to

contain only of pure sodium taurocholate, the rest (44%) presumably
consisting of sodium glycocholate, and their ‘ glj^cocholate ’ has about 28

of sodium taurocholate mixed with it. Kahlbaum’s and DIFCO’s tauro-

cholates are likewise found to contain 60 and 47% of pure sodium tauro-

cholatc respectively and it ivS conceivable that the remaining portions of

these })reparatious also consist mainly of sodium glycocholate.

If wo examine the haemolytic behaviour of the two Merck’s preparations

in the light of these findings, we find that a higher glycocholate content of

the specimen is associated with a greater haemolj^tic activity both with

respect to sheep and human red blootl cells, the former appearing to be
uniformly the more resistant of the two species of erythrocytes used. A
higher taurocholate content, on the other hand, is characterized by a much
feebler haemolytic effect. Pure sodium glycocholate therefore appears to

be much more haemolytic than a pure specimen of sodium taurocholate.

The peculiar shape of the haemolytic curves, obtained with Merck’s

preparations, may become explicable if we suppose that in a mixture con-

sisting of sodium taurocholate and sodium glycocholate (as these Merck’s

specimens appear really to.be) so long as the concentration of taurocholate

remains relatively high, the haemolytic effects of glycocholate are not mani-

fest to any appreciable extent and the taurocholate is the dominant factor

in determining its haemolytic behaviour, but as its concentration decreases

with dilution, the glycocholate asserts itself to a gradually increasing extent

tin a maximum haemolytic effect is product. The curve thereafter
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represents the haemolytic characteristics of sodium glycocholate alone.

The actual shape of the curve in any particular case, however, appears to be
determined both by the relative taurocholate and glycocholate contents of
the specimen as well as by the susceptibility of the species of erythrocytes

concerned. For example, with Merck’s taurocholate {66% taurocholate)

and the more susceptible human r.b.o. (Fig. 1 ‘H’) as well as with Merck’s

glycocholate (28% taurocholate) and the more resistant sheep r.b.c. (Fig. 2
‘S’), the curves are almost alike, the greater activity of the lysin in the latter

case being to a certain extent compensated by the greater susceptibility of

the r.b.c. in the former. With Merck’s glycocholate and human r.b.c.

(Fig. 2 ‘H’), the initial lagging effect of taurocholate is hardly manifest and
the glycocholate effect is more prominent, as this combination is favourable

for maximum haemolytic activity. With Merck’s taurocholate and sheep

cells (Fig. 1 ‘S’), the curve is of the same general type but with difference

that the taurocholate effect is more pronounced and the effects due to

glycocholate consequently less marked than with the other combinations.

The atypical haemolytic curves, obtained with certain specimens of bile

salts, therefore do not appear to be due to the inherent properties of perfectly

pure specimens of these salts but rather represent the combined effects of a
mixture, the constituents of which act more or less antagonistically.

If we compare the pH values and the haemolytic activity of these

preparations at the different concentrations, especially near about the

abnormal zone, we do not find any proportionality suggestive of possible

correlation between these two properties. The surface temsion values also

do not undergo any abrupt change indicating probable instability of thesp

lysins at particular concentrations. The bearing of surface tension on
haemolytic activity has been discussed earlier (1943).

With Kahlbaum’s taurocholate (60% taurocholate), the curves (Fig. 3)

appear to be of the same general type, but with those the taurocholate

effect is more pronounced and the effects due to glycocholate consequently
less marked than in the case of the corresponding Merck’s preparation.

With the more resistant sheep cells, the glycocholate effect fails to manifest

itself, but with the more susceptible human red blood cells it is felt at certain

concentrations only. The somewhat more acid character of tins brand of

bile salt might also have some modifying effects upon its haemolytic
behaviour.

That the reaction of the system has a modifying influence upon the

course of haemolysis has been known for some time. Mond (1926) found
that a slight increase in the H-ion concentration beyond the neutral point

leads to the outpouring of haemoglobin, while on the alkaline side, there is

a broad zone of resistance. Sen, Roy and Mitra (1929-30) found that

traces of acids accelerate and traces of alkalies retard the haemol3^ic action

of sodium taurocholate and this has since then been confirmed by other
workers.

The accelerating action of traces of acids on haemolysis, produced by
the bile salts, is well exemplified in case ofDIFCO-taurochoIate (taurockolate,

47%) where the initial lagging effect of taurocholate is not manifest at all

(Fig. 4, Table IV), probably because on account of its greater acid reactions

at the higher concentrations, haemolysis is considerably accelerated in that

very region where otherwise the taurocholate' effect would have been
manifest, resulting in typical but somewhat accelerated time-dUution curves.

It may be noted that here also the haemolytic effects on sheep and human
red blood cells run closely parallel, and the more resistant character of the

sheep cells is well maintain^.
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The pronounced acid character of this brand is well evidenced by the
formation of a brownish colour (characteristic of acid haematin) and the
development of turbidity after haemolysis is complete (already referred to,

Table IV). The turbidity is evidently due to the precipitation of haemo-
globin, as with a solution of haemoglobin (1%) exactly similar results are

obtained. Solutions of the other brands of bile salts studied not only do not
produce any turbidity with a solution of haemoglobin but cause a clarification

of the somewhat opalescent solution.

Summary and Conclusions

1. Four different brands of bile salts have been studied with a view to

explaining, if jDossible, the abnormal haemol^diic behaviour observed with
respect to some of them.

2. Of these, Merck’s sodium taurocholate and sodium glycocholate

yield the most atypical time-dilution curves.

3. From the specifications given in Merck's ‘Index’ as well as from
the results of analysis these preparations appear to be mere mixtures of

sodium taurocholate and sodium glycocholate, differing only quantitatively.

4. A higher glycocholate content of a specimen is found to be
associated with a greater haemolytic activity both with respect to sheep
and human r.b.c., the former appearing to be uniformly the more resistant

of the two species of erythrocytes used. A higher taurocholate content, on
the other hand, is characterized by a feebler haemolytic effect.

5. The atypical haemolytic curves obtained with certain specimens of

bile salts do not appear to be due to the inherent properties of perfectly

pure specimens of these salts, but rather represent the combined effects of a

mixture, the constituents of which act more or loss antagonistically.

6. From a simultaneous study of the pH, surface tension and
haemofytic activity of these lysins at different dilutions, theii* haemolytic
aberrations do not appear to be due either to the system having a particular

pH near about the abnormal zone or to the physicRl instability of the lysin

at parlic^ular dilutions as has hitherto been supposed. The reaction of the

system has, however, a marked influence upon their haemolytic activity, an
acid reaction favouring acceleration of the rate of haemolysis.

iY./f.—The surface tension figures in Pigs. 2 and 3 shoulfl be read as

84*0 and 90*5 instead of 83*5 and W*0 respectively.
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Table 1

/Sodium taurocholate {Merck)

(oontftins 55*9% of pure sodium taurocholate)

Temperature—22°C.

Concn. of
the lysin.

With sheep r.b.c. With human r.b.c.

pH Surface
tension.

Haemolysis in
Time taken for

complete haemolysis2 hrs. 21 hrs.

1 1/50 _ 1-0 9' O'^ 6*3 1020
2 1/76 0-5 39' i)" 6*3 1020

1/100 0-1 60' 0" 6*3 100*5

4 1/150 — 0-05 75' 0" 6*3 100*5

5 1 /200 - 0*1 65' 0" 6*4 98*0
6 1 1/300 — 0*9 28' 0" 6*5 95*0

7
1

1/flOO 0%3 1*0 6' 0" 6-5 90*0

Time taken for

complete haemolysis

8 1/700 33' 0" 3' 0" 6*7 87*0

9 1/900 10' 0^ 3' U" 6-7 84*0

10 1/1100 16' 0" 4' 0" 6*7 82*5

11 1/1300 23' 0" 5' 0" 6*7 80*0
12 1/1500 ' 27' (r 8' 0" 6*7 79*0

13 1/2000 76' (r 23' (" 6*7 86*0

1 •() = Complete haemolysis.
— ~ No haemolysis.
' Minute.
" — Seeond.

Table II

Sodium glycocholate {Merck)

(contains 27-9% of pure sodium taurocliolate)

Temperature—25®C.

Concn. of
the lysin.

Time taken for complete luvcmolysis.

pH Sui'face

tension.
With sheep r.b.c. With human r.b.c.

1 1/50 38' 0^ 4' 30" 60 93*5

2 1/100 42' O'" 5' 30" 6*1 94-0

3 1/150 52' 0" 4' 30" 6*2 91 *0

4 1/200 13' 0^ y 35" 6*3 92*0

5 1/3(K( 12' O-' 2' 30" 6*6 89*6

6 1/Soo 6' ,30" 2' 30" 6*6 87*5

7 7' 35" 2' 30" 6*7 84*5

8 1/1000 3' 40" 1' 0" 6-7 81*0

9 7' 30" 4' 30" 6*7 79*6

10 33' 0" 12' 0" 6*7 80*6

11 1/2500 60' 0" 20' 0" 6*7 83*5

12 1/3000 90' 0" 39' 0" 6*7 84*0
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Table III

Sodium taurocholate (Kcthlbamn)

(contains 60% of pure sodium taurocholate)

Temperature—22®0.

Concn. of
lysin,

\

Time taken for complete liaemolysis

With sheep r.b.c. With human r.b.c.

pH Surface
tension.

1 1/50
2 1 /75

27'

47' O'"

4' ir
ir

5*4

5-7

90-5
89-0

Haemolysis in

2 lirs. 21 hrs.

3 1/100 0-95 1*0

4 1/150 0-2 1*0

o \l2m OJ 1*0

6 1 /3<M) . (»1 1*0

7 1/500 0-05 1*0

H 1/700 0-05 (»*98

9 1 /OOO (»-05 0*98
10 1/1100 0*05 0*98
11 1/1300 0-()6 0*80
12 1/1500 0-05 0*60

29' O-' 5*6

60' O'' 5*8

70' O'' 6*0

84' 0' 6*0

78' 0" 6*2

107' 0" 6*3

143' 0" 6*3

46' 0" 6*2

182' 0" 6*5

0*98 (2 hrs.)

1*0 (21 hrs.)

6*3

93*5

950
95-0

930
92-6

91*0
90*5
90*5
92-0

920
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Tabus IV

Sodium taurooholate {DIFOO)*
(contains 47% of pure sodium taurooholate)

Temperature—23®0.

Concn. of

Time taken for
complete haemolysis.

pH

1

Surface Remarks

.

e
l3rsin.

With sheep
r.b.c.

With
human
r.b.c.

tension.

1 1/100 Immediate Immediate 5*2 89*0 When haemolysis was
2 1/160 0' 6' Ditto 6-2 86-0 complete a clear solu-
3 1/200 0" 5* 0' 5' 53 86-5 tion was obtained but
4 1/300 0' 60' 0' 10' 6-4 83*6 after a short time
5 1/600 1' 0' 0' 30' 5 5 80*5 (10-16 minutes), the
6 1/700 V 26' 0' 36' 6*0 80*5 first four tubes ofeach
7 1/900 6' 0' 1' 0' G-2 78*6 setbecame opalescent

.

8 1/1100 6' 0' 2' O' 6*1 79-5 This opacity gradu-
9 1/1300 10' 30' 2' 10' 6‘2 81*0 ally increased in ex-

10 1/1600 17' 0' 7' 0' 6*2 82'6 tent and on the fol-

11 1/2000 62' 0' 37' (»" 6*3 81-() lowing day opacity
was found to have
developed in almost
all the tubes, being
proportional to the
concentration of the
lysin. Again. the
first few tubes of each
set developed a
brownish colour after
haemolysis was com-
plete (characteristic

of acid haemolysis).

* Of the different brands of bile salts tested the DIFCO brand appears to be the
most hygroscopic. After some time, the content of the bottle sets into a hard mass
but its haemolytic activity does not seem to be appreciably affected by this trans*

formation.
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Introduction

Al-Hasan bin al-Hasan bin al-Haitham, otherwise Abu ‘Ali al-Basri,

and known in Europe as Alhazen,i was born in the year 965 A.D, at Basra,
and died in the year 1039 A.D. in Cairo, whore latterly he had carried out
his researches in the vicinity of Al-Azhar.2 He was one of the great figures

of the Middle Ages, and apart from his fundamental investigations into

the science of optics which concern us here, displayed that many-sided
competence characteristic of the leading Arabic philosophers. ‘Er war ein

vortrefflicher Mensch, besafs hohe Tntelligenz und grofses Wissen, es kam
ihm keiner seiner Zeit gleich, ja nicht einmal nahe in den mathematischen
Wissenschaften. Er war ausdauernd in der Arbeit, fruchtbar als

Schriftsteller und sehr enthaltsam in Leben. ‘ 3

The greatest achievement in optics of Ibn al-Haitham was his treatise

of that name,^ of which it was believed that the Latin version alone re-

mained. ^ Professor Mustafa Nazif Bey has, however, recently discussed

the Arabic text, discovered in Istanbul, in his valuable work published in

Cairo.® Ibn al-Haitham made a special study of, amongst other problems,
the reflection and refraction of light, the camera obscura, and the focussing

of light and heat by curved mirrors, and is also remembered by the Problem
of Alhazen, viz. : Given a reflecting surface of a certain shape, the object-

position and the position of the eye, to determine the point of reflection on
the reflecting surface. The present paper gives an interpretation of a w ork
of Ibn al-Haitham on the reflecting mirror of parabolic longitudinal sectior.

on the basis of the MS. in the India (noAv Commonwealth Relations) Otlice

in London. 7 Although mediaeval Arabic scientific literature has been
ably treated in Germany, especially by Eilhard Wiedemann and his school

at Erlangen,® English research in the field of Arabic physics is particularly

* Vide E. Nttrducci. Trattato D’Ottiua D’Al Hazen. BiiUottino Boucompagui,
IV,p. 21. (1871.)

* X^ide Ibn al<Qift! (died 1248/49 A.D.): Torikh al-bukaxna.
* H. Suter. Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Araber und ibre Werke.

liCipzig, 1900, p. 91.
* Kitab abman&zir.
* Opticae thesaurus Alhazeni Arabis libri septem, nunc primum editi. Euisdem

liber de crepusculis et nubium asoensionibus, etc. a Fe^d. Risnoro, Basel 1572.

Dr. Charles Singer has listed eight MSS. (13th-15th centuries), in English libraries,

of the Latin translation of Alhazen: F. Riener's was the first printed version. (F«de
Studies in the History and Method of Science, Vol. II, p. 393, Oxford, 1921.)

® M. Nazif Bey. Al-Qasan ibn al-Haitliam. His optical studies and discoveries.

Vol. I, 1942; Vol, II, 1943; Nuri Press, CJairo. In Arabic.
’ E. Loth. Catalogue of Arabic MSS. in the Library of the India Office (754, 5).

There is also another MS. at Leyden. (Cod. 161 (3) Gol. No. 1010 of catalogue.)
* See particularly, Ibn al-Haitams Schrifb fiber parabolische Hohlspiegel (J. L.

Heibergand E. Wiedemann) in BibUotheca Mathematica, 3rd series, Vol. 10, pp. 201-237.

t^eipzig (1909-1910). Here is a German version together with the Latin text.

( 26 )
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lacking.! This is the first of a series of papers for which, therefore, we offer

no apology, in spite of the prior treatment of certain aspects in German and
in Arabic. It is hoped thereby that a small breach will be filled in English
literature dealing with the history of physics: the mediaeval Arabic field

being little knowm, there is value in the interpretation of whatever MSS.
we may possess.*

The literal rendering has been adhered to closely, and where significant

departures have been made in the use of technical terms these have been
indicated in the notes : occasionally a few words have been added for clarity,

and such words are shewn in brackets. The MS., probably 17th century

A.D., is in a neat Naskhi hand; there are few errors in writing, and these

lead to no difficulties of interpretation. For the sake of brevity in the
mathematical portion of the text, we have ventured to use the usual signs

for ‘therefore’, equality, angle, addition, multiplication, the index* for

‘squared’, and so on; hut it should be made at once clear that no such symbolism
iras used by Ibn aUHaitham, except in the case of letters coming together

used. The argument in the original MS. is continuous as in an essay, and
there is no semblance of modern mathematical format.

As for the immediate basis of Ibn al-Haitham's treatment of the
paraboloidal focussing mirror there are two aspects, the mathematical and
the physical; the former ^involves the legacy of Greek thought upon the

<?onic sections, especially the parabola, and Ibn al-Haitham mentions
Apollonius in particular, though there were others^: the latter leads us
to the generally-accepted statement amongst Muslim writers that

Diokles was the discoverer of the paraboloidal mirror, other (Greeks having
used either an arrangement of plane mirrors to focus the light and heat,

or the logical consequent, a concave spherical mirror.^

In the Xame of <k)d the Compassionate the Merciful. And my guidance is

only from God.

A TREATISE BY AL-HaSAN IBN Al-HaSAN IBN AL-HaITHAM ON THE
MrRUORS^ WHICH CATSE BCRNINO BY VIRTCK OF (CONIC) SECTIONS.®

One of the noblest things which geometricians conceived and about
which the ancients vied with one another, and by which the remarkable

* ErofcHHor George Sarton of Ilar\’'Hrd has, however, written about Ibn al-Haitham
in his monumental Introduction to the Histoiy of »Seienee (Voi. I, pp. 721-723, Baltimore,
1927) and has included valuable reviews and notes in the journal Isis.

* See Legacy of Islam, Oxford, 1931. Article: Science and Mc<li(*ine. (Max
Meyerhof), p. 3 1 1

. y
3 Vide Ibn al-Qifbt (died 1248/49 A.D.) ; TarIkh al-hukama.
^ Sir T. L. Heath. History of Greek Mathematics.
6 Foroxample, in the Encyclopaedia ofAl-Singarf (Sakhawf, .Ans&ri). The work of

Diokles is also mentioned in the Commentary of Eutokius on the Book of the Sphere
and Cylinder of Archimedes. {Vide Archimedes, Opera Omnia. Edit<"d J. L.
Heiberg. Vol, HI, pp. 78, 152, 188.)

® See the text below, first paragraph.
For the use of a number of plane mirrors arranged to produe^t^ burning, see Tract

of Alexander (Gothn, Kat. W. Pertseh. No. 1348; Paris, Cat, de Slane No. 2825).

8 sections. 8ing. This term is used where we woidd tise the

term ‘conics’; to accord with modern usage w© have written ‘conic Hoctions’ in full.

The parabola is the conic section implied in this treatise.
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properties of geometrical figures were revealed in conjunction with their

physical consequences, is the making of mirrors which bum by reflection ^

of sunlight. In
,
adopting them, they followed various methods. For

they found that light 2 is reflected from the surfaces of simple plane mirrors,
and also from the surfaces of spherical mirrors, and that the places to which
the light is reflected vary according to the proportions (of the mirrors).

But it became clear to them that the ray ^ which is reflected from a plane
mirror to one point is reflected only from one point, and that which is

reflected from a spherical mirror is reflected from the circumference of one of
the circles which fall within that sphere (of which the mirror forms a part).

The proofs of that are evident in their books. Some of them adopted
numerous plane mirrors added together, from all of M^hich rays were reflected

to one point. Some a<iopted the concave spherical mirrors, and some
adopted many spherical mirrors, the rays from which were reflected to one
point, so that burning might be strong. Those who adopted these mirrors
are famous, such as Archimedes and Anthemius and others. Next it occurred
to them to think about the properties of the figures from which rays are
reflected. Thus they investigated the properties of the conic sections,^

and found that in the case of the concave surface of the paraboloid ® the
rays are reflected from the whole of its surface to one and the same point.

So it became evident that burning which arises from a mirror of this shape
is stronger than the burning of all mirrors of other shapes. But they did
not explain in a <*onvincing manner either the proof of this condition ® or

their way of arriving at it. And in view of the great benefit/S and the general
uses in that, we have decided to explain it and make it clear, so that those
may learn it who have a desire to know facts, and that we may teach it to

anyone whose enthusiasm is focus.sed on outstanding achievements. There-

fore we have explained it in this essay and summarized the proof of the
knowledge of its facds. We have also mentione<l the way to be followed
in adopting it and aiTanging its apparatus, and have indicated the principles

which geometricians use with all kinds of mirrors, so that anybody who
seeks it might find his way to it, and he who desires might attain it.

Premisses mpeerl upon.—The rays of the sun proceed from the body
of the sun to the surfaces of all tvi)es of mirrors, and to all objects, on straight

lines.

All rays falling on plane mirrors are reflected from the surfaces of the
mirrors at equal angles; and all the rays falling on concave mirrors make
equal angles with the plane surfaces tangential to these surfaces (mirrors)

at the points where the rays fall. By the ray which is reflected at equal

angles I mean that the reflected light subtends, together with the straight

line mutually separating the plane of incidence ^ from the plane surface

of the reflector, or of the surface tangential to the concave mirror, two
equal angles.

And the rays which proceed along the straight lines \\hich end at the
surface of all kinds of mirrors, and are refleete<l at equal angles, whether

» = light.

i/
* ^u.aji «= ray. Tlic tenns ‘light’ and ‘ray’ are frequently intenhanged.

ffio "t ,0^0'i ^
* jyjt ~ conic «e(*tion.

* This word is also used for *idea\

We have used a modem term here in order to simplify the text.
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from plane mirrors or from the surfaces tangential to concave mirrors

—

I mean the lines which are reflected and represent the reflected rays—are

also reflected along these lines. And by the plane surface tangential to

the concave surface is meant that surface which has only one common
point with the concave surface. By the surface of the reflected line and
the reflected ray is meant the surface in which these two lines lie, i.e. the

line itself and the line which, together with it, subtends an angle.

Proof. ^—^The axis of any parabola * is shown (Fig. 1 )
and a distance

equal to one quarter of its parameter 3 is marked off. Thus if every line

which is within the parabola, and parallel to the axis, and ending at the

curve ^ is reflected to the point which marks off the fourth part, the two
lines together with the tangent 3 to the curve subtend two equal angles

at that point, e.g. the parabola ABO and its axis A2>, L its parameter.

Fig. I.

From AD the distance AH is marked off equal to \L. TB is drawn
parallel to DA, and B and H joined, and the tangent KBC drawn. Suppose
that l^TBK ^ l^HBC.

^
; abbreviated to ‘Proof%

8 See ref. 19. Rendered as * parabola*. *

4 See ref. 19. Rendered as ‘curve’.

* (tij')
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(I) First let /_BHC be acute.

(i) By the method of analysis i it may be supposed that

Z.TBK = I.HBC.
Now since the line TB is parallel to DA

,

Z,TBK = /.BCD;
also since * Z.'J'BK = jHCBH,
then Z.VBH = /_BCH.

The line BH = the line HC.
Thus Bm = HC».

We draw BZ perpendicular to the axis.

HZ^+Zm = HC^
but BZ’i = AZxL,i^>

L being the parameter, which the esteemed Apollonius has explained in his

book on the Conic Sections.

Thus HZ^+{AZxL) =HC^.
But HA — JL,
Thus {ZA X4AH)+HZ‘ = HC*

AC ==ZA.

But this is so because BC is a tangent and BZ is perpendicular * (to DC).

(ii) By the method of synthesis,* conditions remaining unaltered,

I say, therefore, that l_TBK = /_HBC.

Proof.—We draw BZ perpendicular (to DC). Now since BC is

tangential to the curve and BZ is perpendicular (to DC) then ZA will equal
the line A C.

And mA X AZ)+HZ* = HC*.
Btit HA = iL,

(4IIA xZA) = Lx z

A

.-. {LxZA)+HZ* = HC*.
But (LxZA) = BZ* because DZ. is a perpendi-

cular.

.-. BZ*-\-HZ* = CH*
But BZ*+HZ* = HB*

HB* = HC*
HB = HC.

/LHBC = ^HCB. ,

And also TB is parallel to DA, -

.-. Z.TBK = Z.SCB
Z_HBC =» £TBK.

Similarly for every line which is drawn parallel to the axis and ends at

(is reflected to) the point H, and together with HA subtends an acute
angle; and that is what we wished to demonstrate.

> JUlaiilf

• The well-known property of the parabola, written y* L*, L being the

parameter.

^ modem tenn.
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(II) Let us retain conditions as before, and let BH together with HA
subtend a right angle (Fig. 2). I say that ^TBK = Z.HBC.

Fio. 2.

(i) By the method of analysis, we suppose that tlie two angles are

equal.

Since the line TB is parallel to the line Al),

/_TBK =
but t /_1’BK = /_UBV. (Given.)

/_UBC = i_h<;b
line BU = line U('

HB^ = UC^.
But HB^ = HAxL,

since L is the parameter and BH is on a right angle (perj). to CD)

{HA XL) = HC^.
But (HAxL)=iLi
because HA — \L

HC^ =
/. HO = JL;

and HA = JL,
AC = {L.

Line HA = line AC.

But this is so, because BC is a tangent and BU is a [>erpendicular (to CD).

(ii) By the method of synthesis. Suppose conditions unaltered.

I say that I.TBK * ^HBC.
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Proof.

—
^The line BC is a tangent to the curve and BH is a per-

pendicular (to CD).

/. Line HA = line AC, and HA = JL.
/. HC = iL
HC^ = 1 ^2

;

but HA X L = iZ.2 because HA = \L,

:.HAxL^HC^.
But HA x/^ = HB^ because BH is a perpendicular (to CD),

Bm = HC2
/. line BH == line HC

LHBC = lbcb.
And since line TB is parallel to line Ui ,

thcji

ITBK = /LHCB)
also /_HBC = l_H(B,

Z.TBK = l.HBC,
and that is what we wished to prove.

(Ill) Retain conditions as before, and let Z^BH(' be obtuse (Fitr. 3).

I say that A.TBK = /__HBC.

Fig. 3.
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(i) By the method of analysis, we suppose that this is so.

Now since the line TB is parallel to the line DC,

I.TBK =
And LTBK = ZHBC. (Given.)

lUBG = lECB,
line IIB = line EC,

BH^ = UC^.

Draw BZ perpendicular (to CD). Then BZ^-\-ZH* = HC^.

But BZ^ = AZxL,
.-. (AZxL)+ZH^ = HCK

But HA = iL,
{ZAxiAB)+ZHi = HC^.

Make AM = AH,
(ZA X4:AH)+Zm = ZM2 = Hd (')

/. ZM = CH.

HM, which is common to both, is subtracted; there remains

ZH = MC.
Now HA = AM,

ZA = AC-,

but it is so because BC is a tangent to the curve and BZ is a perpendicular

(to CD).

(ii) By the method of synthesis. Suppose conditions unaltered. I

say that l,TBK = I.HBC.

Proof.—We draw BZ perpendicular (to CD). Now since BC is a
tangent to the curve and BZ is a perpendicular (to CD), the line ZA = the

line AC.

We make .4M = AH,
then there remains ZH = 310.
Thus ZM = HC

ZM^ - HC\
But {ZA x4:AH)A-HZ^ = ZM^

(ZA x4AH)+HZi = HC*
But (ZA x4AH) = ZA xL because HA = JL

(ZA xL)+Zm = HC*.
But (ZA xL) = HZ*becauseHB is a perpendicular.

.-. HZ*+ZH2 = HC*.
Now BZ^A-Zm = HH*

HH* = HC*
HH = HC,

.-. /iHBC = ^HCH.
But I.HCB = because line TH is parallel

to line DC.
AHBC = Z,TBK.

Similarly for every line which is drawn in the conic, which together with
the line HC subtends near to the apex an obtuse angle. And every line

which is drawn in the conic parallel to the axis, and is reflected to a certain

point,^ subtends, together with the tangent, two equal angles; and that

is what we wished to demonsi^ate.

* Euclid, Elements Bk. II, Prop. 8.

3 l.e. point H. Letter H absent from text.
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In the case of every conic section (parabola), if the axis is kept fixed

and the section is rotated until it returns to the position of starting, it

forms a solid of revolution, and also forms, in the medium which surrounds
it, whatever that medium is, a (hollow) concave surface. ,If any plane
surface proceeds from the axis and intersects that concave surface, the
mutual separation is a conic section, equal to the first conic section which
generated the concave surface, and its axis is the (original) axis. For
example, the section ABO (Fig. 4) is a conic section and its axis is AD,
The line GD is perpendicular to it. AD is kept fixed and the section is

rotated till it returns to its starting position, and it has formed out of its

confines a concave surface, the base of which is the circle GHZ which is

formed from the rotation of the point G\ and the apex (of the surface) is

the point A, A plane surface proceeds at random from the axis AD and
cuts the concave surface; the mutual separation is the line ACH, I say
that the line ACH is a conic section equal to the section ABG.

Proof of that,—^We join HD and imagine the first section ABGD
moving round the axis AD,

Therefore, if the point 0 ends at the point the line DOJs super-

imposed on the line DH, and the surface ABGD on the surface ACUD, and
they become one surface, because they are two equal surfaces; and since

the conic section ABG has generated the concave surface, the line (boundary)

ABGD is always, however the section is rotated, the mutual separation

a
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between the concave surface and the conic section. If, therefore, the
surface ABOD is superimposed on the surface AOHD^ the mutual separation

between it and the concave surface would be the line ABQ\ and the mutual
separation between the surface which is superimposed on it, and becomes
with it one surface, between this and the concave surface is the line ACH.
Therefore the line ABG is congruent with the line ACH and both become
one line, and the whole of one surface becomes equal to the (other) surface.

Therefore the line ACH is a conic section equal to the section ABQ, and its

axis is AD\ and that is what we wished to show.
From the end of the axis of any surface which has the same concavity

as the paraboloid, a distance equal to one quarter of the parameter of the
section which generated it, is marked off. Every line which is drawn
parallel to its axis and which ends at the concave surface, and is reflected

to that point (JL from the end), subtends, together with the tangent to the

concave surface, which is the mutual separation between the reflected

line and the plane surface which is tangential to the concave surface, two
equal angles. For example, a surface (Fig. 5) with the same concavity as

the paraboloid, whose apex is A, and whose base is the circle GZHy and
whose axis is AD. The line AC equal to one quarter of the parameter of

the section which generated it, is marked off. The line TB is drawn parallel

to the axis, and reflected to the point C. I say that the two lines TB and
BC subtend, together with the tangent to the concave surface, which
(tangent) lies in their own plane, two equal angles.

K

3»
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Proof of that ,—^The lines TB and DA are parallel, therefore they are in

one plane; and the lines BC and AD are intersecting, therefore they are in

one plane, viz. the plane of the two parallel lines. We produce the surface

BTDA until it cuts the concave surface and the plane surface which is

tangential to it, at the point B, Thus it forms in it a conic section (parabola),

equal to the conic section which it formed, as we explained in the figure

above, and its axis is the same axis.

Let that section be ABOZ. It also forms a straight line in the plane
surface tangential to it. Let that line be KBL, The line KBL is tangential

to the concave surface because it meets it at one point only. Similarly

it is also tangential to the parabola because it meets it at one point only.

Now since the line KBL is tangential to the section, and the line AC is one
quarter of its parameter, and the line TB is parallel to the line AD and has
been reflected to the point then the lines TB and BC subtend, together

with the line KBL, two equal angles, as was explained above. Now there-

fore the lines TB and BC subtend, together with the tangent to the concave
surface—which tangent is the mutual separation between the plane of the

two lines TB and B(' and the surface tangential to the concave surface

—

two equal angles; and similarly it is evident that every line which is drawn
parallel to the axis and ends at the concave surface, and is reflected to the

point C\ would satisfy the same conditions; and that is what we wished to

demonstrate.
If the surface of any mirror with the same concavity as the paraboloid

is placed opposite the body of the sun so that the axis (of the mirror) is in

a direct line with its body, rays proceed from the body of the sxm to the

whole of its siuface, and are reflected to one point on its axis, and the

distance (of this point) from the apex (pole) of the surface is equal to one
quarter of the parameter of the section which generated that surface.

Example (Fig. 6): the surface of a mirror with the same concavity as the

paraboloifl whose apex is the point d, whose base is the circle (WB, and
whose axis is AD, The point C is at a distance from the point A equal

to one quarter of the*parameter of the parabola w hich generated the surface.

It is placed opposite to the sun, which is represented by the circle 2\ in

such a way that the axis .1/), should it be produced, would end at the point

T which is inside the body of the sun. I say that rays proceed from the

body of the sun to the whole extent of this surface, and all of them are

reflected to the |K)int C.

Proof of that ,—All the rays which proceed from the body of the sun
proceed along straight lines.

Thus the ray which proceeds from point T to point A proceeds along

the line TD,
We imagine a point at random on the reflecting surface, on the circum-

ference of its base, and let it b^ point 0, and let us suppose a line OK
proceeding from the point 0 parallel to the line AT, Thus, if the line OK
is product it falls on the body of the sun, because the separation between
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it and the line is a small quantity which ^as no significance in the body
of the sun. Therefore it falls always near the point T, and the point T is

inside the body of the sun. Therefore it falls in the body of the sun. Thus
let it fall on the point K, Thus the ray which proceeds from the point K
to the point Q proceeds along the line KQ, Similarly, any line which
proceeds parallel to the axis, from any point on the area of the (base of the)

surface, ends at the body of the sun. And thus the ray which proceeds
from that point to the point which is on the surface of the reflector proceeds
along that line, for it is evident that rays proceed from the body of the sun
to the whole extent of the reflecting surface on lines parallel to the axis.

Therefore I say that all of them are reflected to the point C,
And since the surface AOB has the same concavity as the paraboloid,

all the lines parallel to its axis, if they terminate at it (AGB) and are reflected

to the point (7, would subtend, together with the straight lines which proceed
in their planes tangentially to the concave surface, equal angles, as is clear

in the figure above. And the straight lines which proceed to the reflecting

surfaces are reflected at equal angles with the lines tangential to the
reflecting surfaces which (latter) are in the planes of the reflected lines. i

And the rays which proceed along these (last named) lines are reflected

along such lines. The rays which proceed from the body of the sun along
the lines, parallel to the axis to the whole extent of the surface of the concave
(paraboloidal) reflector, are reflected along those lines which end at the
point C. And it has been made clear that rays proceed from the body of
the sun to the whole extent of the reflecting surface along lines parallel

to the axis
;
and the rays which proceed to the whole extent of the concave

reflecting surface of the same concavity as the paraboloid, and which are
parallel to the axis, arc all reflected to the point the distance of which
from the pole of the surface equals one quarter of the parameter; and that
is what we wished to demonstrate.

Having made clear that the rays which proceed from the body of the
sun to the whole surface of the mirror with the same concavity as the
paraboloid, and which are parallel to its axis, are all reflected to one point,
we now explain how the mirror which has this shape is adopted. We take
a plate of good steel of any size we desire, and let it represent the plate

ABOD (Fig. 7)2 and make out of it a part of any conic whatever, and let

this be the section of the parajbola AHO; let the plate be cut along the line

AHG, As to how the parabola and other (conic) sections are made by
means of a tool, this was mentioned by several geometricians, although
they did not actually make them with precision. And we have explained
in a treatise,2 in which we mentioned the making of all conic sections by
means of a tool, how we make any section we require to such A precision
that it cannot be exceeded in a material *

; such is the drawing of the circle

with the compasses—^although that ® is difficult—at any diameter we

1 A condensed statement of the two laws of reflection.
® Fig, 7 though in the original MS. is not essential. Fig. 8a could be used.
* See E. Wiedemann. Festschrift fUr J. Eosenthal, Iieipzig, 1906, p. 172.

Zeitschrift fiir Vermessungswesen, Vol, 39. (1910.)
* In contrast with pure theory. Ibnahl^itham realized the practical limitations.

»e material.

* =* fit. ‘that cutting'.

Perhaps m error for JUAJf vElJo *» that action, i.e. the drawing of the circle.

etc.
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require
; and its angle of inclination ^ could be any angle we want, its

parameter any line we want« Any portion we wanted from the parabola,
whether from near the apex or from the middle (could be attained), and its
distance from the apex could be any distance required* From which
(treatise) emerges clearly how we can produce the conic section from the
plate, and were this not so this work would become long and mixed with
what is not properly of it; we could have mentioned the matter here, but it
has’ been dealt with in a more fitting place.

Fig. 7.

Thus we produce on the plate ABGD a portion of the parabola, and let

it be the part AUG. The plate is then cut along the section. Then we
sharpen its edges so that they cut anything they pass over. We then take
another plate of steel with a slight thickness and cut it along the same conic
section, and then the edge is worked on with a file until the iron 2 is filed

down. Then a concave mirror of steel is taken of any size, so long as it is

near to what is required. If the portion (Fig. 86) which we took out from the
parabola is from near the apex, such as section AHGB (Fig. 8a) we make
that mirror into the shape of a half-egg (Fig. 8d), and if the piece from the
parabola is from the middle of the parabola (Fig. 8c) such as the section
ABOB (Fig. 8a), we make both plates each of the shape of the section
AUCB, and make one of them sharp and the other filed down smooth;
then make the mirror to the shape of a ring (Fig. 8e). Next we place the
filed-down plate on the concavity of the mirror and then file it down (further)
until it covers the whole surface of the mirror. When we finish that we fit

1

This refers to an ordinate of the parabola, the angle being measured «from the

axis.
> Xbn al-Haitham mentions both 'iron* and 'steel*.
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the mirror in the instrument called the ‘ turntable on the centre of the
circle of its base, and on the apex (of the mirror) if it is egg-shaped, or on the
centre of the outer circle if it is a ring. The sharp-edg^ plate is placed on
the concavity of the mirror, and (the mirror) rotated in the way that we cut
(astronomical) instruments, until the edge of that plate meets the whole
surface of the mirror, and all roughness in it is removed and it becomes as
smooth as possible. When this is done its surface becomes the surface of

G
““

C " B
The rectangular plate.

Fio. 8.

^ «= turntable. Latin ‘aaeor*. E. Wiedemann interprets the word as

‘lathe’. (See ref. 8 on p. 25.) Wo might regard the apparatus as a simple lathe or
rotating table.

Ibi^ al-Baitliam improved the apparatus of Ptolemy (d. 165 A.D.) for measuring

angles of reh^action in various media. Tho word originates from Ibn
al Kaitham’s use of some such instrument.

^
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the paraboloid and it is of the shape which we intended. Then it is polished

and used, and this is its form. This is the summary of the whole discourse

on burning mirrors which are of the shape of paraboloids.

As to how we make a burning mirror of this shape so that its burning
is at a certain distance which wo require, the distan- e is found from the
axis; if we want the mirror to be egg-shaped, we suppose a plate of steel

such as ABOD (Fig, 9) and scribe on it a straight line such as BOy and
imagine the required distance such as OZy and reproduce on the plate a
part of the parabola from near its apex, such as the portion AHG \ so that

its apex would be the point (?, its axis BOy and its parameter 4 times OZ,
And we have said before that we have explained in its correct place in

‘The construction of (conic) sections,’ ^ how that can be found out. Thus
if we produce on the plate the parabola AHG according to this description

the line ZG will be one quarter of the parameter; and it was made clear

that all the rays which fall on the mirror, made from the parabola AHO,
are reflected to the point JZ, and (so) the distance of the point Z from the

mirror is the required distance. Thus the burning of the egg-shaped

focussing mirror (made) from the section AHG is at the point Z, the distance

of which from the mirror is the required distance. We thus make from
the parabola AHG an egg-shaped mirror by the process described above,

so that its burning is at the required distance.

6- 2.

~
^

Fia. 9.

And if the mirror is to be in the shape of a ring we imagine a plate

such as ABQD (Fig. 10) and scribe on it a straight line such as the line

BOy and suppose a straight line at random such as the line C, and add it

to the distance (a?) at which we wish the burning to be. We then make
on the plate a part of a parabola, from its middle, w^hose axis would be

BQ and parameter 4 times C, and the distance of the point from the apex
of the parabola wotlld be equal to the line made up of the given distance

(a:) and line C\ and we have explained the idea also in our book® on the

constniction of conic sections.

Thus if we represent on the plate a part of a parabola accortling to

this description, such as the part Aif, we imagine the line BG produced
along the surface and cutting AH produced. Let it (Ai?) meet the axis

at the point Z, and let us imagine ZT =» C. Now since the section AHZ

h • Seorof. 3 on p. 36, B, WiedOmaim. * Treatise * and ‘book* refer to the same
work.
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A

C

ZTG B
Fig. 10.

is a parabola whose axis is BZ and whose parameter is 4 times 7^Z, which
(TZ) is equal to C, TZ would be one quarter of the parameter; thus all the
rays which fall on the mirror made from any part of the parabola AHZ,
are reflected to the point T, and since we have supposed the distance of the
part AH from the apex of the parabola to be equal to the given distance
(a;) plus the line (7, and TZ = C, then the line GZ equals the given distance

(x) plus line C. Thus their remains OT equal to the f;iven distance (a;).

Thus the burning of the totals mirror from the section AH, which
is ring>shap^, would be at the point T whoso distance from the mirror is

the given disiance (x). So we make from the section AH ^ mirror in the
form of a ring by the process described above, whence its burning would
be at the given distance.

So this discourse covers the whole making of burning mirrors which are
of this (paraboloidal) shape, and they are the strongest of all burning
mirrora because the rays are reflected from the whole of their surface to one
point, and that is what we intended in this treatise. Thus ends the dis-

course on the burning mirrors, and praise be to God. May God bestow His
blessings upon MuiljLammad and his kindred.

Final Remaeks

In this treatise, Ibn al-Haitham displays elaborate and careful argument
(verbose it seems to modem students now familiar with optical reflection),

emphasizes clesrly the maximum heating effect at the precise focus to be
attained with the paraboloid, and reveals an insight into experimental
technique. Though the essential basis of his work is Greek, there is a
refreshing appeal to quantitative practical procedure quite alien to the
contemporary European thought.

Indeed, it is also clear that some of the originality, in optics especially,

but also to a certain degree in scientiflc method, formerly attributed to
Roger Bacon (1214-1292), can now be traced to Ibn al-Haitham.

In conclusion, we express our indebtedness to Mr. E. C. Sutton, of the
Commonwealth Relations Office, who has kindly attended to our require*

ments respecting MSS.

I The unusual word (lit. ^united’) seems to have been ignored in the

German and Latin versions.
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A detailed chronological study of the achievements of the ancient
Hindus in mathematics and astronomy is very dilB&cult, because so many
of thoir ancient works, references to which are found in their later literature,

are lost and also because the dates of some of their old extant works are still

objects of great dispute. The subject, however, has been unnecessarily
made more complicated by those scholars, who in their exaggerated admira-
tion for the Greek mathematicians and astronomers have tried their utmost
to establish an ultimate Greek origin for practically everything that is found
in the Hindu mathematical aixd astronomical works. Consequently, it is

their firm belief that the planetary system of the Hindus represented by
the epicyclio and excentrio methods, is bodily borrowed by them from the
Greeks, The object of this thesis is to discuss to what extent this view is

tenable, with special reference to the Mathematical Syntaxis of Ptolemy,
the famous Alexandrian astronomer of the second centmy and.to the great

Hindu classics on mathematics and astronomy, viz. Aryabhatiya of Arya-
bhata (499 A.D.), Paficasiddhantika of Varahamihira (550 A.D.), Brahma-
sphutasiddhanta of Brahmagupta (628 A.D.), ^i^yadliivrddhida of Lalla

(ninth ceiitury),,, Siddhanta^iromani of BhaskarEcarya (1150 A.D.) and
Suryasiddhanta

Greek Trigonometry

First to deal with the Greek Planetary system, the only extant work,
in which the epicyclic and excentrio methods are fully discussed, is Ptolemy’s
Mathematical Syntaxis. To understand these methods it is necessary to

know the nature of Greek Trigonometry in the time of Ptolemy. In the
eleventh chapter of the first book of the M.S., Ptolemy gives what he calls

‘ Kav6viov r6}v iv KiJ/cAa> cOffetwv
* * or ‘A Table of lines within a circle’, that

is, a Table of Chords. This table gives the lengths of chords subtending arcs

of a circle in terms of its diameter, the arcs ranging from J degree to 180
degrees at intervals of | degrees.^ The circumference of the circle is 360
degrees and the diameter is 120 units in length. With the help of this

table, when the length of the arc of a circle is known, the corresponding
length of the chord can be calculated, and vice versa. This is the trigono-

metrical property used by Ptolemy throughout his work.

i*Tho original author of this work is not known. The workexisted before VarlUia*
mihira, who most probably introdiiced the epicyclio theory into it and gave a short
summary of it in the F.S. Intorpolationf were made by one or more later astronomers,
whose names are, however, not known. Professor Sen Gupta has proved that the
composite work, as it is found today, may date from the fifth to the eleventh century
(see S.S. translated by Burgess, Introduction).

s Instead of^ accent on 17 and oi, ^ accent has been used for printing facilities.

t In the previous chapter Ptolemy discusses in detail the geometrical methods
on which this table is based,

. ( 41 )
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Motiok of the Son accobbino to Ptolemy

Ptolemy devotes the third book of the M.S to the motion of the sun.

According to him tho solar year consists ol - 36o-24666.

.

days, and, consequently, the suns mean daily motion is 69 8 17 13

12'" 31” expressed in sexagesimal fractions. In the second chajiter he

gives tables of tho sun’s mean hourly, daily, monthly and yearly motions

and also a table of its mean motion in 18 years. In the third chapter he

defines the epicyclic and the excentric methods. He says, that the motion

of the universe westward and that of the i)lancts eastward arc uniform and

circular.! Any irregularities in the motion arc only aiiparent and are due

to the position and order of these circles in their respective spheres. Ihis

apparent variation can be explained by cither of the two simple and

hypotheses. If it is assumed that the motion of a plane-t, as observed from

the centre of the universe, where the earth is supposed to be, ^kes place

in the plane of the ecliptic, concentric with the umverse, then, either its

circle of uniform motion is not concentric with the universe

centric but the planet itself moves on another circle earned by it and c

epicycle. This will be clear from the following diagrams

First the excentric system. Let, in fig. 1, ABCD be the. circle m the

plane of the ecliptic and concentric with tlie universe, with centre as A,

Uieh is tho centre of the earth. Then if the motion of a planet as ob-

served from E is along the circle ABCD, th<-n the centre of the circle of its

uniform motion is not at E but at F, a point on the dmmeter ALC and the

circle of uniform motion is OHK equal to the circle
i av •

Now the epicyclic system. Again let ABCD in fig. 2, be the circle m
the plane of the ecliptic, with E the centre of the earth as centre. Lrt

FOH be the epicycle of the planet, with centre A on the circle ABtJJ.

Then the planet moves uniformly about FGII ,
while K moves uniformly

Then Ptolemy gives a geometrical proof to show that^ according to

either of these hypotheses, tho planet appears to descri^be in equal times

unequal arcs of the ecMptic.® After this he proves that accordmg to the

r In the original Greek the words are • iftaXal iih ttmr nSaat sol Iyki/kXuh rg ^oti

(gee Vol. I, p. 216).

» Vol. I, pp. 216-218.
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excentric hypothesis, the motion of the planet is always minimum, when
it is at the apogee of the excentric circle and maximum, when it is at its

perigee
;
but according to the epicyclic hyj)othesis, its motion is least, when

it is at the apogee of the eincycle, provided it is moving westward and the
centre of the epicycle is moving eastward ;

but if the centre of the epicycle

and the planet at the apogee of the ex)icycle arc both moving eastward,

then at that point the planet will have its maximum motion. The proofs

given by Ptolemy are as follows:

Let in fig, 1 ,
£ be the centre of the earth. Let ABCD, vdih centre F,

be the excentric circle of a planet. Let A be the apogee and D the perigee.

Let the arcs AB and DC be equal. Then

Z^AEB < l_AFB
< Z_DFC
< A.DEL\

This is always the c^ase. Thus according to tlie excentric hyjiothesis, the
planet's greatest and least motions are respectively at its perigee and apogee.

Again in fig. 2, let ABCD be the circle concentric; with the universe
having E i\H its centre, L(4 A and C be its apogee and perigee respectively.

Let FOUR be the (‘picycle of the planet with A as centre. Let F and H
bo tlie ai)ogee and perigee on the epicycle. The epicycle is moving east-

ward along ABCD, If the planet at F also moves eastward as from F to

then there it has its greatest motion, because it is moving in the same
direction as its epicycle. But if the planet at F moves westward as from
F to K, then there it has its least motion, because it moves in a direction

contrary to that- of its epicycle.

Ptolemy further adds that in the ease of bodies having only one in-

cciuality, botli the hypotheses arc applicable to the phenomena, provided
the following conditions are fulfilled:

—

1 . The ratio of the radius of the excentric circle to the distance between
the centres of the earth and excentric circle is equal to the ratio of the radius

of the concentric circle carrying the cx>icyclo to the radius of the epicycle.

2. The time taken by the planet to describe the excentric circle is

equal to that taken by the epicycle to describe the concentric circle.

3. The planet moves along the epicycle at the same rate as the epicycle

in the concentric and when at apogee it moves westward.
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Ptolemy illustrates his statement by proving with the help of both
methods, that a planet has its greatest equation of centre, when at an
apparent distance of a quadrant from its apogee. Hence he concludes that
by the excentric hypothesis, the time from the least motion, which takes
place at the apogee, to the mean motion, which takes place at the point of
the excentric, where the planet has its greatest equation of centre, is greater
than the time from the mean motion to the greatest motion, which takes
place at the perigee. The same is the case by the epicyclic hypothesis,
l)rovided the motion of the planet at the apogee of the epicycle is westward,
because as has been proved before, it will only then have its least motion
at the apogee. But by the epicyclic hypothesis, when the planet at the
apogee of the epicycle moves eastward and, consequently, has its greatest

motion at the apogee and least motion at its x)crigoe, then the time from
greatest to mean motion is greater tiian the time from mean to least motion.

Ptolemy continues that when the bodies have a double inequality, both
these hypotheses should be combined to explain the' phenomena.

^

In the next chapter from his own observations of the lengths of the

four astronomical seasons, Ptolemy establishes that the position of the

sun’s apogee in his time is 65® 30' and its maximum eccentricity or radius

of its epicycle is 2^ 29^', (p denotes each of the 120 parts of the diameter)

1 Tiiis will be made clear later, when dealing with the planets.
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when tho radius of the concentric or excentric is 60^, and, consequently,
its greatest equation of centre is 2® 23'. These, he says, agree with those
given by Hipparchus.

In the fifth chax)ter Ptolemy gives the geometrical methods of finding

the true place of the sun, wlicn its mean longitude is given.
First the cxcentric nu^thod will he explained (see fig. on p. 44).
Let ABC be the ecliptic* with 2>, the centre of the earth, as centre and

radius as f)0^- Let ADC be the ax>se line. Let G be a point on ADC such

that DG = 2^ 30' — sun’s eccentricity. Let EFH be the sun’s ex centric

circle, the centre of which is 0 and radius is 60^. Let E and H be resj>ectively

tho ax)Ogec and x)CTigee of the excentric circle. Let the sun be at F fo that

the arc EF or mean distance of the sun from its apogee is 30 degrees. Let
FD be joined cutting the concentric in B. Then B is the sun’s true xdacc.

Draw DK XK'rx)cndicular to FG produced.

Now since arc EF = 30°,

therefore /_EGF 30°, when 4 right angles are 360°,

== 60°, when 2 rigid angles are 360°, ^

- ADGK.

Tluircfore wlu'U tlic circumhTC'Uce of the circle circumscribing the right-

angled triangle DGK is 360°, tlic arc subtended by the chord DK is 60°

and tiiat subtendcKi by GK is its suxqdement or 120°.

Therefore by Ptolemy’s Table of Chords, if LG is 120^, DK = 60^ and

GK = 103^ 55'.

So when DG = 2^ 30', then DK -1^15' and GK = 2^ 10'.

So FK = FG+GK =- 60^+2^ 10' == 62^ 10'.

So FD =: ^/FK^+DK^ =- 62^ 11' nearly.

Now since when FD == 62^ 11', then DK = 1^ 15', therefore, when

FD == 120^, then DK = 2^ 25'. Then if the circumference of the circle

eircums(Tibing the rigid angled triangle FDK is 360°, and FD = 120^

and DK ^ 2^ 25', tiieii again from Ptolemy’s Table of Chords, arc DK =
2° 18'.

So Z^DFK ~ 2° 18', when 2 right angles are 360°,

= 1 ° 9', when 4 right angles are 360°,

== sun’s eciuation of centre, when its mean distance from
the apogee is 30°.

So its true distance from the apogee

= arc AB
= Z^ADB
=- Z.EGF--Z.DFG
= 30°-~l°9'
= 28° 51'.

Now tho epicyclic method will be explained (see fig. on jn 46).

Let AB(y be tlic eclixdic witli i), tho centre of the earth, as centre and

radius as 60^. Let ADC be its apse lino. Let FGK bo tho sun’s epicycle

with its centre H on tlu^ circle so that arc All ^ 30°, and its radius

as 2^ 30'. Let F and G be respectively its axiogec and perigee. Let K bo

tho sun’s position on tlio ex)icyclo so that arc FK is also 30°. Lot FlIGD
bo joined. Lot KD bo joined cutting the ecliptic in L. Then L is the sun’s

true place. Join KH and draw KM perpendicular to FD,
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Since arc FK= 30°,

therefore /^FHK = 30°, when 4 right angles are 300°,

= 00°, when 2 right angles are 300°.

A

C

So when the cdrcumferenee of the eirclo cireiiinscrihiug the right-

angled triangle HKM is 300°, then arc KM ~ 00° and arc MU, sui>ple-

ment, is 120°.

Therefore if UK, the diamcder of the circle, is 120^, then by Ptolemy's

Table of Chords, (diord KM 00^ and chord MU - 103^ 55'.

So when UK, the. radius of the e.i)ieyeh‘, is 2^ 30', then KM = 15'

and MH = 2^ 10'.

So MD = MH+HD = 2^^ 10' +00^^ - 02^^ 10'.

So DK = ^/Km\MD^ =- 02^ 11

Now when I)K = 02^ 11', then KM = P 15', therefor(‘ when UK =
120^, then KM = 2^ 25'. So when the circumference of ilie circle circum-
scribing the riglit-angled triangleKMD is 300°, by Ptolemy’s Table of C’hords,
the are subtended by KM is 2° 1 8'.

Z.KDM = 2° 18', when 2 right angles are 300°,
= 1° 9', when 4 right angles are 300°,

= sun’s equation of centre, when its mean distance from
the apogee is 30 °.
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So its true distance from the aj^ogee

arc AL
= aadl
= A.ADH-ALDM
= 9

'

= 28° 51'.

Thus both the excentric and cpicyclic methods give the same result.

Ptolemy gives two more examples showing how to find the true place
of the sun, both by the excentric and epicyclic methods, when its mean
distance from the j)erigee is given.

In the next chapter Ptolemy gives a table of equations of centre of the
sun, caleulat(‘d in the above manner, for intervals of 6° for cadi of the two
quadrants on either side of the apogee and for intervals of 3° for each of the
two quadrants on either side of the jierigee. A smaller interval for the
quadrants on cither side of the perigee is chosen, because there the equations
change more rapidly.

Tluj eighth chai)ter gives rules for calculating the sun’s true longitude
on any day using tlu‘. tables of mc^an motions and equations of centre.

Tliis completes the account of the sun’s motion according to Ptolemy.

Th(t motion of the Moon according to Ptolemy

The M,S. also contains a theory of the moon. In the thhd chapter
of tli(' fourtli book Ptolemy gives the various })eriodic motions of the moon.
According to him the mean daily motion of the moon in longitude is 13°

10* 34** 58“* 33*' 30^ 30'"*, expressed in sexagesimal fractions. This is

tlie same as tliat given by Hipparchus. The motion in anomaly and that

in argumcait of latitude are resj)ectively 13° 3* 63** 50*** 17*^ 51'^ 59^^*

and 13° 13* 45** 30*** 48*^^ oO'^ 37'* according to Ptolemy but according

to Hipparclius they are respectively 13° 3* 53** 56*** 29*'" 38*^ SS'"* and 13°

13* 45** 39*** 40*'" 17' 19'^*. In the remaining chapters of this book,
Ptolemy deals with the first inequality of the moon following the epicyclic

mtdhod, which is described above.
All th(^ juMHlecessors of Ptolemy including Hipparchus knew only one

inequality of th(^ moon, viz. its equation of centre. This inequality Tvas

represented, as in the case of tli(‘, sun, eitluT by an excentric or by an epicycle.

According to the excmitrie hypothe.sis, the moon moves eastward on the

excentric circle with its mean motion and the centre of the excentric ciiTle

rovolv(‘s round tlu^ earth at a rat(‘ equal to the difference between the
motion in longitude and tlie motion in anomaly of the moon. According
to the epi(*yilic hypotliesis, there is first of all a ckde concimtric with the
ecliptic and described in the same ]>lane. To this circle is inclined another
concentric cirde at an angh' of 5°, the greatest latitude of the moon.
This circle rc'volves uniformly in a westward direction about the centre
of the ecliptic at a rate equal to the diff(U’ence between the motion in

the argument of latitude and that in the longitude of the moon. This
circh^ (jarries an ejiiiyde, tlu^ centre of which moves (‘astward at a rate

equal to the motion in the argument of latitude. The resulting motion
of the centre rcqHesents, therefore, the motion in longitude of the moon.
The moon moves on the circumference of the epii'yde in a westw^ard direc-

tion at a rate equal to its motion in anomaly. This motion thus rej)rescnts

the moon’s motion in anomaly.
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This was the theory of the moon before Ptolemy developed it by his

remarkable discovery of the evection of the moon.
From tlie observations recorded by Hipparchus and also from those

made by Ptolemy, the latter finds tluvt the moon has not only one inequality

as his predecessors thought, but it has a second inequality also. The former
he calls the inequality with regard to the ecliptic or the moon’s equation of
centre and the latter ho calls the inequalitj^ with regard to tlu^ sun or

evection. This makes the geometrical interpretation of the moon s motion
different from that of the sun. Ptolemy states his theory in a veiy com-
plicated thesis in part of the fifth book of the M.8. The theory is illustrated

by the following diagram.

F

Let ABC be a circle concentric with the ecliptic with as the centre

and radius as 49^^ 41 Let AEC be a vertical diameter in it. Take a point

D on it such that DE = 10^ 19'. Then, with centre D and radius 49^ 41'

draw a circle, which is the moon’s excentric cirede. Let F and H b(». its

apogee and perigee respectively. The centre of the moon’s ej)icyclo lies

on this circle. Let 0 be the centre. With Q as centre and radius 5^ 15'

draw a circle, which is the moon’s epicycle. To make the calculated results

tally with the obacu’vations, Ptolemy assumes that the centre of the epicycle

moves on the excentric circle eastwards in such a manner that it coincides
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with the apogee of the excentric circle on the days of full moons and of the
conjunctions of the sun and moon and it coincides with the perigee of the
excentric circle at quadratures. Thus the epicycle moves round the exoen-
tric twice in the mean synodic month and so the distance of the centre of the
epicycle from the apogee of the oxcentric circle or the angle FEG is neaily
twice the moon’s elongation from the sun. The moon moves westward
in the epicycle at a rate equal to the daily motion of the anomaly. Again
to make the observed results agree with the calculated results, esi)eeially

when the moon is in places intermediate between the syzygi( s and the
quadratures, Ptolemy makes a further assuraiition ealled Prosnivsi.s.

Ptolemy assumes that the line of apse in the ei)icyclc does not pass through
the centre of the earth, but through a point on the side away from the centre

of the excentric and at a distance equal to that between the centre of the
earth and the centre of the excentric. In the above diagiam, il’ K is the
apogee of the epicycle with centre O, from which the motion in anomaly of

the moon is measured, then KO, the line of apse of the epicycle, does not pass
through E, but through a point L on the diameter ADE, such that LE is

equal to DE and L is always on the side of E away from Z). K is called the

mean apogee. The point Jlf, where produced cuts the ex)icycle, is the

apparent apogee. M coincides wdth K at times of syzygies and quadratures
but at intermediate times oscillates a litth^ on both sides of KA

Now will bo (‘xplaiuod how to find geometrically the moon’s true i)lace,

when its mean ])lac(‘ is knowm.

I Godfray has explained Ptolemy’s theory in the following manne r :

To nprc'sent this new inequality, which was subsequently called the Evcction,
Ptolemy imagined an <‘xcentric in tho circumference of which the centre of an epicycle

moved while the moon moved in the circmnferenco of tho epicycle.

Tho centre of the excentric and of tho epicycle he supposed in syzygy at the same
time, and both on tho same side of the eartli.

Thus, if E represent the earth,
S Sun,
M Moon,
c tho centre of the excentric RKT is in syzygy,

/?, tho centre of tho epicycle, would also bo in syzygy.

Now conceive e, tho centre of tho excentric, to describe a small circle about E in

a retrograde din^ction cc\ while 7?, the centre of the epicycle, moves in tho opposite
direction, in such a manner that each of tho angles S'Ec\ S'ER' may be equal to tho

synodica 'motion of tho moon, that is, lier mean angular motion from the sun ; SES'
being the mbtioii of the sim in the same time.

Now tho first ine quality was accounted for by supposing tho epicycle RM to

mov(j into th(‘ position m, r and R being at the same distance from E, and r?n parallel

to RM,* the first inequality being the angle rEm. But wlion the eentre of the (picycle

is at R\ and R'M' is parallel to rm, tho inequality becomes R'EM\ and we have a

second correction or inequality mEM' (Lunar Theory of Godfray, pp. 108-109).

For simplicity we leave out of consideration the motion of the apse.
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Lei ABC be the moon’s excentric circle, with D as the centre and A
and C as its apogee and perigee respectively. Let E be the centre of the

ecliptic, so that DE is 10^ 19', when EA is Let B be tlie centre of the

moon’s epicycle and F and 0 be its ai)ogee and perigee respectively. Let

EM be also 10^ 19'. Let BM be joined cutting the epicycle in K and L,

so that they are respectively the mean apogee and i)crigec. Let H b<^ the

place of the moon on the epicycle travelling westward from F. It is

required to find the angle HEF, the difference between the moon’s mean
and true places. Join BD and HB, Draw DN, MO and HP perpendi-

culars to FBE.

Now let the sun’s mean jdace be 12^^

27° 20' of Leo and lot the moon’s distance from th('- nu'an apogee in the

epicycle be 333° 12'. Then the moon’s elongation from* the sun is 45° 15'.

According to Ptolemy’s tlieory, tlie angle AEB, the distance of the
epicycle from A, the ai)Ogec of the excentric, is 2 times 45° 15' or 00° 30',

when 4 right angles arc 300°, or 181°, when 2 right angles are 360°.

So angle AEN — 89° 30', when 4 right angles arc 300°,

= J 79°, when 2 right angles are 360°.

Tlien if the circmmferenco of the circle circumscribing the right-angled

triangle DEN is 300°, then arc DN = 179° and arc EN = 1°. So from
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Ptolemy’s Table of Cliords, ehord DN ==119** 59' and chord EN — 1^3',

when DE = VHf.

So if DE = loP 19', then DB = 49^ 41', tlien DN = 10^ 19' nearly

and EN — 5' nearly.

Since the two right-angled triangles DEN and MEO are congruent>

thendoro DN - = MO = ](»p 19' and EN = EO =- 0^ 5'.

Since /iA'2 DB^-DN^,
therefore BN — ^/DB^—DN^

== 4SP 36'.

'Iherefore /iA' ^BN~EN
= -18’’ 36' -5'

= 18^31'.

Therefore BO =- BE-EO
=-- 48P 31 '-5'

= 48P 26'.

Since jSJi2 BO^+MO^,

therefore BM = ^/BO^+MO^
=-- 49P 31 '.

'Ihus BM = 49P 31
', when MO = 10^ 19'.

So when BM =• 120^, then MO = 25^.

So when the eireumferenee of th(“ circle cirenmseribing the right-angled

triangle BMO is 36<»“, by rtoleniy'.s Table of Chords, arc MO — 24“^ 3'.

So /_MB0 — 24° 3', wIk'ii 2 right angles arc 360°,

== 12° 1', when 4 right angles are 360°.

So are KF -- /_KBF = l_MBO -- 12° 1'.

Now since th(' moon is 333° 12' westward from K, the moan ajiogee, so

are KH -- 360° -333“ 12'

=- 26° 48'.

So are FU 26° 48'- 12° 1'

: 14° 47'.

So Z_FBH — 14 ° 47'. when 4 right angles are 360°,

= 29° 34', when 2 right angles are 360°.

So if the eireumferenee' of the circle cireuinseribing the- right-angled

triangle BIIP is 3(i0°, then are //J' = 29° 34' and are FB = 1.50° 26'.

So by Ptolemy's Table of Chords, chord BP — 30’’ 37', and chord

PB — 116’’ 2', when BH, the hypotemi.se, is 12(»'’.

So when BH, the radiu.s of the epicycle, is 6^ 16', then BP — 1^ 20'

and PB --=
6P 5'.

So PE -- PB-\-BE
= OPfi'-f48^31'

53” 36'.

So BE -- i/Bl^+PE^
= 63P 37'.

Thus wh(>n BE == 53’’ 37', UP = 1^ 20'.

So when HE =- 120^, HP = 2^ 69'.
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Therofore if the circumference of the circle circumscribing the right-
angled triangle HPE is 200®, by Ptolemy’s Table of Chords, arc UP = 2® 52'.

So /_HEP =2® 52', when 2 right angles are 360°,

= 1® 26', when 4 right angles are 360®,
= difference bet^ween the moon’s mean and true places.

Hence is obtained the moon’s true place.

In tlie eighth (3hapter of the fifth book Ptolemy gives tables of the
general lunar inequality and in the ninth chapter he gi v^es rules for calculating
the mooirs true place from these tables.

This is in brief Ptolemy’s theory of the moon.

Motion of the Five Planets accordwg to Ptolemy

Turning to the theory of the motion of the five x>lsnets, it is clear fiom
the second chapter of the ninth book of the M.S. that the predecessors of
Ptolemy were not acquainted with tlie two inequalities of a planet and,
consequently, thc^y were not successful in th(‘ir attempts to establish a theory
of the j)lauetary motion. Even Hii)parclius found it difficadt 1o formulate
a theory. He only arranged the observations as systematically as possible
and came to the conclusion that each planet had two inequalities and the
amount of rctrogradation of each was different. He also thought that it

might be necessary to combine the epicyclic and excentrie theories to explain
this double inequality. Thus it ax)pears that Ptolemy w^as the first Greek
astronomer to establish a theory on the motion of the five planets by means
of epicyclic and cxcentric methods. The last five books of the M.S. are
given to this subject.

As to the order of the planets in the celestial sphere, Ptok'my accepts
that which was assumed by the ancients, viz. Moon, Mercury, ^’enu8, Sun,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn from the earth upwards. Ho again emi)hasizes
that, as in the case of the sun and moon, the ajiparent irregularities of the
planets arc accounted for my means of uniform and circular motions.

^

Of the two inequalities of a planet, the one with resj^eet to the sun is

called solar inequality and the one with respect to the zodiacal divisions is

called zodiacal inequality.

According to Ptolemy the mean daily motions in longitude of Saturn,

Jupiter, Mars, Venus and Mercury are respectively 2^ 0° 33^^ 31^^ 28^^

51^,4^ 59“ 14“^ 26^^^ 46^ 31^, 3P 26“ 36“^ 53^^ 51^ 33'^^ 59^ 8“ 17“^

13“^ 12^ 3l'^^ and 5*/ 8“ 17“* 13^^ 12^ 31^, expressed in sexagesimal
fractions, the last two being the same as that of the sun. The motion in
longitude is the motion of the centre of the equc^yclc. The daily mean
motions in anomaly of the three superior planets, Saturn, Jupiter and Mars,
are found by subtracting their respective mean motions in longitude from
that of the sun. Htuice they are 57* 7“ 43"* 41*^^ 43^ 54* 0“ 2"*

46*^ 26^ and 27* 4l“ 40*“ 19*'^ 20^ 58^“ resi>cctively. Those of ^hmus
and Mercury arc respectively 36* 59“ 25“* 53*^ 28^ and 3° 6* 24" 6*“ 59*'^

1 Incidentally Ptolemy introduces hero his version of the cosmic universe. Tlio
original Greek reads as follows: * irpoK€ifi4vov 5* tov Kal 0€\rjvris ray ^aLvopivas Qvrtop
dvcofxaXlas vdaa^ dvoBei^ai St’ OfxaXwv koI iyKVKXiatv dTTOTiXovfidvas:, rovrwv pkv oiKUiov
oPTOiv rfl 4>do€i rojp 9daiP» dra^ia^ hk Kat dpoixoiorffros dXXorpicDp* or, ‘Our present task is to
provo all the apparent inequalities of all the five plarwds, as in the case of tlie sun and
moon, whicli are completed by means of uniform and circular motions—tbeso being in
keeping with the nature of the divine, whereas disorder and irregularity are different’.
(Vol. II, p, 208)

,
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35^^ 50^ (sec IX. 3). The motion in anomaly is the motion of the planet
in the epicycle. In IX. 4, Ptolemy gives tables of the mean hourly, daily,

monthly, yearly, etc., motions in longitude and anomaly of the five planets.
In IX. 5-0, he discusses the geometrical eonstr\ictions to represent the
inequalities of the five planets. This is briefly as follows.

A planet’s inequality with respect to the sun is best represented by
means of the epicyclic system. Ptolemy says that the epicyclie system
must be used here, because it is found from observations of the various

l>osition8 of the planet with regard to the sun in the same zodiacal division

that the time from the greatest to the mean motion is greater than the time
from the mean to the least motion and this fact does not follow from the

excentric hypothesis (see p. 44). But it can be made to fit in with the

epicyclic hypothesis, if it is supposed that the planet lias the greatest

motion at the apogee, that is, if the planet is supposed to move eastward

from it. Then Ptolemy says that observing the zodiacal arcs corresponding

to the same position of a planet with respect to the sun, it is found that the

time from least to moan motion is greater than the time from the mean to
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greatest- motion. This hict can be made to fit with both the hypotiieses, but
since the epicyclic system must be used for the determhiation of the first

inequality, so tlic cxcentric system will be used for the second inequality.

Thus in the case of planets with tw'O incqualiti(‘s, Ptolemy combines the
epicyclic and cxcentric systems.

Besides combining both the hypotheses, Ptolemy introduces some more
complications, which will l)est be cx])lained by means of diagiams. Tt must
also be pointed out that Ptolemy’s theory of Mercury is slightly different

from that of the other planets and the latter will l)e first explained.

Let ABC be a circle concentric witli the ecliptic, Mith E, the centre of

the earth, as centre. Let AEC be a vertical diameter, A and C l.eing the

apogee and perigee respectively. Let K be the centre of the cxcentric

circle LMN of any planet. Let D be the middle point of EK. J^^t ECU
be a circle with centre as I) and equal to the circle ABC. The ccrntre of the

epicycle of the planet lies on this circle. Let it be Q, Draw the epicycle

with Q as centre (see fig. on p. 53).

Ptolemy assumes the following conditions :

—

1. The plane of the cxcentric circle is inclined to the ])lane of the

ecliptic and the plane of the epicycle is inclined to the ])lane of the cxcentric

circle. This is assumed to account for the motion of the i)lanet in latitude.

But when the motion of the planet in longitude alone is considered, this

assumption may be dispensed with and the i)lanes of the excentiie and the

epicycle may be considered to be the same as that of the ecli])tic, l)ecause

no considerable difference in the motion in longitude arises thereby.

2. OQPy the diameter of the epicycks revolves eastward uniformly
about K, at a rate equal to the mean daily motion in longitude of the ])lanet.

Thus Q, the centre of the ex)icycle, moves uniformly on the cxcentric FGH.
3. The xdanet moves uniformly along tlu^ epicycl(‘ such tliat it com-

pletes its revolution with respect to the diameter dircjcttnl towards in a

period equal to that of its mean anomaly.
4. The i)lanct moves in such a way tliat when at the a]U)gee of the

epicycle, it is moving eastward. It is only then that the ])lanet vill have
its greatest motion at the a^jogee and the least motion at the jK‘rig(*e. This

assumi)tion will save the observed jdieiioineiion that in case of ail jdanets,

the time from greatest to mean motion is grt^ater than that from the metin

to least motion. 1

5. The Avholc plane moves uniformly eastward about E at the rate of

in 100 years.

2

It is very interesting to note here that Ptolemy rejects th(^ simjde ex-

centric theory of his ])redecessors. From observations lie finds that the
centre of equal distances is not the same as the cenirc of uniform motion
or in other words, the centre of the circle carrying the ejdcyck^ differs fr< m
the centre of the cxcentric circle. Thus there are 3 centres— 7f, tlu^ centre

of the earth; Z), the centre of the excentric carrying the (*j>i(‘ycle or the
centre of equal distances, and K, the centre of the excentric oi* tlie centre

of uniform motion.

The following is the theory of Mercury :

Let ABC he a circle w ith cemtre as E, the centre of the earth and con-
centric with the ecliptic. Let AEC be its diameter and A and C its a])ogee

and j)erigee respectively. Let D, a point on AEC, be the centre of the ex-

centric circle FGH, of Mercury. Let jfii be a point on ADEC, such that

1 See p. 44.
2 This is the rate of tho precession of equinox according to Ptolemy.
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DK == DE, Now the centre of the exccntric circle carrying the epicycle

moves about K Avestwarcl always at a distance equal to KlJ from K. Let
it be L at a. certain ])osition. With L «as centre draw a circle Jl/iVO equal
to the circle AB(K Let ]\ a ])oint on the circle MNO, be the centre of the
epicycle of Mercury. Describe the epicycle and let QPR be its diameter.

Besides assuming all tlie conditions as in the case of otheu' })lanots,

Ptolemy assumes one more in the case of Mercmy . Here the centre' of the
exc(uitric cir cle carrying the t^picycle is not fixed as in the case of the other

planets, but it moves. It moves uniformly about K westward and at the
same rate as that of P, the centre of the ejdcychg eastA^i^rd. Phis centre

of the movc'able oxeentric will coincide with />, the centre of the fixed

exceiitric, onc(^ in each revolution and thus Mercury is at the perigee twice

in om? revolution.

In th(^ boolvs rX-XT, Ptolemy, from observations, calculates the apogees,

oxcontricities and the radii of the ex>icyclos of the five x)lanets. These are

given below.

Apogees at the time of Ptolemy,

Mercury .. .. 10® of Libra.

Venus .. .. 25® of Taurus.
Mars . . . . 25® 30' of Cancer.

«J upiter . . . . 1 1 ® of Virgo.

Saturn .. .. 23® of Scorx)io.

The distance betw een the centre of the earth and that of the cir cle of

uniform motion, that is, ED for Mercm’y (see fig. above) and EK for the

other planets (see fig, on p. 63) :

—

Mercury . . . .
3*^

Venus . . . . 2^ 30'
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Mars . . . . 12^

Jupiter .. ..5^30'
Saturn . . . .

50'

The distance between the centre of the earth and that of the excentric

circle carrying; the epicycle, that is, ED (see fig. on p. 63):

—

Venus . . . .
15'

Mars . . . .
6^

Jux)iter . . . . 2^ 45'

Saturn . . . . 3^ 25'

In the case of Mercury the distance between the centre of the earth

and the jioint about which the centre of the excentric carrying the epicycle

moves, that is, EK (see fig. on p. 56), is 6^ and the distance between this

latter point and the centre of the oxcentric circle carrying the epicyx'le,

that is, KL (see fig. on p, 65), is always 3^.

Tn the case of eveiy jilanet the radius of the concentric or excentric

circle is 60^, while the radii of the epicycles of Mercury^, Venus, Mars,

Ju^iiter and Saturn are respectively 22^ 30', 43^ 10', 30^ 30', 11*^ 30' and
6^ 30'.

In the ninth chapter of the book XI, Ptolemy gives the geometrical
method of finding the true place ofa planet, when its mean distance from the
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apogee of its excentric circle or its mean longitude and its mean distance
from the apogee of its ej)icyclo or its mean motion in anomaly with regard to
the sun arc given. This method is illustrated below. Take the case of,

say, Mars.
Lot ABC be the circle concentric with the ecliptic, having its centre

as E, the centre of the earth and radius equal to 60^. Let A and C be its

apogee and perigee respectively. Lot FOH be the excentric circle, equal
to the circle ABC, which carries the 02>icycle of Mars. Lot its centre D be
such that DE is G^. Lot F and H be its ajiogee and perigee res2)ective]y.

Lt)t LMN bo a circle equal to ABC with centre K such that EK is 12^,

This is tho circle of uniform motion. Let L and N be its a2)Ogoo and perigee
respectively. Let G bo the centre of the epicycle of Mars with a radius of

39^ 30' and P and Q be its a2)ogee and i>crjgee res2)ectively. Lot B be the

2)Osition of the ]>lanot on the ei)ieyclc. Let EG be joined and produced to

meet tho epicycle at S. Let EE bo joined. Let RT be drawn perpendicular
to ES, Let DX and EY be drawn i)orpendiculars on PGQK j)roduced.

Lot GD and GR be joined.

Tho moan distance of Mars from tho a2)Ogoe of its excentric circle, that
is, angle LKG is given and its mean distance from the a2>ogee of its epicycle,

that is, angle PGR is given. It is required to find its true distance from the
apogee of its oxc(uitric circle or angle LEE,

Now Z,LKG = /,DKX
= a, say, when 4 right angles are 360°,

= 2a, when 2 right angles are 3G0°.

Therefore arc DX = 2a, when tho circumference of the circle circum-

scribing the right-angled triangle BKX is 360°.

Tliereforo arc KX = 180°—2a.

8o chords DX and KX are known from Ptolemy’s Table of Chords,

when the hy])otenuse DK is 120^.

8o chords DX and KX are calculated when DK is 6^, Let them be
X and y respectively.

Thus chord EY ^ 2 chord DX = 2x and chord KY = 2 chord KX
= 2y.

Since D is tho middle point of EK and DX is 2>arallel to EY,
so chord X Y = y.

GX = y/OD^-DX^ = = a, say.

So GY = GX-\XY = a^y.

So GE = y/GY^+EY^ = \/(«+y)®+(%)2 = say.

Thus when GE = b, EY = 2y.

So when GE = 120^, EY = c, say.

Therefore from Ptolemy's Table of Chords arc EY is known and hence

angle EOY, when 2 right angles are 360°. Let it be p.

Lot Z^POB = y, when 4 right angles are 360°,

=5 2y, when 2 right angles are 360°.

So ASGB ^ £TGR
= l^8GP+ Z^POR
= l^EGY+ /LPOB

^+2y.
= 5, say.

2
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Therefore from Ptolemy’s 'I’ablo of Chords arc ET = 8 when the cir-

cumference of the circle circumscribing the right-angled triangle TQE is

360°. So arc TG == 180°-8.
Thus from Ptolemy’s Table of Chords, chords RT and TG are kno\> n

when EG, the hypotenuse, is 120^* So they are known when EG, the radius

of the epicycle, is 39^ 30'. Let them be d and e respectively.

Therefore TE = TG+GE
== e+6
= /, say, is known.

Therefore RE = '\^R'l ^-\-Th^ = gt say, is known.

When RE = g, ET = d. Thus when RE = 120^, ET is known. It
is, say, h.

Thus from Ptolemy’s Table of Chords arc ET is knov n, when the cir-

cumference of the circle circumscribing the right-angled triangle RET is

360°.

Thus angle EET = arc RT is known when 2 right angles are 360°,

and, consequently, is known, when 4 right angles are 360°.

Thus angle LEE, which is required, is known.
In the eleventh chapter Ptolemy gives tables show ing the values of the

inequalities of the planets in different positions and in the last chapter he
gives rules to use those tables to find the true longitude of a planet on any
day.

The foregoing sections show how^ the epicyclic and excentric methods
w'ere used by Ptolemy to explain the motions of the sun, moon and the five

planets.

Planetary System of the Hindus

In the planetary system conceived by the Hindus, the earth is at the
centre of the universe and it is fixed. The stars and planets move round it

from east to west in concentric circular orbits with a common drive con-

stituted by the wind called Pivavaha. They comj^lete one revolution in one
day. In terms of their radial distance from the earth they are in the
following order:—Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn
and the Stars. In the course of their motion tlie sun, moon and the five

planets fall behind the stars, each losing an equal distance daily, so that

they a]>pear to move eastward, each at a rate of 11,858,717 Yojanas per
day. Thus according to the Hindu astronomers all the ])lanet8 move
eastw^ard in their orbits with the same velocity. But since the dimensions
of their orbits are unequal, so their ax>parent motions, being in inverse ratio

of the orbits, differ from one another. 'The daily motion westward of each
planet is equal to the difference })otw'een 11,858,717 Yojanas and the circum-

ference of its orbit.

Ancient Hindu Planetary Theory

The astronomers even in ancient^ days noticed that the motion of a

planet is not regular. They assigned the causes of this iiregularity in

motion to invisible deities situated at the Mandocca or apogee, at the

Sighrocca or apex of quick motion and at the Pata or node. In the case

of an inferior planet, the mean j)lanet has the same velocity as that of the

moan sun while the velocity of its Sighrocca is the velocity of the planet

1 Before Aryabliata (499 A.D.), the first scientific Hindu astronomer, wiiose work
is extant.

2B
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itself, and the point called ^ighrocca is an imaginary point moving round
the earth with the same angular velocity as that of the planet round the sun.

In the case of a superior x>lanet, the velocity of the x)lanet is its true velocity

and its ^ighrocca has the same velocity as that of the mean sun. Now
the ancient idea was that a planet was attached to these invisible deities at

its Mandocca, Slghrocca and Pata .by cords of air. The deities at the
Mandocca and the Sigbrocca drew the planet forv ard or backv ard towards
their places alternately with the right and left hands. Thus irregularity in

motion was caused. Again the deity at the Pata drew' the planet north
or south of the eclix)tic causing deviation in the latitude. This idea is

found in the S.S., IT. l-S and does not evidently include a knowledge of
the epicyclic theory or the oxcentric theory.

The epicychc and excentric theories are first met with in the Arya-
bhatlya of Aryabhata. Varahamihira in the description of the S.S. in his

P.S., Brahmagupta in his B.S.8. and K.K., Lalla in his 6.V., 6rTpati in his

S, 6e. and Bhaskara in his S. 6i. have given detailed descrix>tions of these
theories, the last astronomer being very clear and lucid in his statements.

HINDU TRIGONOMETRY

Before explaining those methods the Hindu idea of ‘sine’, ‘cosine’

and ‘versed sine’ must be oxx^lained.

Let 0 be any circle and AOB and COD l)e tw'o diameters at right
angles to each otlier. Ijot BE be any are. Let EF and EG be perx^endi-
culars on AB and CD respectively.

Tiien EF is the sine of the arc EB or Jya, EQ is the cosine of the arc

EB or Koiijya and FB is the versed sine of the arc EB or Utkramajya.

Hindv Epicyclic Theory to find the Motio7i

The ox)icyclic theory is called Nicoccavrttabhangi.
-Lot the circle ABP with E, the earth, as centre l)e the orbit of the sun

or Kak^avrtta. . Lot AEP bo the apse line or Nicoccarekha. AE is the

radius or Trijya. With A as centre and the radius of the sun’s exu cycle or

Mandantyaphalajya as radius describe a circle. This is the sun’s epicycle

or Nicoccavrtta. Lot PEA produced cut it in U and A. Then V is the

apogee or Mandocca in the ex)icycle and N is tKe perigee or Mandanica.
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%

Now the theory supposes that while A, the centre of the epicycle, moves
in the direction of the signs about the orbit A BPy with a velocity equal to
that of the sun’s mean motion and always coinciding with its moan place,

the sun itself moves along the epicycle with an equable motion but in a
direction contrary to that of the signs. Further the time taken by the sun
to complete one revolution along the- circumference of the epicycle is the
same as that taken by the centre of the epicycle to complete one revolution
along the circumference of the orbit. Thus wiicn the centre of the e])icycle

or the moan sun is at ^ , the true sun is at U.

Now suppose A moves to A\ Let A'E be joined cutting the epicycle

in U' and which are the apogee and perigee respectively. Then the mean
sun is at A' and the sun is at E, so that angle U'A 'E is equal to angle U'EA,
Join E8 cutting the orbit at S', Then A' is the moan sun or Madhyama-
surya and S' is the true sun or 8i)hutasurya or Spastasurya. ’Jlie differenco

between the two positions is the arc A'S\ which is the equation of centre
or Mandaphala.

It is required to find the value of the arc A'S'. Draw SC and A'D
perpendiculars to JJ'N'E and VNE respectively.

Z^AEA' = angle between the apogee and the mean sun*
= mean anomaly or Mandakendra
* Z.DEA'

So A'D sat sine ZLDEA' or Mandakendrajya,
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Now in the two similar right-angled triangles SCA* and A'DE,

SC _ A'D
SA^ A'E*

So SC
A'DxSA'

A'E

Now since the radius of the epicycle : the circumference of the epicycle :

:

the radius of the orbit : the circumference of the orbit,

gQ gQ —.

circumfcronce of the epicycle

circumference of the orbit

_ sine of mean anomaly X circumference of the epicycle
^-

:

••

SC in a])proximate]y considered as the sine of the arc A'S\ So arc

A'S' is the arc corresponding to (1) as the sine.

Thus if the sun’s mean longitude is known and that of its apogee is also

known, then from the difference of the two longitudes, the sun’s true

longitude is calculated.

According to most of the Hindu astronomers, the sun’s apogee* has so

very slight motion, that it is considered to }*e fixed for practical calculations.

According to Aryabhata and Lalla, it is 78®; according to S.S. as depicted

in the P.S. it is 80®, and according to the modern S.S. it is 77® 14'.

Brahmagupta and Bhaskara both say that it makes 480 revolutions in

4,320,000,000 years.

The measurement of the circumference of the sun's e}>icycle when that

of the orbit is 360®, is 13® 30' according to Aryabhata and Lalla and 14®

according to the S.S. as depicted in the P.S. According to Brahmagupta
and Bhaskara it is 13® 40'. According to the modern S.S., it is 13° 40'

w^hon described at the end of an odd quadrant of the concentric and 14®

when doscribod at the end of an ev<m quadrant. The difference in the

circumforenco of an oj)icycle betw etm these tw o cuids is equal to the product

of the sine of the anomaly and the difference between the circumferences

of the epicycles at the end of odd and even quadrants divided by the radius

of the orbit.

Hindu Excentric Theory to find the Svn^s Motion

The excentric theory is called Prativrttabhangi.

Let ABF bo the sun’s orbit, with E, the earth, as centre. Let AEP
be the apse line. Lot CE be equal to the radius of the sun's epicycle. Let

A*DP* bo a circle with C as centre and equal to the circle ABP, Let AEP
produced cut this circle in A' and P'. Then A'DP' is the sun’s excentric

circle or Mandaprativrtta and A' and P' are respectively the apogee and

perigee in the excentric circle.

The theory supposes that the mean sun and the true sun move res-

pectively along the concentric circle and the excentric circle with the same

angular velocity in the direction of the signs.

So when the mean sun is at A , the true sun is at A', When the mean
sun has travelled up to Jf ,

the true sun has travelled up to S.m that arc

AM equal to arc A'S. Let ES be joined cutting the orbit at S'. Then

/S' is the place of the sun as observed from the earth. Then the arc J/5" is

the difference botw^een the mean sun and the true sun and is the equation

of centre.
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It is required to find arc MS'. Join EM, CS and SM. Draw SF and
MO perpendiculars to EM produced and A'AE resj>ectively.

/

A

Since arc AM = arc

so A.AEM =
So EM is parallel to CS,
But EM =: eVSf,

so SM is equal to and parallel to CE,

Now Z.AEM = angle between the aiiOgee and the mean Bun
= mean anomaly
= /^0E3{
= ASMF.

Thus MO is the sine of the moan anomaly or Mandakendrajya.
Now in the two similar right-angled triangles SF3I and MGEt

SF MG
SM “ ME

'

8o SF
,MGxSM
ME

sine of mean anomaly X circumference of the ej)icycle

360
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SF is approximately considered as the sine of the arc MS', Thus MS'
is the arc corresponding to (1) as the sine.

This result is the same as that obtained by the epicycHc method.
The Hindu astronomers thus calculate the sun’s equation of centre

either by the epicyclic method or by the excentric method. Then applying
this positively or negatively to the sun’s mean longitude, according as the
mean anomaly is greater than or less than 180°, they find the sun’s true
longitude.

Hindu Theory of the Moo7i

With regard to the calculation of the moon’s true longitude, exactly
the same methods as those for the sun are used. There is no mention of

the moon’s second inequality in -5rya})hata’s, ^'arahamihira’s, Brahma-
gupta’s and Italia’s vorks. The failure of noticing this inequality may be
due to the impoi tance attached to the ])ositions of the moon at syzygies

only for the calculation of an eclipse and not at the quadratures.

Mafijula of the tenth century is the first Hindu astronomer to give
the moon’s second inequtality. The form given by him is much more ac-

curate than that given by Ptolemy. 6ripati has also discussed the second
inequality of the moon in his 8. Se.^ These works show that the moon’s
second inequality was not completely unnoticed by the Hindu astronomers.

Accorcling to all the Hindu astronomers, the moon’s apogee has a signi-

ficant motion, which has to be taken into account.

According to Aryabhata and Lalla, the circumference of the moon’s
epicycle is 31° 3(V, when that of the concentric is 360°; according to the
S.S. as depicted in Varahamihira’s P.8.,it is 31 °

;
according to Brahmagupta

and Bhaskara, it is 31° 36’; according to the modern S.S., it is 31° 40'

when described on the diameter of the concentric peq)cndicular to the line

of ax>so and 32° when described on the line of apse.

Hindu Planetary Theory

The Hindu astronomers knew the two-fold inequalities of the planets

—

(1) the inequality of a]>sis or Mandocca and (2) the inequality of the apex
of quick motion or >^ighrocca. The first is equivalent to the zodiacal

inequalit y and the second to the solar inequality as described by Ptolemy.

The Hindu name for the first inequality is Mandaphala and that for the

second is 6ighraphala. The latter rouglily represents the elongation in

the case of an inferior ])lanet and the annual parallax in the case of a sui)erior

planet.

The Hindu astronomers calculate both these inequalities either by the

e])icyclic method or by the oxcentric method.

Hindu Epicyclic Method to detect a Planet's Motion

Let A BM be the orbit of a ]danet, with centre E, the earth. Its radius

is called Trijya. Lot AEM bo the a])so lino and EC bo the direction of the

Sighrocca. Lot A

'

be the centre of the first epicycle of the planet and VDN
be its 02>icyclo or Mandanicoccavrtta, so that V is the apogee or Mandocca
and N is the perigee or Mandanica and C7^' is its radius or Mandantya-
phalajyS..

Now according to the epicyclic theory, as in the case of the sun, when
the position of the planet in the epicycle is at P, arc UP i& equal to arc AA ',

If EP is joined cutting the orbit in P', then P' is the position of thei)]anet

1 See S.G.T., pp. 159-171.
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after the correction due to the apsis. The amount of correction to be given

to the mean longitude of the planet is the arc A'P\ the value of which can

be found exactly in the same manner as in the case of the sun.

Now with P' as the centre and the radius of the i)lanet’s second epicycle

or Slglirantyaphalajya as the radius describe a circle. Produce EP'P to

cut it in U' and N\ which arc respectively the ^ighrocca and Sighranica

or the planet’s apogee and perigee in the e^)! cycle. Now if P'F is drawn
parallel to EC, F is the position of the ])lanet in the epicycle. If EF is

joined cutting the orbit in P'', then P*' is the true place of the planet. Thus
a further correction to bo given to the corrected mean longitude of tho
planet is the value of the arc P'P"’, which is called 6ighraphala. This
process is called Sighrakarman.

It is required to find tho value of the arc P'P'". Draw P'O^ P'K and
FH x)erpendiculars respectively to PP, EC and EJJ\

Z^P^EC = angle between the ^ighrocca and the corrected x)lanot

= Sighrakendra. ^

So P'isT, its sine, is ^ighrakendrajya and EK^ its cosine, is ^ighrakendra-
kotijya.

Now in the two similar right-angled triangles EP'H and P'EK,

WIT Tl V 1
P'KxFP'FH or Dohphala = —

1 Mi

angle P'PiTx radius of second ojjicyclc

radius of orbit

sine angle P'PP x circumference of second ei)i cycle

360 *^
-
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From the same triangles,

rxT^/ U 1
EKxFP'

HP or Kotiphala =

cosine angle P'EK X circumference of second e]>i cycle

360 ^^

So HE or Sphutakoii = P'E+HP' = Trijya+Kotiphala.

In the second and third quadrants, Sphutakoti = Trijya— Kotiphala.

So FE or Karija = \^FH^+HE^ = Vl^ohphala^+ SphutaJa)ti^.

Now from the similar right-angled triangles P'GE and FEE,

FO FHx FE
FE

or sine FP”
FHxFE

FE
- or 6lghrax)halajya ==

Dohphala xTnjya
Karoa

( 1 ).

So arc P'P*' or ^Ighraphala is the arc corresponding to (1 )
as the sine.

When the value of this arc is aj)plicd to the longitude of the planet

corrected by the inequality due to aj)sis, the result is the planet ^s true

longitude.

Hindu Kxcentric Method to detect a PlanePs Motion

Let ABP with E, the earth, as centre he the orbit of the jtlanct. Lc^

AE

P

be the apse line. Let ES bo the direction of the Sighrocoa. Let is J*
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bo equal to the radius of the first epicycle of the planet. Lot with

F as centre, be equal to the circle ABP. Then A*B^P' is the first excentric

circle or Mandaprativrtta of the planet. Let A' be the apogee or Mandocca
and P' be the perigee or Mandanica on the excentric. Then as in the case

of the sun, when the mean planet is at M, the position of the i)lanet on the
excentric is at Mi, so that arc AM is equal to arc A^Mi, Let EMi be
joined cutting the concentric in M^- Then M^ is the position of the planet

corrected by the inequality due to the aj)si8. The connection to be ap2)lied

to the mean longitude of the planet is the value of the arc MM^, which can
be found exactly in the same way as in the case of the sun.

Now from E&, cut off FQ equal to the radius of the second ei)i cycle of

the planet or Sighrantyai)halajya. With Q as centre describe a circle equal
to the concentric. This is the second excentric or Sighraprativrtta.

Produce E8 to meet it in , Then S' is the Sighrocca in the oxcentric.

Then iff3 is the position of the planet in the second excentric, such that arc

/S'iffs is equal to arc >8'iff2. Let EM^ bo joined cutting the concentric in

M^, Then iff4 is the true place of the planet. The correction to be given
to the once corrected planet is the value of the arc M^M^,

It is required to find the arc M^M^.^^

s'

For the sake of eimplicity this part of the diagram is drawn separately.
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Join EM2 - Join and produce it to meet the line at right angles
to ES at H, Draw M^K perpendicular to EM^-

Now = OE = Sighrantyaphalajya.

Z^SEM^ = angle between the 6ighrocca and the once corrected jdanet
= oighrakendra.

8o EHy its sine, is the ^ighrakendrajya and M2H, its cosine, is the
oighrakondrakotijya.

So M^U or Sphutakoti

= 3I2M2+M2H
= 6ighrantyaphalajya -fSighrakendrakot ijya

.

Wlicn the ^ighrakendra is greater than 3 and less than 9 signs, Sphuta-
koti = ^Tghrant3^ai)halajya--6lglirakendrakotijya

So M^E or Karria

= VMzii^+Em
= ^Ighrakendrajya 2 4- sphutakoti 2.

Now from the similar right-angled triangles MqEH and M2M2K,

EHXM2M2M2K ~

,

or sine arc 3l2M^ or ^ighraidialajj^a

—.
6lglirantya})halaj X ^ighrakendrajya

Trijya Kariia

Dohphala x Trijya

Karna
(see p. 64) (

1 )

So arc I/2J/4 or ^ighraphala is the arc corresponding to (1) as the sine,

which is the same as that obtained by the ejucyclic method (see p. 65).

Hindu Values of the Ajpogees and the Circmnferences of the First and Second
Epicycles

The longitudes of the Mandocca.s of Mars, Mercur\', Jujiiter, Venus, and
Saturn, according to Aryabhata and Lalla, are respective^ US'", 210*^,

180®, 90® and 236®; according to the S.S. as depicted in the P.S. they are

110®, 220®, 160®, 80® and 240®; according to the modern S.S. they are 130®,

220® 36', 171 ° 16', 79® 49' and 236® 37'. Both Brahmagui)ta and Bhaskara
ascribe to them slow motions, which are 292, 332, 855, 653 and 41 revolu-

tions rosi»ectively in 4,320,000,000 years.

^

As regards the circumforcnces of the first epicycles of the planets in the

above order, according to Ar^^abhata and Lalla, they are respectively 63®,

31 J®, 31 1®, 18® and 40|®, when the epicj^cles are described at the end of an
odd quadrant of the concentric and are respectivelj" 81®, 22 J®, 36®, 9® and

58J®, when the epicycles are described at the end of an even quadrant of

1 In this connection Bh&skara says,

*So *pi prade^dcalatlti taemat
pralmlpita tuAgagatirgatijilaib’

or, ‘The Ucca moves, so the ancient astronomers have ascribed motion to it.*

(S^ S, 6i., Golodhyfiya, V. 20 cd.)
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tho concentric; according to tho S.S. as depicted in the P.S., the circum-

ferences are respectively 70°, 28°, 32°, 14° and 60°
;
according to the modern

S.S. they are respectively 72°, 28°, 32°, 11° and 48°, when the epicycles are

described at the end of an odd quadrant of tho concentric and are respec-

tively 75°, 30°, 33°, 12° and 49°, when the epicycles are described at the

end of an even quadrant of tho concentric. According to Brahmagupta

and Bhaskara, the circumferences of the lirst epicycles of Mars, Mercury

and Jupiter are 70°, 38° and 33° respectively ;
and that of Venus is 9° at

the end of an odd quadrant of the concentric and 11° at the end of an oven

quadrant. For Saturn, Brahmagupta gives 30° and Bhaskara gives 50°.

As regards the circumferences of the second epicycles ot the planets in

the above order, according to Aryabhata and Lalla, they are res]>ectively

238|°, 139 J°, 72°, 265^° and 40^°, when the epicycles are descrilu’d at the

end of an odd quadrant of the concentric and are reR})ectjvely 229i°, 130^ °,

67 J°, 256J° and 36°, w^hen they are described at the end of an even quadranj;

of the concentric
;
according to tho S.S. as depicted in the P.S., they are 234°,

132°, 72°, 260° and 40° res])cetively ;
according to the modern S.S., they are

respectively 232°, 132°, 72°, 260° and 40°, w hen the epicycles are described

at the end of an odd quadrant of the concentric and arc resj^ectively 235 ,

133°, 70°, 262° and 39°, when they are described at the end of an even

quadrant of the concentric. According to Brahmagupta and Bhaskara the

circumferences of the epicycles of Mercury and Jupiter are respect ively 132°

and 68°
;
that of Venus is 263°, when the epicycle is described at the end of

an odd quadrant and 258°, when it is described at the end of an even

quadrant. For Saturn, Brahmagupta gives 35° and Bhaskara gives 40°.

Both Brahmagupta and Bhaskara give the following rule to find the cir-

cumference of the second epicycle of Mars at any time :
—

‘ Find the quadrant

in which the ^Iglirakendra is. Take the smaller of the two arcs, passed or

to bo passed, of the quadrant. Find its sine. Multiply it by 6° 40' and

divide by the sine of 45°. Subtract the quotient from 243° 40'. Tho

remainder is the circumference of the second epicycle.*

Hindu Methods of Application of the Correction

The methods to calculate the two inequalities of a planet according to

tho Hindu astronomers are given above. As regards their a}>plication to the

moan longitude of a planet, the first operation should be to ap])ly the amount

of tho first inequality to the mean longitude, getting thereby, in the case

of a superior planet, its heliocentric longitude and in tho case of an inferior

planet, tho centre of its circular orbit ; the second operation nnisi be to

a})ply the amount of the second inequality to the corrected mean longitude,

which inequality is the annual parallax in the case of a superior planet and

tho elongation in tho case of an inferior planet. This is the ())>eration

followed by Ptolemy, but the Hindu astronomers not only do not follow this

mathematical operation, but they differ in their methods fn^m one another.

These methods are given bclow'.

According to Aryabhata,

1. Calculate the Mandaphala from tho mean longitude of the planet.

Apply half of it to the mean longitude, positively or negatively, as the case

may be. .

2. From tho corrected longitude, calculate the STghraphala. Apply

half of it to tho once corrected longitude.
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3. From the twice conectecl longitude calculate the Mandaphala.
A])i>ly whole of it to the mean longitude of the planet. The result is called

Sphutamadhya.
4. From the Sphutamadhya calculate the Sjghra])hala. Apply whole

of it to the S}>hutaniadhya. The result is the triui longitude of the planet.
This method is followed in the case of Mars, Ju}>iter and ^^'atuni.

In the ease of Mercury and Venus:
1. Calculate the 6ighra2)hala from ‘the mean longitude. Ai)j)ly half

of it to the Mandocca of the jdanot in a manner, reverse to that in which
it would bo a]>j)lied to the planet itself.

2 . Using the corrected longitude of the Mandocca and that of the
mean ]danet, calculate the Manda})hala. Ai>ply whole of it to the mean
longitude.

3 . From the corrected longitude, calculate the Slghrajdiala. Aj^ply
whole of it to the corrected longitude. The result is the true longitude of
the planet.

AccorduKj to S.S, in F.S,

In tlui case of Mars, Jujiiter and Saturn:

1. Calculate the Sighra])hala from the mean })lanot. Aj)i)ly half of it

to the Mandocca negatively, if the Sighrakendra is in tlie half of the orbit

beginning v ith Aries, but j)ositiv(‘ly othenvise.

2. From the corrected Mandocca and the nu^an planet, calculate the
Manda}>hala. A])])ly half of it ]K)sitively to the Mandocca, if the Manda-
kendra is in the half of the orbit l>cginning with Aries, but negatively
otherwise.

3. From the coiTected Mandocca and the mean planet, calculate the
Manda]diala. A]>])ly it positively or negativ<‘ly to the mean planet.

4 . hVom the corrected nu'an jdanet, calculate the Sighraphala. Apply
it positively or negatively to the corn^cted mean planet. The result is the

true ])ianet.

In the case of Venus, after a])plying these methods again 07' should
bo su]>tractod. The result then will bo tlie true ^ onus.

In t he case of Mercury a j>eculiar method is foUov od.

Su))tract tlio Mandocca of the sun from the iSjghrocca of Mercury.
Multi})ly the sine of the remainder by the sun’s epicycle and divide by 300°.

A}>i)ly the quotient ])Ositively or negatively to the mean Mercury according

as the remainder is in the half of the cclijdic beginning with Aries or Libra
respectively.

According to Brahmagupta and Bhdskara.

1 . Calculate the Mandaphala from the mean planet and apj>]y it to the

mean longitude. The result is called Mandas}>asta or Sphutamadhya.
2. Calculate the Sighraphala from the Mandaspasta. Apply it to the

Mandaspasta. The result is the true longitude after the first ap])roximation.

Repeat these two operations till the true longitude is fixed.

This is the method to be foUowed for all the planets exce])t Mars. In
the case of Mars, the same method as that given by Aryabhata for Mars is

followed,

Accordmg to Lalla.

Ho gives the method followed by Aryabhata in the case of Mars, etc., for

all the planets. Ho also gives an alternative method, which is tlie same as

%
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the above method, with the exception that the second operation becomes
the first and the first becomes the second.

According to the modern S.S,

The alternative method given by Lalla is followed.

Similarities and Differences between the Hindu and Greek Planetary Systems.

The foregoing comprehensive account of the Hindu and Greek planetary
systems establishes their similarities and differences, which throw consi-
derable light on the main object of the present thesis.

The similarities are as follows :

—

1. Both believe that the celestial sphere is moving round the earth
from east to west, but the aj)parent motions of the sun, moon and the five

planets are towards the cast. Thus both confirm the geocentric theory.

2. Both assign uniform and circular movements to the sun, moon
and the five planets.

3. Both accept the same order of the i)lanets.

4. Both conceive one inequality in the sun’s apparent motion and two
inequalities in the motion of each of the five ])lanets.

5. Both agree that this ajiparent irregularity can be ex])lained away
either by the epi cyclic theory or by the excentric theory. Thus both are
ignorant of the true elliptic orbits of the j)lands and assume them to bo
oxcentric circles instead. The main ideas underlying the €q)icyclic and
excentric theories in both systems are identical.

6. According to both Mercury and \'onus have the same mean orbit
and motion as those of the sun. Thus the epicycle assigned to them is their
heliocentric orbit with the mean sun as the centre.

7. According to both the moan motion in anomaly of a superior planet
is equal to the difference between the mean motion of the sun and tliat of
the planet.

8. According to both the centre of the orbit of a superior planet is

the earth. Thus in this case the ejucycle is the earth’s orbit in ,tho form
of a circle A\ith the mean sun as the centre.

The divergences are as follows:

—

1. Ptolemy calculates from his theory the exact values of tluj first

inequality in the case of the sun, moon and the five planets, vliereas the
Hindu value is only aj)j)roximate.

2 . The methods of calculating the inequalities differ in the tv o systems,
because the trigonometrical ratio 'sine’ is unhnown to Ptolemy, vhereas
the Hindus make constant use of it.

3. Ptolemy calculates the second inequality of the moon known tuday
as ovection. This inequality is not met with in the ancient v orks of Arya-
bhata, Varfihamihira and Brahmagupta. It is first found in the work of
Munjala and his value of this inequality is more accuratti than that of
Ptolemy. 1

4. For the actual calculation of the inequalities in the ease of the five

l>lanots, Ptolemy combines the epicyclic and the exccntric theories. Ac-
cording to him the planet moves round an epicycle, the centre of which is

not carried by that oxcentric, which has its centre at the point, where equal
angles are described in equal times, but it is carried by another circle equal

» See S.G.T., p. 163.
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to the excentric and with its centre at the point bisecling the line joining
the centre of the ecliptic and that of the excentric. In the case of Mercury
this excentric carrying the epicycle is moveable. Thus Ptolemy admits
that the centre of equal distance is not the same as the centie of equal
motion.

These assumptions and complications of Ptolemy aie absent in the works
ofHindu asl ronomcrs. As has been ijointed out above, they do not combine
the epicyclic and excentric theories to calculate the inequalities. Each
device is adequate to calculate both inequalities.

On one occasion, however, Bhaskara refers to a diagram in which the
epicyclic and excentric methods are combined and he calls the construction,

a mixed one. or Mi^rabhahgi (see S.6i., Goladhyaya, V. 32).

5. The striking j)oint of dissimilarity betw een the tw o systems is that
wdiereas the circumference of the epicycle of a planet is constant in the
Greek system, it is not so in the Hindu system. In the latter case it has
one measurement at the end of even quadrants and another at the end of
odd quadrants of the concentric and decreases or increases in the inter-

mediate positions in proportion to the sine of the anomaly. This change
in the circumference of the epicycle of a planet is stated by Aryabhata,
whoso is the earliest extant scientific treatise on Hindu astronomy. His
successors also make it variable, but the values assigned to each epicycle

dilfer in different books, as has been stated above. In no commentary on
these works is the reason for this variation given. All commentators
unanimously say that thtse measurements arc the results of observation.

Even Bhaskara, while accepting the values of the circumferences as given
by Brahmagu])ta, merely says that if Brahmagupta found these values
giving results in accordance with his observations, then there is no reason

why ho (Bhaskara) should not accept them. Thus at present it is not
l)ossible to speculate with any degree of certainty why the Hindu astro-

nomers made the circumference of the e])icycl(^ of a planet variable.

Perhaps one may say that it w as designed to make the calculated results

agree, as far as possible, with the ol)served results.

(>. Another ])oint where the Hindu system differs from the Greek
system is in the actual a])plication of the two equations to the mean longi-

tude of a jdanet to fin<l its true longitude. I'his point has already been
made clear.

Origin and Developrnent of the Greek Epicyclic and Excentric Methods

Before proceeding to discuss to what extent the Hindu astrononicrs

were indebted to tlie Greeks, if at all, for their system of planetary motion,

it is essential to mention briefly the theories with regard to the origin and
develoi>ment of the opi(!yclic and excentric methods as used b}" the Greek
astronomers, a subject which is still enveloped in uncertainty. The
reason for this is that the w orks of most of the ancient Greek astronomers

are completely lost and tho texts containing references to these works are

very finv in number and not ahvays reliable. Several theories in this con-

nection have boon propounded of course, but all are based more on con-

jeoturo than on textual evidence.

From Ptolemy's statement in the first chapter ol tho twelfth book of

his Mathematical Syntaxis, it follows that in the time of ApolloniUwS of

Perga (230 B.C.), the epicycUc method w^as used to determine tho first

inequality of all tho planets, namely, the inequality due to their conforma-

tions with tho sun, but the excentric method was used only for the three
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superior planets. 1 That a generalized excentric method was not in practice,

is clear from his statement, * Sia Kar* ^KKevrporrjra viroOdocws

roiavrrjg iirl fiovcov rtov iraGav dnoaraaiv and rov 'qXiov noiovfi^vwp y
darcpcov npoxcopeiv hvvafiivqs \ which means, ‘according to the excentric
hypothesis, . . , thci same being a]>])licable only to the throe planets, which
can he at any angular distance from the sun, etc.’

When did those theories then originate? yehiaparelli maintains that

the Pythagoreans w vro the first to w^hom the idea of excentries and epicycles

occurred. But thesci methods must have been known to Heraclides of
Pontus (c. 3S8 B.C.). The e])icyclic method led him to his great discovery
of the revolutions of Mercury and Venus round the sun. Schia}>arelli

further gives a veiy ingenious proof that either Heraclides or one of his

(jontemporarics must have invtuitod the theory of moveable excentries to

exj)lain the motion of the three superior planets round the sun. Tlujse

theories, according to Schiaparelli, were essential for the formulation of the

heliocentric system by Aiistarchus (310-23fi B.O.), who took the simplest

case of these theories, namely, when the centres of the excentries ot the

three superior ]>iaiiets coincided with the sun and also the centres of the
epicycles of Meicury and Venus .

2

Dreyer, though not agreeing with Scliiaparelli that the Pythagoreans
were the invcuitors of the ex(xuitrics and epicycles, is still of opinion that

both these methods were well known to Aristarchus, whose system was
probably based on these theories. ^ ^

Tannerj^ on the other hand, argues that the epicyclic medhod was w ell

know n to Apollonius (230 B.C.), w ho himself invented the excentric method
for the motion of the superior }>lanets.^

Heath holds the same vicAv.®

But it must bo noted here that there is nothing in the above statement
of Ptolemy to suggest that Apollonius discovennl the exccmtric method.
Ptolemy sim2)ly states that all other mathematicians and especially Aj)ollo-

nius of Perga have ju'oviously ])rovod a certain theorem both by epicyclic

and excentric methods.
The o}>ject of this thesis is not to discuss the views of these scholars

with regard to the origin of the excentries and (^j)icycles, hut tliis point must
bo again em2)hasized that a detailed examination of these theories reveals

the fact that these views are based on tentative arguments, i)erhaps some-
times biassed

,
and not on any definite reliable textual evidence. IfITolemy ’s

statement is taken to be aceui'ate, then this much can be said with certainty,

that in the time of Apollonius, the generalized form of the eju cyclic system
w^as used, hut the excentric system was used only for the three superior

planets. That by the time of Hii>parcbu8 (126 B.C.) both methods were
available as equivalent alternatives, is hinted at by Ptolemy in his M.S.®

Thcon of Smyrna (2nd century) also says in his ‘Astronomy’ that Hij)-

parchus much admired ])oth the hypotheses, because, though different, they
yielded identical results and that he even remarked that the mathematicians
should investigate the cause of that identity.^ Thoon also says that of the
two methods, Hi2)parchus preferred the epicyclic system.®

1 See Vol. II, pp. 450-451.
2 See Aristarchus of Samos, Part I, ch. XVIII ; Part II, ch* I.

* See Planetary Systems, ch. VI,
* See Becherches sur PHistoire de PAstronomie ancienne, ch. XIV,
® See Aristarchus of Samos, pp. 268-269,
® See Vol. II, p. 211. The quotation will be given below.
’ See Th6on Be Smymo, pp. 268, 298.
® See Th6on Be Smyme, p. 304,
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Ptolemy’s M.S. gives the oj)icyclic and excentric methods in finished

forms. As has been described above, ho uses both methods as alternatives
in the case of the sun, which has only one inequality, but combines them
for the moon and for the five planets, wdiich have double inequalities. The
following quotations from his w^ork will show' that Ptolemy has made it

clear how much of the planetary system is due to Hipparchus and how much
to himself.

Quotations frovi the M,S, and their English Translation

With regard to the eccentricity of the solar circle and the longitude of
its apogee, Ptolemy says, ‘ SeSeifcrai fiiv ravra nal rio ^Imrapx^ fi^ra

onovhrjs' V7TO0€fi€vos yap rov pkv diro iapivrjs Icrr^pcpias depivfjs rpoTrfjs

Xpovov rjf^pwv L\ rdv Si dno Oepivrj^ Tponijs p^XP^ peTOTTOJpivijs tarjpepias

Tjpepdtv L\ Sid povoov Tovrwv twv <l>aivop€va)v dnoSeiKViffvai rrjv piv pera^v,
Twv npo€Lpr)p4va}v Kcvrpwv cvOeiav ^iKOororirapiov eyyiara pipes o^oav rrjs 4k
rov Kivrpov rov iKKivrpov, ro S' dnoyeiov avrov irpoiqyovpevov Trjs d^ptvfjs

rpoTT^S rp'qpaaiv kS 1/ iyyiara, oicop iarlv 6 Sid piaivv rd)V ^ivSicvv kvkXos

rf. Kal rjpeis Sc rods piv rwv 7TpOK€ip4vu>v r€rapTy)popiwv xp^^ovs Kat rods

Xoyovs rods npoKeipivovs rods avrods eyyiara Kal vvv ovras €VpiaKop€v* ^

w'hich mean, ‘ These things have been x)roved by Hipparchus also with care,

after assuming that the x>eriod from the sx^ring equinox to the summer
solstice cover 94i days, w hile that from the summer solstice to the autumn
equinox covers 92 J days. By means of these x^benomena only, he show's

the length of the straight line betw een the centres mentioned before to be
ax>X)roximately of the radius of the excentric circle and the aj)Ogee of the

excentric circle to be approximately 24|° west of the summer solstitial

point, the ecliptic containing 360°. We too find the times corresx^onding

to the quadrants as set forth and the ratios as stated to be practically the
same even now'.’

With r(‘gard to the * iieXiypos*,^ Ptolemy saj's, * rjSr] p4vroi ndXiv 6

''Iimapxos rjXey^ev drro re rwv x^XSaiKwv Kal rwv Kad' eavrdv rrjp'qoewv

irriXeyi^opevos pr^ exovra ravra OKpi^ws^ drroSeiKwm yap. Si u>v i^iSero

rrjp'gaewv, on 6 npanos dpiOpds rtuv iqpepwv. Si' oacov ndvrore o eKXeiirrtKOs

Xpdvos 4v loots prjolv Kal ev ioois Kivrjpaoiv dvaKOuXeirai, p iariv Kal eri

r)pepwv Kal pias wpas icrgpepivijs, iv als prjvas piv dnapri^opivovs evpioKCi

oXas §€ dvwpaXias aTroKaraardaeis ,^<f>oy, ^wSiaKods Si kvkXovs t^X^P

XeiTTOvras poipas tL' cyytara, doas ual o ^Xios els rods rpe kvkXovs Xeiirei,

TrdXiv cus rrjs dnoKaracrraoecos adrevv npos rods d^Xaveis daripas Oewpovpivrjs*

o$€v evpiOKei Kal rov prjviaiov p4oov xpdvov impepilopivov rov npoKeipivov rwv

•gpepwv irXTjOovs els rods J prjvas ‘gpepwv ovvayopevov kO Xa vrj k iyyiora,* *

which moan, ‘ Now Hipparchus, how^ever, calculating with the observations
of the Chaldeans and of his own, showed again that this period is not correct.

For he x^i’oves by means of the observations he set forth that the smallest

number of days after which the eclipse x>eriod is alw ays rex)eated W'ith the
same number of lunations and the same motions, is 126007 together with

1 See Vol. I, p, 233.
^ This consists of 19756 days as established by the ancient Greek astronomers,

during which period there are 669 lunations, 717 restitutions of the moon’s anomaly,
726 restitutions of the moon’s latitude and 723 revolutions of the moon in longitude

plus 32*.

» See Vol. I, pp. 270-271.

3
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1 equinoctial hour, in which period ho finds 4267 complete lunations, 4673
revolutions of the anomaly and 4612 loss 7^*^ revolutions of the ecliptic

approximately and by which (7 J the sun falls short of 345 comj)letc revolu-

tions, the conjunctions of the sun and moon being again considered with
regard to the fixed stars. Hence dividing the above number of days over

4267 lunations, he obtains the mean length of a lunar month as 29‘* 31' 50“

8“* 20“^ approximately.’
From those numbers Ptolemy concludes that during a period of 251

lunations there will be 269 restitutions of the moon’s anomaly.

^

Ptolemy continues, *
•qSrj fidvroi 7rpoKaT€iXrj^fji€vov rov rrjs dvcofiaXias

dnoKaraaraTiKov ypdroo 'napaQiyicvos TrdXiv o Ittttqpxos Siaurdaets pLrjvcjv

opioias Kara rtavra rds aKpas eKXelipeis ixdvrwv Kal rols p,€y€9€<7i Kal roTs

Xpovois Twv €7ncrK0Trja€0}Vi iv als ovBev iylyvero hidff>opov rrapd ri^v dvwfiaXiaVf

ws Bid TOUTO Kal rrjv Kara rrXdros TrdpoBov drroKaOiorapLcvrjv <j>alv€aOai, heiKWcnv

Kal TTjv TOiavrrjv rrepioBov d7rapri^opL€V7]v iv fir^alv fiiv ^evvrjt rrepiohois Se

TrXariKais 2 ^vhich mean, * Again while mentioning the intervals in

lunar months between t\^ o extreme.* lunar eclipses similar in every respect,

viz. in magnitude and in duration of the jieriod of obscuration, in which
intervals there w^as no difference due to the anomaly, so that because of

this the period of motion in latitude a])pears to be included, Hi2>j)archus

proves that such period consisted of 5458 lunations and 5923 revolutions

in latitude.’

With regard to these lunar periods as calculated by Hijiparchus,

Ptolemy says, * rwv yovv iKTeOeifiivcov ^epioSiKCov dnoKaraardaecov Kara rovs

V7t6 rov ^Imrdpxov yeyevrjpiivovs €7riXoyiap.ovs piiv rwv pLrjrcov, d)£ c^aper,

vyicjs^ d)S pidXiora ivrjv, imXeXoyiapiivrj rf Bi rrjs dvcopiaXlas Kal

rov rrXdrovs d^ioXdycp rivl SirjfiaprrjpLivrj* ^ which mean, ‘At any rate, of tlu^

])eriodic restitutions established her(i according to the calculations of
Hi])parchus, the length of the mean lunar month was, as wo have said,

cah'ulated soundly, as far as w as possibh^ . . l>ut that of the anomalistic

month and the period of motion in latitude had a margin of error.’

Then in the Ijcginning of the theory of the moon’s motif)n Ptolemy
says, '

^Erropiivov Be rovrois rov Set^at rov re rporrov /cat rr^v rrr)XiK6r7]ra rrjs

aeXrjviaKrjs dvaypiaXlas vvv fiiv rroiTjadpieOa rov nepl rovrov Xdyov (Ls puds

raVTTjs vrrapxovorjs,
fj P'dvrj Kal rrdvres ax^Bov ol rrpo i)pL6jv inipepXrfKores

^alvovrai, Xiyaj Be rfj Kara rov iKKetpievov dnoKaraorariKor xpdvov aTraprifo-

piivrj, pL€rd Se ravra Bei^opiev, on rrotelral riva Kal Bevripav dvcopaXLav i) aeXijvrj

rrapd rds npos rov t]Xlov aTToardaeis pL€ylaTrjv pt,€v yivopiivrjv rrcpi rds Bixoropiovs

dpi(f)oripas, drroKaOLarapLivrjv Be Bis iv tw pLTjviaicp xpdvip rrepl avrds re rds
avvoBovs Kal rds 7rav(TeXi]vovs/ ^ which mean, ‘ The ])roving of the method
and value of the lunar anomaly coming next to these, w e shall mnv j/roceed

to the argument w ith regard to this on the assumption that this anonutly
is one, to w hich alone practically all the mathematicians, who came before

us, seem to have given fdtention. I refer to that anomaly, which is

completed in the period mentioned before. Aft(‘r that, however, we shall

show that the moon has a second anomaly with regard to its distance

from the sun, this anomaly becoming maximum at both quadratures and
vanishing twice in one lunar month, once at new moon and once at full

moon.’
Ptolemy continues, * irrl Bi rijs nporjyovpLevrjs aTroBei^ecos dKoXovOrjaopev

rats rov Oewprjpiaros i<l>6Bois, ats Kal rov Imrapxov opcdpiev avyK€XP'f)p>dvov* ®

1 See VoL I, p. 272.
4 See Vol. I, p. 294.

3B

* See Vol. I, p. 272.
« See Vol. I, p. 294.

3 See Vol. I, p. 277.
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which moan, * On the preceding argument we shall follow the theoretical

methods, which w^e see Hipparchus also has used.'

In this connection Ptolemy points out that though he followed the same
method as that of Hipparchus to calculate the first lunar inequality, his

value of the maximum inequality differs from that of Hipparchus, his
being 5° and that of Hipparchus being 4^^ 34' by the cpicyclic method and
5® 49' by the oxcentric method, and the difference is due to calculation and
not to hyjiothesis.i

In the beginning of the fifth book of the M.S. Ptolemy again states that
there is a second inequality of the moon, which ho will now investigate.

2

He continues, ' 8c ds rrjv roiavr-qv cTrioraaiv re Kal ttIotiv

ano T€ Twv VTTO Tov *l7Tndpxov TCTTip'qp.cvcov Kal dvaycypappeviov rrjs ocXtjvtjs

napohoiv Kal dno tu)v •qplv avrols clXyippicvwv 8id rov rrpos rd roiavra ripXv

KaraoKCvaaOivTos opydvov* ^ which mean, ' I have arrived at this knowJ-
tKlgo and belief from the lunar ])eriods observed and written down hy
Hipparchus and also from those taken by myself by means of the instru-

ment constructed by mo for that purj)Oso.’

With regard to the motion of the five planets Ptolemy says,

* TTpOKCipCVOV 8’ 7]pXv TOV Kol CTtI TWV € TTkaVCOpLCVCOV doTCpCVV CJGTTep i(f>* T]XLoV

Kai acXj^vrjs rd^ ^at,vop€va£ avrwv dvwpLaXlas ndaas dnoBei^ai opaXidv Kal

cyKVKXicjv Kivrjcrewv dnorcXovpdaSy tovtcov pd oIkcLwv ovtojv Tjj (f)va€t rwv
BclojVf dra^las 8c Kal dvopoiorrjros dXXoTpicjv^ peya pd 'qycXaOaL 7rpoai]K€i to
Kara t7}v ToiavTTjv TrpdOcaiv KaropOwpa Kal tcAo? coy dX^jOwg rrjs iv ^iXoao^la
padr)parLKrjs Ocwpias, BvokoXov 8c 8ta noXXd Kal cIkotcos vtto priBevos mo
rrpoTcpov KarcopBcopcvov/ ^ which moan, ‘ Our present task is to prove all

the apparent incHpialitios of all the five planets, as in the case ui the sun
and moon, which are com})loted by moans of uniform and circular motions,
these being in k(‘.C])ing with the nature of the divine, whereas disorder and
irregularity aiu different. It is right to consider of great impoitanco
success in such an undertaking and to consider it the real end of the
philoso])hical mathematical investigation, but diflicult because of many
reasons and rightly so, since it has been systematized by nobody ever
before.’

Ptolemy continues, Kal rov ^IiTTrapxov r/yavpai <f)iXaXr]04ijrarov

ycvopa’ov Bid rc ravra rravra Kal pdXiora Bid to pyjmo rocravras dvcoOev

d(f>oppds dKpi^jov rrfpiqaccov dXiqfjiivai, duas avrds 7)plv rrapeax^Vj rds pd> rov
'qXlov Kal rijs aeXTjrrjs vnodcacis Kal ^r]T7juai Kal, (Ls ivrjv yc, dTroBcl^ai rraorj

prix<^^'fl opaXcov Kal iynVKXiWv KivyaecDV aTroreXovpcvas, rats Bi rcov €

rrXavwpcvcov Bid yc rwv ds ^pds iXr)Xv66riov VTTopvrjpdriov p7]B€ rrjv dpx^p'

CTTtjSaAAciv, povov Bk rds r'qpT^GCis avrwv cm ro ypTyotpeorepor avvrd^ai Kal

Bci^ai Bi* avreov dvopoXoya rd (f)aiv6pcva rats rcov rare padrjpariKcov VTTodi-

acaiv, ov ydp povov wero Belv, (os coikcv, d7T0(f>rivaadai, Biori BnrXrjv cKaaros

avrwv TTOiclrai r^v dvojpaXiav, rj on KaO* CKaarov dviaoi Kal rrjXiKavrai yivovrai

TTpOTjyqacis, rcov yc dXXcov paBrjpariKwv cos mpl pids Kal rrjs avrrjs dvcopaXias

r€ Kal TTpo-qy-qaecos rds Bid rcov ypappiov dnoBd^cis noi'qaapdvwv, ovB* on
ravras 'qroi Bi* iKKCvrpcov kvkXcov rj Bi* opoKcvrpwv pev no ^coBiaKipy imKOK-
Xovs 8€ rT€pi<l>cp6vriov, ^ Kal vij Ala Kard to ovvap^orepov dnorcXclaBai

avppdPrjKcv rrjs pd ^(oSiaKijs dvcopaXias ovarjs rrjXiKavrrjs, rrjs Bi npos rov

•^Atov roaavrris' rovrois ydp cmficpX'qKaai piv erx^Bov, oaoi Bid rrjs KaXovpdvrjs

aicoviov Havovonoilas rrjv opaX-qv nal iyKVKXiov kIvtjgiv qOdXqaav ivBd^aoBai,

Bi€i[i€vap€va)s 8* dpa Kal dvanoBdKTCos, oi piv pqB* oXcos, oi B* irrl nooov

1 See Vol. I, pp. 338-339.
8 See Vol. I, p. 351.

a See Vol. I, pp. 350-351,
* See Vol. 11, p. 208.
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aKoXovO'qaavres rw rrpoKeifJievw* iXoyLaaro Se, ort rw fi^xpi roaavrrjs aKpipalas

T€ Kal (fyiXaXrideias TrpoeXdovrt, 8i* oXwv rcou p.adT)p.drov ovk drrapKCGCi p^xpi
rwv Toaovrcov orrjvai, KaOaTrep roL$ dXXovs ov 8L'qv€yH€v, aXX* dvayKalov dv ctr)

rw piiXXovTi TTciaeiv iavrov re Kal rovs evrev^ofievovs eKarepas re rwv dvcufia-

Xcwv rrjv mrjXiKorrjra Kal rds rrepiohovs 8t,d tjyaivofxevwv ivapywv Kal opoXoyov
pevwv aTToBel^ai Kal pui^avri ndXiv dfxff>or€pas r^qv re Beaiv Kal rqv rd^iv rwv
kvkXwv, Si* <Lv aSrai yivovrai, Kal rov rportov rrjs Kivrjoews avrwv dvevpeXv

aycSov re rrdvra Xoittov e4>app.6aai rd <f>ai,v6neva rfj rijs vnodeaews rwv kvkXwv
iSiorpoma* rovro S* otfiai Kal avriu SvgkoXov Kare(f>aiv€ro,* ^ which mean,
‘ Hence I consider that Hipparchus also showed himself a very great

lover of truth in all these matters, particularly in having investigated

the hypotheses of the sun and moon without having inherited so many
resources for accurate observations from his predecessors, as he himself

handed down to us, and as for as w'as possible in having i)roved that they

were based on uniform and circular motions, in all their mechanism; but

he did not attempt to deal w ith the hy|)otheses of the five planets, at any
rate, as far as we can tell from the memoranda come down to us. He
arranged the observations of them so that they will be more useful and
showed by means of them that the j)hcnomena disagreed with the hyj)othescs

of the mathematicians of that time. For as it seems, he not only thought
it necessary for it to be proved that each of the planets has a double inequality

or that each has unequal retrogradations, each of such and such a value,

w'hereas the other mathematicians made their proofs by means of construc-

tions on the assumption of one and the same inequality and retrogradation

;

or oven that these (inequalities) were based on either excentric circles or

circles concentric with the zodiac carrying c})icycies or as well, by Zeus,

on both, the zodiacal inequality being of this extent and the inequality

with regard to the sun being of that extent
;
for they have more or less given

their attention to those matters—those, wdio wished to prove by means of

so-called permanent tables, the uniform and circular motions, but at the

same time mistakenly and without sufficient proof, some of them failing

completely while others following the problem in hand to a certain extent

;

but Hipparchus argued that it will not be sufficient for someone jjroceeding

to this point of accuracy and truth by means of all the mathematical sciences

to stop at such a point, where he did not differ from the others, but that

it w^ould be necessary for someone intending to convince himself and his

future readers, to prove the value of each of the inequalities and their

periods by means of clear and accepted phenomena and by mixing both
again the position and the order of the circles, by means of which the

motions take place, and to discover the method of their motion and more
or less to fit the phenomena to the special nature of the hj'pothesis of the

circles. This I think seemed difficult even to him.’

Conclusions from the Above Quotations

The following conclusions arc drawn from the above quotations :

—

1. Hipparchus derived geometrically the value of the eccentricity of

the solar circle and the position of its apogee. These agree with the results

of Ptolemy,
2. Hipparchus found the different lunar periods based on the observa-

tions of the Chaldeans and his own.

It must be noted here that Ktigler in his Babylonische Mondrechnung
has shown that these lunar periods agree with those calculated from the

1 See Vol. II, pp, 210-21h
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cuniform tablets of the Eabylonians and he rightly attributes the credit of
invention to the Babylonians, from whom Hipparchus may have borrowed.

3. Ptolemy supplied corrections for the moon’s motions in anomaly
and latitude, as establish(‘d by Hipparchus.

4. Hipparchus determined geometrically the maximum value of the
moon’s first inequality. IHolemj’^’s value differs from his.

5. Hipparchus could not establish geometrically any theory about
the motion of the five planets. But he realized that his predecessors were
mistaken in thinking that a idanet had only one inequality, viz., the annual
irregularity, which takes place when the planet is nearly in opposition to the
sun. He })ointed out that the planet had another iriequalitj^ due to its

passage round the zodiac and the values of each inequality and the arc of
retrogradation could be geometrically determined by the excentric method
or by the epi(^yclic method or perhaps by a comlnnatioii of the tw^o. He
made a very valuable contribution by systematizing all the planetary
observations rc^corded by him as well as by liis predecessors.

fi. Ptolemy <liscov(Ted the second iiu'quality of the moon m)W known
as evection ami by combining tlie c‘xceiitric and tlu^ epicyclic methods, he
geometrically determined the moon's motion.

7. Again combining both methods, Ptolemj' derived a theory of
planetary motion and calculated tJie values of inequalities and retrograda-
tions of the ])lanets.

It must be noted hen*, that Ptolemy does not make any statement
regarding w’hat Hipparchus directly owed to Apollonius of Perga, who was
also a great matlumiatb ian and astronomer.

Canfful examination of the ]Mathematieal Ryntaxis of Ptolemy reveals

that he maintains an attitude ofrespect and admiration towards Hipparchus,
whom he repeatedly calls *

<f>LXaX‘qd7]9
*
or ' lover of truth ’. There is no reason

to believe that he has claimed the achievements of Hipparchus as his own
thus depriving tin* latter of lus well-deserved credit in the field of astronomy.
At the same time, however, if gives absolutely no grounds for supposing
that Ptolemy himself was not the originator of the theory of the moon's
second im^quality and of the planetary law, though they vrevo based on all

tlie observations c*oll(*cted by Hipparchus in addition to his own. The fact

that Tannery doc's not do full justice to Ptolemy, may have its explanation

in his wish to (establish tlu^ })Osition of Apollonius of Perga as the true

founder of Greek thouglit on Astronomy, thereby assigning a greater anti-

quity to the Gr(‘(‘k plaiu'tary system. The whole trend of Tannery's
argument is oriented on these* lines without sufficient evidence. In this

connection it is worth noting Halma’s comment, ‘Ptol^m^e le re9ut, cet

heritage, et fit pour rastronomie ce qu’Euclide avait fait pour la g4om6trie.'^

This disposers of the* main j)Osition of the ejucyclic and excentric methods
in Gre(*k astronomy. The cpiestion now arises whetlier the Hindu planetary

system as represented by these methods, were borrovred from the Greeks.

Panlih Siddhmita

The earliest Hindu works, in which it has hitherto been the fashion of

orientalists to siispcn-t Greek influence, are tlie Paulina Siddhilnta and the

Romaka Riddhanta 2, botli of which w^erc composed between the first and

1 Seo M.S. translated by Halma, Preface, p. 14.
* Both these names are foreign. Paiilii^a may be identified with the Greek name

Paulaus. Romaka is identical with Rome. The authors of these works are not

known. They gave foreign names to their works, probably because they borrowed
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fifth centuries of this era. The original books are lost, but summaries of
these arc given by VarahamDiira in his P.S. It is not certain whether
Varilha obtained them in their original forms nor even whether he introduced
any change in the systems while summarizing them. Their contents, how-
ever, have to be judged from what is given in the P.S. The length of the

sidereal year according to the Pa.S. is 365"^ 6^ 12“\ The sun’s apogee is

perhaps 80® as suggested by Thibaut and its equations of the centre for the
mean anomalies of 10®, 40®, 70®, 100®, 130® and 100®, are respectively 21',

96', 139', 140', 108' and 50'. Hence the circumference of the sun’s epicycle
is 15® 8' as calculated by Sen Gupta. ^ No general rule to find tlie true
longitude of the sun is given. The moon’s true longitude is not calculated
by the epicyclic method but by a numerical method. Tables of elongations
of the five planets are given, but no attempt is made to find tluur true
longitudes by means of epicyclic or exeentric methods. From these ta bles
Sen Gupta has calculated the circumferences of the second epicycles of
these planets ,2

Romalca Siddhnnta

According to the R.S., the length of the year is 365^, 14' 48", expressed
in sexagesimal fractions, agreeing with tljat determined by Hipparclius.

The length of the synodic mont h is 29*5305810 days or 29^ 31^ 50^ 5”^ 37^''

expressed in sexagesimal fractions and that of the anomalistic rnontli is

27^^ 13^ 1 8' 32*7". The longitude of the sun’s apogee is 75® and its equations
of the centre for mean anomalies of 15®, 30°, 45®, 00®, 75® and 90® are
34' 42", 68' 37", 98' 30", 122' 49", 137' 5" and 143' 23", which nearly agree
with those given by Ptolemy (see M.S., Vol. I, p. 253). No general method
to calculate the true longitude of the sun is given. The moon’s equations
of the centre for mean anomalies of 15®, 30®, 45®, 00®, 75®, and 90® are
respectively 1 ° 14', 2® 25', 3® 27', 4® 15', 4® 44' and 4® 50', which, it should
be noted, do not closely agree with those ofPtolemy (see M.S., Vol. I, p. 337).

In the case of the moon also no general method is given to cal(‘ulat(^ its true

longitude. There is no mention of the jdanetary motion.

Suryasiddhdnta in Pancasiddhdniikd

The S.S. as dei)ictcd by Varahamihira in th(i P.S, gives a comph4e epi-

cj^clic theory for the sun, moon and the five planets. One S.S. undoubtedly
existed before Aryabhata, but the question is whether it existed in the same
form as that given in the P.S. by Varaha. In point of fact it could not have
so existed, because all the astronomical elements in tlie vS.S. of the P.S.

agree ^ with those given in the K.K. of Brahmagupta based on a lost work
of Aryabhata,^ who by Brahmagupta and Varaha is acknowk^dged to be
the founder of that system. Thus it appears that Varaha recast the older

some of tho Grof^k aHtronomioal conHUmts aw tho following account will sliow. Hence-
forth the Paulij^a Siddhanta and the Roinaka Siddhanta will be rrf<*iT('d to as Pa.S.
and R.S.

1 Soo J.D.L., Vol. XVTIl, ‘Aryabhata, etc,’, p. 20.
2 So© .I.D.L., Vol. XVIII, ‘Aryabhata, etc.*, pp. 23-25.
8 Soe tho following tables.
* This work of Aryabhata is lost, but it is mentionod botli by Varaha in liis P.S.,

XV. 20 and by Brahmagupta in his XI. 5 and 13 and in K.K. (B.M.J.’s ed.),

I, 1 -2. Thus Aryabhata was the originator oftwo systems ofastronomy—one, as found
in his extant work A.B., and tho other as foiuid in Brahmagupta’s K.K. and Varalia’s

S.S. in the P.S.
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form of the S.S. by introducing into it a complete epicyclic method following

Aryabhata and also using his astronomical constants.^

The above statements show that out of the three astronomical treatises,

which can come under tJie category of scientific works, only two, viz. the
Pa.S. and the 11. S., existed before Aryabhata and perhaps in their present

forms, but the third, viz. tlie S.S., was remodelled by Varaha with Arya-
bhata’s constants.

It follows, thenifore, that tlie earliest extant work on Hindu astronomy
dealing comprehensively with the planetary motion is the Aryabhatiya by
Aryabhata.2 How much he is indebted to the (Ireeks for his theories will

b(‘ judged by comparing Ids work with the Pa.S., R.S. and Ptolemy’s M.S.

To facilitate this comparison, the following tables are added. They
giv’c the astronomical elements in the M.S., R.S., Pa.S., A.B., 6.V., K.K.,
S.S. in the P.S., B.S.S. and the modern S.S.

Conclusions drawn from an Examination of the Tables

A study of the tablets (sec following pages) shows the following:

—

1 . The tropical year used by Hipparchus and then bj^ Ptolemy is also

used by t he author ol‘ the R.S. Tliough the discovery of this year is attri-

butenl to Hi])parchus, this point is not yet definitely settled. Moreover,

even if the final discovery of the ]>recession of equinoxes in Greece is attri-

])uted to Hi})])archus, it must ])e rcmiembered that he made use of the

obs(‘rvations of the Chaldeans over a long period for this puri)ose.

2. There is agreement to a (certain extent among the lunar periods

used by Ptolemy, Arj^abhata and the authors of the R.S. and the Pa.S.,

but th('. cr(‘(lit of th(‘ discovcTy of these periods does not Ixdong to the

(Tr(‘ek astronomens, but to the Bahylonians, as lias been so efl&ciently

proved by KuglcT in Ids Babylonisidio Mondreclinung.

3. As H'gards the sidereal periods of the planets, Ptolemy’s and
A yabhata's ehmients do differ. 3 Here again it must be remembered that

the Babylonians discovered the periods of tlie plamds in much earlier times.

4. "TIu^ circumference ot th(‘ suns e])icycle used by Aryabhata is

difl'iTcnt from that- used either in the R.S. or Pa.S. or by Ptolemy. All the

four ar(^ more or less in agreement in the case of tlie moon's epicycle.

5. With r(‘gard to th(' dimensions of the first and second epicycles

of th(j i)lam‘ts, it is noticed that Aryabhata could not iiossibly have borrowed

tlui measurements calculated by Ptolemy. His values are not only different,

but th(*y vary in odd and even quadrants, whereas Ptolemy’s values are

(oiistant.

6. Again the positions of the apses of the sim. Mercury, Jupiter and

\’enus as given by Aryabhata, could not be deduced from those given by
Ptolemy even after makbig an allowance for a movement of 1 ® in 100 years.^

1 Thibaut and others hold tlie opinion that the S.S. as given in the P.S. is anterior

to Aryabhatiya. Because of tho discovery of Maliabbaskariya, this view is no longer

tenable. Soo S.G.T., Intro., pp. xiii-xviii; B.C.M.S., vol. XXII, ‘Aryabhata’s Lost

Work.’
2 That it was Aryabhata, wlio developed tho Hindu epicyclic theory is corroborated

by Bralunaguptii, when lie says that tho Iloraaka Siddhanti* and tho Vaiistha Siddhanta

were rewritten by ^ri^ona and Visnucandra rospcctivolj'', who borrowed the longitudes

of tho apogoos and tho nodes, tho circumfert’tnoes of tho cpicy(’les and the methods of

linding tlu^ true longitudes of a planet from Aryabhata ; see B.S.S., XI, 48-50.

s Tho K.S. does not deal with planets at all.

^ The rate of precession according to Pt-oloiny is P in 100 years.
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7, It must also be noted that the position of the apsis of the sun as

given in the Pa.S. and R.S. agrees more with that used by Aryabhata than
that of Ptolemy, whose result agrees mth that of Hipparchus.

This shows that as far as the elements of the Hindu epicyclic theory
are (;oncerned, Aryabhata does not appear to have borrowed them or deduced
them from the Greek elements as given in the M.S. of Ptolemy. Assuming
that the theoretical conception was borrowed by Ixim from the Greeks,

there is nothing to show that he himself was not the discoverer of the

elements. In fact the evidence available is in favour of his claims.

Firstly, Aryabhata was an observer. This fact is comjdetely over-

looked by those scholar's, who say that Hindu astronomers were not

observers. In his work Aryabhata says,

ELsitiraviyogacldinakrd ravinduyogat ]3rasadhitascendub I

^a^itaragraiiayogattathaiva taragrahah sarve II

^

or, ‘In tills work the sun’s motion is determined from the conjunction of the

earth and the sun, and that of the moon is determined from tlie conjunction

of tlui sun and moon. The motion of all the live planets is determined fiom
the conjunction of each with the moon.* 2

Moreover, as Aryabhata himself acknowledges, he made use of some
more ancient records of observations. Aryabhata states,

Sadasajjfianasamudrat samuddhataiii devataprasadcna I

Sajjhanottamaratnarii maya nimagnam svamatinava ||

Or, ^By God's grace I have raised the best jewel of true knowledge, sunk in

the ocean of knowledge, true and false, by using the b(‘st of my intelligence.

This clearly is a refer(*nce to some astronomical treatises, now lost,

containing important and unimportant observations and probably theories,

which were made full us(‘ of by Aryabhata.^ Those s(*holars, who cannot
find any trace of a record of observations in the Hindu astronomy, have
ignored this statement of Aryabhata.

In this coiuiection anotlier statement of Aryabhata must not be dis-

regarded. At the end of his work he says,

Aryabhatiyaiii namna purvam svayambhuvarii sada sadyat |

Or, 'This seien(*e, which w^as before knowui as the Svayambhuva or scicuice

revealed by Brahman and was always true, is now described in the book
called Aryabhatiya.®

It seems as if it would be too cautious to doubt that this is an acknow-
ledgement of his indebtedness to some ancient Hindu observations.

Again Varaha refers to some planetary observations in his P.S. In a

chapter on planets he comments

Pradyumnabhumitanayc
Jive saure’tha vijayanandikrte I

Budhc ea bhagnotsahab
Prasphutamidam karanam bhajatat ||

Or, ‘Let him enjoy this more correct treatise of mine, who is not satisfied

with the theory of Mars as propounded by Pradyumna or theories ofMercury

,

Jupiter and Saturn as projiounded by Vijayanandin.’ ®

1 Sec A.B., Golapada, 48,
2 The mathematical theory contained in this verse has been explained by Sen

Gupta in the B.C.M.S., Vol. XII, No. 3.
s See A.B., Golapada, 49,
^ This has been pointed out by Sen Gupta as well. See J.B.L., Vol. XVIII, p. 0,

6 See A.B., Golapada, CO. ab. « See P.S., XVIII, 62.
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This statement clearly shows that some kind of planetary theories
were propounded by Hindu astronomers before Aryabhata. This same
chapter of the P.y. contains tables of elongations of the jilanets with regard
to the sun.

In face of all tliis evidence it is impossible to think, in the first place,

that the ancient Hindu astronomers made no observations and, in the second
place, that there were no records of such observations before the time of
Aryabhata. It was not, therefore, necessary for Aryabhata to look to
Greece for his astronomical elements.

It is interesting to note here what Bhaskaracarya remarks in the begin-
ning of his chapter on the Chedyaka or geometrical interpretation of the
planetary motion. He says,

Divyam jnanamatindriyam yadr^ibhirbrahmaih vash«;thadibhib I

Pararaparyava^adrahasyamavanim nitaih praka^yarii tatah ||

Or, ‘This knowledge is divine having originated from Brahman, the Creator.

It was beyond the power of human understanding till this great secret was
revealed to the peoples by the sages Vasistha and his followers

There is notliing to be surprised at if here Brahman is considered as the

originator of the science of astronomy. He is connected with astronomy,
because^ he is regarded as tlie Creator of the universe. But what is note-

worthy is the reference to the ancient Hindu astronomers as observers of the

l>lanotary motion.

One favoiu-ite argument of the supporters of the theory that Hindu
astronomy is an offshoot of Greek astronomy, is that the former uses so many
Greek terms. The only two Greek terms, which have been frequently used
by Aryabhata and other Hindu astronomers are Kendra or Kcvrpov or

centre of a circle and Lipta or Mtttop or 1 minute or sixtieth part of a

degree. Kendra in the Hindu astronomy is not only used for the centre

of a circle but also for the anomaly of a planet. No other Sanskrit word
appears to hav(* been us(‘d for ‘anomaly ’, though the Sanskrit 'word Madhya
stands for centre. This has given to many scholars an opportunity for

saying that since ‘anomaly’, the central idea of the epicyclic theory of the
planetary mothm, is cxj)ressed by a Greek term in Hindu astronomy, so

the Hindu astronomers must have borrowed the theory from the Greeks.

There is no validity in such an argument. Firstly, because Kivrpav

was never used for anomaly by the Greek astronomers and secondly, as

appears from Bhaskara's statement, Kendra originally meant ‘centre of a

circle’ in the Hindu astronomy and it came to mean ‘anomaly’ later on.

Bhaskara says,

Vrttasya madhyam kila kendramuktam
Kendram grahoccantaramucyate’tah |

Yato’ntare tavati tuhgade^at

Nicoccavrttasya sadaiva kendram

«

Or, ‘ Kendra means the centre of a circle. Since the centre of the epicycle

of a planet is always at a distance of the planet from its apogee, so the

distance between the planet and its apogee is called Kendra.’ ^

As regards the word Lipta from Xeirrov for a minute, it must be pointed

out that there is a pure Sanskrit word used frequently by the Hindus.
It is kala.3

1 8oe S.6i., Goladhy&ya, V. 9. * Seo S.6i., Goladhyaya, V. 41.

* Tiie division of a circle into signs, degrees, minutes and seconds, is l^bylonian

in origin*
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It must be pointed out here that the late Hindu mathematical works
contain the words Kona from ytovia meaning angle and Trikona. from
TpiycDvov meaning triangle, but the more ancient works like the Sulva-

sutras use the Vedie Sanskrit word Prauga for a triangle. It is works on
Hindu astrology and not on astronomy, which use many Greek words.

Again the verse, so often quoted by the Western scholars, in support
of the theory of Greek origin, is in praise of Greek astrologers and not Greek
astronomers. Varahamihira in his Vrhatsamhita, a work on astrology,

while praising an astrologer, gives the following quotation of Garga, a Hindu
astrologer :

—

Mlcechab hi yavanaste^u samyak 6astramidam sthitam |

R^ivattc’pi piljyante kim punardaivaviddvijab II

Or, ‘The Greeks arc Mlccclias. This science of astrology is well established

among them. 8o even they are honoured as sages. Then how much more
an astrologer, who is a Brahmin, should be honoured.’ ^

Varaha in his P.S. sometimes refers to the Greek astronomers, but no-
where states that the Hindu [istronomers borrowed anything from them.
Brahmagupta, while enumerating the Siddliantas or astronomical works
known to him, refers in a general manner to a certain Yavanasiddhtota.2
This word may mean an astronomh^al treatise composed in Sanskrit by a
certain Yavana or Grc^^k or the astronomical works of the Greeks. There
is certainly no hint at the superiority of the Greek astronomers or even at

the indebtedness of the Hindu astronomers to the Greeks. Bhattotpala,

in his commentary on tin* Vrhatsamhita, quotes frequently a certain

Yavane§vara,3 who ai)pears to have compos(‘d a work on astrology in

Sanskrit. These various references to Greek works only show that the

Hindu astronomers of the ancient days were acquainted with some of th(‘

Greek systems of astronomy and it does not necessarily follow that the Hindu
system originated irom the Greek system unless identity in the c‘lements of

the two astronomical systems is established.

Final conclusions

The above analysis leads to the following conclusions:-

—

1. There is at present no textual evidence to support the view that

the excentiic and ex)icyclic methods to detect the planetary motion origi-

nated in Greece. The Greek astronomical works, however, are the earliest

extant works on astronomy, wliich make use of these methods to formulatti

the j)lanetary law.

2. Valuable records of the Babylonian observations found their way
to Greece.

3. Hijjj^archus, as far as it is known at j)rcsent, made profitable use
of these observations, with the help of which, in addition to his own, he
calculated the inequality of the sun and the first inequality of the moon
by using the cxcentric and ei)icyclic methods. He also remarked that a
planet has a double inequality.

4. Ptolemy discovered the second inequality of the moon. Again
by combining the epicyclic and excentric methods, ho established the
planetary theory.

5. Hindu astronomers wore not unacquainted with Greek astronomy
or astrology. As has been pointed out above, the names of the two Hindu

1 See Vrhatsamhita, II. 14.

2 See B.S.S., XXIV, 3.

® The literal meaning is ‘King of the Yavanos*.
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astronomical works, Romaka Siddhanta and Paulina Siddlianta are foreign
and some of the astronomical elements used here are the same as those
used by Hipparchus. Greek astronomy came to India perhaps some time
after the first century of this era, as works like the Vedanga Jyotisa, Surya-
prajnapti and Paitamaha Siddhanta as depi(‘ted in the P.S. are completely
unaffected by the Greek astronomy.^ Perhaps Babylonian astronomy
came to India dii’ectly.

6. Whilst the possibility that the idea of the excentric and epicyclic
theory came, to India from Greece cannot be ruled out, it must be empha-
tically noted that there is no textual evidence to support this view except
for the facts that the extant Greek astronomical works containing these
theories are earlier than the extant Hindu works and the elementary prin-
ciples of these theories are the same both in the Greek and Hindu works.
As far as the available evidence goes Arj^abhata was tlie first Hindu astro-

nomer to make use of this possibly imi)orted idea of the epicyclic theory,
in any event correlating original data of his predecessors and his own for the
independent determination of the motions of the sun, moon and five planets
by the epicyclic and excentric methods. It has been made clear that his

astronomical (dements could neither be borrowed nor deduced from the
Greek elements. His epicyclic and excentric methods are unaffected by
^olemaic ideas. These facts cannot be over-emi)ha sized. Here lies

Aryabhata’s originality. Aryabhata deserves the credit, ofwhich he appears
to bo unjustly dej)rived by learned scholars like Whitiiej", Thibaut and by
many others, who follow them blindly, being unacquainted with the Sanskrit
texts of the Hindu astronomical and mathematical works.

2

In spite of his great indebtedness to the Babylonians, Hipparchus is

still honoured for his substantial contribution to the knowledge ofastronomy;
in spite of his indebtedness to Hipparcluis, Ptolemy is eulogized for his

achievements in the field of astronomy; yet, Arj’abhata, who at the most
utilized a foreign hint—and again it must be pointed out that this con-
jecture rests on purely lU'gative evidence—to develop an indc^pcuident

planetary system as depicted in the Hindu astronomical works, is given no
credit for his originality and liis valuable work is considered but ‘an offshoot
of Greek astronomy’. The scholarship on this subject at present ends with
an unsatisfactory and possibly not <*onvincing note of injustice to the
Hindu contribution.
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§0. iNTRODUCTfON

Many properties relating to osculating conics aiid the aberrancy curve
of a plane curve have been studied by S. Mukhopadhyaya in three papers
imblished in the New Series, Vol. T 190S. As is well known, the

lines of aberrancy and the curv(^ of aberrancy are nothing but the affine

normals and the affine evolnie of the given plane cairve. It thus appears
that the r(‘sults obtained by Mukhopadhyaya can be interpreted in a
natural and elegant manner by adopting the standj)oint of affine diffiTcntial

g(‘ometry of ]>Iane curvets. This is done in the present note. The adoptioii

of the affine point of view has also made it 2)ossible to derive alte*rnative

methods of apj)roach lo some of the rc\sults, and to j)resent others in a new
light.

§1. The Osculating Conics

Let C be a given j)lane curve (free from turning points) defined by the
ecpiation

(1.1) r = r(..),

s* being th(' affine arc of C introduced by th<‘ reejuirement

(V2) (r',n==l.

The affine curvature ofC at r is the affine invariant k(s) of C defined by

(1.3) .. .. = o or A* = (r%r"'),

r'' being called the affine normal vector at r.

We know that

(1.4)

A:(.s) = const,

is the afline natural eejuation of any conic. Hence the osculating conic

C of C at r, say

(1.5)

R = E(a)

—O' being the affine arc of C measured from r—is the solution of the

differential equation

(1.6)

R"'(o)+H^)R'(cr) = 0

subject to the conditions for osculation, namely,

(1.7) B(0) = r, R'((0 « r', R"(0) = r\ ^ r'"

;

R(b(0) 5^ rW.

( 91 )
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If A; = 0, (7 is the parabola

( 1 .8 ) R=:^+cr^'+^,^^•

if this, however, satisfies the conditions for third order contact,
namely,

(1 .9) . . R(0) == r, R'(0) == r', R"(0) = r"
;
R'"(0) 51^ r'".

It is therefore the osculating parabola at r.

If fc = y^>0, C is the ellipse

( 1 .10 ) .. ..

y y

If = —.y2<0, C is the hyperbola

(1.11) .. .. R = r+?^i'+^i^i-.
y y

The corresponding implicit equations are easily obtained by eliminating

a : thus, the osculating parabola is given by

(1.12) .. (R-r,O2+2(R^r,O = 0,

and the osculating conic is given by

(1 .13) .
.

(R~r, ty+k(R^T, r')2+2(R~r, r') = 0.

Also the differential equation of all parabolas is given by

(1.14) ^ = 0,

and the differential equation of all conics is given by

(1.15) k'^ 0.

We shall now show how these results easily lead to the corresponding

ones of Mukhopadhyaya.
Let C be given in terms of an arbitrary parameter t

:

thus

(1.16) r-r(«).

Denoting derivatives w.r.t. t by dots, we have

(1.17) ..

Writing

(1.18) ..

we have

dt

ds ^

t = rr,

r' =

r'" = T®r+(T®)f+^(T®)r';
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hence

(1.19) ..

Simplifying, we have

r' = r

^ \i = A^2 ^2.1+3 Ai2 {A u+A2A~ 9^J2 -^i.s

1 - 5 _ p 2

”3/^12 (^14+ 4Zl23) ^ zli2^

k = (t", T'") = T®(f, f)--{?), k’ = Xk.

k' = A \2 a = 32^12 (^1,'•>+ 5-^24)— 9^12 ^ l 3 (':!ll.l+4Zl 23 )

10 -3 40 -4 3

9 ^J2 ^ 13(^ 14+^ 23 ) 27 ^13

-Zli2 (.4 ir,+ 5/d2l)— g^]2 Ai:t(Ai4+2A2:i)+ ‘^Ai2 Aj3
r> .1-1 40 .i-4 .3

Collecting these formulae together, we thus have

(
1 . 20 ) ..

and

(1.21) ..

r'-— . r'

/1 12

k--=

'12

r

_N_

3A 12

M
9/1,0 2"A,

2

where we have introduced, for brevity, the vector

(1.20') N = 3.d]2r-/li3r

and the ex]irossions

(1

— 3Zli2(*Jl4+4Zl23)— O/JlS,

ilf 9/l,2{''Jir)+''>/J24)— 45/^1 12 ZJi8(zJi4+2j 23 ) 4-40/] 13 .

Substituting for r', r" and k, the equation (1.12) of the osculating

])arabola takes the general form,

(
1 .22 )

.. .. (R-r,N)24-ls/l'i2(R-r,r)-o,

and the equation (1.13) of the osculating conic C takes the general form

(
1 .23) .. . (R-r, N)24-AR-r.r)*4-l«/l'i2(R-r, r) = 0 .

r is an ellipse, parabola or hyperbola according as

r|o.
The differential equation of all parabolas is now expressed in its

general form

(1.24) r^o,
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while that of all conics is expressed in its general form

(1.25) if = 0.

We shall consider two special ca.ses

:

First, we take t = x where T-= {x,y). Denoting by yj, y^, yg, 2/4 ,

the first five derivatives of y w.r.t. x, we have

r={l.yi}. r={ 0
,
yo], f={o.ys}-

12 = ,y2> 13 = ?/3> ^ 14 = .y4> 15 “ ?/6 ; 23 — 9, /d 24 = 9.

Hence tlie osculating parabola and ihe osculating conic at {x, y}
are respective^ly given by the equations

(1.26) (,/3(F-y)-(yi,y3-3y^’)(X-.r)}2 = |8y^{(F-y)-,y4(X_x)} ,

and

(1.27) .. .. {y3(F_y)_(yjy3_3y:^)(i:-.r)}''

+{^}hlh-^>y^[{Y-y)-yx(X-x)f = i82/;:{(F-?/)-?/i(Z-.r)]

.

Also the differential equation of all parabolas is given by

( 1 .28

)

=

and that of all conics is given by

(1.29) . . . . 9//^ = 0

—the well-known Mongian equation.

Next let us take t •” a—tlie ordinary arc of C—-and consider the

(x; O) differential equation of all conics, x being the ordinary curvature of

C at r.

We have, if t, n be the unit tangent and unit normal vectors at r,

(t, n) = ]

,

t = xn, h— ~xt.

So we have

r = t, f = >m, i=—x^t+xn:

Jis — x, .d24 = 3;«*«;

-idl4+^ 2S = «;

/d 15+2ZI 24 = ’?£•

Hence we have

(1.30) .. .. 9xK k = 3x(x+3x^)—5x^,

and

(1.31) .. 27x* . k' = 9x^(x+9x‘x)—45xx(ii+x^)+40x^.
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Thus the o) differential equation of all parabolas is given by

( 1 .32 ) .. .. 3>£^-5 ('^y+9«‘ = 0 ,

da \da/

while that of all conics is given by

(1.33)
da^

dH d^X
,— T^+-10do dcr ^daj (la

The equation (1.33) has been given by Mukhopadhyaya in the (q; a)

form, Q being the radius of eurvatiire of C at r.

There is an interesting alternative method of gettmg ky k' in terms of

Qy a giving Miikhopadhyaya’s ex])ression8 for jT, M in terms of q, a when

a is the inde[)eudent variable. Thus, if p be the perpendicular on the

tangent to the ‘ Aflinebild ’ Tg = r"(.s), and T the angle made by the tangent
with a fixed dii’eetion, we have Bdhmer's relation

(1.34) .. .

and the formula

(1.35) ..

Also,

So we have (dots denoting derivatives w.r.t. a)

hence

(1,30)

/>=

dp

dx

d'^p

dx^

0 . * -1 •

= e(5e-*s'-5r*§);

or

(1.36') ..

Again

(1.37) .. = *

dQ-U = - {3q^-()^-9).

or

(1.37') . . = - -i
(9p2^--9£,e(l+4e®+36t».

Q

Hence the (p; a) differential equation of all conics given l)y

Mukhopadhyaya.
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§2. The System oe Conics

We shall now consider the system of conics (of afBne curvature A)

jtiven by

(2 . 1 )

o ^ ,

sm (A^cr)
,
1-oos (A*or)

.. K = rH — rH r r,
A

a being the affine arc of Cx measured from r. Insomuch that Ck is the

osculating conic (7, and Cq is the osculating parabola given by (1.8). Since

C';^(A 5*^ k) satisfies the conditions (1.9) for third order contact with C at r,

the system C;y(A 5*^ k) consists of all conics having third order contact with

C at r. (2.1) may also be written in tlie implicit form

(2.2) .
.

(R-r, r")2+A(R-r, r')2+2(R~r, r') === 0.

Hence the osculating rectangular hyperbola at r is the conic <'y for

which

(2.3) .. .. |r»|2+y|r'|2=.0 or

Introducing the x^oint

(2.4)

f;^=r+A-'r",

we may write
(2 . 1 ) in the form

(2.5) . . R = f;^+A"'^ sin (A‘cr) • r'— A”^ cos (A^cr) . r",

of which the implicit equation equivalent to
(2 .2

)
is given by

(2.G) . . .
,

(R-r;^, r)2+;i(R->r;^, r')2 == A“\

Now (2.6) shows that r;^ is the centre of Cx, and (2.4) then shows that

the line of aberrancy at r, defined as the locus of is the affine normal at r.

Again the affine evolute C of C, defined a.s the envelope of the affinc'

normals of (7, is easily seen to have the parametric i ci>rescntation

(2.7)

But is the centre i of the osculating conic C at r. Hence the

aberrancy curve of C, defined as the locus of i as r d(\scribf‘s (7, is C itself.

Next, the angle of aberrancy at r is defined as the angle d made by the
aberrancy line with the normal at r. Insomuch that

so w^e have

giving

(
2 . 8

)

A
r'r" = n

2
«5 ;

coH d _ .sin d 1

(r', r") “ V(r', rT-HrT'rT
’

. . cos d — 1

Ir'l.lr"!
sin 5 =

(r'.Q

ir'l.lr"!'
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Let us consider the semi-axes a, ^ of the conic OL, ^ and A are

connected by the well-known relation

(2.9)

Thus, if c be the semi-axis of the osculating rectangular hyperbola
Gy, (2.9) gives

c2(— c2) = or »c2=(— y)“^j,

whence, on substitution from (2.3), we have

(2.10)

Now (2.0) shows that the affine normal at r, namely,

( 2 . 11 )

and the line through the centre f;^ ])arallel to the tangent at r, namely.

(
2 . 12 ) +
are along two conjugate diameters of C^. We can find the eorrespondiiig

semi -diameters r, a ; thus,

where (2.11) meets (2.5),

/Ja — 0 or 71

,

--

giving

(:J.i3)

and, where (2.12) meets (2.5),

0 7t 3rr
A a or -y ^

r ^ ±A“^
giving

(2.14)

ri2 = A"Mr'r-.

Blit we have 4- +

n

2
_

Hence ofiy are given by (2.9) and

(2.15) .. .. a2+iS“ = A"2(|r''|2+Ajr'|2).

The equation to the director circle of ( is now given by

jR-r,i2 = a'^+/S^

which at once reduces to

(2.16) .. .. A|R-r|2_2(R-r.r'’)-|r'j2 = o.

This constitutes a coaxial system of circles who.se radical axis is given by

(R-r.r')+hr'12 = 0.(2.17) ..
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This is therefore the directrix of tlie osculating parabola C^.

It is at once verified that it bisects fyl at right angles.

Further, the coaxial systenn (2.16) has real limiting points, namely, r

and fy : for, it is easily vt^rified that

Next, the tangent ve(*tor R'(a) at any point R(cr) u})on the osculating

parabola ( 1 .8) is given by

(2.18) R'((T)---r'+(Tr\

The axis has tlie direction of the affine normal at r which is a diameter.

Hence if Ry ^ RIOq) is the vertex, we have

(r".R'((To))-('.

giving

(2.i0)

Thus the vertex is ffiven by

(2 . 20 ) .. R(, - r
I

(r'.r") .. ,
1 (r'.r")'-

-|Y
r +r, yii-

According! 3’ the axis is

(R-Ro,0--<h
which reduces to

( 2 . 21 )

and the tangent at the vertex is

(r' . r")

which reduce.s to

(2 .22

)

.

.

(R-Ro . r") = 0,

.
1 (r'.rT

.. (R-r.n+^^Vy

If I bo the .semi-latus rectum, thru iiie |»uint

(2.23)

is the focus, and the point

(2.24) .

.

R+ = Ro+
2 rp"

t,
_ I r

R_ — Ro— K|j»“|

lies on the directrix. 80, substituting (2.24) in (2.17), we have

(2.25) .

.

whence (2.23) gives

(2.26) . . . . «,+

Further (2.25) gives

I _i!rM2
2 ^2(r''i~2 lr’'| 2

'

R - r- r'+
r*

7 I
. »

I s I
, / |o iT> r"\9 fr' — 1
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SO that we have

Now if Q be the radius of curvature of C at r, we have

i?
= lr'i3.

From (2.10), (2.27) and (2.28) we have the neat relation given by
Mukhopadh^^aya, namely,

(2.29) =

Also, using (2.8), we can express cos d in terms of any two of the

magnitudes q, c, 1: thus,

..

Let us consider any elli])sc > O) of the system (2.1).

We have, from (2.15) and (2.9),

(2.31) ..

giving

(2.32) ..

...

5+^ = A*!t'l-+A-Mr'p,
p OL

which may also be written in the form

(2.32') . . ~+^- (A*
I

r' |-A-‘
i

r" i)^+2 i

r'
|

. |

r"
|

.

P a

Now ?+— i-'< a minimum when tlie eccentricity e is a minimum,
p a

Hence*, in view’^ of (2.32'), the ellipse of minimum eccentricity is

determined by

and then we have, remembering (2.8),

(2.34) ..
a

, (5 ^
^ a cos d

Here we have, from (2.13) and (2,14),

r A

Comparing (2.33) with (2.3), wo have

(2.35) Ao = -y.
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Hence is the image of iy with respect to r ; further, (2.10) gives

(2 .36 ) =

Again if Ai, Aj correspond to equal values of e, and so to equal values of

a : then (2.32), as a quadratic in A, gives, on using (2.33),

(2.37) . . ... A* . A^ = Ao or Aj A2 = A^

;

whence, from (2.13), we have

(^*38) r^ro = r“ .

Also, we have

^1^1 = 'S ^2^2 = -^2 ‘
»

whence (2.37) and (2.36) give

(2.39) . . . . . OCi^i . CL2P2 == Ao
^ ~ '

§3. The Affine Invariants

Wo shall recall the formulae (1.20) and (1.21) giving r', r'' and k, k'

when C is specified in terms of an arbitrary x>arameter t. Thus, we have

(3,1)

and

(3.2)

N

M
27^

e-

where the vector N and the expressions P , M are defined hy (1.20') and

(
1 .21 ').

At the outset, we shall establish Abel Transon's formula for tan d,

d being the angle of aberrancy at r. Let q bo the radius of curvature of C
at r, and a be the ordinary arc of C’. We have

Ir' |3

(3.3) , e = (i^)=Hr'P.

Difierentiating w.r.t. 6‘, we have

(3.4)

Now we have

(3.5)

and

(r'-r') .

i.e.

(3.6) (r' . r") = tan 5

.
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Hence (3.4) gives, on substitution from (3.5) and (3.0), the formula

(3.7) =
^ da

We now consider certain affine invariants of our curve C.
Thus, from (3.1), we find that

I
r

I

(3.8) Li-' and
Av,

are afiSne invariants.

Similarly, from (3.2), we see that

(3.9)
M
Al,

are affine invariants.

Again (3.6), on substitution from (3.1), shows that

r.N)

A 12

is also an affine invariant.

If a, b be the semij^axes of the osculating conic we have, since k is

the affine curvature of C,

(3,11)

(3.10)

Substituting for k from (3.2), this gives

(3,11') 27 : ab.

Mukhopadhyaya uses (3.11') to establish that

A^^12
is an affine invariant.

Again, from (3.11), we have

(3.11")

showing that

(3.12)

is also an affine invariant.

_ ? fc-U'' = {aby r~

Dt(ab)

nr
As we have already seen in §2, the centre f of the osculating conic C

at r is given by

(3 . 13 ) r = r+ir*,

and the locus of ( is the affine evoluto C.
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We have

f'=:r'+^r"'+

r — U.pz.

"

giving, by virtue of (1.3), *

(’^•14) =

Substituting from (3.1) and (3.2), (3.14) becomes

(3.14') f=-pN.

if O' be the ordinary arc of the «^ffine evolute 6’, we have

(3.15) g =

which is also equivalent t o

'^=IO = y"l»l-

The relations (3. 14') and (3.15') have also been given by Mukhopadhyaya.

Again by differentiating (3.14) and using (1.3), we have

f =='^'1

^
1 »1

M

From (3.14) and (3.16), we have

»i7) (r.r) = ^'.

Now if Q be the radius of curvature of the affine evolute C, we have

I P
{3 . 18 ) Q--hrb\-

(3.19) .

^

Substitution from (3.15) and (3.17) gives

>1 e = pi''l’'

(3.19') .

Subsstituting from (3.1) and (3.2), this is seen to be equivalent to

’ ‘ I”

In particular, with t x, where r = {x,y}, this gives

(3.19") ..

in terms of the first five derivatives of y w.r.t. x, T denoting the usual

{x, 2/}-Mongian function.
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Let us consider the semi-axes a, b of the osculating conic C. W,e have,
from (2.15) and (2.9),

(a2+62 = fc-i|r'l2.fA-2|r-'|2,
"

giving

(3.21) .. .. = fc*|r'|2-|-A:-‘ jrja.

Differentiating, we have

(3.21') .. .. = 2{jfc*(r' .r'")}

-fi7rV{A*|r'|2-r*|r'|2}

But w^e have, identically,

(3.21") .. ..r"'+/:r' = 0 and
|

|2-A' )r' /2 = (r' . r")'.

Hence (3.21') gives

Let i)* be the angle which an axis of tlu* osculating conic C makes

with the a’-axis. Denoting r by {.r, y} and referring to the equation (1.13)

of 6’, it is seen that t) is given b}^

(3.23) 2{> = tan-i

where we have introduced

(3.23') . . A = x'-^+ kx’^, 11 = x'’y''+kx’y’, B = //'’2 -|-l7/'
2

.

We have, in virtue of the first of the relations (3.21") above,

(3.23") . . . . A' = A'.r'2, //' = k'x'y', B' = k'y'^.

Hence, differentiating (3.23) and substituting from (3.23') and (3.23"),

we have

c. (A-B)ir-11{A'-B')
(.-] -Zl)2+4f/2

A H
+

E B
A' ir H' B'

(A+B)‘^--MAB-m)
-l-'(r'.r")(r', r")

-l-|r'|2}--41'(i

-C(i' .r")

{)r"|2-A|r'l2}2-|-4i-(r'.r")2

giving, in virtue of the second of the relations (3.21"),

-C(r'.r")

{(r'.r")')^-f4J[-(r'.r")^'
(
3 .24 )
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Now 0 ' becomes indeterminate, if

(3.25) . . .
.

(r. r") = 0 and also (r' . r")' = 0,

which are the conditions that C may be a circle. For, in the first place,

(3.6) shows that

(3.25a)

is the condition that the aberrancy angle d vanishes; and, in the second
place, (3.22) shows that

(3.256) (r'.r")' = 0

is the condition that has a mininuini, which occurs when C has a
0 a

minimum eccentricity. Hence* the conditions (3.25) that the osculating

conic may be a circle.

In view of (3.6) and (3.7), we may write (3.25) in the alternative

forms

:

(3.25') 6 = 0 and = 0,

or

(3.25") .

.

^ = 0 and ^ = 0.

da do^

Also, (3.24) may be written in the alternative forms:

(3.24') ..

or

k'(T'

.

r")

Y---)\b a)

(3.24') .9-' = _
I'

tan b ,

c being the eccentricity of (7.

To conclude, I am grateful to Prof. B. S. Madhava Ilao for the sugges-
tion of the problem and for kind guidance*.
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SOIL FERTILITY AND BALANCED MANURING

By A. R. Fostek, B.Sc., A.R.I.C., A.I.C.T.A.

I am taking as the subject of my talk this evening ‘Soil Fertility and
Balanced Manuring', as this is a matter of vital importance to India today.
In 1945, in their ‘Food Plan for India', the Royal Institute of International

Affairs ^ expressed the view that the production of foodgrains in India, as

it then was, estimated to be 60 million tons per annum, would need to be
increased by at least 14 million tons by 1953, if the country was to be self-

supporting in food and a reasonable diet provided for everyone. The
production ofsuch a vast amount offood was a problem of the first magnitude
then, and is even more so for India as it now is after ])artition. We must
allow no shibboleths or fanciful theorh's to deflect us from finding a solution

to it.

In the title of ni}’ talk, I have referred to ‘Balanced Manuring’, and
Die emphasis is on ‘ Balanced ’. We should see that balance is maintained in

the soil and in the manure we apply to it; and equally we must maintain a

balanced outlook on the problem as a whole.

Before 1 discuss manuring, I must attempt to define soil fertility, and
I think possibly tliis has boon done best by Richardson in his excellent

series of papers on this subject in the ‘Empire Journal of Experimental
Agriculture ’ ^ in 1 946. He has taken it to mean the fruit fulness or producti-

vity of the soil. Th<‘re are many factors bearing on this, tlie chief of which
are waler-supiily, nutrient supjJy, soil reaction, organic matti‘r eontent and
the ])hysical condition ol* tlu' soil. Other factors ]>earing on jiroductivity,

although not so intimatoly coneerned with the soil are teni])erature, length of

day and s('ason, crop variety and jiest and disease attack.

Possibly the best way of arriving at. an understanding of the significance

of thes(* factors is to give a brief outline of the way soils are formed, and
the jirojx'H ies Haw have as a. result.

1 a.sU your indulgence for going ()V(‘r again ground wdiich may be already

lamiliar to you, but I feel that a projxu' understanding of soil processes is

necessary to an a})preeiation of our subject.

Soils are (*ssentially th(' ])roduets of the geological material underlying

tliem, from whicdi they have been formed In weathering i/i situ. This geo-

logical material may be igneous rock from tlu' earth s original crust,

metamor])hic rock foriiie<l by geological (dianges since the original igneous

rock was forrmsl, or may be alluvium brought down by vast rivers from
hills and mountains many hundreds of miles away. In Bengal, we are

primarily coticc'rued wdth tlu^ latter eategoiw', and owe a debt to the tracts

of India higher u]) tlu' valleys of the Gauges and the Brahmaputra whence
most of th(dr best soil has becji washed down to be di*posited in the delta

on which we live and have our being.

The earth s crust is not uniform in eomi)ositioii, as well we know. It

might be a blessing if it were. Gold, however, is found in certain favoured

localities and coal, iron, mica, manganese, }»hosp]iate I'oek, etc. in others.

Given this diversity in its comjxments, it seems unreasonable to assume

that at any one ])oint we can be iiertain of finding all the elements required

for healthy crop growd h present in sufficient quantity. Tliis we find to bi*

so in practice, and man}^ areas are deficient in one or other of the irnptytaiit

plant nutrients. One such area, which is well known to you, is the

(
105 )
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phosphate-deficient tract in North Bihar. Lack of the essential plant food,
phosphate, is the limiting factor to the growth of large crox)s in that area.
There arc other areas in the world where deficiencies of one element or
another have limited the growth of crops and this is a subject to which I
shall return later in my talk.

1 referred earlier to the formation of soils by weathering of geological
material. How does tliis i^rocess take place? Weathering is a chemical
decomx)Osition of parent material caused by climatic conditions of tempera-
ture and moisture, by the vegetation growing on the soil, by the action of
micro-organisms in the soil and by human and other interference. The
most important original fa(^tor in soil formation is the climate, as this

governs the type of vegetation which occurs, and so it is })Ossible for similar
geological material to x)roducc different soils ac'coi ding to whet her the climate
is hot or cold, humid or dry. But human int-crfiuvMice, since man started
cultivating the soil for his food, has had an increasingly important influence

on soil formation.

If we (examine the })hysical eomx>osition of* the mineral matter in the
soil, we find that by mechanical means it can be s(‘X)arated into various
fractions of sand, silt and clay, and according to whether sand predoininat(‘S

or clay, the soil may be described as a light sand or a heavy clay. There
are, of course, a number of intermediate tvx)es of soil, such as light, medium
or heavy loams, betwcnm these extremes. The distinction between sand
and clay is one of j^article size, and this is of major importance in considering

the x)ropertic‘S of the soil since, as you arc aware, the efl’eetive surface area
of a solid is frecpiently a measure of its x)hysical and chemical activity. It is

estimated that in a sandy soil, the surface ar(?a of the ])articJes is of the
order of 1 2,000 sq. cfuitimctres j)er grm. of soil, whereas the surlacc area of

clay may be 200,000 sq. centimetres per grm. or rnore.*^

Clay consists of secondary minerals, such as Kaolinit(% Beidellite,

Mont. rnoril Ionite, etc., complex alumino-silicates formed by decorn x)osit ion of

the original minerals in the i>arent rock. Its jiarticles fall within the colloidal

range and have very great surface activity'. As a result, a (day soil is far

more active i)hysically and chemically than a sandy one. It retains much
more moisture than a sandy soil, and so is not so susce|)tible to drought. It

expands and contracts on w(d/ting and drying to a remarkable dc^gree, and
any of you who have seen the deep (Tacks which appear in the Black Cotton
soils of Central Inrlia during the dry s(‘as(^n will appreciate the extent to

which a clay can contract on drying.

The r()lo of colloids in life is an important oiu‘, and in soils it is this

active colloidal material that forms the framework to which plant nutiknits

are attached. It has w^hat is known as a bulT(T a(!tion in ilie soil, which
evens u}) local inequalities and prevents dek'tcrious eif(‘cts tliat might result

from them. In a thin soil deficient in colloidal matter such inequalities

may react quickly to the detriment of the plant. In such a soil a heavy-
handed cultivator may damage his plants by uneven distribution of fertilizers.

But in a soil containing adequate colloidal material, there is a safety margin
which ensures that, even if the distribution of the fertilizer is not perfect,

no harm will be done. It is the absence of colloidal material in the growing
medium used in soil-less cultivation which makes the even distribution of
plant nutrients, usually in s(3lution, so essential.

• The colloidal complex of the soil is closely associated with the colloids

of the fine root hairs of the plant, and it is believed that it is through this

association that plant nutrients enter the roots from the soil. That such an
association is not absolutely essential, however, is shown by the fact that
plant roots can absorb nutrients direct, as they do in soil-less cultures.

5B
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Clays vary aocordiug to tlie base which is attached to the colloidal

complex and, if hydrogen, calcium; sodium, etc., predominate, difi’ercnt

physical properties result. The soil which farmers prefer is one in which
lime predominates. Such a soil is usually a good, friable loam, easy to
cultivate. Where, due to excessive leaching such as occurs in areas of heavy
rainfall, the bases arc removed in solution in the drainage water, we are
left with a clay in which hydrogen has taken the ])lace of lime, and the soil

is sour and acid as a result. Liming is then essential to r(‘store the soil to
good physical texture. Wlaue sodium replaces lime, either in arid areas

due to sodium salts being brought to the surface by rising sub-soil water,

or in areas near the sea where the soil is flooded with salt water, sodium
clays may be formed. Cood examples of these occur close to Calcutta on
the edges of the Salt Lakes, where charac^teristic sodium clays, which are

excessively sticky wljen wet and extremely hard when dry, may be seen.

While discussing the colloidal properties of the soil, we come naturally

to a consideration of humus, an important component of soil which is also

colloidal and forms a com])lcx in association with the clay fraction. It is

particularly im])ortant in those soils which are deil(‘ient in clay, as it then
provides the colloidal material that is otherwise lacking, and so iniprove\s

their physical and chemical pro})erties. It is also beneficial to ver}^ lieav3'

clays by opening them up and improving their sfructur(‘.

Humus is a daik coloured, anior})hous substanee formed when plant
residues in the soil are broken dowm by tlu^ action of bacteria and fungi.

It is riclier in nitrogen Iban undecomposed organic matter, its ratio of

carbon to nitrog(‘n bcung ap])roximateJv 10 as com])ared with 40 iu the
undeeomposed material. The breakdown of organic matter to humus is

principally due to the action of bacteria, but in acid soils fungi play a more
prominent part.

It is important to note that th(^ function of earthworms in this connec-

tion is to break up and distribute plant remains through the toj) layers of

the soil. The^" contribute little, however, to the decomj^osition of tlie

organic matter. They are absent from ver}" acid soils such as those occurring

under heath and coniferous forests, with the result that the organic' litter

does not ged ineor[)orate(l in the soil. It has been contended by followers

of the late Sir Albc'rt Howard that fertilizers reduce the earthworm ]K:>pula-

tion of th(' soil, but this lias not been borne outi by recent work. At
RothamstcHl, plots which received heavy dressings of sul])hat.o of ammonia
were compared with uumanured plots and the former contained as many
earthworms as the latter, but the wedght of worms on the nitrogenous plots

was much greater, due ])resumably to the greatc'r amount of vegetation

produced as a result of the extra nitrogen. At (knnell Univc'rsity in the

States, foul’ times the weight and number of worms were found on fertilized

plots as on unfertilized. As long as ain^ tendency’ to acidity in the soil is

corrected, there sc'cm t o be no grounds for assuming that the use of suljihate

of ammonia reduces the (‘arthworm population.

The role of organic! matter in the soil is undoubtedly important.

Although Howard’s writings may have conc(‘utrated attention on tliis

problem, the discovery of the importance of humus and organic matter is

not a recent one, nor was it made in response to the agitation started by
Sir Albert and his folIowTrs. Its importance has been an accepted fact for

very many ^^ears, and was recognized by practical farmers in Britain, such

as Townshend of Norfolk, w^hen, well over tw'o hundred ^^'ars ago, he intro-

duced his soil-improving rotation, the famous Norfolk IA:)ur-Course, which

not onl}’^ included roots for feeding livestock, but also included a leguminous

crop which helped to build up the general fertility and nitrogen content of
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the soil. This rotation revolutionized British farming by enabling larger
stocks of cattle to be maintained, with consequent increase in the production
of farm yard manure for application to the soil. For over two centuries,

this system has been the backbone of mixed farming in Britain.
There is, however, a limit to the economics of a])plying even farm yard

manure, and with increased mechanization there has been a reduction in th(^

amount of manure available. In India, the ])robJem has been different in

that the bulk of tlie cattle manure produced has been used as fuel. Jt is

calculated that as much as 05 m. tons dry matter ^ (equivalent- to 200 m.
tons f.y.m.) is used for this purpose each year, and Parr ^ has estimated
that the present output of cattle manure in India is only sufficient to manure
one acre in every ten. Other means of returning organic matter to the soil

must therefore bo explored. In this (‘onTU‘ction, it shoidd not be over-

looked that any means of increasing cro]) production with consecjuent

increase in crop residues, such as result from the judicious use of inorganic

fertilizers, increases th(^ amount of organic matter which can Ix^ add(‘d to

the soil. Theses residues can either be plougluxl in direct and allowed to

decompose in the soil, in whi(!h case supj)lenientary nitrogen may need to

be add(*d to balance the large ]>roportion of carbonaceous matf'rial in tbe

iindecornposed organic matter, or they may be rott(‘d first and tluui a])i)Iie(l

to the soil.

Working at Indore, Howard and Wad evolved an (‘flicient ])roer*ss of

making compost from ])lant residues and the urine of farm animals which,

when return(Hl to tln^ soil, was of niidoubted Ixmefit . TJk' essential ff^ature

of eomposting is t-o add nitrog(m to (N‘irbonac(*oiis organic matt(‘r to liasten

its breakdown tf) humus. Urine is not essential for Ibis pin[)()se and
sulphate of ammonia can be used in its ])lace. (V)nq)osl '(>rc])are(l by the

Indore and other methods eaii undoubtedly ])lay a iisidul r61(‘ in Indian
Agriculture, and the (jrovemment of India, are at prescait. activ(d\ (‘Ugagcxl

in promoting its use in Indian villages. It was \\c‘]l said some years ago,

however, ‘the fiill possibilities of humus will only aj)pear wlaai dn'ssings of

compost are snp]>Icmented by the additiem of suitable artilieials. 'I’lie

combination of the two, applied at the right moment and in the juopc'r

proportions, will open tin* door to intensive crop ])r<Klucti(ni of tlu* future.

Humus and artifi(*ials will sup{)h‘meiit one anotlna*. ’ Tins was Howard in

his original work, ‘The Waste Jb-oducts of Agri<‘iiltur<r,''> and tlui advice is

still good. Unfortunattdy, he ami his followers latt-r took to advocating
eomposting to the exclusion of <*v(ay thing els(% ]>r(‘s(aiting Ilnur easc^ with
an almost religious fer vour and condemning the u-^e of inorganic fertilizers

in any form.
Composting has the drawback to tiu* j)ractical farimu’ that it involves a

number of manual operations to kee]) the l)r('alvdown of organic matter
under control, and this becomes in)[>ortant when^ man-hours have to be
taken into consideration. Jt also assiimos tlu^ <availability of large su})])lies

of organic matter, wliich is not always the case.

Dr. Acharya, who is now in charge of the (JovcTnment of India’s eom])ost
schemes, when previously working at the Indian Instil ut.(‘ of ^Sci(^nc(^ at

Bangalore,! estimated tliat it should be possible, to prepare about- 5 to 0 m,
tons good quality compost every year from tlie waste from towns and cities

of above 5,000 population. A further 5 to 0 m. tons might be. mad(^ if towns
of 2/5,000 population also particix)at(xl. Tins, however, represemts a mere
fraction of the country’s total requir<*.ments, wlicn applied to a cultivated
area of over 250 million acres. More recent plans o visualize increasing the
output of compost by 100 m. tons if village wastes can be utilized and a
further 200 m, tons if alternative fuel to cow manure can bo T>rovided.
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These plans arc conditioned by a number of 'ifs’ and will need a very
intensive educational drive in the villages before substantial results are
})rodiiced, and in any case are only expected to produce a little over 1 ton
compost per acre of cultivated land.

In addition to (;oin])osts, there are many other good methods of
incn'asing the organic matter <;onteiit of the soil and the choice must be
made, not on doctrinaire grounds, but on the basis of economics and of
convenience undcT local conditions. Among these sources, apart from farm
yard manure, may be mf*ntioned leguminous green manuring, crop residues

or grecui leaves ])loughed under, senvage sludge, etc. Ley farming, which
has been developed by Staplcdon ajid involves including 2 or 3 years under
grass which is ev(*ntually j)loughed in, is ])roving increasingly popular in

North-West Kuro])e, as it undoubtedly f)rodnc‘(\s a great im})rovement in the
organic matter status of the soil. Work byTarr at the* Indian Agricultural
Rc'sc^arcih Institute, Xc^w Delhi, has shown that similar results may be

obtained by including bersecun manured with ])hosphate in the rotation.

This ])rovidcs am])l(' fodder for cattle and at the same time improves the
fertility status of thc^ soil.

In the middle of the nineteenth century, Licdag evolved his theories

reirarding the mineral origin of plant foods in soils. His discoveries were
im])ortant ])ion(‘cr (dforts aTul many of them arf‘ still valid. Some of his

thc‘ori('s, howevcM*. ])arti(!ularly regarding the source' of nitrogen in the' soil,

did not stand tbc' 1(*st of time, as is the fatc' oi‘ many theories advanc*ed

during the course' of scientifu* ])rogress. It was not Icmg before other

scientists discovc'red the imjxu'tancc' of biologic'al activity in the soil for

fixing nitrogen from thc' air. Rothamstc'd Kx])erinuntal Station played a
leading role in this work and as early as 187S Warrington (‘stabiished the

function of nitrifying inicro-orranisms in the ^oi]. These were later

isolated by Winogradsky in 1S90.

While w(‘ arc* discussing Rothamsted, it woidd be as well to correct a

number of miscjoncc'ptions spn*ad by Howard's followers. This experi-

mental station was founded over a hundred yc'ars ago by an enterprising

young land-ownei*, Lawes, who had discovc'red that he could make bones
much more* raf)idl\ available to his crops by digesting them first with acid,

thus making a product which he called Su])cr])hosphate. He commercialized

his discovery and dc*votcd ])art of the [)rocc*eds to setting up the first experi-

mental station in Britain. As a result of its origin, Rothamsted is assumed
by the* Howard S(4iool to exist mainly for ])roving the value of fertilizers.

In fact, if you study the writings of Rothamsted workers, you will find that,

under the direction of such distinguished tigures as Sir Daniel Hall and Sir

John Russell, Rothamsted has, during its hundred years of activity, gained a

place pre-eminent amongst agricultural research stations in the world, a

position it could never have attained had it bc'on devoted to sectional

interests. A study of Russcdl s ‘Soil Conditions and Plant Growth’, for

long the Bible of soil scientists, will rc*veal how much research has been

devoted to micro-biologicalinvc'stigations, dating from Warrington's original

work. Over 40% of this massive book is devoted to soil micro-biology and
related matters. In fact, it is almost impossible to separate the biological

from the non-biological in the book.

It was the work of Warrington aiul Winogradsky which h'd to the

elucidation of the nitrogen cycle which is so closely bound up with the

organic matter content of the soil and wdiich has such a strong app(*al

to the mystic streak in advocates of ‘Back to Nature’. I will not elaborate

on this subject, as I feel you are already familiar with it. As you know, the

nitrogenous constituents of plant residues in the soil arc broken down by the
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activity of micro-organisms and absorbed by the plant in the form of nitrates

or ammonium salts. To say where the cycle commences is as difficult as to

decide whether to place the hen before the egg or vice versa. Our main
reservoir of nitrogen, however, is the air above us, and in tropical areas,

where thunderstorms lead to the formation of large amounts of oxides of
nitrogen in the air, as much as 50 lbs. of ammoniacal and nitrate nitrogen

l^er acre, may be received by the soil each year dissolved in rain. A more
important method of deriving nitrogen from the air, however, is from fixation

by bacteria, either in association with h^giimes or as fj*ee-Iiving organisms.
As a result, an acre of soil may contain several thousand pounds of nitrogen

in organic combination. Nevertheless, a dressing of nitrate of soda or

sulphate of ammonia giving, say, 20 lbs. of nitrogen per acre often produces
a remarkable increase in yield. It is evident that ihe greater proportion of
the soil nitrogen is not immediately available for the use of ])lan1s.

It has been stated by the Howard School, that the addition of inorgfinie

salts to the soil results in decreased activity by micro-organisms. No sound
evidence of this has yet been [)rodueed. In fact, experiments at Rothamsted
have shown that th(» judicious addition of nitrogenous fertilizers results in

increased micro-biological activity. The solitary instance cpioted by the

Howard School is an experiment conducted by llayncr ^ on thin, acid soils

of forestry nurseries at Wareham. There th(‘ addition of sul[)hate of

ammonia was found io be detrimental to the mycorrhiza essential to the

establishment of young forestry seedlings. Uiuler these extreme conditions,

however, a deleterious effect from an inorganic salt is not unexpected.

You will recollect that, when describing the composition of soils earlier,

emphasis was laid on the importance of their colloid (‘ontent. In a thin

sandy soil, colloidal material is deficient and its buffering action, whereby
the effects of local concentrations of inorganic salts are toned down, is

absent. To deduce from this particular case, therefore, that sulpha! of

ammonia is detrimental to soils which contain adecpuite colloidal nmt(?rial

and in which any acidifying effect it may have is rectified wlnu-e ncc(‘ssary

by the addition of lime, is an example of the false logic, arguing from the

particular to the general, only too prevalent amongst Sir Albert’s followers.

We have seen that, in whatever form nitrogen is a])pli(‘d to the soil,

it ultimately goes through the stage of ammoniacal and nitrate* nitrogem

before being absorbed by the plant. On the face of it, therefore, it would
appear beneficial to add nitrates or ammonium salts direct t-o the soil where
additional iiitrogtm is desirejd. This has, in fact, bef‘n fouTid to lx*, so, and
inorganic nitrogen can be added to the soil without detriment., as long as it

is done intelligently. Throughout the world, several million tons of

inorganic nitrogen are applied to the soil each year.

Of the three princix)ai plant nutrients, Nitrog(‘n, Phosphate and Potash,

the Big Three of the soil, nitrogen is the chief need of Indian soils, and when
applied in appropriate amounts it r(*sults in astonishing increases in yield.

It produces its most obvious effect on tin* colour of the ])lant, rendering it

a healthy green as compared with the sickly yellow of the nitrogen -starved

plant. It also promotes more vigorous growth, and the resultant larger

area of leaf surface increases the ] slant’s carbohydrate manufacturing
capacity, with consequent benefit to the yield of grain, sugar, tubers, etc.

Under Indian conditions, it is often possible to obtain large increases

in yield from nitrogen alone, the soil providing the other plant foods from
its reserves. After its continued use alone for some y(‘.ars, however, the

response obtained may begin to fall off. This has sometimes led to nitro-

genous fertilizers being described as 'drawing the land’. It is certainly

true that bigger crops take more out of the land, but cultivators do not
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object to good weather or good seeds because they give bigger crops, more
exhausting to the soil. The remedy is to supply the plant food required to
feed such heavy crops, and to supplement nitrogen with phosphate or potash,
or whatever else is found to be required.

There are a number of nitrogenous fertilizers available for use by the
cultivator, but by far the most imf)ortant is Sulphate of Ammonia. This
fertilizer has now been available for over a century, previously as a by-
product from the distillation of coal, but now mainly made synthetically
from nitrogen obtained from the air. A certain amount of care is needed
in its a|)j)lication, as with any concentrated fertilizer, but this has not
proved b(\vond the skill of the Indian cultivator who now uses it extensively
without damage to his croj)s. It does increase the loss of lime from the
soil to the extent of a})Out one-third of the weight of sulphate of ammonia
applied, but this may easily be rectified, if required, by regular liming. It

has particular advantage's in wet climates, as the ammonium ion attaches
itself to the colloidal complex of the soil and is used by the plant when
recpiired

;
it is not leached out by heavy rain, as is the (;asc with nitrates.

Nitrate of Soda, another extremely important source of nitrogen, very
largely dtnived from natural deposits in Chile, has the advantage over
sulphate of ammonia that it provides nitrogen in a form which can be
rapidly taken up by tlu^ plant wit hout further alteration, whereas ammonia
has to be converted to nitrate' before most plants can absorb it. It is

then^fore an extremely useful fertilizer as a quick-acting top-dressing. It

has the serious disadvantage in this country however, that, if heavy rain

follows quickly on its ap])lication, most of the nitrate is washed away in

the drainage water; also it is not suitable for use on paddy.
Anotlu'.r nitrogenous fertilizer which has recently achiev('d prominence,

one might almost say notoriety, is Ammonium Nitrate, which has the merit
of containing nitrogen in both forms. It has, however, the grave dis-

advant.age, as far as we are concerned, that it takes up moisture readily

from the atinosplu^re and under humid conditions is quickly rendered difficult

to handle. It is also an ingredient of explosives and was involved in the

serious explosions in Texas City and Brest. It is widely used in Britain

in the form of Nitrochalk, in wliich the ammonium rlitrate is mixed with
cahuurn earbona! e and the exj)losion hazard eliminated.

An important class of nitrogenous fertilizers comprises the so-called

organics,, of which oil-eakes, such as groundnut and castor cake, the residues

remaining after the oils have been cx])ressed from the seeds, are* extensively

used in tins country. Animal w^astes, smdi as blood, hoof and horn meals

and guano, are ]iopular amongst mark(^t gardeners in Europe. Their main
merit is that they are slow-acting an<l need less sldll for their application,

but they are usually very mucli more expensive on a nitrogen basis than
fertilizers such as sulphate of ammonia. As a source of organic matter

they are negligible compared wit h bulky manures such as farm yard manure.
As we have observed, in tin' main, crops in India respond to nitrogen

alone. But in some areas, or in fields whore nitrogen has been used

oxclusivoly for some time, a need for phosphate may be experienced.

Phosphate is also particularly useful for ap[)li(;ation to legumes. It does

not produce the same outstanding visual efibet that nitrogen does, but

nevertheless it is important in its effect on the plant, as it promotes the

development of grain and seed and also favours root growth, thus enabling

the plant to draw more moisture and nourishment from the soil. It also

promotes oarl}'^ ripening.

Although bones, either in the form of bonomeal or as bone super-

phosphate, can be, and are, used as fertilizers, there is a limit to their avail-
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ability, and their use for this purpose is often uneconomic, as they may bo
better used for the manufacture of valuable products such as bone feeding

flours, gelatine, and glues. In modern practice, therefore, the majority of

])hosphatic fertilizers are manufactured from mineral phosphates obtained
from deposits such as ocicur in North Africa, Egypt or the l^lcifi(^ Islands.

The rock phosphate as mined, however, is not immediately available to

plants, although under some conditions, if it is finely ground it can be used

direct as a fertilizer. More often, it is applied as superphosj)hate, which is

produced by digesting the rock with sulphuric or phosphoric acid. Other
forms of phosphatic fertilizer almost as efficient as su])erphosphat(‘ can be
grepared by the heat treatment of phosphate rock, (dt her with or without

sodium carbonate and silica. Another most important source of phosphate
used very widely in the U.K. is, of course*, basic! slag, obtained from iron and
steel w^orks.

The third main plant food, Potash, is needed l(*ss than ])hos})hate in

India, and this is not surprising when it is realized thatr one of its prineipal

functions is to replace! sunshine in promoting earbohydrato formation.

Few (!rops in India want for sunshine and, in any (‘ase*, the majority of Indian

soils appear to contain adequate reserves of ])Otash. Nev(Tth(‘l(‘ss, it has

important uses on crops such as potatoes and tobaea'o, and is benelicial on
fruit.

The most important source of potash is the sulpluite, although the

chloride! (‘an also be used on crops othe‘r than tobacco and potatoes. The
main sources of supply pre-war were France and (icrmany, but during tlu'

war t}if3 Dead Sea (loposits were* exploited to an increasing e‘xte*nt.

Lime is another important material that must be prese*nt in adecjuate

quantity in the soil, not only for its physical e^flbets as descrif^eel earlier,

but also as a plant fooel.

In addition to these, there* aye* a number of minor, or trace, elements,

so called because, while they are (‘ssential to the health of tin* crop, or of

the animal feeding on it, they need only be present in traces. Examples of

these trace elements are Boron, Magn(*sium, Manganese, Zinc, Popper, Pobalt

and Molybdenum, deficiencies of wdiieh have all been recorded . For example,
striking results have been obtained from thi* use of cobalt in New Zealand

against ‘South Mains disease’. Local manures cannot cure a deficiency of

this sort already present in local soils, as they themselves will also lx* defiei(*nt

in the nutrient in que.stion.

As I mentioned earlier in this talk, the composition of the earth’s

crust is not uniform, and we do rmt find all the nutrients required for

maximum crop production occurring adequately in all soils.

In many soils, particularly in the Tropics, the jihosphate is ])resent in

an unavailable form, and such soils res])ond immediately to dressings of

phosphatic fertilizer. I have already mention{*d tlu! outstanding instance

of the phosphate-deficient tract of North Bihar. A similar tract occurs in

Travancore. There arc other areas in the world also where most striking

results have been obtained when the nutiient missing from the natural

soil has been rectified. The outstanding results obtained fiotn superphos-

phate on New Zealand pastures is well knowi, and areas which previously

were useless as cultural land have been converted into high class grazing

and carrying a very largo head of cattle. Tn the Tennassee Valley

Authority, phosphate has assumed such importance that it is known as the

‘Magic Mineral’.

There is the further point that certain crops are more sensitive to

deficiencies than others. It is well known that jihosphates give a marked
response on legumes, even when they do not appear to be needed by other
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crops. The classic work at Cockle Park established the value of basic
slag on white clover and Parr’s work at New Pusa has shown how beneficial

phosphate is to beseem. Fruit trees, sugar-beet, potatoes and tobacco
generally recpiire potash fertilizers, while citrus is particularly sensitive to
zinc. Other instances occur of sx^ecific crops needing larger suj)plies of
certain nutrients than do the normal run of crops.

It will be S('cn, therefore, that, if such cro])s are to be grown or if it is

required to make use of soils deficient in a specific nutrient, this defiiiency
must be made good before successful results can be obtained. A natural
soil with its normal covering of vegetation is a closed cycle and cannot make
good this deficiency from its own resourc^es. Sub-soiling may bring
temporary relief in some instances, but not if the parent material is itself

dofieiemt. Eventually, therefore, the addition of nutrients from outside is

essential, ])articular]y if, as occurs under modern conditions, a great deal of
the ])roduce of the land is sold off it for supply to the world’s city dAvellers,

and tliere is a constant- drain of plant nutrients from the land.
‘ Back to Xaturc' ’ enthusiasts make mu(ih of thc^ fertility of natural

soils, as t-hough there were something magic in the word ‘naturar. Many
soils in the natural condition support a very poor vegetation, such as

swamps, desert, stee]) hillsides, etc. Th(\y are all natural, but they are
anj’thing but fertik', and subscribe little to the prodiudion of food although
they occux)y a very large portion of the earth's surface. Fawc(*tt ^ has
estimat(»d that of the 50 million squares miles of the earth’s land surfac'c,

22 million are too cold or too dry to siqqmrt crox)s, whilst of the remainder
half consists of forest-, marsh, x)oor grazing land, waste or mountains. Thus
in over two-thirds of the land surface* of the* world, natural conditions do
not permit the cultivation of our food. Why should we assume that

Nature intends to bo kind to us or fall in with our wishes? More often
than not her ways are cruel, and the struggle for existence is hard and
strictly competitive. Why should we expect her to treat us differently ?

As soon as you cultivate a crop for food x)roduction, you go against Nature.
Most of our lands would go back to jungle or forest if we did not interfere

with her. All tlu' })rocesses of cultivation are unnatural, but they
are essential if we are to grow our food. So why should we be afraid to go
a step further, and supplement such ])lant food as Nature sees fit to provide
by additional supplies of nitrogen, phos^diate, x)otash, lime, or such trace

elements as may be required ?

^^*rhaps at this stage, one may be ])crmitted to ask the conundrum,
when is a natural manure not a natural manure ? We hear much of the
distinction between artificial fertilizers and the so-called natural ones.

But who can say that the deposits of nitrate of soda in Thile or of x)hosx)hate

rock and potash salts found in various jiarts of the world are not natural ?

Does Chilean Nitrate differ in any important manner from the synthetic

product ? One of the chief sources of nitrogen in urine is urea, always
regarded as a natural organic compound until the chemist succeeded in

synthesizing it. Where then is the distinction between natural and
unnatural manures ?

It is only by supplementing the plant food provided in the soil by
nature that wo shall be able to maintain the vastly increased })opulations of

ftiture ages, or for that matter, provide sufficient food to feed this generation

adequately.
*

But before we examine how this can be done, let us study the varioiivS

methods practised for maintaining the fertility of the soil. A method, if it.

can bo called such, still practised in this country, is that known as natural

recuperation, in which fixation by living micro-organisms replaces the
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nitrogen removed in crops and the natural losses that occur in the soil,

while mineral nutrients slowly become available to plants as the result of

weathering. Natural recuperation may increase the fertility of the soil if

little is being removed from it, but if it is being continuously cropped it is

sufficient only to produce very low yields.

Various systems have been evolved to maintain fertility and at the

same time ])roduce crops for human consumption. The most primitive of

these is shifting cultivation, still practised in the Khasia hills and neighbour-

ing areas. It consists of clearing jungle and burning it and growing a crop

on the cleared area, after which it is allowed to revert to jungle. It is a

wasteful system, often leading to erosion and to loss of fertility, and in

any case is clearly not applicable to most conditions.

Advances on this system have been evolved in the traditional methods
adopted in countries such as Egypt, China and parts of India. In the

Nile Delta, soil fertility has been maintained for upwards of six thousand
years, largely due to the continuous supply of plant food in silt deposited

from the irrigation waters. Other early valley civilizations, including those

of Mesopotamia and Mohenjo-Daro, followed this system, as did China.

In China also, and in the Mediterranean, terracing techniques were evolved

similar to those we see today in many parts of India.

The most striking feature of Chinese agriculture has been their use of

njght soil as the main source of plant food, and King in his ‘Farmers of

40 Centuries’® has written so persuasively of this me?thod that its dis-

advantages are often overlooked. It has indeed maintained the fertility of

Chinese soils at a higher level than in India, but it is a closed cycle, and
crop yields cannot bo raised any further without the introduction of

additional plant foods from outside. A much more serious disadvantage,

however, is the high death and disease rate from soil and water i^ollution,

as the result of which China has the highest death rate in the world. In
Japan recently, the U.8. Army had to ban food grown on soils treated in

this manner, on account of the. serious health hazard from dysentery,

typhoid, etc.

In modern times, other systems have been evolved, some of them
improvements on traditional agriculture, and others not. To take the latter

first, modern extensive agriculture as practised in North America has

exploited the natural fertility of prairie soils while putting little back, and
can only be described as mining the soil. The reserves of fertility were
cashed in and the products, in the form of grain, exported to other countries,

with the result that the soil structure deteriorated and man-made deserts

and ‘dust-bowls’ were produced. These were caused by bad cultural methods
and not, as is sometimes claimed by the Howard School, by the use of

fertilizers. According to Crowther,!® the average consumption of fertilizers

in the throve ‘dust-bowl’ States of Kansas, Colorado and Oklahoma was
1 cwt. sulphate of ammonia, 15 cwts. superphosphate and less than I cwt.

muriate of potash per thousand acres of crops. This infinitesimal applica-

tion of fertilizers can hardly be blamed for the creation of the ‘ dust-bowl’,
and Crowther expresses the view that the remedy wiU probably be found in

more cover crops, in the establishment of which more fertilizers will be
needed.

Modern intensive agriculture, however, as practised in England,
Germany and other countries ofN.W. Europe, is characterized by the use of

considerable amounts of inorganic fertilizers in addition to farm yard
manure or other local manures, and by the deliberate use of grazing animals
and of grassland as a means of maintaining soil fertility.
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This system has resulted in a high level of soil fertility being built up and
maintained, and Richardson ^ has drawn the interesting comparison between
the three main methods of maintaining soil fertility by using their average
yields ol wheat, expressed in bushels per acre, as an index of the level of
fertility achieved. Under natural recuperation, the average yields are
India 10, Russia 12, Australia 12, IJ.S.A. 13, Canada 13 and Argentina 13.

For comparison the wheat yield in medieval England was 10, and that on
the continuously unmanured plot of the Broadbalk experiment at
Rothamsted 12.

UndcT natural recuperation plus local manures, average yields WT^re

China 10, France prior to 1880—10, Italy 21, Japan 25. While under
intensive agriculture (natural recuperation plus local manures plus inorganic
fertilizers) yields were New Zealand 31, Germany 32, Great Britain 33,

Belgium 38, Netherlands 45.

It would therefore appear that 12 bushels w^heat per acre represents

the level of soil fertility that can be maintained under the first method,
20 bushels under the second and 35 bushels under the third. Here it is

interesting to note that the consumption of h rtilizers in cwds. per acre

arablt) land in European countries in 1936 was: Holland 2-l(), Belgium M7,
Germany 0*80, Denmark 0-41, IT.K. 0*38, whereas in the Middle West of

U.S.A. it w'as 0-02, and in India it had only reached 0 008 ewts. by 1939.

A comparison (ui the basis of paddy yields would be of more interest

to India, but would not cover as wdde an area and figures are difficult to
obtain. It is known, howev(T, that the average yi(4d of clean rice in India
pre-war w'as 775 Ibs: per acre, as eom})ared with 4,500 lbs. in Italy and
3,000 lbs. in Japan. It is also knowm that pre-war Japan used nearly

4 million tons of fertilizers,^ mainly sulj)hate ofammonia and superphosphate,
almost w'holly on her 16 million acres of arable land and that, of, this a large

jiroportion was sulphate of ammonia msed on ric(‘. Another country w’hich

showed an enormous incrc^ase in fertilizer consumption was Russia, where
the tonnage used rose from practically nil to 4 million tons in the 10 years

prior to the war.

Tlu^ results obtained by modern intensive agricultun* are no doubt
good, but they do not represent the limits attainabl(‘. Xcry high crop

yields have been obtained under glass house* conditions, and by soil -less

cultivation of croj)s, as w'ould a})})ear from the reports rec*civi*d from the

Hydroponics Centre at Kalim])ong and elsew4u*re. In tlu* field, also,

yields much higher than are obtained by the ordinary farmer are ])ossible,

and in an official survey in the U.S.A.^i maximum yields in bushels ])or acre

were obtained of wheat 117, barley 112*5, oats 183*7, maize 174. In

hydroponics even higher yields have been obtained, for exam}>le 2-300 tons

tomatoes and 66 tons potatoes per acre.

What then is possible in India ? In a com]i)elition organized in pre-w^ar

years by the Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce, a crop of sugarcane

yielding 100 tons per acre was grown, as compared wuth an average for the

country of 15-20 tons per acre, and for the Bombay-Deccan of 40-50 tons.

Cane, of course, is very responsive to nitrogen, and carefully conducted

experiments in India have shown that, on an average, 1 inaund sulphate of

ammonia will produce an increase in yield of*52 mds. cane, ecpiivalent to

5 mds. sugar. But cane is not the only crop wdiich gives big responses to

nitrogen. Sir John Russell 12 deduced from the results of the many (experi-

ments conducted in India which he surveyed during his visit in 1937, that

1 md. sulphate of ammonia used in conjunction with a light dressing of

f.y.m. or compost produces increases of 4^ mds. paddy, 3 mds. wdieat or
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15 mds. potatotes. It is worthy of note that the increase in yield ol

paddy is much the same as found in Jai)an.

These fit^^ures give an indication of the increases in yield that could be

obtained from fertilizers on present day India’s 55 m. acres rice and

24 m. acres wheat. The Institute of International Atlairs’ ‘Food Plan ^

estimated that by applying nitrogenous fertilizers at an average rate of 16

to 20 lbs. nitrogen per acre, in conjunction with organic manures and with

phosphate where necessary, on the 40^^ of the arable a(T(‘age ot India

where a satisfactory water supyily could be assured, India's tood grain sup})Iy

could be increased by not less than 20%, say 12 to 15 m. tons jx^r annum.

Their figures, of course, referred to India before ]>artition. Such a ])lan,

they considered, would inv^olvc' 600,000 tons of fertilizer nitrogen ((‘(piivalent

to 3 million tons sulphate of ammonia) and laft'r th(‘ nee(‘ssary tonnage ol

phosp]iat(\ A considerable stepping up of fertilizer ])rodnction in this

country would therefore be necessary, as the (Toverninent of India s plans

so far visualize the manufactim^ of only 400 to 450,000 tons sulphate* of

ammonia per annum.
So far, our discussion has confined itself to the* effeet of fertilizers on

yield only, and we have not considered their effect on quality. So imu'h

has been said on this subject by the Howard School ot thought that it is

diffieailt not to be controversial. One im])ortant practical ])oint must,

however, be borne in mind. It is no use prodiuang food ot liigh quality d

it is not available in sufficient quantity. The Pattern I)i<‘tary Seales for

the Far East i lay down a ration of 2,800 ealori(*s as ne(x‘ssar\' for a man
in moderate work and 1,700 calorics as an emc^rgeney ration. [Tdil w(-

have produced the (piantity of food to allow every oik* in India to have a

full diet, it is pointless to argue on the finer as])(K4s of (piality.

Perha])s before we go any further wt* should att(*m])t to d(*tine what
we mean by quality. Quality means in the last issue, suited to its purpose,

and in foodstuff's it is essential that there should hf* adecjuate (piaiitifies ot

carbohydrates, fats, proteins, mineral salts and vitamins. Sotik* of these

factors can be inffncuiced heneficially by the us(* of f(*rtilizers. For exainy)le,

the protein content of fodder croy)s can he increased by nitrogfuious to])

dressings, and the pliosphatc^ content can he improved by applying phos-

phatio fertilizers. Potash is often associated with quality in fruit.

But it is on the subject of vitamins that the Howard School make
assertions that need contesting. Hitherto a certain amount of mystery

attached to vitamins, but a great d(‘al has been learn(*d about them now,

and it is accepted that they are best included in the diet in the so-called

protective foods, milk, animal fats, eggs, grain germ, yeast, fruits aiul

vegetables. If an ample and sufficiently varied diet including these pro-

tective foods is consumed, the supply of vitamins and minerals will usually

look after themselves. In humid climates such as that of Bc'ngal, however,

the soils are heavily h'ached of minerals and crops tend to be low in them,

and so of low nutrient value. It may be necessary, therefon*, to combat

this by either supplementing the diet of the plant, or of the animal or human
being feeding on it, with additional minerals.

Compost enthusiasts argue that, on the analogy of the ira])ortance of

vitamins in animal nutrition and hormones in plant and animal jffiysiology,

similar materials ought to he important in feeding plants. They may be,

although soil-less cultivation would indicate that they are not essential.

It is interesting to speculate on this problem, and it needs investigating but

to go a stages further, as Howard has done, and argue that only crops grown

on compost contain adequate vitamins is not permissible.
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Tlio asHertion that plants grown on artificials are not as nutritious as
those grown wholJy on organic manures and cause the animals feeding on
tliem to be more j)rono to disease, is based on no valid data. There is a
lot of liearsa}^ evidence, but no propc^rly conducted comparisons have been
carried out. A freciuent error is to confuse the effect of an unbalanced
diet and say that it is due to the crop having been grown on artificials. It

is an accepted fact tliat a diet deficient in protective factors such as vitamins,
minerals, pro! (‘in, etc., is unsatisfactory and may lead to disease. There is

no evidence that food grown on balanced manures is (h'ficient in these
fa(;t(R‘s. Wheat at llothamstcd grown on fields heavily fertilizcMl for many
years was examined at Cambiidg(‘ for its content of vitamin and was
found to be in no way inf(‘rior to wheat grown continuously on farm yard
manure for the same ])eriod. Similar n^siilts were found for barley and
]^otatoes, which showed no difference in vitamin C content, wh(‘ther groAvn

with dung or sulphate of ammonia.
Now l(d. us consider the (piestion of j)lant disease. It is well known

that unbalanced manuring favours disease and that exc(\ss nitrogem, w lu‘th(T

in the organif^ or in the inorganic form, predisposes a ])lant to dis(.‘ase.

'riicrc is no sound evidence* from ])ro])er experimental investigation, however,
to show t hat ]ilants grown with balanced feriiliz(?rs in the })resence of organic
matter an* mon* sus(iej)ti})l(‘ to disease than those grown on com])Ost alone.

The confusion is again dm* to an illogical linking of supj)OS(*d cause and
<‘fre(*t

.

'file (‘arth was subj(‘ct(‘d to many scourg(.‘s due to ])lant disease, long
b(*for(‘ inorganic fcal iiizors became widely used. One that springs to the

mind wa^ tiiat causing tin* potato famine in Ireland in 1845.^^ At the time
it w’as called tho Murrain, fnit. was later identified a,'^ Late Bhtdit of }>otatoes,

phytoj)t liera infestans. This disease was not caused by artificial fertilizers.

Ijatcr it was found that it could be (?ontr(vlled by sprays containing co])p(*r,

which is now standard practice w'h('rcv(*r large eiops of potatoes are grown.
The world pi’odnction of potatoes would be very small indeed if fungieides

wT*r(‘ not us(*d against, blight or insecticides against such serious ])ests as the

Colorado Ix'C'th*. A nu)r(' rc'ccnt instance of ])laul disease was the damage
claused in to wheat in (Vntrai India by rust. The use of inorganic

tcrtilizcr.'^ in this area was infinitesimal, oven less than the 0*098 cwts./acre

for the whole of India cpioted (*aiiier, and evidently not the reason for the

attack.

Pad wick has (*stimat(‘d that ])csts and diseases account, for a loss of

4 million tons rice per •imuni in present-day India. The blame I'or this

cannot ])(‘ laid at the door of inorgauie fertilizers, as tluir use on paddy is

still extremely small in relation to the* area.

One of the ehied' causes of diseases in plants, nowadays, is the modc'i n

custom of growing large areas of a single cwo]) contiguously. This clearly

favours the dc'veloj^ment. of insect ])ests or fungus disease. Their s})read

was eount(‘red to a certain extent in earlier days, and still is in some areas,

by the practice of mixed erop[)ing, wdK*reby more than one crop is grown at

tiie same time on a aingle plot of land. This breaks the contimiity and
chet^ks the spread of disease. It is a method possi])le, however, only where

harvesting is carri(‘d out by hand and not by machine, and where conditions

permit growitig more than one cro]) at a time. It is not applicable to rice*

cultivation.

When considering the incidence of disease, tliere is llie fartht‘r j)oiiit

to bc^ borne in mind that nowadays Ave know more about diseases, their

symptoms and their causes, than our ancestors did. We can therefore

recognize the reason for a plant's ill health, where previously it passed
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unnoticed. That specific diseases were not widely re])orted in earlier days
is not to say that they did not exist. This applies to human beings and
animals, as well as to plants. It is common to say we are not as healthy as

our forebears were. But it is a feet that the average expectation of life

in many countries nowadays is far higher than it was; and as regards

stature, it is interesting to examine suits of armour of 6 or 700 years ago
and note how much smaller their occupants must have been than
modern man.

d''ho lowest death rates and infant mortality rates were found pre-war in

countries such as New Zealand, Denmark and Holland, where the consurnj)-

tion of fertilizers per head of ])opulation was highest. When every one has

sufficient to eat and the general level of health is up to the standard of these

(iountries, we may concern ourselves with the liner points of different methods
of manuring. Until then, let us make the fullest use of methods fried out
and tested in these countries, and bend all our efforts to producing the

maximum quantity of food that this country can grow.
I will now, if I may, summarize the points wo. have discussed in this

paper. In tlie first [)lace, we examined the way soils are foriTU*d, and
appreciated the effect of the lack of uniformity of the parent mat(*rial on
the properties of the soil itself, leading to dilferential needs of diiferent

soils. We also recognized the importance of colloidal material in t he soil,

and the contribution which organic matter makes to this. Organic matt(‘r

is also impoifant for its beneficial effect on the physical condition of the

soil and for the part it plays in the nitrogen cyde. The value of
compost was recognized, but it was appreciated that this was only one
of many ways of returning organic matter to the soil. The import-
ance of supplementing organic matter with additional plant nutrients,

according to the requirements of the soil and/or the plant, was made clear if

our land was to produce the additional sup}>lies of food required to feed

everyone adequately and to cater for the ever-increasing ])()])ulation of this

country. Various systems of maintainiug soil fertility were examined, and
it was found that the modern intensive method of utilizing as much organic

matter as is available, and supplementing this with inorganic fertilizers,

held the best promise of solving the world's food ])roblem. It was also

noted that the highest standards of liealth were maintained in those countries

using the largest quantities of fertilizers.

In conclusion, I would re-emphasize what 1 said at the beginnitig of

this talk of the importance of utilizing every means availabh^ to us for

increasing food production, while, at the same tim«^ maintaining the fertility

of the soil. The situation is far too urgent for effort to be dissipated in

chasing unproven theories. Any reasonable theory must of course be
investigated but, in the meantime, we must not check food production by
desisting from methods which have been proved to be sound.

i

The value of these methods was endorsed by the Food Agricultural

Organization of the United Nations at Copenhagen in 1946, and as a last

word I can do no better than quote the President of the Agricultural section

of the British Association, who, in his Presidential Address in August 1947,^^

said ‘Probably more can be done for the improvement of health in the

world today by providing ample supplies of food than in any other way,
and tlio propagation of unfounded beliefs about the harmful efiects of
fertilizers is detrimental to the interests of the whole community’.*

* Piip<-*r road at the Society on 11th March, 1948,
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Adstkact

The present ]jaj)er consists of two sections, devoted respectively to an
analysis of <antain novel geometrical properties of a cyclidc and a hyper-
eyelid e.

The promioent result <»n eyelid es, proved in Sec. I, is* that, for the
average type ot eyelide, the iive eentres of inversion, taken in comhination
with the fc(‘t of the nve sets of normals that can he drawn from them to

the related focal qiiadri(‘s. are all situated on a certain twisted (imicursal)

cnhic, whose triad of ‘ (>oints at infinity’ forms a triangle, self-conjugate

with r(\spcet to the fixed (imaginary) ‘ circle at infinity \

The ci)rres[>onding proposition on hyper-cyelidcs, established in Sec. IT,

is that, for tht‘ getu ral type of an a-eyclide of an (//-f- 1
) -space, the (??+3)

‘ centres (*f inv(a’sion tak#.*n in conjunction with the feet of the sets

of normals that can be drawn from tliem to tlic associated ‘ focal n-

quadries ', are all situat<‘d on a unicursal curve (of degree ^.+ 1), whoso
(?i-|-l

)
points at infinity determine on the w-tlat at infinity a ‘ simplex self-

conjugate with respect- to the fixed ‘ {n— l)-spherv at infinity

Apropos of this, it may be remarked that, while on the one hand the
' /i-cyclid(* ' of an («-fl)-space is the natural analogue of the ordinary

cyclidc of a 3 -space, the ct»rresponding two-dimensional analogue is a

hi-circular quartie, including its degenerate variety, i.e. a circular cubic.

In point of fact, the tiro dimensional analogm^s of some of th(' results of

this paper have beiMi considered proviously in my paper on Uirenlirr Uubics

and Bi-rircufar Quariics (vide Journal of the National Academy of Sen nees,
194S). (In tlu‘ jir<‘ss.)

A very decent proportion of the investigations of this paper is believed

to be original.

Intuoductjon

This ])aper is divided into two seetions, dealing respectivedy with the

cyclides of a 3-space and the ?<-cyclides of an (»-f l)-vSj)a(‘o.

Sec. I coiu'crns itself with the relativt^ grometri(*al configurations of

the live centres of inversion of an ordinary cyclide, and the feet (d* the

normals that- can be* drawn from them to the r(‘s])ec‘tive focal (|uadrics of

the siirfac(‘. rncidentally a certain unicuj*sal cubic curve, intrinsically

related to the cyclide, has been talked about, and some of its geometrical

features have been scrutinized.

As for Sec. li, its subject-matter is a natural gcnorali/ation of that of

Sec. I to multi-dimensional geometry, for an ‘ ?«-cyelid(' lying in an
(9^4-1 ) -space, is nothing but the analogue or prototype of the ordinary

eyelide of a. 3-space. .Vs a matter of fact, for an r?,-cyclide of an (t?.-f I)-

space, the centres of inversion (numbering w43) and the h'ct of the

normals drawn from them to the respective fo(*al w-quadrics have been

taken into account, and their mutual relations examined. Finally a

{ 121 )
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certain nniciirsal curve (of degree w+ 1 ), covariantly related to an 7? -eyelid e,

has been introduced and eomniented upon from a projective standpoint.

Section I

(Ordinary Cyclidefi (of n 3-space)

)

Art. 1. As is well known, a eyclide F—definable in the first instance

as a quartic surface, having the imaginary * circle at infinity ' for a double
curve—possesses, in general, five ‘ spheres of inversion ' (say, /7, IIz, /Zg,

n^) and fiv(^ associated ‘ focal quatlrics ' (say, F, Fi, Foy F^, F^) relat(Ml to

one another in such a way that jT can be generated as the envelo})e of the
oo 2 spheres, w’hose centres move on any of tlu^ five focal quadrics (say, Fj,),

and which intersect at right angles the correspondiny sphere of inversion,

viz. Uy. Tf, as a matter of fact, one of the fical (juadrics F and the asso-

ciated sphere H be represent etl in the respective Cartesian forms :

^ • • (f)

the equation of F is easily obtained in the f>rm :

(.,.24.^2+ .2q_^,'2,2 == 4/>2(y-.^)2q.4c2{C-^y)2, . . (H)

where — y^.

By elementary algebraic manipulations, (11) can <‘arried over into

each of the four (equivalent) forms, viz.

(x2+ 2,2+ .2 q.^e^ 2)2 4a/(x^oi^)^+4h^Hy

+4r,2(c~y,,)2, (p= 1,2, 3,4), .. (Ill)

provided that the new tetrads of constants :

{^j. \yp\ l^'p]

are defined by

+ bp^ = b^-j-'Xpy eff- = p' t ^ A'‘-'*-|-2Ap, \

r. _ .
(IV)

*»’ - a2+A„ ~ 62+A;
’ ~ r-^+A„ ’ )

(for the values of p ranging from I to 4), and that Ai, A2 , As, A4 are the four

non-zero roots of the quintic (‘quation in A, viz.

A.+Af>+«W+(,«f-+cV- = 0. .
.

(V)

Comparison of the two Cart(‘sian forms (If) and (111) of F leads to the
conclusion that the remaining focal <|ua<irics (i7i, F^. F^y F4 )

and their

associated spheres of inversion (FIi, 772 , //a, Hi) are gi\cn by

Up Up t

p

it V)eing understood that

2 ~ k'^4-2X I j_
I^ +

^^(a2+A^)2+(624.“;i^)2+ (r.2 +Ap)2 »

and that p ranges, as usual, from 1 to 4.

6b
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Manifestly the first thi(‘e relations of (IV) rev(‘al the conforal character
of the five focal quadrics 27, 272, ^2 * ^4

—

^

f which could he otherwise
forese(*ii from geometrical considcTatioiis. Furthermore, the cyclide F can
he easily v(*rified to invert into itself w.r.t. each of the spheres 77, Ui,
773, 774- a fact which justifies their app(‘llatioii ' spheres of inversio7i '

.

We record here, for future use, the subsidiary equalities:

.. .. (VI)

which follow automatically from (IV).

For brevity's sak<‘, the five syml)ols vl, .Ij, .I3, .14 will henceforth
he used to denote respectiv(‘ly the five centres of inversion :

(a, y), (ai, ^1, yi), («2» ^2^ (as. ^3. Vs) (a4, ^4 ^

Our next task is to take account of the normals that can ))e drawn
from th(‘ fiv(‘ c(TitrcH of inversion {-I,,} to the* five corresponding focal

quadrics {27^,}.

Akt. 2. Wc know from Solid (ieometry that the feet of the six nor-

mals that can he drawn from the ])oint A fa, y) to the quadric 27;

.1-2 V2
;v2

;,a+62'*'r2~ ’ (
1 )

lie on a umcursal
presentation :

cubic curve (S), which admits of the parametric re-

a-OL h-p r2y
' ~ ~

r^+ t'
" "

(/ being the parameter), Th(T(‘ is no diflkulty in shewing that the curve
S ]K>ssesses three p(‘r})eudicular asym]»totes, which are parallel respectively

to the thret‘ axes of the quadric 27. This relation, interpreted by aid of the
c(»rnmonpIa<‘e lemmas of Projective (Joometry, l(‘ads to the undermentiom*d
])roperty of tlu^ curve S >-

The three points at infiyiitp on the cubic curve S determine ion the plane
at infinity) a trianyh . sijf-conjuyati with respnet to the "circle at infinity' a.s*

well as to the ‘ conic at infinity \ attaching to the quadric 27. . . Theorem A

Regard b(>ing now had to the relations (VI) of Art. 1. it is evident that

the ])arametri(^ ^upiatioiis (2) of (E) can be alternatively put in the form

If = -yr
(/> -- 1,2. 3. 4), (3)

it being tacitly understood that P (s /— A^) is the new parameter. Inasmuch
as the curve S remains essentially the sam(\ lUi matter t or i' is n’garded as

th<^ paranuder, vvt' infer immediat<'ly that E must pass also through the

feet of the normals that can he drawn from eadi of the other four points

Aj, A2, A3, A4 to the corresponding foeal (jmulrie. Remarking that a

unieursal twisted (uibie (lying in a 3-sjmee) ean be made to pass through
mor(‘ than seven points only in very special cases, we ean finalize our con-

elusions in the following form :

For a cyclide F of the 7Jiost general type^ the points consisting of the

five centres of inversion A, A2, A2' - ^3' -'^4 the feet of the five fawads of

normals that can be drawn from tfu m to the respectiir focal quadrics 27, 272,

272, 27s, A situated on one and the: same twisted cubic S. Furtfur^

morCy 3 goes through the common centre of the said (confocal) quadrieSy and
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has its three asymptotes parallel respectively to their (common) principal

axes. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . , THifcoREM B

Section II

(n-Cyelides in an +
Art. 3. (Tq, x„) being the (?i+ 1) r(‘etangular Cartesian

co-ordinates of an arbitrary point in an (?i-b l)-spacc, it is well known

—

(a) that an n-surface F is the locus of the oo** points, whosc^ co-

ordinates conform to a simjle relation ol’ the form :

/(.ro, .ri, .Ta, .. (
1 )

and that F reduces to an n flat or an n-sphen
,
ai cording as

(1) assumes oiu* or th<‘ oIIht of th(‘ special forms :

+ +^^2*^*2+ t‘onst (2)

or + — * • • • J •• (^l)

(h) that an (n — J)-s}(rf(icc Q is the loeiis of the oo"”^ f)oints, whose
(*o-r)rdinates fuliil twa iiid(‘pendent ndations, e.ir. (1) and

^.) ~ . . . . .
. (4)

and (c) that, in particular, the {n — 1 )-surfaee Q is called an ‘ (n — t)-sphere '

,

wh<?n the two delining ('(piations (1) and (4) represemt rCvS-

pef'tively an ‘ n-sphfn
'

and an ‘ n-jlat \

As observed in my paper on Extensions oj Hoherfs theorems and
analogous theorems in hyper spares (as yed unpu!)lishetl), an arbitrary /i -sphere
intersects the at infinity (eonst. - O) all along a lix('d (imaginary)
‘ (71'^ 1) -sphere at infinity . Tt is remarkable that, when n = 2, the result

last mentioned reduc'cs to the well-known result of Proj(‘etiv(‘ (ieometry,

viz. that all sp>h('rea of a 3-spaee <!ut the plane at iriHnity along a fixed
<‘irclc, often called the ' rirrle at infinity \

A'aturally, then, it is quite oium to us to deline an ‘ w-eyclide ’ in an
(n-b l)-s})ace as an 7i-surj'ar( (of the fourth d(‘gree), having every point of
the iixed ^ (n— l)~sphere at hifiniiy' as a doulde point. A litth^ reheetion
shows that this fletinition of an w-eyelide leads to thr following symbolic
form of its Cartesian equation :

r l'i4* b 2"b 1 “b b 0 ^ b, ,, (f*))

it being implierl tiiat

)' ~ a

and that W2 , Wi, IVq and Ifi are hornogem^ous funetions f>f thr* set of
varialiles {Xq, x^, .rg, of degree s indieated l»y tiio <‘orr<‘spon<ling

suffixes. Certainly Wq is a more constant, and the aggregate number of
arbitrary (and hence disposable) constants, that appear in th<; typi(;al equa-
tion (5) of the ' w-cycli<l<» is

7124.7^-4-8

2
(^5)

In the next article we sliall see directly how tlic ge 7ieral ‘ w-cycUde
defined as above, can be generated by means of an assigned 7i-quadric and
an assigned n-sphere.
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Art, 4.

ric, viz.

Let n and E denote respectively the w-spherc and tlie w-quad-

2 2
r 0 r == 0

**

tl). (2)

Then the gemral equation of the system of oo” ?i-8ph(T(‘S, whose centres

move on E and which cut J7 orthogonally, can he brought to the form:

r gi n r n

2 (^--02=
r -ss. 0 rs: it

y {.r,-«,)2-fc2 (3)

where (^^o» • • • • co-ordinates, and (./'o, • • • •

are (r? + l) variable parameters, subject to the .single relation (2).

If we now introduce the notations, viz.

r ~ M r — n

U ^ 2 ^

f 0 T - <»

SO that, as a matter of course,

r. 2
r ^ (I

2 «r2 “iwl y = U+ h'^, .. (4)

the general equation (3) to the variable w-sphere becomes

r ~ 0

(o)

Bearing in mind that (2) is tlie only condition to be satistiisl by the other-

wise arl)itrarv ])aranu‘ters .r^, Xg r„) we may apply Lagrange's

metlifKl of undeiermiiu d multiplier U) ascertain the envelope of (5), subjtTt to

the condition (2). So ditTerentiuting (5) and (2) w.r.t. {.iv} we come across

(ai+ 1) '*quations of the type:

I,— (r = 0,1,2, n)

where p is an undi U rmiiu d multiplier.

ManipulatiriLT (2), (5) and (b). we tret

^=2. .. .

Similarly eouf^ling (6) with (2), we obtain

r =• n

— a.) = /X “ and /. V «,*(!,—

=

M'-

Elimination of p. from (7) and (H) pves riw to

— = 2
rn* 0

i.e.

v2 ra-n

f 2 + = 4 2
'

r « 0 ' ^ «

a

(6 )

(7)

(
8 )

{«)
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Summing up the above set of results, we arrive at the following proposi-

tion :

—

When ^ 1 ,
looked npon as the (n+ J) current co-

ordinates of an (??4- 1)‘Space, the n surface (saj/, P) represented hy the Cartesian

equation (9) is none other than the envelope of the oo" n-sphereSy whose centres

move freely on the given n-quadrir 27, viz.

/ ~ n

y -
Z. a 2

f = (‘

(2)

and which interftect orthogonally the given n-sphcre TJ, viz.

r 1= n

2 (..V-a,)2 = Z-2. ... .. .. (1)

f = 0

Needless to say, tlie two constants k, k' are int(‘rrelated, the conneetinix

Jink betw(*en them being tin* s(‘eond of tlie n‘lations (4).

Akt. T). If \vr now eiiangt‘ symbols and rpstore tie* familiar notati(»n

(.rQ, .rj, .r.j r„) for the curnnf eo-ordinates of a })oint, tlu* (/artesian

equation (!)) (of the foregoing article), n'presenting tlu‘ envelope jT, assumes
the form :

«,2(.,-^_a^)2 (1)
(

r - ). .2 n

1 “ 2
t = i}

'
f 2= 1)

which may bo tlirown into tbc' abridged form :

r2 = ir, (:3)

wh(*ii V and Tf^ are respectively the expn‘ssions id?’ an /?-sp)u‘re and an

w-qnadric, as delined by

r - n r n

r = 2 »' = 4 y . . CJ)

r ^ r -s- (I

As in Art. 4, the ?i-qua<lrie E and the 7?-.sphere II art' snf)posed t(» be givani

hy

2 = 1 an<l 2 • • • • a)
r =r o ’’

r ~ 0

and tlie constants k an<l k' to abide by the relation

:

= A2- 2 a,2. ("»)

r = 0

An obvious geometrical interpretation of the symboli<‘ (*<|uation (2) is that

every point on the section of tlie w -sphere (V == b), made by the 7/ -flat at

infinity (const. = t)) or, what is the sann' tiling. ev(Ty fioint on the fixed

imaginary ' [u-- 1) -sphere at infinity' is a double point on the envelojung

surfac<‘ r, d(/ined by (2). So in aceordam‘(‘ with the noint^nelature adopted

already in Art. 3, the T^-stirface P must be designated as an " n-cyrlide '

.

Due note being taken of the fact that the total numbers of constants,

involved in the arbitrary selection of the initial T^-sphere PI and w-quadric 27,

are respectively

n+2 and rj ,
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it is crystal-clear that the total number of arbitrary constants that enter

in the structure of tlje envelope jT, derived as above from 71 and Z, is

= (»i+2)+ 2 = 2

Comparing this relation with (6) of Art. 3, we readily realize that the

number oi arbitrary constants occurring in the envelo])e Tis precisely the

same as that of the arbitrary constants, attaching to the unrestricted type
of 7i-cyelide. The inc'.vitablc conclusion is that every n-ryclide admits of

generation ns the envelope of the system of go” n-spheres, u'hose centres move
on a given n qnadric and which intersect a ghen n-sphere at right angles.

The reader can easily verify that F inverts into itself w.r.t. the
w-sj>here 77, which must ae{'()rdinrrly be called an 'n-sphere of inversion'.

Furth(*r defining (after th(j manner of Pluck(T) a focus of an ?? -surface F
as an inlinitesimal n sphere, having dou])le contact with it, and attending
to the geometri(‘al mode of generation of an ?2 -evclide (considered as

abovad* 've promptly p(Meeive that trery j)oint on the (n—
1

) -surface,

Ibrnu'd by th(‘ int(*rse( tion of 77 and E, is a ‘ focus ' of F. Accordingly, F
must be spok<*n of as a ' focal « -quadric * of F.

In tin' sue(‘(*f‘fling article we shall investigate the other ?z-spheres of

inv('rsion {Uid focal y?-<]uadrics that belong to a given 7i-c\ elide.

Ar'I'. b. Stai'ting with an assigned 7/-s})iier(' of inversion 77 and an
assigned focal «-(|uadric E (related to it) in the n*sj>eeti\(* Cartesian forms :

> M = M

^ (.'V-Xr'- =./.•- and 2 ' (1)

r tr C t

'

atid proc'i'c ling as in Art. 4- or 5, we derive the Ca’tt'sian (‘quation of the

eychde F in the form :

t ~ »

= t y (11)

where

Plainly (If) is tlie sanu* as

2

/.'2 = A-
2-y a, 2 . .. (\)

' r t- 0 ' r •»

f z- »»

+ 4A y .r,2+ 4AA-2, . . (2)

whatovor ho the parametc-r A.

Tli(> K.S. hcini;

r M r se n

V „ 23C 2-4 V ''r/l

» O f -sr 0
'

r jtt (I
' ^

it is manifest that, if A be re.strieted t(» fulfil the relation :

y ';rf^-l-4A2+ 4A-'2A.

.. (HI)
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the equation (2) or (TI) assumes the simplified form :

V+ifc'*+ 2A^2 4 2 («r®+ A)

r=0
ar^+xj •

(TV)

The similarity between the algebraic forms of (TT) and (IV) at once sug-

gests that, A being conditioned as before to satisfy the relation (III), the
original ?i-cyclide F, as represented by (TI), will also have the new w-sphere

and n-quadric, viz.

and

rssn

V — -- 1

(V)

(VI)

respectively for an ‘ n-sphere of inversion ' and a ^ focal n-quadric

It is clear on all hands that the aluebraie equation (III) of degree (?i+3)

in A has (n-f 3) roots, of which one is zero. The logical conclusion is that the

w-cyclide F has altogether (n+3) pairs of ‘ n-spheres of inversion ’ and 'focal

n-qnadrics \ one of these pairs being (J7, S).

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the actual equations of the

(n-f3) pairs of * n*spheres of inversion' and ‘focal n-quadrics ' of the

?i-cyclide F, as represented by (II), are none else than (V) and (VI), pro-

vided that A is put successively equal to the different roots (numbering n+3)
of the equation (III).

Art. 7. Now^ we shall first make a short digression on the set of

normals that can be drawn from a given point C (ao, aj, a2 , . . . . , a„)

to a given n-quadric 27, viz.

' *= n

I
’ « (»

(I)

By a slight extension of the method, usually adoj)ted in the case of the
corres])onding problem for an ellipsoid, it is easily seen that altogether

2(n4‘l) normals can be drawn to 27 from F and that their feet are

designable simply as the intersections of the n-quadric (27) with the unicursal

curve 3 (of degree * n+1), definable by

(
Xo

“O^ao „ _ „ _ «2®«2
jr„

nX+tJ^ (
2 )

it being understood that t is a variable parameter.
Returning now to the topic? of the previous article and retaining the

notations anci conventions used therein, we can assert that (1) is one
of the ‘ focal n-quadrics ’ of the ?i-c yclido F, given by

(3)

The degree of an algebraic curve, lying in an (n-f l)-8p€W?o is meaaiired by the
number of intersections (real or imaginary) of the curve with an arbitrary n-flat.
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and that the related n-sphere of inversion 77 is

y ag n

2 (^r-«r)2 = F (4)

r *s 0

the two constants k, k* being correlated by

r szn

i:'2 = fc*_ 2 a,2 . (5)

r =.(1

Moreover, if the (n+3) roots of the algebraic equation of degree (n+3)
in A, viz.

(6 )

be (0, Ai, A2 » . * . . , A„+ 2 )
the (n+2) focal n-quadries of F—other than (Z*),

i.e. (1) — are represented res]>octively by the (n+2) Cartesian equations of

the ty}>e :

r sr »;

2
r a

^r^d-A;,
= 1

, (7)

where the suffix p, attaching to A, is to take on the series of values 1, 2,

3, . . . . w+ 2 (in succession), and, for each of these values of p, the summa-
tion for r extends from r = 0 to r =: «.

It goes without saying that the (n+ 2) ‘ n-spheres of inversion ' (of F),

that answer respectively to the (n+2) ‘focal n-quadrics' (7), have their

respective Cartesian equations of the form :

where

«r2+A,,/

— 2— ftp
,

f ^ «

r = U
(«r.2+Ap)2

’

i^)

(9 )

it being postulated that, as in the ease of (7), the suffix p (attaching to A)

is to asASuinc successively the .set of value.s 1, 2, . . . .

,

n+ 2 and that, for

each of these values of p, the summation for r ranges from r = 0 to r = n.

We shall now find it convenient to introduce the double-suffix nota-

tionAS p and dr, p in the following manner :

—

ss a^^+Xp and ar, p =

48 a matter of course the relation

^r^ar

+Ap
.. (10)

(if^ . otf^ p —> • oCp (in

hokls independently of r and p.

The (n+ 2) focal n-quadrics ami the (n+2) associated n-spheres of

inversion, as defined by (7) and (8), may now be thrown into the respective

compact forms

:

f «r «

31
Or,

rmn

and 2 p
)® = V- • •

r wU
(12), (13)
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An immediate inference from (13) is that the (n+2) centres of inversion

Cl, C2, C3, Cn+2—other than the point C, viz.

(ao, ai, a9, aj (14)

have for their sets of (n+l) Cartesian co-ordinates

(«o. ai, ao,/,, ,a», /,), .. .. (15)

where, of course, the mimerical values 1, 2, 3, . . .

.

n+ 2 are to be ascribed

in succession to p.

If we now attribute a particular value to p so as to single out a centre

of inversion Cp, then, by (2), the feet of the 2{7i+ l) normals, that can be

drawm from Cp to the corresponding focal w quadric Zp, lie on a unicursal

curve (say, S') whose representation (in terms of a parameter f') is

« OCq, />

ao,p^+t'
' •^1 =

Xo =

G
1 .

* ai. p

Cl
2,

p“"
• ^2. p

^2,

Un. p“ - p\

/>2+?7
• ( 10 )

This curve S' can be readily i lentified with the curve S from the considera-

tion that, by virtue of (11), tin* two sets of equations (2) and (lb) become
exactly alike if one sets

f = ^'+/V

Inasmuch as a parametric transformation floes not materially aflTcct a

curve, the identity of S and S' l)ecomes manifest.

Putting this and that together, we may summarize our conclusions

in the undermentione<l form :

For mo9t gmiral tgpe of an n-cyrlidf—lyi^g an {71+ 1) spacc---thf

(n-\-S){2n-\--l) points^ c.onmsfing of the (w+ ’O centre,'i of invcr.sion and the feet

of the {n+‘]) sets of normaU—each such set consisting of 2{n+l) lines- that

can be drawn from the centres of inversion to their respective focal

n-qwidrics, are all situated on one and the same nnicnrml curve (2) of degree

71+ J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thkorkm V
Art. vS. We shall now give a finishing touch to tin* subject by a

passing reference to an interesting projeetive relation that binds the curve

S with the n-flat at infinity (say, A).

If we now look hack mion the paramf‘tric equations (2) of Art. 7, that

define 2, the faet stands out that the (w+ 1) points at infinity on 2- -which

are no other than the ])oints of intersection of 2 and A—have their

parameters respectively equal to

Necessarily, the tangents to 2 at the.se points (at infinity)—whi( h are sim])ly

the (n+l) asymptotes (of 2)—are parallel re8j)cotively to the (w+ 1)

co-ordinate axes (OXq, OX^, (^X^y . . . . , OX„), i.e. to the (n+l) princi]>al

axes of any of the confocal n-quadries \Zpy Expressed in the ourreii^l

phraseology of multi-dimensional Projeetive Geometry, the ])roperty last

substantiated assumes the followin'' form :

—

“ The, * simplex \ formed upon the n-JUit at infinity (A) by the (n+l)
points (at infinity) of the unicursal curve 2, is sclfcanj7igate with regard to

the (n^ l)-sphere at infinity (situated ohviouMy upon A). . , Theorem D
It is superfluous to remark that Theorems C and D hearing on an

n-cyclide of an (n+l)-8pace are respectively the analogues of Theorems B
and A, bearing on the ordinary cyclide (of a 3-space).
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Abstract

As i.s well known, a (bioiirsal) cubic JT anti its Hessian P' havt* all the

nin(‘ hannonic ]>olars in common. The main business of the present paper

is to inv<‘stijjral<* the relative iieometrieal eontlgurations of the two triads

of sex tactic
]
joints, say, (a, y) and (a', y) of P, P', which lie upon

any f)f‘ the nine (common) harmonic polars (say, L) and which will, for

brt'vity's sake, b<‘ termed ‘cognatt^' in this ])aper. It has been proved as a

matter of fact that, if O bt‘ the point of inflexion a^Jijertaining to L, one

of the points of the* s(‘cond triad (sa\-, a') b(' the conjugate ])ol(‘ of O
(on P'), whenvis the otlaa- two ])oints /S', y' will be mutually conjugate

(of courst\ w.r.t. P'). Among oth('r noteworthy results established in

this ])a])er, we may nu'ntion

—

(a) that t'ach of the tw<» tetrads of ]>oints (a, p, y, jS') and

(a. p, y, y') is an * <*f|ui-anharmonic ’ range; and
(h) that p\ y arc* a ]jair of ‘ corresponding

’
points of tl)e involution

system, d<‘termined on the* line* L by its intersections with the

three* ciHsociated (‘cognate**) s<*xtactic conics of the original

cubie* P
Ine*id(‘ntally ])oiiite‘d attention has been [jaiel to certain novel ]>roperties

of H(‘ssians of a family of e‘ubie*s, having three ‘cognate*’ sextactic j>oints

in common.
It ma>' be renuirked in ]>assing that certain rc'sults, obtained in the

author's Note on Conics of double osculation * have been re-stated and
discussed here* in a rate light and in a new context.

iNTROmrCTIOX’

The main obje^ct of the }>re‘sent paper is to trace the ge‘ometrical relations

that subsist between the* two triads ed* (‘eognate*') se'xtactic points, belonging

n*spectiv<*ly to a (bicursal) cubic and its Hessian and lying on one oi the

nine* (common) harmonic ]H)lars. Tliere are incidental refe*re*nees to an

‘<*(pn-anharmonic’ range of four (collinear) points and to a ‘cognate’ triad

of sextactic* points of a (bicursal) cubic. Certain novel results, discussed at

some length in my Note on Conics of double osculation of a cubic

^

have

been re-stated here for the sake* of t^enirness and ready reference, A major

part of what appears in this paper is believed to be original.

* Soc thcii next issue of the* Jounial of the Nativnai Acaden^y of Sciences

(Alltthubad). (In the prt’»8S.)

( 131 )
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Section I

Art. 1. From the Theory of Higher Plane Curves, we know

—

(i) that a bicursal cubic has nine points of inflexion {/^} and

nine corresponding harmonic polars {i,.}, (r ranging from
1 to 9);

(ii) that r has 27 sextactic points, lying three by three, on the nine

harmonic polars {L^}\
(iii) that the three sextactic points (say, a,., yj) which lie on

any particular harmonic polar —and which will be termed
cognate in this paper—have for their common tangential

;

(iv) that the Hessian P* of P has the same nine points of inflexion

{/,.} and the same nine harmonic polars and
(v) that the three sextactic })oints (a',., p'r* yV) which lie on

Lr—and which will be called cognate in this paper—have
for their common tangential.

The main purpose of the present pa]>er is to study the geometrical con-

figurations of the two triads of cognate sextactic points, viz. (a^, Pry Vr)
and (a',., P\, y\) that belong res})ectively to the two cubics P and P'
and are, besides, situated on the same harmonic polar L^, Considerations

of symmetry point to the conclusion that any special geometrical relations,

found to connect the two correlated tria<ls of ‘cognate’ sextactic points of

Py P'y that lie on any paiticular harmonic polar L^y must, as a matter of

course, hold in respect of similar triads of sextactic points that lie on each
of the remaining eight harmonic polars. So it will suffice if we confine

our attention to the two triads of sextactic points (of P and P') that lie on
an arbitrary harmonic polar L,.. To that end Cartesian analysis viill be
adopted in the following articles.

Art. 2. Suppose that one of the nine points of inflexion of a bicursal

cubic P is taken as the origin 0 of Cartesian co-ordinates, and that the

tangent to JT at 0 is taken as the axis {y “ 0). Suj)po8e further that the

harmonic polar (L) of O cuts P at the three cognate sextactic points a, y,

so that Oa, 0/3, Oy are necessarily the three tangents that can be drai^m to

P from 0. If one of these tangents (say, Oa) be taken as the axis (x = 0),

the Cartesian equation to P can evidently be thrown into the form

:

,
S.y^x^ <1)

where 8 s ax^-^2hxy+hy'^+2gx+2fy+c =^0, (A ss === 0),

is the osculating (i.e. six-pointic) conic of P at the sextactic point a.

For obvious reasons, the co-ordinate axes, chosen as above, will, in general,

be oblique and the co-ordinates of the sextactic jioint are

(o,-0. ( 1 )

In order to determine the other two sextactic points, cognate with a, we
may rewrite (I) in the form

(A5+3Aa;®+3A2a:y+AyV ===

and impose the condition that the line

x+Xy = 0
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will cut the three ‘cognate' sextactic conics S, S^y /S2 ,
defined by (IIT) of

the previous article in (three) pairs of points forming an involutioriy

provided that

either, w = 0

or else, .2/m«)+2(Ai+A2)(S^wz7i+/?/i— cte)

+AiA2(uw2+d2— 2f7wi) ™ 0,

III view^ of (IV) of Art. 2, this second relation simplifies to

3c(crn>^+bn^’-2f7rin)—2B(g7nn+fnl-‘hn^--cl7n)+ 2H(an^+cP’—2g7il) — 0 .

Inasmuch as the relation last written is fulfilled automatically as soon as

w^e put
I = g, m ™ /, and n c,

we infer at once that the harmonic polar i>, which answers to the })oint of

inflexion O and has for its Cartesian equation

^ 0 ,

intersects the three ‘cognate’ sextactic conics aV, S2 in throe pairs of

points forming an involution.

If, then, P, Q be the two foci of the aforesaid involution, it is ciystal-

clear that the two points of intersection of any of the three conics (S, S^)

with the line L must be harmonically conjugate with P, Q, If with this

we couple the obvious fact that the polar of 0 w.r.t. ea(4i of the three

conics S, Si, S2 i« none other than the line L—which contains P, Q—we
are s(piar(4y led to the conclusion that the triangle OPQ is self-polar (or

self-conjugate) with respect to each of the three conics. We thus arrive

at the proposition *

:

Any three cognate sextactic conics {S, Si, S^) of a hicursal cubic P possess

a common self-conjugate triangle, one of whose vertices is the related point of

inflexion and the. opposite side is the corresponding harmonic polar.

^ A more general proposition has OKtablishod by me in my Note on Conics of
double osculation of a cudic.
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In order to find, in a simple form, the equations of the three sides of

the common self-conjugate triangle OPQ in Fig. 2 we may bank upon the

well-known lemma that the Jacobian of three conics, endowed with a common
self-conjugate triangle, is a degenerate order-cubic made up of the three

sides of the triangle. In the presemt case it can be easily verified that

the equation

J (A', S.,) ^ 0

is equivalent to

(gjr+fy+c){'iJc^+2(Xi+X^)xy+\iXzy^} = 0,

i.e. (gx+fy+c)(*^cx^--2Bxy+2Hy^) = 0, by (IV) of Art. 2.

Hence emphasizing that th(‘ first factor, e(|iiated to zero, repn^sents the

harmonic polar L, we conclude that the combined equation to the pair of

lines (OP, OQ) is

3cx2-2Prv4-2////2--= 0. .. .. (I)

Section II

Aut. 4. Keej>ing to the notations of Art. 1, let us as before represent

a given (bicursal) cubic P in the form :

(I)

where >S’ s ax^+2hxy +by^+2gx+2fy+c, (A s 0).

The Hessian F' of F can then be obtained in the symbolic form

:

where r s — 3x+ai/, (tx+2hy+(j

<jy. gx+2fy+c\
>

and V = — 3r+oi/, ax+2hy+<j, 9

a.r+-2hy+g, 2hx+:iby+2f, f

gy. gx+2fy+c. c

(ID

On actual expansion and re-shuffling of terms, (11) can be })ut in the form:

{*icx--By){g^x^+ kiXy+k2y^+2c(gx-\-fy)+c^ = ,

.

(Ill)

where A'j, A*2 ,
are three lonstants liefined by

2cag^+ 1 2cfg—r2«2~ (»c2// — fp
.1

3c
“

B(2cag^ -f 1 2r/</— c2«2— 1 2rH —g^)
^‘2 -

and ^*3 s c{abc +Hfgh+3bg^+4iCh^)---Bk2^

If now’ set

T m g^x^+kixy+kfy^+2c(gx+fy)+c^,

3ca-— JBy
and XI m
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the equation (HI) of F' can be presented in the compact form

T.u^ y\ . . . . .
.
(IV)

Noticing that the line (y — 0) touches the conic {T = 0) at the point

and interpreting the equation (IV) geometrically, we conclude that

the point —w^hich may be symbolized as a'—is one of the three

sextactic points of F' (that lie on the harmonic polar L) and that T = 0
is the osculating conic of F' at a'. To ascertain the other two sextactic
points y of F\ cognate witli a', the straightlorward method (onsists

in dealing with the equation (TV)—written above- in precisely the same
manner as we have done with the ecpiation (I) of F in Art. 2. Follow-
ing this somewhat laborious proc(\ss, one can find not only the other two
sextactic points y of F' that lie on jT. but also tluj osculating (i.e. six-

pointic) conics at tliese jioints. The reader, who is inten^sted in all this

affair, may pursue the course outlincfl as above.
What we are mainly conceriu^d with at ]>rosent is to comj)are the

relative ])ositions of the tw'o sets of cognate sextactic ]>oints of F and F\
viz. (a, y) and (a', y'), without any nierence whatsoev(T to their

associated sextactic conics.

Art. 5. Keverting to the equation (11) of Art. 4, wiiich denotes F\
and remembering that the sextactic }K>ints (a', y) of F' are simply
the three points of intersection of F' with the harmonic j>olar L, viz.

.. .. - ( 1
)

we learn that the co-ordinates of a', y' must satisfy also the subsidiary
equation : V — 0,

i.e. ay,

ax+2hy+g,

(jy>

ax+2hy+g, g 0.

2/<a;+36y +2/, /
y.r+2/y+c, c

(
2

)

Consequently the combined (npiation to the line-pair (0/5', Oy) is nothing
but the homogeneous quadratic equation (in x, y) that can bo evolvf‘d
algebraically out of the two equations (1 )

and (2). In this w^a}', th(‘ equation
to (0^', Oy') can, after some algebraic manipulations, be })ut in the
abridged form

:

^(x, y)
---- 0,

where W{x, y) « (J52-.Gc^)a:2-2i?//xy+4//2y2-
(3)

If we now look back upon Art. 2, the fact stands out that the combined
equation to the three lines

(Oa, Oj5, Oy)

can be put in the condeusod form

:

ij>(x, y) == 0,
I

' where y) s cx^-- Bx^y-\-2Hxy'^, (

(4)

If for the moment one shuts one s eyes to the geometrical aspect and looks
at the matter from a })urely algebraic standpoint, one can verify without
much trouble that the binary quadratic !P(x, y) is nothing but the Hessian
of the binary cubic y). In other words, there subsists an algebraic
identity of the form

:
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82^

9x2’ dxdy

02^

dxdy ’ ay2

(const.) X0(a;, y). .. (5)

Geometrical interpretation of (5) automatically leads to certain

inferences regarding the relative positions of the two triads of cognate
sextactic iioints of r\ viz.

(a, J8, y) and (a', /S', y'). .. .
. (9)

Thus, for instance, the sextactic point a' of T'—which is none else than
the intersection of the inflexional tangent at () (to F) with the harmonic
polar L—being ignored, the other two sextactic points /S', y' (of jT') are

so related to tlic corrcjsponding sextactic points a, /8, y of T that each of

the two ranges of points

(a, /3, y, ^') and (a, /3, y, y') . . .
. (7)

is equi-anharmonic *
;
the simple reason is that the points (/S', y') are

determined by the Hessian of the cubic, wdiich defines the points (a, /8, y).t
A subsidiary inlerencM’s is that the two triads of points (6) cannot be

both n‘al; ev(‘.n wlien a, /3, y arc real ])oints—so that, as a matter of
course, tlu^ harmonic polar L, which contains thc*m is also real, and therefore

along with it the tangent to F at the infk‘xion O (a})pertaiuing to L) is

real—the point a' is doubtless real, but the other two points /S', y' an*

both imaginary. Putting this and that together, we may summarize
our conclusions in the following terms:

—

A bicursal cubic F and ibs Hessian F' have, in common, all the nvie,

ix)ints of inflexion {/,.) and all the nine {associated) harmonic polars

{L^}. Further, each of the hoo cubics F, F' has 27 sextactic points, lying,

three by three, on the nine harmonic polars (A,.). If (a,., /8,., y,.) and
(a'r, y\) be respf'Ctivihj the tivo triads of 'anjuatt' sextactic points of

F and F'—that lie on L ,.— then one of the points of the second triad (say, (x.\)

must f)€ the. conjugate poU of the (related) point of inflexion 1^ on the Hessian

F\ whereas the other two 2>oints, viz, /S', y', are also conjugate poles on F\
Moreover, each of the two ranges of points (a,., /S^, y,., /3'r) <^nd (a,., /S,., y\)
is equi-anharmonic.

Aet. 0. Suppose (as before) that L is one of the nine common harmonic
polars of a given (bicursal) cubic F and its Hessian F' and that (a, /9, y)
and (a', /8', y') are respectively their triads of sextactic points, located on
L, Then, as proved heretofore, (a', O) and (/S', y') are two pairs of con-

jugate poles on r'.

Now the axes of co-ordinates being the same as those select<*d in Art. 3,

we find, on referring to (3) of Art. 5, that the combined equation to the

line-pair (0/8', Oy') is

(B^--ikH)x^--2BHxy+iH^^ =- 0 (1)

Further, the points P, Q being, as in Art. 3, supposed to be the two foci

of the involution system, determined on the harmonic polar L by its inter-

A range of (four) coUinoar points is said to bo equi^mharmofiic, when its six

oross-ratios consist of — ai, — (each counted thrice), o) being an imaginary cubic

root of unity. (See Qraustoin’s Introdut^ion to Higher Oeomeiry (1946), p. 1 46.)

t See Grace and Young’s Algebra of Invarmnts (1903), Art. 166.
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sections with the 'cognate* sextactic conics S, Si, Sz (of JT), the joint

equation to the line-pair (OP, OQ) is, by (1) of the said article,

3ca;2--2Pa;y+2Py2 = 0. .. •
. (2)

For obvious reasons, the two line-pairs (1) and (2) are harmonically

conjugate, and therefore also the two point-pairs (P, Q) and y)
are harmonically conjugate (see Fig. 3). Bearing in mind that an in-

volutory system is determined by two pairs of corresponding elements, we
may finalize our results in the undermentioned form:

—

Any of the nine harmonic polars L of a bicurml cubic inlcrsects the

associated triad of cognate sextactic co7iics {S, Si, S2 ) in pairs of points in

involution. This involution has, for a special pair of corresponding points,

two of the 'cognate^ sextactic points of the Hessian that lie on L. Furthermore,

the two foci {or double points) of the said involution and the inflexion ()

—

appertaining to the harmonic j^okir L—constitute a triangle, self-co7}jugate

with respect to the three conics (S, tSj, aSj).

Art. 7. We shall now close this topic with a brief refiTencc to a far-

reaching consequence of the proved result of Art. 5, viz. that the two range-s

of points (a, P, y, p') and (a, p, y, y) of Fig. 3 are both (‘qui-anharmonie.

At the very outset we observe that, whenever the positions of a, p, y
are assigned beforehand, the positions of the two points P',

y’ (real or

imaginary)—^w^hich have to fulfil the relation stated above—aie perfectly

determinate. Now a priori reasoning makes it plain that to be given three

'cognate* (and therefore collinear) sextactic x)oints (say, a, y) of a cubic

is tantamount to (3x2— 1) or five conditions. Regard being had to the

presence of nine structural constants in the general bicursal cubic, it follows

that, when the positions of three cognate sextactic points of a cubic P

—

otherwise undefined—are known beforehand, the totality of possible cubics

(like P)—and therefore also of thek Hessians—is i.c. oc^. Palpably

on the strength of the established result quoted above we can safely assert

that two of the sextactic points (viz. y') of any of the oc* Hessians ore

absolutely fixed, depending, as they do, in a peculiar manner, ujwn the pre*

assigned positions of a, jS, y. We thus arrive at the result:

If a variable {bicursal) cubic has three given collinear points for a triad

of ^cogruite" sextactic points, its (variable) Hessian will always pass through

two fixed points which are no other than two of Us sextactic points.
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The importance of lecithin in connection with haemolysiR was first

brought out from the researches of Kyes and his collaborators (1002, 1903),

who show(Ml that snake venom haemolysis was strongly accelerated in the
presence of lecithin. It is well knowm that the ery throcytes from different-

species of animals exhibit wide variations in their suseejitibility to venom
haemolysis and the venoms obtained from different species of snakes also

vary considerably with resj)eet to their haemolytic activity. Wnoin
haemolysis therefore depend.s to a very large (‘xtent both upon the nature
of the erythrocytes as also u])on the nature of th(‘ venom concerned. For
instance, the C‘rythrocyt(‘s of the guinea -])ig, the eat, and the dog are the
most susceptible to vemom haemolysis whereas those of the ox, the goat,

the sheep, the eow', and the buffalo are entirely refractory. The r.b.c.

of some other species of animals such as the rat, tin* rabbit, the pig, the

horse, etc., occupy internu^diate positions and have varying degrees of

susc(‘ptibility. Of the venoms, those obtained from the Colubridae are

haemolytic in varying degrees whereas the viperidae s])ecies of snakes
yiekl venoms which are mostly non-haemolyti(‘. In the jjresence of a
trace of lecithin, however, all the diffV*rent species of erythrocytes, susceptible

or refractory, lyse* very readily with all venoms irrespective of their nature.

Morgenroth and Car[)i (1900) found this property of lecithin to be true also

with respcHt t o the poison of the bee.

Friede (1024) reported that lecithin activated not only venom
haemolysis but also that due to a number of other substances of diverse

chemical charactiT such as quinine, strychnine, aniline, aspirin, arsenic

acid, boric acid, (ic., and even in some eases where the substances them-
selves in high concentrations did not haemolyse. Roy and Chopra (1941),

however, have shown that the accelerating effects of lecithin on haemolysis

observed in the large majority of eases other than the snake venoms and
some other animal ])oisons, were due to the oxidation ])roducts of lecithin

and otlier impurities present and not to an inherent ])roperty of lecithin

itself. Venom luiemolysis therefore stands ns a special class by itself with
respect to its relation to lecithin, and has been the subject of great interest

and speculation ever since its remarkable venom activating proi>erty w^as

discovered.

To assess fully the significance of lecithin in connection with venom
haemolysis, the various theories which have been put forward from time to

time to explain the haemolytic action of the venoms, should be taken into

account as these have direct or indirect bearing on tliis remarkable
property of lecithin.

The haemolytic action of cobra venom was first described by Stevens

and Myers (189*8). Flexner and Noguchi (1902) demonstrated that the

blood corpuscles of ,certain species of animals haemolysed in contact w ith

snake venom when a suitable serum was present and believed that venom

( 139 )
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haemotoxin was of the nature of an amboceptor that was active only in the

presence of serum complement. A little later Kyes (1902) showed that

venom might haemolyse the corpuscles of certain animals without the

addition of serum. He believed that the com}>lement like activator was
contained within the corpuscles in such cases and called it ‘cndocomplement’.
This endocomplement unlike serum complement w'as found to be thermo-

stabile. The difference in the susceptibility of the different species of

erythrocytes to venom haemolysis was accounted for as being due to the
difference in the endocomplement contents thereof, the non-ausceptible

species containing no endocoin]dement. The jiresence of such activating

substance inside the susceptible species of corpuscles was sought to be
demonstrated b^^ the fact, that the addition of these to a mixture of venom
and non-suseeptible corpuscle, effected a lysis of the resistant species as

well, and that the destruction of the integrity of the cell as by laking,

resulted in no diminution of this activating power. After the discovery by
Kyes of the remarkable venom activating property of lecithin, this endo-

complement was su])pose(l to be identical with lecithin (Kyes and Sachs, 1903)

and it was suggested that the variation in the haemolytic susceptibility of

the different species of r.b.e. was dependent on the amount of lecithin

contained in the cells. But since even the most resistant species of cor-

puscles were found to contain on alcoholic extraction sufficient lecithin to

activate venom haemol^’sis, Kjes (1910) thought that it w^as rather the

degree of availability of this lecithin rather than the actual amount present

which detcrminc‘d the susceptibility of a ])articular species of erythrocytes

to venom haemolysis. According to this view% therefon*, none of the lecithin

contained in the non-suscej)tible .speci(‘s of corpuscles is availabh* for venom
activation. Kyes further believed that cobra venom formc^d a true

chemical compound with lecithin (lecithid). Ac'cording to him the cpiantita-

tivo relations existing between lecithin and venom correspond closely with
those observed for com2)l(*meni and ambooejitor and are indicative of a

chemical reaction between these substances.

Coca (1912), von Dungern and (Vica (1912) and Manw'aring (1910),

on the other hand, regard this product as a venom-free le<‘ithin derivativ<*

and not a ‘lecithid’. They have .shown that the vemom haemotoxin is a

lipase and that venom-lecithin haemolysis is brought about by the fermenta-

tive action of the venom on lecithin, whcrciiy the latter, a non-haemolytic
substance, is s^ilit into two jiarts, oleic and the lecithin rest, both of w^hicii

are strongly haemolytic. They called the active princifile in the cobra

venom ‘cobra lecithinasc’ and the haemolysin ‘ desoleoleeithin
’
(lysolocithin)

or lecithin from which one molecule of oleic acid has bc^en removed.
Coca (1915) claimcxl to have demonstraicxl the presence of desoleolecithin

in the fluid resulting from the direct haemolytic aciion of cobra venom on
the susceptible corjiusclos. The absence of any such strongly haemolytic
substance when the selfsame corpuscles wore lysed with distilled water or

in the case of amboceptor-complement haemolysis, according to him, left no
room for doubt as to the mechanism of the haemolytic action of the venoms.
The natural resistance of certain species of corpuscles, viz. ox, sheep, goat,

etc., was supposed to depend ujion a jihysical condition of the cell substance
that prevented the haemotoxin from penetrating into th<^ lipoids of the
corpuscles. Coca refers to the discovery of Goeliel (1905) in supjiort of his

contentions, viz. that the mere suspending of the naturally resistant

corpuscles in a chemically inert solution of sugar sufficed so to alter the
physical conditions of the corpuscular substance that the haemotoxin
could then enter the cells, roach the lipoids and cause haemolysis. It is

evident that these workers regarded the mechanism of the direct haemolytic
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action of a native venom upon a susceptible species of erythrocytes to be

the same as that of its indirect haemolytic action in the presence of extra-

cellular lecithin, the lecithin in the former case being assumed to be supplied

by the corpuscles concerned.

The next notable work in this connection was that of Huges (1936),

who got very interesting rejmlts from his study of the action of snake

venoms on iinitnoleoular lecithin films, as measured by the change in

surface potential. He used venoms obtained from five varieties of snakes,

viz. black snake, black tiger, copper head, cobra and daboia, the first four

belonging to the Colubridac and the last to the Vij)eridae species. His

results showed that cobra venom which is a well-known haemolytic agent,

had no appreciable action on lecithin film, while daboia venom which

attacked a lecithin film energetically was non-haemolytic even towards

guinea-pig erythrocytes, which are known to be amongst the most

susceptible species of r.b.c. Yet he seems to have identified the lecithinase

with the haemolysin of tlie venom. He concludes, ‘Haemolysis conducted

concurrently with experiments on surface films show a direct relation

between haemolysis and lecithinase content as measured by rate of attack

on a lecithin film.

'

Cobra and RusseH's viper belong to two different sj)eoies of snakes,

viz. the Colubridat' and the Viperuhu* respeoiively and thouuh the venoms

obtained from these have some (‘haraeteristies in common they differ also

strikingly with res])(s:‘t to others. As cobra venom haemulyse<i the

Huseeptible species of r.b.e. in varying degrees hut Russell’s vi])er venom did

not, Roy and Chopra (1038) made a eom])arativo study of some of the

biochemical ])r()perties of these venoms, ho])ing by this means to Ix' able

to spot out the factors responsible for this diftVTence in their haemolytic

behaviour. 1’hey found that th<‘ vi|XT venom eontaiiKnl more of the

albumin but less of the pseudo-globulin portion than that of the cobra.

Euglobulin was found to h(‘ absent in th(* cobra venom but the viper venom

contained it to the ext(‘nt of 3 fi%. None of the venoms contained any

invertase or diastatic^ enzymes but they both ])Ossessed the ]>ro])erty of

digesting fibrin, liquefying gelatine, clotting milk and also of digesting

caesin. The viper venom appeared to he somewhat more active j)rot<*olyti-

cally than the cobra venom. None of the venoms had any appreciable

a<*tion on an cunulsion of oliv(‘ oil hut they split up lecithin energctit ally.

Roy (1938) also made a more detailed\|uantitativ(‘ study of the lipolytic

action of these venoms. The results niay be summed up aiS follows:

{a) Roth cobra and Russeirs vij)er venoms could s])lit- up fatty acids

from lc(*ithin energetically, producing strrmgly haemolytic

substances. The lecithinase present in these venoms w<*rc

found to possess identical ])roperties. They were thermo-

stabile, no appreciable diminution of their activity being

observed even when the venom solutions were heated in a

boiling water bath for fifteen) to twenty minutes. On auto-

claving the venom solutions for 30 minutes under 15 Ihs,

pressure, however, the lecithinase activity was entirely <lc-

stroyed. The autoclavoel venom solutions weiv found to he

non-haemolytic oven in the presence of lec ithin.

(6) Cobra venom w^as found to act energetically on ethyl butyrate

but the viper venom had no ap])reeiable action upon it. This

<*,sierase activity, however, -.4<x^s not run parallel to the

haemolytic activity of the venom, as the former is altogether

destroyed by heating the vtmom solution to ft>r half an
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hour, but the haemolytic activity is not» appreciably affected

by this treatment.

(c) None of the venoms could split u}) an emulsion of cholesterol

oleate but in the presence of cobra Venom there was an appreci-

able clarification of the emulsion, whereas with the viper

venom, a flocculation of the emulsion was observed.

If we review the earlier works on this subject in the light of these

findings, we are confronted with certain serious difficulties. As has already

been stated, the most striking difference regarding the lipolytic activities of

these venoms so far studied, seems to be, that while the cobra venom
contains both an esterase and a leeithinase, the viper venom contains a
somewhat stronger leeithinase but no esterase. That the haemolytic
activity of cobra venom does not run parallel to its esterase activity has
already been pointed out. The leeithinase activity of cobra venom as

well as its haemolytic activity no doubt run closely i>arallel, being iinafiected

by moderate heat and both destro} ed when autoclaved, but if the leeithinase

of a venom is regarded as the criterion for determining its haemolytic
behaviour, as has been assumed even by some reecmt workers, then we are

unable to explain why the* Riisseirs viper venom, which contains a fairly

strong leeithinase, should be non-haemolytic towards the susceptible species

of red blood cells. That the leeithinase present in these two typos of

venoms are not different has been shown by the formation in tlu* presence
of lecithin, of very active haemolysins from both liaving almost identical

properties (Roy, 1938), Kyes (1910) who prepared and isolated ‘leeithids’

from many different varieties of venoms observed, that, the general

characteristics of these corresponded with those displayed by the ‘leeithid*

of cobra venom. Again, supposing tlu* susceptibility of the erythroeytcB
to haemolysis by native venom to depend upon the availabilit y of corpuscular
lecithin, a particular suscei)tible s])ecies of ervihrocvt(‘s, tliat of the human
being for instance, should be readily haemolysed by both thes<‘ types of
venoms, which is contrary to okserved facts. The pr(\senc(^ of free or
‘available’ lecithin in the large majority of the sj)('ei(*s of erytluoeytes,
therefore, seems to be highly imiirobabk* and the m(*chanism of the direct

haemolytic action of a native venom seems to bear no relation to its leci-

thinase content and it is entirely different from that of its indiieet activation
in the presence of extracellular lecithin.

Rej>etition of Kyes’ experiments as also those of Coca lead to the
same conclusion. Kyes based his hyj)othesis on his finding that ihv addition
of susceptible coq)uscle.s to a mixture of cobra vc’iiom and one of the
resistant species of erythrocytes efl’eeted a lysis of the resistant eorpuseles

as well, the former, according to him, supplying the endoeomj)lem(*nt or
available lecithin which is absent in the resistant species.

The results of the repetition of Kyes’ experiments arc given in

Table I.

With Russell’s viper venom, no haemolysis could be observed under
otherwise exactly similar conditions.

It will appear from the above table that while human red blood cells

alone are readily lysed (in less than half an hour) by cobra venom in a
concentration of J in 5,000, the same dose of the venom eff(‘cts only a partial

lysis (10%) of a mixture of human and ehcep red blood cells in two hours
and complete haemolysis is registered only in the 21 hours’ reading. The
pre^nce of shfHjp cjellsjtherefor^jtlppcars to retard appreciably t he haemolytic
action of the venom on human red cells. The ultimate lysis of the sheep
cells does not apj)ear to be due to any free or ‘available’ lecithin (‘endo-
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Table I

Experiments with intact corpuscles

Cobra vonom solution . . . . . . *05% in normal saline.
Suspension of thrice washed shoop and
human r.b.c. . . . , . . 3% in normal saline.

No.
c.e.

sheep
r.b.c.

e.e.

venom
solution

c.e.

normal
saline

e.e.

hunuin
r.b.(‘.

Haemolysis in

i lir. 1 hr. 2 hrs. 21 hrs.

1 0*0 0*4
2 0*() n-4 _ — -
3 o:i 0-4 0*3 — — 0*1 1*0

4 0-3 0-2 0*2 0-3 - - - 1*0

5 0-3 0-1 0-3 0*3 _ - 1*0
<1 0-3 0-0.5 0*35 0-3 - — - ±
7 0*4 0-a - - -
8 0-4 o-r> 10 1*0 1-0

a 0-2 0-2 (•6 0*i 10 1*0 1*0

10 ,

.

0-1 0-3 (J-O 0-1 0*2.5 1*0 1*0

n 0-0.5 (»*35 0-0 ± ± ± 1-0

12 0 3 0-4 0-3 “

!•() - completes haf'inoIysLs.

4: doubt fill hiuunolyhis.
no lun niolysis.

comploniont
') that may bo present in the human cells, as in that case

haemolysis would hav(‘ been effected in a much shorter time and the substitiz-

tif)n of Russeirs vi])er vc‘nom for cobra venom .shoidd have made no material

difference in th(‘ rate of haemolysis. It appt^ars probable that the lysis of
the resistant spe^cies of cells in such cases, is effected by some component or

components of thf‘ susceptible variety of r.b.c., which are released as a
result of tht‘ir lysis by cobra venom.

Experiments with th(> ethereal extracts* of susceptible as well as

iH^sistant species of r.b.c. also show that while the former is feebly activating

in the j>res(*nce f)f (‘obra v(‘nom, it fails to activate the viper venom as wx^ll.

The ctherf*al extracts of sheep red cells, however, have no activating action

in the ])resence of cither cobra or Rusvsclls viper venom avS will appear from
Table II.

It is of interest in this connection to note the views of Noguchi (1907)
who held, that although lecithin exists in the stroma of all kinds of cor-

puscles, it is not ])resent in a form available for venom activation in any
of them and the susceptibility to haemolysis depends chiefly upon the

amount of other ether soluble activators present in the cells, as for example,
fatty acids, neutral fats and soluble soaps. He could isolate an oily-

Hubstance by the edher extraction of susceptible corimscles but not from the

insusceptible varieties. TIk' oily mass w^as found to be venom activating

but did not contain lecithin.

* Tho othomil cxtraot« wore pn^purod in tho following manner: The washed
and pnekod r.b.e, (both human and shw'p) obtained from 10 e.e, of blood were lys(*d

with thrw vohimcH of distilh'd waUT. Tho dark red eolouivd fluid was then rendered

isotonic by the addition of the rocpiirt'd amount of solid sodium chloride and thoroughly

shaken up with two sueeessivo lots of other. Tho combined ethereal extracts wyrc>>

evaporatod to dryness and tho residue was emulsiliod with 2 c.c. of normal saline.

1 c.c. ethereal extract =« r.b.c. from 5 c.c. of blood.
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Tabls II

Experiments with ethereal extracts of r,b»c.

c.c.
c.c.

c.e. c.e.
HaomolyHis in

No. r.b.c.
venom
80ln.

06%
normal r.b.c.

3% saline t'xtract 1 hr. 1 lir. 2 hrs. 21 hrs.

Sheep r 1 0*3 U'6 OlH _ .

r.b.c. \ 2 0-3 0-5 01 ihill 0‘1 0-25 0-4 OS
and < 3 0-3 0-2 0-4 Olll 0-1 0*20 0*5 0-86

cobra 0-3 0-5 (M — — —
venom. L 5 0-3 (»-.> 0-2 — —
Human 0*3

1

0-KV —
*,b.c. and 0-3

’

U-5 01 O-hV 1
__ — —

RusKdlV
\ « 0-3 U-2 0-4 ouv

1

— —
viptJr 0-3 ()‘r» 0-1 0-U/ _ 0-8

venom.
Htimaii

Lio
')

U-3 0*5 0-2 — — 0-8

'.b.e. and
cobra r

0-3 ur> 0-2 10 1-0 1-0 10

vt*nom. )

H --- Etiiomil cixtmct. of human r.b.c.

S ~ Eihorotil extract of whet'p r.b.c.

Coch’h hypothe-siis regarding the mechanism of co))ra venom haemolysis

already referred to, was based on tlie fact that he conld demonstrate the

presence of desoleoleoithin in the fluid resulting from tin* direct haemolytic
action of cobra venom on susceptible corpuscles, but not when haemolysis

of the self same corpuscles was brought about by other nuMins such as by
distilled water or in th(' case of ambocej)tor-comj)lf‘m(‘nt haeinolysis.

The formation of desoleoleoithin no dou))t indicates the ])re-exiHtence of

lecithin in a form available for venom activation, but the (juestion is,

whether that lecithin is present as sucli in the; Husccptil)le species of cells

or is merely released from combination eith(*r as a result of tht* lysis of the-s(^

cells by some other mechanism or more probably by the met hcxl of alcoholic

extraction employed by Coca, After a carettil consideration of the process

of extraction employed by him, we are strongly inelin(‘d to the latter view.

'That alcoholic extraction has the effect of isolating lecithin equally well

from both the susceptible and the non-susctptible species of red blood
cells is well known. Once free, it may then be acted upon by cobra venom
with the formation of active desoleoleoithin. Employing this method of

extraction, one may demonstrate the presence^ of d(‘HoIeolecithin from any
of the resistant species of r.b.c. in combination with any of the non-
haemolytic venoms as well.

In the light of our present knowledge on the subject, therefore, the

conclusion seems to be irresistible that the suBceptibility of red blood,

corpuscles to venom haemolysis does not depend upon the degree of avail*

ability of lecithin in the corpiiscleB concerned and that lecithinaao is not
identical with the liaemolysin of the venom. That the haemolytic activity

is neither due to cephalinast^ has been demonstrated by Dunn (1034). From
the data so far obtained by us it appears j)robable that some other com-
ponent of the cell, such m cholesterol and its esters might be directly or

indirectly responsible in determining its susceptibility to venom haemolysis,

Roy’s experiments (1938) on the action of cobra and Bussell’s viper venom
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on cholesterol oleate may serve as a clue in this direction. This aspect of

the question will be more fully dealt with in a separate communication.
Haemolysis effected by snake venoms in the presence of extracellular

lecithin, however, stands on an altogether different footing in that,

(1) all venoms irres})eetive of their nature are strongly haemolytic
in the presence* of lecithin

;

(2) all species of erythrocytes susceptible or refractory are haemolysed
with great rf‘adiness by any vfmom in the presence of lecithin.

The strongly haemolytic substance resulting from the interaction of

venom and lecithin (lysolecithin) was obtfiined in the following manner,
for a study of some of its properties:

—

IVIerck s light brown lecithin (ex ovr)) was extract(*d several times with
hot aceton(‘ till the f‘xtract was almost colourless. It was freed from
acetone aiul an aj)j)r(Lximately one ])er cent emulsion in normal saline w^as

prepared.*
10 c.c. of this letdthin emulsion and Itt c.c, of a 0*5® o solution of the

venom in normal Haliru* are mix(‘d and inc ubated for 3 hours at 37 C. It is

then transferred to a porcelain basin and eva])orated to drvn(*ss on a water
bath and (‘xtracted with four successive^ lots of hot acetone. The combined
acetom* extracts consisting cjf fatty acids split u]) by the action of venom
u|»on lecithin is evaporated to dryness and may be employed either for

determining the leeithinase aetivity of the ven(>m (Koy, 193S), or the

haemolytic activity of the* fatty acid ^lortion. The re.sidue is washed with
sev<*ral snc<‘e>siv(‘ lots of ether to get rid of free lecithin^ freed from ether

and made* up to l(» c.c. with normal saliiu'. This is called 1 in 100 solution

as re})resenting tin* dilution f»f lecithin originally em]doye(l and not the

actual concentration of lyso!(*cithin ohtaiiu'd iroin it. The lysolecithin and
the fatty acid portions thus obtained by the action of a vencun U]>on lecithin

will he called T and f) frac tions n‘speetively as distinguished from A and B
fractions which art* similarly obtained from Ic^cithin alone (control).

Haemolysis was studi(*d in the* samt* gc ncaal manner as in previous

exjKriments (I94tt) and unless othtTwise imuiticmcd shcej) r.b.c, were used.

In the* following tabli s (Tables 111 and IV) the haemolytic* action of C and D
tiactiems obtained by the interaction of both cobra and Russeirs viper

venom on lecithin, at diflVrcnt dilutions as also their res])eetive surfac'c

tension values (du Notty) are giv(‘n.

From the a}>ove tables it apj)<‘ars that both f ' and fractions obtained

by the action of c'obra and Russell's viper venom res])eetively on extra

cellular lecithin are strongly haemolytic even tow'ards shecq) red blood

cells which are not lysed by any of the known venoms alone*, the C fractions

of each hedng much more ha<‘molytir than the respective D fractions. The
corresponding surface temsion values are more or less of the same order

and show that though haemedytie aetivity on the whole decreases with

rise of stirfaee tension of solutions, there is no strict proportionality betw^een

the two. The results are in agreement with those obtained in the ease of

other haemolysins (Roy, 1943).

* Tho woighcul amount of lecithin w^ii-s taken in a 100 c.c. beaker and dissolved
in a little ether, Nonna I saline was tlien added stirring the contents of the beaker
all the time. The beaker was heated over a water batii to I’cmove the ether eonipletely.

It was then transfc*rred to a stoppc'red meosnrmg cylinder, tho beaker bf‘ing wavshed
with amall amounts of normal saline. It was made up to the propi'r volume with

normal saliiio and thoroughly slmken.

S
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Tablk TII

Cobra venom—Lee tthin

.

*C' and ‘D’ fractions.

No. Conen. of
Jyyiii

‘C’ fraction ‘i>* fraction

Time for

complete
Ijaemolysis

Surface
tension

(dll Noiiy)

Time for

complete
haemolysis

Surface
tension

(du Noiiy)

1 1/4,000 0 ' 20" 87-0
;

ir' 20" 88-0
2 1/8,(MM) 0 ' 40" 94*5 30 ' 0" 94-0
5 1/10,000 2' (r 900 51-' 0" 100-0
4 1/12,000 s 104-5 90 ' 0" 105-0

Haemolysis in
,

2 hrs.
j

21 hrs.

r» 1/14,000 17' 105-5 0-5 lll-O
6 1/10,000 25' 30" 111-0 _ 0-3 110-0
7 1/18,000 I 42' 0" 110-0 0-1 118-0

Haemolysis in

2 hrs. 21 hrs.

H 1 /20,000 0*9 0-95 1 20-5 __
1

121*0
9 1/25,000 0-1 0-2 135-0 —

1

133*0
10 1/30,000 01 135-0 — 135*0
11 1 /40,000 — — 139-0 — 137*0

Minute '

Second ---
*

Table IV

KusselPs viper venom—Lecithin.
‘C’ and fraction.«.

No. Conen. of
lysin

‘C* fraction * O ’ fra<*tion

Time for

complete
haemoly.si«

i

"v
Surface
tension

(du Noiiy)

Timc^ for
eoraplete
haemolysis

Surfa^i
tension

(du Noiiy)

1 1/4,000 0' 35" 790 7' 0" 83*0

2 1/8,000 r 5" 84*0 30' 0" »2-6
3 I/10,(M)0 20' 0" 91*0 55 ' (r
4 1/12,000 25' 0" 93'5 120' 0" 108*0

Haemolysis in
[

Haemolysis in

2 hrs. 21 hr«. 2 hr«. 21 hrs.

5 1/14,000 0*9 1-0 94*5 0*5 1*0 111-0

6 1/16,000 0-05 101*0 0*1 0*2 115*5
7 1/18,000 0-5 0-8 102*0 0*05 1 1 9*0

8 1/20,000 0*1 0-1 111*0 126*0

9 1/26,000 “*" *•'** 115*0 HH 131-5

3b
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Since the venoms obtained from all species of snakes contain the same
type of lecithinase, viz. lecithinase A (Contardi and Ercoli, 1933) which
splits up lecithin only in a particular manner, namely, into a molecule of

oleic acid and desoleolecithin (lysoleeithin) and sincje the latter is capable of
dissolving even the most resistant fl|)ecies of red blood cells, their universal

lytic action on thes(‘ corpuscles in the presence of lecithin is self-evident.

Summary and Conclusions

1. Tlie role of lecithin with respect to venom haemolysis has been
discussed.

2. The mechanism of the direct hacunolytic action of native venom
upon the susceptible species of erythrocytes does not appear to be the
same as that of its indirect haemolytic action in the presence of lecithin,

3. There is no evidence to show that lecithin is present in a form
available for venom activation in the su.see]>tible species of red blood cells.

4. The haemolytic ac tivity of a venom does not apjiear to be propor-

tional to its lecithinase aclivit}* as has hitherto been supposed.

5. The universal lysis of all species of erythrocytes by all venoms in

the presence of lecithin seems to be satisfactorily explained.
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i'he Preskloni declared the Annujl Alccting opt'n and said:

Ladies and (ientUmen:

X'olia.i; loi the election ol' the new il ha ifj.pi and tlie election of

an Ordinary Ih^How, will be;;in at 4 p.in. and ineiiibejs may knully i(‘(a>rd

Itieir votes. Wairi^i; will start at
\

p.in. and v^Ill be closed at 3 ]).ni. lie-

loie member> registe? their votes theii (jiKiIihcati<>ns to vi'te will b(‘ viai-

lied. Votes will iIk'ii be legisteu'd m ai'ivn'danre wuli ih( jn'oerdun* laid

down in Kule 441 bi. Dr. K. liiswas and Dr. A. C. Ldvil will Iv in charge
(d all anaiigeinents in coniH'ction witli tht election.

Voting coiKlnded at

At 3“03 the rreMdciU appidnted two scuit iiieers. \i/; Dr V> Mukerji
and Dr. Ct. P. Majmndai to examine the \olv‘> recorded in aix ordain e

with Rule Nv». 44(j).

'llie Pfosiilent oC('iipie(i tin- (.'hair and called npi)n the (n'lieial Ser r*-

laiy to read the Annu.d Ib'pou loi i(»4<S.

The (uMtcial Secretary reail the Re])oii.

Mi. K. filK>>e and Mi. J. M. Si n then qmrieil v. heih, i any inembia'
(onld ijiiestion 01 <d\er siigg»‘slions about the n‘pmt

1 ne Prxsident ^.nd that the RnUs «lid not |'»!o\i(le lor siu b dsctis^ioii

at this meeting but an opt>onuuii\ would be gsin at a Monihiy \le(Ming
as in the last yi'iir.

Tlie Th'esidimt then imale the following aiiuomu I'nieiti^;---

J he posthmnon-, award ot the Pc'ice nnd Cnituie Medal lo Mahatma
(landhi w\is dei id.txl upon b) the Vonih II only dn- alleinooii. It n not

po^^ible to .iw'ard ths Medal at iiu'i ting a-> li is not yi^t

Annandale Memorial Medal: i.ieda! is awaule.l tiiennialK joi

imponanl imii; iOnlions to tlu* study ol .Xmluijpoloay n* Ana. 1 he
iiK'dal Ihs year goes 10 Piolessor Nnnid Kiunai Po e. AI Sv lor hi^ con-
spii'uously inijKirlant ('ontribution-, t<» the diaiy of \i J !io4,i*ioi:y. Pn»
lessor- X. K. Hose iee(‘iv<‘d tin* medal [/(‘Isiued I \ .

Diirga Prasad Khaitan Memorial Medal: 'I hi* medal is .iwarded
every two years. It is bestowed on tlic pcison who w fousideied to have
made in India a notable and original c(>nti ibution io Seiiucv', ineiuding
social -cicnco and t(^ industry during ilu' livi' yeais pieci'ding Ihi' yau ol

the award. I he medal is ordinarily awarded altrrriaU'ly to an Indus-
trialist and a Scientist.

(j) Indiistry.~-Th(‘ recipient for the medal lor 1046 was
Sri (iharishyani Da- Hirla, a great indn.stritdist. ,\s he was
not aide to <’ome })orsonally. tiu medal was nvtdved by tlie Sccrc-
hiry to be lorwTirded to him.

(2) Science.— h wais doidderl t(; award th*‘ Dnrga Praisad Khaitan
Medal ioi i{)4S to Dr. j. C, (jhose, an rauintait scientist, now
Dire<‘1or (leiicial lor Imluslrks ruul Supplies, (hiventmenl of India.
Otli( ial diiti(».s made it irnp^e.sible lor him lo rerei\ i' the* medal in

pe^sn^^, { he rneilal was leoaverl by' the SeerrTary^ to he forwardisl
to liim.
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<>

ELECTION Of* A FELLOW: \h. Ninitijjm i»ras;i(l Lhaknivaili,

M.A. (Cal.). IMi.I). (C'.'iHlab. j . O.ILK., Jlircctoi-Ocncral ol AixIkk'oIo^^v

ju Italia, lua- bwn iinahinioiHly dccltd ab a lA'llow.

COUNCIL ELECTIONS; As r (‘ported by tbe '-o the iiauK'.*^

as piopos(‘d lor lla' nt'w C ouiu'il. and ^t;ivcn IkIow. lui\c‘ all becai duly

(‘l((’U‘(l. Ill the ra^o <1 in<K-il ol tiic nicnibeis tlu‘ (Ualioii iiisiniinon^^.

'J Ih‘ nn'inbcis and olii< (' bearers a.-, proposed by llu* C'oiUK il iiave all braai

duly cT'c'led

1 1h‘ names of iIh' new ( onnt il ,\i(anbeis \\(‘re tlir n rt'.id out ai lb<‘ u:-

(jiie-a oi tile iiK-mbeis pnsriil:

Jb ('H/riit:

T\\r llon hb' Mr Jmdjce R. P. Mookerjic. M.A., L.L

I It ( lb • ^lilcn h .
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(in {I 1 f (‘i!<u 1

4

'

I
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F N I
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Dip.Lib.

Natural History
Sect et ;i rU'S.

Ani hr<)j)ol('i^h'ul

(Phy.deal Seiemn Di. S K Mitra. M.B E .

' DSC.. F.NI.
/Bi(»louy. -Dr. J L. Bbuicluri. D-Sc., F.N.I

Si'crctary •— R«'v L^r. W G. Grilhths. M.A., B.oc..

B.D, PhD
History and Aivhi‘e]o*.»:cal S(cr(‘tary:- Dr U N. Gliosal, M.A.,

Ph.D.. F.K.ASB.
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The Pi evident added:

1 thank you for electing me President for tlie second linu\

I have just now inflicted upon you a minute speech and I do not

wiAi to speak at length to you again. I deem it a great honour to nave

the opporttinity of serving the Society along with my family whosi* asso-

ciations with it have been some of the longest, and 1 think my family has

contributed, with me, three Presidents to this great Society. (Applause)

hor that reason this position has a peculiar sanctity for me. it meant

that the nn'inbers and the Staff helped me alwaj^s in the discharge ol my
duties which 1 mo.^t thankfully acknowledge. Had it not ht'en for that

willing help and co-operation it could not have been possible tt)i me to do
even a small fraction of what had been done. As I have already intiiiiattd

in my address to you that you have just made the beginning and I have

had the good fortune of enlisting your sympathy and co-operalion. Mia h

that remained to be done was executed though not completed. I thank

\'ou most lieartily fui giving me the opportunity of serving you another y('ai

inoie, and 1 expect that you will carry on as office bearers v\iih tlu* same
oi unstinted support, co-operation and comradeshij) a^ were ex-

tended to me during tiie period I worked as the President in 10-|8. Ome
mo10 1 thunk you all.

Ihe President then declared the Annual Meeting closed and H'ljuoMed

the members to begin the Ordinary Monthly Meeting lor the transact ion

ol lorinal business ol the meeting, and invited the guests to inspect a cob
lection of exhibits displayed on the main landing.
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leJlow mcinbeis, Ladies and Geulleineii,

1 deem it a groat privilogo to accord a cordial \volc(jiiio to all, who aic

assouiblotl hero this o\ oiling and, in a( cordanoo with the ostablishod prac-

tice, to deliver an address on tins occasuin ol the Annual Meeting.

Dr. West, whom we olrotod at th(‘ Annual (h‘noral M(*oting a^ iho iht*-

sidont for llic year, would have bCi*n in the usual couise in tin? Chair tO'

(lay, but untorlunatoly shortly attoi his assumption ol (jtiioo he intimated

hi.^ inability to continue. It appeared to him that the growing demands
ot th(‘ DepartiiK'Ut ol whic h he was in charge, would not alknv him sulfi-

eient tiim* and leisure to do justice to the work of this Society, so manitold

weie the problems here which required tlu‘ immediate attention of tin*

head of this iiislitnlion. In the Mtuutiun so creabd 1 w'a.s invited, by the

unanimou-N wish of the im mbiTs, to step into the breach, and this inspite

<d 111}' re<|uest to nominate ,i more distinguished ptTSon to rhe Pro.siderit-

ship of the oldtst and the most (aninent literary and scientific .society

m the East.

We have to r(*eoid the lo-^s, by death, during th<‘ last \'ear, ot two ot

our prominent mcmlhi>. in Dr. l>eni Madhab Ikiiiui, who was elected

only last \'ear as one ot oui Fellows, we have lo^l one of tlu‘ loreinost

scholars in Pali and in the Buddhistic lore, llis contribv»tions to aneient

Indian Ail, Archac(dogy. Epigraphy and IMiilosophy bear unmistakable
testimony to his proiound knowledge in diverse departments and to his

acnt(' critical acumen. Me was a typical nature's gonlleman and was
absolntel}’ incapable ol either hearing any malice, far less doing anv harm
towards any jii-rson. Me ungrudgingly assistrxl every scholar who wanted
lus advice and assistame. Not only this Society but lh(‘ I’niversit}' of

Calcutta as well, where he oceupit'd with distinction tor many dc'cades the

position of the h('ad td the di-paitiiK'Hl of Pali, is distinctly the poorer to-

day and It will l)e d.ilhcjili to till up the void (leatcd b}^ his unexpected
death. W’itli the death ol lho£. Nicholas Roerich passes dW'a\’ a cultured

exponent ol the hidden tieasures ol oui Indian tradition and Asian cul-

ture. Born at St. Pdersbeig, as it was then known, h(‘ studied law and
painting in Russia and Erance and roamed about lh(‘ untrodden paths of

C(‘Utral Asia as a member ot an Art F)xpedition eolh*eling data of Asiatic

culture and Philost^phy. Mimself a painter, he interpreted some of the

most protound thoughts thiough colours. He liad removed himself

troll) the crowed and built an Asiaina in the upper reaches of the Himalayas
where he lived in peace and tranquility offering to his less fortunate fel-

low' beings liis cultured experiences while in communion with the hidden
forces of Nature.

In course of llu' la.sl year wc honoured Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, though
very Ix'lated, by (lecting him an Honorary Fellow of the Society in re-

cognition of ills scholaiship and high atlainmeiUs. Tlie role of flonorary

i^ollows contains some ol the foremost scholars and invt'sligators in the

world. Prof. K. V. Rangaswami Iyengar, wdio has unravelled many an
unknowm chapter of th(» past histoiy of this great land of oui‘s and Dr.

F. G, PercivaJ, whose res(‘archcs in Geological subjects have already re-
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r(;i\v‘d recognition Iroin tho^e who are competeiil to e\i>iesi^ .in o[)inion,

were elect(‘(l Kell(*ws at the last Annual Meeting.

It now' behoves upon me to place before you a brit'l outline ot the pie-

sent position of the Society and the progress of our work during the past

year.

During lh(' la>t few* weeks vvc have had the honour of n‘C(‘iving

ILon’blc Maulana Abul Kalain Azad, Minir^lcr in charge of Kducation in

the Central (lovernnunit, as also the President and ineinbi i> of the Indian

L'nivcrsities Commission. We tried to impress upon tlie lionoured xi^^itors

the valut‘ of the work which is being done by the Soiiely and more parti’

cul.uly tiu* role N^iiich this Society can and should play in an Independent

India. W’c welcome such visitors and the interest evinced b\' them in tlie

work which we have been doing since 1784, wdien the gr<‘at tounder

lished this institution. It is ordy through state help and reeoguiliou that

the lesources of this Socitdy can be put to tin- be.^t use by oth(‘r institutions

and scholars througliout the world. We (ontidcntly hnp^ that the intenvst

c\iiK:(‘d by the Hon’ble Minister will bear fruit and wi- sh.all hv given the

opportunity and faciliti(‘s not only to <'ontinur tin* work \\v ha\(‘ in liaiid

but also to expand the same in (liver^e dirt‘Ctions.

That the Central (iovernrnent is already conscious of the iin})ortnnce

oi an institution like this Society ot ours is borne out bv the (‘n(]iiiries

already being made and the desire expressed to undertake the res|>(»iisi-

bilily attendant upon such recognition. During the last year llu' Chiilra)

(lovernment of India had also sanctioned grants aggregating C pooo to the

Royal Asiatic Society of London and the Londmr Scliool ol Oriental and
African Studies ftir promoting oriental studies abroad, 'll. is is in adtlition

to the provisions mad<‘ for the advance<l training of Indian sliuhaits abroad

an<l for the dissemination of correct opinion about Indian cnltnre and
civilization amongst fonngn scholars, rhe facilities oHered in India for

advanced oriental studies must be improv(‘d (piicklv and effectively so as

to make unnecessary, in the* near future, for our Indian sUidenls t<» go to

Lni'ope and America for learning the history ol their own past. During

the last few decades woik> by Indian scholars have cor clusivi K shown
that they can (visily stand on tin* same platform with lIu' savants woiking

in odier countries. All that is necc^ssary is to replenish oui nnistMims. gal

Icrics and libraries with the trea.surcs wiiich had been taktMi out nt India

by European scnolais and administrators, either b\' bringing them bfu k in

original, wherever po.ssible, or, at any rate, to inak(' copies of the same*

for completing our collection and facilitating ^tluly of students and ns(*arch

workers in India.

Immediate steps have also to be tak<*n by the authorities in povv^r io

slop effectively the outfiow of national treasures whether th<'\' hr nianns

cripts. art-objects, inscriptions, and remains winch are of historical impor-

tance. The provisions as regards treasuredrove lieconie wholly ineffedivo

and meaningless if more stringent m<*asures are not contrived to stop tin

loss 0/ national treasures by being taken out of India. Because of lack

of attention in this direction many priceless documents of Indian history

have gone out of India and it is unfortunate that no lirst hand study of

stich aspects of Indian history and culture, as Mughal painting, (inpta

numismatics, Indian contribution to the culture of w^stein and central

Asia, etc., is possible here in India, as the most important records bearing

on them are now housed in different institutions in Europe and America,
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Although there wds no additional subvention either from the Central
or the Provincial Cioveinnient, during the last year and we had to be satis-

lU‘d with grants earmarked (or special W’ork, it was possible lor the Coun-
cil lo take up new responsibilities, introduce reforms and bring about re-

organisation urgenilv called (or. We record with satisfaction that the mern-
bcisliip ()l the Society as at tin* end of the last y<*ar was the highest sinra*

iis louudation. Oui publicationii were sought lor by scholars througiiout
the world and de* sale proceC^rl;, therefrom have also been the highest on
ieco!\L We should not, however, lapse into complacency as there is the
risk o( a largr* droj) in oar membership in the immediate future. As a re-

sult ol the constitutional changes in August, 1047. a large number of
luiiopearis hav( Udt the shores of India and a substantial section now
Imd tiu^m.sclv es as nationals ot a separate State. We fervently hope that
the changes in the political sphere will not in any way affect the solidarity
ol the cultural wiuid and all persons, irrespective of their nationality, re-

ligion or place oi alxxie will continue to evince an abiding interest in lltu

.utix ilK.- and piogivs.'. ol this, the oldest cultural institution of the Ea.-^t.

llu most ucpcrtani item ot svork taken up during the last few months
was th(‘ leoi ganisaiion ol (jur Library. The outstanding possession ot ours
i'. the pncelc'^s collection of piinted books and manuscripts. 1 record wUh
lego! ilial tills ie>o(Hre oj ours has not been utilised in the past in the b<*st

sUid lulk--t manner pos>iblo. '1 here had ncU Ix'en any stock-taking of our
collecik'u and there was ho complete and proper caUdogue even. Slock-
lakmg has now been almost completed and step.s taken for the prepaiation
o( a it>mpleU* (ard catalogue ol all the ('olleclions; b(“ttei lacililies have
lat‘!i pro\a(j(‘(l by rosening the eutiit* first floor of our building for the tail-

tuia! at iiMiie-> ol the SotutUy and mou particularly loi (juiet and uuinter-
ru[)ie<l -.tudie-. by -choiaiN. (he library hours havt* been lengthent‘d and
ii‘adcr^ can now use the libraiy uplo late hours in the evening. St holars
lia\e already takt'U ad\anlage <*f tlieso new arrangements; but thtst* are
(•ids’ ihe prelimiuaiit s and lurther improvement can and must be
inacle without an\' fiirlliei delay. The decision recently made for

Ihc appomtmeiu of a wliuk lime scholar-librarian, not only to remain iu

cliaige ol tin* libiary ))ui lUo lo nelp aiul direct scholars and reseanhers,
must be unplomenUal willuMit any los.^ ol lime. The amount spent lt»r

new' a('(|lu-.ilion^ had bi en very imagie during the last lew y^\ars and no
aiternpi was being made to actpiiie fresh manuscripts, 'f he library allot-

meni was inen^ased during the year by drawing upon provisions, made
lor tin* administrative stall. In anticipation of larger financial assistaiu e

liotn the public t‘xche(]uer orders have already been ainl are still being
plat'ed to inakt; tin* library, in both the sections of print(»d books and origi-

nal manuscript-., more c(*m])kte and representative than at present.

In this conneclion 1 should refer lo a very serious problem which has
arisen as a result of the partition of Itniia and many of tin* cultural heritages

ol one part being lodged in the other. U is the bounden duty ol the resptn

live States to devise ways and means for the protection, preservation and
nlilisalion ot the manuscripts, as also ot other relic.s of ancient and me-
dia(*cii civilisation which are now in public institutions. So far as the

privat<‘ collections are conci^rned the mov'emont of one section of population

irom one part lo the other raises a problem that calls for immediaie action

and an inter-dominion arrangement. Tor the cause of liisloricnl research

1 would aclviK'ate the transfiT of manuscripts and other movable relics be-
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ing allowed by tlie Goveinnienls concerned in cases where the owners have

already migrated or intend in future to migrate from one dominion to the

other.

Due to circumstances over which the authorities had no control our

journal and annual Publications had fallen into arrears. We note with

satisfaction that it has now been possible to make up the arr(‘ars and the

Journal in the Science section is already up to date. With the issue of

another number in the immediate tuture we shall have brought out the

l-(*ltcis section also to the same position. The ^'ea^ Books for I94() and

1947 have already been piinted off and arrangtmituits have been made for

bringing out thi* 11)48 issue immediately after this Annual meeting as under

the rules a report of this irn‘Ciing is to be included in that number. I'here

should not, henceforward, bo any diniculty in bringing out the journal

regularly.

Of the outstanding publications during the year, reference mast be

made to th(‘ third volume of the Ain-i-Akbari, now being revised under the

guidance and supcr\d>ioii 01 Froles^or Jadu Nath Sarkar. ddiis work con-

tains a mint' nf intormaiion ol the iiterature, phiU)Sophy, science and cus-

tom during the agt3 of Akbar. and the ripe expcrituict* and scholarship

of the most ciistinguished of the historians of the Mahomedan period of

Indian history have enhanced the \alue of the rcvis(*d edition ot this work.

Ihc authoritative work on “Upper Aunosphei*e“ by Professor Sisir Kumar
Mitra, which deals with a highly fascinating subject in a masterly manner,
has attracted the attention and approbation of scientists throughout

the world. The monograph by Dr. Sicldheswar \'arma on “the f^>halesi

Dialect*' has brought to the notice of the philologists, the phonology n<

well as the morphology and vocabulary of a most interesting form of speech,

valuable for the history of the Indo-Arvan.

The cultural activities as evidenced by the discourses and lectures de-

livered under the auspices of the* Society bear ample testimony to the in-

terest (wineed by scholars and experts, who were not limited to this pro-

vince, or ev('n to this subcontinent ol oiirs, in a variety of subjects in dif-

ferent departments ol ^ris and science. As many as twenty-eight ditfi‘ront

courses of lectures had be(‘n arranged for before the end of tin* year. We
express our grateful thanks to tho>e scholars who had readily agreed to be

a.ssociated with this Society in the pursuit of our obj(‘Cts. Greater

emphasis on this important branch of work has created an intcr(‘St in schp

lars both in and outside Bt*ngaL During the last few' \vct‘ks wc have had
the advantage of welcoming within these walls experts from outside the

limits of this province and ever some who have come to emr shon^s from

abroad. An innovation has just been made in not limiting the iectun*s in

the only language in which th(‘y hud so long been restricted. Last week-

end the first lecture delivered in Bengali was by Dr. Suniti Kumar Chat-

t<>rjec on the fascinating subject of “Indo-Mongoloids and Indian Cul-

ture'. Arrangements are being made for the delivery of lectures in Hindi
and also in Sanskrit, the mother of Indian languages. This we expect,

will be welcomed by those, who, though not very familiar with the Eng-
lish language, arc still anxious to have an opportunity of getting iicquaint-

ed with topics and snbj(‘Cts which arc usually discussed in the English

language only. This will also greatly enrich the principal provincial

languages. The discussion meetings on diverse subjects of a general in-*

UrcM have of late been attracting, at least some of them, an audumce un-

precedented in the annals of this Society,
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I have the gieatest pleasure to announce that the Jones Bi-Centenary
Commenjoration Volume which had been directed to be prepared to cele-

brate the 200th anniversary of the birth of our Founder is now ready,

l^te we are, no doubt, m bringing out this volume but we have the satis-

faction to demonstrate that the modem scholars still remember with grati-

tude the great foresight, breadth of vision and the cultural achievements
of Sir William Jones.

Of the various medals awarded by the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengah
the Durga Prasad Khaitan Memorial Gold medal for this year falls to be
awarded at this meeting. This medal goes to Dr. J. C. Ghosh for his not-

able contributions, as a scientist, towards the development of industry in

India. His work in the domain of science and his attempts for the re-

generation and development of industry are too well-known to be recount-

ed in detail. The I'lrst award of this medal had been decided upon year
before last but was not presented to the recipient at tlie last annual meet-
ing. Under the Rules the award was to be in favour of an Industrialist

and Sri Ghanasyam Das Birla, the great industrial and business magnate,
was selc*cted to receive this decoration. The Annandale Memorial Medal
lor important contributions to the study of Anthropology in Asia is award-
ed to Professor Nirmal Kumar Bose whose work in the domain of Anthro-
pology, Archaeology and Ancient Civili^tion has already evoked general
appreciation,

I would not detain you any longer over the rtK:ounting of-our activities

during the last year and would now attempt to draw the attention of all

concerned to tlie great possibilities of concerted action in not only main-
taining the good and beneficent work so long undertaken but, to my
mind, the more important aspect of attempting to expand the field of work
so that we may justify our existence in the new set up of a free and
dependent India. Our needs and re«juirements for the future must be
formulated with an eye to this aspect of the que^stion.

Whatever is produced by Nature or performed by Man within the whole
of ihe Asiatic continent was declared by the Founder to be the domain of
the activities of this Society. During the last quarter of the i8th century
the Asiatic Society undei the guidance of Sir William Jones and his col-

leagues functioned as the only all-round Academy for the study of Asian
Languages and Cultures. Each Annual Discourse by William Jones
opened up a new portal of research into the languages and literatures, arts

and philosophy of India and the Orient. Each volume of the Asiatic Re-
searches presented to enquirers, in the East and the West, devoted studies
of pioneer workers, travellers and explorers, epigraphists and archaeolo-
gists, historians and philosophers, linguists and ethnologists. In-
spite of unavoidable difficulties and shortcomings, as there must
be in all pioneer works in untrodden fields, they sml stand out as out-
standing land-marks in the study of Indology and Orientalism. Jones, a
prodigy of a linguist, well laid the Toundation with materials jErom Sans-
krit, Pali, Arabic, Persian, Turkish and even the Chinese language and
literature. Colebirooke, one of his successors, was a savant of Oriental
thought and language and he settled down to specialised studies on Hindu
and Mahomedan Laws, Institutions of the Vedas and made
excursions into later Vedic phitosophical texts, Hindu Astronomy,
Medicine, etc. This progress was well-maintained in the first

quarter of the 19th century when the Fort William College popularised
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the study of tlie living languages of India—Bengali, Hindi, Urdu, Tamil,

Telugu and others. On the closing down of .the Fort William College the

rich collection of manuscripti^ was handed over to the Asiatic Society.

The collection of manuscripts, as also of coins and inscriptions, had
already been initiated and from 1814, with the opening of the first

museum in India, the Asiatic Society bec^aine the only resort for

scholars and investigators, in every conceivable subject, affecting the

culture and civilization of Asian peoples.

After the establishment of the Asiatic Society in Bengal in 1784 the

literary society of Bombay was started in 1804 and in 1822 the Sociele Asia-

tique was established at Paris. The next year Henry Thomas Colebrooke,

one of our past Presidents, helped in the foundation of the Royal Asiatic

Society of (ireat Britain and Ireland. The establishment of Societies,

with similar objects in different parts of the world, widened the sphere of

the cultural activities of this original Society. Just a century ago Rajen-

dralal Mitra entered the Asiatic Society of Bengal as an humble librarian

and was partly instrumental in opening a new chapter by making the

publication of what is known as the Bibliotheca Indica possible. It is

worthy ot note that the original proposal was to bring out Bibliotheca

Asiatica but an humbler scope of work was self-imposed. Whatever the

Asiatic Society has done since then tor over a century was not limited to

the propagation of Indian culture only. Manuscripts and sculptures en-

rich^ the Society’s collections even from far distant Java. Indonesia.

Champa. Cambodia, Burma and Ceylon, not to speak of Tibet, Nepal and
China. Gieater India was progressively brought under the purview’ of

the Asiatic Society. Hodgson manuscripts from Nepal, Csoma de Koros
and Sarat Chandra Das manuscripts from Tibet and Haraprasad Sastri

manuscripts from different parts of India occupy each an important place

in our collectioiis. The Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary under the

supervision of Sarat Ctiandra Das and more recently the Dictionary of

Lushai language were brought out in justiheation of the wider held of

work of the Society.

In this the 165th anniversary of the foundation of the So-

ciety we may i^itimately claim that successive generations of

scholars have continued to follow implicitly the directions left

by the Founder. Books, manuscripts, transactions and papers

bear ample testimony to the scope and the variety of subjects di^alt

with. Investigators have l>een drawn from all parts of the world irrespec-

tive of colour, leligion or political persuasion, the Society may truly claim

to have been the centre of research and scholarship for the whole of the

Asiatic continent. We cannot but recall that within our publications are

contained the earliest researches in every conceivable dqxirtment of science,

art, history, philosophy, religion, language and literature. The organisers

of this Society had not only conceiv^ but had actually started a museum
which has now grown into the biggest museum in the East, the Indian

The departments of Geology. Zoology, Botany, Anthropology,
novjf maintamed as separate Surveys under the Central Government, were
origi^Uy developed by the meml^rs of this Society. Glorious as might
have be^ ^ur past the role of this Society in the present set up has now
b^me mua more onerous and important

This Society is not only to adapt itself to the conditions in an Inde-
pendent Indk, but muit take due note of the new upsurge throughout
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thief length and breadth of Asia—Asia has now rediscovered its soul. India

must play a vo^ important part in the growth of Asian uplift. Durjng the

last lew centuries most of the countries in Asia had been dominated poli-

tically and economically by different western powers and an idea had been
propagated that the peoples inhabiting the different parts of Asia are as be-

tween themselves fundamentally different in their culture and heritage. Willi

the gain of freedom in India, Burma, Ceylon and some of the countries in

the Far East, it is now possible for the peoples of Asia to think freely

and exprfjss frankly what their ideals in life had been and should oe. Re-
presentatives of the different Asian countries have been meeting and for-

tunately two of such conferences were held in India, thanks to the fore-

sighi and breadth of vision of our Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru, it has been emphasised that the meeting of the Asiatics to have
a common platform grows out of a legitimate desire to sec the Asian con-

tinent to rise to its full stature but it must be remembered that there is

no spirit of hostility, much less of threat, to those in other lands who used
to domineer, in the past, over whatever was Eastern. An opportunity

must be afforded to the Asians to plan and execute, orderly and co-ordinate,

a development among humanistfc and international lines. I am not at this

{)lace so much concerned with the political aspect of the question but
rather witli the cultural unity of all who are in Asia. The political dis-

putes and differences and the clashes of [icditical ideals, as we arc noticing

in CTiina, Burma, Malaya, Siam, Indonesia, Syria. Palestine and at other

places, will not stand in the way of the Asian meeting on a common plat-

form for more and greater correlation on cultural problems. Everj^^dy
recognises that wisdom went from the East to the West. Can anybodv
forget that the Vcdic seers, Zarathustra, Gautama Buddha, Moses, Jesus,

Confucius and Mohammed were all Asiatics? The message of hope, mes-
sage of truth, message of love all emanated from the East, It is still

p(»ssible lor the East to continue to contribute its quota to the solution of

tlic \arious probkins which face the much-distracted prcst'iit day world.

Unity m diversity has been the principal factor in the development of

Asia's kleal and history; this has been so inspitc of the apparent diversity

of the physical world, and though in customs, habits and religion the peo-
ples arc outwardly widely different.

1 he innate unity in the ideals of life, which nothing more nor less

than spiritual idealism, was to a great extent due to the contact between
India of the past with the other countries in Asia.

The history of the contact between Tibet and China on the one ]\<im\

and India on the other is a fascinating one and has captured the imagina-

tion of successive generations of scholars. Buddhism in 1‘ibct was intro-

duced about tlie 7th century* A.D. principally from India and from shortly

thereafter there had been constant contact between the intellectuals of

India with those in the mountain recesses. Santarakshita* Guru Padma-
sambhava, Atisa Dipankara Sri-Jnana carried the torch of light from India

to Tibet and were followed by several otliers in succeeding ages. Trans-

lation of Buddhist Sanskrit works into Tibetan in that early period had

made it possible for the present day world to study those works, which

bad subs^uentl;i^ disappeared from India in course of time. Some of the

monasteries in Tibet function as residential universities of modern times and

the classics of knowledge enshrined in Tibetan are still studied with re-

veretM:e. In one of those via,, Depung Vihara near Lasha, there arc even
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now 10,000 resident monks studying. As far as I know tins is even now
the biggest residential university in the world. In another. Sera Monas-
tery, there arc actually more than 7,000 pupils The Kangyur and the

langyur arc rcjwsitories of knowledge and learning carried to Tibet main-

ly from India and China. Tow^ards the beginning of the nth century the

translation by Pandit Somnatha of Kala-Chakra Jyotisha introduced into

ribet the Brihaspati cycle of 60 years. The new year day, as even now
observed at least in certain parts of Tibet, is the Sukla Pratipad of Mar-
gasirsha, just as we find described in the days of the Mahabharata. The
Holy Kailasa and Manasarovar are, according to both Hindu and Tibetan

scriptures, the holiest of the holy spots in the world. The intimate rela-

tionship between India and China is sealed by a fact, seldom recorded in

the history of two powerful neighbours, viz., that there was never a war

between them throughout the period of close contact ranging over thou-

sands of years. It started with the introduction of Buddhism from India,

and was strengthened by a series of Chinese scholars and pilgrims who
came to India and also notable Indian teachers who went out to China.

The Indian spirit js also reflected in the teachings of Confucius and the

Zen system of philosophy of China. Fa Hien and Hiuen Tsang are only

two of the many sojourners from the North to the sacred land of India

ami the contact bidween India and China w»as more intimate than is gene-

rally suppo^d. A comparative study of the cultures of China, Tibet and
India aOcord amj)le proof of such contact.

According to Herodotus and Ctesias, Kadakhshan Beloor-Land, the

Western boundary mountains ot Little Bokharia or Little Tibet and even

the desert of Gobi were alL considered to belong to India. 'Frares of

banskrit may be found along this track. On the authority of early

Chinese writers, .‘Rcratisat (in his Historic dc la Ville de Khotan) had
traced that Sanskrit Janguage prevailed in the province. Fa-Hien at i

later period states that though the people speak different dialects, their

religion and literature were Indian—Buddhism was already established

throughout the region.

There is a concensus of opinion that the valleys of the Indian Caucasus
were included within India; their inhabitants; at least as far as the Pannr
ranges and Badakshan were Indians—subsequently a tributary of Persia

and later on of some branches of the Greek race of Bactrian kings.

Excursion into the country of the Dards, along the northern ranges

of the Hindu Kush from Kafristan to Little Tibet, discloses the fact that

the language used in Kafristan was allied to Sanskrit and this unmistak-

ably shows the inhabitants being of Hindu descent, file Markandeya
Parana includes the Daradas ameng the peoples of India.

Horace Hayman Wilson gave in aiiiana axtiqua a descriptive account
of the antiquities and coins in Afghanistan. The report submitted by
the pioneer of the workers in this area, Mr. Masson, as also critical notes

by Prinsep, who revealed the secrets of the Asoka inscriptions, were pub-
lished for the first time in the Journals of this Society. Countries be-

tween Persia and India were given the coIhKrtive desighation of Ariana.

The dvilization in this is, as evidenced in the Antiquities, Architecture

ait^ Comsr,. Was either Indian, Bactrian or Irido-Scythic. A large portion
ot this area was at one time a part of Ancient India ahd had come ntider

the influence Indian civilisation. The coins discovered in this area also

^hpw urinmlakably thy. later yqntacts of" the people inhabiting this ti^ion
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and India on the one hand and the Eastern parts of Europe on the other.

It is within this area that we find reference to Uie gold desert and the gold
imking ants. In the Sabhaparva of the Mahabharata where the feudatory
kings are described as presenting the natural or artificial products of other
several countries as complimentary offerings, various mountain tribes

bring to King Yudhisthira large lumps of local gold, denominated Pippi-
laka, because it is excavated by large ants. The Pashais occupying the

7 valleys of Nijrao are considered by the Afghans as a kind of Tajiks, i.e.,

the people older than themselves. Their language is chiefly a mixture of

Persian and Sanskrit. We have had only the other day an announce-
ment that the Kabul University is making special provisions for the study
of Sanskrit books because of the akinness between Pushtu and the mother
ot languages, Sanskrit. This meeting place of Hellenistic. Iranian and
Indian cultures is described as Ariana. In fact, the Government of Afgha-
nistan arc recently giving continued preference to the name Ariana la

their cultural activities and publiaitions. It is also to be noted that be-

sides the island of Bali and Eastern Java, survivals of Hindu leligion and
culture are still to be traced in certain region of Afghanistan.

The earliest evidence of intercourse between India and the Near East
is furnished by the discovery of Indus Valley Seals in the Sumerian sites

in the Tigris-Euphrates X^illoy. This takes us back to the 3rd millenimn
B.C.

Asokan rock edicts bear uninistakable testimony to the cultural mis-

sions sent out by Emperor Asoka to Syria, Epirus and also to Egypt and
Macedon. Recent Nile exc^jivations have laid bare evidence about such

contact in succeeding periods also between India and Egypt, The Pytha-

gorian theory of transmigration of soul either originated or at least was
greatly influenced by the contact with Indian philosophers at Alexandria.

Even in distant Pompeii exquisite Imlian ivory carving dating back to

the opening (cnturies of the Christian era have been uneartlu»d.

India had prolific trade connections with the Roman UrieiU as has

been stated by the classical writers and Roman gold coins, belonging to

the period between 1st century B.<'. and 2ik1 century A.D., have been
* found along the coast line of the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. The
recent excavations at Arikarnedn near Pondicherry and Kondapur in

Hyderabad State an* also claiint'd to have disclosed the remains of Koiuan

connections wdth India.

Detailed studies have been undertaken about the c<»iilact between

India and the countrii^s on its North and South-East but unfortunately in-

vestigators as regards the contact between Indian culture and that of the

countries to the West have not been very many. What India has given to

the West or has received from the West still remains untraversed except by

a few enquirers.

When wc turn our eyes to the South and the East of this sub-contiuent

of ours, ancient history unfolds a picture of fascinating interest and that

by itself has been recognised to be a grand chapter of hiunan history. Wc
even now find evidence in Ceylon, Burma, Bali, Java, Malaya, Siam, ludo-

China ami Philippines of ludtun culture having percolated in »ueh far

distant places. The impress of *Bruliminiii culture ami Buddhistic ideas

in Indonesia as far as Borneo and Celebes was unfolded by French ami

Onteh arehaeologists. It was not merely a commercial contact between

Ipidiu and the Far F/ast; with the peoples of these fur-flung places
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tiiieiOni Indians did mix and exchange ideas io such an extent that an
liidplihlo stamp was lelt tin the people and tlie country, and that to

such dii txttilt ihat eteil aftet the laitse ol Itliiliy Centuries this has not

bec*u obiliteraied

.

The Polynesian culture too, tinted with Indian influence, wsls carried to

New Zealand and other South Pacific Islands. The history and develop-

ment of Maya civilisation and its relation to Indian culture arc subjects

of abiding interest and offer a fruitful field for study and research.

1 have attempted to give a very imperfect, incomplete and hurried

picture of the contacts between ancient India and other countries far and
near. Although India was a subject nation for centuries such subjuga-

tion has not boon tble to destroy its soul. It is now not only possible but

absolutely necessary to turn oUr eyes and thoughts to compile a new his-

tory of India and Asia. Wc ntust. In this connection, direct our attention

to those far off coUiitries, whlclt. eVett In those early days of uimtisfactoty

coninmiilcaiion, had been drawn \cry close to Indian Ideiils and culture.

All such countries may rightly be claimed to l>elong to oitc brotherhood.

Conferences of Asian countries, which are now being organised, arc

<‘lther for political discussions, as the recent one held to consider the Indo-

nesian problem, or to discuss diverse questions-—political, economic and
cultural. An example of the latter type was the first Asian Conference of

1947. An early attempt should be made for convening another meeting

ot the representatives of the Asian countries to consider the cultural prob-

lems and none else. It is not only possible but desirable to einphaHise

the fact that irrespective of the political conflicts in particular coun-

tries, the cultural unity of the East may be envisaged and worked u|Km.

If there he any institution wherefrom this work of co-ordination be-

tween the different Asian countries can be attempted it is the Royal Asiatic

Society ol Ecugal. This Society had for more than a century helped to

maintain a cultural homogeneity of Asian countries. The uni<|uc collec-

tion of printed books and manuscripts, not only in European and Indian

languages but also in Tibetan, Chinese, Persian, Arabic, Burmese, Sin-

halese. Siamese, etc., has been attracting scholars from different countries.

Hy developing the library and other resources make this, more truly, a

representative Asiatic Society. Fling open the dooi^i to all students and
scholars w'ho may come here to seek kftcr truth; make arrangements not

only for their study and research in quiet academic environments but

arrange for their stay; engage a body of investigators not only to unravel

the wisdom contained in the tomes of books and manuscripts but also to

carry on new work.

The ideal and scope of w^ork envisaged by the founder as being what-

ever is done by man or produced by nature in Asia should be further

widened so as to include, within its scope, investigation of everything

that has been done in Asia or influenced by Asia, by her men and women
in other parts of the^world. Let the East bring out in an unmistakable
manner the contribution made by the East to the West and correspond-
ingly the effect of the impact oT the West on the East.

The ideal set before us demands the unstinted support of the State and
of all well wishers of the country. Erect a building worthy of the object,

make Qficessary anangements for the preservation of the priceless treasures

of printed books and manuscripts, equip it in a befitting niatmer for faci-

lities of study and research, man it by competent scholars who may not
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only use lor theii own study the accumulated wealth but also help, guide

and direct scholars willing and anxious to utilise the opportunities afford-

ed. 1 have no doubt that the authorities will seriously consider this

question and give us the privilege and opportunity of remoulding ajid re-

organising this Society as not only the pivot of Indian culture but a meet-
ing place of all persons dealing with Asiatic culture.

Before 1 bring this address to a close 1 would refer to a decision just

made by the Council. At the last Annual General Meeting our Patron
HLs Excellency Chakravarii Kajagopalaciiari^ while dilating upon the high

and representative position occupied by this Society as a cultural institu-

tion. had suggested that we should considei the foundation of a new
medal, to be awarded to a person who had rendered the greatest service

during the year, for peace, unity and progress of the Asiatic peoples. A
Committee liad been appointed to draw up detailed rules governing the

award. U proposed to institute the medal to be aw'arded to one who
has contributed towards peace, well-being and culture, or may have made
valuable contribution for the unity and progress of the Asiatic people,

through original and outstanding researches in art, literature, philosophy,

history or the different branches of Science. On the recommendation ot

the Special Committee so appointed the Council has just decided that the

First Award for 1948 should be announced at this meeting. The recipient

for fhe first award is Mahatma Gandlii, but alas it can only be a posthu-
mous one! Fhe fnisition occupied by Mahatinaji and his services for the

unity and progress ot mankind had been so high and great that the Com-
mittee had no difficulty in making the first choice. Sacrificing himself at

fhe altar of duty be raised himself and all Asians in the estimation of

the world, he now (Hunipies a place never before attained by any other

person in modern times.
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ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1948

The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal have the honour

to submit the following report about the Society's affairs during the year

ending 31st December, 1948.

Patfotis

H.E. Rear-Admiral the Earl Mountbatten of Burma, K.G., P.C.,

(i.M.S.I., (i.M.l.E., G.C.V.O., K.C.B., D.S.O., D.C.L., LL.D., Governor
(ieneral of the Dominion of India (till June, 1948); H.E. Sri C. Raja-

gopalachari, B.L. LL.D., Governor-General of the Dominion of India;

H.E. Dr. K. N. Katju, M.A., LL.D., Governor of West Bengal (from Sep-

tember, 1948), and also H.E. Sir Frederick Bourne, K.C.LE., C.S.L,

(^.I.E., Governor of Eastern Pakistan* were pleased to be the Patrons of

the Society during Ihe year 1948.

Honorary Fdiowi.

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B. was elected an
Tlouorary Fellow under Rule 13 thus bringing the total at the end of the

year to 14, the statutory maximum being 30.

Ordinary Fellows

Rao Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami Aiyaagar, M.A., Madras, Dr. F. G.

Percival, O.B.E., Ph.D., F.G.S., Jamshedpur, Dr. Benimadhav Barna,
M.A., D.Litt., F.R.A.S.B., Calcutta were elected Ordinary Fellows.

Special Anniversary Honorary Members

i here was no change in the personnel of such membership during the

year, to members remaining on the roll as in the la.st year.

Institutional Members

The number stands at 19 as daring 1947.

Associate Members

Prof. P, C. Sen Gupta, M*A., was elected an Associate Member during

the year, the total of such members thus coming up to 10, the maximimi
according to Rules being 15,

a
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Ordinary Mcmbert

VOt, XV,

Gains Losses

Elections earned forward .

.

II Lapses of Election ... 10

New elections 60 Flections carried over ... 6
_ Deaths ... 6

^h^gnations ... 41

11

iJnder Rule 40 ... 4

1

!

Initial total ioi6, gain only 4: final total 1020.

Deaths

16- 2-48

X- 3-48

5- 4-48
fy- 9-48

6-

12-48

14-12-48

P. K. Dey
Nicholas Roerich

H. M Barua
S. Das Gupta
Ambuj Nath Itosc

John Clough

By the death of Dr. B. M. Barua. an Ordinary Fellow elected this year

and a profound stltokr, the cultural activities in the domain of Buddhist

philosophy and literature received a set back.

Mcodierdiip Statistics

In Appendix I will be found the Memlicrship statistics for the last 50
years. The total number of members at the close of the year stands the

highest within the last 50 years. It is a matter of great satis-

faction that the membership roll of the Society has not yet been

affected as much as was anticipated by the division of India and particu-

larly by the partition of Bengal though the chances of dcplclion are still

there.

Council

Up to December the Council met 15 times, as tlscrc were t1u«e
special meetings, one in April, one in June and the other in Septemlici.

The attendance averaged 9 members.

Mr. K. P. Kbaitan, Treasurer of the Society, resigned his office in ilic

month of' March, 1048, owil^ fo itis impending absence from Calcutta from
time to time, and the Council appointed Mr. Ramaprasad Mookerjee, M.A.,
B.L., in his place. The appointment was confirmed by the Ordinary
Monthly Meeting on the 5th of April.

Lt.-Col. C. T. Pasricha, Medical ^cretary, resigned his office in‘ the

month of February. 1948, owing to his appointment as Medical Adviser to

the High Commissioner for India In this tmfied Kingdom, and the Council
appointed Dr. A, C. Ukil, M.B., M.S.P.E, (Paris). F.N.I. Principal,

Medical College, ‘Calcutta, in his place, /the appointiuient was conhrnied
by the Ordhmry Monthly M^ing on the 5th of ApriJ! /
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Dr. W. D. West, President of the Council, resigned his office in the

month of May, 19^8, owing to his, increast^ and heavy work as the

Director of (jeological Survey of India and the Council elected The Hon’ble
Mr. Justice Kamaprasad Mookerjee, M.A., B.L., in his place. The appoint-

ment was confirmed by the Ordinary Monthly Meeting on the 5th of July.

Mr. C. C. Blagden, a member of the Council, resigned in the month of

May, 1948, owing to his absence from Calcutta, and the Council elected

Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., in his place. The appointment

was confirmed by the Ordinary Monthly Meeting on the 5th of July.

Dr. K. P. Biswas, Natural Science Secretary (Biology) of the Society

was elected Honorary Treasurer of the Society by the Council vice Mr.

R. 1*. Mookerjee. The appointment was confirmed by the Ordinary

Monthly Meeting on the 5th of July.

The Council also elected Dr. N. Ray, M.A., D.Litt. & Phil. (Leiden),

Dif. Lib. (Loud.), F.L.A. a member of the Council in the month of

May, 1948.

The Council of 27-9-48 elected Dr. J. L. Bhaduri, D.Sc. (Edin.), as

Natural Science Secretary (Biology) vice Dr. K P. Biswas (Hony.

Treasurer) officiating as such in addition to his own duties. The appoint-

ment was confirmed by the Ordinary Monthly Meeting on the ist of

November.

Mierc were three special meetings of tlic Council, one to consUler

the shifting of the Office to the ground floor and re-opening of the Library

alter re-organisation and stock-taking. The other special meetings of the

Council were held to meet and discuss with movers of motions at the

Ordinary Monthly Meeting of 1-3-48, re: (i) Sale of Society’s publications

by Mr. H. M. Agarwal; (2) Financial administration of the Sockdy by

Dr. A. K. Sen; (3) General administration, direction, management of

affairs and cuituial activities of the Society by Dr. A. K. Sen; (4) Portrait

of Rabindranath Tagore by Dr. N. Kay; (5) To implement the proposal

of H.E. tlic Governor of Bengal to institute a Medal for “Peace and

Culture" by Mr. T. C. Das; and (6) The proposal that the Library Sec

retary shall ordinarily be a resident member of ffie Society by Prof. N. C
Bliattacharyya. (With regard to motion No. 5 another Special C.om
mittee was called subsequently and that Committee made recommend i-

tions.)

Committees of the Cotincil

The Standing Committees of the Council, namely, the Finance, the

Publication, the Bibliotheca Indies and the Library Comraittpes met regu-

larly.

In addition to these the following Committees were also appointed by
the Council for special purposes:

I. A Special Committee to make recommendations with regard to the

Society's Zoological CoOections on loan with ffie Trustees of the

Indian Mttaeum.
.
The Comffiittw's recommendation was accepted

by the Qnmcil.
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2. A Sub-Comjnittce to look into the matter ot the salary, allowances

and service Rules of the Lower Grade Employees of the S^Kiety.

Buies >vere framed and approved of by the Council,

3, A Special Committee to examine the question of creation of the

post of a full-time paid Secretary, promotion and confirmation of

ceitain members of the Staff, this matter was postponed for the

time being.

4, A Committee for implementing “the piogiamme of Bicentenary

Celebrations of the Birth of Sir William Jones'* drawn up in 1945.

Necessary action was taken by Dr. J. N. Banerjcc who was ontru.st-

cd with the work. The printing of the Bicentenary Volume haj^

been completed.

5, A Special "Organisation Committee" to consider the le organisation

of the different deparlments. Committee's work is not yet com-

pleted.

6. A Cornniittee "to investigate in the atfaiis of the Journal and to

recommend measures for its impioveracnl". Everything was found

in order and the alleged charges were not substantiated.

7. A Research Fellowship Committee to frame regulations for the

guidance of the Research Fellows. Draft regulations were

tramed.

Besides the above, the Special meetings as bclow' w'ere also held:

I. A meeting of the Resident Fellows under Regulation 3 regarding

the Election of Fellow^, and for consideration of other items c.g.,

the proposal for increasing the number of Fellows from 50 to 100.

The proposal was not accepted.

2 A meeting of the Boarci of Acamnts. The Board made some
important recommendations c.g., keeping of separate banking
accounts for different trust funds, modification of the form of pre-

sentation of annual budgets etc., w^hich are being implemented.

Cultural and Scientific Advisory Boards and

Specialist Sectional Committees

A joint meeting of the Scientific and Cultural Advisory Boards was held

to consider the desirability of reviving the Specialist 'Sectional Committees.
Ten specialist committees were duly fonned.

Thfe Cultural Advisory Board met four times during the year and the

S^ntific Advispiy Board met three times.

tisis of members of the Council,, Committees, Boaids^ and Specialist

Sectional Committees are given in Appendix III,
^
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DonalloiiA

This year the Society received a donation of Rs. 325/- from Dr. B. C.

Law for the following purposes:

—

(1) Ks. 100 to be paid as honorarium to Dr. Arthur l^phain Pope foi

his lecture on ‘"Some Now Aspects of the Pro-historic Unity of Asia.'’

(2) Ks. 225 to meet the expenses of the lea parly in honour of

His Excellency Sri C. Rajagopalachari, Governor of West Bengal and a

Patron of the Society.

Last year donations amounted to Rs 14.927 almost the cnlhc jinonnt

Ix ing donated by Dr, B. C. Law.

Office

Dining ihr 3rear Uie office of the General Secictarv wa,s h*'M l»y

Dr. K. N. Bagchi. On occasions he was away from Calcutta for very

shoit periods and Dr. M. lsba<|ue. Dr. S. K. Chatterji and Dr. S. K. Mitra

officiated for him.

One voiy im}X)itanl change has bt'cn made during tiic year. The gcncml
office of the Society has been shifted fronm the first floor to the ground
flcKir and the entire first floor Is now available for use as Reading Room
and Library and for cultural activities only. This much-needed change will

enable the members, outside scholars and research w'orkers, to make l^ettCT

ns(? of the unique and rich collections of books and manuscripts belonging

to this Soi iety.

Staff,—lliere was no whole time paid Secretary. I he Society lost

during the year the services of Kan Saheb P. O. Matthai, M.A., B.D.. who
left fhe Society after seiN ing ii as its Supei iiiteiideut for

22 years and as the AsHistanl Secretary for about a 3'ear with credit. For

a short period Sri K. N, BaiuTjcj: B.L.. (ieneral Assistant in the office,

carried on the duties of the Superintendent till Sri Rakhahari Chatterjoe.

M.A., B.L. (Vidyasagar Medalist). B.C.S. (Resigned), an old member ol

this Society, was appointed as the Superintendent from 18-9-48.

Rules and Regulatbiis

Revision of Rules and Regulations had been engaging the atleuiion ol

the members during the last three years. The proposed new RuUs
were not finalised last year owing to the difficulties which were cnumcrab il

in detail in the report for 1947. During 1948 the work could not l)c

completed but the very urgent and much needed revision of the Regulations

regd^ing Ij^ve and Provident Fund was completed. These will come

Into effect from the beginning of 1949.
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1. IndiaH Museum—The Sbticty's repit’sciUative on the lloard ol

Tiuslccs of Ihc Indian Museum, under Ibe Indian Museum Act X of iqto,

was Mr. K. F. Khaitan as in the last year.

2. National Institute o( Sciences of India—

1

he Society’s reprosentu*

fives on the Council of the National Institute of Sciences of India was
Dr. A. C. Ukil and Prof. J. M. Sen is additional Vice-President and
inembor respectively.

3 . Sarojini Basu Gold Medal— I he Socicly's nominee to serve on the

Special Committee for the award of the medal administered bv the

Universify of Calcutta was Dr. S. K. Chatlerji.

4. Indian Historical Records Commission— the Society's representa-

tive to serve on the Commission (Publication Section) was Mr. Mohibbul
Has.ui Khun. He was appointed for a period of live years with effect

from May, 1947.

.3 . Advisory Board of Archaeology in India—Dr. K. C. Maiumdar
was nominated to represent the Society on the lloard.

Deputations

(r) International Congress of Orientalists. 2tst Session, held in

Paris in July 1948. Dr. S. K. Chatlerji was nominated to

rqirescnt the Society.

(2) Congress International dcs Sciences Antlurojxdogiqucs et Ethno-

logiques, :ird Session, iivld in Hrussles in August, 1948.

Dr. B. S. finha. Prof. K. I*. Cliattopadhyay aiul Dr. S. K.
Chatterji were nominated to represent the Society.

(3) All India Libraiy Conference. 8th Session, lo Iw held at Nagpiu
in January, 1949. Mr. T. A. Wellstcd of Nagpur was
nominated to represent the Society.

Honours

The following members of Ihe Society were elected Correi^iidiitg

members of the J^ole Francaise de 1 ' Extreme Orient, Indocinc, Hanoi

Dr. Suniti Komar Chatterji, M.A., D.Litt., F.R.A.S.B. He was
also elected an Honorary Member of the American Oriental Society.

Dr. B. S. Guha, M.A.. A M. Fh.D. ,F.N.I.. F.R.A.S.B

Dr. P. C. Bagcbi. M.A., Dr-es-Letters, F.R.A.S.B,

‘ Dr, Niranjan Prasad ChakravarU, O.B.E., M.A- Ph^D. (Cantab.).

Prof. K. P\Chattc^<Ruiyay, M.Sc. He was also electdd Vice-

Ptes^fat^, Cbmmisakm Internationate .idkes Arts et, Tta^bns Popt^frts,
ho^^tut InternaHonal de Rechercbes Etbnograpliiquai et FoIkioriqtiM,

Paris.
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Awards

Bttiot Priie ior Scientific Research.—^Thc annual prize offered for the

year 1948 was for original research in Mathematics. No paper in Mathe-

matics was received.

Annandale Memorial Medal.—The triennial award of this medal for im-

portant contributions to the study of Anthropology in Asia was due this

year. I'he Council on the recomm^dation of the Medal Committee de-

cided to award the medal to Sri Nirmal K. Hose, M.Sc.

Dr. Btmala Chum Law Gold Medal and Sarat Chandra Roy Memorial

Mi^l«~These will not be awarded this year as it w'as decided to make the

awards biennially. Due to the rise in the price of gold the annual income
of the Endowments cannot cover the expenses of an annual award in these

cases.

Durga Prosad Khaitan Memorial Gold Medal.—It was decided to award
the first medal for the year 1946 at the Annual Meeting in 1048 for notable

contribution towards the development of Industry in India and the

selected recipient was Mr. G. D, Rirla, the great industrialist and business

magnate, but the Medal was not actually aw'arded in February ig48 as

the design for the medal could not be made ready in time. The second

award for 1948 is now clue. The Council on the recommendation of the

Medal Advisory I^ard decided to award the medal for 1948 to Sir J. C.

Ghosh. U.Sc, (Lend.). F.N.I., F.R.A.S.H.. one of the most eminent

scientists of India. The awards for the two will be made at the

Annual General Meeting in 1949.

Library

The Society’s Library is exceptionally rich from the cultural point of

view because of its highly specialised collections of books and rare and
unique manuscripts, copper plates and inscriptions. The library however
does not possess an up-to-date scientific catalogue of all its books and
maiiUHcripts. Af the suggest ion of tlie present President and with the

help ot an expert Librarian lent by the University authorities a com-
prehensive stock-taking was undertaken during the year. The Library

had to be kept closed f(»r some months for c-ompleting this important

work and the thanks of the Council are conveyed to

the members and general readers for their forbearance and co-

operation in this matter. As a result of the stock- taking many facts liavo

come to light and it wuU now be easier for the Council to formulate delinito

schemes about an all round improvement of the Library and its better use

by all seekers after knowledge and truth. Steps for the prepjiralion of a
complete card index have already been initiated.

There was no change in the personnel of the Library. Appointment
of a competent whole-time paid librarian was sanctioned during the year

ami the selection of the incumbent is exj>ected to he made early next

year. The Asst. Librarian, Sri Sivadas Chaudhuri. B.A., Dip. Lib, who
was in charge during the peiiod of stock-taking had to work very hard and
the other memlws of tlic staff also co-opeiate<l willingly and fully with

hlrn io this connection and they all therefore deserve the thanks of the

Umneii.
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During this year precautionary measures were taken for guarding all

egresses trom the Library as thefts by one of the Library borers were

detected. He was caught redhanded and ultimately convicted by the

Court. This detection took place in course of the stock-taking due to

vigilance of the Library staff.

Accessioiu

Many interesting and valuable accessions were made during the year

through purchase, gifts and exchange.

770 volumes were added to the collection of the Library, of which 245
volumes were purchased and 525 volumes were received in exchange or

as presentations. This figure js e.vclnsivc of the serial publications which

arc received in exchange from other cultural institutions throughout the

world.

4s it is desirable to adopt the late.sl sineniific inotliotk for prosorva-

lion oi manuscripts, lx>oks See., it has been decided to have an updo-date

mending department and a microfilming .section .-rttaclied to the l.ibrary

.and arrangements are being made acconiingly.

Manuscript Section

Ever since the foundation of the Society in 1784, the Society has been

.icquiring manuscripts, and as a lestul, the Manustript Seetion is a very

valuable repositoiy of original sources ff)r the study of the history, culture

and civilisation of India six^cially and of the East gencmllv. Due to various

reasons the work of collection of Irt^h manuscripts has for some years past

lieen in ubeyanec but tliis work loo is expeeled to be reslmted as soon as

the iiecesgary facilities are again made available.

The preparation ot the Descriptive Oitalogiio ol Sanskrit manuscripts

is proceeding. During the p«;riad r.i slock taking this wtirk had 10 Ih'

stopped temporarily and that is why the piogiess shown Iasi year in litis

rlitcelton coiikl not Ix' maintainetl this year, llu two cataloguers, Paiulit

N. C. Vctlantatirtba, M.A., and Pandit Pulin iSehari (^hakravarli, M.A..
Sankh3ra-Vyakaranatirtha, were entrusted with the work of com-
piling the Descriptive Catalogue of manuscripts belonging to the "Indian
MiLseum Collection’' which comprises ii,28(> volumes. During the stock-

ttikiug it was detected that the number of munusrripts would exceed
T 1,500 as some of the volumes which appeared in the list under one single

head were found to contain more than one dissertation on different topics

altogether. It was further detected that there were two extra bundles con*

taining .stray leaves which did not even find any mention any where in

the list of the Mtisenmi Collection.

It was found in course of scrutiny tliat the collection comprises almost
all the principal branches of Sanskrit literature.

Besides the "Indian Museum Collection," there fa the Society's own
foneetion eonsisling of about 4,000 rannuseripts, some of which are
(ictrnnelv «« and have so fair been little noticed bv scholars!
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Publicafions

Due to various causes the work of the Publication Department had
been in arrears but the Council have the satisfaction to record that this

year the leeway has been made up completely as may be seen from
the list of publications which were rcaciy during the year.

Journal and Ycaf-Book—The following issues were published during the

year.

(j) Journal Vol. XIII, 1947, Science, Nos. i & 2.

(2) ,, ,, XIIT, 1947, Letteis, Nos. i & 2.

(;D XJV, 1948, Science, Nos. i & 2.

f4) „ XIV, 1948, Letters, No. 1.

(5) Year-Book for 1946, Vol. XIII, 1947.

The following arc in the press and are expected to Ix' out early

m 1949:—

(a) Journal, Vol. XIV, 1948, Letters No. 2.

(b) ,, Vcl. XV, 1949, Science No. r.

(c) Year Book foi: 1947, Vol. XIV, 19:^8.

Year Book for 1948, Vol XV, 1949, is ly fur the Press.

Bibliotheca indtea Series

Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazl-i Allami. V^ol. III.

This is an encyclopaedia of Hindu philosophy, science, literature and
customs, with the Ufe of the author and Akbar's wise sayings. Translated

into English by Colonel H. S. Jarret, Revised md further annotated by
Sir Jadunath Sarkar.

Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit and Arjabic Mss.

1, VoL XI, Philosopliy, prepared by MM. H.P Shastri and revised

and edited by Prof. N. C. Vedantaliitha. Pages i 208 have been printed.

2. Descriptive Catalogue of Arabic Mss. (pp. 1*233) Editor, Dr. M.
Ishaqne, has been printed.

Monograph Series

T. The Upper Atmosphere by Dr. S. K. Mitra has been published.

2. The Bhalcsi Dialect, by Prof. S. Varma has Been published.

4. The Bhic Annals by Dr, G. N. Roerich is in the picss.

5. The Inscriptions on Kambuja by Dr. R. C, Majumdar is in the press.

4
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Books under preparation

1. Aia-i*Akhariy Vol. II, Editor, Sir Jadunatlj Sarkar, in the

press.

2. Haft Iqlim, Yol. II, The editing of this work is complete and

(he Ms. is ready for the press.

3. liawzaiul Jannaty Edited by Dr. M. Ishaqno. The Ms. is

ready for the press.

4. Hharata^s Aatyashajifra, Editor, Dr. M. tiliose, is in the press.

5. Yidhanaparijaia, Editor, Pt. Lswar Chandra Sbastri, is being

made ready for the press.

G. Masir-uUU numiy Editor, Dr. Baini Prashad. The complete

Mss. is being revised by the author to make it ready for the i^ress.

7. Saildhanna Pundarika, Editor, Dr. N. Diitt in the press.

8. Prithiraj \ Iltli ('ante. Editors, l^rofs. L. SukUi ami

and Subimal Dutt.

9. Dana^agara of HalJaisena^ Editor, Eandii Bhabatosh

BhattacEarya.

10. Descriptive Catalogue, Sanskrit ic, Editors, Pt. N. C.

Vedantatirtha and Bt. P. B. ('hakrabarty, Saukhya-Vyakaranatirtha.

11. Catalogue of Printed Inatks {Sanskritic) by Pt. K. Sankara
Sarnia.

Miscellaneoua

The Jiicentenary Covnnemoration Volume, Editor, Dr. E. Nag has

been printed.

infrodveing India, Pt. 11 , Editors, Dr. K. N. Bajychi and Dr.

W. G. Griffiths, is in the press.

The sale proceeds of our publications this year antounted to over

Ks. 20,000, the maximum in the history of the Society’s sales so far.

Cultural Activities

,
The number of meetings of all descriptions held so far came up to 126.

Ordinary monthly meetings were held regularly with the exception of the

recess month. The average attendance was about 2r. Visitors averaged
Iabout half a dozen. Some of the Discitssion Meetings were very well

^’attended.
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The following papers were read in the Monthly Meetings;

—

Dr, Ditiiabi Chum Law—3/*t/n7ri, an ancient eiiy.

Mr. Devapras;ad Ouha—Metres in the Jatala4—Catnhhaniijaia,

ilr. Kalipadu Miira—.1 Jaina tale--‘its Otiyin and Devclupmeuts.

Di. H. L. Horu.-~^’«fl«/fM‘( Nnmes of l•'lr^h and their Signi/icance.

Mr. Dikash Datju—*Sowf ptobletm of Hnow Sniwy in the Eastern Utmahyas*

Dr. H. K. Mouk<*rj<*t* and Mr. Sivato.>h Mtxjkeijer— 3'iro Cases of Atypical Dace-
Ivpinent in Chick.

Prof. M. S. Mam.— Ci’r<<h>:ot/ and Zooceetdia jioitt India.

Dr. S, L. Horu.

—

Kiwiclcdyr of the ancient Hindus concct titny I'ish and I’ishetics

of India,

Mr. K. II, AMikunhi— a nnr hermaphiodite Species o/ Micrvphthahiiu$
{PoJyehaeta Hesionidne) from the Sandy Beach, Madras.

Dr. niazul lii[iim.'--lbahittiyas.

Dr, D. C. Sirt ai Tico Su>ne 1 nsci ipthms.

Dr. (Mrs,) Hina Chatiorjet*.

—

(ieometiical I nterpretation of the Motitrn of the

Sun. Mtton and the fne Plants a.s found in the niathematiLul Syntakis of

l^tolemy and in the Hindu .Dfinirnmnaf H’nrks.

Mr. Hant Krishna Dt'li— I rdiV India and the Middle East.

Dr. D. ('. Siu-ni.- 1 In.'^enption in the Patna MuK^ennt.

M. •SHIS, (', 7’. and A. Vcnkuturamaii—Sine and Comsine Puuerscrtcs

of Hindu Mathematics.

Mr. .\. (\ l\oy.-Haemoly:ns by Bile Salts.

Di. D. C. SucM, -Tiro Pillar I nseriptions.

Dr. A. Halim—Aoi Intcuptum of Sultan AUamash.

Exhibits

Th(^ iollowing interesting exhibits were shown by Pandit P, Chakra-

variy. M.A. Sankhya-Vyakaranatirtha:

—

i. A Manuscript of a hitherto nnlmnni commentary on the Pancaitha Bhasya of

Kaundinya.

MS. AV. fm. 7tthl. It forms a fiagment of the Commentary on the Kaundiuya-

Bhasya of Nakulim Pasupata System of thought. Of the vast literature belonging

to this $ehmd, only the Bhasya and the (tanakarititt are available fo scholars.... The
Commentary is replete in'Dt r/aolaftoiia from ancient teachers of whom very Utile i«

known elsewhere. It frequently refers to one Mahabkasya tehteh is distinct from

the Bhasya of Kantidinya,

.4 Manuscript of a hitherto nnknown Commentary on the Kiranavali by Bhatta

Vadindra.

Mf^. No. Im> k a Commentary on the KmtnarnU of Vdayana. The author

is Bhutto Vadindra whose Maha’vidya nidambana is wetUknown to scholars. One
or two leaves in the beyinning as well as in the end are tr««n‘«f/. No notice of this

impoHunt MBS, has so far appeared anywhere else.
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Discussion Meetings

Opcucr Subject

Dr. V. C. Dagclu
51 r. L. U. Fawens
Mr. A. U. FuHter

Dr. Arun Gauguly
Sir .ladunath Snrkcr

Dr. S. K. 51itr}i

Prof. Ilirulal Chopra
Prof. Chiutahariiu
(’liakravjivty

Pi of. Cl, Sankara li

Dr. J. L. Dhadmi

Ivdohtffical Ucscarch in Chinese Universities.

The Zoological Garden of Calcniia,

Soil fertility and •Balanced Manuring*

Industrial Absenteeism.

The European Military System in Mughal India.

Upper Atmosphers {Illustrated ivith lantern

slides )

.

Sufecism in Panjabi Poetry.

On the Study of Manuscripts with special re-

ference to the Collection of the MSS, of the

Boyal Asiatic Society.

Sugar and Synthetic Butter from Paddy Ilusif,

Straw etc.

Biologic Tests for early Pregnancy.

General Lectures

Date Opener Subject

Dr. Santi Ranjan Piilit Plastics.

18-2-18 Dr. Arthur Upham Pope Some ncir aspects of the Prehtsfonr U
20-2-48 Dr. Niliar Ranjnu Ray Crcative Lib ra ria w

8

h ip.

8 3 -!8 D». (Mrs.) Duni
Cliatkriee

Applied Music {with demonstrations).

2-7- 18 Mr, J. Banerjee Himalayan Snow Survey,

ESTABLISHMENT OF CULTUKAL RELATIONS WITH
OTHER LEARNED SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD

In the last year’s report it was noteil for the iiifonnalion of all cua
cerned that the British Committee for C/uluiral Relations with India agreed

to introduce the Members of the Society to the learned Soi ieties in Great

Britain. Members who like to avail themselves of this facility should

cbntact the Secretary, Committee for Cultural Relations with India, car^

of The British Academy, Burlington Gard^ms, London, W. i..

Regarding the establishment of cultural relations with China and other

Asian countries, not much appreciable progress was possible in that direc-

tion due to the distnibed political condition of most of those countries

However this year too in pursuance of the wishes of the Secretary to the

(iovernment of India, Ministry of Education, a further consignment of

22() books in 3 boxes was sent to the address of the National Peking
University, Peiping, China, in addition to 80 volumes sent last year.

Besides that, arrangements were also made to ^present 76 volumes of our
publications to the Jogjakarta University and Singaradja Library in Bali

at the request of the Government of India.
*

The suggestion about deputing a scholar to Tibet made by
Government of India* a reference to which is to be found in the report of

the last year, was readily agreed to by the Society and the name of Dr.

N. Dutt was forwarded to the GovemmEent of India.
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Financr
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Appendix 11 contains the statements showing the accounts for 1948,
Certain changes have been made in the form of their presentation.

The tuncl accounts show their invested assets and the Investment
Account (No. 31) shows the allocations of invested papers to each fund
specitically.

Statement No. 33 .shows the Balance Sheet of the Society and the

different funds administered by and through it.

During the year 3% Government papers to the face value or Rs. 15,000/-

liave been transferred to the Permanent Reserve Fund of the Society,

being the compounding fees received during the period January 1936 to

July 1948. The question of transferring the amount received as admission

Ices to the Permanent Reserve is under further consideration of the Council.

1 he total investment in the Permanent Reserve as at the end of the year

therefore stands at Ks. 2,69,200.

The Government of West Bengal have continued the 20% cut in some
of the grants made by them to the Society during the year although lepre-

sentations have been made t6 the Government for restoration of the cut.

The .special annual grant of Rs. 20,06c/- made by the Government of

India, as also Rs. 5,000/- for the Aiabic and Persian Mss. and Cataloguing
lund, for the year 1947-48 were received during the year.

The Government Securities, shown :n Statement No. 31 arc held in

safe custody by the Imperial Bank ol India, Park Street Branch

riu* Ihidgct Khtimaies
(
Appendix I\' ) for pf(»bablc expenditure have

beim framed to meet the growing demands under various heads commen-
suialc with the ever increasing activities ot the Society in all directions.

Sjx'cial allocations have also been made towards the reorganisation of the

Library and for the purchase of a larger numberof books lor the Library

by making siivings in all possible diiections

The probable receipts ( Appendix IV ) havx been estimated carefully

and cannot be said to be too optimistic in any way. It will be noticed that

the Budget Estimates too have been presented in a new form to make
the particulars easily understood by members.

The interest derived from the Temporary Investments (Fixed Deposits)

of Rs 90*000/- has been allocated pro rata to the various funds.

Grants for research and research activities

The Society did not receive up to 31-12-48 Rs. 10,000/- out of the

sanctioned grant of Rs. 50,000/- made by the Government of Bengal for

five years in the year 1945 as per their letter No. 837 Misc. dated
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i9-ii“45, J he bill has been sent and it is expected that the amount will

be forthcoming within 31-3*49 if not much earlier. This grant was made
for the publication of works hitherto unpublished relating to the history

of Bengal—Bihar. The work is continuing under the editorship of Sir

Jadunath Sarkar assisted by Mr. N. B. Roy, M.A,

The second grant of Ks. 7,200/- for the creation of four research

fellowships has not yet been renewed but it is expected that the grant will

not be discontinued. The following four research scholars unappointed for

research under the Bengal Government gia.nt;

—

(1) Sir William Jones Fellowship for Sanskritic Studies was held

by Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh, under the Supervisor Scholar Dr.

SunHi Kumar Chatterji.

(2) James Prinsep Fellowship for research on Epigraphy and
Numismatics is being held by Mr. Sunil Chandra Ray, M.A.
under the supervision of the Supervisor-scholar, Dr. J. N.
Bancrjee.

(3) Rajendra Lai Mitra Fellowship for Buddhistic Studies was held

by Mr. P. C. Majumdar, M.A., under the guidance of the

Supervisor-Scholar. Dr. N. Dutt.

(4) R. G. Casey Fellowship for Islamic Studies was held by Miss

Abeda Islam, M.A.. under the supervision of Dr. M. Ishaquc.

The continuance of the valuable research work taken up by these

scholars or other research workers in future will depend on the generosity

of the Provincial Government in this connection.

l^csidcs the 4 research fellows note<l above. Miss Roma Niyogi, M.A.,
Government lescarch scholar, also utilised the Library of the Society.

New Building for the Society.

Por many ycais pa?l the special ailcnlion of the memlxis is being

drawn to the necessity for having a more commodious building erected

in place ot the present one which is old and loo small for the growing needs

of expansion of the cultural activities of llie Society. The pian is for a

nice up-to-date structure of at least 5 storeys so that the same may .serve

as the centre for all cultural and scientific societies of India like the

Jiurlington House of London. The cost of erecting such a building may
go up to over Rupees 30 lakhs hence the Central Government have been
approached for adequate financial assistance and the rich people of Calcutta

will have to l>c requested for making substantial donations for this purpose.

Printen

The Baptist Mission Press continued to be the chief Printers for the

numerous publications of the Society and the work of the Press as usual

was up to the standard. The thanks of the Society arc due to Mr. N. A
EDis and also to Mr. B. G, Ellis for supervising the work entrusted to the

Baptist Mksion Fr^.
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Selling Agents

ihere was no change in the selling agents for the Society's publications

in Europe, America and India but attempts are being made to select a few
more agents, specially in America with the help of the Indian Embassy at

Washington, D.C., and of Swami Nikhilananda in charge of the Ramkrishna
Mission Centre at New York so that the sales may be accelerated.

Solicitors

The Society's Solicitors, Messrs. B. N. Basu and Company continue<l

to render good service as in previous years whenever any occasion arose for

getting their services.

Auditors

The Auditoi^, Messrs. Price, Waterhouse, Peat and Company, deserve

thanks for quick auditing of the Accounts though this year their work
increased a great deal.

G>nclusiou

In the preceding paragraphs an attempt has been made at giving a

clear idea of the many-sided activities of the Society throughout .the year.

With the attainment of freedom by India that the other countries of the

world will be taking more and more interest in Indological subjects is a
foregone conclusion hence it behoves all members now to try to enhance
the international prestige of this Society through their combined efforts in

the field ot research and culture.
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DIX I.
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APPENDIX III

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL, COMMITTEES,
SUB-COMMITTEES BOARDS, ETC., OF THE ROYAL

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL FOR 1948

G>imcil

President,—Dr. W. D. West (upto 6-6-1948), The Hon’ble Mr.
Justice R. P. Mookerjee (from 7-6-1948).

Vice-Presidents,—Dr. B. C. Law, Maharajadliiraja Bahadur Sir U. C.

Mahtab of Burdwau, Dr. M- Saha and Sir B. L. Mitter.

General Secretary.—Dr. K. N. Bagchi.

Hony. Treasurer.—Mr. R. P. Mookerjee (upto 6-6-1948), Dr. K.
Biswas (from 7-6-1948),

Philological Secretary.—Dr. S. K. Chatterji.

Jt. Philological Secretary.—Dr. M. Ishaque.

Natural Hisiorq \ Biology.—Dr. K. Biswas (upto 31-19-1948), Dr.

y
‘ _ 'T. L. Bhaduri (from 1-11-1948).

Secretaries ) Physical Science,—Dr. S. K. Mitra.

A7\ thropological Secretary.—Dr. Verrier Elwin.

Historical and Archaeological Secretary,—Mr. H. Waddington.

Medical Secretary,—Lt. Col. C. L. Pasrieha (upto 4-4-1948), Dr. A.
C. Ukil (from 5-4-1948).

Library Secretary ,—Dr. B. S. Guha.

Members of Council .—Mr. C. C. Blagden (upto 4-6-1948), Dr. M. Z.

Siddiqi (from 5-6-1948), Mr. H. F. Beusly, Dr, A. H. M*
Mohiyuddiu, Sir A. H. Ghuznavi and Dr. N. R. Ray
(from 2-8-1948).

Advisory Boards

A . Cultural

Sir B. L. Mitter, Maharajadhiraja Sir V, G. Mahtab, Dr. S. K.
Chatterji, Dr. M. Ishaque, Dr. N. Dutt, Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi, Mr. L. R.
Fawcus {Secretary), Mr. Atul Bose, Mr. H. Waddiugtou, Mr. K. P.
Khaitau, Dr. A. H. M. Mohiyuddiu, Rai Bahadur B. B. Mukherji,
Mr. S. Chaudhuri, Sir A. H. Ghuznavi, Dr. K. Nag {Chairman),

B, Scientific

Dr. W. D. West, Dr. M. N. Saha {Chairman), Dr. K. N. Bagchi,
Dr. K. Biswas, Dr. S. K. Mitra, Dr. Verrier Elwin, Dr. B. S. Guha,
Dr. A. C. Ukil, Mr. M. L. Schroff, Mr. K. B. Sen, Dr. S. C. Law,
Dr. B. Mukherji, Dr. A. K. Sen (Secretary),
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( 1 ) Finance

The President, General Secretary and Hony. Treasurer {eac-officio),

Mr. A* J. Elkins, Dr, M. Ishaque and Dr. B. S. Guha.

(2; Library

The President, General Se<'retary, Hony. Treasurer, Philological

Jt. Philological, Biological Physical Science, Library, Anthropolo-
gical, Historical & Archaeological and Medical Secretaries (ex-

officio)^ Dr. N. Hay and Dr. A. IT. M. Mohiyuddiii.

(3) Publication

President, General Secretary, Hony. Treasurer, Philological, Jt.

Philological, Biological, Physical Science, Library, Anthropological,

Historical & Archaeological and Medical Secretaries (ex-officio), Mr.
Norman A. Ellis, Dr. A. 11. M. Mohiyuddiii and Dr. \V. G. Griffiths.

(4) liihJiotheco Imlica

Ihesideut, General vSocrelary, Hony. Treasurer icx-officio). Sir

Jaduiiath Sarkar, Dr. M. Ishaque, Dr. K. Nag, Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi,

Dr. S. K. Chatterji, Dr. N. Dutt, l)r. Satkori Mukherji, Dr. A. H. M.
Mohiyuddiii and Dr. A. B. M. Uabibullah.

(o) Hu tiding
^

President, General Secretary, llony. Treasurer (ex-officio), Dr. M.
N. Saha, Dr. A. J. Elkins, Sir B. L. Mitter, Mr. B. Mathews, Dr. S.

Law, Maliarajadhiraja of Burdwan.

Specialist Sectional Committees

A. Cultural (Iluntanitien)

(1)

Histortf and Archaadogy.—Dr. P. N. Ghosal (Chairman),

Dr. K. Nag, Mr. H. Waddington, Dr. N. Roy, Dr. B. C. Sen, Dr.

P. C. Gupta, Dr. D. C. Sarcar, Mr. S. K. Saraswati and Dr. J. N.

Banerjee (Secretary), and 3 ex-officio members.

(2) Art, Architecture and Regional and Town Planning (includ-

ing National Parks).—Dr. A. 0. Fkil (Chairman), Dr. S. L. Hora, Mr.
E. T. D. Lambert, Mr. 0. C. Gangooly, Dr. S. Kramrisch, Mr. W. H.
Prosser, Mr. C. S. Rangaswami, Mr. Saila K. Mukherjee, Mr. B.

Mathews, Dr. A. Carbone and Mr. J. A. Parks (Secretary), and 5

ex-officio members,

(3) Sanskritic Studies,—Dr. N. Dutt (Chairman), Dr. 13. C. Law
Mrs. Tuhinika Chatterjee, Mr. J. C. Ghatak, Pandit N. C. Vedanta-

tirtha, Mr. B. Banerjee, Rai Bahadur R. D. Chokani, Dr. A. P-

Banerji-Sastri, and Dr. J. B. Chatidhuri (Secretary), and 3 ex-officio
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(4) L^Iamic Stvdies.—Sir Jadunatli Sarkar (Cluiirman), Dr. M.
Ishaque, Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi (Secretary), Dr. A. B. M. Habibullah. and
Dr. A. H. M. Mohiyuddin, and 3 ejo-officio memhcrs.

(5) Langvage, Literature, Religion and Philosophy .—Dr. Satkori

Mookerjee, Dr. S. K. Chatterji, llai Bahadur K. N. Mitra, Dr. (Mrs.)

J. B. Chaudhuri, Dr. A. P. Banerji-Sastri, Mr. C. Sivarajnainurti,

Dr. B. K, Ghosh, Dr. K. D. Nafr and Mr. K. P. Khaitan and 3 ex-

officio members.

(6) Anthropology and Ethnology.—Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyaya
(Chairman), Mr. G. D. Birla, Mr. P. C. Mitra, Dr. IT. P. Basu, Dr.
Verrier Elwin, Dr. A. K. Sen, Dr. I. K. Bose. Mr. T. C. Das
(Secretary) and 3 ex-officio members.

11. Scientific

(1) Medicine and Public Health.—Dr. K. K. Seu-Gui»ta (Chair-

man), Dr. B. Mukherji, Dr. B. P. Xeogi, Dr. B. B, Lai, Dr. K. N.
Bagchi, Dr. B. P. Trivedi, Dr. A. C. Fkil, Dr. P. Brahmachari, Li.

Col. B. G. Mallya, Lt. Col. P. C. Banerji, Dr. A K. Sen (Sevretary)

and 3 ex-officio members.

(2) Botany, Forestry and Agriculture.—Dr. K. P. Biswas (Chair-

Dr. S. K. Basu, Dr. S. K. Mukherjee, Mr. S. K. Dey, Mr. E.
A. IT Banerjee, Mr. S. Cluiudliuri, Dr. P. C\ Sarbadhikari, Mr. J. N.
Das, Mr. M. M. Basu, Mr. P. Lancaster, llai Bahadur B. B.
Mukherjee (Secretary) and 3 ex-offido member^.

(3) Zoology and Fisheries .—Dr. S. h. Uora (Chairman Dr. S.

C. Law. Mr. I. P. Mukherjee, Mr. L. U. Fawcus, Dr. T. J. Job, Mr.
S. P. Basu, Dr. K. N. Bugchi, Dr. A. K. Sen, Mr. S. Ia([uh, Dr. J. L.
Bhaduri (Secretary) and 3 ex-officio members.

(4) Engineering and Industrial Development

.

—Mr. (J. W. Tyson
(Chairman), Mr. G. D. Birla, Mr. P. C. Mitra, Dr. U. P. Basu, Dr.

A. Jv. Sen, Miss Priti Mitra, Mr. B. P. Khaitan, Mr. T. C. Das, Dr.

J. K. Bose (Secretary) and 3 e.r-officio members.

Medal Advisory Boards

(1) Annandale Memorial Medal (Anthropology).—Dr. V. Elwin,
Dr. J. L. Bhaduri, Dr. A. C. Ukil, Ilon'ble Mr. Justice R. P.

Mookerjee, Dr. K. IS. Bagchi and Dr. K. Biswas.

(2) Durga Proscul Khaitan MenwHal Medal (Ind^-dry and
Science).—Dr. S. K. Mitra, Dr, V. Elwin, Dr. J. L. Bhaduri, Direc-

tor, Board of Scientific and Industrial Research or his nominee, Sir B.

N. Mukherjee, Mr. Tulsi Prasad Khaitan (Donor). Hon’ble Mr. Jus-

tice R. P* Mookerjee, Dr. K. P. Biswas, Dr. K. N. Bagchi, Dr. M.
N. Saha, Mr. A. P. Benthall.

(3) Elliott Prize for Scientific Researches. -The
President of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, the Vice-Chancellor

of the Calcutta University, and the Director of Public Instruotiou,

Bengal (^rmte^$s of the Elliott Prize).
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APPENDIX IV

Budget Estimates, 1949,

Receipts.

I

Budget Heads

\

1

104d

Actuals

J

1

1

1947 1

Actuals
'

i

1948 i
i

« . Revised i

Budget
Esti- i

Ertimatee
1

i
1

1940

Budget
Esti-

mates

Remarli

I Intdrest on Investment

!

9.U7 ; 3.440 8,810 !

1

14,300 8,810

i

I 1 Interest on Fixed Deposit. 450 !

t

1,350 1,350 460
i

!

450

I Advertisement 10,200
;

10,200 10.200 10.200 10,200

r
'

Rent 10,680 11,180 11,580 1 1,580 11,680
i

r
'

Miscellaneous 2,906 992 900 1,000 1.000
j

f Members’ Subsoriptions 17,873 18,927 19.00D 27,000 25.000

I Admission Fee 7,826 4 368 2,600 1,700 2,600
1

I Compounding Fees 4,083 700 ~~
1

1,100 260
1

1 Donations 5.000 520 :

— 321 150 i

Special Grant, Gk>vt. of India —
20,000

;

20.000
‘

20,000 i 20,000

Prmjortional Share for

General Expenditure ;

j

1. Oriental Publication

1

Fund No. 1

e.000 2.000 ! 2,500
1

2,500

!

2,600

1

1 2* Sanskrit MSS. Fund 1,600
!

1,500 1,600
‘

1500
1

1.500

8. Publication Fund 4,000
}

8,000 3,600 3.600
j

2,600

i

4. Arabic and Persian

1

MSS. Fund

!

—
1

1,000 1,000
j

1,000
:

1,000

74,965 79,127

1 1

1

82,840
1

96,305 87.460
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APPENDIX IV

Budget EstimateSf 1949*

Expenditure.

K08 . Budget Heads

I.

n.

III,

IV.

V.

VI.
vn.
vin.
IX.

X.
XI.

XII
xn.
XIV.

XV.
XVI.
XVII

xvm

XIX.
XX.
XXL
XXII.

XXID

XXIV

XXV.

Secretary’s Salary

Salaries and Allowances :—
|

General Secy’s Allowance ’

Salary of Office Staff )

Salary of Libr,iry Staff
,

Provident Fund Contribution

Dearness Allowances
Offioe Staff

\
Library Staff ]

Interim Relief

Office Subordinate Staff
1

1

> Library Subordinate Staff j

Gratuity

Commission
Stationery

Printing Notices. Circulars.

Reports. Etc.

Contingencies

Postages

Electric Ciiarges

Telephone

Transfer to Building Repair i

Fund
;

Taxes
I

Insurance

Lower Subordinate Staff
^

Uniform Etc
|

Furniture

j

Purchase
\ j

Repair j I

Audit Fee
Library Book Purchase
LibraryBook Binding

j

Library Improvement (includ.

'

ing stock-taking and
!

Cataloguing.)

General Improvement and
Publications.

Transfer of Compounding fee
|

to Permanent Reserve
Miscellaneous

j

1048

i

1946
I

1047

Actuals !
Actuals

Budget
Estimates
including

Extra Addi
tional Allot-

I

}

I

1948

Revised

Estima-

tes.

i

1049

Budget
i

Estima-

tes '

ment

3270

1

-

' 7580 ^ 9000
1

~

1050 ^ 163* 1800 ' 1800 ' 1500

24741
,

27651
;

31000 18700 . 21000

1 6400 13.100

801 591 ' 700 600 700

8323 9687 9800 8325 8850
1

,

2735 3000

— ' — 2960
1

2960 2600
— — 1102 1100

—
( 570 50

487 i 401 400
(

730 500

1666 1693 1900
' 1600

j

i 1500

2300 1226
i

2200 1925 1 2000 i

1782 2467 1800 1
2250 1800

1

1384 1694 1800 2500 2300
1

795 *13 > 1250 860 lOOO
1

402 ;

428 1 ^ 400 400!

1000 1000 15^0 1600 1100

!

2S7S 2704 2703 2930 2860 !

853 853 855 760 750

— 622 300 275 300

3836 8482 800 176 200

250 260 250 250 500
1240 2209 4000 4000 5000

1530 959 2000 760 1500

1117 735 6000 4650 7500

5000 10376 4000— — — 1200

- — - - 100

59311 73640 87018 78486 83i266

Remarks
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Statement No. l.

r 1948 [voL. XV.

General

Income and Expenditure Account

To Establishment:

General Secretary’s Allowances
Salaries

Commission
Dearness Allowance
Interim Relief

Rs, As. P.

1,800 0 0
26,146 1 3

727 8 0
11,158 1 0

8.784 12 0

Rs- As. P.

43,616 6 3

General Expendixureh

Interest on Security Deposit ... 5 0 0

Stationery 1.686 9 6
Fans and Light 899 0 6

Telephone
Taxes

419 15 0

2,682 4 0

Postage 2,862 11 9
Contingencies 2,108 2 1

Printing Circulars, Forms, etc. 1,902 9 0
Audit Fee 260 0 0

Insurance 750 0 0

Lower Subordinate Staff, FniformR 266 4 0

Furniture and Repairs 238 11 0
Gratuities 50 0 0

BT AND Collections :

Books 9,975 1 3

Binding 658 2 0

Improvemi^nt, including Reading Room
acpominodation. Stock-taking and Safety

Measures 7,465 8 0

Pubhcation and General Improvement
Provident Fund Contributions, 1948

IVansfer to

Account
Ituildinf?

13,660 2 10

12,090 11 8

9.576 7 8

597 18 9

79,548 9 4

1,600 0 0

Sl’SHRY Ahj^stments :

Arrears of Members* Subset iption written

off ... . . ... 1,642 0 0

Adjustment on account of revaluation or

investments at Face Value .. ... 6,685 10 0
7,827 10 0

IUi.\NCE A« PER Balance Sheet:

G.P. Notes, Rs. 2.81.200

i% Loan, Rs. 11,400

nxed Deposit Rs, 80,000

Surplus at date

2,81,200 0 0
11,400 0 0

30,000 0 0

87,888 18 !

4,48,815 0 5
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Fund.

for tlio year ended 3lBt December, 19^8.

Us. As. P.
Hy Balance form last Account ... ... *

^;A8H UeCEII‘1'S I

Interest on tuveHimeiits 14,390 4 0
Interest on Fixed Deposits 450 0 0
Govt, of India Grant 20,000 0 0
Advertising 10,200 0 0

Rent 11,630 0 0
MiscjellaneouH 1,051 0 3

Donation 32.i 0 0
Society’s Share of Provident Fund Writ-

ten Back 308 12 10

Personal Accc^unt :

Membejs?' Subs-crjptioDs

Admission Fees
Coinponndnig Fees

Amount ut (^edit Written Back

25,719 0 0

1,762 0 0
1,162 0 0

fRANSFER FROM FUNDS :

Prnpoitionate Share in Genera] FiXpendi-

ture—
O.P. Fund No. 1 .Account

Sanskrit MSS. Fund Account

Aralnc and Persian MSS. Fund xVcoount

Publication Fnial Account

2.r»00 0 0
l,r>(K) 0 0

1.000 0 0
3,500 0 C

4i

1948

Ks. As P.

8,52,789 9 4

58,355 7 1

28,043 0 0

0 0

8.500 0 0

4,48,815 0 5
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STATEMENT No. 2. Oriental Publication
From a monthly grant nimlc by the Government of Bengal, for tho publi-

(lis. 500, L<‘«s 20% from the ht of Aprils 1002), atid for the

To Adjustment on account of revaluation of

investments at Face Value
Proportionate Share in General Expendi-

ture
Editing
Purcha^' of paper
Balance as per Balance Sheet

—

Rs. 5,000, 3% War Loan, 1951*51

Rs. 6,000, 3% Victory Loan, 1957
Fixed Deposit
Surplus at date

Rs. As. P.

5,000 0 0

5.000 0 0

30,000 0 0
8,808 11 1

Rs, As. P.

278 2 0

2,500 0 0

77G 12 0m n 9

48,808 11 1

53,064 4 10

Statement No. 3. Oriental Publication

From an annual grant timdo by tlu‘ Govornment of Ih'iigal of

Historical

20% jrom ihv

Us. Ah, P. Rs. Ah. P.

To Balance from last Account «... 3.075 1 10

3,075 1 10

Statement no. 4. Sanskrit Mpnuecripte Fund

From an annual grant of Ra. 3,200 madt* l>y the Government of Bengal
by tho Sofuoty; and Rs. 3,600

from tho same Government

Ra. As. P.

To Adjiistmcnt on account of revaluation of

investmenta at Face Value . . .

Proportionate Share in General Expendi

turo ... ... ... •••

Cataloguing ... * ...

Repairs to MSS ... ... .. ....

Printing ... ...

Purchase of Mss ... ... ...
Stationery ... ... ...

Balance as per Balance Sheet

—

Rb, 5,000, 3% Victory Loan, 1957 . . 5.0(K) 0 0
Fixed Deposit ... ... ... 5,000 0 0

Surplus at date ... ... ... 1,264 10 7

Rs. As. P.

137 8 0

1,500 0 0

10,037 12 0
1,222 0 0
295 15 6
a58 15 9
26 2 9

11,264 10 7

24,843 0 7
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Fund No. 1, in Account mth R. A. S.B. 1948.
cation of Oriental Works and Works of Instruction in Eastorn Languages
publicHti(/n of Sanskrit Works hithcrU> unpublished, Us. 250.

Ity Jhilanco from last Account
Annual Grant
Interest realized during the year
Interest from Fixed Deposit

Us. As. P.
40,JJ65 2 10

11,950 0 0

299 2 0
450 0 0

58.004 4 10

Pund No. 2,
in Account with R, A. S: B. 1948.

Us, Jl,(M)0 f<a the piihlieation (*t Aialu< aiul IVi'-ian Woikh of

Interest.

1,sf of AftftI, I9.‘’t2).

Us. As. P.

B> Annual Grant , 2,400 0 0

I balance as per Hal a nee Shell . . 675 1 10

8,075 1 10

Account in Account with R. A. S B, 1948 .

for tin* puMnalion of the Catalogue of SansKiii Manuscripts aequiri'd

{Lcfb 20% fr<OK thv Ut of 1082'!.

for Research Work.

By Balance from last Account
Annual Grant
Interfist realized during the year

Tntore«t from Fisi*d Deposit

Rsi As. P.

lR,5ikS « 7

6.080 0 0

149 10 0

75 0 0

24,848 0 7
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Statement No. 6. Arabic and Persian Manuscripts

Frpm an aimual grant of Us. 5,000 made by tho Government of India for

by the Bociety; for the purchase of further Manuscripts,

Manuscripts found in

Rs. As. P.
To Proportionate Share in General Expondituie ....

Cataloguing ... . . ... ...
Printing ... . . ....

Purchase of MSS ... ... . ..

Balance as per Balance Sheet-
Fixed Deposit 5,000 0 0
Surplus nt date . 4,010 1 0

Us. As, P,
1,000 0 0

1,270 15 0

007 11 (i

504 3 3

0,910 1 (i

13,352 15 3

Statement No. 6. Barclay Memorial

Ft oil) a >utTi <>f U'<. 500 s'IM'jt in IHOO by tln' Surgt‘0 !j

encnnragi'iiK'nt of Medical

As. P.

To Adjustment on account of revaluntion of

investment at Face Value
Cost of ]\ledal

Balance as per Balance Sheet

—

Us. 700, Conversion Loan, 1940 700 0 0

Surplus at date 190 1 1

1

Us. As. V,

9 10 0
10 4 0

890 1 11

921 15 H

Statement No. 7. Servants* Pension Fund

Founded in 1876 as the Piddington Pension Fund

Us. As, P.

To Adjustment on account of revaluation of

investment at Face Value ... . .

Pension ...

Balance as Per Balance Sheet

—

Rs. 3,000, 3^^ Conversion Loan, 1946 3,000 0 0
Sniplus at date 530 12 8

Us, As. P.

41 4 0
150 0 t

3,636 12 F,

8734 0 r
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Fund Account, in Account with B, A. S. B,

iho cataloguing and binding of Arabic and Piasian MaunscriptH,
and for tJio preparation of uoticcf^ of Arabic and PerKian
variouH Libra n(‘fi in India.

Rs. As. P.

Py Balance from last Account
Annual (liant ... . . . ....

Intejcst from Fixed Deposit . ...

Fund Account, in Account with B, A. S,

(baieiab for tln' lonudation oi a nud.al foi tbc
:unl Badogual Scicnrc’^,

IJ.v Ibiliince from laht Account
Interest realized i luring the year

IN. A-'. P,

Account, in Account %vith J?. A, S B.

with IN. 500 odd from the Piddington Fund.

By Balance from last Acc.tvunt

InU'rcflt roaliml during the year

\

1948.

acquired

lis. As. P.
8.277 15 H

5,000 0 0
75 0 0

IB,352 15 3

1948.

IN. As. P.
880 I n
35 14 0

921 15 11

1948.

3,582 14 K

151 2 0

3,734 0 8
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Statement No. 8. Anncmdale Memorial Fund

From (kmations by subiHcription.

To Adjustment on awonnt of revaluation of
investment at Face Value

Balance as per Balance Sheet—
Hs. <1,000, 8% (’(mveision Loan
Surplus at date

Us. As. P.

4,000 0 0
70A 0 9

Ks. As. P.

05 0 0

4,708 0 9

4,a53 0 9

Statement No. 9. Permanent Library Endowment

To Adjustment on >iccount of revaluation of
investment at l<^u*e Value

Balance as per B.iIjukm' Shci't

—

Us. 14,000, 0% Conversion lioan
Fi^e^l Deposit
Hur]-)lus at date

From Kifis received.

Hs. As. !». Us. As. \\

11,000 0 0

5,(H)0 0 0
l,.V»(i 11 8

19H S <»

— iiO.5-76 11 S

20,749 a

Statement No. lo. Sir William Jonee Memorial

From a sum i<ifi<‘(l for the punios^ m

To iVIjustment on account of revaluation of

investment at Face Value
B.dancf* as per Balance Sheet—

Us. 9,000, 3% Convei,yion Loan. 194(i

Deficit at date

Uh. As, P.

3,0(K) 0 0

207 15 0

Us. As. P

41 4 0

2,732 1 0

2,773 5 0

Statement No, ll. Pramathanath Bose Memorial
From ft ftum Rifted for

To Adjuftiment on account of revaluation of

investment at Face Value
Balance as per Balance Sheet—

Rft. 1,800, 3% Conversion Loan, 1946
Surplus at date

Ua. As. P.

1,800 0 0
487 2 9

Us. As. P.

24 12 0

2,237 2 9

2,201 14 »
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*

Account, in Account with R. A- S- B* 1948 .

Htartccl ^
Rfl. As. P. Rs. As. P.

I^y Hiilanco from Isst Account ... .. 4t6r)l 0 9
IntiToHi realized during the year 202 0 0

4,a53 0 9

Fund Account, in Account with R. A. S. B. 1948.

Start(*d in 1920.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

lt> Rulnnco fiom last Account 19,966 6 8

Interest rciilizcd duriiitf the year 707 14 0

Inteiost fnnn Fixed Deposit ... 75 0 0

20,749 8 8

Fund Account, in Account with R, A» 5. B. 1948,

1920. hy Dr. N. Drahiiuichari.

Rs. As- P. Rs. As. P.

IJy Ua lance from la.st .\ccount . . .. ... 2,622 8 0
Interest realized during the year . 151 2 0

2,778 5 0

Fund Account, in Account uith R, A, S. B. 1948.
the purpose in 1985.

U~\s."P“ Rs,'’”A^ P.

Dy Ralnnce from hist Aoooiiiit ... * 2,170 14 9

interi'st realiztvl during the year .. 91 0 0

2,261 14 9
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Statement No. 12. Joy Govind Law Memorial

From a donation for tlie puiposo

Us. As. P. Us. As. P.
To Adjustment on account of revaluation of

investment at Face Value ... 41 4 0
Cost of Medal ... ... ... ... 648 6 6
Ualanco as per Balance Sheet

—

Us. 8,000, 8% Conversion Jjoaii, 1010 3,000 0 0
Deficit at date ... 201 8 6

2,738 12 6

8,428 7 0

Statement No. 13. Calcutta Science Congress Prize

Rs. As- P. Us. As. P.

To Adjustment on account ol revaluation of

mve.stment at Face Value 41 4 0
Balance as per Balance Sheet

—

Us. 3,000, 8% Conversion Loan. 1046 8,<K)0 0 0
Surplus at date 590 4 7— 8,590 4 7

3,631 8 7

Statement No. 14. Or. Bruhl Memorial
From a sum gifted for the purpose in

Hh. As- P.

To Adjustment on account of revaluation of

investment at Face Value
Cost of Medal ... . . ...

Balance as per Balance Sheet

—

Us, 10,00, 8% Conversion Loan, 1916 1,000 0 0
Sun>Uis at dat^

. 15 0

Us. A«. P.

13 12 0

9 14 0

1,388 15 0

1,412 9 0

Statement No. 15. Dr Bimala Chum Law
From ft Biim gifted for the purpose

To Adjustment on account of revaluation of

investment at Face Value

Cost of Medal
Balance aa per Balance Sheet—

Us. 8,000, 8% Conversion Loan, 1946
Surnlus at date

Rs. As- P.

8,000 0 0
875 15 9

Rs. As. P.

110 0 0
240 0 0

8,875 16 9

8,725 15 9
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Fund Account, in Account with R.A.S.B. 1948.

in 1929, by Dr. Satya Chum Law.

Rg. Ab.P. Rs. As.P.
By Balance from lant Account ... 8,277 5 0

Interest realized during the year ... 151 2 0

8,428 7 0

Fund Account^ in Account with R,A,S,B, 1948.

Ra. As. P. Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Account ... 8,480 6 7

Interest realized during the year ... .... 151 2 0

8,631 8 7

Fund Account^ in Account with It,A,S.B. 1948.
1829, by the Briihl Farcwtdl Committee.

Rs. As.P. Rs. As. P
By BrtUuK'C from last Account ... 1,362 6 0

Intorcst icahzed during the >car .. ^0 4 0

1,412 € 0

Gold Medal Fund Account^ in Account with lt,A.8. B, 1948.
by Dr. B. C. Low.

Rs. Aa. P. Rs. As. P
By Balsnco from last Account ... 8,821 7 9

Interest realized during the year ... 404 8 Q

8,725 15 9
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Statement No. 16. Sarat Ch. Roy Medal

To AdjiKtrnent on account, of revaluation of

irivfstmpiit at Face Value
Balance as per Balanco Sheet

—

lls. 4,000, 8'}o Victory Loan, 1857

Surplus at (late

From H sum giftc<l

Rs. As.P. Rs. As. P

110 0 0

4,000 0 0

88 15 10

4,038 J5 10

4,148 15 10

Statement no. 17. Darga Prasad Khaitan Memorial Medal

From a sum donated

Rb. As. P. Rb. Ah. P
To Adjustment on neconni of revaluation of

invtstrncnt »t Face Value 187 8 0

Bolnnce. as per Balance Sheot-
Rh. 10,000, 8% Loan, 1870-75 lO.OOt) 0 0

Surplus at cl n to ... 8*28 10 ft

10,829 10 0

11,017 2 6

Statemp:nt No. 18. Sir Jadunath Sathcr Medal

From a sum donated

Us, As. P.

To Adjustmeut on account of revHlinition of

investnunt at Face Value
Cost of Medal
Balanco as per Balance Sheet—

Rs. 8,000, 374 (Joiivcrsion Lf>au, 1848 8,000 0 0

Surplus at date ... 441 5 0

Rs. As. P.

no 0 0

443 3 0

8,444 5 0

8,994 8 0

STATE-MENT No. 19. Dr Bimala Churn Law Collection

From a sum donated

Rs. As. P. Rs. As.P.

To Balance as per Balance Sheet . . 053 12 6

088 12 6
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Fnnd Account, in Account with B.A.S.B. 1948,

by Mrs. S. C. Roy for tlic purpose.

Rd. As. P. Rs. P.

Hy Brtlaiicv fioin last Acrount 4,036 15 10

iffiliml (luring the jear . 8^ 0 0

4,148 15 10

Fund, in Account with Tt,A.S.B. 1948.

by Mr. T. P. Khaiian

Re. As. P. Rs. As. P
By Biilanra from la^t Acrount .. ... . ... 10,811 14 6

Interest iv.iliztd <hning the year . . 205 4 0

11,017 2 6

Fund, in Accomxi xviih B.A.S.B. 1948.

by Dr. B. (\ Law

By Balunee fioni last Account

Jniu'ist realized duiiiig the year

Rs. As P. Rs. As, P.

8,620 n 0

876 13 0

8,9^1 8 0

Fund, in Account with B.A.S.B, 1948.

by Dr. B. C. Law.

By Balanct' from Iasi Account

R«. As. P. Rs. As. P
95.1 12 6

95il 12 6
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Statement No 20 Research Fellowship Fund

Pi'Oir. an annual grant of Rs. 7,200

To Balance from last Account

Scholarships

Balance as per Balance Sheet

Ra. As.P. Rs. As. P.

115 C 0

8,210 8 0

.. .. 3,874 2 0

7,200 0 0

Statement No. 21. Historical Publication Fund

Fiona an niinvial crant of Ra. 10,000

Rb. As. P
To Salary paid to N. B. Roy ... ... . ...

Statiomuy
Printing . . . .. ....

Binding ....

Balance as per Balance Sheet—
Fixed Deposit 5,(K)0 0 0

Sniiilus at Date . 7.066 4 9

12,066 4 9

20.915 9 8

R.S. A.s. P
8,840 0 0

22 6 0

4,815 18 6

670 15 0

Statement No, 22. Rajasthani Fund

From a sum donated

Rs, As. P. Ra. As P
To Salary paid during the year ... .... 1,100 0 0

Balance as per Balance Sheet ... 1,748 7 0

2,848 7 0

Statement No. 23. Building Repair

Rh. Ay. P. Hs. As. P.

To Balance from last Account ... ... 4,627 10 6
Repairs during the year ... ... 1,609 1 0

6,186 n 6
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Account, in Account with JR.A,S.B,

made by Government of Bengal.

By Grant received clunng the year . . .

Account, in Account with R.A.S.B,

made by the Oovorninent of Bengah

Ua. Aa. P.

By Balunre from laat count ... . .

Annual Rrnnt received during the year

N. B. Hoy's contubution to Provident

Fund for tlic year . ...
Interest iium Fi\ed Deposit

in Account with jR.A,S.B.

by G. D Birla.

By Balance from last Account
Rs Ad. P.

Fund Account, in Account with R,A.S.B,

By Transfer from R.A.S.B. General Fund
Balance as per Balance Sheet

Us. Aa. P.

1948.

7,200 0 0

7,200 0 0

1948.

Rs. Aa. P.

10,648 9 8

10,000 0 0

192 0 0

78 0 0

20,915 9 8

1948.

Rs. Aa. P.

2,848 7 0

2,848 7 0

1948.

Rs. As. P.

i,r>oo 0 0

4,686 11 6
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Statement No. 24, Provident Fund

From contribution# by the

To Adjustment on account of revaluation of

investment at Face Value

Payments during the year

Cobt of stamp
balance as per Balance Sheet

—

Rs. 6,000, 8% Conversion Loan, 19'4G

Rs, 6,200, 8% G P. Notes, 1963 65

Savings Bank
Advances

Rs. As. P. Ra. As, P.

180 12 0

437 4 10

0 10

6,000 0 0

5,200 0 0

8,753 0 4

660 0 0

15,613 0 4

16,240 2 2

Statement No. 25. Provident Fund Advances Account

To Balance fioni lust Account

Payments duriug the year

1,440 0 0

Ra As. P. Rs. As. P.

. . 609 0 0

... . 777 0 0

Statement No. 26. Personal

To Balance from last Account
Advances

Amount Written Back, R.A.H.14.

R.A.S.B, Subscriptions, etc.

Book Sales, etc.

Ra. As. P. Rs. Ah. P.

. . 18,083 I 0

... . 1.716 2 0

27 0 0

28,643 0 0

18,820 11 6

47,468 11 6

tnmv^ 0
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Account, in Account with R A.S.B. 1948.

Society and its Staff.

liy }3alnnco from last Account

lutciest realized during the year

Staff Coutnbntion for the year

Society’s (’ontiibution for the year

Interest realized from Sa\ii*gA Bank

Rb. As. P. Rs„ As. P.

14,558 3 8

75 14 0

597 13 9

697 13 9

1.271 9 6

410 5 0

16.240 2 2

in Account with R-A.S.B, 1948.

Rs. As. P. Rfl. As. P.

By Refunds duniiK the year 786 0 0

Balance as per Balance Sheet ... 600 0 0

1,446 0 0

Account. 1948.

Rr. As. P. Rs. As. P,

B.V Cash Receipts during (he voar

—

^hunhers' S\ihsrnptions, etc. 30.426 6 0

BfK)k Sales, etc 11.101 11 9

Advances 2.371 0 0——— 43,962 7 9

(’ontiibutien t(' Tagore PoitiaU Fund 173 0 0

Books rcturnod 199 1 0

Arrears of Members' Sub criptiou wnttfui

off, R.A.S.B. 1,042 0 0

Ibilance ay per Balance Blu'et 21,313 6 3

OutBiandlngs.
Amount duo

to the Society.
Amount due

j

by the Society.

Bs. As. P. Rs.
}

As.
1

P.

MomberB 15,222 U 0 X.406 13 !
0

PiibllcatlonB, etc.
Uni Collector's

8,586 U S 836 15 0

Tagore Portrait
100 0 1

0

189
178 0 ; 0

Miscellaneous ... 0 i) 678 10
j

0

23,908 12
*3

2.686
1

67.289 16 0
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Statement No. 27. Publication Fund Account,

Rb. Ap.P, Bs. As. P.

To* Adjustment on account of rcvnhiation of in-

vestment at Face Value 275 0 0

Proportionate Share for Genornl Expendi-
ture 8.500 0 0

Books returned 199 1 0

Journal and Proceedings 5,455 6 6

Monograph 2,609 12 0

Bulletin 1,025 0 6

Advertising 45 18 0

Refund 650 14 0

Sales-Counter 541 0 0

BoUnce as per Balance Sheet

—

Rr. 10,000, 8% Victory Loan. 1957 . . 10.000 0 0

Rs. 10,000, Fixed Deposit 10,000 0 0

Surplus at date . 10.654 12 2

30,664 12 2

44.856 11 2

Statement No. 28. Discussion Meetings Fund Running

Rs. As. P. Hr. Ab. P.

To Balance a« per Balance Sheet . . . . 32 4 B

32 4 8

Statement No. 29. ( l) Deposit Account Provident Fund

Rr. Ah. P. Rh. As, P.

To Balance from last Acx^unt ... ... . .. 2,409 7 B

Deposit of Interest realized front loans

during the year ... 75 14 0
Deposit of Contributions during the year 1,105 11 0

Deposit of Advances returned ... ... 786 0 0

2,057 9 6

Interest on Investments and from Bank ... 410 5 0

4.967 6 2

Statement No. 30. (2) Deposit Account {Fixed Depo$it

B*. As. P. Be. As. P.
To BsUnce from last Account 00,000 0 0

M,000 0 0
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in Account with R.A.S.B, 1948.

Rs. Aft. P. Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Account 21,763 7 n
Grant received during the year ...

Book Sales . 16,820 11 6

2,100 0 0

('ash Sale of Puh'icntion ... 1,723 3 9— 20.543 15 3

Interest realliJed during the year m 4 0

Interest ikom B^ixed Deposit 150 0 0

44,856 U 2

Accountf in Account with R-A.S.B. 1948.

By Balance from last Account

Rs. As, P. Rs. As. P.

32 4 3

82 4 3

(SflV/njfs fian^ Deposit with Imperial Bank of India), 1948.

, R8. As. P. R3. As P.

By Withdrawal for Staff AJvanoea, t‘te. 1,21 1 4 10

Cost of a stamp 0 10
Balance as per Balanc« Bheot 8.758 0 4

4,967 6 2

{with Imperial Bank of India). 1948.

Rs. As. P. Rs, As. P.

By Balance as per Balance Sheet ... 90,000 0 0

90,000 0 0
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STATEMENT No. 31. (3)

\

To Hnlrtncii fioiii lust Account

rUNDS

iP’aco

Value
Rs.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCTKl’Y OF BENGAL.
PERMANENT RESERVE.

n% Fonvorsion Linui, 194(>

ii'/r Convci'Kion Loan, 191G

8% ^'Var Loan, liiol-o-l

ii/u PeiViiw Loan, 195{l-rj.*

Temporary Ursfrve.

9% C'onvcision Loan, 1910

4^'^’o Ia>uii, 195o-00

Orientai, PiuiiJccnoN Fi*\d N<». 1,

3';*;, War l.oan, 19'»l-54 . .

3% Vutojy Loan, l0r>7

Sanskrit MSS. Fr’ND.

3% Victory Loan, 1957 . .

Uaim'i.ay Memorial Fi nd

3% Conversion Loan, 1940

Servasth’ Pension Ftni).

3% Conversion Loan. 1946 . .

Annand.ale Memorial Fi nd.

3^0 Convori-ion Loan, 1946

Permanent Library Endowment Fond.

3% C’onvers ion Loan, 1946

Sir Wiixia.m Jones Memorial Fond
3% Conversion Loan, 1946.

Pram-athanatii Bose Memorial Fi nd,

3% Conversion Loan, 1916

Joy Gobind Law Memorial Fcnd.

3% Conversion Loan, 1946

CALCrTTA BriENCe (^ONOBESS PRIZE Fl'ND.

3% Conversion Loan, 1946

Dfi. Bbuhl Memorial Pi^nd.

3% Conversion Loan, 1916

Dr. Bimala CncRN Law Cold Medal Fi’nd.

3% Conversion Loan, 1946

Sabat Cii. Roy Medal Find
3% Victory Loan, 1957,

J.>. P. Khaitan Memorial Medal Fund.
3% Loan (1970 75)

Sib Jadukath Medal Fdnd.
3% Conversion Loan, 1946

Plblicatton Fund.
3% Victory Loan, 1957.

Provident Fund,
3% I^an (1968^)

3% Converaion Loan, 1940

I
2

,
53 .70B

I 500|

; r.jKJO;

1 lOjMM)!

f !

1
1 2,0901

J
11,400'

)

5,0(Xl!

5,000.

5,IK)0
;

7001

i

3,000i

I

4,0(K)!

]4,000j

i

3,000;
i

i.sooi

3.000

3,000j

I

LOOOi

8 .000 1

4.0001

10,000

8,000

10,000

5,200

6,000

[vOL, XT.

InvmMimBnU

Rb. As. P.

3,99,844 2 0

3,99,844 2 0

2,92,000

99,700

3,92,300
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194819.

By Adjusinient ou account of revaluation of in-

Vi-Htmeut at FacA' Valtu3

Bala He'd au per bhect

Rs. As. r

7,544 2 0

S.92,30a 0 0

3,99,844 2 0
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Statement No. 33. Cash

For the year ended dlBt

To Ub. As. P. Rs. As, P.

Balftuco from Inst Account 25.782 11 6

General Fund Account fiS.S.'.S 7 1

Oriental Publication Fund No. 1 Account ... 12.69?) *> 0

Oriental Publication Fund No. 2 Account 2. too 0 0

Sanskrit Manusciiptrt Fund Account 6,304 10 0

Arabic and Persian Manu'^ciipts Fund A»f‘oiuii .>,075 0 0

Barclay ^Memorial Fund Account . 35 14 0

Servants’ Pension Fund Acccuuit 151 2 0

Annandale Memorial Fund Account m 0 0

Permanent Inbrary Endow irnnt Fund Ai fount 7K2 11 0

Sir William dones Memorial b’nnd Account 15! 2 0

Pramiithn Nath P»ose Memoual Fund Account 91 0 0

doy Gobind fjaw ^Nfemonal Fund Accfuint 151 *2 0

(’alcutto Science Coufjress Pri/^c Fund Account 151 2 0

l)r. Brulil Memorial Fund Account 50 4 0

8ar.flt Oil, Hoy Medal Fund Amnint 82 0 0

Dr. BnnaLi Churn Lav Gold Medal Fund Account tot « 0

Durga Prasad Khaitan Medal Fund Account 20.5 4 0

Sir Jadunath Medal Fund Account .. .873 bS 0

Heaearc'h Fellowship Fund Account ..... 7.200 0 0

Historiril Publication Fund Account 10,267 0 r>

Provident [''mid Account 1.271 9 6

Ad\anc{' Account 786 0 0

Personal Account 44.135 7 9

Publication Fund Account 4,272 7 9

Raviiij.^s Bank DoikkiI Account. Impen*! Uank of India, Calcutta 1.21) 1 10

1,82,595 13 5
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Account.

December. 1948

Hy Rh. Ab.

rirncrnl Fund Account

(h’jental Publication Fund No. 1 Account

Sanfknt ManuRciipls Fund Acet-unt

Arabic and PerHian Maijubcripts Fund Account

F^arclay Memorial Fund Account , ,

Kcr\ ants’ I’cnsioii P’und Account . ,

Joy (lobind Law Memorial Fund Account

Di Riuhl McmoiiMl Fund Account

Dr Ibmala Chmn Faw t»<»ld Medal Fund Account

Sir daduiuitli Medal I'und Account

PcrCrirch Fellowship Fund Account

Distoncal Publicatirm Fund Afcrmnt

Rajasthani Fund Account

Building Fb'pair Fund Account •-

Provident Fund Account

Advances Account .•» . . .

Personal Account

Publication Fund Account .. .

Savings Bank Deposit Account, Inipciial Bank o{ India

Balance ui per Btilainc Sheet—
In hand

With the Impel nd Bunk ol Iiulia, ou Cunent Account

61

1948 .

P.. Rs. As. P.

79,548 9 4

1,477 7 9

11.940 U 0

2.442 18 9

16 4 0

156 0 0

648 6 6

9 14 0

240 0 0

443 8 0

8.210 « 0

8.849 4 6

1,100 0 0

1,609 1 0

487 4 10

777 0 6

1.716 2 0

10.227 14 0

2,057 9 6

93 5 9

55.594 3 6

1,82,595 18 5
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STATEMENT No, 33.

LIABILITIES

Hs. A$.

General Acioiin* , .

Oriental Publication Fumt Nu. 1 Account
Sanskrit Manuscripis Fund Account
Arabic and Persian M^llvu‘^criptR Fund Aciomit . .

Parclay ^feinorial Fund Account .

ServantH* Pension Fund Account . .

Annandale ^loniorial k\ind Account . .

Pernwiinuit Library Eiulowineut Fund Account

Sir William .Joiicm Meuiorial Fund Account

Prainathn Nath Pose Meiiifirial Fund .Vccouut .

doy Gobiiui Law ^Icnional Fund Account . .

(’alcutta Science Foiiiries> Priie Fund Account

Dr Druhl Memorial Fund Vcount
Dr. Binmla (’liilrn T,.aw Gobi 3l«’dal Fund A( count

Sarat Ch. Roy M<'dal Fund Account

Durji^a Piasad Khnitan Mc*dal Fund Account

Sir dadunatli Medal Fund Account

Dr. Dnnalii Churn Law Colbrtion Fund Account

Rest arch Felloviship Fund Account .

Hi'*itorical Publication V'und Account ....

Rajasthani Fund Acccnnit ...

Prcividont Fund Account . . .

Publicaliou P'und Account

Discu.ssion AleeUngh Fund Account . .

Personal Account—Sundiy Liabilitie*^

W« have examined the above Balance fibect
and the appteinded detailed accountt with the
Book* and vouchers pFeaenied to us and certify
Chat they are in accordance therewith » and, in
ofir opluton, set forth correctly the position of
the Society as at 31st December, 1048.

pBlC£, WAT£liaOU8E, p£AT & Co.,
Auditors,

Ce/cttils* hna^ryf (949. Otarhnd A^untanh,
Rt$laHnd AetsyyntaniB,

[vOL. XV,

Balanem

As at Slat

Rh. As. P.

8,59.938 18 I

48,808 11 1

11,264 10 7

9.910 1 6

896 1 11

9,586 12 8

4,798 0 9

20.5*56 11 8

2,782 I 0

2.237 2 9

2.738 12 6

3,590 4 7

1,388 15 0

8.375 15 9

4.038 1.5 10

10,829 10 6

8,441 5 0

953 12 6

n,H74 2 0

12,(Ki6 4 9

1,748 7 0

15.613 0 4

30.651 12 2

32 4 3

2.685 (i 0

6 ,71.711 8 2
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Sheet.

63

2948

IMtimber, IfMti

ASSETS

Us. As. 1\

Oriontal Publication Fund No. 2 Account ...

Huilding Ilopuir.s I’und Accjiunt

Advances Account ... ^

Personal Account” Outstandings ... . 2^1,91)8 12 3

Deposits

SiiviriRs Ibink Deposit Account, linpeiuil Ibink

of India U 1

Fixed Deposit .\eeount, Impel ial lianK «»f

India:— A"*.

OenemI Fund 8t).00<) 9 0

Trust Furuls tiO.fJOO 0 0

«0.(100 0 0

U». As. P.

075 1 10

11 fi

24,058 12 8

93.753 0 4

liivcstnient Account
Ils. .As. P. Us. As P.

General Fund

Trust Funds

Casli .Accounts:—
In hand

With the Irnpeii.il Uuiik

Current Account

2,92,000 0 0

99.700 0 0

3.92,300 0 0

<ii India, on

93 6 9

f>5..594 8 «

55.087 9 9

0,71,711 3 2

K. iWrwaa,
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Abstract Proceedings^ Council 1948

ACCOMMODATION—Report giving permission on usual terms to a

member, Dr. P. D. Halwasiya for the use of the Society's Hall for a

general lecture on Sunday, the 4th January, from 3 to 5 P.M. Action

approved. Council 6, i4<i*48.

Request for the use of the hall of the Society from Mining, Geological

and Metallurgical Institute of India for their Annual Meeting on Friday, the

30th Januaiy^ at 10 A.M. Approved. Council it (a), 20-2*48.

Request for the use of the hall of the So< iety on usual terms from Iran

Society, Calcutta, for their Annual (General Meeting on Sunday, the 22nd
February at ii A.M. Approved, ('ouncil 11(b), 20-2-48.

Request from the Indian Institute of Metals for the use of the Society’s

hall for their meetings on 29th and 30th December, 1948. Allow

on the usual conditions. Council 14, 22*7-48.

Letter from the President (Dr. S. L. Ilora) of the Indian Fisheries

Society, Calcutta, requesting to waive the charges ol using the Society's

hall for a meeting of the Fisheries Society, held on 14-7-48. Regret, No
waiving. Allow on the usual conditions. Council 15, 22-7-48.

Letter from the Honorary Secretary, Calcutta Art Society, requesting

the use of the Members' room on the ground floor for a meeting of their

Executive Committee on Thursday, the 29th July at 5-30 P.M. Allow for

this occasion only. Council 18, 22-7-48.

Application from the Secretaiy% World Pacifist Meeting, Calcutta,

dated the 13th August, for the use of the Society's hall for a Public

Meeting on Wednesday, the 8th September, for two hours in the evening.

Regret inability to lend the hall. Council 15, 18-8-48.

Consideration of a letter from the President, Indian Institute of Per-

sonnel Management, for the loan of the Society's hall, on usual conditions*

for a lecture on “The Role of the Personnel Officer in Industrial Health and
Hygiene", by Lt.-Col. Lakshmanan, Director of All India Institute of

Hygiene & Public Healtbi.'^on Tuesday, the 14th September, 1948. at

5-30 P.M, Allow. Coundi"2t, 15-9-48.

Note of the President dated 2nd October, 1948:—At the last meet-

ing of the Council it was decided to make necessary arrangements to

reopen the Library after the Puja vacation. The President, the

General Secretary, the Library Secretary and the Hony. Treasurer were
authorised to take all steps including adequate provision for suitable safety

measures in this connection. It Is essential that: (i) The different members
of the Staff working for the Library including the manuscript section should
be placed under one unified control to ensure co-ordination resulting in

better work economically., (2) The pre-existing arrangements for the work
of the scholars, researchers and the Library Staff are not satisfactory. (3)
The present accommodation for the Library including the Reading room
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and facilities for cataloguers and research workers is wholly insufficient*

Rearrangement of the office and the library without material and substan*

tial structural alterations is possible. It is necessary, therefore, that the

members of the Council and the Library and Finance Committees should

meet and after a thorough discussion of possible alternatives come to a final

decision on the points noted above before the holidays commence, so that all

preliminaries might be completed during the vacation and the Library

may begin to function normally under improved condit^'oiis as early

as possible. Resolution : It is resolved by this Council that the

General Secretary is hereby authorised to take all necessary steps

for implementing the views of the Council about normal functioning of the

Library under improved conditions just after the Pujas by the transfer of

the office from the first floor to the ground floor so that the entire first floor

or as much of it as is essential may be used for the purposes of the Library

as reading room, etc. He may have the additions and alterations made by
any responsible firm without calling for tenders if necessary in order to get

the work done quickly and satisfactorily during the ensuing Puja holidays.

He should, however, place a report about the steps taken by him about this

resolution together with an estimate before the next Ordinary Meeting of the

Council. Emerg. Council, 6-10-48.

AGENCIES—The question of appointing Messrs. Stechert-Hafner Inc.

of 31st, East loth Street, New York. 8, as one of the selling

agents of the Society in U.S.A. To write to Stechert-Hafaer if they would
be one of our selling agents for the U.S.A. and, if so, what bank reference

in Calcutta they can furnish. General Secretary to report about the work
of the present agents Messrs. The Moore-Cottrell Subscription Agencies.

New York, U.S.A., who have done nothing for the sale of our publication.

Pub. Com. 6, 12-8-48. Contact the Indian Embassy at Washington.
Swami Nikhilananda of Ramakrishna Mission in New York may also be
contacted. Council 5, 18-8-48.

BIBLIOTHECA INDICA COMMITTEE—Letter from Dr. Ishaque
regarding the printing of Catalogue of Arabic and suggestions for

issuing the 2nd Volume with total 233 pages of the Catalogue. Publish
Vol, II as suggested by Dr. Ishaque. Bib. Ind. Com, 5, 9-3-48. Approve.
Council II, 16-3-48.

Letter from Dr. N. Dutt regarding the printing of Catalogue on Indian

Museum Collection prepared by Pt. Nani Gopal Banerjee. Drop publica^

tion, but pay Pandit N. G. Banerjee the balance of 25% in full

settlement. As for the printing of the Jaina Ms. Catalogue, experts be con-

sulted with regard to the quality of the work. Bib. Ind. Com. 6, 9-3-48.

Request Mr. S. K. Chatterji, Dr. J. B. Chowdhury, Mr. R. P. Mookerjee
and General Secretary to report on the matter. Council ii, 16-3-48.

Letter from Ayodhya Nath Vyakaranacharya offering his services for

editing certain books on Panini Shastra, Keep in abeyance^ Bib. Ind.

Com. 7, 9*3-48. Approve. Council ii. 16-3-48.

I-etter from Prof. P. C. Sen Gupta suggesting preparation of a good
manuscript copy of the Gatga Samhtta—^the Fort William College Manus-
cript No. I-D-20, for the final publication of the work by the R.A.S.B. and
recommending l&e nete of Babuaji Misra Jyotisacharya of Calcutta

9
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University. Keep in abeyance. Bib. Ind. Com. 8, 9
'
3

''

4®* Approve.

Council II, 16-3-48.

Letter from Prof. Satkari Mookerjee offering his services for editing

(l) Tattvaclnfaitumi (2) Nifayaimrttikuirtatparyaparismldhi and (3)

KavikalpaJata. Request Prof. Mookerjee to supply further information

about previous editions if any, and the size of the books which are pro-

posed to be published. Bib. Ind. Com. 4, 15-7-48. Accept. Council 10,

22-7-48.

Letter from Pandit Vanamali Chakravarty suggesting names of Naiya-

yikas for editing several books of Bibliotheca Indica Scries. Fuller

detailed information be placed before the next meeting on the

following points: re. incomplete books, how far printed, what portion

requires to be published, names of Editors, whether their collaboration still

available, if not, the special qualifications of the new Editors for the parti-

cular work to be submitted. Bib. Ind. Com. 3, 15-7-48. Accept. Council lo-

22-7-48.

The question of printing of (a) Ilafi Iqlioi and (b) Uawjatul Jannaf,

Recommendation: A note on the points raised by Dr. Ishaque re:

editors fees be placed before the next meeting when the question of printing

will be considered along with editor's fees. The terms with late Prof. M. M.
Huq about Haft Iqlim may also be put up. Bib. Ind. Com. 2, 15-7-48.

Council 10, 22-7-48.

Letter from Pandit Vanamali Chakravarty suggesting names of Naiya-

yikas for editing several books of Bibliotheca Indica Series. Request

Pt. Vanamali Chakravarti, Prof. Satkori Mookerjee and Pt. N. C. Vedan-
tatirtha to meet the President and discuss the matter with him. Bib. Ind.

Com. 2, 12-8-48. Accept. Council 6, 18-8-48.

Letter from Prof. Satkori Mookerjee offering his service to edit Tattva-

cint’amani critically with Mathuranatha's and Rucidatta's commentaries.

Request Pt. Vanamali Chakravarti, Prof. Satkori Mookerjee and Pt. N. C.

Vedantatirtha to meet the President and discuss the matter with him. Bib.

Ind. Com. 3, 12-8-48. Accept. Council 6, 18-8-48.

Letter from Sir Jadunath Sarkar regarding the printing and publication

of the translation of remaining portion of *'MaaMir-uUlJmara^' by
Dr. Baini Prasad. Suggestions of Sir Jadunath Sarkar be accepted.

Write to Dr. Hari Ram Gupta offering Rs. 500/- as his honorarium. Bib,

Ind. Com. 2, 8-9-48. Accept. Council 8, 15-9-48.

Note from the President regarding completion and publication of

certain books of Bibliotheca Indica Scries. Recommendation: The sugges-

tion be generally approved. Definite recommendation may be put up
indicating (i) list of publication which may be completed early (2) list of

incomplete books which need not be completed at this stage and suggesting

(3) improved method for better and more regular work in Publicatioii

Department. Bib. Ind. Com. 3, 8-9-48. Accept. Council 8, 15-9-48.

Letter dated 7-7-48 from Edward Conze requesting as to whether it is

possible to publish his English translation of AHa-sahmrikorprajna-
paramita in the Bibliotheca Indica Series. Recommendation: Write
to Mr. Conze to send the translation along with a note about his
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qualifications. When received refer to Dr. Dutt for his perusal and opinion.

Bib. Ind. Com. 4, 8-9-48. Accept. Council, 15-9-48.

Consideration of a letter from Pandit Iswar Chandra Sastri who is

editing the 3rd Volume of Vidhanaparijata requesting extension of time

up to the middle of January, 1949, for completion up to the 4th Stabaka.

He says that in course of printing of the 4th Stabaka, the 5th will be

ready. Permit. Bib. Ind. Com. 3, 23-11-48. Accept. Council 24, 24-11-49.

Consideration of a letter dated 18-11-48 from Prof. Satkori Mookerjee

recommending the publication of the Dhvanyaloka of Anandavardhana-

charya of Kashmir written in the 9th century A.D. as edited by Sri

Vishnupada Bhattacharjee, M.A., P.R.S., Lecturer in the Central College.

Calcutta. His critical studies on the Dhvanyaloka be published in our

Journal first and then we shall consider publication of the book. Bib.

Ind Com. 2, 23-11-48. Accept. Council 24, 24-11-48.

Consideration of a letter from Sir S. Radhakrishnan addressed to the

President, regarding the publication of Mr. Edward Conze's translation of

the AstLu^alKUirika-prajnaparamita in the Bibliotheca Indica Series. In

modification of the previous recommendation inform Dr, Conze that the

translation may be revised and then one chapter sent here for final decision

by the Society. Bib. Ind. Com. 3, 14-12-48. Accept, Council 9, 15-12-48.

• COUNCIL—Report nomination on the Council of Dr. S. K. Chatterji

as Philological Secretary in place of Dr. S. K. De, and Mr. R. P.

Mookerjee, as a member ot Council, for 1948-49. Record. Council 2,

14-1-48.

Appointment of a Medical Secretary (under Rule 45) in place of Lt.»

Col. C. L. Pasricha, who has taken up a post as Medical Adviser to the

High Commissioner for India in London Order: Record with regret.

Appoint Dr. A. C. Ukil. Council 20, 16-3-48.

Letter from Mr. K. P. Khaitan, dated the loth March, resigning his

office as Honorary Treasurer of the Society. Accept with regret. Appoint
Mr. R. P. Mookerjee. Council 21, 16-3-48.

Letter from Dr. W. D. West dated the ist May intimating his decision
to xesign his office as President of the Society and as a member of the
Council. Though unanimously requested to withdraw his resignation,
l)r. Wt*st regretted thr.t he was untiblo to do HIh resigniation as; President
was therefore accepted with regret. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice R. P.
Mookerjee being proposed by Dr. West and duly seconded was selected to

fill the vacancy. Dr. K. P. Biswas was selected to take his place as
Hony. Treasurer. Dr, B. S. Guha was selected to take the place of
Dr, Biswas as Natural History Secretary, and Dr. West as a Member of
Council. Council 2, 13-5-48.

The question of filling up a vacancy on the Council caused by the

resignation of Mr. K. P. Khaitan. Dr. N. Roy to be invited to fill the

vacancy. Dr. Roy to take the place of Dr. Guha as Library Secretary.

Conncil 3, 13-5-48.
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Letter from Mr. C. C. Blagden dated 14-5-48 resigning his seat on the

Council. Record with regret. Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi to fill up the vacancy,

Dr. Saha's ruling in the last monthly meeting regarding the procedure to

be followed when any of the office bearers of any other member of the

Council tender resignation. Council 2, 17-6-48.

Question of filling up of the vacancy on the Council of Natural Science

Secretary (Biology), vice Dr. K. P. Biswas who is officiating as such.

Dr. J. L. Bhaduri selected as Natural Science Secretary. Sp. Council 5,

27-9-48.

Cxonsideration of the composition of the Council for 1949-50. The
following list of the names of persons be declared as candidates for election

to next year's Council, and the list be printed and issued to the Resident
Members as prescribed in Rule 44:—

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice R. P. Mookerjee, M.A., B.L., President.

Dr. S. K. Chatterji, M.A., D.Litt., F.R.A.S.B., Vice-President.

Dr. M. N. Saha, D. Sc., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I., Vice-President.

Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., Vice-President.

Dr. R. C. Majuindar, M.A., Ph.D., Vice-President.

Dr, K. N. Bagchi, B.Sc., M B., D.T.M., F.R.I.C., F.N.I., General^

Secretary.

Dr. S. C. Law, M.A., B.L.. Ph D., F.N.I., F.Z.S., M.B.O.U./
Treasurer.

Dr. N. Dutt, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., D.Litt., Philological Secretary.

Secretary.

Dr. A. B. M. Habibullah, M.A., Ph.D., Dip.Lib., Jt. Phil.

Dr. J. L. Bhaduri, D.Sc., Natural Hist. Secretary (Biology).

Dr. S. K. Mitra, M.B.E., D.Sc., F.N.I., Nat. Hist. Secy. (Phys.

Science)

.

Rev. Dr. W. G. Griffiths, M.A., B.Sc., B.D., Ph.D.,

Anthropological Secretary.

Dr. U. N. Ghoshal, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B., Historical & Archaeo-

logical Secretary.

Dr. A. C. Ukil, M.B., M.S.P.E,, F.S.M.F.B., F.N.I.,

Medical Secretary.

Dr. Niharranjan Roy, M.A., D.Lett., D.Phil., Dip. Lib., FX.A„
Library Secretary.

Mr. A. P. Benthall, F.L.S., Council Member.

Rai Bahadur J. M. Sen, M.Ed., B.Sc., T.D., Dip.Ed., F.R.G.S.,

F.N.L, Council Member.

Mr. K. P. Khaitan, M.A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law, Council Member.

Mr. H. Waddington, M.B,£., F.S.A., Council Member.

Dr. K. P. Biswas, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E. Council Member.

Council 14, 15-12-49.
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COMMITTEES-^r. J. N. Banerjee. Re: Bicentenary celebrationa

of the birth of Sir William Jones. Order: The iCoimcil regrets that existing

and other untoward events prevented the implementation of their pro-

gramme and has decided to appoint a Committee consisting of the two
Philological Secretaries, Dr. J. N. Banerjee (Convener), Dr. R. C.

Majumdar, Dr. K. Nag, Dr. N. Roy and the ex-officio members, to sug-

gest ways and means to implement the proposal. Council 19(f) (4)
13-5-48-

I

Consideration of a matter arising from the Ordinary Monthly Meeting

of 3-5-48. Appointment of a Committee consisting of I2 members to
*

‘investigate into the affairs of the Journal and to recommend measures

for its improvement, as a result of a motion by Mr. A. K. Majumdar.
The following Committee was constituted by the meeting:—^President,

General Secretar^^', Hony. Treasurer. Mr. H. D. Bhattacharya, Dr. S. K.
Chatterji, Dr. G. P. Majumdar, Dr. B. P. Neogy, Dr. J. N. Banerjee,

Dr. M, N. Saha, Mr. B. Mukherjee, Mr. T. C. Das, Mr. A. K. Majumdar
Order: Record. Council 9(b), 23-6-48.

SIR WILLIAM JONE S BICENTENARY CELEBRATIONS -
Consideration ot ways and means for— (a) bringing out a critical

edition ot the first English translation of Sakuntala by Sir William Jones,

along with the reprint t){ the original text of Sakuntala in Bengalee script

from which the translation was made; (b) procuring a photostat copy of the

edition of Sakuntala in Bengalee script utilised long ago by Prot. Chezy,

now in the Collection of the IMbliothique Nationale of Paris; (c) preparing

an index of all the articles on Letters and Science that were published in

the Asiatick Researches, and (d) publishing a monograph on Fisher's Memior
on Education, by Prof. A. N. Bose, Recommendations for items i(a),

(b), (c) Si (d)—Dr. Banerjee is requested to contact the scholars who wero
entrusted to contribute articles to the Commemoration Volume, and to

submit a note stating what steps have been taken by them so far. The
General Secretaiy to request Dr, S. K. Chatterji who is now in Paris, for

arranging for a photostat copy of Sakukntala in Bengali. Committee for

implementing the programme of Bicentenary Celebrations of Sir William

Jones, I., 22-7-48.

DONATION—Letter from Mr. Chhotelal Jain intimating his willingness

to donate a sum for the institution of a medal for Peace. Humanities etc. as

suggested by the Patron, H. E. Sri C. Rajagopalachari at the last Annua)

Meeting, Appoint a committee to report to the Council on the proposal.

Members:—The three ex-officio members. Sir B. L. Mitter, Mr. P. N.
Banerjee and Sir Jadunath Sarkar. The President to see His Excellency

and to report to the next Council Meeting. Council 8, 16-3-48.

EXCHANGE—Letter from Dr. Arthur Upham Pope requesting pre-

sentation of a set of Society's publications. Comply as far as possible.

Request Dr. Pope for his books as exchange (not being a condition prece-

dent). Pub. Com. 7, 12-1-48. Accept Council 12. 14-1-48.

Request for exchange for the ** University of Kansas Paleontological Con-

tributions: Exchange with the
*

'Science" section of our Journal. Lib. Com.

3, 12-1-48. Approve. Council 13, 14-1-48.
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Request for exchange and review from the Secretary^ Botanical Society

of Bengal, for the Bulletin (Half-Yearly) : Exchange with the Science Section

of the Journal. No review. Lib. Com. 4, 12-1-48. Approve. Council 13,

14-1-48.

Request for exchange with the Journal of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search. Exchange with the Science Section of the Journal only. Lib.

Com. 6, 12-1-48. Approve. Council 13, 14-1-48.

Consideration of a letter from the Director of the Museum of Ethnology

of Leipzig to present their Library with the publications of our Society issued

during the war and post-war times and to establish exchange relation with

their Year Books. Ask for a specimen copy. Lib. Com. 9, 12-1-48. Approve.

Council 13, 14-1-48.

Request for exchange of ‘‘Marxian Way” with the Society’s Journal.

Recommendation: No. Lib. Com. 4, 9-3 48. Approve. Council 9, r6-3-48.

Request for exchange from the Univeisiteit te Gent for the publications

of the Faculty of Letters of their University with the Society’s publications

in the Bibliotheca Indica Series, including the bulk of previous publications

on either side, as far as still available. Approve. Lib. Com. 5, 9-3-48.

Accept Council 9, 16-3-48.

Consideration of the question of subscribing the “Indian Forester”

published by the Forest Research Institute, Dehra-Dun, (Annual subs.

Rs. 15). It used to be supplied free of cost up to 193G. Try and get it

on exchange with the Science part of the Society’s Journal. Lib. Com. 14,

9-3-48. Approve. Council, 9, 16-3-48.

Request from Mr. B. M. Agarwalla (Member) to establish exchange re-

lation in respect of the following publications :

(a) Proceedings and Committee Reports* of the (i) Indian Parlia-

ment, Constituent Assembly, and Provincial legislatures of

India, & (ii) American Congress. Recommendation: No.

(b) Journal of the Nagri Pracharini Sabha and their publications.

Recommendation: Mr. Agarwalla may request them to write

to us.

(c) Hansard. Recommendation: No.

(d) Proceedings of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelana (Allahabad),

and publication thereof. Recommendation: They should write.

Lib. Com. 16, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-3-48.

Circular from the Curator, Government Oriental MSS. Library, Madras
announcing the publication of a half-yearly multilingual journal of Oriental

Research. Exchange with the current issue of Journal (Letters). Lib.

Com. 5, 9-4-48. Accept. Council ii, 19-4-48.

Circular with a specimen copy of “Lingua”, an International review of

General Linguistics, published from Holland. Establish exchange relations

for the current issue of the Journal (Letters) with its publishers, Nitgeverij

J. H. Gottmer, Wilhelminapark 12, Haarlem, Holland. Lib. Cora. 6, 9-4-48.

Accept. Council xx, X9-4-48.
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Request from Mr. B. M. Agarwalla to write to the Nagri Pracharini Sabha
(Banares), and Hindi Sahitya Sammalana (Allahabad) to exchange their

publications with the Society’s publications, instead of asking them to write

to the Society, as was decided in the last Library Committee Meeting. Re-

commendation: Refer to Mr. R. P. Mookerjee. Lib. Com. 9, 9-4-48. Accept.

Council II, 19-4-48.

Consideration of a letter from Dr. Ernst v. Nischcr-Falkenhoff of Vienna
offering a copy of his book, ‘^Stilicho” and another book of Indian History

which he is now writing in exchange for Beveridge’s ‘'Akbar Naraa'*

(English Translation). Exchange for one copy of Vol. III. Lib. Com. 8,

9-6-48. Accept. Council 12, 17-6-48.

Consideiation of letter from the Indian Dairy Association, Bangalore,

for the establishment of Exchange relationship with the Society. Ex-
change with the Science part. Lib. Com. 4(a) 23-11-48. Accept. Council 10,

24-11-48.

Consideration of circular letter from the British Consul's Indian Re-

presentative: re. ’’Discovery", a monthly Scientific Journal. Exchange
with the Science part. Lib. Com. 4(b). 23-11-48. Accept. Council 10,

24-1-48.

Consideration of a letter from the Hony. Secretary, Zoological Society

of Bengal to exchange the Journal of the Society with their Proceedings.

Exchange with the Journal (Science). Lib. Com. 9, 14-12-48. Accept.

Council II, 24.

Consideration of a circular letter from the Science Museum, South
Kensington, London, S.W.7, for exchange of our Journal with their

"Weekly List of Accessions", which is received in the Library. Exchange
with the Journal (Science). Lib. Com. 8, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 7,

15-12-48.

Consideration of a letter from the Secretary. Kuppaswami Sastri Re-
search Institute, Madras and Editor, Journal of the Music Academy
Madras, to establish exchange relationship with the Society. Exchange
with the Journal (Letters). Lib. Com. 7, 14-12-48 Accept. Council 7,

15-12-48.

Consideration of a letter from the Regional Representative FAO
(Fisheries) enquiring whether the Society could possibly give them
gratis all available publications on fisheries in anticipation of receiving

in exchange publication of Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council. Exchange
with the Journal (Science). Lib. Com. 6, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 7,

15-12-48.

EXHIBITS*—Circular letter from the Indian Historical Records

Commission requesting to send some exhibits to be sent to the exhibition

of historical Mss. to bo held at Jaipur in February, 1948. No exhibits to

be sent this year. Council 21, 14 1-48.

Consideration of a letter from the Ministry of Education, India, ask-

ing permission to exhibit the curiosities of our Society in U.S.A. which

are nowt being exhibited in London: Agree, but request that they be in-

sured before despatching to U.S.A. Lib. Com. 3, 9-3-48. Approve. Council

9» 16-3-48.
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. Letter from the Acting Consul-General for Czechoslovakia in India

for co-operation with an Exhibition of Oriental Books in Prague,

Czechoslovakia. Regret under present circumstances. Lib. Com. 12,

9-3-48. Approve. Cx)uncil 9, 16-3-48.

Letter from the Secretary, Indian Historical Records Commission
dated the 19th August, requesting the Society to send some of our valu-

able Persian Mss. in the Curzon Collection for exhibition at the Silver

Jubilee Session of the I.H.R.C. to be held in Delhi in December 1948.

Send under the usual conditions. Lib. Com. 11, 8-9-48. Accept. Coimcil

9, 15-9-48.

FINANCE—Appointment of Auditors for auditing the accounts for

1948 so that tho Auditoi’s selected may commence auditing timely to enable

printing of the abstract of the audited accounts before the Annual Meeting

Order. Thorough audit required. If the old Auditors submit new terms,

put up at the next meeting. Council 14, 24-11-48.

Report by the General Secretary in pursuance of the Council decision

dated 6-10-48 was placed before the Council. The steps taken are approved.

(General Secretary’s Report in pursuance of the Council decision dated

6-10-48:—In accordance with the decision of the Council at its special

meeting held on 6-10-48, I entrusted the necessary items of work to be done
by the following well-known firms of Calcutta as there was no time to call

for tenders from other firms:

—

(1) Martin Burn, Ltd.

(2) India Collapsible Gate Co.

(3) Electric Motor Co. (Rs. 34/4,
Rs. 120/-, Rs. 335/8/- and
Rs. 249/8/-).

(4) Bungo (Rs. 500/- Rs. 160/-).

Rs. 4,060-3-0.

1,257-8-0.

739-
4
-0 .

660-0-0.

Rs. 6,716-15-0

The bills of the firms (2) and (3) have been included in the Agenda of

the Finance Committee to be held on 24-11-48 but the bills submitted by
Messrs. Martin, Bum Ltd., and other firms could not be taken up to-day

for consideration as the items of work could not be finally verified, because

the bill was submitted very recently.

The entire office (General Section) has been shifted from the ist floor

to the ground floor, the first floor being fully reserved for the use by the

Library. Arrangements have been made for having only one entry into

and exit from the Library Reading Rooms and safety measures including

fixing up expanded metal protections, grills, etc. have been completed. To
effect all these improvements the total expenses come up to Rs. 6,716-15-0
only). Council 25, 24-11-48.

A note from the Hony. Treasurer. Request Hony. Treasurer to submit
suggestions regarding the imprest cash and the desirability of separating

the cash and accounts work. Fin. Com. ii, 16-4-48. Accept. Council 12,

19-4-48.
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Consideration of a note from the President regarding Permanent
Reserve Fund and Bank Accounts. Recommendations: The note from
the President was considered. The following recommendations are made :

—
(a) Transfer the investments of the face value of Rs. 15,000/- (3%

War Loan, 1951-54 for Rs. 5,000/- and 3% Defence Loan,

1953-55 for Rs. 10,000/-) from the Temporary Reserve to the

Permanent Reserve, being the compounding fees received

during the period January 1936 to July 1948.

(b) The Honorary Treasurer to submit a report about the statu-

tory obligation or any Council resolution regarding the transfer

of admission fees to the Permanent Reserve and also references

to Annual Reports about such transfer.

(c) Separate Savings Bank Accounts be opened in the Imperial

Bank of India for each of the Endowment Funds of the

Society.

Fin. Com. 5, 8-9-48. Accept. Council 10, 15-9-48.

Presentation and final approval of the Accounts of September and
October, 1948. Recommendation: i. A note is to be put up at the next
meeting for introducing new method of keeping accounts so that at the

end of each month the cash balance in each of the separate Funds and the

General accounts may be readily available. 2. Write to the bank about
separate accounts. Fin. Com. 2, 24-11-48. Accept. Council ii, 24-11-48.

The Secretary was requested to prepare a note on the following points:

—

(i) What amount, if any, is lying to the credit of the International

Catalogue of Scientific Literature Fund and whether the same
is available for the continuation of the work.

(ii) Re: Kemp's Catalogue Fund.

Board of Accounts Meeting 3, 16-9-48.

The following items were considered by the Board of Accounts of

16-9-48.

(a) Permanent Reserve Fund: It was reported that under the

orders of the Council Rs. 15,000/- had been directed to be
transferred from the Temporary Reserve Fund to the Permanent
Reserve Fund, to cover the amount of compounding fees realis-

ed from 1938 to 1948. It was also reported that the Council had
directed a statement to bo placed before them about the amount
received as admission fee from 1937 onwards along with further

particulars about reports and directions if any about investing

the same.

Resolved that the reports made be recorded and no further action requir-

ed to be taken by the Board.

(b) Permanent Library Fund: The circumstances under which the

Permanent Library Fund was started were placed before the

meeting and the following extracts from the Afinual Report of

1926 was brought to the notice of the Board:

—

10
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‘The greater attention given to the condition and needs of the Library

led to a review of its problem by the Council during the year. The conclu-

sion was that the Library with its hundred thousand printed volumes and

twcntyfive thousand manuscripts must need incur expenditure for mainten-

ance which, being recurrent and not subject to diminution, cannot well be

met out of current income. Dr. Hora, the Treasurer, following up a hint m
this matter by Mr, Tipper given when taking up the Presidentship, gave a

lead in the matter, and the Council resolved to initiate a permanent Library

Endowment Fund of which alone the income should be made available for

Library maintenance. Mr. G. H. Tipper, Sir Rajendra Nath Mookerjec and
Dr. U. N. Brahmachari led off with substantial donations, other members
of Council made further promises and an initial amount of nearly Rupees

Three thousand collected or promised with which to start the fund.

It was also decided to issue an appeal on the subject to the body of

Members, which was sent but shortly after the close of the year/'

The Secretary reported that: The balance in the Fund as at the end of

1947 was Rs, 19,966-5-8 of which Rs. 14,000/- was invested in 39c: Conver-

sion Loan 1946.

Resolved—The Secretary be requested to place further directions which
might have been given from after 1926. It would be for consideration

thereafter as to what action if any need be taken.

(c) Investment of Trust Fund: It was reported that the G. P. Notes
*' standing to the credit of the different Endowment Funds had

been made income-tax free except in the case of S. C. Roy Fund
for which the Bank as well as the Income-tax Department has

been asked to take necessary steps. It was further reported

that under the directions of the Council a separate Savings

Bank Account would be opened in the Imperial Bank of India

with effect from the ist of January, 1949, in respect of each
one of the Endowments.

Resolved—No further recommendation be required to be made by the

Board.

Board of Accounts Meeting : 2, 16-9-48. Accepted. Council 13, 24-11-48.

GRANT—-Letter from the Asst. Secretary, Govt, of India, Ministry of

Education, dated 27-12-47, intimating sanction of Rs. 20,000/- as an addi-

tional Grant for the year 1947. Record. Send the bill to Government of

India in usual form for pa}nnent. Fin. Com. 5. 13-1-48. Accept. Council 14,

14-

1-48.

Letter to the Government o£ India for renewal of the Annual Grant of

Rs. 20,000/- sanctioned for 3 years (this year being the third year) . Order:
President to take steps. Write to Government for larger grant. Council 21,

15-

9-48.

INSURANCB-Report payment made to the Commercial Union
Assnrance Co., Ltd., of Rs. 750/- being the annual premium on two Fire
Policies (Re. 3,00,000/- each) on t^c Society’s premises and properties, for

the p^md of 5th March 1948 to 5th March 1949. Approve. Enquire regard-
ing present rates of insurfince against riot, civil commotion and also

against, burglary. Fin. Com. 4, .10-3-48. Approve. Council la, 16-3-48.
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Letter from Mr. A. J. Elkins regarding Insurance of the Soctety's

buildings and possessions. That the Society's building and possei^ions

be revalued, and that the Secretary be asked to report regarding the
agency * through which this should be done. Fin. Com. I2, 16-4-48.

Accept. Council I2, 19-4-48.

Report from Mr. Noble of the Commercial Union Assurance Co., Ltd.,

regarding insuring the Society's premerties against riots, burglary, etc.

Recommendation: (i) Insurance of Building, Furniture and Office equip-
ments to be effected immediately at the correct valuation against Fire,

Riots and Civil Commotion, (ii) Insurance of Works of Art and Books
should be considered by a sub-committee of the Council against all risks,

(iii) Against burglary—Individual items of equipments are to be insured.

Fin. Com. 3, 14-6-48. Postpone for further consideration. Contact
Mr. Noble of Messrs Commercial Union Assurance Company for further

elucidation of certain points in Mr. Elkin's note and for an estimate of
the total cost of premium. Council 13, 17-6-48.

Sanction a .sum of Rs. 1,000/- in the first instance to pay the salary of

the* ttimporary staff to be recruited for stock-taking; appoint a Committee
consisting of the e.x-officio members, the Library Secretary and Dr. N. Ray
for selecting the personnel, and to take the necessary action. Council ii,

19-4-48.

The question of closing the Library and stack rooms for a month or more
for stock-taking. Recommendation: The stock-taking of the entire collec-

tion of printed books and manuscripts be taken up; each of the three sec-

tions of the Library be checked independently; make special temporary
appointments for the purpose, also utilising the services of the existing

library staff. Consult and take advice from Dr. N. Ray with regard to the

procedure to b(' followed for stock-taking. Recommend to the Council to

have the work taken up immediately, and to make the necessary appoint-

ments. Lib. Com. 12, 9-4-48.

The Committee recommends the appointment of a trained Librarian for

the Society. Lib. Com. 13, 9-4-48. Take steps to appoint a trained

Librarian on a salary in the grade Rs. 300—25—600, and report to the

Monthly Meeting. The Committee also consisting of the ex-ofiicio

members, the Library Secretary and Dr. N. Ray to draft the terms of his

appointment for advertisement. Council ii, 19-4-48.

The Committee approved the recommendations of the Library Com-
mittee with regard to the stock-taking of the Library and the temporary

appointments referred to therein. Fin. Com. 18, 16-4-48, Accept. Counch
12, 19-4-48.

Consideration of the question of the cataloguing of the Society's Collec-

tion of coins. Nothing has been done so far notwithstanding various pro-

posals made by the Council. Dr. S. K. Chatterji is requested to contact

Dr. J. N. Banerjee with a view to select suitable persons for this purpose

and to recommend necessary arrangement to be made at an early date.

Council io(f), 17-6-48.

The appended report from the Stock-taking Officer approved. Lib.

Com. 7, I5-7-^8. Reopen the Reading Room on Mbnday next, subject

to the Regulations proposed. Council ii, 22-7-48.
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Letter from the Registrar, Calcutta University, regarding the service

conditions of Mr. Pramil Bose, Deputy Librarian of the University who is

supervising the stock-taking of the Library of the Society. (Note: An
extract of the minutes of the Syndicate deputing Mr, Pramil Bpse was
considered). Recommendation: Noted with thanks. Request for exten-

sion of his period of duties at the Society for another month. Fin. Com.
II, 16-8-48. Accept. Council 8, 18-8-48.

Question of the provision of an additional grant of Rs. 1,500/- on
Book Purchase Account. (Note:—Budget allotment for 1948 is Rs. 2,700/-,

of which Rs. 2,260/5/9 has already been spent (up to July, 1948), and bill

for Rs. 1,000/- (approx.) is awaiting for payment. Some of the Books
ordered in 1947 and 1946 are coming now). Allot Rs. 6,000/- to be
transferred to Book Purchase Account from> the Govt, of India grant under
item “Secretary’s Salary” Lib. Com. 6, 8-9-48. Accept. Council 9,

15-9-48.

Consideration of the question as to which method of preservation is to

be adopted for the manuscript Tawarikli' which has been
loaned to Dr. Basil Gray of the British Museum and is stated to be in a
very bad condition requiring scientific treatment. Order: Write to Dr.

Sen, Director, National Archives of India, for opinion and act as advised

by him. Council 4, 15-9-48.

The Council is informed that the thefts which were suspected to have
been taking place in the Society’s Library have at last been detected. Two
peons of the Library are now in the custody of the Police and a number
of books stolen have been recovered from a second-hand bookshop of the

city. Fuller report will be put up later. Sp. Council 13, 27-9-48.

Consideration of a letter from Mr. V. B. Trivedi resigning from the

service of the Society and offering to prepare the descriptions of the remain-

ing 100 Mss, of the Rajasthani Mss. during the months of May and June,

1949, as he has resigned from the appointment as Cataloguer of Rajasthani

Mss. Allow him to resign with effect from 1-12-48, provided he hands over
the manuscript of the Catalogue prepared by him together with all con-

nected papers. Council 22, 24-11-48.

LIBRARY—Consideration of a letter from Mr. V. B. Trivedi requesting

permission to take out books. Mss. etc. from the Library as laid down in

Rule 14(e). Permit. Usual rules applicable to non-resident members will

apply. Council 23, 24-11-48.

Consideration of the report of the Asst. Librarian re. cataloguing of

books and Mss. of the Library of the Society. Approve as modified by
Dr. N. Roy. Preparation of the card catalogue to be taken up at once.
Appoint two temporary cataloguers for that purpose. Lib. Com. 3,
14-12-48. Accept. Council 7, 15-12-48.

Consideration of the draft Rules for the Reading Room of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Bengal submitted by the Asst. Librarian and decision
thereon. Recommendation: Accept. Circulate with monthly meeting notice
and place before the monthly meeting. Lib. Com. 4, 14-12-48.

Report of Sri Pramil Bose, Dy. Librarian, Calcutta University, re.

Stock-taking of the Library. Proposals to be put up for the completion of the
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work. List of losses to be reported. Thanks to be conveyed to Sri P, C.

Bose, Sri S. Chaudhuri and other members of the Library Staff. Lib. Com.

5, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 7, 15-12-48.

Consideration of steps for the full utilisation of the money ear-marked

for the purchase of books in the Library for the year. (Note:— sum of

Rs. 6,000/- was transferred from the Secretary's pay for the year 1948 to

the Book Purchase Fund in September, 1948, thus the amount available

for the purchase of books comes up to Rs. 9,700/-, out of which Rs. 3,479/-
have already been spent and bills are for Rs. 500/- is pending). Reappro-

priation may be made. Lib. Com. 13, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 10,

15-12-48.

LOAN OF MANUSCRIPTS—Report return of the Ms. **Laghukala

Chakratila'* by Dr. G. Tucci, which was lent to him in February, 1930.

(Note: The Mss. contained 222 folio but the first 103 folio are found

missing). General Secretary's action approved. Council 20, 14-1-48,

Request for loan of the Ms. Padaviclhanaukramani of Saunaka^^
for six months from the Director, The Adyar Library, The Theosophical
Society, Madras. (N.B.—The Philological Secretary recommends the

loan, on a bond not exceeding Rs. 50/- only). Lend on usual terms and
conditions. Lib. Com. 6, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-3-48.

Request for extension of the period of loan of the Ms. Dmasagara of

Ballalasena for three months more from Dr. S. K. Chatterji. Approve.
Lib. Com. 7, Lib. Com. 7, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-3-48.

Request from the Ganganath Jha Research Institute, Allahabad, for the

loan of the MS., Vishnu Sahasrmuiuw Bhasya* (N.B.
—

^The Philologi-

cal Secretary recommends the loan on a bond of Rs. 350/- only). Accept

the Philological Secretary's recommendation. Lib. Com. 2, 9-4-48.

Accept. Council ii, 19-4-48.

Request from Sri Asoka Kumar Bhattacharyya, member, for extension

of the period of loan of the Ms. **Prat/sthasora~samgriiha^* by a month.
(N.B.—^The Ms. was lent to him on the 30th December, 1947). Extend
as requested. Lib. Com. 3, 9-4-48. Accept. Council ii, 19-4-48.

Request for loan of the manuscript ''KalainadhavalakshviV* from the

Principal, Sanskrit College, Calcutta. (Note:—The Philological Secretary

recommends the loan on usual terms and conditions) . Lend for 3 months
under usual conditions, the value being assessed at Rs. 500/-. Lib. Com. 3
4-5-48. Accept. Council 17, 13-5-48.

Request from Dr. S. K. Chatterji for extension of the period of loan of

the Ms. **Danmagara of Ballalmena\ for 6 months more for the use of

Pandit Bhavatosh Bhattacharji, who is editing the Ms. for the Society

in the Bibliotheca Indica Series. (N. B.—^The Ms. was lent to

up to the 17th April, 1948) . Extaad for three months, and ask for a

report on the progress made. Lib. Com. 4, 4-5-48. Accept. Council 17,

13-5-48-
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Request from the Bhandiirkat Oriental Research Institute for extension

of the period of loan of the Mss., '*Gorahsas Saiaha** by three months
more. (N.B,—The Mss. were lent to the Institute on the i8th
February, 1948). Extend. Lib. Com. 14, 4-5-48. Accept. Council 17,

13-5-48-

Request from Pandit Asoke Kumar Bhattacharyya for extension of the

period of loan of the Ms., ''Pratisthasara-mmgraJia^\ for another month.
(N.B. The MS. was lent to him on the 30th December, 1947, and an
extension for a month was granted to him in the month of April, 1948).
Extend. Lib. Cora. 15, 4-5-48. Accept. Council 17, 13-5-48.

Letter from Dr, N. Dutt dated the 27th May, requesting the extension

of the loan period of the two manuscripts '"Sanuidhirajasntra'' for further

three months. Extend. Lib. Com. 4, 9-6-48. Accept. Council 12, 17-6-48.

Letter from Miss Jahan Ara Khatun dated 13-7-48 intimating hei

inability to return the two books lent to her in October, 1946, i.e.,

‘'Cambridge History of India*' (Vol. IV) and Voyages d'Ibn Batuta, Vol.

Ill, or compensate their loss, as they were robbed during the partition

period. (She was the Casey Research Scholar in 1946 and working under

Dr: Ishaque)
.

(Note;—These books were lent to her without any reference

to the Council), Write off, and replace the two books. In,,future no books

should be issued to non-member Research Scholars. Lib. Com. 2, 12-8-48.

Accept. Council 7, 18-8-48.

Pandit Bhabatosh Bhattacharji requests the extension of the period of

the loan of the Ms., Danasagara of Ballalasena (I.E. 73) lor another

three months, i.e., up to the 17th December, 1948. Extend as requested.

Lib. Com. 12, 8-9-48. Accept. Council g, 15-9-48.

Decision about the request from the Allahabad University Library for

the loan of the Ms., “H. 32. Padmaoat 'd\ Lend on usual terms and
conditions. (Loan Bond for Rs. 250/-). Lib. Com 6(a), 23-11-4S.

Accept. Council 10, 24-11-48.

Decision about the request from the Bhandarkar Research Institute for

the loan of the Ms., *T.A. 14

—

Chandogyopanisad-Anandatirthakrta
Madhwvahhasya^\ Lend on usual terms and conditions. (Loan Bond for

Rs. 250/-). Lib. Com. 6(b), 23-11-48. Accept. Council 10, 24-11-48.

Consideration of the requests of (a) Prof. N. B. Roy, Research Assis-

tant to Sir Jadunath Sarkar, and (b) Dr. M. Ghose who is translating the

“Natyasastra" about being allowed to borrow books from the Library

though they are not members. Allow as special cases. Lib. Com. 7,

23-11-48. Accept. Council 10, 24-11-48.

Request from the Maha-bodhi Society to lend them the following Mss.
from our Library for exhibition: The Buddhist Mss.—^4713

—

Astasa-
h4isrikaiprajnap<Mramita Bodicaryavatara, 4732

—

KnlacaJcTa/oala0U

.

4806

—

Maittreya Vyakarana. 4f^i^Pancarakm^ttatajnu Loan allow-

ed, provided the General Secretary is satisfied about the proper security of

the manusicriptd while on exhibit and about their safe and punctual return

of the same. Lib. Com. ii, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 7, 15-12-48.

letter from Dr. S. L. Hora with regard to the

transferring of the old Mss. in the Library 6f the India Office in London to
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the Society. Refer to the Library Committee with the suggestion that such

works of which copies are partly present in the Society's Library and
partly in the Library of the India Office in London should be brought to

this Library. Pub. Com. 3, 12-1-48. Accept. Council 12, 14-1-48.

Consideration of the purchase of a Sanskrit Lexicon in Bengali

character, 'Wnanda SahdamhudliC\ Offer Rs. 250/- and report to the

next meeting if not accepted. Lib. Com. 5, 12-X-48. Approve, Council 13,

14-1-48.

Consideration of a recommendation from Dr. S. K. Chatterji for

acquiring the Library of Srijut B. N. Chakravarti Thakur, M.A,, B.L., in

Chaupalli (Noakhali) consisting of about 30b Mss. and two almirahs of

printed books on Indology. The cost of transit to bring down the presen-

tations to Calcutta will be about Ra 300/- only which is to be borne by the

Society. Request the donor to write direct to the Society. Lib. Cora. 10,

12-1-48. Approve. Council 13, 14-I-48.

Regarding the Society's Zoological Collections on loan with the

Trustees of the Indian Museum. Recommendation. After considerable

discussion and examination of relevant clauses of the Indian Museum Act
pertaining to the Collections of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, the

Committee recommended:— (i) That the Director. Zoological Survey of

India be informed that as the Society's Collections are on loan with the

Trustees of the Indian Museum the matter of sale of the Society's Collec-

tions to the Government should be taken up through the Trustees of the

Indian Museum, and that any further correspondence on the subject

should be addressed to that body, (2) That in view of the unsatisfactory

replies received so far from the Trustees of the Indian Museum with regard

to the preservation and maintenance of the Society's Collections and the un-
certainty of their existence in the original form in which they were handed-
over to the Trustees, the question of sale of all the Collections belonging to

the Society, valued at Rs. 2,50,000/- in 1873, should be taken up with the

Trustees at this stage and all questions relating to the Collections thereby

liquidated. Special Com., 13-1-48. Accept. Council 24, 14-1-48.

Consideration of getting a photostatic copy of a Ms., ‘^Charitamiinansa.
(No. 12694)" fhe Oriental Institute, Baroda, at any of the following

cost:—*

(i) Little less than the same size of the Ms. ... Rs. 318-8-0

(ii) Little less than the fth size of the Ms. ... Rs. 227-8-0

(iii) Little less than the ^ size of the Ms. ... Rs. 133-4-0

Recommendation: Request half size photostat copy of the manuscript
at a cost of Rs. i33-4>o. Lib. Com. ii, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-8-48,

Consideration of the price of the Ms. **^lnanda Sabdabudhi\ approved
lot purchase for the Society at Rs, 250/-, as the owner does^not agree with
the price fixed by the Library Committee. No higher offer than Rs. 250/-

already offered. Lib, Com. 10. 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-3-48*

Letters from Dr. S. L. Hora and Sri M. N. Kunzru for claiming back
the valuable books, and Mss. and other antiquities in the custody of the

British Musjeunii Indjw Office, and Bodleian Library. Send copy of the
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correspondence to Dr. N. P. Chakravarti; and request him to do the beet

he can for the Society, Lib. Com. 13, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-3-48.

Letter from Dr. Basil Gray, Keeper of the Department of Oriental

Antiquities, British Museum, London, informing that the cost of repairs

of the Ms., ‘VamiV/Z Tawarikli* will be from £50-60. Arrange to get it

repaired at the British Museum through Dr. Gray. Lib. Com. 7, 9-4-48.

Accept. Council ii, 19-4-48.

Request from Prof. D. C. Bhattacharji for getting a photographic copy
of Ms. Nayataitva-Chintainaafii-Prahha (by Yajnapati Upadhyaya) from
the Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris). (Note:—The Ms. is unique. It is

written in Bengali script on. palm leaves and is the earliest known com-
mentary on the classical work of Gangesa. Approval of the Philological

Secretary has been received). Recommendation: Ask the Cultural Attache,

French Consulate, to obtain particulars of cost of reproduction, etc. Lib.

Com. 8, 4-5-48.

Matters relating to the offer of Sri B. N. Chakravarti Thakur of pre-

senting the Library of his father, consisting of books and manuscripts to

the Society’s Library. Society should arrange for its transport to

Calcutta by contacting the Secretary to the Home Department, Govern-

ment of West Bengal and the D.P.I., of Eastern Bengal (Eastern

Pakistan). Lib. Com. 2, 9-6-48. Council 12, 17-6-48.

Consideration of the question whether microfilm and photostatic

copies of the Mss. should be treated as Mss. or as books. To be treated

as Mss. Lib. Com. 6, 15-7-48. Accept. Council ii, 22-7-48.

%
Letter from M. Claude Jouinot, Joint Cultural Adviser to France

quoting charges for Photostatic reproduction of the Ms. **Nayatattva-

Chintamioni-Prohlui* by the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. (Note:—^The

requisition is by Prof. D. C. Bhattacharyya. The Ms. is unique. Bengali

script on palm leaves. Earliest known commentary on classical works of

Gangesa. Cost Rs. 218/5/9. Recommended by the Library Committee
dated 6-5-48. Accepted. Fin. Com. 7, 16-8-48. Accept. Council 8,

18-8-48.

MEDALS—-^Matter relating to the award of Sarat Chandra Roy
Memorial Gold Medal (Note: The interest on Rs. 4,000/- in 3% Victory

Loan realised every year (Rs. 82/-) will not be sufficient to award a gold

medal every year in terms of the Regulations). Postpone award until

income from the fund permits and draw attention of the donars to the

Chandrakala Hora Medal revised Rules of the National Institute of Science

of India, and ascertain if the donars are prepared to agree to a similar

revision. Council 4, 14-1-48.

Letter from Dr. B. C. Law dated 1-3-48 that the Dr. B. C. Law Gold
Medal be awarded biennially, instead of annually, as the interest accrued
from the Fund is insufficient to meet the cost of a Gold Medal every year.

Approve in principle and ask the General Secretary to examine the regula-

tions and report to the next meeting of the Council. Council 7, 16-3-48,

Consideration of the proposal by His Excellency the Governor of

West Bengal for the institution of a m^al for Peace and Culture and
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report of the President's interview with the Governor. In view of the
importance likely to be given to the award of the medal, and of the
desirability that the method of award be above all criticisms, it is

recomnjended that the Swedish Consul be requested to

obtain the Regulations governing the award of the Noble prizes to enable
the Society to formulate its own rules to govern the award of a medal for

Peace and Culture to, be instituted by this Society. The statutes framed
by Andhra University for the award of the C.R. Reddy National prize
should also be considered. Members who are unable to attend the next
meeting are requested to forward their views in writing. Peace and Culture
Medal Com. Meeting, 5-5-48.

Letter from Dr, B. C. Law dated 1-4-48 suggesting that the Dr. B. C.
Law Gold Medal be awarded biennially, instead of annually, and en-

closing revised draft Regulations. Accept. Council 6, 13-5-48.

Appointment of Advisory Board for the award of the following medal
at the Annual General Meeting in February, 194Q. Annandale Memorial
Medal for ‘'Contributions to the study of Anthropology in Asia", Order:
Constitute Advisory Board according to Regulations. Council 14(a),

15-9-48.

Appointmnnt of Advi.sory Board for the award of the Diirga Prosad
Khaitan Memorial Gold Medal at the Annual General Meeting in February
1949. Order: Send circular according to Clause 5 of the Regulations and
take further steps. Council 14(b), 15-9-48.

Report on the award of the Elliot Prize for the year 1948. (Note: Only
one candidate has applied). Order: The President to take steps according

to Regulations. Council 15, 15-9-48.

Letter from the son of late Rai Bahadur S. C. Roy accepting the pro-

posal to award the S. C, Roy Memorial Medal triennially in future. Order:

Amend Regulations on the basis of the reply from the donors. Council 8,

24-11-48.

Consideration of the report regarding the award of the Elliot Prize for

the year. Order: Accept. Council 5, 15-12-48.

Recommendation of the Annandale Memorial Advisory Board of

18-12-48. In view of the important and valuable research work done

by Prof. N. K. Bose in the field of Indian Anthropology and Archaeology

over a long period, we consider that he is the best qualified to be awarded

the Annandale Memorial Medal and we propose therefore that he be

chosen as the recipient of the same as a mark of recognition of his merits

and scholarly contributions. Council's order: Approve the recommendation.

The medal to be awarded to Prof. Nirmal Kumar Bose. Council 6, 15-12-48.

MESSAGE—Circular letter from Hony. Secretary, Indian Chemical

Society, Calcutta, requesting a message of goodwill from the President

of the Society on the occasion of its Silver Jubilee celebration to be held in

the first week of January, 1949. President to send a message. Council 15,

24-11-48.

MISCELLANEOUS-—The continuance of the conveyance allowance of

Rs. 150/- to the General Secretary. Report to monthly meeting under Rule

ll
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57(g) Ihe sanction of the conveyance allowance made last year/ Fin.*

Com. 10, 16-4-48. Accept. Council 12, 19-4-48.

Consideration of a letter from Dr. K. P. Biswas and Dr. N. R. Roy
for an arrangement for serving tea at the expense of the members them-
selves in the Society during Council and Committee Meetings. The General

Secretary to take necessary steps without involving Society to expenses in

that connection. Council 5, 24-11-48.

Letter from Dr. M. Ishaque dated 16-4-48 requesting permi:^sion to

incorporate some facsimiles of certain pages from the Arabic and Persian

Mss. belonging to the Society, in connection with an illustrated article

which he is contributing to the 'Tndo-Iranica'' on the visit of H. E. Earl

Mountbatten to the Society. Permission granted subject to due acknow-
ledgment. Council 20, 19-4-48.

Report of a theft of a typyew^riter from the office of the Indian Science

Congress Association, located on the ground floor of the Society.

Order : In future no portion of the premises should be allowed

to be used for holding a meeting on holidays without the previous

permission of the Council, and on such cases special precautions should

be taken. Council 13, 13-5-48.

Consideration of the report about an old microscope lying in the Society

for some years past. Ask for estimate for repairs from Messrs. Adair Dutt
k Co., Ltd., and James Murray & Co., Ltd. Request the Superintendent

to prepare a stock of all belongings of the Society outside books and mss.

He will require members of the office staff to render him assistanc<* which
he may think necessary. Special Council 3, 27-9-48.

To decide the question of disposal of the microscope (which is in good
condition and does not require any repair) and the twT) old and obsolete

types of projection apparatus (magic lanterns) discovered out of the

scrap heaps by the General Secretary. Advertise for th(‘ sale of all the

three items. Council 3, 24-11-48.

MONTHLY MEETING—-Consideration of the question of revival of

Monthly Bulletin, the publication of which has been huspended for some
time past. Recommendation : Bulletin be discontinued, but monthly meet-

ing notices be sent to both resident and non-resident members. Pub. Com.
10, 9-6-48. Accept. Council ii, 17-6-48.

PATRON—Consideration of the proposal of inviting H. E. Dr. K. N.
Katju, Governor of West Bengal, to become the patron of the Society.

Invite. Council 3, 15-9-48.

PORTRAIT—Consideration of a letter from Maharajkumar Raghubir
Singh proposing a portrait for Sir Jadunath Sarkar. Order: The proposal

of a portrait of Sir Jadunath Sarkar is approved if the proposer could stfx:ure

a suitable portrait in oils and present to the Society. Council 8, 20-2-48.

The question of utilisation of the balance of Mr. Justice Edgley*s

Portrait Fund for the maintenance of Society's portraits. Accept the

proposal and a separate fund be started called
*

'Maintenance of Portraits

Fund". Council 4, 22-7-48.
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Consideration of estimates from three different artists for the portrait

of Dr, Rabindra Nath Tagore. Issue an appeal to members for funds
(Ks. 2,700/-). Council 24, 15-9-48.

PRESENTATION—Presentation of books from:-— (a) Sir B. L. Mitter,

(b) Sir N. G, A. Edgley, (c) Visva-Bharati, (d) Sj. Omkar Shankar
Gupta, (e) Prof. V. R. R. Dikshitar, (f) Dr. B. K. Ghosh. Recommenda-
tions: (a) Regret; (b) Regret; (c) Accept and ask for other works; (d), (e)

k (t) Accept. Lib. Com. 15, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-3-48.

Letter from the National Archives, Washington, informing the

inclusion of the name of the Society in their free distribution list. Record
and thanks. Lib. Com. 19, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 9, 16-3-48.

The Library of Congress, Washington, presents to the Society 323
Volunu^s of Proceedings of the learned Societies of U.S.A. (three cases).

Accept with thanks. Lib. Com, 10, 9-4-48. Accept. Council ii,' 19-4-48.

C'ircular letter from the Executive Secretary, National Roosevelt

Library, Chungking, requesting a free gift of the Society's publications.

Present copic.s of back numbers, except those of which the stock

is less than the minimum. Ask them to arrange shipment through
C^hinese Consulate. Pub. Com. 2, 4-5-48. Accept. Council 15, 13-5-48.

Letter from the Govt, of India, Ministry of Education, requesting the

Society for a donation of books to the Jogjakarta University in Indonesia.

Present, and ask the Govt, of India to arrange shipment. Pub. Com. 3,

4-5-48. Accept. Council 15, 13-5-48.

Letter from the Chief Librarian, the National Library of Siam, Bangkok,
requesting supply of our Journal (Letters k Science) free to the Damrang
Libiary. Recommend free supply of Journals (Letters k Science). Pub.
Com. 5(b), 23-11-48. Accept. Council 9, 24-11-48.

Ct)nsideration of a circular letter dated 26th October 1948 and a leaflet

from the Director, the Science Museum, South Kensington, London,
requesting us to present a copy of "Uppdr Atmosphere" by Dr. S. K.
Mitra. Comply. Pub. Com. 5, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 8, 15-12-48.

PUBLICATION—Letter from Dr. B. C. Law regarding the

printing of Introducing India, Part IL Art Press be entrusted with the

w'ork. Pub. Com. 4, 12-1-48. Accept. Council 12, 14-1-48.

The question of printing of the pamphlet re: the Bicentenary of Sir

William Jones. To be included in Bicentenary Commemoration Volume
provided its size tallies. Pub. Com. 6, 12-1-48. Accept. Council 12,

14-T-48.

]-elter from Prof. S. K. Mitra regarding the binding of his book entitled

"Upper Atmosphere". 250 copies of "Upper Atmosphere" to be cloth

bound and the rest (750) to be paper bound like those of the Monograph

Series. Pub. Com. 8, 12-1-48. Accept. Council 12, 14-1-4S.

Lettcir from Brig. H. Bullock forwarding a copy of a Press note on the

subject of the future conservation of British Cemeteries in Ipdia and

Pakistan* and requesting to have it published as a note in the Society's
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Journal. Request Mr. H. Waddington to amplify the press note and
publish in the Society's Journals (Letters). Pub. Com. 2, 9-3-48. Approve.
Council 10, 16-3-48.

Report that Dr. B. C. Law has prepared indices for Journals (Science

Letters) and Year Books, Vol, XI, and Vol. XII which were in arrears.

Print and convey thanks. Pub. Com. 4, 9-3-48. Approve. Council 10,

i6-3»48.

Approval of the cover of “Bulletins" recently introduced by the

Society. Approve; mottled grey cover paper to be used. Pub. Com. 5,

9-3-48. Approve. Council 10, 16-3-48.

I.etters from the Secretary, Nikhil Bharat Banga Bhasa Prasar Samity
suggesting to reprint Bhagvat Gita as translated into English by Mr.
Charles Wilkins. Dr. S. K. Chatterji's opinion that it is not necessary to

reprint Bhagvat Gita or its forcward written by Warren Hastings be
accepted. Pub. Com. 8, 9-4-48. Accept. Council 9, 19-4-48.

Consideration of publication of Masm-ul-Umara

.

Vol. II" by Dr.
B. Prasad in the Bibliotheca Indica Series. Write to Dr. Prasad explain-

ing the situation and giving him some idea of Sir Jadunath's remarks made
thereon. Request the two Philological Secretaries and the Honorary Trea-

surer to draw up rules with regard to the publication of works in the

Bibliothc'ca Indica. Bib. Ind. Com. 7, 9-4-48. Accept. Council 10, 19-4-48.

Letter from Baptist Mission Press submitting a revised estimate of cost

of printing for Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. (Philosophy),

Vol. XI. The General Secretary is requested to contact the Baptist Mission
Press, and discuss the general question of increased rates, especially in the

case of rates agreed upon for particular orders. Pub. Com. 4 (a), 4-5-48.

Accept. Council 15, 13-5-48.

Consideration of the proposal to complete the publication of **Kavi-

kalpaJ(tfa’\ Stop further publication. Bib. Ind. Com. 3, 4-5-48. Accept.

Council 16, I3-5-48*

Letter from Mr. P. Singh, a member, offering his services for collecting

and translating into English German documents of general interest and of

particular interest to India, (i) Ask the members of the two Advisory

Boards if they can recommend that any books or papers should be
translated into English. (2) Ask Mr. Singh to prepare a list of items in

the Society's library which in his opinion should be translated. Lib. Com. 5,

4-5-48. Accept. Council No. 17, 13-5-48.

Consideration of the revised estimate from the B. M. Press for printing

the Descriptive Catalogue (Sanskrit Mss.) Vol. XI, Philosophy. Recom-
mendation: Accept. Pub. Com. 2, 9-6-48. Accept. Council ii, 17-6-48.

Letter from Prof. Sukumar Ray requesting honorarium for his book
entitled “Humayun in Persia" to be published in the Monograph series.

Pay him at the translation rate of Rs. 4/- per printed page. Pub. Com. 5,

9-6-48. Refer to Finance Committee. Council ii, 17-6-48.

Fixing the price of the book “Bhalesi Dialect" by Prof. S. Varma to

be published in the Monograph series. Recommendation: Rs. 4/- per

copy. Pub. Com. 6, 9-6-48. Accept. Council ix, 17-6-48.
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Fixing the price of the book “Humayun in Persia'' by Prof. Sukumar
Ray to published in the Monograph series. Recommendation: Rs. 5/-

per copy. Pub. Com. 7, 9-6-48. Accept. Council ii, 17-6-48.

Consideration of the number of copies to be printed of the book
Introducing India Part II. Recommendation ; Print 500 copies and fix

Rs. 5/- as price for a copy. Pub. Com. 8, 9-6-48. Accept. Council ii,

17-6-48.

Consideration of schemes for improvement of the publication of papers

in Society's Journals. Recommendation; Mr. A. K. Majumdar be requested

to send a note giving concrete cases of the points raised by him. Pub.
Com. 9, 9-6-48. Accept. Council ii, 17-6-48.

Consideration of the question of paying the typing charges of Mss.

prepared by our editors and translators. Actual typing cost be given to

our editors and translators for preparing typescripts for the Press. Pub.
Com. 14, 9-6-48. Accept. Council 11, 17-6-48.

Report the progress of printing of Dr. N. Dutt's book entitled

Sailhfirma Pinidaviliff. Recommendation: Dr. Dutt be officially

requested to expedite the printing. Pub. Com. 13, 9-6-48. Acepet. Council

II, 17-6 48.

Circular letter from the Government of India enquiring if the Society

could present suitable publications, both English and Sanskrit, to Sun Yat
Sen University Library, Canton, China. Prepare a list of books to be

presented and submit to the President for approval. Council 5, 22-7-48.

Letter from Prof. Sukumar Ray, requesting honorarium for his Mono-
graph Humayun in PerHia ". Only typing costs to be paid. The Committee
regrets it cannot recommend payment as prayed for. Fin. Com. 3(b),

19-7-48, Accept. Council 12, 22-7-48.

Consideration of a letter from Dr. M. Ghose with regard to reading of

the piools of “NatyashKisira** which is being edited by him. Enquire if

the Press would read the proofs and submit clean and correct proofs for

print order and, if so, what would they charge for the same. Pub.
('oin. 2, 12-8-48. Accept. Council 5, 18-8-48.

The proposal of Dr. S. K. Mitra of getting the remaining copies (750)
of his "Cjpptjr Atmosphere" to be bound in cloth. Recommendation: Bind
all in cloth. Pub. Coin. 4. 12-8-48. Accept. Council 5, 18-8-48.

Letter dated 9-8-48 from Dr. S. K. Mitra requesting thejprinting of 1000

copies of an advertisement folder and considering other matters con-

cerning his book entitled "The Upper Atmosphere". Recommendation: 10

copies to him as author’s copies. Advertise in ‘Nature' and ‘Science

Culture' and prepare the draft of the advertisement in consultation with

Dr. Mitra. General Secretary to print 1000 advertisement folders (in 4
pages) in consultation with Dr. Mitra. Pub. Com. 5, 12-8-48. Accept.

Council 5, 18-8-48.

Question of printing title page, index and others of Caialogue of Arabic

Mss. Vol. II. Print the following:—(i) Title page, (2) Table of contents,

(3) System of transliteration, (4) Synopsis of contents, (5) Titles, of works,

(6) Names of persons, (7) Names of copyists (in two columns), (8) Errata
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gad corrigenda (in two columns) . Pub. Com. 8, 8-9-*48. Accept. Council y,

15*9.48.

Consideration of the question of compiling the Year Books for 1946 and

1947. Order: Offer of Dr. A. K. Sen at -the Monthly Meeting in May to

complete the Year Book for 1946 accepted with thanks. Secretary to

request him for early completion.. For 1947 Year Book, Secretary to

arrange with a suitable person or persons for doing the work on payment

basis, subject to the approval of the details by the President. Council 16,

18-8-48.

Letter from East Punjab University Library, Simla, requesting refund

of money paid by them on account of publications purchased. (Note.

—

The Library ordered several publications of the Society to be

sent to them together with the bill of cost. Accordingly the publications

were sent and payment received but subsequently they requested the

Society to make a free gift of these books. The case was placed before the

Publication Committee on 9-4-48 which decided to give the Library those

publications free of cost. This was confirmed by the Council 19-4-48. The

present letter is a request to refund Rs. 650/14/- already paid by them).

Recommendation : Refund Ks. 650/14/- paid by the East Punjab University

Library. Fin. Com. 3, 8-9-4®- Accept. Council 10, I 5
“9

‘
4®-

Consideration of allotment of funds for advertisements for the sale of

our new publications. Allot Rs. 3^/" from the Publication Fund Account

for advertisements during the remaining portion of the year. Fin. Com. 4,

8-9-48. Accept. Council 10, 15-9-48.

Letter from the Secretary, National Institute of Sciences of India, Delhi,

sanctioning Rs. 500/- on certain conditions to meet the cost of printing

scientific papers in its Journal. Order: Accept with thanks. Acknowledge

in a particular number (Science) as requested by them. Write for a larger

grant. Council 5, 15-9-48.

Consideration of the question of payment of typing charges to editors

and others whose works are published by the Society. The Secretary to

report if typing work for this purpose can be done in our office. Pay the

Editor of Natyasmira, his bills for typing charges at -/4/- per page. For

future bills the same rate to be applied. Council ii, I5
*
9
*
4®-

Consideration of the proposal of the Baptist Mission Pr®^ reprdmg the

increased rate of the printing of Society's Journal with eff^t froni April,

1948. Order: Approve the rates offered by Baptist Mission Press. Council

i3-9'48-

QuesUon of preparation of the final press copy of the Year Book for

1046. General Secretary is authorised to revise the portion returned by

Dr. A. K. Sen and condense it further and have the mistakes conected

to make it ready for the Press as early as possible. Sp. Council I2,

27-9-48.

Letter from the Manager, Metropolitan Printing & Publishing House,

Ltd., regarding reading of proof of “NatyamHtra’’ .. Recommendaboii

.

A«c«>t Se aSitional rate of Rs. 2/; per page for proof-readmg. Pub.

Cwn. !S (a). 2,v«*48* Accept. Council 9, 24-11-48.
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Consideration of. a letter of Dr. -W. Pachow, Ph. D., Head of the
Department of Chinese, Allahabad University, with an endorse*
ment by Dr. S. K. Chatterji, Philological Secretary. Refer to Dr.
Nalin^ksha Dutt for opinion. Pub. Com. ii, 23-11-48. Accept. Council 9,
24-11-48.

Proceedings of the ‘Committee to investigate into the affairs of the
Journal and to recommend measures for its improvement' held on 13.9.48.

(It was explained to the meeting that Mr. A. K. Majumdar on whose
motion this Committee had been constituted was requested to furnish
specific instances referred to in items A, B C of the motion so that the
office might keep ready the necessary papers relating to such specific

instances. As no such list had yet been received, this meeting was there
fore called under the orders of the President so that the Committee might
consider the position.

Re: Item A of the motion by Mr. A. K. Majumdar moved in the Monthly
Meeting dated 3-5-48.

—

Mr. A. K. Majumdar stated that he had in view only one article of

which 16 out of 34 printed pages had previously appeared in a paper by
the same author in another Journal.

After discussion, the Committee resolved that the following working
principle be adopted :

—
Ordinarily no article should be published in the Journal of the

Society unless a substantial or important portion of which has not

been previously published elsewhere. As to whether the portion

previously published is more important than the portion which is

added or altered, musl depend on the facts of each particular case.

Every writer should when submitting the paper intimate whether any
portion of the paper has previously been published and if so, an
indication of the originality and importance of the paper as proposed

to be published in the Journal.

Re : Item B of the Motion.

—

The only one particular instance was cited by Mr. Majumdar. The
present procedure adopted by the Publication Committee of forwarding

papers to referees and experts for assaying their fitness for publication in

the Society’s Journal was considered by the Committee as satisfactory.

The Committee also discussed the procedure adopted for rejecting a parti-

cular article referred to and agreed that no objection could be raised on

the action taken.

Re : Item C of the Motion.

—

Mr, A. K. Majumdar informed the meeting that he had already with-

drawn tlie item while moving the motion in the Monthly Meeting and that

no further discussion was called for.

In answer to a query, Mr. Maiumdar admitted that he had made

general remarks in his motion only .cm one case in each of the two items?

The Committee was of opinion that it would have, been better if such
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general remarks had not been made based upon only one alleged instance

which also did not justify the remarks.

The only other point which Mr. Majumdar wanted to raise in copnec-^
tion with his motion was about the delay in the publication of the Journal
during the last two years. The Secretary reported that the delay was
unavoidable on account of riots, press strikes &c. and that by the end ol

the next w^eek the last two numbers of the Journal for 1947 would be
despatched to the members. He reported further that before

the end of this year, the first two numbers for 1948 would also be published

and the last two numbers for 1948 would be printed in early 1949. It was
expected that the publication would be upto date and continue to be so

for the middle of 1949. Mr. Majumdar stated that he had no further

complaints to make, and the meeting terminated.) Order: As the charges

have not been substantiated, the principles so long followed will stand.

Council 12, 24-11-48.

Recommendations of the Committee "to investigate into the affairs of

the Journal and to recommend measures for its improvement", held on

13.9.48 and 15.12.48. Order: Record. Council 17, 15-12-48.

ADVERTISEMENT—Consideration of the question of publishing

advertisements in the Society's Journal and Proceedings. Need not

publish advertisements. Pub. Com. 2, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 8,

15-12-48.

PAPERS—Consideration of a paper on "A Jaina Tale—its origin and
developments" by Kalipada Mitra. Read and Journal after it is made
ready for the press by the President. Pub. Com. 2, 12-1-48. Accept.

Council 12, 14-1-48,

Consideration of a paper on "Sanskrit Names of Fish and their signi-

ficance" by Dr. S. L. Hora, Read and Journal. Pub. Com. 9, 12-1-48

Accept, Council 12, 14-1-48.

Consideration of the paper on "Cecidozoa & Zoocecidia of India" by
Prof. M. S. Mani. Read and Journal. Pub. Com. 6 (a), 9-3-48. Approve.

Council 10, 16-3-48.

Consideration of the paper on "Knowledge of the Ancient Hindus con-

cerning Fish and Fisheries of India" by Dr. S. L. Hora. Recommendation:
Ask the author to amplify or re-write for publication, especially in view of

the fact that further research is planned. Pub. Com. 6 (b), 9-3-48. Publish

Dr. Hora's article. Council 10, 16-3-48.

Further notes on "Vakatakas" by Dr. Dinesh Chandra Sircar and Dr.
R. C. Majumdar. Refer to Dr. S. K. Chatterji and conclude the contro-

versy. Pub. Com. 6 (c), 9-3-48. Approve. Council 10, 16-3-48.

Consideration of the paper on "Two cases of atypical development in

chick" by H. K. Mookerjee & S. Mookerjee, Read and Journal, Pub.
Com. 7 (a), 9-3-48. Approve. Council 10, 16-3-48.

Consideration of the paper on "An Arabian Tale—^its originals and
parallels" by Prof. Kalipada Mitra. Refer to Dr. Elwin. Pub. Com. 7 (b),

9-3-48. Approve, Council 10, 16-3-48.
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Consideration of the paper on “A Talc of Fez, its originals and paral-

lels'' by Prof. Kalipada Mitra. Refer to Dr. Elivin. Pub. Com. 7 (c),

9-3-48. Approve. Council 10, 16-3-48.

Papers on ''An Arabian Tale—its originals & parallels" by Kalipada
Mitra, and on *'A Tale of Fez"—^its originals & parallels" by Kali-

pada Mitra. Refer Dr. Elwin's opinion on these two papers to Dr. N. Dutt.

Pub. Com. 2 and 3, 9-4-48. Accept. Council 9, 19-4-48.

Paper on "On a new Hermaphrodite Species of Microphtharaus (Poly-

chaeta-Hesionidae) from the Sandy Beach Madras" by K. H. Alikunhi.

Read and publish in the Journal. Pub. Com. ii, 9-4-48. Accept. Council 9,

Consideration of the paper on "Ibahatiyas" by Dr. Riazul Islam.

Publish in Journal. In future when papers are submitted for publication,

the author should be required to certify that the paper has not been
published elsewhere. Pub. Com. 4 (b), 4-5-48. Accept. Council 15, 13-5-48.

Matters relating to the publication of the paper entitled "A Psycho-
logical approach to the origin of Religion and the development of the

concepts of Gods and Ghosts in Children" by Uma Bose
published in Journal (Science) Vol. XIII, No. i, 1947. Recommenda-
tion: Paper be referred to Dr. Suhrid Chandra Mitra with the note of Mr.
T. C. Das, and ask his opinion with regard to suitability of the paper for

publication in the Society's Journal. Pub. Com. 4, 9-6-48. Issue the

Journal already printed. No further reference to any expert is necessary.

Council II, 17-6-48.

Consideration of the paper on "Two Stone Inscriptions" by Dr.

D. C. Sircar. Recommendation: Read and Journal. Pub. Com. ii (i),

9-6-48. Accept. Council ii, 17-6-48.

Consideration of the following paper on "Geometrical Interpretation of

the Sun, Moon and the five planets as found in the Mathematical Systems
of Ptolemy in the Hindu Astronomical Works" by Dr. (Mrs.) Bina
Chatterjee. Read and Journal. Pub. Com. ii (iii), 9-6-48. Accept.

Council II, 17-6-48,

Consideration of the following paper on "Four Medieval Saints" by Mr.

S. M. Imamuddin. Refer to Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi with Dr. Chatterjee's

opinion. Pub. Com, ii (iv), 9-6-48. Accept. Council ii, 17-6-48.

Letter from Mr. P. Acharya, State Archaeologist, Mayurbhanj, request-

ing to be allowed to purchase the block of the facsimile of an inscription

printed in his paper in the Society's Journal (Letters). Recommendation:

Grant. Pub. Com. 12, 9-6-48. Accept. Council ii, 17-6-48.

Letter from the Assistant Editor "Samiksa" requesting permission to

reprint the paper "A Psychological Approach to the origin of Religion and

the Development of the Concepts of God and Ghost in Children" by Uma
Bose in their Journal. Permit provided due acknowledgment is made and

if the authoress has no objection. (Her opinion may be taken). Pub.

Com. 3, 15-7-48. Accept. Council 9, 22-7-48.

Consideration of the paper on "Vedic India and the Middle East" by,

Mr. Harit Krishna Deb. Recommendation: Read and Journal. Pub. Com.

.

3 (a), 12-8-48. Accept. Council 5, 18-8-48.

12
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Consideration of the paper on “Kol Inscription of Sultan Altamash*’ by
Dr. A. Halim. Accept Sir Jadunath Sarkar's opinion and return the

paper to author for revision in the way suggested by Sir Jadunath Sarkar.

Pub. Com. 3 (b), 12-8-48. Accept. Council 5, 18-8-48.

(Consideration of the paper on a “A Stone Inscription in the Patna
Museum'' by Dr. Dines Chandra Sircar. Read and Journal, Pub. Com. 3,

8-9-48. Accept. Council 7, 15-9-48.

Consideration of the paper on ‘Sine and Co-sine power series of Hindu
Mathematics' by C. T. Rajagopal and A. Venkataraman. (Communicated
by Prof. P. C. Sengupta) . Pub. Com. 9, 8-9-48. Accept. Council 7, 15-9-48.

Consideration of the following papers for consideration:— (a) “Hae-
molysis by Bile Salts" by A. C. Roy. Recommendation: Publish, (b) “Two
Pillar Inscriptions" by Dr. D. C. Sircar. Recommendation: Publish,

(c) “Kol Inscription of Sultan Altamash" by Dr. A. Halim. Recommen-
dation: Publish, (d) “Four Medieval Saints" by S. M. Imamuddin.
Recommendation : Postpone till Dr. Ishaque and Dr. S. K. Chatterji meet
and have a further discussion. Pub. Com. 3, 23-11-48. Accept. Council 9,

24-TI-48.

Consideration of the following papers for publication:— (a) Paper on
‘Eastern Rajputana in i8th century' by Hasrat Chaturbhuj Dass Chatur-

vedi. Recommendation: Reject, (b) Paper on ‘Sirr-i-Akbar' by Dr,

Bikrama Jit Hasrat, M.A., Ph.D. Recommendation: Read and Journal.

Pub. Com. 3 (a) & 3 (b), 14-12-48. Accept. Council. 8, 15-12-48.

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP—Letter from Miss Abcda Islam dated

11-3-48 in connection with the Casey Research Fellowship. Appoint her to

the Casey Research Fellowship for one year in the first instance. Her work
to be supervised by Dr. Ishaque, and quarterly progress reports submitted

by her and placed before the Council. Council 18, 16-3-48.

Formation of Selection Committees for the appointment of the follow-

ing vacancy for which applications have been received by advertisement:

—

A scholar for James Prinsep Fellowship (Numismatics). Order; The
three ex-officio members, Dr. K. P, Biswas, Dr. M. Ishaque, Mr. Siva-

ramamurthy and Dr. J. N. Banerjee. Council 7 (c), 19-4-48.

Letter from Dr. M. Ishaque dated the 15th April with regard to Miss
Abeda Islam who has been appointed as Casey Research Scholar. Order:

(i) Confirm appointment of Miss Islam from ist April 1948. Regulations

for Research Scholarships should be framed. Two Philological Secretaries,

General Secretary and Dr. S. L. Hora be authorised to frame the Regula-
tions. Council 8, 13-5-48.

Proceedings of the Selection Committee for the appointment as James
Prinsep Research Fellowship Scholar dated 27.9.48, Accept. Sri Sunil

Chandra Ray is appointed as James Prinsep Research Fellowship Scholar

on the following conditions:— (i) A Research Fellow on being selected

shall be placed tinder a scholar, a member of the Royal Asiatic Society

of Bengal, who would periodically supervise his work. (2) The Research

Fellow should ordinarily work in the Library of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal. (3) He should submit through the scholar supervisor

appointed by the Council a quarterly report of the progress of his work
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to the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, and it should be

countersigned and forwarded by his supervisor. (4) 75% of the remunef-

ration of the Research Fellow, will be paid to him every month, 25%
being .kept in reserve which will be paid in one lump at the end of the

period for which the scholar works on his showing satisfactory progress

in his work. (5) The research work when completed should be made
available for publication by the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The copyright of the same shall be the property of the Society unless

the Society makes a decision otherwise. The scholar must present to

the Council the completed thesis embodying the results of his research

at least one month before the termination of the period of the scholarship

enjoyed by him. (6) The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal
reserve the right of continuing the Fellowship as long as they like. (7) The
stipend attached to a Fellowship shall be Rs. 150/- per mensem tenable

for the period for which a scholar is selected to work. The stipend shall

be paid from the office of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal every

month provided that such stipend may be discontinued at any time at

the discretion of the Council if the Fellow's work in their opinion is

imsatisfactory, or for other good cause. (8) During the tenure of the

Fellowship, the Fellow shall not be permitted without the approval of

the Council to take up any salaried appointment. (9) The scholar

selected by the Council should bind himself in writing to abide by the

rules in force for the time being and all other rules that may be promul-
gated from time to time. (10) The holder of a Research Fellowship

shall notl leave CalcuttJi without the permission of the Council -*nd shall

be termed "'Research Scholar, Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal" Sp.

Council 9, 27-9-48.

REPRESENTATION—Circular letter from the American Academy of

Political and Social Sciences requesting to appoint two delegates to

represent the Society at the forthcoming 52nd Annual Meeting of the

Academy to be held at Philadelphia on 2nd and 3rd April, 1948. Send
good wishes. Council 2, 16-3-48.

Nomination of a member to serve on the Selection Committee of the

Calcutta University for recommending a person for the award of the

Sarojini Basu Medal for 1948. Nominate Dr. S. K. Chatterji. Council 10.

I3-5-48-

Representation of the Society at the 21st session of the International

Congress of Orientalists to be held in Paris from the 23rd to 30th July,
Z94S. Dr. S. K. Chatterji, failing him Dr. S. Radhakrishnan or Mr. P. N.
Banerjee. Council 3, 17-6-48.

Representation of the Society at the 3rd session of the International

Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences to be held in

Bru-ssels and Tervuren in August, 1948. Dr. B. S. Guha, failing him
Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyaya or Dr. S. K. Chatterji. Inform the Congress
that Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyaya and Dr. S. K. Chatterji will also be
attending. Council 4, 17-6-48.

Circular letter from the Local Secretary. All India Library Conference,
Nagpur Session, 1948, requesting to send delegates for the Eighth Session
of the Conference to be held in the month of October, 1948. Request a
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member resident in Nagpur to represent the Society at the conference and
ftitimate to the Local Secretary accordingly. Lib. Com. 9, 8-9-48.

Accept. Council 9, 15-9-48.

Consideration of a circular letter from Hony. Secretary, Indian

Pharmaceutical Association, Benares Hindu University, inviting a repre-

sentative to the Ninth All-India Pharmaceutical Conference which is to

be held at Allahabad from 2nd January to 5th January, 1949. Dr. K. N.
Bagchi and Dr. K. P. Biswas to represent. Council 3, 15-12-48.

Consideration of a letter dated 23.11.48 from the Vice-Chancellor,

Lucknow University, Lucknow, inviting delegates from this Society for

the Special Jubilee Convocation to be held from 27th to 29th January,

194Q. Dr. S. K. Chatterji and Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi to represent with a

message of goodwill from the President. Council 2 15-12-48.

REVIEWS—Request for review for W. G. Archer’s '’Vertical Man*'.

Mr. J. P. Mills’s review accepted. Lib. Com. 8, 9-3-48. Approve.

Council 9, 16-3-48.

Request for review from the Director, Deccan College, Poona,

"Journal Delinquency and Destitute in Poona** by Ruttonsha. Refer to

Dr. Guha for report. Lib. Com. 17, 9-3-48 Approve. Council 9,

16-3-48.

The question of the publication of a review of the book entitled

"Hara-mani** by Md. Mansuruddin. Print. Pub. Com. 5, 9-4-48. Accept.

Council 9, 19-4-48.

Request from Mr. Rama Varma for a review of the book, "Yuktibhasa

('First Part-Pure Mathematics)’*, ed. by Mr. A. R. Akileswara Aiyar & Mr.
Ram Varma, with a commentary in Malayalam. Request Prof. R.

Vaidyanathswami of the Madras University to review the book or have it

reviewed by an authority in mathematics. Lib. Com. 8, 9-4-48. Accept,

Council II, 19-4-48.

Request from the Registrar, Calcutta University, for a review of the

book, "History of Sanskrit Liteiature’*, Vol. I, ed. by Dr. S. N. Das
Gupta and Dr. S. K. Dc. Request Dr. K. Nag to review the book. Lib.

Com. 6, 4-5-48. Accept. Council 17, 13-5-48.

Request from Mr. B. V. Krishna Rao for review of the book, "A
History of the Early dynasties of Andhradesa", in the Journal of the
Society. Request Dr. D. C. Sircar to review the book. Lib. Com. 16,

4-5-48. Accept. Council 17, 13-5-48,

Letter from Dr. Verrier Elwin dated 19.8.48 on the question of printing

"Book Reviews’* in the Society’s Journal. (This item was con-
sidered by the members of the Library and Publication Committees
jointly) . In future books for review should be placed before the Publica-

tion Committee for the selection of reviewers and the review should be
circulated and then placed before this Committee prior to sending it to

the Press. Pub. Com. 2, 8-^48. Reviews not yet printed to be placed
before the Publication (Permittee after circulation. Council 7, 15-9-48.
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Selection of a reviewer for the book, ''Tiruchendur'' by J. M. Soma-
sundaram Pillai (1948). Regret inability to review the book in Society's

Journal. Mention under books received. Lib. Com. 5, 8-9-48. Accept.

Council 9, 15-9-48.

Selection of a reviewer for the book entitled, ‘The French in India

—

First Establishment and Struggle" by S. P. Sen. Dr. Kalidas Nag may
be requested to review. Pub. Com. 7, 23-11-48. Accept. Council Q,

24-11-48.

Selection of a reviewer for the book entitled "Mewar-ki-Kahabate"
and "Rajasthan men Hindi Hastalikhita Grantho ki Khoj" by the Prachin

Sahitya Hindi Vidyapitha. Select Pandit Vishweshwar Reu, Jodhpur
(Marwar State) as reviewer for the two books as recommended by the

Philological Secretary, Dr. S. K. Chatterji, who has seen both the books.

Pub. Com. 9A, 23-11-48. Accept. Council 9, 24-11-48.

Consideration of the necessity or otherwise of printing the reviews of

the following books:— (a) "The Vertical Man" reviewed by Mr. J. P.

Mills. Recommendation: Publish. (b) "Sangitaraja of Kalasena"
reviewed by Dr. J. N. Banerjee. Recommendation: Publish, (c) "Numis-
matic Parallels of Kalidasa" reviewed by Dr. J. N. Banerjee. Recom-
mendation: Publish, (d) "Coins of Marwar" reviewed by Dr. J. N.
Banerjee. Recommendation: Publish. (e) "Archaeology in Baroda,
1934-47" reviewed by Dr. J. N. Banerjee. Recomemndation: Publish,

(f) "A History of the Early Dynasties of Andhradesa" reviewed by Dr.

D. C. Sircar. Recommendation: Publish, (g) "Haramani" reviewed by
Dr. S. K. Chatterji. Recommendation: Publish, (h) "Muria and thek*

Ghotuls" reviewed by Prof. T. C. Das. Recommendation: Publish all

the above items except (h), which be referred to the President. Pub.
Com. 2, 23-11-48. Accept. Council 9, 24-11-48.

RULES—Whether the General Secretary of the R.A.S.B. who is

receiving a travelling allowance, can exercise his right of voting, in terms

of No. 73 of the Society's Rules? Order: Refer to our Solicitors whose
attention shall be drawn to any opinion that may have been received in the

past. Council 8, 14-1-48.

Opinion of the Solicitors, Messrs. B. N. Basu & Co., on Rule No. 73
(A question was raised at the Council meeting in January whether the

General Secretary of the R.A.S.B. who is receiving a travelling allowunte

is entitled to exercise his right of voting at the meeting of the Society).

Record the opinion that travelling allowance does not affect the General
Secretary's right of voting. Council 3, 20-2-48.

Opinion of Solicitors with regard to the right of voting at meetings by
Research Fellows who are members of the Society. Record. Council 5,

16-3-48.

The question of payment of conveyance allowance to the officiating

General Secretary, during the absence of the permanent General Secre-

tary. If the General Secretary is absent for more than 15 days at a time

and if an acting arrangement is made during his absence, the officiating

General Secretary will be entitled to draw the conveyance allowance, the

amount being deducted from the former's allowance. Council 5, 17-6*48.
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Consideration of the proposal that the ''Sectional Secretaries", as

stated in Section 22 of the Regulation No. 5 regarding the Library, and
Section 4 of the Regulation No, 7 regarding Publications, be ex-officio

members of the Library and Publication Committees. Order: The Council

will further consider the question after Sir B. L. Hitter's opinion (given

hereunder) is placed before the Scientific Advisory Board. (Opinion of

Sir B. L. Hitter
—

'From a perusal of the Rules and Regulations, it

appears that they contemplated sections for the consideration of special

subjects and they also contemplated Secretaries of such sections. It is

presumed that the appointment of such Secretaries rested with the respec-

tive Sections. The Sectional Secretaries mentioned in the Library Regula-

tion No. 22 and in the Publication Regulation No. 4 arc such Sectional

Secretaries. The next question is whether the General Hceting can add
such Sectional Secretaries to the Library or Publication Committees.

Obviously it cannot, because the function of appointing Committees is

vested in the Council, that is probably why the resolution of the Honthly
Heeting uses the word "proposal" instead of "appointment". The
Honthly Heeting can certainly make any proposal to the Council for its

consideration. The Council has therefore got to consider the proposal

whether Sectional Secretaries should be added to the Library and Publica-

tion Committees. It may be noted that Rule 61 contemplates Committees
to be elected from among the members of the Council. The Council has
abo power "to appoint" experts to be members of such Committees It

is now for the Council to decide whether Sectional Secretaries as such
should bo appointed to the Committees or each Sectional Secretary has
to be considered separately by the test of his being an expert within the

meaning of Rule 61 and any other relevant factor) . Council 2, 22-7-48.

Interpretation of Rules 49 (q), 50 (b) and 52 as to the ex-officio

membership of the President, Treasurer and General Secretary in different

Specialist Sectional Committees and Boards. Considered in this connec-

tion the following opinion of Sir B. L. Hitter:— "Under Rule 49 (c),

the President, Rule 50 (b), the General Secretary, and Rule 52, the

Treasurer, are cx-officio members of all Committeses appointed by the

Council. I presume that the newly created Specialist Sectional Committees
were constituted by the Council. If so, the officers mentioned above are

ex-officlo members of such Committees. If not, they would not bo

members ex-officio/' The President, Treasurer and General Secretary are

in terms of the relevant rules ex-officio members of all Boards and
Specialist Sectional Committees as they arc constituted by the Council.

Council 2, 18-8-48.

Fixing a date for an Extraordinary General Heeting (postponed in last

February) to be held in September or October for amendments to the

Rules of the Society (under Rule 59). Order: It be reported to the next
Honthly Meeting that as the question of revision of Rules is now before

the Organisation Committee, the Council is of opinion that it would be
convenient if all the proposals are considered by the Members at the same
time; if there is delay the Extraordinary Meeting will be called after the

Puja Holidays. Council 9, 18-8-48.

SALES—^Letter from the Director of Archives, Government of India,

New Delhi, requesting a concession of 25% on Society's publicationd
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which he wants to purchase. Recommendation Supply publications free

since 1943. Grant a concession of 25% on books published before 1943:
include his name in the free distribution list for all publications issued

in and after 1943. Pub. Com. 6, 9-4-48. Accept. Council g, 19-4-48.

Request from the Librarian, East Punjab University Library to allow
them to purchase books for the University Library at a special discount.

Present as a gift, except in cases of those books of which only a few copies
remain. Pub. Com. 7, 9-4-48. Accepts Council 9, 19-4-48.

STAFF—Annual graded increment of the Staff who are in grades
and to whom annual increment is due.

Present Increment
Name. Designation salary due

Rs. Rs.
P. 0. Matthau Offg. Asst. Secy. 310 20
N, Gupta. Stock & Sales Clerk. 110 5
B. Mukherji. Despatch Clerk. 85 5
S, N. Banerjee. Pile Clerk. 75 5

M. L. Sen Gupta, Typist. 75 5

Jagannath. Jamadar. 26 1

A. Wahid. Dufiftry. 26 1

Sk. Ebrahim. »# 25 1

A. Bazzak. if 24 1

Altaf Hossain. if 21 1

Azhar Ali. if 21 1

H. Rahman. if 21 1

Jagaimath Tewari. Peon. 18 1

Khedan. if 17 1

Manmatha. Bearer. 17 1

Lakhan. it 17 1

Anath. it 17 1

Bam Ekbal. 99 19 1

Bamlal. it 17 1

Bafiq. it 18 1

Kanu. Mali. 17 1

K asem Ali. Dufftry. 20 1

M* A. Ibrahim. 99 2& 1

Ganga. Sweeper. 17 1

Recommendation : Sanction as per above list. Increments

services only. Fin. Com. 7, 13-1-48. Accept.

Council 14, 14-1-48.

Consideration of a resolution of the Council of 22nd September, 1947,
appointing Mr. P. O. Matthai as Assistant Secretary till the first meeting

of the new Council in February, 1948. Order: Mr. P. O. Matthai to

continue on special allowance of Rs. 50/- per month. Council 7. 20-2-48.

Consideration of letters from the General Secretary of the Lower Grade

Employees Union in Calcutta. Order: A Sub-Committee be constituted

consisting of the ex-officio members (President, General Secretary,

Treasurer), Mr. R» P* Mookerjee and Dr. K. Biswas to look into the
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matter and make recommendations to the Council. In the meantime
write to the Union that each individual case is being dealt with on its

merits. Council 9, 20-2-48.

Formation of Selection* Committees for the appointments of the follow-

ing vacancies for which applications have been received by advertise-

ments:— T3^ists and Despatcher. Order: The three ex-officio members.
Dr. Biswas and Dr. M. Ishaque. Council 7 (b), 19-4-48.

The following application was considered:—^^plication from J. Steele,

Steno-typist, for a loan of Rs. 100/- from the Society. That in view of

precedents the loan be granted, but that in future no loan be granted

to temporary employees. The amount should be deducted from his salary

in five monthly instalments commencing from May, 1948. Fin. Com. 7 (a),

16-4-48. Accept. Council 12, I9-4-48.

Consideration of the application from N. Gupta, Sales Clerk, request-

ing promotion to a higher grade. Recommendiation: That Mr. Gupta's

work be carefully observed by the General Secretary during the next six

months. If the standard of his work shows marked improvement, then

the question of his promotion to the senior grade should again be

reviewed, and if he be promoted his promotion should date from the ist.

January, 1948. Sp. Com. 2 (a), 24-3-48. Recommendation be considered

along with the Committee's final recommendation when made, indicating

the financial implications. Fin. Com. 8, 16-4-48. Accept. Council I2,

19-4-48.

Consideration of application from B. B. Mukherjee, Despatch C^lerk,

requesting transfer to the Library with a better scale of pay and grade.

Recommendation: That the question of transfering him to the Library

Section be postponed until the reorganisation of the Library is taken up.

In the meantime, in view of his i8 years service and conscientious work,
he may be given an extra increment of Rs. 5/- per mensem from the 1st.

January, 1948. Sp. Com. a (b), 24-3-48. The recommendation be
considered along with the Committee’s final recommendation when,
made, indicating the financial implications. Finance Committee 8, l6-.^-48.

Accept. Council 12, 19-4-48.

Consideration of application from the following temporary m^ber of

Staff for permanency:—(a) R. N. Banerjee, General Assistant, (b) J. G.
Steele, Steno-t^qust. That they now be placed on the permanent cadre on
probation for one year, and ^at they became eligible for their first incre-

ment two years from the date of his original appointment. Sp. Com. 3 (a)

,

24-3-48. The recommendation be considered along with the Committee's
recommendation When made indicating the fmancial implications.

Finance Committee 8, 16-4-48. Accept. Council X2, 19-4-48.

Conmderation of application from the following temporary member <4

Staff for permanency:—S. N. Banerjee, Filing Clerk. That the question

of making the post permanent be postponed until the Special Committee
hH otms^red all :&e recommendations of dte Bapat Committee. Sp.
Cam. 3 (c), «4-3t4£. The leoammendatkn be ooasioered along with tto
Comnaittee's raoommendation when made. Fin. Com. 8, 16-4-48.

Accept. Council la, 19-4-48.
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Matters arising from the Monthly Meeting of 3.5.48. Regarding Mr.
Matthai's appointment as Asst. Secretary and his additional allowance at
Rs. 50/“ per mensem which had not been confirmed at the Monthly
Meeting. Mr. Matthai be paid an allowance of Rs. 50/- p.m. from the
beginning of the financial year for the additional work that he is doing
in the absence of a full time Secretary and Asst. Secretary. The question
of appointing a lull time Secretary should be brought up at the next
Council Meeting. Council 4, 13-5-48.

Application from R^im Ekbal, Bearer, requesting permission to join

the Provident Fund of the Society. Allow. Fin. Com. 5, 11-5-48. Accept.
Council t8, 13-5-48.

Application from N. (iupta dated 3-3-48 for extra remuneration con-

cerning work done in the Publication department in 1946 and 1947.
Recommendation: Rs. 10/- per mensem be granted for the period

(1946-47) to be recouped from Head No. i of Budget. Fin. Com. 9,
11-5-48. Accept. Council 18, 13-5-48.

The question of continuance of the services of two Night Guards who
were appointed temporarily during the riot period in 1946. As appointed
for abnormal riot situation the temporary posts be now abolished.

Services to terminate with effect from 1-8-48. Fin. Com. ii, 11-5-48,

Accept. Council 18, 13-5-48.

Letter of resignation from the Ofhcc Superintendent, dated the 31st

May, 1948. Reaffirm the decision to appoint Mr. Matthai as Assistant

Secretary. He was requested to withdraw his resignation for the time
being. Council 7, 23-6-48.

Application from B, B. Mukherjee, Despatcher, praying a loan ot

Rs, 350/- from the Provident Fund Account. Grant loan at the usual rate

of interest. The outstanding loan of Rs. no/- should be deducted from
this fresh loan. Fin. Com. 3 (c), 19-7-48. Accept. Council 12, 22-7-48.

Letter from Mr. P, O. Matthai dated the loth August, requesting to

be relieved from duty on or before the 31st of August, 1948. Order:

Relieve him if not willing to stay on till the end of September. Such
temporary arrangements as may be required, till appointment made after

receipt of applications, may be made by the Secretary after obtaining

approval of the President. Council 10, I8-8-48.

Consideration of the question of creating the post of Assistant Secretary

for filling the vacancy of the post of Office Superintendent. (Note :—This

matter was referred to the Financi* Committee by the Council dated

22-7-48) . Recommend : Advertise for a Superintendent within the

prescribed Grade, starting salary to be in accordance with the experience

and qualification of the candidate selected. Fin. Com. 10, 16-8-48.

Advertise the post of Office Superintendent. A Selection Committee consist-

ing of President, Secretary, Treasurer to interview the candidates and

recommend to the Council. Persons already in service are eligible to

apply. Council 8, 18-8-48.

Considerattion of an application from the clerical Staff re. increase in

D.A. (Referred by the Council to Finance Committee). Recommend for

all persons now drawing D.A. except menials adoption of the

13
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following Government of West Bengal Scale of Dearness Allowance with

effect from ist April, 1948, subject to approval at the next Ordinary

Monthly Meeting:

—

Basic Pay up to Rs. 150/-

)>

from 161-200

„ 201-250

„ 201-300

„ 301-400

D. A.

>>

=«40/-
=45/-

=50^
= 60/-

=70/.

For meniais : Continue at the ])resent rate until the question of basic pay
is considered by the Council. Fin. Com. 3 (a), 27-9-48. Accept. Council

10, 15-9-48.

Consideration of an application dated 23.9.48 from N. Gupta, Sales

Clerk, for a loan of Rs. 290/- from his Provident Fund. Recommendation:
Grant loan of Rs. 280/- at 3% per annum. Deduct outstanding loan with
accrued interest from the fresh loan. The new loan to be realised by
monthly deductions of Rs. 15/-. Fin. Com. 6 , 27-9-48. Accept. Council 10

15-9-48.

The Provident Fund Rules and the Rules for Leave, attendance, etc.

as drawn up by the Lower Grade Staff Committee (consisting of Mr.

Justice R. P. Mookerjee, President, Dr. K. Biswas, Treasurer, and Dr.

K. N. Bagchi, Secretary) are approved. Fin. Com. 7, 27-9-48. Accept.

Council 10, 15-9-48.

To report that Mr. Matthai w'orked up to 31st August, 1948, Re. his

allowance. Mr. Matthai's resignation be accepted with effect from ist

September, 1948. His services are recorded with appreciation. Payment
of allowance for extra work done by him due to the absence of a whole-

time Secretary till 31.8.48 is approved. Fin. Com. 6, 8-9-48. Accept.

Council 10, 15-9-48.

Recommendation of the Selection Committee of 14.9.48 appointed for

the selection of Ofhee Superintendent. Sri Rakhahari Chatterjee,

M.A., B.L., appointed temporarily for 6 months on Rs. 300/- p.m. with

the usual D.A. Council 16 , 15-9-48.

Consideration of the application of Jagannath Missir, Jamadar, of the

Society praying for a loan of Rs. 50/- from his Provident Fund Account.

Allow Rs. 32/- on usual terms and conditions. Fin. Com. 6, 24-11-48.

Accept. Council ii, 24-1I-48.

Consideration of the representation of Sri B. B. Mukherjee for transfei

of his services to the Library which is being re-organised. No transfer. He
will work where he is now, Lib. Com, 16, 14-12-48. Accept. Council 7,
15-12-48.

LIBRARY—Letter from D.L. Banerjee, lately of the Library Dept.,

tendering resignation from the services of the Society and requesting

payment to him of his Provident Fund Money and Gratuity, if sanctioned*

Recommendation: Pay according to Provident Fund Regulations. No
Gratuity. Fin. Com. 6, 13-1-48, Accept. Council 14, I4-1-48,

Fonnat'on of Selection Committees for the appointment of the follow
ing vacancys for which applications have been received by advertise^
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ments:— Cataloguer for the English Section. Order: The ex-officio
members (President, General Secretary and Treasurer), Dr. K. P. Biswas
and Dr. M. Ishaque. Council 7 (a). 19-4-48.

Application from G. N. Bhattacharya for a loan of Rs. 40/- from the
Provident Fund A/c. Grant from the Provident Fund at the usual rate of
interest, to be paid back at the rate of Rs. 2/- per month commencing
from May, 1948. Fin. Com, 7 (b), 16-4-48. Accept. Council 12, 19-4-48.

Letter dated 28-4-48 from Mr. P. Sinha Roy, lately Assistant Librarian

of the Society, intimnting that his services were dispensed with before tlie

expiry of the probationary period and claiming salary for the unexpired
period. Inform that services terminated on one months notice as per
Council's direction. His services terminated on 31-7-47. Fin. Com. 7%
11-5-48. Accept. Council 18, 19-5-48.

Letter from Dr. M. Ishaque dat('d the 15th April with regard to

Moulvi Hashim, the Cataloguer of the Arabic Mss. who has been absenting

from 16.2.48. Terminate the services of Mr. Hashim with effect from
14.2.48 for absence without notice. Council 8, I3-5-48.

Application from Mr. S. M. Abbas dated 15.4.48 for the post of Cata-
loguer of Persian Manuscripts. No appointment to be made until after

the check of the books and Mss. of the Library has been made by the
Special Library Committee. Council ii, 13-5-48.

The question of continuance of the services of Pandits N. C. Vedan-
tatirtha and P. B. Chakravarti as cataloguers of Sanskrit Manuscripts.
Recommendation: Their services be retained for another year; refer the

matter to the Organisation Committee appointed for the purpose. Lib.

Com. 3, 9-6-48. The present arrangement to continue for 6 months.
Council 12, 17-6-48.

Application from A. Razzak, Dufftry, Islamic Section, praying a loan

of Rs. 75/- from the Provident Fund Account. Grant loan at the usual
rate of interest. The outstanding loan of Rs. 34/- should be deducted
from this fresh loan. Fin. Com. 3 (d), 19-7-48. Accept. Council 12,

22-7-48.

To report suspension of Manmatha Guchait. a Library bearer, for his

arrest by the Police in connection with theft of books from the Society's

Library. Pay full salary for the whole period from 1.9.48 including the
period of suspension. In lieu of notice give him a month's salary, and
give him notice that his services after 31.12.48 will not be required any
more. Council 6, 24-1 1 -48.

Consideration of the application of S. M. Ismail, Cataloguer, Arabic
Section, to send his salary for October, 1948 by money order to Patna
where he has fallen sick during the last Puja holidays. Allow a.s a special

case 19 days earned leave and 4 days without pay. Question of further
leave to be considered after he rejoins. Warn him that his application is

neither in form nor was the intimation sent in proper time, so he should be
asked to explain. Fin. Com. 4, 24-11-48. Accept. Council ii, 24-11-48.
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Application from Sri S. Chaudhuri, Asst. Librarian, to allow him one

month's leave from the month of JanuarVi Grant leave for i

month from 1-2-49. ^ib. Com* I9. 14-12-48. Accept. Council 7, 15-12-48.

Consideration of the applications received for the post of two Cata-

loguers of printed books in the European languages. President, General

Secretary, Library Secretary, 'Preasurer, Dr. N. Ray and Dr. Habibullah

to interview, select and send names to the Council. Lib. Com. I2,

r4-i2-48. Accept. Council 7, 15-12-48.

*

TEA PARTY;—Report of use of the Society’s Hall for a Tea Party,

given in honour of Dr. W. D. West by Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Khaitan.

Record. Council 21, 13-5-48.
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Anihiopological Secretary:—Dr, Verrier Elwiii, D.Sc., F.N.L, F.R.A.S.B,

Uhtorical and Arehaeolayieal Secretary :—[l. Waddmglon, Esq., M.B.E.,

F.8..L

Medical Secretary :—]A. Col. C. L. Pa.siicha, M.A., M.B., B.C'h., M.R.C.8.,

J.M.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.L, (till 4-4-1948): Dr. A. 0. Ukil, M.B. (Cal.),

M.S.P.E., F.S.M.F.B. (Hons, Caim), F.N.L, (from 5-4-1948),

Library SerreUtry B. 8, Giiha, M<A., A.M., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B., F,N.T.

Other Members of Council

C C. Blagdun, Esf(., M.A.. (till 4-6-1918); Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi, M.A., B.L.,

Ph.D. (Cantab), (from 5-6-48).

H. F. Bensly, Esq.

Dr. A. H. Mohiyuddin, M.F., M.A., Litt. D.D. (Cairo).

Sir A. H. Ghiiznavi, Kt.

Ramaprasad Mookorjeo, Esq., M.A., B.L., (till 6*4-1948)
;

Dr. N. R. Roy,

M.A., D.Litt. & Phil, (Leiden), Dip.Lib. (London), F,L.A„ (from

2-8*1948).



ORDINARY MEMBERS, 1948

Rs»Resident. N = Non- Resident. F~Foreign. L = Life. A==Absent.

An Asterisk is prefixed to names of ordinary Fellows of tho Society.

Date of

Election.

3-3-47

1

R AnnrL, Saiyed Md. Ilai, B.A., Hons. (Cal.), M.A.,
(l)ac.), As}ii<fant Manager, Govt. Quinine Depot.,
Calcutta; i2A Col. Biswas Road, Calcutta.

6.9-48
1

i

1

R Anu Tvkw, Abu Jamal, Professor of English^ Islamia
('allege; 20 Colonel Biswas Road, Calcutta 19.

2-11-25 N
i

Acuauya, Paramananda, B.Sc., State Archaeologist^

Mayurblianj State, P.O. Baripada.
2.12.4'5

'

i

F 1 Adams, Donald Sidney Austin, M.A., B.Sc., School-

/na.Htcr; c/o The British Legation; Kabul, Af-
giiauistau.

5-2-4)
1
N Advam, Mohanlal Gianchand, B.Sc., Manager

y
Messrs.

/i. Lilaram k SoiiSy 20, the Mall, Simla.
2-3-21 L *Aghahkai{, Shankar Purushottam, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S.

P.N.I., 18 Godavani Chal, Shastri Hall, Grant Road,
Bombay 7.

1-5-44 R

i

i

Agahwal, Bhuramal, B./V., B.L., AdvocatCy High
Court, c/o Messrs. Khaitan & Co., 1/B Old Post
Oliice Street, Calcutta.

7-7-47
i

R
1

Agakwal, Tarkanath. M.A., Zeniindar and Business-

many 80 Dr. Suresh Sircar Road, blntally,

Calcutta 14.

1-9-47 N
1

Aiim.vd, Ali, B.A., C.I.E., I.S.E. (Rtd.), Chief Engineer
and Secretary to the Govt- of Assam, P. W,
Department; The ‘Firs’, Shillong, Assam.

5-3-45 R

1

Ahmad, Ainiruddin, M.B.E., M.A., B.L., Advocate,

Calcutta High Court and. Federal Court of India,

Deputy Legal Remembrancer, Bengal. 34 Circus

Avenue, Calcutta.

4-6-45
,

N
i

Ahmad, Nazir, M.Sc., Pli.D., As.^istant Director

of Fisheries, East Bengal. Comilla P.O.. Tippera.

3-2-47
1

«

N

|Ahm-\d, Qamar X^ddin, Chief Engineer, Port Commis-
sioners, Strand Hoad, Calcutta.

Ahmad, Habib, M.B., (Cal,), F.E.C.S. (Edin.),
1-7-46 F.R.F.P.S. (GL), D.G.O. (Dublin), L.M., (Rotunda)

Professor of Midwifery, Dacca Medical College,

Dacca.
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Date of
j

Eletion.
j

5-

6-44 !

j

2-8-43

1

6-

6-17 ;

i

7-

5-45
I

I

2-11-42
j

1-9.48
I

4-

2-46
I

1

1-4-46
,

1-4-46
I

!

1-7-46
'

j

5-

6-39

1-

6-42

2-

12-46

4-3-46

-5-45

3-

3-30

3-9-34

3-8.M

N

N

R

R

F

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

L

Ahmad, Jamil, B.Sc., LL.B., Editorial Asmtant,
Office of the Comvlting Engineer to the Govern’-

I

ment of India (Roads)

^

9 Maliabat K-han Road,
I New Delhi.
I

* Ahuja, Y.D.. M.A-, M.O.L., Head of the Department
i ttf Rcrsian and Urdu. Doaha College, dullunder

City, E. Punjab.

Aiyangau, K. V. Ranf^aswaini, Uai Bahadur, M.A.,
3 Asoka Hoad, New Delhi.

Ajmf.ka, Ranchordas, Businessman

,

e/o. II. D. Ajmera
& Co., 22 Canning’ Street, First Floor, Calcutta.

Akhar, M. (Nedvi), M.A., Lecturer^ Calcutta Univer-

I

sity, 22 Nilinadhab Sen Lane, Calcutta.

iAkhtar, S. Ali. Professor of Zoologg, Faculty of

I Science, Kabul.

’Alavi, Mazhar Ali. Adrorate, High (ourt, 42 Circus

I
Avenue, Park Circu.s, Calcutta.

Ali, Ahmed, Professor of English in the B,S,E,S.y

!

Presidency College, Calcutta.

I

Alt, Ahmed, B A., LL.B., Barrister-at-Lavu 18/1 \

j

Dilkuslia Street, Calcutta.

1
Ali, The Hon’ble Mr. Mohammed, Khan Bahadur,

I

M.L.A., 7jamin<lar, 19 Mayfair, Ballygungo.

Calcutta.

Ali, S. Shainser, Insurance Underwriter, 3 Bright

Street, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Alimxjddin, M. S., Mutwalli to the Wakf Estate^ Khan
Sahib J/.S. Aziznddin, Landlord, 23 Zakaria Street.

Post Box No. 6777, Calcutta.

Anas, Mohammad, D.Sc., General Director of Instruct

tino, Ministry of Public Instruction, Kabul,

Afghanistan.

Ansaei, Mohammad Abdul Aziz, Insurance Official, c/o

The Eastern Federal Union Insurance Co., Ld.,

9 Clive Street, Calcutta.

I
Archer, William George, M.A. (Cantab), I.C.S. Editor,

"Man in India', Deputi/ (Commissioner, S.P. Dumka.

Bihar.

AsiiiTON, Hubert Shorrock, Men hant, Trueloves, Ingatei-

tone, Essex, England.

Alden, dohn Bicknell, M.A. (Cantab), Sc.D., F.G.S.,

F.N.L, Assistant Superintendent, Geological Sur-

vey of India, 27 Chowringhee, Calcutta

•Bacot, j., F.R.A.S.B. Boulevard Saint-Antoine, 61

Versailles Seine-et-Oise, France.
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Date of

Motion

5-

S-vlS

7-9-36

1-11-26
I

4-6-45
j

3-6-46
i

2-

4-24

3-

3-47

3-8-42

7-4-41
I

1

7-2-44 I

3-

4-44

2-

12-46

4-

2-46

6-

4.43

1-8-38

6-6-46

3-

6-46
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R

F

R

N

R

A

R

R

Raochi, Hiraninoy, B.Sc., R.A., Auditor & Registered
Accoujitant 7-E Mysore Road, Kalighat, Calcutta.

Bagciii, K. N., Rai Bahadur, B.Sc.. M B. (Cal),

F.R.I.C., (London). F.N.I., D.T.M. (Cal. &
.L’]*ool). Chemical Eocaminer to the Government of
Bengal and Chief Bio-chemist, Medical College
Hospitals. 5 Bullygunge Place, Calcutta.

*Baociii, Probodli Chandra, M.A., Dr-Es-Lfttkes
!

(P.ARi.s), F.R.A.S.B., Member of the A.S. of Paris;

!
Director of Research Studies, Visva-Bharati, Santi-
niketan. West Bengal.

BAdciiEE, Krishnadas, D.Sc,. (London.) F.N.I., Forest

i

Botanist and Mycologist, Forest Research Institute

I tk College, New Forest. Dehra Dun.

i

BAoni, Braj Mohan, Businessman, 42 Garden Reach

I

Road, Calcutta.

|BAHL, K.N., D.Sc., D.Phil., P.N.L, F.H.A.S.B.,
Professor of Zoology, Lucknow University. Badsha-

I

bagh, Lucicnow.
' Bajoria, Bliagwati Prasad, Merchant and Landlord^

j

212 (Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

IBakk, Arnold Adrisan, M.A. (Oxon.), DLitl, (Present
I address not known).

j

Baker, Ernest Brain Hindley, O.B.E., I.C.S., Pine

i
Tre(‘s Cold Ash, Newbury, England.

IBalvally, Rainarao Dattalraya, Financial Adviser,

I

Government of A ^sani. Secretariat, Shillong.

[-Band, Edward, M.A. (Cambridge^, Late of the British

Minii^fry of Information. 7 Endsleigh Gardens,
London, W.C.l.

Banerjee. Anil Chandra, M.A., P.B.S., Lecturer,

Calcutta University; 2 College Square, Calcutta 12.

Banerjee, Baidyanatli, Merchant, 58 Jatindns Road,
Calcutta.

Banerjee, Binayakanath, M.A., B.L., Advocate,

Calcutta High Court, 6/1 Williams Lane, Calcutta.

Banerjee. J. N., M.A., Ph.D., Lecturer, Calcutta

University. 28 Manoharpukiir Road, Calcutta.

Banerjee, Prabodh Chandra, Lt.-CoL, I-M.S. (retd.),

F.R.F.P.S., F.A.C.S., F.R.S.S., 145A Lansdowne

Road, Calcutta,

B.\nerjee, Pramaiha Nath, M.A., B.L., Bamstev’-aU

Law, Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta University, Senate

House, Calcutta.

14
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Date of

iSlection.

1-7-46 N

7-12-36 N

3-6-46 R

3-

6-46 R

1-1-46 R

5-

3-45
I

R

1-

12-47
I

N

2-

12-46
I
R

6-

9-48
i
N

1-4-46 I R

4-

2-46
I
R

4-2-46
I
R

1-

9-41
1
N

6-6-46
1
R

21-3-45
I
R

6-8-46
I
R

3 2-47
I R

2-

12-46 1 B

Banetuee, R., D.l.G. of Police, Burdwan Range,
Cliinsura.

liA>’ERJEE aS., C,LE., LC.S. Commissioner's House^

Cliinsura.

Banekjek, Sacliindra Nath, Master & Official Referee^

‘Maidan End’, 3A St. George Terrace, Calcutta.

Banerjee, Sitaram, M.A., B.L., Advocate, High Court;

t) Gohinda Ghosal Lane, Bhawanipore, Calcutta.

BA^’KRJt-SlIASTRI, Anantaprasad, M.B.E., M.A.. (Cal,),

jD.Bhil. (Oxon), V'idya Bhusiiaxa, Vachaspati
Special Officcr-tri-Charge of Primary Girls* Educa-
tion, Patna Secretariat, Patna.

Baxeeji, Biswanath, B.Sc., M.B., Medical Practitioner.

Baugur Building, 161/10 Harrison Road, Calcutta.

Banerji, Eric Anuilyarataii, M.Sc., Dip. Agri- (Cantab),

Govt. Agricultural Farm, Chinsurah, Dist. Hooghly.

I

Banerji, Jitendra Naih, Manufacturer and Merchant,
3 Khelat Babu Lane, Tala, 2 Cossipore, Calcutta.

B.iNERJi, Jyotirmoy, B.Sc., B.Com., Dip. For. (Dehra
Dun), I.F.S., Project Officer, Soil Conservation,

Central Waterpower, Irrigation & Navigation Cotvj-

mission, 17 Safdarjung Road, New Delhi.

B.anerji, Kamini Kumar, M.A,, B.L., Bihar Civil

Service (retired), 26 Southern Avenue, Calcutta.

Banerji, Nrixiendra Nath, B.A., Deputy Postmaster-
General, Bengal and Assam, 1 Council House Street,

Calcutta.

Banerji, Santar Das, Barrister-at-Law, 222 Lower
Circular Road, Calcutta.

Banerji, Surcs Chandra, M.A., Zemindar, (Present

address not known).

Banyard, Peter, Assistant, Cjo. Messrs. Carritt Moran
Co. Ltd., 9, Mission Row, Calcutta.

Bapat, Shriram Balkrishna, B.A. (Cantab), BSc.
Barrister-at-Law, I.C.S., Jt. Secretary, Home
Dept., Govt, of West Bengal, 2, Lee Road, Calcutta.

(Present address not known.)
Bardhan, Pramatha Nath, Major, I.M.S., M.R.C^P.

(Edin.), D.P.H. (Eng.), D.R.C.O.G., M.M.S.A.,
Officer-in-Charge, Department of Pathology, Armed
Forces, Medical College, Poona.

Barfa, Dwijendralal, M.A., Lecturer, Calcutta Univer-
sity, 4A Bowbazar Orphange Lane, Calcutta.

Baufya, Nirmal Chandra, M.A., Lecturer, City College;
1-A Dover Lane, Ballygunge, Calcutta.
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Date of

Election.

3 .12.23

2-12-46
1

5-

5-47
I

2-

10-39

1-4-46

4-

2-45

3-

2-46
1

6-

2-39
i

1-

4-46

2-

4-45

5-

2-40

1-

326

5-3-45

3-

5-48

5-

7-48

6-

8-45

2-

4-45

3-

5-48

1-9-47

240-44

R

R

R

N

Rakwell, N. I'., M.C., M.A., Lt.-Col. (retd.) Barrister^

'it-Lav\ Temple Chambers, 6 Old Post Office Street,

Calcutta and Aylmerton House, Aylmerton, Nor-
folk, England.

Basak, Sambhunath, M.A., Secretary^ Dominion Insur-

I

aiice Co. Ld., lo Clive Street, Calcutta.

Basil, S. A., Messrs, Talbot & Co,, Tower House^
Chowringhee Square, Calcutta.

Basiin, Reginald Walter, I.C.S. Magistrate’s House,
Noakliali.

H Basu, Ajoy Kumar, B.A., (Hons.), Barrister-at-Law

,

10
Asbu Biswas Road, Ilhawanipore, Calcutta.

^ Basu, Arun Kumar, Ceramic Engineer Assistant, Burn
& Co. Ltd., 9 Park Lane, Calcutta.

^ Basu, Aruueudra Mohan, Barrister-at-Law

,

232 Lower
Circular Road, Calcutta.

R jBAsr, Jiianendra Nath, Vidyalankar, Member, Benares
Hindu Ihiivcrsity Court; Fellow, Theosophical
Society: Landholder ; Director ^ Messrs, Thacker
Spink & (Uk 9 Park Lane, Calcutta.

R !Basu, Kalyaii Kumar, Barrister-at-Law

,

50 Turf Road,

I

Calcutta.

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

L

Basu', Kumud B
,
Coalmine Oxvner, PaU Chairman,

Indian Mining Federation, 7 Judges’ Court Row,
Alipore. Calcutta.

Basu, Mrigauka Mauli, I.C.S., Commissioner, Commer-
cial Trades, Bengal, Pollock House, 28/B Pollock
Street, Calcutta.

Basu, Narendra Kumar. Advocate, High Court.

12 Ashu Biswas Road, Bhawanipore, Calcutta.

Basu, S. M., ilorcrn nient Solicitor, c/o Messrs. C. C.

Basu & Co., 9 Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Basu, Satyendra Kumar, M.Sc., l)y. Conservator of
F(trests {Retd.), P-304, Lake Terrace, Calcutta 29.

Basu, Subodh, M.A., B.L., Author, P-58 Lansdowue
Road Extension, Calcutta 29.

Basu, Sib Kumar, Dairy Expert and Refrigeration
Engineer (Denmark), 47/2 Harrivson Road, Calcutta.

Basu, Sikhar Kumar, M,A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law.

23/1/2 Guruprasad Chaudhuri Lane, Calcutta.

Basu, Sucliendu, M.A., LL,B., 4 Clive Row, Calcutta.

Basu, IJ.P., D.Sc., F.NI., Chemist, 153 Dhurruuitallah
Street, Calcutta 13.

Batia, Chandmull, Btisinessman, 7 Canning Street,

Calcutta,
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Date of

Election.

7-7-09 N

4-8-40 N

5-0-44 R

4-3-26 N

7-4-09 L

4-'2-46 B

2-10-44 R

6-3-45 R
4-2-46 R

1-4-46 L

4-6.28 N

2-7-45 N

7-6-48 JR

1-3-48 R

1-12-47 R

1-1-4 N

2-11-45 R

1-1-45 N

6-5-46 R

Bazaz, llaugnatli Khemraj, Rao Sahib, PfoprietUTy Shri
Venhiteshwar PresSj 7tli Khetwadi, Bombay 4.

Bkll, Frank Owen, B.A. (Cantab.), I.C.S., Magistrate’s

House, 1 Thackeray Road, Calcutta 27.

I

Bem'hall, Arthur Paul, Partner^ Messrs. Bird & Co.

Chartered Bank Buildings, Clive Street, Calcutta.

BENniALL, The Hon’ble Sir Edward C., Kt., K.C.S.I.,

Bird & Co
,
Calcutta.

Bentley, Charles A., C.I.E., M.B., D.PH., D.1\M. &
H., F.R.A.S.B., Professor of Hygiene. University

of Egypt. Cairo.

Ben™, Harold, A.M.I.Mech.E., A.S.Mech.E., Fuel
Technologist and Engineer, General Manager,
Keymer Bagshawe & Co. Ld.y 22 Strand Road,
Calcutta.

Bernhardt, Eric, Engineer, F.I.T. (Zurich)., c/o Messrs.

\olkart Bros., P.O.B. 385, Delhi.

[Bezhoruaii, Krishna Kamal, Present address unknown.

j

Bmarra, Abirchaud, M.A., B.I<., Advocate, High Court;

I

42 ATvekunanda Road, Calcutta.

Bhadani, Arjun Lai, c/o Messrs. Bhadanni Bros. Ltd.,

15 Clive Street, Calcutta.

Bhadra, Satyendra Nath, Rui Bahadur, M.A., Formerly
Principal, Jagannath Intermediate College. 5 Naya-
bazar, Dacca.

Bhadra, Woopendra Chandra, B.A., Agent, The Pioneer
Banh Ld. Sylhet, Assam.

I Bhaduri, Jyoti Sankar, M.A., Kavyatirtha, Secretary,

Sonapur Tea Estate, 51/D Sambhunath Pundit
Street, Calcutta.

1

Bhaduri, tJnaneiidra Lai, D.Sc. (Edin.), Lecturer in

Zoology, University of Calcutta. 10/2, Abinaali
Mitru Lane, Calcutta G.

Bhaduri, Sisir Kumar, M.A., 2A Raja Rajkissen Street,

Calcutta 6.

Bkaoat, Prahladrai, Merchant. 26 Burtolla Street,

Calcutta.

Bhagat, Phoolchand, Mill-owner and Merchant. Bhagat
Villa, Grand Trunk Road, Konnagar, Dt. Hooghly.

Biialwala, Debi Dutt, Merchant. 1 Doyehatta Street.

Calcutta.

|Bhan, Jagdish Narayan, Merchant, 85/86 Stephen
House, Dalhousie Square East, Calcutta,
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Date of

Election.

1-8-17’

7-6-48

5-

3-45

4-

6-45

I

!

6-

6-40
i

3-1-44

7-

5-45

1-

2-43

2-

8-48

5-

7-48

2-10-44

2-

12-46
I

I

7-2-44
I

3-

12-45

3-12-45

3.2-47

1-11-48

7-7.24
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R

R

R

R

I

R :

I

L !

1

N
!

N '

I

R
;

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

L

*BHANi)AititAR, Devadatta Ramkrishna, M.A., PAJ).,

r.R.A.S.B., 2/1 Lovelock Street, Ballygunge,

Calcutta.

Bhaksali, Biilwunt Raj S., B.Com., LL.B., LtAour

Officer, Hastings M-ill Ltd., Messrs. M. Bnnyur Bros.

Ltd-, 9 Netaji Sublias Road, Calcutta 1.

niiABTi, Nanak Chand. c/o Messrs. Hardware & Metal

ludustries, 30 Clive Street, Calcutta.

Bkautia, Mahabir Prasad, Merchant, Director of the

Indian Ice and Cold Storage Co. Ld., International

hiilustrir.s Ld P23/24 Radhabazar Street, Calcutta.

Buakucha, Parrokh E., Merchant. Canada Building,
lioruby, Road, Bombay.

Bh.vitacharjek, Abani Ennta, Barrister-at-Law. 84
Mahim Haidar Street, P.O. Kalikbat, Calcutta.

H11.VTTAOITARJEE, Sachindra Mohan, Banker & Insur-

anceman. P. 4 Ekdalia Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Bu.vTaAcir.AR,iEE, Mrs. Serapia, 3/B Davis Road. Lahore.

Bir.vTTAciiARYA, Aiiiullva Ratan, M.B.B.S., (Bombay),
Physiridti.. Nava Bafear, Ajmer Ilajputuna.

BiUTTACiiARYA, Asliutosli, M.A., Research Associate of
the Department of AnthropaJogy

,
Indian Mnseun.,

Calcutta.

Bhattacharya, Kamakliya. Charau, Jyotirhhusan, 1(J

Auath Deb Lane, P.O. Beadou Street Calcutta.
Bh.vttachary'a, liadha Mohan, B.L., Journalist, 8/5-A

llussa Road, P.O. Kali^hat, Calcutta.

BiiATTACifARYA, Sukumar M.A., Professor of History^

Asutosh College, IG Basanta Bose Road, Kalighat,
Calcutta.

.Bhattaciiauya, Susil Chandra, M.A., Businessman. 60/3
Dhurrumtolluh Street, Calcutta.

Bii.\ttacharya, Viswa Nath, M.A., LL.B., Business-
man. GO 1

3

DhuiTumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Bhattaciiarya. Asoke Kumar, M.A., B.L., Kavya-
Puranatirtha, Professor of Sanshrit and Bengali^

Ram Saday Ccdlege, Amta, Howrah.

Bhattachakyya, Bhupendranath, M.A., Vyakarana-
tirtha, Samkyatirtha. 102 Surendranath Banerjee

Road, Calcutta.

Bhattacharyya, Biuoytosh, M.A., Ph.D. Rajaratna

General Editor, Gnelcwad^^ Oriential Series, and
Librarian^ Oriental Collections, Baroda State,

Baroda*
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Date of

Election

4-645

24246

2-

447

14-46

21-9-45

1-7-46

3-

2-47

1-7-46

3-7-44

j

3-7-44

I

6-3-44
1

3-

7-44 !

I

4-

9-44

5-

3-48

1-

8-23

6-

12-48

3-1-27

2-

4-45

N

R

N

R

N

R

A

R

R

R

L
R

R

R

L

R

N

B

BhATTACHARYYA, Dincsh Clianclra, M.A., Professor of

Sanskrit ^Eetd.). Hoog‘hly Mohsin College, P.O.

Cliinsura. Ilooglily.

Biiattacharyya, Diirgamolian, M.A., Kavyya-samldiya-

puranatirtlia, Professor and Head of the Depart-

ment of Sanskrit, Scottish Church College; 25

J^iliTiaiu Mitra Road, Tala, Calcutta.

Biiattacharyya, Haridas, M.A., B.L., formerly Head

of the Department of Philosophy and Provost,

Dacca University, 103, Rash Bihari Avenue,

Calcutta 21.

BIIATTACHARYY^^, Nirmal Chandra, M.A., B.L., Senior

Professor of Economics and J^ohtical Science, Scot-

I
tish Church College, and Lecturer, Calcutta IJnive.-

! sity: 18 Aswini Diitt Road, Calcutta.

'BHiiTNAGAR, Bi'ij Kisliore, M.A., LL.B. MahalUi Katra

Banda (C.P.).

BiliiiANEE, Ci.C., Merchant, Proprietor, Messrs, G, C,

Bhimanee & Co.y (> & 7 Clive Stre^et, Calcutta.

, Bilimoria, Rustoiu, Sates Manager, Messrs. Walford
I Transport Ltd., Calcutta.

Binani, Bithaldas, B.A., Metal Merchant and Banker,

43 Strand Road, Calcutta.

Birla, B. Kumar, Merchant, 8 Royal Extthange Place,

Calcutta.

BiRr\, 0. Prasad. }ferchant. 8 Royal Exchange Plane,

Calcutta.

Rirla, 0. J). Birla Park, Hallgungc, Calcutta.

Birla, Krishna Kumar, Businessman. 8 Royal Exchange
Place, Calcutta.

Birla, Lakshnii Nivas, Merchant. 3/1 Raja Santosh

Road, Alipore, Calcutta.

Biswas, The HonMjle Mr. Justice Charu Chandra,

C.I.E., M.A. B.L., Judge, High Court. 58 Pud-
dopukur Road, P. 0. Elgin Road, Calcutta.

Bismms, Kalipada, M.A., D.Sc., (Edin.), F.B.S.E.,

Superintendent Royal Botanic Garden. P.O. Royal
Botanic Garden, Howrah.

Biswas, Sudhish Banjan, M.A., Secretary, Bengal

National Chamber of Commerce, 9/2 Dover Lane,

Calcutta 29.

Bivar, Hugh Godfrey Stuart, I.C.S., Judge's House,

Gauhati, Assam.

Blaobek, Cyprian Claude, M.A., Publisher, o/o Messrs.

Longmans Green & Co., 17 Chittaranjan Avenue,
Calcutta.
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Date of
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C-646. N Blomfield, F. B., P.B.I.B.A,, Architect^ Labour Dept,
Government of India^ 4 Prithviraj Road, New
Delhi.

3.11-47 A Bloodworth, Thomas Stuart (Jr.), American Vice-

Consul, 9, Esplanade Mansions, Calcutta 1.

4-11.46 R Bond, Clinton Lucius, Manager, Standard-Vacuum Oil

Company, c/o 0 Church Lane, Calcutta.

6-12-43 R Bonnerjee, Miss Sadhona, Research Scholar, 66 Lans-

downe Road, Calcutta.

4-11-36 F
Bor, N. L. M.A., D.Sc., F.L.S., I.F.S., c/o Messrs,

Lloyds Bank (Cox & Kings Branch), 6 Pall Mall,

London.

2-4-46 A Born, Henry, A.R.P.S., General Secretary, Art in In-

dustry Ea-hibition, Hongkong House, Dalhousie Sq.

4 Sunny Park, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

1-5-46 R Bose, Atul, Artist, 47, Bondcl Road, Calcutta 19.

4-12-39 R Bose* Debendra Mohan, M.A., Ph.D., F.N.I,,

Director, Hose Research Institute, 93 Upper Circular

Road, Calcutta.

7-8-39 R Bose, Girindrashekhar, M.B., D.Sc., F.N.I. Professor

of Psychology and Head of the Department of

Psychology, Calcutta University, 14 Parsi Bagan
Lane, P.O. Amherst Calcutta.

4- 11-46 R Bose, Harish Chandra, Textile Representative 1/10

Paikpara Row, Calcutta 37*

4-3-46 R Bose, Iliinansu Kumar, M.A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law

,

High Court, Calcutta, and Advocate, Federal Court

of India; Bose Park, 84 Harish Mukherjee Road,
Bhawanipore, Calcutta.

2-8-43 N Bose, Jogesh Chandra, ‘Vasudham’, P.O. Contai, Dt.

Midnapore.
1-12-47 R Bose, JyotsnakanLa, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., (Lond.),

E.R.A.I., 46/7A Ballygunge Place, Cakutta.

4-11-46 R Bose, Mani Mohan, All-India Manager, Messrs Herts

Pharmaceuticals, Ltd., c/o Messrs, Gillanders

Arbuthnot & Co. Ltd., 8 Clive Street (20 Paikpara
Row, P.O. Belgachia); Calcutta.

4-9-44 R Bose, Manindra Lai, M.A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law.

75E Riissa Road (1st floor), Calcutta 26.

4-11-46 R Bosk, Madhu, Film. Producer, 3 Theatre Road, (top flat)

Calcutta.

2-12-46 B Bose, Phani JJhusan, Accounts officer, Dept, of

Industries and Supplies, Govt, of India; 27-A

Baloram Ghosh Street, Calcutta.
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Date of

Election,

B

4-3-46 B

6-3.46 R

2-3-31 N

M.39

2-11-36

6-6-45

1-

6-44

2-

4-46^

E

N

N

F

N

1-1.46 B

4^^46 N

7.8.44 E

7-5-46 B

3-12^24 B

1 -1.46 B

B

3-7-W' L

Bosk, Sir S M. Kt., Barrister-aULaw,

Gencralj Bengal. 22/1 Ballygunge Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Bose, Sarat Chandra, Barrister-at-Law

,

1 Woodburn
Park, Calcutta.

Bose, Sri Bhusan. Solicitor, c/o Messrs, Orr Dignam &
Co., 32 Dalliousie Square, Calcutta,

Bose, Sudhansu Kumar, B.Sc., (Cal.), A.R.S.M., B.Sc
'"^IrNiNCi) (London), Professor of Mining and Sur-

veying. Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad,
Bose, Sudhansu Mohan, M.A., LL.B., (Cantab),

BarristeT’Ot-Law

.

3 Federation Road, P.O. Amherst
i Street, Calcutta.

Bothra, Sublikaran Singh, Banker. Kundigar Bhairon,

Jaipur City.

Bourne, His Evcellency Mr. Frederick Chalmers, C.S.I

!
C.I.E., Governor of East Bengal Govt. House,

j

Dacca.

1

Boultbee, H. L. Major
y
Indian Armoured Corps. The

Army & .Navy Club Pall Mall, London.

Bullivant, Lindsay Frank, Capt. R.E., F.E.I.B.A.,

F.S.A., (Scot.), ‘E' Branch, Advance H.Q. Allied

Land Forces, South East Asia (Present address

not known).

Burman, Debajyoti, M.A., M.Com., B.L., Assistant

Editor
y
Modern Review. P. 436/J Kabir Road.

Calcutta.

Butler, Rev. John Francis, M.A., (oxon), A.M.,
(Harvard), Ph.D., (Manchester), Editorial

Secretary

y

Cristian Literature Society, P.O. Bo'i

501, Park Town, Madras.

Bradley, Gerand Anthony, 22 Endsleigh Road, Water-
loo, Liverpool, England.

Bradshaw, Eric Jean, B.A., B.AJ-, (Dublin), M.Sc.
(California), Superintending Geologist

y
Geological

Survey of India. 27 Chowringhee, Calcutta*

Buahmactiari, Phunindra Nath, M.Sc., M.D., 10

Loudon Street. Calcutta.

Brinkley, dohn R., Captainy P.W, Division (Present

address not known).

Brocke, Alfred George, Dr. Phil. Nat (jena), ScientiQ^

Adviser Capco Ltd.y 9 Clive Street, Calcutta.

Brown, John Coggin, O.B.E., D.Sc., F.G.S., MJ.M.E.
M.INST. M.M., M.I.E., F.B.A.S,B, 'AnandaJe',

BKoxbaarna, Herts, England
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640^09 A *Bhown, Percy, A.ll.C.A-, F.E.A.S.B
, c/o

II. B. Katheriue Kriuagar, Kashmir.
7-6-48 N Bjryan, Denzil Arnold, B.A. (Cantab.), U* K. Trade

Commissioner for South India, Rutland Gate,
Nangainbakkam, Madras.

1-7-46 R Biiydex, William Donald, Assistant Secretary, Bengal
Cham her of Com merce, 2 Clive Street, Calcutta.

2-8-48 R

1

Bujakowska, Mrs, Haliiia-Daiiuta, B.Com., ruiiiversita

de Grenoble (France), Writer 11 Ilungerford Street,

Calcutta.

6-5-46 R Camkrox, a. Ij., Director^ Messrs. Andrew Yule & Co.

lAd., 8 Clive Row, Calcutta.
5-5-47 R Cauhoxe, Dr. A., Consulting Architect, 11 Kyd Street,

Calcutta 16.

2-4-45

i

j

i

R CARrKNTER, Fraiicis William Alan, M.Inst.F., M.lNsr
Mkt., M.r. & S.INST., M.M. & G.S.. F.RBA.
F.R.A.S., Messrs. Bird & Co.^ Chartered Bank
Buildings. 6 Middleton Mansion, 9il Middleton
Street, Calcutta.

2-12-46 F Casvaxi, Egidio, Rev. Chaplain of the Halian
Legation, Kabul, Afghanistan.

4-3-46 R Catto, William Ewan, Director, Messrs. Andrew Yule
and Co. Ld., 8 Clive Row, Calcutta.

3-12-45

1

L
;

CiiAKRAVARTi, Bankiiu Chandra, B.A., Manager, Dhal-
hhum Raj Estate, Ghatsila, Singlibhum.

4-7-27 1 L (^iiAKRAVAim, Chintaharan, M.A., Kavyatirtha, Pro-

fessor of Bengali. Krishnagar College, Krislmagar.

2-7-45 R (JiiAKRAVARTi, J. S. Narusiiiihacharyu, B.A., (Punjab),

LL.B. (Allahabad) Vakil. Dindigul, Madras Presi-

dency.

3-1-27
1

N (hiAKRAVAini, Xiranjanprasad, O.B.E., M.A., Ph.D.,

(Cantab) h .R.A.S.B. Director-General, Archaeolog-

ical Surrey of India. Curzon Road, New Delhi.

2-12-40 E CiiAKHAVARTi, P. K. B.Com., Commercial Tax Officer,

Govt, of Bengal; 26 Towiishend Road, Bhawanipore,

Calcutta,
7-1-46 R Cttakravarti, The llon'blc Mr. Justice Phanibhusau,

M.A., BL., Judge, High Court, P512 Aswini Dutt

Road, Cahiutta 29.

6-9-48 N Chakuavauti, Maui Mohan, M.B., Capt., ex I.M.S.,

Assistant Medical Officer, Royal Calcutta Turf Club,

130 Raja Rajendra Lai Mitter Road, Calcutta 10.

6-2-39 N

1

Chakbavarti, Rash Mohan, Ph.D., Puranrattna, Vidya-

vinode, Superintendent, Ram mala Library and

Museum. P.O, Comilla, Dt. Tipperah.
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Date of

Eletion.

7-5-45

3-3-47

2-12-46

5-

5-47

2-

8-48

2-12-46

6-

1-47

3-

5-48

3-6-46

1-5-44

1-4-46

3-1-06

1-

7-40

7-

2-27

3-2-47

2-

8-48

2-12-46

2-3-36

1 - 10-20

L

N

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

N

L

R

N

N

R

R

R

R

Ctiakkavautt, vSlirish Chadra M.L.C., Solicitor, High
('Oifrt 2 Marquis Street, Calcutta.

CiiAKRAVAttTi, A^enay Chandra, Headmaster, H. E,

School, Bogra Town, Harinakunda, Jessore.

I

(hjAKRAVVRTY, ^ireudra Nath, B.K., Assistant Engine-
er, Public Health Engineering

,
Govt, of Bengal;

Lansdowiie Road, Calcutta.

(Tiakravakti, Rulin Bchari, M.A., Samkhya*
Vyakaranatirtha, 119 Vivekananda Road, Calcutta.

CiiAKRAVARTY, Riauiatha Kumar, M.A., B.L., Advocate,
iligli (Amrt. 1/2A llazra Road, Kalighat. Calcutta.

CiiAKRAVAiri’Y, S. A., M.A., B.L., Adrocate, Calcutta.

High Court, 15 Jalin Das Road, Calcutta.

Cll VKiiAVAin Y, Uma Rrosad, Businessman 100/1 Bow-
bazar Street, Calcutta.

jCfiALniA, Jadavaprosad, B.Sc-, r21 Golf Club Road,

i
Tollygunge, Cahaitta.

CiiAMimas, dohu, C.I.K., O.B.E., Chief Engineer
ir. & //, Bengal, Writers Buildings, Calcutta

Chanda, Apurva Kumar, M.A., l.E.S., 32/ 1 /A Nandan
Road, ('alcutta 25.

•

Ciivojn, Riirushottam M ,
Managing Director, Messrs,

Shree Jeenagora Coal Ltd., Pure Jeenagora Coili-

erg,, P.O. Jharta Dt* Manblmm.

CriM’MAN, John Alexander, 32 Lavington Road, AVest

Ealing, London, \\ . 3.

(hfATTEiMEK, A. B., M.A., General Manager, Metro-

politan Printing and. Publish inj House Ltd.

4-B Council House Street, Calcutta.

Ciiatteujee, Ashoke, B.A., (Cal.), B.A., (Cantau),

Jjobour W elfa re Officer, Burnpur, via Assansol,

CiiATTETUKE, Bujia Kuiiiar, AX. Sc., (Cal.), D.Sc., (Paris)

Assistant Superintendent, Anthropological Survey

of India 04 Cantonment Road, Benares,

CliATTERJEE, Kaliranjau, B.S.c., L.M.P., Medical Prac-

titioner, 32, Gobra Road, Calcutta 14.

CiTATTEiuEE, AIis. Kaiuala, B.T., Secretary and Head
Mistress, Presidency School for Girls; 2 Fern Road,
Ballygunge, Calcutta.

CliATTERJEE, Alaiioinohaii, B.Sc., (Cal.) Ph.D. (London)

A.R.C.S., D.T.C,, Professor of Geology, Presidency
College. 71C Hindusthan Park, Calcutta 29.

Ohatterjee, Nirmal Chandra, Barrister-at-Law^

Theatre Road, Calcutta.
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4 .7--27

3-

5 43
I

4-

6-45
I

5-

4-22
I

I

1

5-3-45
i

I

7-8-44
I

4-

2-46 i

2-

9-40 !

3-

3-47
I

5-

1-31
:

7-6-11
;

7-5-28

3-3-47

6-8-24

2.3-36

5.11.24

R

R
R

R

R

(JIIATTKIUEK, Patitpaboii. M.A., B.L., VahJ, High
Court. 84 IJarrisou Road, Calcutta.

Cii.m’EKJKE, Paresli Cliaudra. 6 Mission Row, Calcutta.

CllATTJ'IUKE, lOiulla Coonicr, M.A., Solicitor
^
Calcutta

High, ('<n(rt, (> Old Post Office Sheet, Temple
I Cliambers, Ground floor, Calcutta.

;

Cinri KH.iKr, Rakha liari, il .A., B.L., Superintendent

^

j

Hofffil \siai!{ Soviet g of Hen gal, 1 Park Street,

j

(kilciiha 10.

iCuATTEiUKK, Satyeiidraiial li
,

li.Sr., (Ei'on.), (London)

j

Jiarristvr-ai'Law

.

2/1 Cbandra Madhab Road.

! El^in Road, (’alcuha.

R ' CiiATtr.JMKK, Siva Pro^ad, M.B., (ikvL.) Medical Pra-

vtifi(tnvi\ House Surgeon In-chargc of 1 eneral

Drpl.^ Carmichael Hospital. Laurels, ')0 (lariabat

Road, Bally^iin^»‘e, Calcutta.

II !

Cii.vni-aMKK, Subimal Chandra, Landholder, 33 Linton

Stri'ct, lad ally, Calcutta.

R CiiviTKicn, Bankiin Cliaudra, M.Sc., Department of

1

Pure Mathematics Calcutta I nircrsitg. 31-B,A\ .

(\ Bonnerjee Street, Calcutta.

R CiiATTKR.n, Mrs. Baiii, Doc. Mils, Sangeeta-bharati,

e/o Dr. S. K. Chatterjee, Chemical Department,

Medical College, Cah'utta.

N ,

Cii \'n Durgacharaii, Jl.A., Lecturer in Sanshrit,

! Cliittagong College, Chittagong.

N
!
CiiAirKHJi, Kanina Kumar, M.B.K., Ll.-Cid., I.TF.,

i
M.C., V.ll.A-S., Sailasram, Kaiike Road, Ranchi.

R hhiATTKiui, Kedar Kath, B.Sc., (Lox on), A.E.C.S.

j

(London), e/o Probasi Otiiee, 120/2 Lpper Circular

I

Road, Calcutta.
i

R

R

R

R

CiiATTKiMi, Saehi Kumar, M.B., D.T.M-, Ph.D

Chemical E.ra muter to Government of Bengal,

(Jhemieal Department, Medical College, Calcutta.

'’CiiATTi-aui, Siiniti Kumar, M.A., (Cal.), Ddiitt.

(London). F.U.A.S.B., Kumar Guruprasad Singh

Professor <tf Indian Linguistics and llionetitSy

Calcutta Universit}/. *Sudliarma\ 10 Hindustan

Park Ballygnnge, (hilcutta.

(^ITATTERJI, Mrs. Tuhinika, M.A., Kavyatiktha, Ae-

seareh Scholar Ej'innincr, (\ilcutta (j niversitg.

f), AV ood Street. » Calcutta.

(hTAiTorAnnYAYA, K. P. M.Sia, Professor and Head of

the Department of Anthropalogg, Calcutta Univer-

sity. 35 Ballygunge Circular Road, Calcutta.
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Bate of
Election.

2-11-25 N

7-1-46 N

4-2-46 N

3-5-43 N

5-2-45 R

3-3.47 B

2-12-46 R
!

3-6-46 R

7-1-46 R

4-4-38 R

4-11-35 R

2-4-45 R

21.9-45 R

2-8-48 B

5-12-23 L

1-11-48 R

1-2-22
L

5-846
R

CiiATTOPADiiYAYA, Ivsheircsii Chandra, M.A., Lectyrer

in Sayiskrit. Allahabad University, Allahabad.

CiivTUKVEDi, Radhalal, llai Bahadur, Commerce &
Induafrics Minister, Kewa C. P.

CiiHAnKA, ])r. Bahadur Cliand, (rovernment Epigrnphist

for India, Ootacanmnd, Nilgiris, S. India.

CiioKiiANY, Ram Dev, Rai Bahadur. 2 Royal Exchange
Place, To]) Floor, Calcutta.

CiiAUDiirRi, A. N., Barnstcr-nt-Law, 42 Jhowtolla

Road, Calcutta.

CiiAVDiiria, Bhupati l^afli, B.E., A.M.T.E., M.R.San.
I. (Lond.), Bony. Scry., Jnstiiiiti-m of Engineers

Ind. (>i) Jatin Ua^ Road, (hdcutta.

CiiAriniHia, Ueb Narain, M.Sc., Manager, inierna*

tional General Electric Co. (India) Ld., 7

Wellesley Plac(‘, Calcutta.

CiTATimriii, J. B. Ph.I)., (Loud.), E.R.A.S., (Lond.)

Bengal Educational Service, 3 Federation Street,

Calcutta.

CiiAUimrin, Kobad Ahmad, Tcniindar & Busiricssman

.

lol) Park Street, Calcutta 1(>.

Cuvrimna, Mrs. Roma, M.A., D.Piur. (Oxon)»

Professor of Logie, Lady Brabonrne College,

Federatiou Street, (kdcutta.

CiurDiiURT, S. N. 52 Ballyg^unge Circular Road, Cal.

Ballyg'unge ('ircular Road, Calcutta.

CiiAiioiitTRi, Sadiindranath, Barrister-at-Law, 52/5

11allyguug‘(; Circular Road, Calcutta.

CiiAiDTirni, Miss Uma. 20 Beltabt Road, P.O. Bhow-

anij)ore, Calcutta.

CiiArDiivui, Sunil Kumar, M.A., Professor, Charn

Chandra College, Sarat Chatterjec Avenue,

Calcutta 29.

Chopra, B. N., D Sc., F.-N.I., F.L.S., Deputy Fisheries'

Adviser to Govt, of Judin, New Delhi.

Chopra, Iliralall, M.A., 2 Ram Lochan Mullick Street,

Cabjutta.

Chopra, vSir R, N., K.T., C.I.E., M.A., Sc.D., M.D,
(Cantab), F.R.C.P., F. N. I., P.R.A.S.B., Brevet

Con I.M.S.. T)rvg Research Laboratory, Jammu
and Kashmir State, Srinagar, Kashmir.

CiiuNHER, The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Kamal Cbunder,

M.A., (oxon), I.C.S., Barrister-at-Law, Judge

High Court; 82, Lansdowne Road, Kalighat P.O*

• Calcutta.
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Date of

Election.

2.10-44’

4.11.46

M-45

2-4-28

2-12-46''

5-

3.45
I

6-

1-47 I

!

i

I

1-

4-40

I

4-11-46
I

I

1

5-3.45
i

!

5-3-45
I

!

I

2-

9-46

6-12-43

3-

2-47

5-3-45

2-12-46

2-

9-46

3-

3-47

R

R

R

R

N

R
P

CuuNUEK, I’ratiii) Chaudra, M.A., B.L., Research
Student m Indian History. 23 Wellington Street.

CiiovvmiUKi, A. (!., B.t'oin., H.L., Tleacler, P.O.
I )li akuria , 24- I'argan as

.

CiiowDurm, Al)ul Rasliar Muluimmad Sultan-ul-Alam,
M.A., Lect urer in the Department of Arabic and
Persian, Calcutta University, 45 Goracliand Eoad,

('iiou j)iu;ri, Rai Jatindranath, Zemindar, SO Russa
Road, Tollyf»\in^e. Calcutta.

Cooi'KR, \’inconi Jolni Cochran, Major, R.A., 14 Palta
Icliapiir, Nawahgaiij, Bengal.

CrRi.KNDER, A., Merchant, 9 Theatre Road, Calcutta.

('(unKL, Raoul. Liccncie es Letters, Li(;encie en Droit
( Lniv(*rslt(‘ de Baris), Member of the Delegation
Archaeoloyitine Franraise en Afghanistan

,

Kabul,
AfgJianistan.

i

D'A uuew, 1\A., Deputy Jieyister, High

I

(\)urt, Appcllaic Side; 7 Royd Street, Calcutta.

N .
Das, Acliyuiaiianda, M.A., Kavyatirtha, Lecturer in

: Sanskrit^ e/o. Bareshnath Bose, Asst, Registrar,

;

Co-o])erative Soeities Chaumatha, P.O. Chinsura,
Ilooglily.

R
I

Das, Banainali. Barristcr-at-Law. 3 Valineek Street,

i IvaUgliat, Caleutla.

R ,l)\s, Dlirulia Raiijan, Barrisfer-at-Law, 10 Old Post

I

Office Street, Caleutta.

N jD.vs, (1. K., M.A., LL.B., Research Scholar, Deccan

j

Collcffc l^ost-Gntdvatc and Research Institute,

Poona 4,

R

R

Das, Jyotirindra Kath, Rai Sahib, B.Sc., Retd. De-

puty Conservator of Forests, I 3 Ballygunge Place,

Caleutta 19.

Das, J. C. B.Re ,
Manayinp Director, Bengal Central

Banh, 4 Tilak Road, Calcutta,

Das, The Ilon’ble Mr. Justice S. R-, Calcutta High
Court, 12i) Regent Park, Tollygunge, Calcutta.

Das, Rudhir Ronjnn, M.A., Research Assistant, Calcutta

University; 135-B Vivekananda Road, Calcutta,

Das, Rurea Chandra, M.A., Managing Director, General

Printers and Pvbluhers, Ld., 119 Dhurrumtollah

Street, Calcutta.

Das, Tarak Chandra, M.A., Lecturer, Calcutta Univer-

sity; 93 Ballygunge Place, Calcutta.
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Date of

Election,

3-2-47
I

!

I

j

j

5-12-39
I

j

3-5-48 i

5-

3-45
I

1-

7-46
:

5-3-45
I

i

3-3-47
I

j

2-

8-48 I

6-

5-46
I

6-8-24
i

1-4-46

2-12-46
!

1-4-46
i

1-3-48

6-3-45

6-5-46

6-12-27

N

N

Das, Abijuiiidra L;il, A.I.S.M., (1cologii<t and
Mnung hugnu'cr, (If'oJoyut^m-Cliargc and Chief
Mining Manager: c/d l{. 11. Sliivratun G. Moliaita,
N^nyabazar, A.]inor.

Das-fii rj'A, C. (\, M.A., IMi.l). aiul Caxtajj),
Profesian (tf Ili^forj/, Presideneg ('allege, 139,
I^andowno lload, Galcuiia.

R

N

R

iDvs-GrrTA, JiitMulra A’alh, R.A., li.E., M.l.K. (Ind.),

j

11. San. I (liOnd.J, ,K(‘td.) Chief Pngnieer.

1

T(nrn Planning Carl of ITr.sV Hen gal, 27^ Laiis-

I dowiK* T(‘rra( e, GalcuGa 29.

Dvs-(irrTA, K. ('., M.A. ((AntmO, l.G.S, Pamater-at-
Lan\ Reijisier. Ili^h (’oiiri, (’alciilla.

l)As-(i ii‘TA, Ibadliir (3iandi‘a, 1I.A.S.F-, \*aidya Sira-

j

nioni, Kavirai, llaliainat Glnitaf4 <nij4
‘.

11
1

1)as-(iI’ITa, Subodli Raiijan, Parrister-ai'f^air. 2‘?

llijiduslhau Park, Rall\ (kilcutia.

I> ])as-(i iri’A, '’rannsnasli Gh., M.A., IMi.l)., Posf-Cnidn-
ah' Leefnrer in Modern Indian Lafu/aagrs, (kd(‘utia

r niv (‘i>ity ; 54A Anibarsl Stretd, Calentia 2.

R Da’JTA, Gita, H.A. (Hons.'). Vadatirtha c/o Dr- T Iv.

!
Dada. S8 (diowiin^^ln'e, Calcutta

L 'Davedson, 1).A.(i., I.C.S., r.S. Club. Calcutta.

L Daviks, L. M., Lt-Col., M.A., C.U.S.E., F.U.A.I.,

k\G.S. 8 Garscubc^ Tcuracc, ilurrayficld
,

lidiii-

bur<>b,, 12, Scotland.

R , 1)A^ IS, Pliili]), Mtii^ter Sferedtfre, Messrs. P. K. Davis

I

& Co., (i CoiimH‘r(*ial Buildings, Clive Street.

I

Calcutta.

R Dk, Gokul Da'^, M.A., Lerlarer, ('alrnla Unirer^sitg

:

9

i Sliainlal Street, Calcutta.

R, |Dk, iViren, Rarrisfer-‘af-Law, Bar Library, High (k)urt,

I

Calcutta.

R i Dk Susbil Kumar, M-A., B.T^., D.Lilt. (Bond )

K.R.A S., Forfnerlg P rttfessor and Head of ihc T)ept>

of Sanserif ,
Daeea P tu eersif g

,

19-A, Cliaudhur.

^

Tiane, (kdcnitta 4.

R IDkh, Rabindra Krishna, Solieit<fr> v/o Messrs. Dutt &

j

S()u, 6 Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Dkh, Raja Ksbitindra, Rai Maliasai of Bansberia Raj,

Zemindar 21E Rani Sankari laine, Kalighat,

Calcutta.

Dkciiiikn, H.H. Mabarani Kunzang, Maharani of

Sihh in . Gangtok
,
Sikkim.
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Date of

Election.

1-

5-44-

3-11-47

5-5-30

3-

6-46
I

7-8-44

4-

2-46

4-

2-10
I

I

I

I

2-

11-42
j

I

5-

3-45

I

5-1-48

0.5.4()

5-

3-45

2-7-02

7-11-32

6-

6-38

2-4-46

1

11

N

R

L

L

R

R

N

R

L

R

N

A

DKMKTHirs, /S'(. John, {). A., Proprietor, Messrs. George
Prod & Po. 1 Avenue flouse, Chowringliee Square,
Calcutta.

Deo, Iviiniar S. G., 21 4A Pu(l(la])ulviir Square, Kidder-
pore, ('alcutta.

Deo, Sir Plata]) Chandra Bhaiij, K.C T.E., Moliarajali.

Ruler of Mopurbluin
j

State. P.O. Baripada
Mayurblian.i, B.N.R.

l)i:sAT, Cliliotubhai Jjallubhai, Merclumt and Director

^ of the Metal Pnrporatiioi of India, Ld, Rampuriii
( lianilau-, 10 (Jive Row, Calcutta.

I sarav, (jlidson Thomas, Fljjinp (Officer, R.A.F,

j

.Messrs. Idoyds Bank Ltd., Aew Delhi. (Present

address not known;

.

i

Dev, Abani Kumar. B.Sc., IMi.D. D.I.C., Gcolapisf,

I

(/(‘(dfffjieal turret/ of India: 17 Lake Teni])le Road,

j

Ball\ gunge. Calcutta.

j

Diiavj.e, Shankar Balaji, A., l.C.S. (retd.;, Fonnerhj

I

Jiidf/e, Patna High Court

.

Tlie Ibii Jerbai Wadia,
i Library, Pergusson (Jollegis P.O. Deccan Gym-

khana, J’oona.

Dhima.n, ilehar Chand, Merchant. Tulsi Niwas, 115

Bmiares Road, Salkia, Howrah.

Dicki.nson, Kric Charles, M. A. (Hons. Oxon),

P i i nripal
,
(lovern nient ('(dlepe, Lahore. 12 Kaclieri

Uoad, Lahore.

Dons, William Kane, Apent, Iloncjhoncj and Shanghai

I

Hanking Corporation. 0 Minto Park, Alipur,

j

Calcutta.

1
Domanonvic'Z, llersz, M.D., Medical Officer, Dwarband

P.O., Cacliar.

Dossam, G.A., Khan Baliadur, Merchant. 234/5 Lower
(’ircular Road, Calcutta.

Do.xev, Frederick, ‘Ballygunge’, Coodeu Drive, Bexliill-

on-Sea, Sussex, England.

DiavER, Darab ( ursetji, M.A. (CANTAn.)/Rurr7s‘/er-nt-

Lair: Const it uted Aitorneg to Mes.^is. Tata & Sonsy

Ld.: Managing Agents for the Tata Iron & Steel Co.

Ld. Flat Ko. I, ‘i-A Lord Sinlia Road, Calcutta.

])rj)noruA, Naha Kumar Sing, Zemindar and Banker.

Azimgaiij, I)t. Mursliidabad.

DuNDKiiDAnK, David Platt, Solicitor and Notary Public,

Sandersons and Morgans. 20 Dalliousie Square,

Calcutta.
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Date of

Election.

2-1-33

1-7-46

4-3-46

30-9-36

5-12-32

1-7-46

1-1-45

1-7-40

4-2-46

5-3-46

7-4-47

6-4.48

1-4-46

6-6-44

2-12-40

4-3-46

N

N

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

L

R

R

R

N

R

E

Dutch, Robert Austen, O.B.E., B.A. (Cantau.), I.C.S.,

Point clear, Jalapahar P.O., West Bengal.

Dx^tt, Debkumar, M.A., B.T., Kavyatirtha, Professor,

Krishnagar College; Golaputi Road, Krishnagar, Dt.

^faclia.

Dutt, Dhirendra Krisliua, Partner, Messrs. Sreehissen

J)utt & Co., 128 Middle Road, P.O. Eiitally,

Calcutta.

Dttt, Mohendra Nath. l^.E., I.8.E. (retd.), Consulting

Engineer, 12 Kailas Bose Lane, Howrali.

Dutt, Nalinaksha, M.A., B.L., Pli.D., D.Lrrr. (Lonh.),

Calcutta (Iniversifij, 39 Badiir Bagaii Row, P.O
t

Amherst Street, Calcutta.

Dtttt, R. C’., f.C.vS., 1)g. Secretarg to the Government

of Bengal, 22 Alipore Road, Calcutta.

Dutt, Sudliiudra Krishna, M.A. (Oxon), Barrister-nt*

Law, Asst. Registrar, Calcutta Universitg

,

7 Raja

Ourudas Street, Calcutta.

Dutt, Sudkir Ckumler, Major, M.B., A.I.R.O.,

OpIUluilmic Surgeon, Mayo Hospital. 21*1/2 Lower
Circular Road, Calcutta.

Dutt, Surendra Nath, Barrister-at-Law

,

4 Harish Mu«

I

klierjee Road, P.O. Elgin Road, Calcutta.

! Dutta, Dwijeiidra C., K.R.A.S., F.R.S.A., Assistant

I

Private Secretary to IJ .11 , The Maharaja Manikya

j

Bahadur of Tipperah. P.O. Agartala, Tripura State.

I

Dutta, (Capt.) Narendranatli, M.B., Medicalman.

153, Dharunitala Street, Calcutta,

Dutta Roy, R.lv., M.Sc., Dr. Ing., E.N.I., Chemist

Geological Survey of India, 27 Chowriughee,

Calcutta,

Dutta Roy, B. N., Barrisier-at-Law, Advocate, P. 307

Jatin Das Road, Kalighat, Calcutta.

Dutton, Nexdlle Charles, Commissioner of Corn*

mercial Ta^es. 14 Jauki Mansions, 77B Park Street,

Calcutta 16,

Edgley, The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Norman George Arms-

trong, M.A. (Oxon), Barrister-aULaw

,

I.C.S.,

Judge, Calcutta High Court. 9/1 Middleton Street,

Calcutta. (Present address not known).

Elkins, Anthony Joseph, C.B.E., Senior Partner,

Messrs, Gillanders Arbuthnot & Co. Ld., Gillander

House, Alipore, Calcutta.
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Date of
I

Election. '

3-3-47 !

i

7-8-44
j

!

1-

5-44
I

2-12-46 !

i

6-

6-46
j

7-

5-46

5-1-31

2-

9-46
I

2-

5-38
!

7-4-47

I

2-12-29 I

1

3-

1-44
I

i

5-3-45
}

!

I

3-

8-04
!

1

1-4-46

4-

1-20

4-3-40

R

L

N

N

R

L

L

R

N

R

N

A

L

R

F

R

Elus, iNonnan Arthur, Missionary, Superintendent^

Baptht Mission Press, 41A Lower Circular Road,

Calcutta.

Elmiiirst, Leonard Knight, M.A. (Cantab.), B.Sc.

(Agri.). Cornell, Special Officer, Dept, of Agri-

culture, Bengal. England. (Present address not

known).

Elwin, Verrier, D.Sc. (Oxon), E.N.I., F.R.A.I., Dy.
Director, Anthropological Survey of India, Serango
P.O., (Janjam List

,
Orissa.

j

Emery, (Rev.) Ralph Vyvyan, M.A. (Oxon), B.D.

I

(Lome), Missionary. Baptist Mission, Kangamati,
Chittagong Hill Tracis.

Engineer, Sir Noshirwan, Advocate-General of India,

1 Race Course Road. New Delhi.

I

EGTiJYMorri.0, George, Manager, Messrs. Ralli Bros.,

Ltd. 1() Hare Street Calcutta,

i Evans, Percy, B.A. (C.\ntab), E.G.S., Geologist c/o
The Bunuah Oil Co

,
Digboi, Assam.

j

Eakii), Shaikh, M.A., Persian Teacher, R, II. School,
! J loharmandi

, Burhanimr

.

,
E.vHCxn’i, Nawab Sir K, G. M., Kt., of Ratanpur, 10

Rowland Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

! Eviuiql’e, Ghulani, Ivhau Bahadur, C.I.E., O.B.E.,
I

Secretary to the Govt, of Pakistan. Ministry of
Industries, Karachi.

F.wcos, Louis Reginald, C.S.I., C.I.E., B.A.
(Cantaik), I.C.S., I'nited Service Club, Calcutta.

Feeuman, Henry Herbert Sidney, Major^ R.A. c/o
Messrs. Grindlay & Co. Ld., New Delhi.

Fekgie, Keuiielh Rishton, Assistant, Messrs. George
Henderson & Co. Ld., 101/1 Clive Street, Calcutta.

I

(I ‘resent addres.s not known).

!
‘'Fkrmoh, Sir I^ewis Leigli, Kt-, O.B.E., M.INwST.M.M.,

i
D.Sc., A.R.S.M., F.G.S., F.R.S., F.N.T.,
F-R.A.S.B., 24 Durdham Park, Bristol 6 England.

Fernandes, Rt, Rev. Mgr. J., Vicar-General, Archdio-

cese of Calcutta, 32 Park Street, Calcutta.

Fleming, AiidrewG Tigh-Na-Bruaich, 3 Campbell Road,

Parktown AVest. Johnnesburg, S. Africa.

Foster, Albert Ridgeley, B.Sc., A.I.C., Agricultural

Chemist and Agricultural Expert, c/o Imperial

Chemical Industries (India) Ltd., 18 Strand Road,

Calcutta.

16
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Date of

Election.

2-4-45

1-4-46

6-11-13
I

i

2-9-46

2-4-46

6-

11-28
j

I

7-

5-45 :

i

2-12-46 !

1-7-46

i

1-

7-46

2-

4-45

6-10-09
I

1

I

1-

6-44
I

i

2-

6-47

1-

9.47

I

6-5-46
I

I

I

2-

4-45 1

5^6-44

R

A

L

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

N

R

R

R

N

N

I
Foster, Reginald, O.B.E., Chairman^ Messrs^ T.umery

j

Morrhtm & Go., Ltd, 6 Lyons Range, Calcutta.

I

ForcHET, (-liristian, Consul-General for France^ 26 Park
Mansions, Park Street, CaUjutta 16. (Present address

not known).

>Fox, Sir Cyrill S., Kt., D.Sc., (Birm.),

F.lji.S., F.N.I., F.R.A.S.B. Formedy Director^

(rcolog teal Survey of Indui 5 Loudon Court, Moira

I

Street, Calcutta.

I
Fu.nnell, C. E., Major, R.E., D.C.E., Bengal Fort

i A\"illiam, Calcutta.

! Gaiian, Patrick Joseph, Indian Stores Dept, (retd), XJ.S.

j

Club, Calcutta.

' Galstaux, John Carapiet, O.B.E., Merchant and Land-

I

holder, 227/1 Lower Circular Road, Calcutta.

I

Ganguli, Anil Chandra, Darrider-at-Laio. 47/2 Gariahat
Road, Calcutia.

jGANGri.i, Kalyan Kumar, M,A., 2-11 Gopal Chandra

I

Bose Jjane, Calcutta.

Ujax(;ijli, Suprokash, Curator of Daroda State Museum
and J^icture Gallery {refd.)^ 12 P. C. Tagore Street.

Calcutta.

I

Ganguly, Bifulla Prokasli, 12 P. C. Tagore Street,

I

Calcutta.

Ganguly, Gopaldas, Aecounts Officer-in-Charge, Messrs,

l)ash Mohammed Estate, Ltd. 2bID Sahanagar
Road, Kalighat, Calcutta,

|GA^-(n:LY. Ordhendra Coomar, B.A.. E.Ii.A.S.B. 84-B

j

Shamhliunath Pundit Street, Elgin Road^ Calcutta.

1
(jANfiULY, Sarat Kumar, Member of the International

j

Educational Council, Ilaron^ (7.S.4., Asst, Teacher,

;

// C.Il ,E, School. Abu Saleh Road. Gaya.

I

Gardener, W. A. B,, M.A. (Oxon), Additional Deputy

j

Commissioner of Police, Security Control; 3-1 Preto-

I

ria Street. Calcutta.

Garg, Kainala Devi, M.A., Lecturer, AshutoMi College^
40C Nimtalla Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Gemajel, George William, Merchatit, Messrs, Balmer
Lawrie & Co, Ld., 103 Clive Street Calcutta*

Geoikje, Frank, I.C.S, c/o Messrs. Lloyds Bank, Dar-
jeeling. (Present address not known).

Ghani, Osman, M.A. (Hist. & Eng.), D.P.I., East
Bengal Government, Chandanpara, Chittagong.
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Date of
Electfon.

2-4.45

5-2-40

6-2-33

1-4-46
[

4-2-46 i

5-8-43

1-11-43

4-6-45 '

5-

3-45

i

1-6-42 ;

j

3-

2-47
I

3-12-24
I

6-

3-44
I

1

4-

2-46 I

5-2-45

5-8-46

4.12-45

3-1245

R

N

L

R

K

R

R

R

R

R

R
R

R

N

R

R

R

R

)

Giiatak, Ajit Kumar, B.A., Managing Director ^
Calcutta

J

Union BanJc Ltd. 71 Clive Sireei, Calcutta. (Present

;

address nut known).

IGiiatak, Tiidii Bhushan, B.A. (Cal.), C.T.E. (Dac.),

i

M.EJ). (Anib.), DIP. LIB. (BL.A.). Headmaster.

j

Paligunj High School, Palijj^unj, Patna.

IOha'iak, Jyotish Chandraj M.A. (Triple), sahitya

SATIASWATI, .lYOTisH-SACiARA, FrofessoVy Calcvtta

\
Universitg. 4 Bolorani Bose Ghat Road, Bhawani-

])ore, Calcutta.

(jiTAT\K, Karendra Nath. M.B.E., Harrister-aULaw

.

Master and Official Feferce, Original Side, High
Courf; 81 Sliainbhu Nath Pandit Street, Calcutta.

(iiTosE, Bidy lit Kumar. Ihirnster-at-Laxo, 27/1 Harisli

^rukherjee Roiul, Bhawaniporo, Calcutta.

Guose, 1)(4k*s Chandra, ]\ferchant and 1 ca Lstaie Ageni

.

P.O. Box. No. G82; LMission Court\ P. 12 Mission

Row Extension, Calcutta.

GirosK, Gobinda Ib'osad, M.A., B.L., Landholder, 43

Raslibeliari Avenue, Calcutta.

Gitosk, Kshctrajial Das, M.A. (Oxon), Liaison Officer,

l/imc (Defence) Department, 30 Mahanirvan Road,

('alcutta.

Ghose» Maiiiudra Nath, Barrister^aULaw and Professor.

11 Dover Lane, P.O. Raslibeliari Avenue, Calcutta.

Ghosk, Rabindru ClKnidra Barrister-ot-Law. 10 Deben-

(ha Ghose Road, Rliawanipore, Calcutta.

Giiosn, S. N., Merchant, 10 Hastiugs Street, Calcutta.

Gitosk, Suslnl Chandra. R.A., Deputy Magistrate,

1 Sikdarbagnn Street, Calcutta.
rr i

Ghosh, Susil Kumar. M.A., B.L.. Solicitor TempU

Chambers. 6 Old Post Oflice Street, Calcutt^

Ghosh, A. K.. T.C.S.. Government House, Port Blair,

Andaman Islands-
. , p-,

Ghosh, Baidya Natli, Director, Educational Film

Corporation. Windsor House, Mission Row ItiXtn.,

GHOS^n,^''’B*!ta Krishna, D.Pliil. (Munichb D.Litt.

(Paris), Lecturer, Calcutta University, <0 Upper

Circular Road, Calcutta.
, . i. ju «

Ghosh, Deva Prasad, M.A., Curator Asuto.ih Museum

of Indian Art, and Lecturer, Calcutta University.

2b /L Ballyfyun^e Place. Calcutta.

Ghosh. Guruprasad. M.Sc., « >

Advocate High Court., 2 Mudnn Mohan Dutt Laas.

Nimtollali, Cab'utta,
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Date of

Election.

5-3-45

4-9-39

2 -4-24

4 -2-46

4

-

2-46

1 -6-42

2-12-46

5

-

3-45

1-3-48

4- 11-46

2-12-46

7-6-28

1 -2-26

6

-

8-28

4-12-44

B

R

B

B

R

B

R
I

B

R

B

B

N

F

B

Ghosh, Huricliaraii, M.A., B.L., P.R.S., F.R.E.S.
(Lonj)on), Vice-Principal^ Bangahasi College and
Lecturer^ Calcutta University 45/1 Mudiali Boad,
Ivulighat, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Sir J. C., Kt., D.Sc., F.N.L, F.R.A.S.B.,
Director-General, Industries and Supplies, Govt,

of India, New Delhi.

Ghosh, K., D.T.M., D.P.H. (Cantah), L.M.S.,
Medical Practitionet 45 (Jreek Bow, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Kama! Kumar, Eden Hindu Hostel,

Presidency College. Calcutta.

Ghosh, Nibaran Chandra, Bai Bahadur, O.B.E.,

M lnst.T. (London), '*Niranjana’\ 44 Gariahati

Boad (South), Dhakuria, (5ilcutta 31.

Ghosh, Prakrity Kumar, M.Sc., Ph.l)., D.Si*., Dfl.C.,

F.N.r., Geologist, Geological Survey of India,

27 Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Giios}!, Protap Kumar, M.A., B.L., Professor of

Economics, City College, 2 Shampukur Lane.

Calcutta 4.

Ghosh, S.K., M.A., B.L., Solicitor, c/o Messrs. B.

N. Basu & (k). Temj)lc (^hambers, 0 Old Post

Office Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, vSubodh Kumar, M.Sc., (Cal.), Joint Finan-

cial AdvLser Department ot Civil Supplies,

5-P-14Q Middle Road Entally, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Sudhir Kumar. Businessman, 07 Bash Biluiri

Avenue, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Ciiaudhuri. ILS., I.P., Dy. Inspector General

of Police, Central Range, Anderson House Alipore,

Calcutta.

Ghosiial, TTpendra Nath, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.R.,
Formerly Professor of History, Presidency College,

35 Badur Bagan Road, Calcutta.

Ghuznavi, Sir Abdul Halim, K2., M.L.A. Zemindar,
18 Canal Street, Entally, Calcutta.

Ghuznavi, Iskander S. K., Zemindar, 21 Syed AmirTAli

Avenue Circus P.O. Calcutta {and) Dilduar,

Mymensingh.

GrPFORD, Frederick Richard, O.B.E.
,
Lt.-Col., I.A.,

Formerly Adviser in the Languages and Secretarj/f

Board of Emminersu c/o 214, Loop Street, Pieter-

maritzburg, Natal, S* Africa.

Ginwala, Lady F., 1 Lower Rawdon Street, Calcutta.7446
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Date of
1

Election.
|

7-1-46
1

R
i

.3-6-46
!

X

5-3-45
j

R

1-5-44 N

5-8-45 N

5-8-43 : 11

5-2-45 R

3-6-46 R

7-9-10
;

F

7-12-42
1

N

0-5-40
1

1

R

4-2-45 i R

2-12-46 N

2-6-46 R

2-12-46

i

1

R

74-47 R

6-7-48 N

[g>6.47
'

1

N

(iiNWALA, Testou Padaiuji, IJarnster-df^Law

,

1 Lower
Uawdoji Street, (^iileutla.

()r()j)r»AKi), Leslie James, M.A., (Pautab), Rector, St.

j

School. P.O. Jalapaliar, Darjeeling.

lUoKMvA, Sir Badridas, KT., C.l.E. 145 Muktaram

;

Babu Street, Calcutta.

jCoKiZ, ilermanii, Ph.D., Art Historian, Curator^

j

jLiroda State Musctnn and Rid are Gallery. Boroda.
1

(b)KnAM:, (J., B.Sc., (London). Toldai Experiment

fill Station, P.O. Ciuuamara, Assam.

UoMKs, P()]y(‘arp Josejdi, Secretary, Evropean Group,
(\ilcutta Corporation

^

2/A Haralal Das Street,

! Calcutta,

IGoodwyx, Harold Peter, B.A., (Caxtah), I.C.S.., De^

I

puty Secretary to the (loccrnor of Bengal, 5 Wel-

!

lesly Place, Calcutta.

|(»os\vvMi, '^hiw Prasad, Kaviraj, Bliusan, 5-A Kalakar
: Sheet, ('alcutta.

i’^thtAVFXY, Frederic Heurv, D.Si., FN.I., F.ll.A.S.B.
' 52 London Bead, Ueadins*’, England.
)

I

{juiFFiTDs, O.B., Major, Frontier Force Rifles, c/o

I

Mesirs. Crindlay & Co., Ld., Bombay,

(jriUFFJTiis, Rev. Walter (ieraldson, B.Sc., (Calif.),

B.D. (Drew), M.A., (J^kw York), Ph.D. (Drew),
! Missionary. 13 Wellington Square, Calcutta.

!*Gi,'ha. }3. S., M.A., rt.D., (Harvard), F.N.I.,
F.ll.A.S.B., Director Anthropological Survey

1
India, (dhowringhce, Calcutta.

(tiha, Devaprasad, M.A., (14, Pagan Hoad, Itangoon
Fuiversity, Itangoon, Burma.

fh'iiA, Diuesb (vhandra, M.A. (Double), Kavya-Isyaya^

;

Tarka (Double). Vedantatirtlia, Frofessor, P43/41
Mauoliarpur Hoad, Calcutta 29.

Or II A, Prapliulla Kumar, Offg. Principal, Ripou
College and Post-Graduate Lecturer in English,^

Calcutta Fniversity; 139-B llashbehari Avenue,
(/alciitia.

Gri’TA, Abani Bandliu, Chartered Accountant, 18/1,
Dover Lane, Ballygunge, Calcutta 29.

Gupta, Miss Bani, M.A., B.T., Teacher Lady Irwim
School. Caiiiiiug Road, New Delhi.

Gupta, Birjesh, Capt., I.A., M.I.L.O. (Assam), C/o
Shillong Indep. Sub-Area, Shillong.
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Date of
Election.

5.7.43

3.2.47

4-3-46

2.12-46

1.4-46 '

2-12-46
i

i

I

i

2-11-42
i

1-4-46

2-8-43

5-8-15

1-2-43

5^6-44

5-2-34

3 ..6-48

5.9.37

MI.43

N

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

N

A

R

N

R

R

N

B

GrrxA, Ilurisli Cliimdra, M.Sc., (Allahabad), I.C.S.,
(Prosoiit nddicss not known.)

Glpta, Ilimansu Kumar, B.A., Inspector of Police^
Calcutta, Bliowaniimr P.S.

Gupta, Jogesli Chandra, Barrister-aULaw, 23 Circua
Avenue, Calcutta.

(irPTA, Mukul, M.A., Controller of Production^ Deptm of

I

Industries and Supplies, (T(n'f, of India, 50/1
' Jlindusthaii Road, Calcutta.

iGrPTA, N. N., M.A., (Oxon), Barristev-ai-Law

,

25 Park

I

Lane, Cah utta,

Gupta, Oinkar Slianker, B.A., Director Sukhani Farm
and Industries, Ld,, Azad Hind Land Development
(\)., Ijd., etc., 22 Muktaranl Balm Street, Calcutta 7.

Gupta, Probodh Ranjaii, M.A., F.C.I.I. (Lond.),

Life Manager Ruby General Insurance Co,, Ld,;

24 Lausdoune Terrace, Rushheliarl Avenue P.O.

i

Calcutta.

j

Gupta, Pratul Chandra, M.A., Ph.D., Lecturer,

I
('ulvutta Universiiy. 125 Eashhehari Avenue,

I

Calcutta.

Gtpta, S. K., M.A., (Oxox), D.Litt. (Oxon), M.A.,
B.L., Ph.D., Barrisfer-at-Law, 11/1 Manoliarpukur
Road, Calcutta.

GirjiC’XATH, Marti Maiiuariah, M.A., Salt Merchant,
03 Great Cotton Road, Tuticorin, kSs India.

Guknep, Cyril Walter, B.A. (Oxon.), C.S.I., I.C.S.,

Fonnerlg Chairman Iviprovement Trust, Calcutta*

(Prenent address not known).

Habibullah, A. B. M., M.A., Ph.D., (London), Dix>

Lib. (London). Lecturer, Department of History

and Islamic History and Culture, Calcutta Univer-

sity, 4 Tarak Dutta Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Haldar, Bularam, M.A., B.Sc., B.L., Rector M, E,

School, English Bazar, Puratuli, Malda.
Haldar, Bharati Vikas, M.A., B.L., Advocate, High

Court, 47 Haldarpara Road, Kalighat, Calcutta.

Haldar, Mayaturu, M.A., B.L., Rai Bahadur, Dist,

Session Judge (Retd,), 78, Ballygunge Place,

Calcutta.

Halim, Dr. Abdul, M.A., Lecturer in History, Muslim
University, Fida Manzil, Aligarh.

Halwasiya, Purushotham Dass, Merchant and Zemin-

dar. 47 Muktaram Babu Street, Calcutta*.
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Date of

Elotion

l>4-4a

2-12-46 i

1-2-26 :

1-9-47
!

1

4 -3-40
I

7-6-43
I

2-11-42
I

I

1-4-46
!

j

6-8-28

6-8-45
!

i

4-11-35 :

1-

4-25

3-6-46

6-3-45

3-

7-44

4-

6-45
i

2-

4-46

2-11-21

5

-

2-45

127

R

F
R

N

N

R

R

N

R

R

L

R

R
N

N

F

R

Hood, Sir Hugh, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., Adviser to the

Co-operative Department, Government of Bengal,

C Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

Haq, *M. M., Merchant and Landlord; Hony. Magis-
trate, First Class and Councillor, Calcutta Corpora/-

tion; 11 Rain Hakak Tiune, Park Circus, Calcutta 17.

Hauius, H. (x. (xunnespory Avenue, Ealing, London.

Haruison, Frederick Maddison William, c/o Boots

I
IMire Drug Co. (India), Ld., Mercantile Building,

;

lU Lall Bazar, Calcutta.

i
IIahsiik, Eamkrishna (xanesh, B.A., (Tilak), D.Lit.

' (Paris), Register, Deccan College Post-Graduate

\

and Research Institufe. Poona.

! Hasan Suakiu, Zahur-ul. M.A. Ph.D., LL.B., Advo-
I cate. High Court. ‘(lul Afshan’, Moradabad, II.P.

' Haaves, Robert Martin. 18 Ballygunge Circular Ro.ad,

;

Calcutta.

I

Hayward, Eric, F.R.I.C., Merchant and Distiller,

i Konnagar, Bengal.

'•Heron, A. M., D.Sc., (Edin.), F.G.S., F.R.G.S.,

I

1\N,L, F.RS.B., (rcological Survey of Pakistan

j

Quetta, Pakistau.

IIiM.\TStNOKA, Madanlal, Merchant and Manufacturer,
2o Burtolla Street, Calcutta.

lIiRTZEL, Michael Arthur Frederick, O.B.E., M.A.,
(Oxon), Mercantile Assistant^ Macneill & Co*
2 Fairlie Place, Calcutta.

Hobbs, Henry, Major, V.D. 21 Old Court House Street,

Calcutta.

HoiiLAND, G. W., Lt.Col., c/o United Service Club,
Calcutta

.

Holmes, CharlcvS Herbert. Bengal Club, Calcutta.

Ho'loway, John E., Technical Sergcnt, U* S- Army,
New Delhi.

Hope, Charles Adrian, Lieut. r R.A., Probationer^
lLI,B,A,y 12 Ind. L.A.A. Regiment, 12 A.B.P.O.
(23 Ann Street, Edinburgh, 4).

HopiaNSON, Arthur John, C.I.E., I.C.S., Ballawray,
Aurbleside, West Morlaud England. The Presidency,
Gangtok, Sikkim.

lloHA, Sunder Lai, Rai Bahadur, D.Sc., F.Z, S.,

F.R.S'E., F.N.I., F.B.A.S.B, Director^ 7.oological^

Survey of India, Kaiser Castle, Banaras.

Hosain, Musharruff, Nawah, Zenvindar, Khan Bahadur.

6 Rawdott Strejetj ' Calcutta 16.
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Date of

Election.

7-6-43 N

5-7-48 N

7-3-32 N

4-11-46 R

4-11-46 F

1-6-44 R

6-8-34 N

5-6-44 A

5-11-45 L

5-4-48 R

1-2-11 L

6-6-44 A
2-12-40 A

6-11-42 R

2-8-48 R

2.5-38 R

1-9-47 R

1-7.46

6.6-27 L

Hosatn, Sycd Mozaifar, Office of C.M .ESn^ East Pakis-

ian, P.O. Eaniiia, Dacca.

Boulton, Sir John, C.S.I., CM.E., B.A. ^Cantab), I.C.S.
i (on leave). Doranda, lianclii, B. N. Ely.

I

IIudHEs, Arthur, B.A., (Manchester), I.C.S. ,
Director

I

of lU^rso finely The Tata Iron and Steel Company

j

Ltd^
, J amshedpur

.

IHlohks, Herbert Gray, Manaying Director^ Messrs.

I
Arnn'o (Indio). Ld , 21 Esplanade Mansions,

j

Calcutta.

I

Hupuerts, Albert, Minister dos Affaires Etrangerese

I

vS Hue de la Loi, Brussels, Belgium.
jlltSAiN, Mahdi, M.A., Ph.D., D.Litt., Lecturer, CaU

cuita University. 2 Store Road, Calcutta 19.

I

Husain, Syed Ata, M.A. (Cal.), C.E. (Roorkke), Re-
tired Superintending Engineer, Hyderabad State.

! Moballa 1 jin"uni pally, Hyderabad, Deccan.

l

IJuiTiuNsoN, Eduard Walter, M.A. (Cantar). c/o Union
Bank of Australia, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia.

I

JIuTt HINSON, William, Chartered Accountant, Partner,
I Ford, Rhodes Thornton & Co. 24 Evsplanade Man-
! sious, Calcutta.

I

Tmamuddin, Syed Muhammad, M.A-, Lecturer, Islainia

j

Colleg’e. 22 Daftar Bagh, Belgachia, Calcutta.

I

Insch, James. 18 Beecbwood Avenue. Bf)srombe, Hants,

i
England.

Irwin, John Conran, (aipt. l^ersia

Tsch-Wall, Claude, Licrncie-es-S(TEN(e (Mathe-
matioues et riTYSiQUES), Lieutenant, British Army,
Grand Hotel, Calcutta.

IsiiAQUE, Mohammed, M.A., B.Sc., Ph.D. (Lond.), Lec-
turer, Calcutta University. I59/B Dhurrumtollah
Street, Calcutta.

r.SMAiL, Mohammad, J^rofessor of Arabic & Persian
(offg.), Presidency College. 5 Phulbagan Road,
(kdcutta 14.

Jacob, J. R., Director, Messrs. B. N. Elias & Co., Mer-
chant and Landholder. Norton Buildings, Old Court
House Corner, Calcutta.

Jacob, K., D.Sc., Assistant Geologist, Geological Survey
of India, 27 Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Fafeer, G. R., Merchmitile Assistant, Messrs. Adamjee
Jute Mills. Ld. Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

Jain, Baldeodas, Merchant and Banker^ 21 Armenian
Street, Calcut&l.



i949] Alphabetical lAst of Ordinary Members

Date of

Election

2-2-21 B

4-2-46 R

3-6-46 N

4-2-46 B

2-12-40 B

7-6-45
1

B

2-4-46
1

1

R

j

2-4-46 B

1-4-46 B

7-8-44 N

2-9-46 P

1-4-46 B

1-4-46 B

1-11-38 R

3-12.45 N

4-2-29 A

1-12-47 B

2-4-46 B

4-6-45 N

11

Jain, Chhote Lul, M.E.A.S. 244 Chittaranjan Avenue,
Calcutta.

Jain, Kashiimth, M.A., LL.B., Businessman^ 34/12 Bal-
Ivgunj Circular Road, Calcutta-19.

Jaipuria, Sita Ram, Merchant, Swadeshi House, Civil
LinevS. Cawnpore.

Jajodia, Chainpalal, Businessman, 209 Chittaranjan
Avenue, Calcutta.

Jalan, Mohanlal, Landlord, c/o Seth Soorajmall Jalan
Sniriti Bhawan. 186 Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

Jalan, Nand Kishore, Merchant. 26 Amherst Street,
t'ulcutta,

Jalan, Tswar Deo, M.A., B.L., Attorney-at-Law

^

M.L.A.
(Bengal), Solicitor, c/o Messrs. Khaitan & Co. 1
i)ld Post OiSice Street, Calcutta.

1

I

Jalan, Radhakriahna, Rai Bahadur, Businessman. Quilu

j

House, Patna City.

!
Jalan, Shew Lai, Merchant. 124 Harrison Road^

j

Calcutta.

IJan, Agha Muhammad. F.T.S., Member of G.W.C.S.
League

y
{Loiidon). Gulzarbagh, Patna,

Janes, Alfred Herbert, B.Sc. (London), Penhurst. Kent,

I

England.

Jaquh, Sheikh Muhammad, Preventive Officer,
First

Class
^
Calcutta Custoim. No. 1 Lower Range, Park

Circus, Calcutta.

Jarvie, James Kennedy, 18/4 Ballygunge Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Jatia, Kanai Lall Messrs Onkarmull Kanailall & Co.

11 Clive Street, Calcutta.

Jayaswal, B.P., M.Sc. (Allahabad), General Manager^
Ranchi Distillery, Ranchi.

Jknktns, Walter Allen, CJ.E.. D.Sc., (Sheffield),

I.ES., Formerly Director of Public Instruction^

Bengal. United Service Club, Calcutta.

Jennings, Bruce Randel, Dental Surgeon. 39 Chowrin*

ghee Road, Calcutta.

Juajharia, N, K., Businessman. 160 Cross Street,

Calcutta.

Jon, Thitapilli Joseph, D.Sc,, Chief Research Officer

(Inland), Central Inland Fisheries Research Station.

2B Outram Street, Calcutta 16.
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Date of
Election

3-5-48 R JouKNOT, Claude, Jt. Cultural Adviser for France in

India, 24 Park Mansions, Park Street, Calcutta 16-

2-12-46 N Kahlon, Sirdar Cyan Singh, I.C.S., Chief Secretary,

East Punjab Government, Simla.

1-11-11 L Kamaluddin, Ahmad, Shamsu'ul-‘Ulama, M.A., I.E.S
(retd.). 3 Nawab Abdur Rahman Street, Calcutta*

3-3-47 R Ka^tisagar, Muni, Jain-Sadhu, Jain Bhawan Pandal.
Kalakar Street, Near Satyanarayan Park, Burra^

bazar, Calcutta.

3-6-46 R Karkoon, Annada Charan, Offg. Prvaci'pal^ University

Law College, 24/1 Beadon Street, Calcutta,

1-9-47 R Karnawat, Sohanlall, Banker, Landlord and Merchant,
42 Vivekanandu Hoad, Calcutta.

1-1-46 R Kkllas, Rev. J., Principal, Scottish Church College,

3 & 4 Cornwallis Street, Calcutta-

3-7-44 N Kk.tri\val, Rameshwar, B.A., Merchant. P.0, Jasidih,

S.P., Bihar.

4-6-45 R Kiiaitan, Bhagawati Prosad, Attomey-at-Law
,

and
Notary Public, c/o Messrs. Khaitan & Co., 1-B Old
Post Office Street, Calcutta.

6-3-45 R KiiAiTAN, Gajanand. 43 Zakaria Street, Burrabazar,

Calcutta.

4-9-44 R Khaitan, Mrs. K. P. G South End Park, P.O. Rashbehari
Avenue, Calcutta.

3-4-43 R Khaitan, Kali Prasad, M.A., B.L., Parrister-at-Law,

G South End Park, Rashbehari Avenue, Calcutta.

3-6-46 R Khaitan, Matadin, Stock and Share Broker. 9 Jagmohan
Mallik Lane, Calcutta.

3-6-46 N Khaitan, Tulsi Prasad, Secretary, Messrs- Amrit
Banaspati, Ld. Ghaziabad.

2-4-45 R Khan, Aurelius David, B.A., (Cantab), I.C.S., Addi-
tional Deputy Secretary, Home Department, Govt,

of Bengal. 20 Loudon Street, Calcutta.

6-3-01 L ^Kiian, H. M. Habibur Rahman, Nawab Sadr Tar Jung
Bahadur, D.T.H, (Alig.), F.R.A.S.B., Rais, Ha^
bibganj, District Aligarh.

1-12-20 N Khan, Major Nawab Sir Mohammed Akbar, K.B.E.,
C.I.E., Lt.-Col., I. a., Khan of HoU, Hoti
N.^.F.P.

1-4-46

i

R Khan, Sahibzada Abdul Wajid*, M.A. (Alig.), Ph.D.
(Economics), London, 13-A Palit Street, B^lygunge,
Calcutta.

6-3-44 R Mohibbul-Hasan, Lecturer in History, Calcutta
University. Flat No, 4, 5/C Sandel Street, Calcutta*
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Date of
Election

1-4-46 • N

3-7-44 R

6-5-46
1

^

2-8-26

!

1

R

7-12-42 N

3-3-47 N

1-12-47 R

5-8-46 R
1

1-3-26
f R

4-3-48 R

6-12-48 R

6-12-48 N

3-3-47 N

5-3-46 B

7.6-45 N

4-2-36 R

8-11-45 R

KHA^NA, Vcd Paul, *yimar, M.A., pTofessor of Sans-
Iritj M,R. College. Fazilka, Punjab.

Khemka, Madanlal, President^ Marwnri Chamber of
(om/nerce, Councillor, Calcutta Corporation. 63
College Street, Calcutta.

Khemka, Gopi Krishna, B.A., B.L., Merchant, Chair^

man of Associated Industrial Develoj^ment Co., Ld.,
Khemka Building, P. 58 Chittaranjan Avenue,
Calcutta.

Kitettry, Benimadho, Proprietor, Messrs. Gouri Shan-
her Kheftry, Landholders, Bail hers and Merchants.
15 Paggiyapatti, Barabazar, Calcutta.

Khosla, A. B.A., Writer of Boohs. Post Box No.
239, Lahore. (Present address not known).

KuroA, Muhammad Qudrat-i, Director of Public Instruc-

tion, Government of East Bengal. Chittagong.

Kolr-Bernard, Bene, Consul-General for France. 26
Park Mansions, Park Street, Calcutta 16.

Kotwal, Lalita (Mrs. I. D.), Free-eance journalist. 33
i Palace Court, Kyd Street, Calcutta.

! Kramriscii, Stella (Mrs.) Ph.I)., Lecturer in Ancient
' Indian History {Fine Arts'), Calcutta University, 5,

Mordwai Lane, oil Baghjala Road, I)nm T)um P.O.,
24-Pt^rganns.

Kitciting, Hugh David, Solicitor, Notary Public.
Messrs. Orr Dignam & Co., 32 Dalhousic Square; 4
Rainey Park, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Kousik, Sharad Chandra, M.A., Author, c/o Jagannath
Bros., 2 Ghusuri Road, Salkia (Howrah).

Kvsdv, Balai Chand, M.A., Ph.D., F.N.I., Director,

Jute Agricultural Research Institute, Hooghly.

Kxtrup, Pokiarath Cheiicheri Krishna, L.C.P.S. (Bom-
bay), Medical Practitioner. Nadapuram P.O., North
Malabar (M.P.)-

Lacamp, Adrian, Survey of India. U.S. Club, Calcutta.

Lacombe, Olivier, Professor 'agrege' of Philisophy,
D.Litt. (Paris), French Cultural Adviser for India.

French Embassy, New Delhi.

Lal, Ram Bihari, M.B.B.S., D.P.H., D.T.M. & H.,
D.B., F.N.I., Professor of Vital Statistics and
Epidemiology, AU-India-Institute of Hygiene and
Public Health. 110 Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

Lahiri, S* K. F.R.G.S. (London). F.R.S.G.S. (Edin),

F.R.E.S. (Load.). 65/3 Harrison Road, Calcuttq,
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Date of
Election

Ml-48

6

-

3-45

7

-

6.48

6 -11-45

2-4-45

2-4-45

4

-

3-46

5

-

2-40

68-14

1 -2-11

6

-

3-45

4-2-35

1 -7-14

4-3-46

4^9-44

6

-

5-46

7

-

6-26

6-346

Lahiri, Eai Bahadur Sachchidauauda, Retd. By. Ac-

countant General Bengal. 68/A/ 1 Lake View Road,

2nd Floor Calcutta 29.

R

R

L

R

Lahoty, Bihari Lall, c/o Messrs. Krishna Behari Tea

Co. Ld., 161/1 Harrison Road, Calcutta.

Lal, Avudh Biliari, Sahityacharya, M.A., B.L., Prea-

cher, Arya Samaj. 214 Chittaranjan Avenue,

Calcutta.

Lall, Madan Mohan, C/o. Mr. Nand Lall, Barrister-at-

Law, Montgomery Lahore, (Present address not

known).

Lambert, Eric Thomas Drummond, O.B.E., F.R.G.S.,

F.R.A.I., c/o Lloyds Bank Ld., 6 Pall Mall

London S. W.
Lath, Babulal, Proprietor, Lath Brothers. 90, Muk-

taram Babu Street, Calcutta.

Latifi, Kamran Komair Alma, M.A. (Cantab),

Mercantile Assistant, Messrs. Andrew Yule & Co.

Ld., 8 Clive Row, Calcutta.

Law, Ananta Churn, Attomey-at-Law

.

37 Badur

Bagan Row, P.O. Amherst Street, Calcutta.

*Law, Bimala Churn, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., D.Litt.,

F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.R.A.S. (Hony.). 43 Kailas

Bose Street, Calcutta.

*Law, Narendra Nath, M A., B L., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B.

96 Amherst Street, Calcutta.

L

R

R

E

R

N

E

B

Law, Nirmal Chandra, M.Sc., Honorory Presidency

Magistrate. 60 Kailas Bose Street, Calcutta*

Law, Parbutty Chum. 223 Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

Law, Satya Churn, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., F N*L, F.Z.S.,

M.B.O.XJ., 50 Kailas Bose Street, Calcutta.

Law, Tima Charan, Barrister-at-Law

,

69/2 Nimtollah

Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Leggett, Trevor Pryce, B.L-, (London)., 6 Hungerford

Street, Calcutta. (Present address not known).

Leicester, Mervyn Terence, 4 Kalmia Street, ElUrsler,

S.E. 6 Auckland, New Zealand.

Lemmon, Richard Dennis, Merchant, c/o Messrs. Mar-

tin & Harris, Ld. Mercantile Buildings, Lall Bazar,

Calcutta.

Lethbridge, Montagu Henry Bowaler, I.C.S., Asst

Legal Adviser for the High Commissioner for the

TJ.K-, c/o tJ. S- Club. 29 Ohowringhee, Calcutta-
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Date of

Election

6-3-39 N

2-9-46 R

5-3-46
1
B

3-3-47 R

j

2-44ft R

1-4-46 B

5-11.45
I

R

1-6-31
1

L

5-3-45 R

2-4.45 R

3-6-46

1

1

^

7-4-47
1
R

j

2-4-45 L

11-1-93 L

7-6.10 L

3-3-20 R

4-6-45 N

2-6-38 R

Lewls, Mrs. Sally, M.A. c/o Capt. J. M. Lewis,

No. 8, I. B.aH. (I.T.), c/o 23 A.B.P.O., India.

Lewis, Walter Alan Scott, O.B.E., LC.S., TT.S. Club,

Calcutta.

Liddle, George William Umpleby, Assistant Tea Com-
trailer^ Messrs, /. Thomas & Co. 1 Council House
Street. Calcutta.

Linder, Mrs. Barbara {wife of Cortland D> Linder^

Managing Director, Clegg Cruickshank & Co.);

9 Clive Street, Calcutta.

Llewellyn, John Lister, O B.E., M.A., (Cantab),

I-C.S. 1 /A, Mayfair Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Lockhart, Allan Itobert Elliott, C.I E., Merchant

^

Partner^ Gladstone Wyllie Co., 4 Fairlie Place,

Calcutta.

Lodha, Kalyau Mai, M.A., Lecturer in Hindi, Calcutta

C nirersity. 42 V^ivekaiianda Road, Calcutta.

! fiORT-WiLLiAMS, Sir John. Kt., K.C., Barrister-aULaw

^

j

formerly offg. Chief Justice, High Court, Calcutta.

j

2/1 Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.

I

IjOYalka, Ghanshyaindas. 9 Royal Exchange Place,

I (\ik*utta«

iMacGrecjou, Robert A., C.I.E., M.LMECH.E., Con-

j

suiting Metallurgist and Metallurgical Engineer^
' Chief Metallurgist to the Govt of India (Retd).

45 /A Galstauii Mansions, Calcutta.

Mac kay-Ta CLACK, H., Lt.-CoL, Messrs. Macneill & Co.,

2 Fairlie Place, Calcutta*

Mackenzie, (Mrs.) Phyllis E., Artist-Painter, OflBce of

ILK. Trade Commissioner Rutland Gate, Nungum-
baukum, Madras G.

Mackie, James, Lt.-Col,, Indian Service of Engineers.

V. S. Club. Calcutta.

*Maclaoan, Sir Edward Douglas, K.C.S I*, K C.I.E*,

F.R.A.S.B., formerly Governor of the Punjab.

39 Egerton Terrace, London, S. W* 3.

Mailuan, Surya Prasad, Murarpur, Gaya, E*I,R.

Maiialanobis, P* C., M.A., B.Sc., F.N.I., F.S*S., LE.S.
F.R S. 210 Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

Mahapatra, Kedarnath, B.A., (Hons.), DIP-IN-ED.,
Archaeologist, Press Publicity Officer, Kalahandi

State. P.O* Bhowanipatna, E. S* Agency.

Mahatab, Maharaj Kumar A* C. Aspab Villa, 14/1 Bur-

dwan Road, Alipore, Calcutta*
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Date of
Election

3-

2-30 R Maiitab, Sir Uday Chand. K C.I.E., MaharajadUraja
Bahadvi of Burdwan. 2 Judges Court Road, Ali-
pore, Calcutta

,

R Jeliangir Jamshedji, Landlord and Busi-
nessman, Calcutta Club, 241 Lower Circular Road,
Calcutta.

R Maitland, Prank, Merclmnt, Director^ Andrew Yule &
Co-f Ltd. 8 Clive Row, Calcutta.

^ Maura, B. K., Proprietor
^

Begonia West Colliery,

oO Ezra Street, Calcutta..

4-

11-46 R Majid, Abdul, M A-, B.L-, Traiislator to the Govern-

ment of Bengal, Writers Buildings, Calcutta.

2-1246 R Majumder, Asoke Kumar, M-A., Director^ Hindusthan
Drug House and Director, Ramkrislina Combine,
Lid , 4 Bepin Pal Road, Calcutta.

4-1146 R Majumdar, B. C., B Sc., Managing Directorf National

Chamois Ltd. 84/3, Beltola Road, Bhowani-

3-6-46

24-46

pur, Calcutta.

6-12-48 N Majumdar, Cliunilal, M.A., Principal Shri Gaiiesh In-

termediate College Kasganj, Dist Etah U.P.

1-

12-41 N Majumdar, Dbirendra Nath, M A., Ph.D., (Cantab.),

F.R.A.I. E.N.I. Reader in Anthropology

,

Anthro-

pology Laboratory, Lucknow T^niversity, Lucknow.
3-12-46 R M.iJtMD.AR. Girija Prasannu, M.Sc-, Ph.D-, P.A.Sc.,

P.N l., Professor, Presidency College and Lecturer,

Calcutta University

;

19 Ekdalia Place, Ballygunge,

Calcutta.

R Majumdar, ilaridas, M.L-C. (Bengal), Advocate, High
Court. ICO Lansdowne Road, Calcutta 29-

R Majumdar, Hem Chandra, Ba/rnster-at-Lnw

,

23 Ray
Street, Elgin Road, Calcutta.

R Majumdar, J. N., Barrister-at-Law
,
Standing Counsel,

High Court 63/1/2 Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.

® Majumdar, Jatindra Mohan, M-A., Deputy Dock Super-

intendent Calcutta Port Commissioners, 1 Chowrin-

ghee Terrace, Calcutta.

2-

2-16 N Majumdar, Narendra Kumar, M.A-, Suri, Birbhum.

3-

2*47 R Majumdar, Prabhas Chandra, M.A., Sutra-Visarada,

Professor of *Pali, Maharaja Manindra Chandra

College, Calcutta; 45 Amherst Row, Calcutta 9-

R Majumdar, Eamesh Chandra, M.A., Ph.D., P.R.A*S B.,

Formerly Viceddhancellor^ Dacca University.

4 Bepin Pal Road, Kalijrhat, CalcRtta-

4.6.13

I

2-

12-46

4-2-46

6-2-46

3-

7-39
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Date of
Election

e-sUe B

6.2.45 N

4.11.29 N

2.4.46 R

4-2.46 B

6.6.01 E

6.2-45 B

2-4.46 A

4-9.44 N

6.11.45
1

I

^

1.4.46 B

4-3.40 N
1

i

3-3-47 R

2-8-06 L

2-10-44 B
7-1-46 N

1-12-47 B

1-12-47 B

1-4-46 B
i

Majumdar, Sailendra Mohan, Barrister^aULaw. 12l^A

Kashbehari Avenue, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Mall, Thakur Jamuna, Zemindar, Village Lakhnapur,
P O. Banipur, Di Azamgarh.

Mallya, Bantwal Ganapatliy, F-R C.S., M.D., M.R.-
C.S-, Lt.-Col., I.M.S., 2 Minto Park, Calcutta 27.

Manasseh, Aslam, Director^ Messrs- Moran & Co., Ltd»
C/5 Clive Buildings (Post Box No. 72), Calcutta.

Mandal, Sudbir Kumar, M.A., B-L., Solicitor, 12 Old
Post OfHce Street, Calcutta.

Mann, Harold Hart, D Sc., M.Sc., P.LC., F.L.S. Wo-
burn Experimental Station. Aspley Guise, Bed-
fordshire, England.

Martin, Martyrose, Businessman. 34 Free Schf-el Street,

Calcutta-

Martin, Olavs Macleod, C.I.E., I.C-S., Commissioner,
FostAVar Reconstruction, Bengal, tJ. S. Club, Cal.

Marvvoot), Sidney Lionel, C.I.E., I.C.S., Adviser to the
Governor of Orissa- Cuttack.

Mattiiai, Duleep C-, Covenanted Assistant, Messrs, Me-
Leod & Co. Ltd. 28 Dalhousie Square West Cal.

Matthews, Bernard, F.B.I.B A., F S.I., MT.P.I.,
Architec t Wellesley House, Wellesley Place, Cab

Mazlmdar, Dwijendra Lai, B.A., (Cantab.) M.A. (Cal.)

[•C.S., Dij. Secretary to the Government of India,
Ueyariment of Labour Imperial Secretariat, New

i Delhi.

Mazumdar, Nimai Chandra, M-Sc., Professor of Ma-
thematics Ramsaday College, P.O. Amta, Dt.
Howrah.

^McCay, David, Lt-col., I.M.S., M.D., B.CH., B.A.O.
M.R.C.P., F R.A.S.B. c/o The Standard Baxkk of

S. Africa, Hanover, Cape Province, S. Africa.

McCabe, Joseph, Translator. 6 Hungerford Street, Cal.

Mehta, B^l Chand, c/o, The Astrological Bureau,
Beawar, Rajputana-

Mehta, Shri Chand, B.A., Freelance Journalist, 37 Ar-
menian Street, Calcutta,

Menon, P. M^ G., B.Sc., Research Scholar, 2 Elgin
Road, Calcutta.

Meykr, Ellis Raymond, Barrister-aULaw

,

11 Sudder
Street, Calcutta.
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Date of

Election

21-0-45

4-1-43

1-2-26

4-2-46

1-7-46

1-9-47

2-9-44

1-4-46

6-3-45

2-11-42

6-11-46

6-2-46

1-7-46

3-3-41

5-6-44

7-2-44

2-7-46

F

F

N

R

B

R

N

R

B

N

R

R

B

A

R

R

N

Miles, George C-, M-A
, Ph-D., Commander, IT. S.

Navy Reserve, U.S. Naval Liaison Officer. 6 Church

Lane, Calcutta. (Present not address known).

Millas, Guy Denny Lawrence, F.R.GS., F.I.S.A.
c/o Mrs. J. H. C- Millar, Tronis House, Padstow,
Cornwall, England-

*Miu,s, James Philip, C.I E ,
I.C.S., M.A. (Oxoh),

J.P.. F.N.I., F.R.A.S.B. 4 Wilton Street, Gros-
venor Place, London S.W.l.

Mihza, Prince Yousuf, 23 Debendra Ghosh Road, Bhaw-
anipore, Calcutta.

Miska, Sir L. P-, General Manager, Messrs. Hindusthan
Motors Ltd., 8 Royal Exchange Place, Calcutta.

Residence: 12 Alipore Park Road, Calcutta.

Misha, Raghunaudau, M.A., Research Scholar, 9 Saha
Lane, Calcutta 7.

Misha, Ram Kripal, ‘Slshil’, M.A., Sahityaratna

Lecturer in Hindi, National Ini. College. P.O.
Barhalgunj, Gorukhpur (U.P.).

Mitchell, Frederick Shelbourne, Chartered Engineer.

c/o Messrs. Bird & Co., Chartered Bunk Buildings,

Clive Street, Calcutta-

Mitra, Anil Chandra, liarrister-at-Law

.

94/A Lans
downe Road, Calcutta.

Mitha, Major Bhupendra Nath, D.So. (Dacca), Ph.D.
(Minnesota), F.R.I.C-, SIGMA XI. Superinten-

dent, Proof & Experiments, Balasore-

Mitha, Miss Eva, M-A., Lecturer in Botany, Victoria

Institution. 14 Chowringhee Terrace, Calcutta.

Mitha, Nalini Nath, Zemindar and Businessman. 94

Bakul Bagan Road, Bhowanipore, Calcutta.

Mitha, Praphulla Kumar, Attomey-at-Law , Senior

Partner, Messrs. Mitra & Ganguli, Solicitors, 10 Old
Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Mitha, Miss Priti, M-A., Research Student. 14 Chow-
ringhee Terrace, Calcutta.

Mitha, Prokash Chandra, B.E., A.M-I.E (Ind.),

F.R.A.S. (Great Britain and Ireland) Consulting
Engineer, Proprietor, P. C. Mitter, & Co, 37 Netaji

Subhas Road, Calciitta. 73 Paikpara Row, Belgachia.

Mitha, Rohinindralala, Solicitor. 143 Raja Rajendra-
lala Mitra Road, Beleghata, Calcutta.

Mitha, S. K-, M.B.E-, D-Sc., Professor of Physios, Cal-
cutta -University. ^ Hppw Circular il^ad, Calcutta.
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Date of

Election.

3-

646

6-3-46

6-3-24

6-6-46

6-3-46

6-2.46

4-

2-46

3-

4-26

4-

2-46

6-3-46

30-9-46

6-3-34

6-9-48

3-6-46

1-

1-45

2-

4-46

6-11-24
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Mitra, Tripureswar, M Sc., B.L., Technical Assistant
in Directorate-General Ordnance Factories, 68/B
Durga Charan Doctor Road, P.O. Entally, Calcutta.

Mitra, Sailendra Nath, B.Sc., B.Com. (Lond.), A.C-A.,
Auditor, 3 Rustomji Parsee Road, Calcutta,.

Mitter, Sir B. L., K.C.S.I., M.A., B.L., Dewan, Baroda
State> Barodsu

R Mitter, Bhaskar, Merchant, Calcutta Club, 241 Lower
Circular Road, Calcutta.

R Mitter, Gopendra Krishna, Barrister-at-Law, c/o Bar
Library, High Court, Calcutta.

Mitter, J. K., Sheriff of Calcutta, High Court, 1 Raja
Rajballav Street, Calcutta.

R
I

Mitter, The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Jyoti Prakash, B.A ,

(Oxon), Barrister-at-Law, 8 Mandeville Gardens,
Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Muter, Khagendra Nath, Rai Bahadur, M.A., Ram^
tanu Lahiri Professor of Bengali Language and
Literature, Calcutta University. 6 Ballygunge Place,

Calcutta.

R

R

R

R

R

Mitter, Prafulla Chandra, M-A. (Cal.), Ph.D. (Berlin),

P.N.I., Palit Professor and Head of the Department

of Chemistry, Calcutta University; 22 Garpar Road,

P.O. Amherst Street, Calcutta,

Mitter, The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Rupendra Coomar,
Judge, Calcutta High Court, P. 24-25 Sch. VIII-J.
Chittaranjan Avenue, P.O. Hatkhola, Calcutta.

Mitter, Sudhir Chunder, Barrister-at-Law^ 19 Camao
Street, Calcutta.

Modi, Jehangir Jeevanji Jamshedji, Merchant, 183

Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Mohiuddin, G., Curator, Royal Botanic Garden, P,0.
Botanic Garden, Howrah.

R

B

R

L

Mohitodin, a. H. M., M.F. (Cal.), M.A., M.Litt, D.D,
(Cairo). Lecturer^ P,G,f Department, Calcutta Uni-

versity; 5 Blochmann Street, Calcutta 14.

Molgaard, V. B., M.A., C.T.H. (Copenhagen), Capt.

c/o The Danish Consulate, 5 Pairlie Place, Cal

Montgomery, Alexander Thomson, C. A*, Accountani

to Messrs. Balmer Lowrie & Co,, Ltd, Clive Street,

Calcutta.

Mookerjee, Sir B. N. Kt., B.A. (Cantab), Partner,

Martin & Co, 12 Mission Row, Calcutta,

18
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Date of

Eleotion.

5-8-45 R

2-12-46 B

1-7-46 R

7-2-44 R

2-7-24 R

3-2.47 R
1

6-8-45 R

5-3-45
1

;

R
i

4-2-46
i

i R
1

1-1-46 R
6-5-46 B

4-2-46 R

2-4-45 N

3-6-46 R

1.12.47 B

1.12-47 R

4-12-39
1

R
1

7-1-46 N

2-4-46
,

R

MoojvErjee, Benode Gopal, Zemindar, Bakulia House,
2 Bishu Babu’s Lane, Kidderpur, Calcutta.

Mookeiuee, Monotosh, B.A., Research Scholar, 77 Asu-
tosh Mookerjee Road, Bhawanipore, Calcutta.

Mookeejee, Naresh Nath, Deputy Mayor, Calcutta Cor^

poration c/o Messrs. N. Mookerjee & Son, 6 Clive

Row, Calcutta.

Mookerjee, Satkori, M.A-, Ph.D., Head of the DeparU
merit of Sanskrit, Calcutta University, 4-B Ram-
cliaran (jliosh Lane, Calcutta.

Mookerjee, Svamaprasad, M.A., BL., LL.D., D.Litt,
Barrisier-at-Laiv, 77 Asutosh Mookerjee Road, Cal.

Mookerjee, irmu Prasad, M.A*, B.L*, Advocate, Cal-

cutta High Court; At present Secretary and Law
Officer, Bengal Teortiles Association; 77 Asutosh
Mookerjee Road, Bhawanipur, Calcutta.

Mook iiARj ee:, J iiancla Prasad
,

Barrister-at-Law, 39 /

1

Oirish Mukhcrjee Road, Bhawanipur, Calcutta.

Mookerjee, Radlia Kumud, M A., Ph.D. 39 Ekdalia

Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Moore, C- T., A.G. and O.T. Bengal, Suite 9, No. 10
Wood Street. Calcutta.

More, Seth Chand Prasad, P. 5 Chitpur Spur, Cal.

Morshfad, John Director^ Messrs, Turner Morrison &
Co., Ld., b Lyons Range, Calcutta.

Moksmak, Hendrik A¥illem, AssUtani, E,L,MY,,
4/2 Middleton Street, Calcutta.

Mortimer-Wheeler, Robert Eric, C.I.E., M C., Litt.D.,

F.S.A., Professor of the Roman Province of

Archaeology, Institute of Archaeology, Inner Circle

Regent’s Park, London N W.l (England).

Muayidzahe, Qomar Sultan, M.A., 12 Circus Avenue,
Calcutta.

Mxjkherjee, Jyotish Chandra, 28 Camac Street, Calcutta

(Pre.sent address not known).

Mxjkherjee, Bankim, M.M.F. (Beng.), L.D.S., R.C.S-

fEng.) 3 Waterloo Street, Calcutta.

Mukiierjea, Abani Bhiisan, c/o Messrs. Bird & Co-,

Calcutta.

Mukherjea, Charu Lai, M.A., B.L., Headmaster, Chin-

surah Deshbandhu High School, Chinsurah, Hughly.

Mukherjee, Bijay Bihari, Rai Bahadur, Advocate,
High Court {Director of Land Records <m>d Swrveys,

Retd,), 4 Gokhale Road, JSlgin Boad, OaL
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Date of !

Eletion.
|

1-

4.‘4«

I

1.9-47
I

2-

8.26
i

4-3-46
I

1-2-43

I

6-5-46 i

I

2-12-46

6-8.46

5-3-45

2-4-45

1-4-46

2-12-46

4-2-46

1-348

M-45

6-7.26

R

R

N

R

R

R

R

L

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

j

Mvkhehjee, .Tayauta Kumar, M.A-, B.L., Pleader,

j

32 Govimla Ohosal Lane, Bhawanipur, Calcutta.

' Mukiiebjek, Jitcjxlra Natb, Merchant, 10 Canning
'

Sired, Calcutta-
i

I^Mukheiukk, Jnaueiulra Niith, C.B K., D.Bc. (London),

F-R.A.S.B., Director, Imperial Institute

of Agrifulhirul Rovsearoli, New Dellii.

i
M'i:Kni-:K.TKE, Naryaiulus, Cashier ^

Calcutta Port Commis-

I

stonerx. 14 Satebasipara Lane, Baranagore, Cal-

; Ml'kiieiuek, S. K
,
M.Se., Pb-I)*, P.O. Royal Botanic

j
(xardeii.

! Mukuf.imke, Saila Kumar, B-L., Solicitor, Clmirman,

Ilov'rah Mitnidpalifi/

;

‘^1 Ramlal Mulvberjee Lam
Sails ia, TTowrah.

ilJiJKHEHJi. Ajitranjan, M.A., B L., First Asst, Secreta*

’ n/, Henpal Legislative Asscmhhj, Assembly Build-

ing*, Calcutta.

ilvKHKiui, B., D-Se., M.I)-, Director, Central Drugs

Laboruiory. 1 10 C'bitturanjan Avenue, Calcutta 12.

j

Mi:iviTKR.n, Iswar Prosonno, Harristrr-at-Law. 10 Allen-

' by Road, P O. Elgin Road, Calcutta.

j

MrivKRji, J. C, Midical Praciioncr, 22 Park Street,

I

Calcutta.

I

MuKiviui, Nishitb Ranjan, B.L-. Advocate, Calcutta

j

High Court, Mercantile Officer, The Imperial To-

I

hacco Co, of India Ld, 7 llazrn Road, Kalighat,

I

Calcutta 2G.

AIuivHKKji, Pobitra Kumar, Managing Director, Eastern

Mutual Insurance Co- Ld,, 15 Cbittaraujan Avenue,

Calcutta.

Mukher-ti, Prasanta Bihari, Barnster-nt-Law

,

4 Gokhale

Road, Elgin Road, Calcutta.

Mukherji, Saebimka Nath, LE., A-LE-E.

(Loud.), Committee Member of tlie Institution of

Electrical Engineers (London), (Overseas Branch),

Electrical Engineers, Senior Tecbnical Assistant

Govt. Test TIouse, AHpore. P-18 Lake Road, Cal. 29.

Mukerji, Sbaukar, M.D.H. (W-WJ-), Registered Ho-

meopathic Practitioner, 79/3/A Lower Circular

Rond, Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, Prabbut Kumar, M-A., Research As-

sistant, Calcutta University, 6 Hindusthan Fa;irK,

Ballygunge, Calcutta.
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Date of
—

Election.

2.2-21 B

3.7.44 B

24.28 B

1.9.47 B

2-4-46 B

7-6-28 N

3-6-46 B

3-6-46 B

6-2-45

6-12-27

6-6-27 N

6-6-39 B

6-2-34 N

2-12-46 B

2-4-45

2-10-44 B

3.3.47 B

6-3-46 B

Mukuopadhyaya The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Ramaprasad,
M.A., B.L. 77 Asutosh Mookerjee Road, Bhawani-
pore, Calcutta.

Mitllick, Birendra, Land-holder^ Marble Palace

^

46
Muktaram Bobu Street, Calcutta.

Mullick, Kartick Chrun, Kumar, Director^ Raia JD. N„
Mullick & Sons. Ld- Colootola Rajbati, Chittaran-

3an Avenue, Calcutta.

Mungavin, J. M., M.B., B.Ch., M.R.CS., L.R.C.R
(Cantab), Registered Medical Pratitioner^ Medical
DeparUnenty I C^l^ (India) Ltd<y 18 Strand Road,
Calcutta.

Mukphy, William Edward, Director^ Messrs, Guest,

Keen, Williams, Ltd. 7 Council House Street,

Calcutta-

Murray, Eugene Florian Oliphant, A I.M.M., F.G.S.,

Mining Geologist and Engineer. Tatanagar, B-N.Ry.

Murshed, Mrs. Lyla (Mrs. S. M.), 16, Congress Exhibi-

tion Road, (top floor) Calcutta-

Murshed, Syed Mahbub. M.A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law

,

16 Congress Exhibition Road, (Top floor) Calcutta.

Namgyal, Pladen Thondup, Maharaj-Kumar of Sikkim.

The Palace, Gangtok, Sikkim-

Namgyal, H- H- Maharaja Sir Tashi, K-C.I.E., Maha^

raja of Sikkim. Gangtok, Sikkim.

Nandi, Maharaja Sris Chandra, M-A., M.L.C., Zemin-

dar, Kasimbazar^Rnjh^Ti, Kasimbazar, Murshidabad.

Nag, Kalidas, M.A- (Cal.), (D.Litt.) (Paris), Lecturer,

Calcutta University. P- 26 Raja Basanta Roy Road,

Landsdowne Road Extension, Calcutta.

Nariman, Rustom K., M.I.C.E., A.C-H., P.R.G^S*

(Retired Superintending Engineer, Punjab Irriga-

tion), Professor of Engineering, Osmania University,

9 Esplanade Mansion, Esplanade, Bombay.

Naskar, Nabendu Sekhar, B.A., Zamindar, 72 Belior

ghata Main Road, Calcutta-

Nath, Jogendra Chandra, Imperial Forest Service,

Forest Utilisation Officer, Bengal. 6 Dover Lane,

Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Nath, Rajmohan, B.E., Executive Engineer, P.W.D.
Jorhat, Assam.

Nayak, Hari Prasad, M.A., Businessman, 20, Maharshi

Debendra Road, Calcutta 7.

Na5Sim-ud-Din, Kwaja Sir, K.C I.E., Governor General

of Pakistan, Karachi.
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Date of I

Election.
'

2-12-46

I

6-3-28
I

2-

7-46
!

3-

12-24
I

)

1-1-46
I

3-3-47

3-11-47

1

I

2- 11.42

6-

8-45
I

1

1 - 1-45
j

7-

4-15

1-9.47

5-

2-45

3-1-44

6-

5-46

7-

1-46

R 'Neoqy, Birendra Prosad, M.B. (CaL), M.E.C.S. (Eng.),

M.R-C-P. (London), Visiting Physician^ Jadavyur
Tuberculosis Hospital; 13 Deshapriya Park Road,
P.O. Kalighat, Calcutta.

R Neogi, Panchanan, M.A., P.li.D. I.E.S. (retd.),

I

Principal, Maharaja Manindra Chandra College.
I 44A New Sliambazar Street, Calcutta.

R
j

Newatia, Radliakrislinan, Merchant- 185 Harrison Road,

I

Calcutta.

R Inewmax, Chas, F., F.R.G.S., M R.S.T., M.C.P. Ram-

j

nagar, Benares-

R
1
Nixon, Allan, Second Officer, Merchant Navy, Chief

1

Officers S.S. Parpeta c/o M/s Mackinon Mackenzie
' & Co-, Bombay.

R I Nopan V, Ramesbwar Lall, Merchant, 178 Harrison Road,
i Calcutta

R jNoKONiiA, George E., Diploma in Journalism, M.A.
1 ( Plnlosopby), Ph.D. in Education, Additional Sec-

j

Tctary^ Indian Institute of Art in Industry, 15 Park

j

fstreet, Calcutta.

I

NoTtMAN, (i.A.S., Agent, Standard Life Assurance Co.,
’ Ld- 32 Dallumsie Square, Calcutta.

R i

I

L

Nowlakha, Cbunilal, Banker. 118-B Chittaranjan

Avenue, Calcutta.

Ogden, Lionel It, Major, O.B.E., M.A. (Cantab).

F.RS.A., F.ltA.I., Assistant Superintendent,

Burma Frontier Service, c/o Messrs- Grindlay & Co.

Ld., 54 Parliament Street, London, S.W.

Ohtani, Count Kozul. San-ya-so, Edomachi, Fushimi
Kyoto, Japan.

R Ojha, Jayantilal, Merchant, Security House, 102/A
Clive Street, Calcutta.

R

N

R

B

Ormond, The Hon^ble Mr. Justice Ernest Charles, Bar-

rister-at-Law
,
Judge, Calcutta High Court- 10

Judges’ Court Road, Alipore, Calcutta.

Osborn, Howard Baldwin, Doctor of Dental Surgery,

Fellow of the InternaJtional College of Dentists-

Bombay.

Pal, Radhabinod, M-A., D.L-, Advocate^ Calcutta High
Court; 21 Beadon Street, Calcutta.

Palit, Bidyut Kumar, M.A. (Cal.), B.A. Hons. (I^nd.)

Puroha>se Officer, Department of Supply, 189 Laua-

downe Road^ Calcutta,
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.

Date of
I

Election.
[

2.4-46
i

2-6-47
!

I

6-12-48
j

2-9-46
I

i

5-2-34
!

2-6-41 •

14 46 i

5-8-46

4-2-46

3-2-47
i

)

I

6-8.46
j

i

2-4-45
!

I

i

3-646

6-345

6-6-B8

5-2-34

i

K |Palmkr, William John, B.A., (Cantab), I.C.S-, Chief

i Prebidencf! Magistrate. United Service Club,

I

Calcutta.

N
! Pandey, (j. L., Lieut*, Ttncnship Magistrate, Imlia

' Villa, Khapradih, Fyzabad.

^ Park, Iticliard Leonard, S.B-, M.A- (Harvar) I^rofessor;

Research Fcdlow 194841), Social Science llesearcU

Council, AVashin/^'ton, D.C., C.S.A.; 11859 Edge-

water Drive, iiake Wood, Ohio, II.S-A.

R !P\rks, Johti A., F.S.I., Chaintuw, Calcutta Improve-

j
ment Trust, 5 (Jive Street, Calcutta.

F iPASiuniA. (.’liiranji Lai, M.A., M B., B-Chir. (Caki\uj.),

M.ILC.S. (Enc. ), li K C.P. (Lond.), Lt.Col., I.M.b.

;
Medical Adviser to the High Omimissioner for India

: ill r.K., India House, Aldwych. London W.C.2.

^ Patkrsox, Edward Alford, Assistant, Jardinc, bkmiher

I ^ Co.^ Ld. 4 Clive Row, Calcutta.

N : Pathak, Sarvu Prasad, B.A., IM.C, Visharad, Kavya-

tirtha, Sahityahlmn. Asst, Master, Govt. Jaganmth

ffigh School Kalikakuti, Shainkarighat, Mandla

(Fort), C.P., B.N.lly.

R Patnky, Ilarkishan Lai, M.R.(^S•, L.R.C.P., 1^*®*

•Oxon), Ophthalmic Surgeon, 5/B lleysliam Road,.

Calcutta.

I

Patter&on, Harry, Tea banter, Maluicherra Tea Estate

I P.O. Sylhet, Assam-

!pacl, Harendra CliaiHlra, Professor of Persian, Vill.

;

Fartubad, P.O. Oaria 24 Purganas.

Ipavi., Sureudra Nath. M.Sc., Biochemist, Presidency

I General Hospital. QSjl Russa Road, Calcutta-

Ipkckei., Claude Bertram, IncorpoTatcd

j

General Manager, T. E. Thomson & Co. 9/A hspla-

: nade East, Calcutta*

Pego, a. D., Surgeon and Physician, 2/2 Harrington

Street, Calcutta.

PeU, Terrence, Master Pilot, Bengal Pilot Service.

United Service Club, Calcutta.

Pekeeix. Aubrey Percival, M-A

Canon’s Tower, Loch Awe, Argyll, Scotland.

PEECiv.iL, Frederick George,

F.G.S-, General Superintendent, Vre Mines

Quarries, Tara Iron and Steel Co. d Heldih Lake,

Jamsbedpur* 1 i
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Date of

Election.

7-4-47'
i

Percy-La5castee, Sydney, Secretary^ The Royal Agri-
Horticultural Society of India, 1, Alipore Road,

f Calcutta-

1-4-26
I

i

1-14-46
I

3-

6- 48

1-1-46 I

1-

1-46 I

4-

6-46
j

7-8-44
j

3-

1-44
i

M-45

4-

2.46

6-4-48

2-

9-46

19-8-44

3-

4-18

6u5-46

6.5.46

6^846

R I Pkiuek, Ferdiiiaml, S. J., Most Reverend the Archbishop
I of Colcvtta- 32 Park Street, Calcutta.

^
j

PiCKKTT, Jarruil Waskom, U.D., LL.D., Senior Bishop

I

of the Methodist-Chvrch in Southern Asia, Chair-
i nuin of the National Christian Council of India,
I Burma & Ceylon. 12 Boulevard Road, Delhi-

N
I

PissruxENCAJi, Pandurauga S.S., Curator, Goveniiner/t

I

Areliives, Goa, Nova Goa.

R jPoodah. Auandilall, M-L-A-, eos-Mayor of Calcutta.

1 115 /A Chittaranjaii Avenue, Calcutta.

R j

PoDDAR, Piadri Prasad, B.Com., J/er67?-ant, 115; A
' laranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

R ‘PoDDAK, Bal Krishna, Stoch and Share-Broher. 153/

A

Muktarain Babu Street, Calcutta.

R
;

PoOBAR, Biswanath, Merchant and Businessman. 115/A

;

Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

R
j

PoDBAK, Kishen Lali, Merchant, Landowner. 115/

A

‘ Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

R PoBBAR, Mudan Gopal, Solicitor. G Old Post Office

' Street, Calcutta-

N Powell, John Enoch, Brigadier, M-B-E., Late Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge; 45 Southdown Road,

I

Seaford Sussex-

R Prakash, Om, M.A., LL.B., Research Scholar at Agra
College, Agra.

N
I

Prasad, Awadhbihari, Zemindar and Banker, Anand

I

Bhuwan, Darbhanga.

Prasad, Rev. Ayodhya, Pundit, B-A., Minister of the

Calcutta Arya Samaj^ 85 Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta-

n^RASAD, Baini. O-B.E., D.Sc., F.Z.S., F-B.S.E.,

F.N-I., F-R-A.S.B., Fishery Adviser to the Gov-

j

erenment of India^ 13 Tughlak Road, New Delhi.

N jpRAKASH, Seth Budha, M.A., Rais, Banker and Land-
lord, Moti Bliawnn (Rani Bazar), Saharanpur, U.P.

Presvelos, Miltiades, M.D. (Athens), Consul Gen. for

Greece, 30 Park Mansions, Calcutta.

Prosser, Walter Henry, Chief Engineer, Calcutta Im-

provement TiHet, 5 Clive Street, Calcutta.

R

R
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Date of

Election,

3-8-25 N ’^Prxjthi, Hem Singh, M.Sc., Ph-D. & Sc D. (Cantab)/
F.NJ., F.E.A.SB., Plant Protection Adviser

to the Government of India* Minist/ry of Agriculture

New Delhi.

5-8-46 R Pithanesh, D. G., M.A. (Oxon), PhD. (Lend., &
Berlin), Writer and Author

^

19 Jubilee Park, Tol-

lygunge, Calcutta-

3-12-24 B PusHONG. E. S., M.D., L S.A., Medical Practitioner.

1

1 Chapel Road. Hastings, Calcutta.

6-12-48 N
I

Raghavan, Dr. TJ. Sanskrit Dept., University of Madras;
Kuppaswami Sastri Research Institute Madras
Editor Journal of the Music Academy; Literary

Se(iretary, Madras Sanskrit Academy.

1-3-43 B

1

Rahman, A. F.M. Khalilur, B.A- (London), Ph.D.,
Special Officer^ Current Problems^ Government of

Bengal. 103 Ballygunge Place, Calcutta.

1-5-44
!

® Rahman, Fazlur, M.A., B.L., M.L.A-, Chief Whip,
Government of Bengal. 2 Syed Ameer Ali Avenue,

1

P.O. Circus, Calcutta.

1-2-46 B Rahman, Hamoodur, Barrister-at-Law, 15, Nasiruddin
Road, Calcutta 17-

5-3-45

1

R Rahman, Mahammad Fazlur, Barrister^at-Law

.

22
' Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.

1-1-45

1

R Rahman, The Hon’ble Mr. Justice A. S. M. Latifur,

Nawabzada, M.A. (Cantab), Barrister-at-Law

,

Judge, Calcutta High Court. 10 Nawab Abdur
Rahman Street, Calcutta.

3-5-43 N Rajgarhia, Chand Mull, Mining Engineer. Giridih,

E.I.R.

1-9-47 N Ramaiya, TJ. V. Seeta, B.A., B.L., Advocate, P.O.

Hosur, Salem District.

3-3-47 N Ramesvaua, Brahmachary, Ayurvedavisarada, Kavya-
tirtha, Hony* Head Pandit, S,HS- Vidyalaya,

Chandpurahazar, P.O. Desari, Dt. Muzaffarpur.

4-11-46 B Rampueia, Shreechand, Pleader, 16 Noormal Lohia
Lane, Calcutta.

2-4-45 L Ramsay, Robert Erskine, Proprietor, Central and South

Jemehari Collieries, Mining Engineer. P.O. Siarsol

Rajbari, Dt. Burdwan; (27 Alexandra Court, 60/1

3-8-47 N Chowringhee, Calcutta).

Rana, Suberna Shum Shere Jung Bahadur, M.A. (Al-

lahabad), Lt-Col., Nepal Army, Bhat-Bhateni,
Kathmandu, Nepal.

3-10-39 N Rangaeajam, Krishnaswami, Employee^ LC*L {India)

Ltd* Rr^mani Building, Mambalam West, Madras.
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Date of

Election.

6.3.I6

6-245

3-12-45

1-2-26

5-1145

3-

8-42

1-4-40

6-

8-46

7-

9-21

5-1-21

1-1-46

1-3-43

1-740

1-1-46

4-

12-39

4-2-46
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a

N

N

N

N

R

R

L

N

R

R

R

R

R

N

Rancaswamt, C. S., Managing Editor^ Indian Finance*

IIG Lower Circular Road, Calcutta.

Rao, Bhavaraja Venkata Krishna, M.A., BiL., (Foixn*

datlon Secretary^ Andhra Historical Research
Society, liajahrnundry)

,
Commissioner Hindu Relu

gious Endowments Board* P.O. Cathedral, Madras.

Rao, Motu Palli Surya Prakasa, D.D-S., Dental Sur-

geon, Rajahmundry, M S.M Ry.

Rao, Y. Ramachandra, Rao Bahadur, M.A., F.R.E.S»,

Dy* Director^ Bureau of Plant Protection^ Dept,

of Agncnltvre* Imperial Secretariat, New Delhi.

Rapakia, Tara Chund, B.A*, Merchant^ Belangung,
Agra.

Rath, Puma Chandra, B A., Dip-Ed., Superintendent

of Archaeology, Patna State, P.O. Balangir, E.S.A.

Ray, Ajit Nath, BA. (Oxon), M*A, (Cal.) Barrister-aU

Law, 15 Panditia Place, Calcutta.

Ray, Biimil Prasad. B.L., R.A*, Auditor and Registered

Acvou7itant, 139 Janak Road, P-O. Rashbihari
Avenue, Calcutta.

Ray, Hem Chandra, M.A., Ph.D. (London), D-Litt*

(London), Professor and Head of the Department
of History

y
University College Colombo, Ceylon.

Ray, Jagaclishnath, Maharaja, Maharaja of Dinajpore*
Dinajpore.

Ray, Klmsh Bakht, M-A., LL.B. 24.B Park Street,

Calcutta.

Ray, NiJiar-Ranjan, MA., D.Liti & Phil. (Leiden),
Dip, Lib. (London), F.L.A., Bageswari Professor

of Fine Arts, Calcutta University, 18/7 Fern Road.
Calcutta-19*

Ray, Sukumar, M.A., Lecturer, Calcutta University,
35-A Southern Avenue. P.O. Rashbihari Avenue,
Calcutta.

Ray, Tridibuath, M.A.^ B L., Advocate, High Court,
19 Srinath Mukherjee Lane, P.O. Ghugudanga,
Calcutta.

UiAY-CHOWDHDHY, H. C., M.A., Ph.D., Camiichoel
Professor of Ancient Indian History and Culture,

Calcutta University 6 Mysore Road, Kalighat,
Calcutta.

Razavy, Seyed Mohamad, cayActing Minister, Govern-
ment of Iran, c/o The Iranian Consulate-General,
New Delhi. ,

19
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Date of

Election.

6-12-48 R Kkid, Cecil Philip, B.Eng., Grach I.E.E. (Loud.)

Construction Engineer, Calcutta Electric Supply

Corpn., Victoria House, Calcutta.

6-11-28 L Reimuut, Werner, Merchant c/o Messrs. NTolkart Bros.

Ryclienbeig, Winterthur, Switzerland.

3-11-41 A Reynolds, Rev. Ilennan M., M A., B D., Missioiiary.

Pendra Road, C.P.

2-4-24 E Richards, E. J., I.C.8
,

Trekps, Hurstpier Piont,

Sussex, England.

3-

12-46 N Richardson, Hugh Edward, O.BE., I.C.S., Officer-in-

Charge Indian Misskm, lihasa, c/o Political Oliicer,

liangtok, Sikkim.

7.6-48 E Rock, Joseph E., Pli.D-, Research Fellow of Harvard
Yciiching Institute, (\iinbridge, Mass, U.S.A.

3-12-24 L Roepich, George Nicholas, M.A., M.R A.S-, Orien-

talist, 310 Riverside Drive, New York, U.S.A.

‘Crookeiy’, Kaliinpong, via Siligun.

5-

6-33 A Rossetti, Eelix Francis Leo, B.Sc., B.H-, 27 Threatre

Road, Calcutta.

2-

4-46 R llosTRON, Arthur Henry Cunliffe, Ma7iaging Director^

Lata:v Treatments^ Ltd, 10 Government Place, East,

1 Raja Santosli Road, Calcutta.

6-12-26 N Roy, Sir A. K. Ki, Barrister-at-Laio, Formerly Law
Member, Government of India, New Delhi,

6-

2-40 R Roy. B. C-, B.A. M,.D,, DSc., ER.C.S. (Eng.),

YLR.C P. (Loud,), F.S.M.E. (Ben.), 3G Wellington
Street, Calcutta.

5-

4-37 N Roy, David, M.B.E., Retired Magistrate, Shillong,
Assam,

4-

2-46 N Roy, Lala Nagendra Kumar, Jovrnalist, Lala House,
Buxi Bazar, P.O. Cuttack.

1-12-30 N Roy, Raja Kamalaranjan, B.A., Zemindar, Cossimbazai'
Post and Dt. Murshidabad.

3-

3-47 R iloY, Narendra Nath B.A., Tatwanidhi, F-R.Econ S.

(liOiid.), Superintendent of Post Offices; 19B Bal-
lygunge Place, P.O. Ballygunge, Calcutta.

6-

7-43 R Sudhindra Nath, M.A. Landlord. 3 Tiloke Road,
Ballygunge, Calcutta.

4»2-46 R Roy Choudhury, Bireudra Landholder and
Businessman, 55 Ballygunge Circular Road.
Calcutta,

3-3-47 R Roy CiiouDiniRY, Ibitindra Nath, B.A^, Landholder,
Bony, Vice-Coundl for Spain, Santosh House« 21
Raja Santosh Road, Alipore, Calcutta.
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Date of
I

Election.
|

5-7-43 A
j

lloLLFs, Rev. Montague Jolin. Missionary London

j

Mission^ Kamaliipuram, Dt. Cuddappah. Madras

j

Presidency.

7-4-41 R
I

RovmrfKiiT, The llon’blc Mr. Justice T. J. Y., C.I.E.,

I

l.C.S., narristcr-nt-Law, Judge, High Court. 7 Lee

I

Road, Calcutta.

5-

3-45
I

R
I

RrssKLL, Joslma Forbes, Chief Engineer ^ Irrigation

I

: Brnnrh, (\ & IF. Department. United Service Club.

I

,
Calcutta.

2-

4-45 I R 'S\( ii!)KVA, Rajendra, Manager, Messr.^. Steel Indus-

i

I

tries of India, Tjd 116 Cliittnranjan Avenue, Cal.

4-

1-43
j

R jS-VOKOUF, A., M.A. (Ecox.) Professor, Islamia College.

I

;
177-R Park Street, Calcutta.

7-5-28
j

L Meolniad, D-Sc . F.R.S., F.N.L, FR A.S.B.,

I

Pah'f Professor (pf Physics, Calcutta TlniverAty. 92

j

Upper (UiTular Road. Ca](‘utta.

6-

9-43
I

L S\iTr, Lakslnninarayan. M.A., Member, Servant of
.

I

India Society. indiga}>aria Cuttack.

1-5-44
!
N Saksfw, .T;,a:,lnmba Pn.sad, B A., B.T- (B.H.V.),

I

j

Af.R A.S., Member. Board of Studies in Hindi,
T^ilal T^rtiversity, Cuttach. Headmaster, Orient
Paper Mifh High School. Brajarajnagar, Di Sani-

i balpiir, Orissa,

5-

2-34 “ L ;SvLF. ITarold Montague, M.A., F.G.S. Mancetter Cot-
!

tage, Atlierstone, WanNdekshire, England.

3-

3-47
i

R SvMAO, A., M.A., R.ES., Principal, Govt. Commercial
i (n^titvie: 15 Clive Street, Calcutta.

5-3-45
I

R Sawal, Horn Nsitli, liarrister-at-Law

.

96/1 Lansdowno

I

Road, Calcutta-

3-

12-45 R jSaxym., Prabbat Kiiniar, M.Sc., Proprietor Ballygunge,

;

Chemical lUor/r.v, 13-C Deodar Street, Ballygungo.
I

Calcutta.
1 1 45 R |S\XYAL, iSnchainay, M.A., Stud. Ixstt. Tr.ans. (Lox*

noxT, Transportation Inspector (Commercial) E.I.R,
! Iloirrah Division. 43 Rnmcbaran Sett Road. P-O
i

j ^
Santrngachi, Howrah.

4-

2-46 ^ ISaxyat., Snhridmoban, Solicitor, c/o Messrs. Orr Dig-

j

nain & Co., 32 Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

5-

7-48 H SAKBAirr, D-S., D.Sc., A.^sutant Fisheries Development
Officer, 203 Ganga Prasad Road, Lucknow, TJ.P.

4-6-45 R Saraf, Obouth Mai. B.C., B.L., Adiwcate. 62 Nalini
Sett Road, Oalcntta-

4-

10-43 N Sarak, Paramathn, M.A., (Bexaubs), Ph.D. (London),
Lecturer m History, Benares Hndu University.

' Benares.
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Date of

Election.

1-12-47 R Sarbaphikari, Prabhat Chandra, D Sc. (London), Ph.D.

7-4-47 N

(Lond.), DJ.C., F.L-S., Ghoae FTofessor of Botany
and Head of the DepaHment^ 84 Ballygunge Place,

Calcutta.

Sahkau, Hiinansu Blmsan, M.A-, Principal and Pro-

1.947 R

fessor of History, Devendra College, Manikganj,
Dist* Dacca,

Saukar, Himaiigsliu Lai, M.Sc., Assistant Lecturer,

4-2-46 R

Government of India Inland Fisheries Training

Scheme. 177 Tapper Cir(‘ular Road, P.O. vShanibazar,

Calcutta

.

Sarkar, K. L., Merchant and Landholder. 21 Nilmani

6-12-48 R
Mullick Lane, Howrah-

Sarkar. Kshitish Chandra, M.A., B L-, Lawyer; Hony.

4-2-35 R

Secretary, Vnrendra Ee.mirch Society, 21 /C

Mohanlal Street, Shninbazar, Calcutta.

Sarkar, Naliui Ranjan, 237 Lower Circular Road,

2-12-46 R
Calcutta.

Sarkar, Subrata, B.A., Manager, Bengal Central

5-3-45 R

Banl\ Ld., (Bhowaiiipore Brandi), 171 /A Lana*

downe Road, Calcutta.

Sarma, Ilareudra Nalli, B.L«, Advocate, High Court,

1-3-48

1

R
35, Chittaraiijan x\veiiue, Calcutta 12.

S-\RMA, Misa Joytirmoyee, M-A. (Chicago), Ph.D.,

4-9-44 N

(Chicago), Social Anthropologist, Sarnia House,

Sahapur P.O., Behala, Calcutta.

Sarma, Yenkataraya, Pundit, Dhannaranjan, Ph.D.,

Landlidder, Narayanasram Bhadarikavanom, P.O.

Karavadi, Ongole Taluq, Dt. Guntur.

S.ARAOGi, Kishori Lai, Yisharad, Fjxchange Broher, c/o7-6-46 R

4-12-44 R

Messrs. Poddar Seraogi & Co., 4 Royal Exchange
Place (Room No. 11), Calcutta. 1.

Saraswati, Sarasi Kumar, M.A-, Lecturer, Calcutta Uni-

4-11-46 R

versity, 6/1 Mahendra Road, Calcutta.

Sassoon, Diivid Victor, 8 Middleton Street, Calcutta.

4-9-44 N Sastry, J. S. Venkatachala, Pundit, Jodidar, 61 Gra-

5-8-46 N

madevathi Street, IJpparahalli, Bangalore City.

Saxkna, Brahm Swamp, M.A., M O.L. (Honours in

Persian and Urdu). Senior Professor of Persian and
Urdu, Near Ganj Mandi, Ferozepur City.

6-2-46 R ScHROFF, Mahadeva Lai, A.B.Hons. (Cornell), M.S.,

M.T T., Chief Chemist, Messrs, Birla Bros, Ltd.f

and Secretary, Birla Lahoratories, 7 Lower Rowdon
Street, Calcutta.
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Date of

Election,

6-3-33

1-1-45
1

1-4-46
1

1-3-43

1-4-25

5-8-4G

5-4-44

9-12-36 :

2-12-46
i

1-6-36
1

3.5.43
i

54.37

1446

5.12.23

1-145

1.243

4-2-46
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R jSEAL, Satis Chaiulra M.A., B.L., Honorary Secretary,

Indian Research Institute. 170 Maniktola Street,

Ca]( iitta.

R
I

Sen, The ITon’ble Mr. Justice Amarendra Nath, Bar-

j

ns1er-at’-Lau\ Judye, Calcutta. High Court. 4 Huu-

!

g'crford Street, Calcutta.

R ! Sen, Amulya Chandra, M.A., B.L., Advocate, High

j

Court. 13 Sehak Baidya Street, Calcutta.

R |Sen, Anil Kumar, M.B. (Cal ). 45 Ballygunge Place,

I

Calcutta.

R
I

Sen, Beiioy Chandra, M.A., Ph.D. 40 Dr. Sarat Baner-

;

jee head, Ballygunge. Calcutta.

N iSkn, Bijoy Kinnar, Kajsabha Bhushan, Dewan Baha-

j

dur, M.A., B.L., Political and Local Self-Govem-
i tnent Minister, Tripura State, Agartala P-O*

, Trijuira State-

^ Sen, BlnijKN Lobhan, Textile Chemist {Erpert in Prac-

tical Pyving Chenii<itry)^ e/o Messrs. Yolkart Bros.,

1

ICO. Box 191). Bombay (224 Sir Bbalcliaudra Road,

j

Matunga, Bombay 19).

' Sen, 1). N. 7 lluwdon Street, Calcutta

i

Sen, Tlirendra Kumar, M.Sc., F.F.A., Consulting

Actuary, 15 (Jiittaraiijan Avenue, Calcutta*

N
I

Sen, J. M., Ilai Bahadur, M.En. (Leeds), B.Sc. (Cal-

cetta). Tl). (London), Did-Ed, (Oxford),

1^^. K. ( I . S
. ,

F.N . 1 . Prin c i
pa 1 ,

K rish naga r Callege
,

Krishnagar, Nadia.

R iSEN, Karunaketau, B.Sc., I.C.S., Deputy Director^

(iencral, DisposaU. D ircctorafe-Gcncral of Disposals

Shalijahaii Road, New Delhi.

jjj
Sen, Ksliiti Mohan, Principal, Visvabharati. Santini-

ketan, Dist. Birblium.

R Sen, Kuinud Biliari, M.Sc., F.R.I.C., Chief Chemist^
Messrs. Bird & Company; 9/C Mohonlal Street,

Calcutta*

Sen, Laksliman, H. 11. Raja of Suket. Lakshman
Palac'e, Ruiidernagar, Suket, Punjab.

R Sen, Mihir Kumar, M A*, B.L., Professor of Civics and
Economics, Vidyasagar College. 50 Lake Place,

Calcutta*

R Sen, Nepal Chandra, C.B.E., Rai Bahadur. M.A., Con-

troller of Rati&ning, Calcutta Industrial Area. 35

Goi)aluagar Road, Alipur, Calcutta*

R Ren, Prokash Chandra, Barrist^r-at-Law, 47 South

Chakrabere Road, Bhawanipore, Calcutta.
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Date of
Election,

2-12-46

5-3-45

3-6-48
I

3-4-44
I

!

i

2-

4-45

7-2-44

5-2-40

j

j

5-

5-47
j

6-

8-45

2-12-46

4-11-46

1-4-29

3-

7-44
1

3-444

5-

7-11

i

6-

3-44

R

R

j

I

Sen, Prodyot Kumar, Agencxf Manager, Calcutta Insu-
i ranee TaL, 115G Rasli Belmri Avenue, P.O. Rash

i
Beliari Avenue, Calcutta 29.

Sen, S. Solicitor, c/o Messrs. C.C- Basu & Co., 9 Old
Post Ofliee Street, Calcutta.

R
I Sen, Satyendra Katli, M.A-, Lecturer, Calcutta

1 sifff. 82/n Beltala Road, Calciitia 2().

^ jSiN, Siba Pada. B-A. (Hoxs.), (Lom)On), Professor of
i Ifistorg and l\ditirs^ C. E, T., Bengal. Jadahpur.
' o-A Motila] Xeliru Road, Calcutta-

^
j

Sen, Sudhendu Sekliar, Rai Bahadur, M-A-, D-L.O.
(Eng.). F.R.C.S. (E). Civil Surgeon, Government

j

of Burma. 13 TTarrinoloti Street, Calcutta.

^
I

Sen, Sukumnr, M.A., Ph.l)., Lecturer, Calcutta, Uni-
I cersitjf. 27 Goaba^an Lane, Calcutta-

N 'sen, Suresh Chandra, B.Sc. (Cal.), B-A. (Cantab.),

A .M.T.Chem.E. (London), Superintendent^ Cin.-

I chona Cultivation in Bengal. Munpi'poo, Riyand,
! D.Tl. Ry.

R jSEN Gupta, Kali Kiiikar, M.A., M.B.., D.T.M., 45/1 /B
Beadon Street, Calcuitic

R Sen. Tara Kumar, M-A. (Allahabad). Educationist.

259 Upper Chitpur Road, Calcutta-

R Sen, Gupta, Dilip, M.A. (Missourie, TT.S.A.), Purchns-

mg Officer, Martin & Co. : Manoharpukur Road,

j

Kali^diat, Calcutta.

N

R

N

R

L

N

j

Sen Gupta, Mono Gopal, M M.G.l., CoJlicri/ Propric-

j

tor, P.O. Jharia, Dt. Manbhum.

iSen-Gupta, Naresh Chandra, M-A., D.L., Advocate

I

High Court. P.93 Manoharpukur Road, Calcutta.

;

Skn-Gupta, Sailendranath, M.A., Bengal Civil Service

I {Judicial Branch), Munsiff. Netrakona, Mymen-
i

singh.

Seba, Stanley Eric. 103 Clive Street, Calcutta-

^Sfavell, Robert Beresford Sevmour, C.I.E., M.A-,
Sc-D. (Can.), M R.A-S.B., L.R.C.P., F.Z S., F.L.S.

F.R.S., F.N.T., F.R.A-S.B., Lt.-Col., LM.S.,
Director, Zoological Survey of India {retd.). 18

Barrow Road, Cambridge, England.

Shatta, Akshaya KUmar, B-Sc-, (Dacca), M.Se. (Mos-
cow), Honorary Candidate of Science, U.S.S.R.
1935

\
Engineer, Scientist, Officer on Special Duty,

Supply Department, Government of India, c/o The
Director of Industries, Patna-
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Date of

Election,

M.45’ R

2-12-46 R

N

2-11-25
1

N

6-8-45 R

4-6-45
I
R

4-11-46
'

N

3-5-48 R

6-5-29 N

5-3-45 L

M2-47 R

3-2-41 I

j

jL

1

4-9-44 R

2-5-23 F

6-1-09 N

4-6-45 N

6-2-28 N

I

Shaitidulla, Huliammud, M.A., B.L., Dilip-Phon.
‘ (Pahis), Docteur i)e l'univebsite de Paius, Prin-

I

cipal, Azizul IJuq College. Bogra, Bengal.

|SiiAKirR, Moliainmad Abdul, Curator, Peshwar Museum,
I

Peshawar.

I

Shaeaf-i;j)-Din, S., M-A-, B.L.^ Vice-Principal, Isla-

1 inia Intermediate College, Dacca.
I Sharif, Moliaiumad, D.Sc., P.R.M.S., P.L.S., P.N.I.,

I

Pintomologist
, llnffkine Institute, Parel. Bombay.

I

SiiARMA, Bchari Lai, Manager, Golden Soap Factory,

I

Ltd- 171 /IA Harrison lioad, Calcutta.

Sharma, Beni Shaiiker, B.L., 228/ A Cbittaranjan

j

Avenue, Calcutta.

I

SuARMA, S. P., Lecturer in Geography

,

B. li. J. Inter-

I

juediate College, Mirzapur, L.P.

I

Shauaia, Satya Deo, M.A., LL B., Journalist, Repre-

I
sentative “Bombay Chronicle” & “National

1

lleiidd", 4 (jua Bagan Lane, Calcutta 6.

' Sharma, Sri Ram, M.A., P.R.llist.S. (London), ZVin-
' cipal, D.AA , College, Sholapur (Bombay).

;SiT\i<fu:, Alered Ceorge, M.A. (Cantab), M. Inst.-

Struet.K., Chartered. Structural Engineer- The
Rt^yal Bombay Yacht Club, Bombay 1.

iSiiAKMA, Yajna Datta, Sahitya-Sastri, M.A., B.Litt.,
D.Phil. (^Oxon), Assistant Superintendent, Archaeo-
logical Surccy, 82 Cbittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta 12.

Shamri, (iangeyanaroUam, Kavyatirtha, Kavickracu*'
damani, Landholder- Gangeya Bhawan, 280 Chitta-
ranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

Shastri, Vishwaiiath, \"eda and \'yai\arantirtha
(Punjab Univ ), Office Superintendent of the All-
India Hindu {Arya) Dharnia Seva Sangha- 102
Muktaram Babu Street, Calcutta.

SiiEBiiKAKE, E. 0. The ‘Sands’ House, South Newing-
ton, Banbury, Oxon, England.

SiiiRKFFF, Alexander Grierson, B.A., l.C-S. (retd,). The
Orchard -House, Chihlrey, Wantage, Berkshire,
England.

Sholto Douglas, The Hon’ble James Eric W'ilfrid Ha-
milton, Ackworili Grange, Near Pontefract, Yorksire,

England. (Hydroponic Rewsearch Centre, Govern-
ment Exi>erimental Farm, Kalirapong, D H.Ry.).

SuiTAisEii Jung Bahadur Rana, Sir Kaiser, K.B.E.,
Surpradipta Manyavnra, Lieut-General, Nepalese
Army, Kaiser MahaP Kathmandu, Nepal,
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Date of

Elotion

2-

4-46

4-11-29

i

I

6-2-39

5-

3-13

!

6-

3-39

3-

3-47

I

I

4-11-46
I

1

3-4-44
I

I

7-

6-48
i

I

i

5-3-34 i

7-6-48

5-

7-43

2-

1-33

3-

2-47

6.8-46

6-

2-45

4-

9-44

N

R

N
i

F

N

N i

N

R

N

R

R

N

N

R

N

R

Si, Lao Ntiii, Lieut.-Col, M.A., E.D., A.DC-, Joint

Afl )nf7iistrati ve Officer, University of Rangoon,

Elysium Hotel, Simla.

SiDDiQi, Moliammad Zubayr, M.A., B.L., rii.D.

(Cantah), Sir AsutoJi Professor of Islamic Culture,

Calcutta University. P. (> Subrawardy Avenue,

Calcutta.

Simkons, Albert Theodore M.D. (IIkidelberg), Physi-

cifiii, Kliatau Mansion, Cooperap^e, Bombay.

*SiMONSEN, John Lionel, D.Sc., F.R.I-C., F.R.S.,

E.R.A S B., Director of Colonial Products Research,

Imperial Institute, Exhibition Road, South Ken-
sigion, London, S.W. 7.

SlxcTAiTi, Gregg’ M-, Director, Oriental Institute, and
President, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii,

C.SA.

Singh, Ganda, Lt., M-A., Lecturer in History, and
Head of the Sikh History Research Department,

Klialsa College, Amritsar.

Singh, Ganya. Raja oi Parone Evstate, Jagirdar, Estate-

Parone, Viaguna, Gwalior State.

I

SIN ( ;H ,
K a 1ya 1 1

,
Raja of Dh in a

i

,
1st iina rda r of lihina

i

I

P.O. Bliinai, l)t. Ajmer-Merwara, Rajputana.

Singh, Hari, B.Sc-, Journalist, 89 Netaji Subhas Road,
Calcutta.

|SxNGii, Ilis Highness The Ilon’ble Maharajadhiraja
Sir Ivameswar, K.C.l-E. Darbhauga.

Singh, Jaipal, M.A- (Oxon.) Darristcr-aULaw

,

Member,
Constituent Assembly, Ranelii- 217 Imperial Hotel,

New Delhi.

Singh, Partap, Merchant and Industrialist. 181 Grand
Trunk Road, North, Howrah.

Singh, Rurlra Pratap, Rao Bahadur, Proprietor, San-
harsa Raj, Sonbarsa Kachery, P.O. Soharsa, District

Bhagaipur.

Singh, Vibhuti Narain, 11. II. Mahailaja Bahadur of

Banaras, Eprt Ramntigar, Banarasj

SiNGiiANiA, Balabux, Electrical Merchant, G.P O. Box
No. 2117, Calcutta.

SiNGH\NiA, Madan Mohan, Businessman. 14 Sircar
Lane, Calcutta.

SiNGHT, Ramchandra, B.A., A-C.A. (London), R.A.,
Chartered Accountant. 1-B Old Post Office Street,
Calcutta.
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7-8.33- N Stnu, Raghubir, Moliaxa jkumar, M.A., D.Litt., LI.B.,
Heir-Apparent of Sitamau State* Raghubir Niwas,
Sitamau, C l.

6-7-43 R SlMiA, Ananda Prasad, M A., B.L., Ph.D, (Colorado).

c/o Tech. Recruiting Office, 28 Theatre Road,
Calcutta.

3-3-47 B SiNiTA, Ralipada, M.A., B.L., Advocate, 3-A Mahanir-
vaii Road, Calcutta 29.

4-2-46 R Sinha, Sasi Bhusan, Barrister-at-Law, Advocate, High
Court; 35/1 Hari Ghosh Street, Calcutta.

3-5-48 R Sinha, Sudhindra Nath, Lt.-Col., M-B. Medi-
cal Practitioner, 37-13, Ballygunge Place, Cal-

cutta 19.

1-4-46 N SiNirji, Dharinakuniar, Raol Shree, Scientific Research
and Member of Post-War Reconstruction Commit-
tee of Preservation of Wild Life, Dil Bahar, Bhav-
11 agar State,

1-11-48 N SiNOiiAL, Ilarish Chandra, M.Sc., M.A., Lecturer,

Delhi University, Suvriti Kunj, 705 Sahukara,
Bareilly.

4-1-26 N SiNTON, J. A., O.B.E., Lt.-Col., I.M.S., V.C., Officer-

in-Charge, Malaria Bureau, Central Research
Institute, Kasauli.

16-4-46 B SiRKAii, Amal Chandra, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, 29
Palit Street, Calcutta-

2-12-46 B Sircar, D. C., M.A., Ph.D., Lecturer, Calcutta Unvoer-
sity, P. 93-94 Manoharpukur Road, Ealighat,

Calcutta 29.

6-7-16 B SiRKAR, Ganapati, Vidyaratna. 69 Beliaghatta Main
Road, Calcutta.

6-1-47 B SiRKAR, Manchan Lai, B.A., Zemindar and Business-

man, 131 Bowbazar Street, Calcutta.

6-8-46 B SiVARAMAWURTi, C., M-A,. Assistant Superintendent^
Archaeological Survey of India, Indian Museum,
Calcutta.

1-4-46 F Skipwitii, William EstouteAulle, 16 St. Andrews Road,
Bedford, England.

6.8-46 F Smyrth, Robert Patterson, Lt.-Col., R.A.M.C.,
M.B.B.Ch. B.A.O., C.AS. (M ), Adv. Hq.
ALFSEA, S.E.A.C. (Present address not known).

3.9-34 B SoNBHi, Ved Pall, M.B.E*, M-Sc., F.G.S.,

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India* 27)

Chowringhee, Calcutta.

4.3.36 B
20

SoPHER, Allan Edward. 11 Camac Street, Calcutta.
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Date of

Election.

4-3-36

2-12-46

29-8-04

5-3-46

6-3-45

6-3.44

3-12-46

5-6.46

6-3.46

6-8.46

6-4-43

3.3-20

7-11-32

2-4-46

7.6.48

4.11-46

R

P

L

R

Squarey, D. N. P., Director, Messrs. Turner, Morrison

& Co. Ld-, 6 Lyons Range, Calcutta.

Squire, Sir Giles, K.B.E., His Majesty* s Minister at

Kabul, Kabul, Afghanistan.

*STArLF.TON, Ilenry Ernest, M.A., B.Sc., D.Litt..

F.Il.A.S.B., Formerly Director of Public Instruc-

tion, Bengal. Si Bielade, Jersey, C.I., England.

Stark, Alan Forrest, B.L., ML.A., 6/2 Moira Street.

(Present address not known).

N

F

R

Staepe, Alfred George, M-A. (Cantab), M.Inst.StrUct.

E., Chartered Engineer, c/o The Roj’^al Bombay
Yacht Club, Bombay No. 1.

Steven, J. W.R, 21 Heziot Row, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Stuart, Malolni Moncrieff, O B-E., I.C S., Magis-

trate's House, Alipore, Calcutta.

R

N

R

SuBRiiiMANYAN, Kuppuswami. C.E., B.E. (Madras),

S.M. (Harvard), M.I.E., A.M.I.C.E., Civil En^
gineer, Professor of Sanitary Engineering

,
All-

India Institute of flygiene and Public Health, 110
Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

Subrahmanyam, P. K., Manager, Import Dept. MtS.
Larsen & Toubro Ltd-, P.O. Box 278, Bombay.

Sugea, Hardatta Rai, Advocate. 4 Chittaranjan Avenue.,

Calcutta,

R

N

N

R

R

SUKUL, L., Lecturer, Calcutta University- Kent House,

Mission Row Extension, Calcutta.

Suxdara, Raj, Bunguru, Dewaii Bahaduh, M.A., Ph.D
,

F.N.I., Fuheries Development Officer. Civil Sec-

retariat, U,P., Lucknow.

Suvarna, Shumsiier Jung Bahadur Rana, Major-Oene-

val in the Nepalese Army. Singha Darbar, Kath-
mandu, Nepal.

Swaika, G. Y., Rai Bahadur, Oil Mill Owner, Land-
holder. c/o Messrs. Swaika Oil Mill, Pollock .House,

28/A Pollock Street, Calcutta*

SwANU, Robert Swinney, B.A. (Cantab.), U.K. Foreign
Service, United Service Club, Chowringhee,
Calcutta.

R Swatne-Tiiomas, G-, M.A. (Cantab), F.R.I.B.A.,
F.I.I.A., Lt.-Col., B.E., Architect and Army
Officer, Commander, Royal Engineer, 6 Esplanade
East, Calcutta.

N Tagore, Probindra Mohan, Maharaja, Landholder.
Haradham Palace, Benares Cantonment.

|
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Election.

\

5-3-45 R Tagore, Purnendu Nath, Barrister-aULaw

.

4 Darpona-
r<iin Tagore Street, Calcutta.

1-1-45 L rAooai., Ratbindra Natli, B.Sc. (Illinois). Ijomindar,
General Secretary, I'tsco. Bhirati. Santiniketan,
Bengal.

5-3-45

1

P Taimurt, Mirza Hamid Raza, Director of Archaeology,
and the State llamidia Library, Bhopal.

3-12-46 R Tatia, NaUimal, M.A-, Singhi Park, 48 Gariahat Road,
Calcutta 19.

3-12-45 N 1 J AYLOK, Irancis Ernest Alfred, l.C.S., formerly Revenue
Secretary to the Government of Bihar, Patna, Bihar

5-11-45 R
I

1

Taylor, George Thomas, Chief Officer, Dredger and
Despatch Service, e jii Calcutta Port Commissioners,
15 Strand Road, Calcutta.

3-6-46 R
1

t

lilAivUR, B. T., General Manager, United Commercial
Banii Ld., 2 Royal Exchange Place, Calcutta.

7-5-45
1 R Tiiarai), B A., /Jusines^onan. 4 Kuli Krislina Tagore

I

Street, P.(>. Biirrabuzar, Calcutta.

3-11-47
j

R TiTOiipsoN, John William (III), Information Officer

^

Foreign Service Reserve, Major, United States
I

I

Marine (.\)rpH Reserve (inactive), IJ.S. Foreign.

!

Service, Presidential, American Consulate-General,
!

9 Esplanade Mansions, Calcutta.
R |TRiBKJ>r, B. P., M.B. (Cal.), D.B. (Lond.), Professor

' ^>/ Pathology and IJaeteriologist to tlis Govern*
went of Bengal Medical College Calcutta.

R liuPATJiy, Ranisanker, Journalist 160 Harrison Rpad,
Calcutta.

*

Thipathi Yogeiidra R., M.Sc., Asst. Research Officer,
Central Inland Fisheries Research Station, 2/B
Outran! Street, Calcutta.

Tbivedi, Prabhashaiiker Keshavji, B.A. (Lond.), poste
restante. Arusha, T.T., B.E., Africa.

'

Trivedi, \ ipin Behori, M.A. (Cai..), Lecturer iri Hindi
Lucknow University, Lucknow U.P.

'

Tufnell-Barrett, Hugh, C.I.E., I.C.S., U.S. Club.
Calcutta.

Tvaimi, Akbar H. B., c/o Bird & Co., CLartered Bank
Buildings, Calcutta 1.

Tysox, G. W C.I.E., Editor, ‘Capital’. 4 Lyons
Eauffe, First Floor, Calcutta.

’ ^

F.S.M1).B. (Hon.Causa), F.^.I. 3 Creek Eow,
Calcutta, '

3-2-41

1-

1-46

3.5-48

6-

2-44

3-3-47

5-2-45

2-

9-46

3-

5-43

7-

1.46

R

F

N

R

R

B

R
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Date of

Eletion.

6-5-47 R

4-11-46 N

2-12-46 R

3-4-44 R

7-4-41 N

3-12-45 N

6-3-01 L

27-9-94 L

4-11-46 R

6-5-25 N

3-3-47 N

6-3-28 R

24-46 R

6-646 R

2-7-46
1
N

CJpADHYAYA. Rupnarain, M.A-, Research Scholar,

161/1/1 Harrison Road, Madho Bhaban, Calcutta.

Vauma, Kailas Chandra, Manager, Systems Department,

Remington Rand, Inc, & Taluqdar, c/o Remington
Rand Inc., Kashmere Gate, Delhi.

Venkatakuishnan, N. S., M.A., AIC.W.A., Cost

Accountcmt, Messrs, Jardine Skinner & Co. 4 Clive

Street, Calcutta.

Venkataramayya, Pappa, B E., A.A.I.E-E. c/o The
Office of the Electric Commissioner with the Gov-

ernment of India, 4 Hastings Street, Calcutta (Pre-

sent address not known).

Vicahy, Rev. Thomas C-, M.A. (Lond.), A.K.C., Mis^

nonary, Principal, Union Christian Training

College. Berhampore, Bengal.

ViJAYAJi, Muni Ratnii Prabha, Maharajah Sri, M. D.
(N. Y.), Member, Bombay Branch, R.A.S , Acharya
Maharaja Srimnn Nemisurisvari., Banchra Pole
Upashraya. Panjra Polo Ahmodabad.

*VoGEL, Jean Philippe, Littd.D., F.R.A.S B. Louise
(le Colignylaan. 10, Oogstgust, near Leinden.
Netherlands.

VosT, William, Lt-Col., I.MS. ‘Woodhurst’. Manor
Way, South Rand, Inc. A Taluqdar, c/o Reming-
ton Rand Inc., Kashmir Gate/ Croydon, Surrey,

'England.

Waddington, Hilary, Superintendent, Archaeological

Survey of India: XJ-S. Club, Calcutta-

Wadia, D. N., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.G.S., F.N.L,
F.R.A-S.B., Geological Adviser to the Planning
and Development Department, Government of
India, New Delhi.

Wadood, Qazi Abdul, B.A-, Hons. (Cantab.), Barris-

ter-at’Law, Bhawarpokhar, Bankipur, Patna.

Waight, Harry George, M.A. (Oxon), Ph.D., I.C«S-

United Service Club, Calcutta 16.

Warren, Patrick Francis Sutherland, B-A. (Hons.),

(Cantab), A.M.I.C-E., A.M-LE. (Indu), Manag-*
ing Director & Chairman, Jessop & Co, Ltd, 93
Clive Street (9 Asoka Road), Calcutta.

Waters, Hugh Clough, Solicitor, Partner, Messrs, On
Dignam & Co, 32 Dalhousie Square, Calcutta*

Watson, Francis Leslie, Director, Research & Reference
Division, Infonnation & Broadcasting Department,

Old Secretariat Building, Civil Lines, Delhi*
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Date of

Election

7-6-46 L

6-3-33 N

6-2-33 N

1-11-26 R

19-9-06 L

7-0-36

%

R

2-4-45 i R
1

5-3-45

1

i F

1-4-08 R

2-10-39 N

7-6-43 R

3-3-47 N

Watt, Joseph Herbert Saltmarsh, B.Sc*, Major,
R.A.O.C., F.R.EconsS., St. Catherines, 286
Havant lload Drayton, Portsmouth England.

Wellsted, Thomas Arthur, A.ll.S*M., B.Sc., ASSOC.
INST.M.M., Mining Engineer, Mansar, P.O-
Kandri, Raintek, C-P.

West, William Dixon, M.A., Sc.D. (Cantab.),

Director, Geological Survey of India, 27 Chow-
linghee, Calcutta.

Westcott, Foss, Most Reverend, D.D. (Cantab.),

Honorary D D. (Oxon), Lord Bishop of Calcutta

and Metropolitan of India, Burma and Ceylon
(retd.)- c/o Bishop’s House, 51 Chowringhee.
Calcutta.

*WinTEHKAi), Richard Bertram, Litt.D., F R.A.S.B.,
I.C S. (retd.). 30 Millington Road, Cambridge,
England.

Williams, N. T., Messrs. Orr Dignani & Co, 101 /I

Clive Street, Calcutta.

Willis, R. H., Company Director, AVellesley Place,

Calcutta.

Wise, John Mai, llvrologist and Jeweller, H LA.,
N.G.S. 5300 Hadjclon Avenue Baltimore 7, Md.,
U.S.A.

Wordsworth, William Christopher, C-I.E., 'M.A*,

I

I.E.S. (retd.), c/o The ‘Statesman*, Chowringhee
Square, Calcutta-

Zafar Hasan, Maulvi, Khan Bahadur, 0-B.E. Nashe-
man, Delhi Gate, Delhi (Present address not known).

Zakariah, Abu Kazem Mohammed, Ex-Mayor of the
City of Calcutta; Ex-Member, Calcutta Port Trust;
Fellow, Calcutta University, 68 Syed Ameer Ali
Avenue, Calcutta,

Zamindar, N. C., M.A., Convenor, Maluv Itihasa Man-
dal, Bacla Rawda, Juni Indore, Indore City.
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SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY HONORARY MEMBERS

Date of
Election,

(Science)

16-1.34

16-1.34

15.1-34

7-2-44

Albert Einstein, c/o Princeton University, New Jersey,

U.S.A.
M. A. Lacroix, Secretaire Perpetual, Acadeniie ties Sciences,

Paris.

Sir Sven Hedin, Stookliolm, Sweden.
Prof. A. V, Hill, E.R.S., 10 Biskopswood Road, High Gate,

London, W G.

(Letters)

15-

1-34

16-

1-34

15-

1-34

16-

1-34

7-2.44

Sir John H. Marshall, Kt., C.LE., LITT.D., F.S.A.,
F.B.A., c/o Messrs. Grindlay & Co., Ltd. 54 Parliament
Street, London.

Taha Hosain, Cairo.
Arthur Christensen, G2 Raadhusvej , Cliarlottenlund

,

Denmark.
J. VAN Kan, Provsident, Royal Society of Arts and Letters,

Batavia, Java.
Li FonCt-kwei, A.B., M .1.^ Ph.D., Fellow, Academia Sinica,

Chungking, China.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Date of

Election.

2-11-42

3-12-46

3-12.45

1-12-47

28-10-29

*P. C. Sen-Gupta, M.A., Retired Professor of Mathematics^
Bethune College, 3-B Deshapriya Park Road, Kaligliat,

Calcutta.

Rev. F. a. Peter. Kangra Mission, Palampur, Kangra
District, Punjab.

V. Yedantatirtha, M.A. 8/4E Nepal Bhattucharya Lane,
Kalighat, Calcutta.

JooENDRANATH GuPTA. Muhunirvan Road, Kalighat, Calcutta.

tN. C. Vedantatirtha, M.A. Bagchi Bhattacharya, Sanrehya
tirtha, Mimamsatirtha, Tattwaratna, Sastri, P.O. South
Garitt, 24 Parganas.

•Re-elected for a further of five years on 5-7-1948 under
Rule 20.

tRe-eleotecl for a further period of five years on l-l?-47

Rule 20.



1949] Ordinary Fellows

institutional members

169

Date of

Election.

28-10.129

2-12-29

4-6-31

7-12-31

30.10-33

30-4-34

6-1-36

4.6-36

7-12-36

4-

1-37

7-6-37

7-2-44

7-8.44

6-11-45

6-11-45

2-

12-46

5-

11-45

3-

12-46

5-6.48

Leg^atuin Wai|j.erianuin. (Oriental) Department), University
of Leyden, Leyden, Holland.

Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras S.
Banaras Hindu University Library, Bauaras.
Ohtani University Tabrary, Kyoto, Japan.
Annamalai University Library, Annamalainagar, Chidam-

baram. S. India.

Allahabad laiiversity Library, Allahabad.
Bombay University Library, Bombay.
Annamalai University Tnbrary, Annamalainagar, Chidam-

baram, S. India. 5
Islam ia College, Peshawar.
Patna College, Patna.
Forest llesean^h Institute, Debra Dun.
Da(aia University, Dacca.
Agra University, Agra.
iUaudiya Missian. Calcutta.

ICalcutta University Library, Calcutta.

K(‘w Asiati(5 Vedic Research Society, Jaipur City.

All-India Radio, Calcutta.

iThe Museum of the Burma Oil Company (India Concessions)

j

Ltd.

'Delegation Archaeologique en Afganisthan.

ORDINARY FELLOWS

Date of

Election.

6-

2-13

2-2-16

7-

2-17

6-2.18

6-2.19

6-2-19

5-

2.19

6-

2-28

6-2-28

6-2-28

4-2-29

3-2-30

3-2-30

3-2.30

2*2-3 i

2-2-31

1-2-32

6*2-33

J. Ph. Vogel, Ph.D., Litt.D.

Sir L. L. Fermor, Kt., O.B.E., A.R.S.M., D.Sc., F.G.S,.
M.Insi.M.M., F.R.S.

F. H. Gravely, D.Sc., F.N.I.
J. L. Simonstm, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.
J. Coggin Brown, O.B.E., M.I.M.E., F.G.S.
1). R. Bhandarkar, M.A. Ph.D.
R. B. Seymour Sewell, C.I.E, M.A., Sc.D., M.R.C.S.,

L.R.C.P., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.S., F,^fJ,
H. E. Stapleton, M.-A., D.Litt., B.Sc,
B. Prasad, O.B.E., D.Sc., F.Z.S., F.R.S.E., F.NJ,
C. A. Bentley, C.I.E., M.B., D.P.H., D.T.M. & H
Sir Edward D. Maclagan, K.C.S.I., R.C.I.E.
S. L. Hora, D.Sc., F.Z.S., F.R.8.E., F.N.I,
J. P. Mills, C.I.E., I.O.S., M.A., J.P., F.N,I,
Meghnad Saha, D.Sc., F.R.S., F.N.I.
Sir R. N. Chopra, Kt., C.I.E., M.A., M.D., Sc.D„ F.N,I.
R. B. Whitehead, LitiD.
J. Bocot.

Percy Brown, O.B.E.
, A.R.C.A.
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Date of

Election,

6-2-33

6-2-34

3-

2-36

3.2-36

16-2-37

16-2-37

16-2-37

6-2-39

6-2-39

6-2-40

6-2-40

6-

2-40
1-2-43

7-

2-44

6-2-46

4-

2-46

4-2-46

4-2-46

4-2-46

4-2-46

3-2-47

3-2-47

3-2-47

Ortlliendra Cooniar Gangoly, B.A.
D. X. Wadia, M.A., B.Sc., F.ll.G.S., F.N.I.
Simiti Kumar Chatterji, M.A., D.Mtt.
A, M. Heron, D. Sc., F.Sc., F.G.S., F.R.G.S., F,R,S,E.,

F,NJ.
11. M. Ilabib-ur-llahman Khan, D.Tli.

K. N. Bahl, D.Sc., D.Phil., F.N.I.
N. N. Law, M.A., B.L., Ph.D.
r. N. Mukherjee, C.B.E., D.Sc., F.N.I.
Sir Cyril S. Fox, Kt., D.Sc., M.I.M E., F.G.S., F.N.I,

B. S. Guha, M.A., A.M., Ph.D., F.N.I.
IT. N. Ghoshal, M.A., Ph.D.
B. C. Lav, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., D.Litt., F.R.G.S,
R. C. Majumdur, M.A., Ph.D-
)I. S. Priithi, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.N.I.
Sir J. C. Ghosh, Kt., D.Sc., F.N.I.

G. S. Bose, M.B., D.Sc., F.N.I.
P. C. Bagchi, M.A., Dr.-es-Lettres.

Dr. (Miss.) Roma Chaudhuri, M.A., D.Phil (Oxon).

Dr. H. 0. Ray-Chaudhuri, M.A., Ph.D.
Dr. W. D. West, M.A., Sc.D. (Cantab.), F.N.I.
Dr. Verrier Elwin, D.Sc.. (Oxon.), F.N.I.
Dr. Radhakumud Mookerjee, M.A., Ph.D.
Lt.-Col. C. L. Pasricha, M.A., M.B., B.Chir, (Cantab.),

1
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., LM.S., F.N.I,

HONORARY FELLOWS

Date of

Election,

4-2-20

4-2.20

4-2-20

4-2-20

2-3-21

7-6-22

7-6-22

7-1.26

7-3-27

A. FoTJCHfiR, D. Litt. Boulevard Raspail 280, Paris, XVI.
Sir Arthur Keith, M.D., F.R.C.S., LL.D., F.R.S.A. Lately

Hunterian Frofessor at the Royal College of Surgeons of

England, Buckston Browne Farm, Downe, Farnborough,
Kent, England.

R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S., 1 Broomfield Road,
Kew, Survey, England.

J. Takai^su, Imperial University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
F. W. Thomas, C.I.E., M.A., Ph.D., Boden Professor of

Sanskrit, University of Oirford, 161 Woodstock Road,
Oxford, England.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., D.Sc., F.R.S.,
The University, Edinburgh, Scotland.

.Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., F.C.S.I., O.I.E., M.D., Ll.D.,
F.R.C.P., F.R.S. 14 Heath Drive, London, N.W.3.

Sten Konow. Ethnographisk Museum, Oslo, Norway,

Rr. Hon'ble The Earl of Lytton, P.C., G.C.S.J., G.C.I.E.
Knebworth, Herts, England.
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Date of
Election.

6.6-30

7-2-38

4-9-30

4-9-30

4-9-30

Sir lloBERT Robinson, M.A., F.R.I.C., LL.D,, F.R.S.E.,
D.Sc,, F.R.S,, Wayvflete Professor of ChemistTy in the

Vnlversity of Oxford, The Dyson Perrins Laboratory,
South Parks Road, Oxford, England.

Rt. Hon’blk, Sir John Anderson, P.C., G.C.B., G.C.I.E.,
G.C.S.I., C.B., K.C.13. Chancellor of the Exchequer. 4
Chancellor

j
Benares Hindu University, Benares,

liord North Street, Westminister, S.W.I. England.
Sir S. Radhakrisiinan, Kt., M.A., D.Litt,, F.B.A., Banaras

11indu Uni vcrs ity , Banara s.

The Most Uon’ble the Marquess of Zetland, K.G., P C.,
G.C.S.I., G.C.T.E., LL.D., D.Litt., F.B.A, Aske, Rich-
mond, Yorkshire, England.

SiH Jadenatii Sarkar, Kt., CI.E., M.A., D.Litt., 10, Lake
Terrace, Calcutta 29.

CHANGES IN MEMBERSHIP

Loss OF Members durtncj 1947-1948.

By Retir?:ment.

I. A. Clark (1945)
Subodh Ch. Bose (194())

G. G. Franklin (1945)

M. N. Dntt (1945)
Faqir Ahmed (1940)

M. 11. Kasliaiii (1945)

Sunny Gupta (1910)

A. S. M. Akram (1945)
J. C. Do (1929)
Hishop B.T. Badley (1945)
R. n. Asliam-Capell (1940)

Mrs. Raraola Siiiha (1947)

A C. Banerjee (1947)

8. Singh Roy (1940)

Mrs. S. Chaudhury (1940)

D. N. Sinha (1945)

8. N. Bhattacharya (1940)

J. A ithen

G. Galstaun (1920)

M. Fouchet (1940)

Mrs. Rita Ray (1945)

II. P. Ganeriwala (1945)

P. K. Goopta (1946)

K. Khandelwal (1945)

T. G. May (1945)

Sir D. Cumberbatch (1940)

F. R. Qoadby (1946)

21
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S. A. Das (1944)

Sir B- P. Singh Roy (1940)
E. H. Shntlloworth (194G)

G. B. Heclley (1915)

11. 1). Ivhandewal (191G)

Rev. C. F. Ball (1944)
Ramablmdrau (1943)

Is. R. Das Gupta (194G)

D- Sohluiiiberger (194G)

W. I'aneja (1947)

L. L. llodsou (1940)

P. Korton Jones (194G)

II. P. Bagaria (194-5)

IT. S. Rao (1945)

K. ]V. Mukherjee (194G)

K. B. Roy (1945)

Sashi Bbusan Mandal (194G)

Aniiya Kumar Ganguli (1945)

Arun Ganguli (1945)

H. F. Mooney (194G)

C. 0. Tattersall (194G)

T. N. Banerjea (1940;

Win. C. Patton (1947)

J. H. O’llagan (194G)

M. Gupta (1947)

Raja B. N. Ray Chowdliury of Santo.sh (1945)

Thomas S. Bloodworth, Jr. (1947)

R. L. C. Footit (1945)

0. R. Slonor (1947)

By Dk.ith.

Ordiunri/ Members.

P. K. Day (1940)
Niebolas Roerieb (L.M., 192.8)

Dr, B. M. Barua (O.F. 1948)

S- Das Gupta (1944)

Tit.-Col. Ambhuj Nath Bose (1930)
lion ble John Clough (,1931)

TINDER RTfLES 38

J. C- BJiattacliarya (5-8-43)

A. Ilramhachari (3-7-44)

Sir A. Chatterjee (27-10-15)

J. M. ChaudhUri (2-10-44)

llarigopal Chatterjee (2-10-44)

IJ. B. Chatterjee (5-3-45)

J. C. I)e (3-0-401

L- C. Finch (7-5-45)

11. M. A. Jlni (4-1-43)

P. D. Low (2-4-45)

G. II. Mason (5-3-45)

Hariram Patel (2-8-44)



1949] MedaUutg m
K. R. Snvarjn (5-3-43)

Mowdadoor Rahman (2-4-45)

UNDER RULES R)

A. E R. Bruce (4-3-40)

Iv. C. Mahindra (8-2-24)

J. R. K. Modi (1-11.2(5)

D- I. Poleman (3-G-40)

MEDALLISTS

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL AND CASD

Recipients.

J893 Chandra Kanta Basu.

1895 Yati Bhusaiia Bhadiiri.

189() Jnan Saran Chakravarti.

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar.

1904 Sarasi Lai Sarkar.

Siirendra Nath Maitra-

1907 Akslioy Kumar Mazumdar.
19J 1 Jitendra Nuth Rakshit,

Jitendra Mohan Datta.

1913 Rasik Lai Datta.

Saradakanta Oan^^uly.

Nageiidra Chandra Nag*.

Nilratan Dhar.

19LS Bihhutibhushan Duita.

1919 Jiianeiulra Chandra Ghosh.

1922 Abaui Bhusnn Datta.

1923 Bhailal M. Amin.
192(5 Bidhu Bhusan Ray.
1927 Kalij)ada Biswas.

1931 T. C. N. Singh.

1932 P. N. DuvS-Gupta.

1933 Nirmal Kumar Sen.

1934 D. Roy Chowdhury.
1935 Kalipada Biswas.

1937 Pulin Behari Sarkar.

1939 P. K. Chatterjee.

1941 M. C. Nath.
19h< S. K. Chakravarti.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL JtEDAL

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green.

1903 Sir Ronald Ross, Kt., K-C.B., K.C M.G., M.R C.S., E.R.C S.,

D.P.H., LL.D ., D.Sc., M.D., F.R.S.

1905 D. D* Cunuingham, C.I‘Ih, F-B
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190r A. w. AJcodc, C.I.E., M B., LL.t)., F.R.S
1909 Sir David Prain. Kt., C.I E., O.M.G-, M.A., M.B., LL.D-,

F.R.S.E., F.L.S., F.Z.S., M.R.I.A., F.R.S.
1911 Carl Diener.
1913 William Glen Liston, C.I.E., M.D., D.P.H.
1915 ,T. S- Gamble, C.I.E., M.A., F-R-S.
1917 n. H. Godwin-Austen, F.R S., F ifi.S., F.R G S.

1919 N. Annandalc, C.I.E., D-Sc., C.M.Z S., F.L.S-, F.RS.
1921 Sir Leonard Rogers, Kx., C.I.E.. M.D., B.S., F.R C P., F.R C S.,

F.R.S.
1923 Sir Samuel Cbristopbers, Kt., C I.E., O-BE., F.R.S-, M.B-
1925 J. Stephenson, C.I E. B-Se-, M.B.. Cb-B-. F.R S., F.R.C.S.,

F R S E
1927 S. W.’Kemp, B.A., D.So., F-R.S-, F.R.A.S-B.
1929 Sir Albert Howard, Kt., C.T-E.. M A.
1931 R. B. S- Sewell, C I.E-, M.A., Sc.D., M.R.C.S-, L.R C.P.,

F.Z.S., F.L-S., F.R.A.S.B., F.R S.

1933 R. Row, O-B.E., D.Sc-
1935 B. Sahni, M.A., Se.D., U.Sc., F.G.S., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B.
1937 Sir R. K- Chopra, Kt., C.I.E., M.A., M-D., F R.A.S.B.
1939 Sir R. McCarrison, Kt., C.T.E., M.l)., D.St-., F.R.C.P., LL.J).,

K.II.P.
1941 Sir David Prain, Kt., C.M.G., C.I.E., M.A., LL.l)., F.R.S. E.,

F.R S., F.L.S.
,
F.Z.S., M.R-T.A.

1943 Rai Sir IJ. N. Brabmachari Bahadur, Kt., M.A., M D., Ph-D.,
F.S.M.F., F.R.A.S-B.

1945 Hem Singh Prutbi, M.Sc-, Ph.D-, Sc.D. (Cantab.), F.N.I-,
F.R.A.S.B.

1947 Rai Bahadur K. C. Mehta, M.Sc., Ph.D., Sc.D. (Cantab.)

1947 SIR WILLIAM .lONKS MEMORIAL MEDAL
Recipients.

1927 Sir Malcolm Watson, Kt.. Ll.D-, M.D., C.M., D.P-H.
1928 Sir George A- Grierson, K.C.I.E., O.M-, Ph.D., D-Litt., Ll.D-,

F.B.A.
1930 Felix H. D’Herelle.
1932 C. Snouclc Hurgronje.
1934 Rai Sir U. N- Brahmaehari Bahadur, Kt., M.A-, M.D., Ph.D.,

F.S.M.F., F.R.A.S.B.
1937 A. J. Wensinck.
1940 Sir Prafulla Chandra Ray, Kt., C I.E., D Sc., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I-
1943 Sir S. Radhakrishnan, Kt.. M.A., D Litt., F-B.A.
1947 Prof. M. N. Saha, D.So., F.R.S.

ANNANDALE MEMORIAL MEDAL
1930 Charles Gabriel Seligman, M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S.
1933 Eugene Dubois-

1936 John Heniy Hutton, C.I.E., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.S.B.



1940] Medallhts iC5

1939
1942

1945

Frunk Weidenreicli.

B. S. Guha, M.A.. A.M., F.N.T., F.R.A.S.B.
B.. B. S. Seymour Sewell, Lt.-Col., C.D.E., M.A., Sc.D. (Cantab),

M.E.C.S., L.R.C.l*., F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.E.S, F.E.A.S.B, F.N.D.

JOY GOBIND lAW MEMOEIAL MEDAL

EecII’IESTS.

1929 Mux Weber.
1932 Ernst J. 0. llurlert, Pb.D.
1935 Leo Semenowitcb Bprjj.

... -

1938 Baini Prasad, O.B.E., J).Sc., F.Z.S., F.E.S.E.. F.H.A.S B.

1941 Iv. N. Bahl, D.Sc., D.Phil., F.N.I., F.E.A.S.B.

1944 S. L. TTora. P S. ., F.Z.S.. F.E.S.E., F.N.T. . F R.A.S.B.

PA PL JOIIANNIOS BEFIlfr MfItOEIAL MEDAL

Recipients.

1931 Etliell..‘rl Blatter. S.J.

1934 Isaac Ilenrv Burkill, M.A.
li)38 Sir David Prain, Kt., F.E.S.

1942 R. B. G. N. Eaiigaswami Avvaiigar, F.N.I.

1944 N. L. Bor, D.Sc.

1947 Prof. S. E. Bose, :M.A., Ph.D., F.N.I.

INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS MEDAL, CALCUTTA
1935 Meghnad Salia. D.Sc., F.E.S., F.E.A.S.B.
1938 Sir James 11. Jeans, D.Sc., Se.l)., Ll.D., F.I.C., F.E.S.

PEAMATTTA NATH BOSE MEMORIAL MEDAL

Eeciment.s.

1943 Sir Lewis L. Fernior, Kt., F.E.S.
1947 D. N. Wadia, M.A., B.Sc., F.E.G.S., F.E.A.S.B., F.N,I.

DE. BIMALA CHURN LAW GOLD MEDAL
Recipients.

1943 Suniti Kumar Clialterji, M.A., D.Litt., F.R.A.S.B.
1944 D. R. Bhandarkar, M A.. Ph.D., F.E.A.S.B.
1945 Percy Brown, M.B.E., A.R.C.A., F.E.A.S.B.
1940 Sir John Marshall, C.I.E.,

1947 Dr. B. M. Barica, M.A., Ph.D.

SARAT CHANDRA ROY MEMORIAL MEDAI<
Excipients.

1944 Terrier Elwin, D.Sc,, F.N.I..

1945 J. P. Mills, C.I.E.. I.n.S.» F.E.A.S.B.
1946 W. V. Grigson, I.C.S.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ORDINARY MONTHLY
MEETINGS, 1948

Monday
f
the 6th January^ 1948^ at 6-30 p-m.

Present :

Dr, B C Law, M.A., BL., Ph.D., D.Liit., F.B.A.S.B,, FJLG,S.
President, in the Chair.

Mfin hers :

A^rawal, Mr. B. M.
;
Bhattacliarya, Mr. N. C.; BloodAVortli, Mr.

1\ S.; Chakravarty, Mr. D. C. ;
Chakravarty, Mr. P. ; Das, Mr. J. N.;

Das Gupta, Mr. 1\ ;
Guha, Mr. D.; Gupta, Mr. A. K.; Ishaque, Dr.

M.
;
Moliiyuddin, Dr. A, 11. M.; Mookcrjea, Mr. A-; Boy, Dr. Nihar-

raiijaii; Saha, Dr. M. N.; VVaddiiij^ton, Mr. 11.

and others.

At the outset Mr. B. M. Af»rawal, on belialf of the Society,

offered hearty eonf^ra filiations to the President, Dr. Biniala

Churn I^aw for the conferment upon him of a Doctorate of liitera-

ture {Honoris Causa) by the Allahabad University on tlie occasion

of the Silver Jubilee Celebrations of its foundation.

The ni airman, on behalf of the Society, offered hearty congra-

tulations to Dr. W. D. West, President-elect of the Society for

1948, on the conferment upon him of the distinction of C.I.E. by
Ilis Majesty the King, on the New Year’s Day.

The minutes of the last meeting, held on 1st December, 1947,

were then read and confirmed.

The General Secretary reported the presentation of the follow-

ing books received in November which were exhibited:—
lihattacharjif H,—Hand-book of Sugar and Our Industry,

Calcutta, 1947. (Presented hy the anthor,)

Bhattacharji, Hj—^An Improved method of making Sugar-

candy (witli Special reference to Palm-candy or Tal-MisriV

Calcutta, 1947, (Presented hy the author*)

Bloch, Jnles.—Structure Grammaicale des Ij^ngnes Dravi

diennes. Paris, 1946. (Presented hy the Ministere de TJEducation

NationalSy Paris,)

Dharma-samuccaya, I-IV (Pt. 1). Paris, 1946. (Presented hy

the Ministere dc TJEducation Nationale, Paris),

Chakravarti, P. B,—Chota Nagpur Raj. Ranchi. (Presented hy

the author,)

Pithawalla, M, B,—^I^ocation of the original Aryan Home and

other Early Aryan Settlements. Karachi, 1946. (Presented hy the

author.)
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iiwami Sadananda.—Pancutirtha. Calcutta, 194G. {Vresented hy
the author^)

Swavii Balidwipa. Calcutta, 1944. {Presented hy
the author,)

Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs,—Denmark, 1947. {Present*
ed hy the Danish Government Trade Commissioner in India.)

Gadre, A. S,—Arcluieoloji^y in Barodu (1934-47). Baroda, 1947,
{Presented by the Director of Archaeology

^
Baroda.)

Royal Society—Newton Tercentenary Celebrations, July 1946.
London, 1947. {Presented, hy the Royal Society,)

Les Prir iVohel en W4d.—Slockliohn, 1947. {Presented by the
author,)

The (jeneral Secretary then submitted the following reports and
communications from the Council.

1. 11.E. the (ioveriior-Ceneral of the Pakistan Dominion regrets

his inability to be the patron of the Societ}^ on the ground that
it is a provincial organisation.

2. The Council nominated Dr. It. C. Majumdar, Vice-President lo

represent the Society on the Advisory Board of Archaeology in

India, in place of the Hon’ble Mr. Justice N. G- A. Edgley, Kt.

3. The Council nominated Mr. M. Mohibbul Hasan Khan, M.A.
to represent the Society on the Indian Historical llecords Com-
mission (Publication Section) tor a period of five years with effect

from 1947.

The following loss of membership, since the last meeting, was
reported :

—
(A) By deaths:—

(1)

Sir Albert Howard (A Life Member, P)23; An Ord. Eellow,

1929).

(B) By resignation;—
(1) P, E. A. Johnson-Marshall (An Ord. Member, 1943).

The undermentioned lapses of Election ixndcr Rule 9 were re-

ported :
—

(1) A. K. Mathur (Elected on 1-9-47).

(2) Ali Ahmed (Elected on 1-9-47).

(3) P. K. vSur (Elected on 1-9-47).

J ’ - ifl' I'l ‘ I

'

Mr. B. M. Agrawal gave notice of the following motion to be

moved at the next Monthly Meeting under Rule 47-<l:—
"'That the Council prepare a scheme for pushing the sales of the

Society\>i publications and put up such scheme within two months

from date.^^ ,

The Chairman announced that the Council recommended the

election of Dr. D. R. Bhanderkar, M.A., Ph.D., ER.A.S.B., as an
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Honorary Fellow of the Society as prescribed in Riiile 13 and stated
the grounds on which the recommendation was made.

The President announced that, in accordance with Kule 38, the
names of the following Ordinary Members would be suspended as

defaulters within the Society’s building to be removed from the
Society’s registers for non-payment, unless tlie amount due was paid
before the next Ordinary Monthly Meeting in February, 1948:—

’

J. F. Bagnall.

2. J. 0. Bhattacharya.
3- Asutosh Bharmachari.
4. Sir Atul Chatterjee.

5. Ashoke Chatterjee.

G. P. Claque.
7. J. M. Chaudhuri,
8. B. It. Chatterjee.

9. K* K. Chatterji.

10. H. Gr. Chatterjee.

11. B. B. Chatterjee.

12. J. C. Do.
13. S. L. Dugar*
14. L. C. Finch.

The following papers were read :
—

(1) Bimalu Churn Law .—Mithildj an onelent City.

An attempt has been nuulc here to present a short accovtib of the
ancient city of Miihila, the well-known capital of Videha. The in-

formation has been yatlicred from all available sources, Brahrtumical,
Jam, and Buddhist. Videha once a very powerful kingdom rose into

importance and flourished side by side with Kasi and Kosala, Kvru
and Pancala. Videha as a kingdom does not find mention in the
Rigveda. The Satapatha Brahviana alone speaks of the past glory of
the ancient kings of Mithila, particularly of its jjldlosopher king
Janaka, and great Brahmin philosopher Yajnavalka. It tells vs that
Mathava Videgha %vas the first king of Videha. Buddhist legends
mention Makhadeva or Maghadeva as the first king, who was the pro-

genitor of the long line of the Janakas. The first Janaka from whom
the dynasty took its name was the third king of the family, the son of
Nimi and grandson of Makhadeva. The Ramayana traces the dynasty
from Nimi whose son wa^ Mithi and grandson, Janaka the first. The
royal house of Janaka of Miihila was matrivwnially connected with
that of Dasaratha of Ayodhya. Janaka, the foster father of Sita, is

known as Siradhvaja Janaka. The Mahahharata and Jatakas pay
high tribute to Janaka who was the greatest among the Janakas*
The Videhan kings earned their reputation as mmeh for their learning,
good rule, and promotion of the cause of religion and culture, as for
the great example of renunciation set by them. The Janaka was one

of the Iksvaku lines of Ksatriyas of the solar recce. In the Jatakas
and other te^rts we have mention of a few oilier kings of Videha-
Mithila under the Pala rulers came to be included in Tirabhukti
{modern Tirhut) below Nepal, This is indeed the ancient location

of Mithila as found in the Mahahharata. Mithila never ceased to he

15. H. C. Gupta.
10. li. M. A. Uai.
17. P. D. Low.
18. J. C. Mukherji.
19. G. II. Mason.
20. Sir Iv. Nazimuddin.
21. IT. It. Pntel.

22. B- N. Itay Chaudhuri,
23. M. Itahman.
2i. M. Shariff.

25. K. It. Savaria.

20. P. K. Subramaiiiyam.
27. II. G. Waight.
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an important seat of Brahmanism and Brahmanical learning, and it

maintained this position np to a late period of liidian history,

(2) Devaprasad Guha.—Metres in the Jafakas—Catukkanipata,

An attempt has been made in this paper to nuike a critical analysis

of the metres in the verses iff the catukkanipata of the Jatakas, The
stanzas, two hundred, in number, have been broadly divided into two
groups, viz. dimeter and trimeter. The dimeter verses have been sub-
divided info four main sub-groups, viz, pure anustubh, mahapankti,
pure, and. irregular epic anustubh. The trimeter includes in it the
two 'main varieties of tristubh and jagafi. Besides, there is a mis-
cellaneous section which includes stanzas that do not come under the
classes 'mentioned, above. The paper also contains some relevant

general observations on the points discussed. A few table are Sup-
plied' to indicate, the frequency of rhythms in the dimeter verses,

Tlie (diaiiiiian ilieii aimounced that the Annual Meeting of the
Society would be held on Monday, the 2nd February at 4 p.m.

Monday 2nd February, 104S, immediately after the adjournment

of the Annual Meeting'

Present ;

Dr. S. L. Horn, Vice-President (in the Chair).

Members :

Agrawal, Mr. B, M.
;
Baner jee. Dr. T. N.

;
Biswas, Dr. K.

;

Goadby,
Maj. Gen. F. II. L. ;

llabibuUab, Dr. A. B. M.
; Job, Dr. T. J.; Nag,

Dr. K.; Saraswali, Mr. S. K.; Sondbi, Mr. Y. P.

and others*

At the outset, the Chairman announced that a national tragedy to

India had hapi)ened on account of ih(3 death of Mahatma Gandhi.

He then passed 11) e following condolence resolution on behalf of the

Society, all present standing:

“Few iricn liftvc woihlcd so inoui<*ntotis nn influence on the history of our times as

late MahatTna (hindlu who strove for tlio indepcndeiieo of India, llis deep humanity,
prohrtuidly reli^Mt)Us nat\uc, clear vision and tenacity awoke in the oppressed people

of IiuUji. a sense of their d dignity ami a resolution to strive for their independence.

“The SiK'iety places on record its ppoat sorrow at the demise of Mahatma Gandhi
who throuKhout^ his life struggled for the independence of India and attained it

for its people”.

The Chairman then adjourned the meeting to the ICth February.

1948 to ho held inunediately after the adjournment of the Annual
Meeting.

22
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An Ordinary Monthly Meeting {adjourned, from 2nd February) of
the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal was held on Monday, the l€th
February, 1948, immediately after the termination of the Annual
Meeting.

Present :

13r. Biinalu Cliurn Law (Vice-President) in the Chair.

Members :

Agrawal, Mr. B. M.; Bagchi, l)r. K. N.; Barua, Dr. B. M.; Basu,
Mr. Jna; Batia, Mr. 0. M.

;
Chakravarty, Mr. P.; Chanda, Mr. A. K.

Das-(inpta, Dr. C. C.
;
Edgley, Sir Norman; Eawcus, Mr. L. 11. ;

(iuha,
Mr.^D.; Mukherji, II. B. B.; Trivedi, Mr. V. Jk

;
Vendantaiirtha,

Mr. N. C.; and others.

The minutes of tlie last meeting held on the 5ih January, BM8
were confirmed.

At the outset the General Secretary submitted to the meeting a
requisition, signed by 8 Ordinary Members that the following names
of candidates for membership be suspended in terms of Rule No. 5:—

(1) Ghosh, Suhodh Kumar, M.S(‘. (Cal.), Ilai Bahadur, 5-P-14Q
Middle Road, Entally, Calcutta.

Proposer X K. N. Bagchi. Seconder: II. Waddington.

(2) Bhaduri^ Jnnnendra Lai, D.Sc. (Edin.), Lecturer in Zoology,
University of Calcutta, 10/2, Abinash Mitra Lane, Calcutta G.

Proposer: S. C. Law- Seconder: B. C. Law.

(3) Khaitan, Mrs, Kuviudini, B.A., ‘Debikay\ 25 Ballyguugo
Circular Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: K, P. Khaitan. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(4) Khaitan, Rudrannrayan, B.Com., ‘Debikay’,
,
25 Ballygunge

Circular Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: K. P. Khaitan. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(5) Mehra, Pratap Narain, M.A., Late Lecturer St. Stephen's

College, Delhi 1211 Park Street, Calcutta-

Proposer: A. N. Sen. Seconder: N. Ray.

(G) Mukherji, Sachindra Nath, L.E., (Benares), A.I.E.E. (Lond.),

Committee Member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers (Tion-

don) (Overseas Branch), Electrical Engineer, Senior Technical

Assistant, Government Test House, Alipore; P. 18 Lake Road,
Calcutta 29.

Proposer: K. N- Bagchi. Seconder: R, C. Majumdar.

(7) Khaitan, G, P,, Merchant, 1 Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Proposer: K. P. Khaitan. Seconder: K. N. Bagyhi.
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(8) Surma, Miss Jyotmnoyce, M.A. (Chicago), Ph.D. (Chicago),
Social Anthropologist, Sarmu House, Sahapur P.O., Behala, Calcutta.

lyoposer: 13. S. Guha. Seconder: Miss. U. Chowdhury.
The Chairman j)asse(l an order accordingly.

The General Secretary announced the following* loss of member-
ship :

—
(a) Deaths :

(2) r. K. Hey

(h) Resignations :

(2) r. K. Hey
(8) I. A. Clark

(4) Subodh Ch. Bose
(5) G. (}. Brajiklin

(H) M. N. Hutt
(7) Eaqir Molianiined
((S) M. Jl. Kasha iii

(f)) Sunny (TU])ia

(10) A. S. M. Akram
(11) J. C. He

Tlie (Chairman aiiuounc

following names would be
Society :

—
(I) A- E. R. Bruce.

(2) K. C. Mahindra.
(3) J. E. K. Modi.

(4) U, I. Poleman.

(An Ordinary Member, lt)4(i)*

(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary
(An Ordinary

•ed that in accordance
removed from the Member's list of the

Member, 1940).

Member, 1945).

Membf*r, 1940).

Member, 1945).

Member, 1945).

Member, 1940).

Member, 1945).

Member, 1940).

Member, 1945).

Member, 1929).

with Rule 40, the

Til accordance with Rule 13, the Chairman called for a ballot for

(lie election as an Honorary Fellow of ihe Society of Hr. I). R
Bhandarkar, M.A., Ph.H., whovse name had been proposed for election

at the last Ordinary Monthly Meeting.

The Chairman announced the result of the ballot for the election

of the Honorary Fellow, and declared tlrat the candidate had been
duly elected.

Monday, the 1st March, 194S, at 5-30 p,m.

Present

:

Hr. W, H. West President, in the Chair,

Members:

Agrawal, T. N.
;
Banerjee, J. N.; Basu, Jna.; Bhattacharyya, Tf.

C.; Chakravarti, P, B.; Has, J. N.; Has, Sudhir R. ;
Has, Tarak

Chandra; Ganguli, K. K.; Guha, Bevaprasad; Gupta, 0. S.; Gupta,

P. C. ;
Job, T. J.

;
Majumdar, R. F. ; Mallya, B. G. ;

Menon, P. M. G.

;

Mitra, Miss E.; Mitra, P. C.; Mukerji, P. C.; Ray. Niharranjan;

Ray, S.; Saraswati, S. K.; Sen, A. K. ;
Trivedi, Y. P,

and others and 6 visitors,
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The General Secretary read the minutes of the last Ordinary
Monthly Meeting held on Monday, the Kdh February, 1948 for con-

firmation. '

Dr. A. K. Sen, on a point of order, moved that the minutes of the
last Annual General Meeting, of the adjourned Extraordinary Gene-
ral Meeting held in 1947, of the Ordinary Monthly Meeting' held on
the 2nd February, 1948, and of the Extraordinary General Meeting-
held on the 23rd February, 1948, should first be read and confirmed.

After some discussion, the President ruled that the minutes of an
Annual General Meeting should ordinarily be confirmed at the next
Annual General Meeting, and that the minutes of a meeting which
stands adjourned cannot be read until the meeting is comjdeted. Dr.
Sen agreed, however, that as the Bub's Avere not clear on the point,

and to meet the wdshes of the meiifibers present, Iho minutes of the

last Annual General Meeting might be read and confirmed at the next
Ordinary Monthly Meeting.

On an objection being raised by a meniber that the minutes of tin*

last Ordinary Monthly Meeting wore incomplete, the President took

the vote of the house as to wdiether the confirmation of the minutes
should be postponed to the next Ordinary Monthly Meeting. This
was unanimously agreed to.

The General Secretary reported the receipt of the following ])re-

sentation of books received during December 1947 and January lf)48:

Nahata, Agarclumdra anti BhamharlaL—Yuga])radhana vSri Jina-

datta Suri. Calcutta. {Preaenfed hij the authors.)

Sankaram, A.—Descriptive Catalogue of Kannada Manuscripts,
Government Oriental Manu8cri]>ts Library. Madras, Yol. TV, 1949.

(Presented hy the Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras.)

Vedantatirtha. N* C, (ed ).—Kusumanjulikarika. Asiitosh Sanskrit

Series, No. 2. {Presented hy the Editor.)

The following candidates were ballottcd for election as Ordinary
Members

:

(1) Ghosh
^
Suhodh Kvm/ir, M.Sc. (Cal.\ llai Banbadur, 5-P-14K

Middle Road, Entally, Calcutta.

Proposer'. K. N. Bagclii. Seconder: H. Waddington.

(2) Bhaduri, Jnanendrn Lai. D.Sc., (Edin.L Lecturer in Zoology.

University of Calcutta, 10/2, Abinasb Mitra Lane, Calcutta 6.

Proposer: S. C. Law, Seconder: B. C. Law.

(3) Khaitan^ Mrs. Kumudiniy B.A., ‘Debikay’^ 25 Ballygiinge

Circular Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: K- P. Khaitan. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(4^ Khaitan
y
Rudranarayan, B.Com., ‘Debikay% 25 Ballygunge

Cimtlar Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: K. P. Khaitan. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(5) Mehra^ Pratap Narain, M.A., formerly Lecturer St. Stephen’s

College, Delhi, 12^ Park Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: A, N. Sen. Seconder: N* Ray.
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(G) Mukhcrjiy Sachindm Nath^ L.E. (Benares), A.I.E.E. (Lond.)
Committee Member of the Institution of Eleeiric’al Engineers (Lon-
don) (Overseas Branch), Electrical Engineer, Senior Technical Assis-
tant, ‘Government Test House, Alipore; P. 18 Lake Hoad, Calcutta 29.

Proposer: K. N. Bagclii. Seconder: B. C. Majumdar.

(7) Kliaitan, G. P, Merchant, 1 Coinniercial Building^s, Calcutta.
i^roposer: K. P. Kliaitan. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(8) Sorma, Miss J potirnio^ee, M.A. (Chicago), Ph.D- (Chicago),
Social Anthropologist, Sarnia House, Sahapur P.O., Behala, Calcutta.

Proposer: B. S. (hiha. Seconder: Miss V, Cbowdhury.

(!)) IJe, Svshil Kumar, M.A., B.L., (Cal.), U.Litt. (Lond.),

E.ll.A.S., Formerly Professor and Head of the Hepartment of Sans-
krit, Dacca University; 19A Chaudliuri Lane, Shainbazar, Calcutta.

Proposer: B. C. Law, Seconder: N. C. Law.

(10) Uddin, Sf/ed Muham mad Imam, M.A., Leciurer, Tslaniia

(k)llegc; 22, Daftar Bagh, P.O. Belgachia, Calcutta.

I^roposcr: V. B. Trivedi. Seconder: L. Sukul.

(11) Prakash, Om, M.A., LL.B., Kt‘search Scholar at Agra Col-

lege, Sundar Hotel, Agra.
Proposer: 1'. C. Raparia- Seconder: N. Tatia.

(12) Dai fa Ro}f, P. K,, M.Sc., Dr. Ing., F.N.I., Chemist, Geo-
logical Survey of India, 27 Chowi inghee, Calcutta.

Proposer: W. D. West,. Seconder: Y. P- Sondhi

Dr. N, Roy enquinal as to why four a]>i>lications for member-
shij) made on the 20th ISTovember. 1947, had been rejected, Dr. Sen
raised a ])oint of order as to whether the Council had any right to re-

ject a name proposed for nuinbershi]).

The President ruled that while the Coumil had the right to ap-

prove the name of a candidate, it had not the ])ower to reject names,

and he gave an assurance that lie would personally look into the cases

of candidates whose names had been rejected during the past two

years.

The following members gave notice of motions to be moved at th^

next Monthly Meeting under Rule 57(d):—
(1) Mr. B. M. Agrawal.

(2) Dr. A. K. Sen.

(3) Dr. N. Rav.
(4) Mr. T. C. Das.

(5) Mr. N. C. Bhattacharya

On Dr. A. K. Sen^s requevst that the Annual Report for 1947 be

discussed at the next Ordinary Monthly Meeting, the President

agreed to imdude it in the agenda of the next meeting.

The following loss of membership since the last meeting was re-

ported :
—

(A) By death:

3. Nicholas Roerich (A life Member since 1928).
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(Tu connection with the death of Dr. Nicholas Hocrich* it was
announced that Dr. S. K. Chatierji had l)e(3n requested to writes

an obituary notice- The meeting stood in silence as a mark of

respect to the deceased member).

(B) By resignations :

12. Bishop B. T. Badlev
13. II. II. Asham-Capell
14. Mrs. Bamola Sinha
lo. A. C. Banerjee

(An Ordinary Member, 1948).

(An Ordinary Member, 1940).

(An Ordinary Member, 1947).

(An Ordinary Member, 1947).

TI le following lapses of Election under Rule 9 were reported r
—

(1)

Mrs- B. Mukherjee (el(‘cted on 3-ll~47V

With regard to Rule 57(h), Dr. A. K. Sen expressed the view

that the word ‘communications* meant all eorresDondeuce received bv

th(? vSociety.

Tlie President ruled that 'coniinunications^ was not intended to

int'an all corresponden(‘e received by the Society.

Dr. N. Ray, asked for information regarding the ]>ublication of a

])aper by Dr. N. Tv. Sinha. The General Secretary stated tliat it had

been referred to an authoritv in the United Kingdom.

The President then read out the names of those candidates who

had been elected Ordinary Members, which were as follows:—
(1) Ghosh, Mr. Subodh Kumar.
(2) Bhaduri, Dr. Jnanendra Lai.

(3) Muldierji Mr. Sachindra Nath-

(4) Sarnia, Miss Jyotirinoyee.

(5) De, Dr. Sushil Kumar

As the hour was late, the President adjourned the meeting to 5-30

p.ni. on Wednesday, the 17th March, 1948.

The Adjourned Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal was held on Wednesday
,
the 17th March, 1948,

at 5A0 p.in.

Present :

Dr. W, D. West (President, in the Chair).

Memhers :

Agarwala, T. N.; Basil, J. P.
;
Bagchi, Dr. K. N.; Biswas, Dr. K.

P.; Chatterjee, P. C.; Das Gupta, Dr. C. C.; Gupta, 0. S.; Mukher-

jee, N. D.; Trivedi, V. B.

1. The Chairman requested Dr. C. C. Dasguptu to read summary

of the following paper:—
(1) Kalipada Mitra—4 Jaina Tale,—its Origin and Developments.
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In this paper, the author has related' a Jaina tale, entitled

*Kadarapinga-hatha-na]mm\ occurring in lJarisenaearya\s Brhat-
kathakosa. He has drawn attention to certain distinctive features
that are characteristic of the Jaina tales in the hook.

To speak of the Jaina tales is to presume that the Jaina themselves
ware the inventors of the talcs. But there are innumerable instances

to prove that the talcs were just taken from the current stock by the

different schools of ivritcrs, as for instance by the Buddhists in their

Jatakas and> Nikayas, arul utilized for their own purposes. If many
of the parables in Ramakrishna's Kallumirita are to he traced in the

Pali iMkayas and Jatakas, the same is the inference to he drawn with
regard, to the Jaina tales.

The Chairman thanked, Dr, Dasgupta for communicating the
paper of Mr* Kalipada Mitra,

Tlie following pupors wero taken as read as the authors were not
])reseiit :

—
(2) S. L- llora .—Sanskrit Names of Fish and their Significance,

The author discusses the meanings of 22 Sanskrit synonyms of

fish and, comes to the conclusion that the ancient Hindus were keen
naturalists and knew a, great deal about the external features and
habits of a variety of fresh water fishes of India, particularly of the

Jndo-Gangetic Plain,

^
(d) Bikash Basil .—Some Problems of Snow Surrey in the Eastern

Jlimalayas^

Monday, the bth April, 194S, at 5-30 p.m.

Present :

Sir B. Jj. Mitter (Viee-Bresident) in the Chair*

Members :

Bunerjee, Dr, J. N.; Bhaduri, Dr. J. L.; Bluittacharyya, N. C.;

Bose, Dr. J .K.
;
Burnian, D.

;
Chakravarty, Narendra Nath

;
Chatterjee,

(Mrs.) Bani
;
Chatterjee, Dr. S. K.

;
Das, J . N.

;
Das, S. R.

;
Das, T. C.

;

(iangtdy, K. Tv.; Garg, Ivamala Devi; Guha, D. P.; Guha, Dinesh

Chandra; Gupta, A. B.; Gupta, 0. S.; Gupta, P. C.; Hahibullali, Dr.

A. B. M.; Majumdar, A. K.; Majuiiidar, Dr. G. P.; Majumdar, Dr.

11. C.; Moliiyuddin, Dr. A. M.; Mookerjee, 11. P.; Mookerjee,

Mouotosh; Miikherji, B. B.; Hay, Dr. Nihar-ranjau.
;
Scliroff, M. L.

Sen, Dr. A. K.; Sen, Praiikumar; Sengupta, K. K.; Shaha, A. K.;

Sukul, L.; Trivedi, B.; Waddington, 11.
;

Ukil, Dr. A. C.;

ITpadhaynya, Hup Narain.

Visitors: Kar, R. C.

The Chairman called upon the General Secretary to read for con-

firmation the minutes of the Ordinary Monthly Meeting held on 2iid

February and ICth February, 1st March and 17th March, 1948.
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Dr. A..E. Sen: On n point of order, Dr. West, oiir President gave
an assurance at tlie last Montlily Meeting that minutes of the Annual
General Meeting shall also be placed at this meeting.

Chairman: All I can say on the point of order is that I have to

go by the agenda, and if any undertaking was given that undertaking
has nothing whatever to do with this meeting.

Dr. Sen: May 1 bring to your notice that the agenda of this meet-
ing does not contain the words—“Monthly Meeting’’ but only
“Minutes of the meetings?”

(xeneral Secretary then read minutes of Ordinary Monthly Meet
ing held on 16th February, which was adjourned from the 2nd
February, 1948.

Chairman: I take it that it is your i>leasiire that these minutes be
confirmed and signed.

Dr. Sen then invited the attention of tlic Chairman to liuls 57 e.

Chairman : My reading of the rules is that if the minutes have not

been taken down according to the rules it would certainly be a con-

travention of the liules, but if the minutes liave been taken down
according to the Rules, then all we are concerned about is that the

minutes be confirmed, and 1 take it is your pleasure that these niinufe^

should be confirmed and signed-

]he minutes of the Monthly Mccling held on 10th February,
which was adjourned from 2n<l February read out by the General
Secretary were then confirmed.

General Secretary then read the minutes of Annual General Meet-
ing of 10th February, adjourned from 2nd February.

Chairman: Is it youi* i)leasure that these minutes be confirmed?

Dr. Majumdar : I would suggest that the names of the scrutineers

be added to that. My reason for saying so is that something very

unusual took place, because a candidate himself was the scrutineer.

Well-known members of the Society were usually put in (charge of

the ballot boxes in previous years but this time we found the gentle-

man who was put in charge w^as unknown to the members, and en-

quiry showed that he was put there by the Zoological Department.

Chairman: I think the best course would be to record the views

of the members and then discuss the matter again here. The question

is, the minutes so far recorded seem to be correct and to which no

one takes objection. My submission to the meeting is, since the

minutes have been taken down according to the past practice, let us

confirm the minutes now and if anything is to be included in the

minutes, let a resolution be tabled and placed at the next Monthly
Meeting

General Secretary: The names of the scrutineers are already

there in the minutes.

. Dr. Sen : When some members who were asked to place the voting

papers in the ballot box raised the question why the ballot boxes

were not locked or sealed, the attention of the house was drawn to that

point. I would suggest that that should be recorded for future

guidance.
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Cliairmaii ; Tliat being an important mutter, I think it should be
recorded in the minutes that “attention was drawn to the fact that the
ballot boxes were not locked/’ Subject to that addition in the pro-
per place, the minutes should be confirmed.

(General Secretary then read minutes of Ordinary Monthly Meet-
ing held on 2ud February.

Chairman : I take it that it is your i)leasure that these minutes
be confirmed- Idle minutes were confirmed and signed.

General Secretary now reported the receipt of following books
presented to the Society in February 1948.

AIL Ahmed.—Banglu Kalami Puthir Vivaran, Pt. I. Noakhali,
li.F. 1354. {Pre.^ented by the Author.)

Harida.s Das.—Sri Sri Gaudiya Vaisnava-sahitya, ist Edn.
JNavadvipa, 4(i2 Chaitunyu Era. (Presented by the Author.)

Maliodevi Varttia.—Yama, 2nd Edn. Kitabistan, Allahabad, 1947.
(Presented by Aryavarta Sanskrit Sani^ad.)

Mahade v

i

Vo rnia.—Dipa-sikha . Kitabistan . A1 lahabad . 1942.
(Presented by Arya-varta Sanskrit Sam^ad.)

The following candidates were ballotted for election as Ordinary
members in addition to the names submitted for ballot last month;—

(10) Udditiy Syed AJ uhanunad Imam, M.A., Lecturer, Islamia
College. 22, Daftur 13agh, P.O. Belgaehia, Calcutta.

Proposer: Y. 13. Trivedi. Seconder: L. vSiikul.

(11) Prakash, Om, M.A., LL.13., liesearch Scholar at Agra Col-

lege, Agra.
Proposer: T. C. Raparia. Seconder: N. Tatia.

(12) Dutta Poy, R. K., M.Sc., Dr. Ing., F.N.I., Chemist Geo-
logical Survey of India, 27 Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Prf'poHr: \\ . ]). West. Seconder: V. P. Sondhi.

(13) Coates, Joseph. Geologist. The Burmah Oil Co. (I.C.), Ltd.,

11 Guru Saday Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta 19.

Proposer: 11. Waddington. Seconder \ W. D. West.

(14) Sinha, Sudhindra> Nath, Lt.-Col., M.B., Medical Practitioner

37-13, Ballygunge Place, Calcutta 19.

Proposer: S. C. Das. Seconder: A. K. Majumdar.

(15) Bose, Samarendra Nath, 22 Ballygunge Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Proposer: Sir Norman Edgley. Seconder: Sir S. M. Bose.

(10) Singh, Sarabjit, M.A., 13. L., Proprietor, Messrs. Jeet Bros.,

Engineers and Contractors, 72 Meredith Street. Calcuttii 13.

Proposer: T. C. Das, Seconder: A. K. Sen.

(17) Journot, Claude, Joint Cultural Adviser for France in India,

24 Park Mansions, Park Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: P. C. Bagchi. Seconder: S. K. Chatterji.

(18) Sharma, Satyu Deo, M.A., LL.B., Journalist, Representa-

tive ‘Bombay Chronicle’ and ‘National Herald’, 4 Goa Bagan Lane,

Calcutta 0.

Proposer: M. Isliaque. Seconder: W. D. West.

23
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Chairman: Now, as regards the next item, notices have been given
by more than five members that the election of the candidates, 14 to

18, be suspended for one month under Rule 5.

Dr. XJkil : Could no reason be given as to why they are suspended?

Chairman : The Rules do not ask for reasons.

The following members gave notices of motions to be moved at the
next meeting;—

(1) Dr. R. C. Majumdar.
(2) Mr. K. K. Ganguli.

(3) Mr. A. K, Majumdar.
(4) Mr. N. C. Bhattacharya.

(5) Dr. J. Iv. Bose.

(G) Dr. A. K, Sen.

Chairman : I rule that iastead of reading out notices of intended
motions, thereby taking up the time of the meeting, such notices be
handed over to the General Secretary for circulation among members
present.

The following motions, of which notices were given on 5-1-48 and
1-3-48 under Rule 57-e, were disjmsed olV:—

(1) Mr. B. M. Agarwal;

That the Council a scheiue for ^mshinfj the sales of the

Society\s publications and put up such scheme within two nwnths
from date.

Chairman: I have got a note from the office which, if I plac.e

before the meeting, will curtail this motion—“Stocktaking is being
(jarried out, and as soon as it is completed the Council will prepare a

scheme for pushing the sale of the Society's publications," So on
that, I think, the motion should stand over.

(2) Dr. A. K. Sen.

WhereaSy on the recommendation of the Special Enquiry Commit^
tee {LortAVilliams Committee)^ the Council of the R.A,SJJ. in 1939
made provision for transferring Its, 5,000 from the surplus funds, as

a result of considerable saving owing to the abolition of the post of
the paid General Secretary, to the Permanent Reserve Fund of the

Society,

Whereas, Rule 70 of the Society directs that 'All sums received

from Members as Compounding Fees shall be regularly invested by
the Treasurer as soon as possible after the receipt thereof, * * * * Such
investment shall form, and be treated as, pa/rt of the Permanent /2c-

serve Fund under Rule 67\
Whereas, the Council of the Society, at least since 1939, resolved

that the extraordinary Receipts of every year, by admission and
compotinding fees of Members and Institutional Membership Regis-
tration Fees, shall go to the Permanent Reserve Fund of the Society,

Whereas, since 1939, the Society has received by admission and
compounding fees and Institutional Membership Registration fees
Rs, 43,179 approximately.
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Whereas^ according to the Investment Account of the Society, the

Vermanent lieserve Fund of the Society in 1939 was Its, 2,54,200

(face voImc) and even in 1947, the same Fund stands at Bs. 2,54,200

(face value) only, instead of Us. 2,54,200 + Ks. 43,179 Rs, 5,000
appiwimately, showing that the Council and the Treasurer of the

Society have failed in discharging their duties according to Rules 4
and 70 of the Society,

And whereas, Rules 67, 69 and 70 of the Society taken together,

provide 'only interest accuring therefrom (i,e,, from that portion of
the Fermancnt Reserve Fund created^ hy the investment of flic Mem-
hers^ Compounding Fees) shall he considered, available for the general
expenditure of the Society',

And» whereas, the Council of the Society, at present, instead of re-

investing the annual interests accruing from the Perjiuinent Reserve
Fund of the Society, to the Permanent Reserve Fund are, illegally

and unconstitutionally utilizing them for the current ordinarg general
expenditure of the Society,

Tie it Resolved:

That the memhers of the R.A,S,li, at this inontlily general meet-

ing strongly disapjirrove of the irregular and unconstitntional actions

of the Council, Finance Committee and the Treasurer of the Society

regarding the Accounts and. Permanent Reserve Fund of the Society,

Resolved further that this meetimg do appoint a Special Enquiry
Committee of eleven resident members of file Society to go into the
Financial Administration of the Society and- to suggest ways and.

means, among others, for irnpravmg the financial position of the
Society.

Resolved further that the said Committee he requested to submit
its Report and Recommemdalions, with the ohservati<ms of the present

Finance Committee of the. Council of the Society thereon, to the June,

1948, Monthly Meeting of the Society, and

That five vwmhers should, form a quorum of the said Committee,

Chairman: It is more than resolution. My reading? is that the

preamble to the resolution will be taken in the sense of a speech and
the last portion, beginning from ‘‘Be it Resolved,” as the resolution.

Mr. Mookerjee : I suggest that this motion be sent to the Coun-
cil for discussing this item. At the last meeting of the Council most
of the members were new who had no information about the issues

referred to in the resolution, most of them who were there in 1939

have ceased to be members of the Council, and some of them are pre-

sent at this meeting this afternoon. It will be helpful if the Coun-
cil is associated and helped by these members to go into tlie matter

and find out as to how and to what extent there has been any devia-

tion from the rule.

I am not sure myself but I think on the material I have that on

the previous occasion there has been a technical violation of the rule,

but there has not been any appropriation of any amount in money
for the purposes for which it was not available.
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I shall just give you certain particulars which will at once clear

the situation. According to Rule 70, only the compounding fees re*

ceived from members are to be invested in Government papers and
transferred to permanent reserve. From 1940 io 1947 Rs. 14,000
odd had l>een received as compounding fees from members, and there

had been two investments, Rs. 5,000 in 3 per (*>eni Loan of 1951-54
and Rs. 10,000 in 3 per cent Defence Loan of 1953-55. Therefore,

the total amount received, Rs. 14,000, had been invested as required.

The two investments are shown in the Society\s investment account
as temporary reserve but may be shown from next year as permanent
reserve. The technical defect is that instead of showing it as perma-
nent reserve it has been shown under a separate head as tem])orary

reserve. Why it was so done and under what circumstances it was
done the present Council could not ascertain.

The difference between temporary reserve* and ])ermanent reserve is

that temporary reserve can be touched vear hv year under special

circumstances but permanent reserve can be tou(‘hed by a majority of

not less than three-fourths of the general body of members. The
rules of the ?>ociety do not lay down any such <*onditions for admis-

sion fees as in the case of compounding fees. The Council should

invest admission fees and any surjdus after meeting ihe ex])enses for

running the Society for a year.

I may add that the recent increase in the Dearness Allowance
which we had to agree to was occasioned because w(* tlumglif that tlie

members of the menial staff were not getting tlie minimum pay which
thev were entitled to get in these abnormal condiiions. Therefore,,

we had to agree to it, and the resolution aceepted bv the Council was
to the efFect that such increase would be granted with effeei, from tin'

1st of Tanuarv. It would have been impos^dhle for the Sociefv

to meet this high expense if it were not for the tem]>orarv grant of

Rs. 20,000 from the Central Government. The grant is onlv for

three vears. One year onlv remains. 1948-49 is tlie last vear of tlm

Central Government grant. The revsources or income of the Soc iety

will be very much less in the future.

T would, therefore, suggest that the resolution mav be moved,
if vou so decide, but it must not be in the form of an indictment as

drawn up and moved by Dr. Ren.

T would also suggest to Dr. Sen, if the resolution is to be pressed

at this stage, it should be referred to the Council for reporting to the

uext Monthly Meeting as to what action the Council should tahe.

Then, the very purpose for which the resolution is moved will be

served, and at the same time there will be no bad blood.

Dr. Sen: Mr. Mooheriee has explained the position of the office.

T want to explain mv position. My complaint is that most probably

the Finance Committee and the Council passed certain resolution bxit

it has not been given effect to bv the staff or bv the administrator,

because all these information and data which T have collected ar^

from the Annual Reports of the Society, published up to date and

which have been approved of by the Council and also bv the Finance

Committee. All the papers are there—the Annual Reports, the Ae^

counts and the Finance Committee’s Report. You will find that in
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1870 under the agreement made with the Government, the Council,
on behalf of the Society, accepted a sum of Its. 150,000 in lieu of the
a(^commodation which was originally assigned to the Society in the
new Museum Building.

Mr. Mookerjee : I would like to raise a point of order. I want
the mover to refer to the material which is in his ])ossession because
if he is referring to the material which does not appear here or to
new material, there may be no right of reply. In all fairness to him-
self and the members, he ought to give us material which is in his
po.ssession, so that he can have a right of reply.

Dr. Sen: Mr. Mookerjee has referred to a rule and said that only
com])ounding fees should be credited to the reserve fund. My point
is, since the inception of this fund and since 1870 all these items
which I have included in the r(\solution. all these extraordinary re-
(^eipts, as extraordin.ary expenditures have been credited to the Re-
serve Fund. T am drawing your attention to the Annual Report for
1947. There you will find the budget and also the financial condi-
tion.

Dr. Tikil: On a point of order, may I reejuest Dr. Seti to keep
all these materials for a special meeting of the Council when he may
be invited to place his materials before the Council for discussion, if

he is not satisfied with the action that the Council will take, let him
then bring the resolution to the meeting.

Dr. Sen: I have collected the facts from each and every Annual
Re])ort since 1937. You will get all these things in the hudge?t whiili
was ])laeed before tlu' Annual Meeting, and in the Annual Report
adojited hy the Council and plae^‘d hefon* the Annual Meeting.

I am ready to have this item adjourned to the next meeting of the

members of the Soeioty or even to two months, and in the meantime
let the Council go through these thing's and send us their points of

view.

Chairman: T attended a meeting of the Council where we made
all enquiries and it seemed that all the irregularities had been com-
mitted at the time by men wbo are not available now, so you could

not get any exi)lanation. Therefore, if you place the Council in

possession of all the facts which 5n)u have collected, certainly the

Council will go into the matter.

Dr. Sen : My point is, the Council had ample time to go through

all these things, because I gave notice a month ago.

Mr. Mookerjee: May T make another appeal to the mover? T

take it that the motion has been drawn up for really inviting cons-

tructive suggestions for correcting errors that might have been (*om-

mitted and for obviating the committing of mistakes in the future,

it I have read it correctly. Then, T would a])peal io the mover to

agree to send iJbis resolution to the Council for tlieir consideration

and wait for two months to see what action is taken by the Council.

Chairman : I go a little further and say that Dr. Sen should place

all the material which he has taken the trouble to collect before the

Council, so that the Council may go through it.
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Dr. Sen : This motion lias already been placed in the agenda. It

is for the house to decide.

Chairman: This matter will be taken up in July Monthly Meeting.

Dr. Sen : Therefore, I take it that it is adjourned for three months
and in the meantime the Council would go into the matter. I place

my services at the disposal of tlie Counc il and the Treasurer.

Mr. Mookerjee : T have great pleasure in reporting to you that

the movers of the motions all agree, subjec^t to confirmation

by the general body of members, that the resolutions be referred to

th(j Council for their consideration, and what I ])ropose is that each

one of these movers be invited by the Council to help them in going

througli each one of the matters brought up this evening before the

general body of members.

Chairman: This seems to be a sensible arrangement which, 1

hope, should be accepted.

Dr. Ukil : I support your proposal, but I should like to propose

that the movers be thanked.

Mr. Mookerjee : Then, it is my very great privilege to thank the

gentlemen who are taking such interest in the aifairs of the Society.

Chairman: Then, all the resolutions notice of which w^as given

in the last meeting will stand over till July Monthly Meeting.

Mr. Mookerjee : They are referred to the Council and the Council

will report with regard to the steps taken on each of these resolutions,

by the July Monthly Meeting of the Society.

The General Secretary reported the following (dianges made in

the constitution of the Council, since ihe last Ordinary Monthly

Meeting for confirmation under Rule 45.

Honorary Treasurer: Mr. II. P. Mookerjee, vice Mr. K. P.

Khaitan resigned.

Medical Secretary: Dr. A. C. Ilkil, vice Lt.-Col. C. L. Pasricha

absent from India.

This item was confirmed with acclamation.

The following loss of membership, since the last meeting, was

reported :
—

(a) By deaths :

(4) B. M. Barua. (Ordinary Member 1947 Ihdlow 1948).

(b) By resignation :

(lb) vS. Singh-Roy (An Ordinary Member 1940).

(17) Mrs. S. Chaudhury (An Ordinary Member 1946).

(18) D. N. Sinha ' (An Ordinary Member 1945).

(19) S. N. Bhattacharya (An Ordinary Member 1946).

(20) J. Aitken (An Ordinary Member 1946).

Dr. Roy: Sir, in consideration of the sad demise of Dr. Beni

Madhab Barua who had been elected Ordinary Fellow of the Society

only very recently, I propose that a suitable resolution be framed at
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this meeting offering our condolence to the bereaved family and
expressing our deep sense of the loss that we have sustained.

Chairman: Will you read the wording of the resolution to me?
I will ask the permission of the meeting to send a letter of condolence
to the bereaved family. (The meeting stood in silence as a mark of
respect to the memory of the deceased and it was decided to send a
letter of condolence to the bereaved family.

The General Secretary then reported for confirmation, under Rule
48-d, of increased D.A. of Rs. 10/- p.m. gTanted by the Council to

the members of the menial staff, Mr. Mookerjee explained that there
were now 29 Lower Grade employees and each of them was getting
a D.A. of Rs. 17, an int(5rim relief of Rs. 3/- from 1947, and now the
additional D.A. of Rs. 10 which make a total of Rs. 30 as D.A. That
is what the Special Committee suggested, and I may inform the meet-
ing that these employees have very gratefully accei)ted it.

A Member; Do the menial staff' come under the Provident Fund
scheme ?

Mr. Mookerjee: There are certain matters which are now under
the consideration of the Council, viz., the Leave Rules and Provident
Fund Rules. With regard to Leave Rules, we were of opinion that
the rules are not as we would like them to be. The Council have al-

ready taken steps to revise these rules. With regard to Provident
Fund, they are ready to allow the same privilege.

Dr. Roy ; Since the Ordinary Members have not the opportunity
of going through the proceedings of the Council, I would like to en-
quire in connection with an item or two. First, I would like to en-
quire if any portion of the Lort-Williams’ Committee Report has been
given effect to. I understand that the Superintendent of the Society

has been elevated to the position of Assistant Secretary. Is it in

pursuance of Lort Williams’ Committee Report or just a resolution

of the Council?

Dr. Sen : In the Annual Report for 1947 you will find that Mr.
P. 0. Matthai was placed in charge of the office, including general

publication. This requires the immediate sanction of the Monthly
Meeting and it has not been idacod before an Ordinaiy Monthly
Meeting, as laid down under the Rules.

Mr. Mookerjee ; That was done last year, and not this year.

Dr. Sen: In order to make my position clear, tind through you.

Sir, to Mr. Mookerjee, I would say that according to the rules the

abstract proceedings of the Council are supposed to be published in

the Year Book, but we have not yet got the Year Book of 1946. The
Ordinary Members were supplied with the Year Book of 1945. Now,
as regards the activities of the Society for 1946-47, we are in the

dark, but only in the Annual Report for 1947 do we find that the

Superintendent is placed in charge of the office as Assistant Secretary.

To enable the members to actively co-operate with the decision of

the Council it is meet and proper that the activities of the Society

be brought to the attention of the general body of members as soon

as possible and that a bulletin should be issued which would convey

the matters decided at the Council Meetings.
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Mr. Bhattacliarya : Wo do not object to the promotion of Mr.
Matthai nor we do object to the allowance being given to him but
what we do object to is that the matter was not reported to the Gene-
ral Meeting.

Tliere are a number of motions that I personally gave notice of.

I am 2)repared to have these motions forwarded to the Council. Ins-
tead of their appearing in the agenda the motion of which I gave
notice to-day would be sent to the Coum il,

The Chairman declared that Nos. 10, 11, and 13 have beeii duly
elected

:

The Chairman announced that as the author of the following

two papers are not present, the paper are taken as read:—
(1) Two Caries of atypical Development in Chick by Himadri

Kumar Mookerjee and Sivatosh Mookerjee.

Two cases of atypical development in chick have been described

,

The first case has a peevliar morphoyenetic architecture
^
having extra

pair of limbs and peculiarly distorted head. This specimen among
other features exhibits curious neural-cum-notochordal atypicality.

The second case is a conjoint twin, duplicity extending as far as the

upper beak. Except the lower beak and the sternum, all parts are

duplicate. The synsacral and the caudal regions offer many interest-

ing features. The probable developmental mechanisms of such ab-

normal embryos have been discussed.

(2) Cendozoa and 2oocecidia from India, by M. S. Mani.

This is mainly a nwnograph on gall-forming animals and animal-

produced galls from India.

The author has given brief notes on distribution
, habits and life

histories of about 200 species of Cecidozoa, 70 of which are either

new to science or are being recorded for the first time from India.

He has described altogether over 300 different kinds of galls whiclt,

however, are only a minute fraction of the total number of plant galls

and gall-forming organisms occurring in India.

In order to make the monograph useful to the botanist and zoolo-

gist alike, the author has dealt with the Zoocecidia and Cecidozoa

separately. As there is no comprehemive monograph in the English
language on general cecidology, the author, in the general part of

the paper, has summarizexl the results of his studies on morphology

,

physiology, biology, aetiology and teleology of galls. He has also

included a clajisified bibliography comprising over 500 serially num-
bered, titles and, has attempted to bring together some of the more
important of the much scattered literature on cecidology*

Since 1926 the author has been collecting plant galls practically

from all over India and studying the complex association of the cuni-

mals found in them. The bulk of these collections has been deposited

in the Zoological Survey of India.

The Chairman then called upon the houses to discuss the Annual
Report of 1947.

Dr. Sen : According to Rule 48(f), the Council is to submit to the

Qrdinary Annual Meeting a report on the general concerns of the
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Society. Such report shall set forth the income and expenditure of
the calendar year. The report shall also include an abstract of the
pro(jeedings of the Council during the year. That is the most im-
X>ortant point. Now, 1 have tried to go through all this, 1 mean the
Y^ear Book of the Society, and 1 have found that for the last 10 years
it has been the practice of the Council, before the lleport is submitted
to the Annual Meeting, to say that they ai)prove of it. In some cases
they say they approve of it, and in other cases they say they adopt it.

My submission is that this annual lleport should rather be submitted
to the (jeneral Body of Members, if we take the meaning of the
word “submit’’ is to surrender or present for consideration or de-
cision. Nowhere do 1 find that the Annual lleport is only presented
before the members without coming to a decision by the members.
That is ihe only time wlien the members of the So(‘iety are given the
opportunity to see whether the aims and objects of the Society are
carried out. That is the time when the Annual lleport is discussed
by the members at the Annual Meeting and then it is either to

be adox)ted or discussed. 1 raised these x)oints at jirevious meetings.
1 submitted that the Annual lleport required to be passed by the
members at ihe Annual Meeting. 1 have shown by referring to the
llules and llegulatioiis (»f the Society that the administrative direc-

tion and management of the Society have been entrusted to a Coun-
cil, or, in other words, the fundamental rights of the members have,
to a certain extemt, been delegated to the Council, but nowhere in

the statute will you tind that the jiassing of the budget or the x^assing

of the Annual Account has been delegated to the Council. Apart from
that x^oint £ submit that the Annual lleport for 1947 is incomplete,
as it does not contain the abstract x>roceedings of the Council for the
year 1947.

My next x>oint is that there are certain things which require the

attention of the Council. Take for instance, the nomination of

Patron. There is no provision in the llules and Regulations ol* the

Society for the api)oiiitment of x>utrons.

At my suggestion this Annual llex>ort is being discussed

here, and if you think that sufficient discussion has not taken x>hice,

then let us adjourn it. My x^oint is, previously, say, for five years

either the Viceroy became the patron or the Governor became tlni

Patron, but later on I find—^this year or last year—the Council asked
the Governor-General of Pakistan to become Patron which he refused.

Why shall we x^rox^ose sucli a thing without informing the general

body of members first? If you want to regularise a practice, or, ac-

cording to tradition, make either the Governor or Viceroy patron or

to have a general patronage of so and so, I think the time has come
when the Council should think whether they should have five or six

patrons or whether they can invite the Governor-General of Pakistan

to be a patron*

Chairman: Where do you find that he refused to become patron?

Dr. Sen : It was reported in one of the Monthly Meetings. The
next point, you will find, is, it is written that Associate Members are

to be 15, but from the report I find that at least four of them had
ceased to be Associate Members, because, according to the constitu-
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tioii. they are to be re-elected every five years. I am not against the

Council appointing the Superintendent, Assistant Secretary or doing
anything of that kind but what I am up against is that they should
have placed such matters before the general body of members for

their views first. Associate Members are elected or appointed on the

recommendation of the Council and these members are not apprised

of the lapse of their membership. People like Mr. P. C. Sen Gupta
and others ceased to be Associate Members of the Society due to our
own fault or the fault of our office. The Council should take imme-
diate steps to rectify the mistake of the office.

As regards Ordinary Members, I find that in previous years we
used to give in a nutshell the number of Ordinary members, resident

non-resident and absent members in our Annual Reports. Foreign
members who subscribed to this institution were given in the Year
Book as well as in the Annual Report.

Our Society is a registered body, I find it has been registered in

1870. The statute does not provide for institutional membership.
Their elections are, therefore, ultra vires. The Council has not done
anything to validate institutional membership. That is the opinion

of the Sub-Committee of your Council who are asked to frame rules

or amend the rules of the Society. 1 think the time has come when
the Council should rectify it.

At page 3 of the Report there is reference to Council making aj)-

pointmeiits. I raised the point in a Monthly Meeting that the Coun-
cil had no right to appoint office-bearers. I think it is better that

we employ the word “elected” in place of “appointed.”

No mention was made of the honour given to our Premier, Ur.
B. C. Roy who got a Uoctorate (Hons. Causa) of the Allahabad Uni-
versity. He is an old member of the Society and as such this fact

should have found a place in the Annual Report.

As regards the delegation of duty of the General Secretary to

Additional Secretaries, according to Rule 51, no such delegation has

been made. On the recommendation of the Council, resident mem-
bers are elected by the Council as General Secretary and Additional
Secretaries. An Additional Secretary works for furthering aims
and objects of the Association. Then it is meet and proper that this

additional secretary must be resident of Calcutta. What we find is

that some Additional Secretaries were Ordinary Members who were
not resident of Calcutta. I think tlio time has come when this should

be rectified. We find even members absent from the Council used
be recorded in the previous Year Books but for the last two years no
such mention has been made.

I happened to be the Sec^retary of the Scientific Advisory Board.
We passed certain resolutions and sent these resolutions to the Coun-
cil but we have not seen the resolution being given effect to by the
Council. Even resolutions as regards the arrangement forjdelivering

lectures here on the History of Medicine had not been given effect

to by the Council.

The next point I wanted to raise was regarding the appointment
of the Superintendent as Assistant Secretary. New members of the

Society are faced with a lot of difficulty. We tried to go through
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the Year Book for the last few years and we found the same person
sayinfif there was no need of paid General Secretary. They do awa^y
with paid General Secretary in Lort Williams’ Committee Report
and they recommended for paid Assistant Secretary and after two
years you find a paid vSecretary is appointed on a salary of Rs. 900/-
per mensem, and then again we find that we do away with that paid
Secretary and appoint a man as Assistant Secretary. We find from
the Year Book that Mr. Matthai^ when ho took charge of the Tiihrary,
was very active at that time. He prepared more or less an index of
2,000 to 3,000 Imoks. The attention of tlie Council was drawn to this
and the Council transferred him from the Tjibrary to the General
Office, and then Lort-William’s Committee Report recommended a
paid Assistant Secretary. Lort -Williams’ Committee said there must
he a well-paid Librarian instead of a mere Cataloguer. I have gone
through the manuscript section which comprises valuable manuscripts
ill Sanskrit from the Indian Museum. We paid more than Rs. 3,000
to Rs. 4,000 for tlie preparation of catalogues. All of a sudden we
stopped that. After two or three years they say it is no use having
this. Members of the Society are all busy people who have no time
to look through these matters, and that is why we have the Council
who are responsible for any recommendations they make.

Tliere seinns some sort of discontinuity in the activities of the
Council. The retiring Council have to nominate their suctcessors
There are always new members on the Counc il and there cannot be a

continuity of policy. The Riile provides that when a Council retire
they nominate their successors. I have taken statistics, and with
due respect to Mr. Mookerjee T find only four or five new blood. New
blood, because, some of tlie old members ceased io become members
of the Council after five or six years. My idea, therefore, is that
Council membershi]) is nu'ant onlv for arislocrais. I do not want to

g(» into other points, as T have framed certain resolulions on those
points. Regarding ]niblication, there is the same difficulty in pub-
lishing our books on a commercial basis. On the recommendation
of one Expert Committee consisting of senior members of the Council
one was placed solely in charge of the publication. After educating
him in the sale and other things, all of a sudden he goes away, and
instead of appointing another efficient man the office is asked to do
the needful. That is how we proceed with the work of the Society.

Now, T draw your attention to page 10 regarding a Librarian, and
T think that is one of the most important functions of the Society.

The ma(‘hinery of Library requires a thorough overhauling. As
regards the condition of the books, I shall invite the members of the

Council to come and have a look at the books and the manuscripts.

The other day I wanted to have an idea as to how the situation dove-

loped in our Society, and from the Library I took a book which con-

tained 160 years’ rules. T found that all these rules were taken out

and replaced by a few co])ies of new rules and regulations. That is

the condition of your Tiibrary. If. you want any book—at least that

was my unfortunate experience—^you are told it is not available

That goes not only for your books but for even our publications of

which you may not get complete volumes. We have not got our own
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binding department. We give to ouisiders valuable manuscripts and
other things. “"They cannot be <lepended upon.

As regards the manuscripts section, the news bulletin Avas, pub-
lished in 1946, and then, discontinued. AVe should start this again.
The last Year Book was published in 1945. In 1946 and 1947 the
members have been ke])t in the dark regarding the activities of the
Society. It is better that our Society follows the previous method
of reporting books actually published in a tabulated form with
page-marks and so on, as was done in 1945.

I find each and every report of the Society, since 1935 up to 1944,
was made up in a detailed form which made it possible for members,
without going through the audited a(‘counts, to visualise in a nut-
shell the actual financial position. It is not possible for us to fiml

this out from subsequent rej^orts.

On the Cultural Relation side, as you will see from my second

resolution on the appointment of a s])e(*ial (mfiuiry committee, since

1938 one enquiry committee is a])pointed i)ra(‘ii(‘ally every year to go
in detail into all these things. One year one Council ai)i)oints an
enquiry committee and another year another Council ai)poinis

another enquiry committee. The latest development is the Bai)at

Committee. I think the time has (*ome wlum I should really accept

the advice given by Mr. Mookerjee about difftTent sectional com-
mittees. I am not a good financier but you wall agree that tlie finance

of the Society is not at all in good shape. I drew attention of our

Treasurer to the way the sale of a particular publication to the trade

is being handled, which shows a loss of Rs. 6,600 to tlH‘ Society.

General Secretary: In this connection may T ])oinl out that when
tills thing was taken up and decided by the Scientific. Advisory Com-
mittee, Dr. vSen was at that time Secretary of the Scientifa* Advisory
Board, and the whole thing was discussed before him and he knew
all about it.

Dr. Sen: T am grateful to the General vSccretary to have drawn
attention to that. That is the ditlicultv. The OrdiiiJiry Members of

the Society have not had the opportunity of discussing it. If, later

on, all these annual reports were placed before the Annual General
Meeting of the Society and the Members commented on them, we
would have nothing to say. I raised all iliesc (juestions before. My
point is, if on each and every book we lose Es. 4 to 5, it is better not

to sell them to the trade.

Mr. Mookerjee: Has any book been published under that arrange-
ment P

Dr. Sen : Fortunately not, and our Treasurer should put an end
to such a thing.

I find in the list of members the name of the Anthroiiological

Secretary was not given. I want to be enlightened if the Council

decided that a person who is not present in Calcutta ought to be

Secretary, and if that is so, we welcome it.

General Secretary: It was jdaced before the Council and the

Council agreed that the additional secretary should be resident in

Calcutta.
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T)r^ Son: I inn not speaking* of 1948, J am speaking of 1947, and
in the agenda I find no mention of the name “Anthropological Secre-

tary, Dr. Guha”, and from the heginning, I told you, thivS was in-

complete.

Another thing is when the Permanent Library Fund was created

in 1930 it was decided tliat Government Papers should he bought and
each and every year interest to be refunded till we g(jt a total amount
of Its. 20,000, but though you will find from the accouni-ti. it is writ-

ten in some books and in the Annual Pei)ort that the total amount
])aid from the fund is Rs. 13,000, actually in the financial report

you will find that more than Ps. fi^tlOO has not yet ben invested, and.

thereby, we are losing interest of Rs. l.oOO, atcordiug to my cal-

culation. I suggest the Treasurer make a note of that.

Even in the case of some of <ln*se funds, for instance, the Sarat
Chandra Roy Fund, the (Council at iis meeting thought that the

award of tliis medal should bt* sto])ped. The widow of Mr. Sarat

Chandra Roy donated Rs. 4.000 to the Society ])lus Rs. 2o0 in cash.

^J'he Society invested this in 3 per C(‘ni V^ictory Loan, and it is only
getting an annual inlerest of Rs. 82 without Ixing made free froin

ineonie-tax. We are, therefore, losing 33 ])or cent interest. Tn

1947 W(' spent, you will find, Rs. 118 for tlie cost of the medal. Taken
at the rate of 3 ])(t cent it gives us Rs. 120 less -/4/-, i.e.. Rs. 119/12,
as tile annual iueome in interest. Even in 1917 the cost of the medal
was Rs. 118/3/3, Tt is th(‘ fault of the oHic<‘ that we have been

losing inter(‘st for the last four or five \ears. Tn the ease of Sir

William Toik's Medal, the (^nincil awarded tlie medal to the value
of Rs. 812/-, though the fund at its disjiosal was i^ractieally half.

Constitutionally the Council cannot stop the award of such a -medal as

the Sarat Chandra Roy’s Medal. AVith regard to B. C. Law Medal
Fund, whi(‘h earns an interest of 3 ])er cent, you are eommitt<*d to

award a gold medal to tin' value of Rs. 280. My ])oint is, it is not

always jiossihle for us to follow the policy laid down hy tlio Council.

You should act in such a manner as would he in the interest of the

memhers of the Society.

General Secretary: Regarding Sir AA^ilHam Tones’ Medal costing

more than Rs. 800, T will tell you why su(*h expense was incurred.

The medal was struck in TTis Majesty’s Mint, and contained 8i tolas

of gold as required now for casting in the die specially made for it,

and this die does not take less than 8 tolas. Such a medal would

naturally cost more than Rs. 800, and that was the reason why the

Council spend Rs. 844 for that medal, as (‘ompared with Teweller-

made medals, such as the medals for vSir P. C. Roy and Sir S. Radha-

krishnan, which cost about Rs. 242/- each. They hear no comparison

with the Mint made medals.

Dr. Sen ; On the question of presentation it is not the monetary

value of the medal that matters. Even a bronze medal would suffice.

Cbairman: From the observations of Dr. Sen I porsonallv am
convinced that this Annual Report should he thoroughly gone ipto.

I* therefore, think the best course would be to adjourn this meeting.

The meeting was then adjourned till Monday, the 12th April,

1948, 5-30 p.m.
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The adjourned Ordinary Monthly Meeting was held on Monday

^

12ih April, 1948, at 5-30 p.m.

Present :

Dr. W. D. West, the Presi<leni, iu the Clinir.

Memhers :

A^arwala, B. B.
;

liaiierjee, Dr. J. N.
;
Beusley, 11. F.; Biswas,

Dr. K. l\; Bose, Dr. J. K.; CliakraA arti, P. B.; Cluitterjee, P. C.;
Chokhaiiy, 11am Dew.; Ghosh, H.

; Guha, Devaprasad.
;
(Jupta, P. C.

;

Dora, Dr. 8. L.
;
Ishaque, Dr. M.

;
Modi, J. E.; Mookerjee, U. P.;

MukherjtHi, II.; Mukherjee, 'N. D.; Hay, Dr. Nihar-raiijari.
;
Roy,

Tridihnath.; Saraswati, S. K.; Sen, Dr. A. K.; Seni, Dr. Sukumar.

;

Sem Gupta, 8.; Sin-h, P.
;
Sirear, Dr. D. C.; Trivcjdi, V. B.

;
and

others.

T^resident: The Monihly Meeiino* held on Oth A])ril, was adjourned
till to-day to continue the diseussunis of the Annual Report. The
meeting' is now open for that purpose.

Dr. A. K. Sen: In Rule 48-f it is staled that ‘‘such report shall
eel forth the income and expenditure for Ihe Calcuidar year, the
balance in hand, the debts and assets, the estimated income and ex-
penditure of the succeeding ye.ar, the pros])erity or otherwise of the
Society, and the progress of the library,” and the report shall also
include, ‘‘an abstract proceeding of the Council during the year”.

I drew the attention of the house to tlie fact that unless members
are suj)plied with an abstract proceedings of the working of the Coun-
cil for the year, it is not possible for them to know what actually is

taking place in tlie Council. We got the Year Book of 1945 in 1948.
(r at the end of 1947. My personal ex])erience is that we shall have
to consider ourselves fortunate if we get the Year Book of 194G even
iu the middle of 1949. That is how we are proceeding. We are more
or less trying to isolate the Council from the members of the Society.

I also drew the attention of the meeting to other matters, such as

Associate Membership. Wo know that Associate Members are to be
re-elected CA^^ry five yeais, but due to their not acting according to the
(constitution, four members ceased to be members of our Society.
Now, I have put three names of Associate Members who ought to have
been re-elected by 7-12-47.

I next drew your attention to the fact that the time has come when
the Society should frame regulations for having portraits of leading
personalities in the Hall of the Society and should lay down the
standard size of such portraits.

President : Ilagi that anything to do with the Annual Report?

Dr. Sen : It is in your Annual Report, and I draw your attention
to page 5 wherein an amount of Rs. 1,866/- was contributed to Sir

Norman Edgley^s Portrait Fund.
As regards the office, I drew attention to the fact that Superinten-

dent, P.O. Matthai was placed in charge of the Office, including gene-
ral publication and library. No such information or communication
was brought before the Monthly Meeting for confirmation. As far as
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my information goes, lie was given an increase of Rs. 50/-. As ours

is a registered body and we have to act according to its constitution,

such things, I think, were not sanctioned properly, due to the negli-

gencQ of the Council or its office bearers. In all such cases, including
that of Mr. Matthai which I have just cited, they should be made to

refund such increases.

I also fouml tliat thougli the Committee, presided over by Sir

Ijort-W' illiams, recommended that there should be a permanent
librarian, nothing has been done for his appointment. There was only
one assistant librarian, and we find one cataloguer was put in chargee

of the library.

A deputation was sent on behalf of the Society to the Indian His-
tory Congress. No rei)ort was sent to tlie Council nor were ihe members
apprised of what actually took place. I think, in such cases, it is onl^

meet and proper that they vshould report to the Council and the Coun-
cil, in turn, should inform tlio members of the Society as to what
actually take place. Whenever W’o send out any member as represen-

tative on our behalf, he should submit his report to the Council,

togetluu' with an abstract proceeding, so that the Council may ac-

quaint the members with the activities of tlie Society in relation to

other associations.

As regards the appointment of a librarian, I am taking it in

seridtion. First, if you go through page 10 of the Annual Reports of

1945, 1940 and 1947, you will see that no poli(‘y has been laid down by
our (.\)uncil. They appoint a person in 1945-4(> as cataloguer and
spend as much as Rs. 4,000 or Rs. 5,000, then they stop at the middle
of the work, and then they cliange the catalog^iing again.

The Scientific Advisory Board and the Medi(*al and Public Health
J^xpert Sub-Committee recommended that all catalogues be brought up
to date but nothing further has been done. Over and above that the

Council reported to the Annual Meeting that during ilie year they

ai)pointed a cataloguer for recording catalogues and other things, but

as regards the 50,000 items, the w^ork of cataloguing is more or less in

a stagnant condition. In 1940 we prejiared a summary catalogue of

manuscripts for tlie year. I think spend on it more than Rs. 4,000

but nothing further has been done. We want to know the progress

up to date.

Now, coming to the manuscript section, I find the General Secre-

tary has visited Delhi, and I tliink it is better if we incorporate in the

proceedings his actual report, because we find that the Council sleep

over such matters from year to year.

With regard to research activities, nothing lias been said except

that money has been spend on Research Fellows’ work.

In regard to Permanent Endowment Library Fund, which was
started in 1920, ijb was mandatory that all the interest be funded. We
lost nearly Ra. 1,500 in interest. All this is in liquid cash and are

deposited either as fixed deposit or in the bank with all interest cre-

dited to the General F'und.

As regards publication, in our previous Year Book we could find

what actually was done, but for the last two years it is very difficult

to know what has been done. I want to know from your office what is

meant by “publication and printing’’, as I find in this report the words
“Printed but will soon be published.” Let us place the fact before
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the members that either it lias been printed or pnblislied. No progress
report was given here with regard to Sanskrit and Persian manuscripts
and witli regard to books under preparation. 1 want to know whether
the whole material is ready for the Press.

As regards Science Bulletins, 1 think we have already tabled a

motion about this, so we shall take it up later on. But we are quite in
the dark about advance proceedings juid notii^e in monthly news bulle-
tins. We have not yet been informed why it was stopped.

Simultaneously with tliis Annual lleport circulated to members you
publish an appendix, but tlie abstract receijits and disbursements are
not always available to members. Even in that case, though publish-
ed simultaneously, if you compare the financial statemient contained in
the Annual Itexiori with the financial statement as contained in

your abstract receipts and disbursements report, you will find that the,>

do not tally. 1 have already tabled a motion regarding this matter,
so I need not take up your time on this point.

Witli regard to the point raised that the time has come when the
Society should frame Itules and Kegiilations for allowing pictures to

be placed in the hall (])age JD), my opinion is we should not allow
pictures of living personalities to be hung up in the hall of the
Society.

We have not yet made the interest on investment fund income-tax
free, whicli shows that nearly dd per cent of interest is taken away by
Government as income-tax. That is a gross negligence indirectly on
the part of the Council but directly on the part of your Treasurer and
also your Finance Coijimittee.

Mr. Prataji Singh : I would suggest that a sub-committee be form-
ed to discuss these things on behalf of tlu^ general body of members
with the pres(*nt Council. We are unaware of the details and some of

the facts might bo new to the Finance Committee.

President : Dr. Sen has been very helpful in drawing our attention

to a number of omissions in the past. A verbatim report has been

taken of what he said and, J think tlie Council should first be given an
opportunity of considering his remarks.

Mr. Bhattacharya : 1 liuve taken down some notes in connection

with the Annual Report. So far as it affects the library of the Society,

I understand the Council went into the matter, and I do not propose to

go into details at this stage, but one or two i)oints require verification

so far as it arises out of the item entitled *‘donations’\ I find here is

an item in connection with that Dr. B. C. Law donated lls. 1,8GG

to Sir Norman Kdgley’s Portrait Fund. Was that Fund made open to

the members of the Society, and was the proposal for having this

(Sir Norman Edgley’s) portrait in the ITall of the Society placed be-

fore the Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society? How is it I re-

(ieived, personally, one letter as an ordinary member of the Society to

contribute to the fund on the date when the portrait was going to be
hung? How is it that ordinary members, who were not invited at

the unveiling ceremony and whom the Council had not the courtesy

even to invite, w^ere asked for subscription?

Mr. P. C. Chatterjee : I understand that the matter has been en-

trusted to one single member, Dr. llora, and I understand that it must
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have been the desire of the Oouneil that Dr. Hora should approach,
on behalf of the Council, every ordinary member.

General Secretary : Not on behalf of the Council.
Mr. Chatterjee : Then ilie Council does not take any responsibility

with regard to the hanging of that portrait.

President : The Council must take the responsibility.
Mr. Cliatterjeo : Then it must be Dr. Hora, on behalf of the Coun-

cil, who did it, and then it must be lack of courtesy on his part. Such
an act docvS not enhance the fair name of a Society like ours.

Mr. llari Charan Ohose: May I ask the Secretary to place a copy
of the letter:^ That ought to clarify the matter. May I ask, is it fair

to come to us for donations when we are told nothing about the por-
trait:^ Is it fair for the Council or Dr. Hora or anybody to approach
the members for subscriptions a fortnight after the portrait had been
hung ?

President : As far as I can judge, it appeal's to have been done in
most unfortunate manner.

Mr. Ghose : May I ask whether Dr. B. C. Law was the only person
who contributed to this fund*:^

President : That is quite incorrect, because everybody has contri-
buted, including myself.

Mr. Ghose: If that is the case, how is it Dr. Law’s name only
appears ?

Dr. Sen: On a point of general constitutional issue, I want to

clarify the i)osition whether the present Council could say that as all

these things have been done by the previous Council, they are not res-

j)onsible for them. Your Y'ear Book is there, your proceedings books
are there. Let the Council carry on the day-to-day work of the Society
as laid down by the different Councils from time to time, and, I think,

the constitutional position is that unless you revise, by a resolution, the
previous decision of the Coxincil, you are to act according to that
decision.

President: That is correct.

Dr. Sen : Is it not possible even for our j)resent Treasurer to onswei
these questions as to why this was done or that was done.

Mr. li. P. Mookerjee : That is certainly not the case. The question
raised by Dr. Sen is, if a resolution is passed by one Council that stands

for four years, ten years, or even 20 years, unless it is modified or res-

cinded by the subsequent Council. But that is quite different from
the other proposition that if in 1900, for instance, some decision had
been made by the Council, the present Council is not expected to know
of every piece of resolution or order passed by a Council or different

bodies in each successive year. Unfortunately, I am only on the

Council for a few months, and T do not know what has been done last

year but if I do want to kiio^v anything I have to go through every

piece of paper. If any lach is pointed out by any individual member,
it would certainly be looked into.

Mr. Chatterjee : 1 should think all this appears to be rather a mis-

understanding, because I think the present Council is very foHunaie
in having so many members taking keen interest in the affairs of the

Society, and we are grateful to all these members for bringing to our
notice these defects and irregularities. The Council is, moreover,

lucky to have them in a concrete form as moved in different resolu-
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tions. It may be that some fault had been committed previously by
the Council. We do not disown our responsibility or try to place it

on the shoulders of others; we take our blame for omission or com-
mission.

Mr. (Ihosh : The letter which has been handed over to me by the

Secretary shows there must Jiave been a resolution at the Council
Meeting. May I have a copy of that resolution P

Ur. Sen : In the meantime may I suggest one thing, through you
to our Treasurer,—whether it is not meet and proper for the Society to

pass or adopt the Annual Keport. 1 raise this question not only this

time but 1 raised it many times before too, as to why members are not

taking active interest in the day-to-day work of the Society. If you go
through the reports and other things you will find members are even
debarred from discussing Annual lleports and Accounts.

Mr. Mooker jee : That was only during the war.

Dr. Sen : One of my friends, a member of the Society, asked for a

(npy of tlie Annual Statement of Accounts, and he was told that he
would not get it but tliat it would be pUuied on the table. I formally
move that ‘the Annual Report of 1947, as discussed here, with such
addition and alteration, be adopted.”

President : i think it would be agreed that the statement of ac-

counts and annual report should certainly be read and adopted at the

annual meeting. The rules do not insist on that. In fact they
merely state that the Annual Report should be read but that is one of

the rules which obviously requires amendment. That will have to be

taken up later if you wish to move a notice of motion.

Dr. Sen : I want \i ruling from the Chair and I want to bring before

you and, throxigh you, before Mr. Mookerjee that I have tried to go
through the rules since the inception of the Royal Asiatic Society to

see how they have been changed from time to time. Rule 49-a defines—“to prepare and submit to the Ordinary Annual Meeting.” Sub-
mission there means “consideration.” (Reads Rules 58, 55). Now,
your statute lays down that the institution is to submit its annual re-

l)ort and balance-sheet and also abstract proceedings and place them
before the annual meeting. Then it is the duty of the Council, in

preparing the agenda, to incorporate these in the agenda. These
things cannot be done in accordance with those rules, so my submission

is thal it is the inherent right of the members to pass the account and
to pass the annual report. You are to rule by regulations and not by
orders. If we take all these things in seriati/ni I think the general

body of members have not delegated their powers of passing the

account or budget or annual report to the Council, so I formally move
that the Annual Report, as submitted by the Council, be adopted,
together with the discussions which have taken place as an appendix
to it.

President : Am I to understand that you have given a notice of

an intended motion ?

Dr. Sen: We have been discussing these things, and, as a result

of that discussion, I move that we pass the Annual Report which has
been submitted by the Council,

Mr. Chatterjee; May I suggest that this meeting be adjourned
to give you time to consider whether that motion is in order P

President : First of all you raised a point of order whether the
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Report, in accordance wit]> the Rules, he adopted by the Annual
treneral Meeting. My reading of the ruling is there is no compulsion
that it should be adopted.

Dr. Sen : Therefore, also, by your ruling we cannot move a motion
that the action of the Council be approved, because we have not given
any notice of motion to that effect.

President : It is laid down in the rules that tlie meeting should
confirm these j>articular points placed before it for confirmation. Does
any member wish to discaiss tlie Annual Report ?

Mr. Mookerjee : I do not fhink I could discuss anything,—but I

would personally thank the members for delving* into the whole record
and finding out acts of omissions. IVe are thankful lo the members
for drawing our atfention to them. 8ome of them may be serious,

some may be mere technicalities but all fhe same wlieii each one of

these items is brought to our notice it is uj) io us to look up the whole
record for the purpose of seiting our house in order. I have requested
Dr. Sen to assist me in this regard and he lues agreed to give me his

notes on the i)oints. As soon as I rec.eive these notes, I shall per-

sonally take up the matter with the Council, apart from what may be
done by the Set retary or any oilier member, and do my best to see how
much of it 1 can bring to the notit^e of the Council.

Dr. Roy wanted to say something about the Library Department,
which is one of the most imjmrtant departments of this institution,

containing prietdess literature and manuscrii)ts. I am not divulging
a secret when I say that steps are being taken for having all the faults

(diecked. Dr. Roy will hinivself be invited to assist the Council in

doing this work, and vS(?holars will not c()m}>lain hereafter that bookf^

and manuscripts are not available to them. AVe are not concerned so

much with the past as we are with the future. Past is helpful only for

knowing what the future action will be. Every member, absent and
])resent, will assist the present Council in setting our house in order.

President : I think we all associate with Mr. Mookerjee’s observa-

tions, itnd I hope and tmst that we shall have the co-operation of all

of you gentlemen. Does any other member wish to speak?
As nobody else has come forward to speak I declare the meeting

closed.

]\l(mday, the 3rd May, 1948 at 5-30 p.7ri.

Present ;

Dr. AV. D. AA^est, the President, was in the Chair.

Members :

Bajoria, Bhagwati Prosad; Banerjee, Dr. J. N.; Basu, Dr. U. P.;

Bhattacharya, N. C.; Bose, Dr. J. K.: Chatterjee, P. C. ;
Chakravarti,

P. B.; Chokhany, R. D.; Das, *T. N.; Das, S. R. ; Das, T. C.; Gangoli,

R.; Ghosh, D. P.; Ghose, R. C.; Griffith, Dr. AV. G.; Guha, Deva
Prosad; Guha, Dinesh Chandra; Gupta, O. S.

;
Job, Dr. T. J.;

M^jumdar, Dr. G. P.
;
Majumdar, Dr. R, C, ; Mitra, Prokash Chaudra;
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Mookherjee, R. P. ;
Mukherjee, B. B.; Mukherjee, N. D. ; Ray,

Dr. Nihor-raajan; Saraswati, S. K.; Seai, Dr. A. K.; Sen, H. K.;

Trivedi, V. B. ;
West. Dr. W. D.

In the absence of Dr. K. N. Bagchi, Dr. M. Ishaqiie acted in liis

place as the General Secretary.

The minutes of the last Ordinary Monthly Meeting held on the 4th

of April and adjotirned to the 12th of April were read by tlio Officiut-

injg General Secretary.

President : Have I your permission to sign the minutes us correct?

Dr. A. K. Sen: Before confirming the minutes I would like to

say a few words. I find the minutes as read lack iji details. I feel

that at least some of the important details of the disemssion that took

place regarding the Annual Repori, taken down by the shorthand re-

porter engaged for the purpose, ought to have been iucorporaied in the

minutes as has always been done in the ])ast, the idea being ix) place

these discussions before tlie next Council Meeting, so that ihe house

may be informed at the following Monthly Meeting as to the action

taken by the Council.

(Mr. Bhattacharya and another member also associaied themselves

with the remarks of Dr. Sen).

Mr. R. P. Mookerjee : At least the points of discussion ought to

be mentioned, so that we may take notes for future ar tion. I, there-

fore, suggest that we defer the consideration of these minutes until a

fuller report is placed before us.

Dr. Sen: I second the proposal of Mr. TlamaprovSad Mookerjee.

A major portion of the ]>ro(‘eeflings deals with mv criticisnis of the

Annual Report and other things. I find that even the rulings from

the chair on the points of order I raised have not been imduded in these

minutes.

President: I think we might request Dr. Stni to give a suiniiiary

of the points raised by him. I have been through the entire verbatim

transcripts and accept full responsibility for these minutes, because

they were mostly written by me. T admit I found it difficult to sum-

marise the long report, and I ask Dr. Sen to let us have a summary
of the points raised by him. I, therefore, suggest that Dr. Sen accept

Mr. R. P. Mookerjee’s proposal that these minutes be confirmed at the

next^Monthly Meeting. (The proposal was accepted by Dr. Sen),

The General Secretary reported receipt of the following Iwoks re-

ceived as presentation during March 1948, which were exhibited :
—

Kunhan Raja, C. and Sarma K, M. K, (e/7.).—Catalogue of the

Anup Sanskrit Library, Fasc. III. Bikaner, 1947. {Presented hy the

Anup Sanskrit Library.)

Puridas MaJuisaya (ed.)—Harinamamrtavyakaranam. Dacca, 1947.

{Presented hy Sri Achyutananda Da.^.)

TTpadhyaya, B. S.—^India in Kalidasa. Kitabistan, Allahabad,

1947. {Presented hy the Author.)

President : The next item on the agenda is to call for a ballot for

the election of 13 candidates for membership which had been suspend-

ed in the meeting room of the Society under Rule 5.
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Dr. Sen: In this connection, if I renieinber aright, you agreed at

one of our Monthly Meetings to have the names of all persons who
have been proposed for membership for the last two years placed before
the Monthly Meeting.

President: What happened was, Dr. R. C. Majunidar raised the

})oiut about those members who had been i)roposed during the last 2
years and had not been recommended, w^hen 1 gave an assurance that

as soon as 1 got a list of Ihese names T would go through it and see

what could be done. I asked the General Secretary to give me these

names but unfortunately 1 have not been able to get them. I under-
stand tliey are now ready.

As it was decided to ballot thos<‘ iiam<\s wliich had been suspended
uud(U’ Rule o together with the nam(‘s of candidates who had applied,

the followijig were balloUiHl for election :
—

(Ifi) SInha, Sudhindnt \afh, Li. -Col.. M.B., Medical Practitioner,

d7-B Rallygunge Place, Calcutta 19.

Proposer: S. C. Das, Seronder: A. K. Majumdar.

(14) Pose, Sa niarendro Nath, 22 Ballygunge Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Projtoscr: Sir Xorman Edgley. Seronder: Sir vS, M. Bose.

(lo) Singh, Sarahjit, M.A., B.L., Pro])rietor, Messrs. Jeet Bro.s.,

Engineers and Contractors, 72 Meredith Street, Calculta

Proposer: T. C. Das. Seronder: A. K. Sen.

(l(i) Journift, Claude, Joint Cultural Adviser for Erance in India,

24 Ihudv Mansions, Park Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: P. C. Bagchi. Seconder: S. K. Cliatterji.

(17) Sharnof, Satija Deo, M.A., TiL.B., Journalist, Representative

‘Bombay Chroniele’ and ‘National ITerahV, I Goa Bagan Lane,

Calcutta 6.

Proposer: M. Tshaque. Seconder: W. I). West.

Tlic names of the following candidates for membership were also

read and ballotted for:—

(18) linsv, Satyendra Kvinar, M.Se., Dy. Conservator of Forests

(Retd.), 5/1/G Keyatola Road, P.O. R.B. Avenue, Calcutta 29.

Proposer: K. N. Bagchi. Seconder: I. P. Mukerji.

(19) Das Gupta, Jitendra Nath, B.A., B-K., M.I.E. (Ind.l,

M.R.San.I. (Loud.) (Retd.), Dy. Chief Engineer, Improvement Trust,

Calcutta; 27 Lansdowne Terrace, Calcutta 29.

Proposer: Mmiotosh Mookerjee. Seconder: Tridibnath Roy,

(20) Sen, Satyendra Nath, M.A., Lecturer, Calcutta University,

82/C Beltala Road, Calcutta 26.

Proposer: N. Ray. Seconder: N. C. Bhattacbaryya.
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(21) Chaliha, JadavprosaiL Member, Executive Committee,
Indian Tea Market ExiJaiision Board, P-21 Golf Club lload, Tolly-
gunge, Calcutta.

Proposer: P. C. Cliatterjee. Seconder: 1). Burmau.

(22) Haidar, Mapataru, M.A., B.L.,' liai Baliadur, District and
Sessions Judge (lletd.), 78 Ballygunge Place, Calcutta.

Proposer: Anil Kumar Sen. Seconder: Tarak Chandra Das.

(23) Basil
^
Such end it, M.A., LL.B., 4 Clive Row, C*dcutta.

Proposer

:

A. B. Gupta. Seconder: N. Ray.

(24) Pissarlencar, Sir Pandarantja, S. S., the (‘aveleiro d.s. Jago,
and Associate of ilie Academy of Lisbon, Nova-tioa; Curator, Govern-
ment Archives, Goa, Nova-Goa.

Proposer: R. P. Mookerjee. Seconder: K. Bagchi.

(25)

Tripathl, Yof/rndra IL,

Central Inland Fisheries Itesoa

Calcutta.

Propfiser: P. M. G. ilenon.

The Ollg. General Secretary i

municatioiis from the Council

:

itesiynations ;

(11) G. Galstauu
(12) M. Eouchet
(13) Mrs. Rita Roy
(14) n. P. Generiwalla

. (15) T. G. May
(16) Sir 11. D. Cumberbatch

I^I.Sc., Assistant Research Officer,

rch Station, 2/B Outram Street,

Seaaider : V. B. Trivedi.

ade the following rt ports and com-

(An Ordinary Member, 192()).

(An Ordinary Member, 1946).

(An Ordinary Member, 1945).

(All Ordinary Member, 1945).

(An Ordinary Member, 1945).

(An Ordinary Member, 1946).

The Officiating General Secretary then read out the constitution of

the different Standing Committee by the Council. They were as

follows :
—

Cominitices

:

(1) Finemoe

The President, General Secretary and Many, Treasnrer {ex-officio)^

Mr, A. J, Elkins, Dr, M, Ishaque, and Dr, B, S, Guha.

(2) Library :

The President, General Secretary, Hony, Treasurer
,
Philological

Jt, Phihhgical, Biological, Physical Science, Library, Anthropologi-
cal, Historical & Archaeological and Medical Secretaries (ex-officio),

Dr, N, Ray and Dr, A, H, M. Mohiyuddin,

(3) Piiblication :

President, General Secretary, Hony, Treasurer, Philological, Jt,

Philological, Biological, Physical Science, Library, Anthropological^
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Historical and Arch/ielogical and Medical Secretaries {ex-offieio) ^
Mr.

Norman A. Ellisy Dr. A. 11, M, Mohiyuddin and. Dr. TV'. G. Griffiths,

(*4 ) IHh liotheca Indica

:

President, General Secretary, IIany. Treasurer {ex-officio), Sir

Jadunath Sarkar, Dr. M. Ishaque, Dr. K. Nag, Dr. M. 7j. Siddiqi,

Dr. S. K. Chatterji, Dr. N. Dutt, Dr. Saikori Mnkherji, Dr. A. H . M.
Mohiyuddin and Dr. A. B. M. Ilabihulhih.

(5) Building :

President, General Secretary
,
IJony. Treasurer {ex-officio), Dr. M.

N. Saha, Dr. A. J . Elkins, Sir B. L. Mittcr, Mr. B. Mathews, Dr. S,

C. IAm, Maharajadhiraja of Burdwan.

A d visory Boards

.

A , Cultural.

Sir B. L. Mittcr, Maharajadhiraja Sir U. C. Mahtah, Dr. S. K.
Chatterji, Dr. M. Ishaque, Dr. N. Dutt, Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi, Mr. L. R.
Fawrus {Secretary), Mr. Atul Bose, Mr. II . Waddington, Mr. K. P.
Khaitan, Dr. /I. //. J/. Mohiyuddin, liai Bahadur B. B. Mukherji,
Mr. S. Chaudhuri

,
Sir A. H . Ghuznnri

,
Dr. K. Nag, (Chairman),

B. Scientific.

Dr. li\ 1). ]Vest, Dr. M. A. Saha, (Chairman) Dr. K. N. Bagchi,
Dr, K. Biswas, Dr. S. K, Mitra, Dr. ] errier Elwin, Dr. B. S. Guha,
Dr. A. C. IJkil, Mr. M. L. Schroff, Mr. F. B. Sen, Dr. S. C. Law, Dr.
B. Mukherji, Dr. A. K. Sen (Secretary).

rresident : Now, we will have to take the report on matters for

i onfirmatioii under rule 48d.

Dr. Sen : If I remember aright, in one of our Monthly Meetings
last year we raised the point that any new matter as regards appoint-

ment, increase of salary and so on should be incorporated in the

agenda itself. Not only that but we refused to sanction these things

and referred it back to the next meeting. Unless these items are plac*

ed in the agenda it is very difficult for members to take such financial

matters into consideration. Besides, I think these reporhs which you
are now going to make before the Monthly Meeting ought to have been

printed and circulated with the agenda. I also drew your attention

to the rules which said such mutters were subject to confirmation at a

subsequent general meeting, wdien all these things would be given

effect to. Therefore, when you are bringing these mutters before the

Monthly Meeting, they ought to be incorporated in the agenda, so that

they may be intelligently discussed by the members at such meeting
and then confirmed.

President: I think that is a reasonable proposal. It certainly can

be done in future meetings.

Offg. General Secretary reported that the Council have decided to

continue paying the conveyance allowance of Rs. 150/- to the General

Secretary with effect from the beginning of the current financial year.
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Mr. K. P. Mookerjee: AVIien the question of conveyance allow-

ance was put before the Council, it was not put in that way. The
j^revious resolution 'was rather loosely worded—no time limit was given
as to up to which time that allowance should be paid. It was also not
made clear whether it was apx^licable to the i)reseut Secretary or
whether it was attached to the X30st itself. As far as I remember, we
are to continue this allowance uj) to the end of the current year. Being
myself on the Council, I pointed out to them that the allowance i»

attached to the post and will continue to the end of the current year.

Dr. Majumdar: But there is another point. Supposing, in the
course of this year, the Council decides to aj^point a Secretary on a

high pay as last year, is it the intention of the Council to continue thw
allowance 1 think, irrespective of the fact whether you appoint a
whole-time Secretary or not, we should allow this uj) to the end of

the current year, or till the appointment of a whole-time Secretary.

President: I find that the actual resolution of the Finance Com-
mittee, as drafted, which was submitted to the Council and accepted

by them, is rather vague. According to the recommendation of th»
Finance Committee which was reported to the Monthly Meeting th<»

sanction of conveyance allowance was made last year.

Dr. Majumdar : The Treasurer’s idea is very different from whai
we find here.

President ; It is obviously within the coiuxietence of this meeting
to deal w’ith such matter in any way they like.

Dr. Majumdar : I think the best way would be to refer it back
to the Council. I do not think the rules give u.s power to amend it in

any way. I am not sure but 1 think you can give a ruling on that*

President: I think iiossibly the best thing would be to refer it ba(jk

to the Council.

It was decided to refer the question back to the Council-

Ofl^g: General Secretary then reported that “the Council have de-

cided to continue paying a spec ial allow^auce of Its. 50/- to Mr. P. O.
Matthai for his work as Assistant Secretary on the recommendation of

the Special Staff Committee.”

Dr. Sen: While discussing the Annual Report, 1947 on the last

Monthly Meeting, 1 draw your attention to the previous year when the
Council said, “Bet us not appoint an Assistant Secretary but a Lib-
rarian.” They had done this b\it had not notified to the Monthly
Meeting. I, therefore, iiropose that the money which Mr. Matthai
has drawn be refunded or that the Council be held responsible for its

refund. Besides, I oppose such a resolution appointing a Superinten-
dent of the office as an Asst. Secretary.

Dr. Roy : Who is the Assistant Secretary now ?

President: Mr. P. 0. Matthai.

Dr. Roy : When was he appointed ?

President : He was appointed as such by the Council last year.

Dr. Roy: When does that appointment lapse?

President: He was appointed as Assistant Secretary until the

question of a wliole-time Secretary has been decided.
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Dr. Eoy : AVhti if. ever bronjflit before the Monthly Meotinir ?

President : It was adopted itt the Couneil Meetiii^r-

Dr. Eoy : Puless it is l)roiif*lif before the Monthly Meeting' it

lapses autoniaticallv.

Dr. Majunidar: It was not confirmed.

Mr. R. P. Mookerjee : I do not know if it lapses in the way sug-
gested. That may be Dr. Majumdar’s or Dr. Roy^s opinion, but I
want to know if any ruling was given by any previous President or any
o])inion taken. If not, we should take legal opinion on that point.

Dr. Majunidar: AA^hat is the ])oint of bringing this matter before
the Monthly Meeting unless it is done for eonfirination.

President : AA'as a ruling given last year with regard to the inter-

pretation of that rule, and the ruling that was given was with regard
to a siuni-rolon at the end of the first sentenced AA^iat was to be emi-
firined at the next subsequent meeting was the ai)pointmeut of seere-

lariat officers, clerks or servants iind not the definition of their duties,

ullowanrefl, gratuities and other privileges or their suspension, dis-

missal, etr.

Mr. Bhattacharya : Rule 48-d. is cpiite clear on the point. (Reads).
Here the Council was appointing a person as assistant Secretary. It
was really o (‘ase of (reation of the post of xAssistaiit Secretary. That
in itself is ultra virc^i, but to overcome that dilRculty the allowance
attaching to the ])osts should continue to he paid.

President : T agree it should he reported.

Dr. Roy : Personally, T do not want that Mr. Mattliai sliould he
appointed as Assistant Secretary. According to Lort-AA'^illiains Coui-
mitt<*o’s Report, an Assistant Secretary should not only have academic
qualifications hut he a distinguished scholar. AA"e do not want, to

make a superintendent an assistant secretary of such a cultural body.

President : 1 shall have to put it to vole. Are vou agreeable tt)

continue with <h<* (knincil’s decision of ]>aying Air. Matthai the addi-

tional Rs. 50/- a month for work as assistant secretary ?

Dr. Afajunidar: The two things may he independent of each
other—the appointment as Asst. Sec'retary, and the continuance of

paying the additional Rs. 50/- a montli to Air. Alatthai. According
to the President, the ruling is that that portion must be confirmed.

Tuder Section 48-d, you may a))p<)int as many secretariat officers as

may be deem(‘<l necessary. Therefore there i'< no doubt about the first

]M>rtiou. Now, do you agree to take up this matter in two ])arts—first

of all, whether Afr, Matthai should continue as Assistant Secretary ?

Dr. Roy : Personally, I am i)rcparc(l to overlook the non-confirma-

tion of his a])pointinent as Assistant Secretary till the last day of last

year but before an Assistant Secretary is appointed su<‘h post has got

to he duly advertised. Therefore we do not confirm his appointment

as Assistant Secretary with effect from the first day of the current year

Dr. Majumdar: That is the only thing before us.

President : Then I will have to put the matter to the vote. Do
you confirm the appointment of Mr. Alatthai as Assistant Secretary
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from the beginning of the current financial year? Those in favour of
his appointment may raise their hands;—the matter is not coiilirmed
in this meeting.* Therefore the question of taking vote on tlie se<*ond
portion does not arise.

Offg: General Secretary then reported that the Council have chang-
ed the grade of Mr. B. M. CTiakravarty from Rs. 125—15/2—200/- to
Rs. 200—10—'300/- on the recommendation of the Special Staff Com-
mittee, and his new grade has taken effect from January, 1948’*.

President : I ask you now, are you willing to confirm that deci-
sion of the Council ?

It was put to vote and was confirmed.

Offg: General Secretary further reported that the following mem-
bers of staff were promoted by the Council to higher grades on the r*^

commendation of the Special Staff Committee:—
(a) Mr. Sivdas Chaudhuri, Offg. Asst. Librarian Rs. 125—15/2

—

200/-; on an initial pay of Rs. 140/- (his previous pay was Rs. 100^-
plus an offg. allowance of Rs. 30/-).

(b) Pt. G. N. Bhattacharjee, Sanskrit Section, Rs. 125—15/2

—

200/- previous Junior Grade Rs. GO—5—125/-; initial pay of Rs. 125.

(e) Maulavi M. Matiur Rahman, in charge of Arabic and Persian
Section Rs. 125—15/2—200, previous junior grade Rs. 00— 5—12^5'

initial pay of Rs. 125/-.

Dr. Sen: I move that consideration of all the remaining items be
postponed till the next meeting. We have jilready tabled certain re-

solutions. I think the Council should appoint a Committee to go
through the affairs of tlie Society. 1 tliink it is time that this was
done, I do not even know whether these jhisIs are permanent or not

President: These are not created posts; these arc promotions

Dr. Sen: I think it is better that we allowed any sub-committee
whieh may be formed to go through the detailed working of the So-

ciety, but before that is done we should not agree to these in(a(‘m(*nis.

Dr. Majumdar: On general ground that is all right. I do not

know the exact development but two or three months ago this gentle-

man was the only person in the Library. I do not know wbetlier that

condition still holds good, and practically the entire library is in his

charge. I think he holds the post on a permanent basis. His worlf

has been satisfactory. If we postponed the matter I am afraid it

would take four to six months. Therefore the postponement of this*

item would mean that the only man in the Library would be dubious
about the future, and I would, under the circumstances, recommend
the meeting to confirm item 4(a).

Dr. Sen : In view of the statement made by Dr. Majumdar 1 with-
draw my opposition to this item.

President: Then I ask, are you willing to confirm the promotions
as read out by the officiating General Secretary P

The items 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) were put to vote and confirmed.

The Offg: Secretary then reported that one of the typists has ah
seated himself from 8-8-48.
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TJie following members gave notices of the motions to be moved at

the near meeting:—
(1) Mr. A. K. Majumdar.
<2) Mr. T. C. Bus.

(3) Mr. U. r. 13usu.

(4; Br. Jitendra Nath Banerjee,

(5; Br. A. K. Sen.

Br. Majumdar: One other thing tliat has not been made ready by
llic ohiciating Oencral Secretary and that is that the Council recom
mended the creation of the post of librarian.

Mr. It. P. Mookerjee: We have recommended the creation of tlie

post of Librarian, and if the general meeting approves of the creation

of sucJi post, then we shall go into details and take necessary steps.

The idea of the Library Committee and the Finance Committee, as

aLso of tile Council, is, that the Library is the most valuable part and

its work is one of the most important functions of the Society, and the

present condition of the Society is such that we require a full-time

librarian not only for the purpose of looking after the books and manus*
cripts as they are but also to be here whole-time and be able to assist

scholars and other readers who frequent the Society. It is not possible

to have a person conversant with every department of work, but at the

same time if there be a scholar who has imbibed in him the love o-f

scholarship and who is also conversant with the various kinds of litera-

ture, he will be able to direct study in the library us well. We have

therefore, thought that steps should be taken to appoint a Librarian

on a salary in the grade Its. 300—25—()00, and this fact is to be re-

ported to the Monthly Meeting. It may be that the starting salary

is nothing less than Ks. 300/-, but a committee was appointed for the

purpose of deciding the qualifications and the terms for advertise-

ment. The committee consisted of three ex-officio members, with Br.

Itoy and was appointed to go into the details. After the terms are

certified by the Committee and the post advertised, applications will

be received and the person recommended will come before the general

meeting for confirmation.

Br. Majumdar: I myself tried to impress upon the Council th(3

necessity of a w^hole-time Librarian who should be paid well, and T

heartily support what Mr. Mookerjee says. The Council should agree

that this post be filled at an early date by a suitable candidate.

Mr. Mookerjee : There is one other matter. The stocktaking of

the library is long overdue and there have been complaints about books

missing, lost or stolen. I need not go into past history but what is

necessary is that stocktaking of library books and manuscripts should

he undertaken in an efficient manner. The Council has recommended

to the general body that a sum of Rs. 1,000/-, in the first instance,

would bo the salary of temporary staff to be recruited for stocktaking.

A Committee has been appointed consisting of the four gentlemen

mentioned on the last occasion—three ex-officio office-bearers with Dr.

Roy to be in charge of the work of stocktaking. Our idea is that the

person in charge of stocktaking should be one who is not connected

with the Society and would come from outside who would do the work

with the help of two other persons. It may be necessary to increase

this grant if we find the period of such stocktaking is to be farther
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extended. It should be possible to eoinplefe this within eight to nine
weeks but the present condition oi the catalogues and other things will

not make it possible for us to finish this work as eftitdently as we would
like to. 1 therefore, suggest that you approve of this and the* action
winch would be taken by the Council for this stock-taking. The
library will liave to be closed for complete stocktaking*.

Dr. Sen : On a point of information, may I ask the Treasurer
whether the stocktaking of the library will also include other property
of the Society.

President: That is a separate matter.
Dr. Sen: My suggestion is to include in the stocktaking the other

property of the library. 1 think i)ictures also come under library.

f^resident : Dr. Sen's observation will bo considered. I think that

is a good idea but that is a separate matter.

Mr. K. P. Mookerjee : 1 won’t be divulging a secret if J say that

1 have already taken steps in my capacity as treasurer for the purpose
of getting out stocks of the books, and on the ({uestion of other items

belonging to the Society, that will be taken up separately with the

Council and the Finance Committee. Let us now confine ourselves

to the i)roposal before us and see that the stocktaking of books and
manuscripts is done properly and as quickly as possible.

President: The next item on the agenda is the disi)osal of motions
notices of which were given at the hast Ordinary Monthly Meeting,

which will be moved at this Monthly Meeting.

Dr. Majumdar: 1 formally move the following motion:—
IPAcm/.v in the opinion or the memhcr.< of the Society time has

come when the Sovietp ahonld he (lesiptutted as 'The Asiatic Soriefp'

as named bp its founder Sir W illiam Jones in 17S4 while inaupurat-

itifj it,

Besohed tluit the Council of the Sociefp slantld take legal and
constitutional means to give effect to the above bp January, 1949,

Dr. Saha: The word “BengaP' was added later, and this has

given rise to some difficulty.- We approached the (Jrovernment of

India for a grant which was refused on tlie ground that our Society

was the concern of the Bengal Oovernmeni.

President : It would be more appropriate to have Dr. Majumdar^s
motion fi>r changing the name of the Society postponed until the new
couvstitution of India lias been formulated, when we will know what
tlie relation of India will be w'itli the Commonwealth. It was decided,

in any ease, wTiether the motion is postimned or not, to take the ud-

vi(‘e of Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter on the legal aspect of the question.

Dr. Majumdar: Before taking legal opinion I should also like to

know what the general feeling of the inemlDers is.
'

Several .speakers vreve not in favour of leaving out the word ‘Beng&P

after the Society’s name and .suggested that as the matter was of a

technical nature it be jmstponed, and Dr. Majuindar’s motion was

therefore postponed.
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111 view of the above the following motion standing in the name of
Mr* K, K. Ganguly was also posipone<l :

—
Resolved that the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal^ while being

renamed a,s the Asiatic Society of Bengal may be known also by a
name in an 1 ndiaji language and a Committee ronsi<fing of not less

than three /nembers be formed to find, out what Indian language
uufuld suit the purpose best and conn a name ni that lang)iage
within a period of three months.
President : Tlie third motion is in tlie name of Mr. A. Iv.

Maj\imdar.

Mr. A. Iv. Majumdar moved the following motion:—
\\ hereas great dissatisfaction prevails among a large number of

members of the Society regarding the management of the Society's

Journal particularly at view of long delays in such publicatitttL attd

other irregularities as

(a) ublicatiitn itf articles which arc verbatim reproductions of
articles published in other Journals:

{b) i\taapublicatiiai of articles written by eminent scholars by
follou'ing a highly unsatisfactory and ob fCct lonable proved ure

;

(c) Bubheat ion of articles condemned by eminent scholars;

this meeting of the General .)fembrrs of the Asiatic Siudety do hereby
appoint a Committee to investigate into the affairs of the Journal of
the Society and rccom mend measures for its imporvemcni to the

Monthly Meeting of the Society.

President: Tlie (Vmneil lias considered it very carefully and it

is refernug* the matter for more detailed I'oiisideration to the Publii a-

tion (\)mmittee and 1 think it wouhl be very good if tlie mover oi the
motion attends the meeting of the Jbiblication Committee, so that he
may give them tlie benetit of his advice. Will the mover of the
motion now kindly agree to adj^mrn his motion ?

Mr. 11. P. Mookerjee : I shall now read out the names of persons who
are in the Organisation Committee. “This is to eonsist of three ex-oiiicio

members under the Pules. Besides, there are Dr. Koy, Dr. Sen, Mr.
Das, Mr. Bhattacharya and Sir B, L. Milter.” You will find there

are 4 (four) member.s of the Coumdl and there are four members wbo
are outside the Council who have been put on that Committee for the
purpose of going into the entire tvork of the Society, which will be
kiiowui as Organisation Committee for the ]mr])ose of making neees-

sary reeommendaiioiis for improvement of the work in every depart-
ment of the Society. What we proposed on this occ^asion is that we
should try to finish the work of the Organisation (,5nnmittee within
the life of the Couueil and try to implement their reeommendatioiis
before the ])resent Couueil goes out of offic e.

Dr. Sen: The majority of the members of the Soedety should

take aedive interest in the work of the Society. That is one funda-

mental point 1 want to bring through you to tlie notice of the members.
The second point is, you will find fmm the resolution that certain

members want that the Committee should be formed and they volun-

teered to collect <*ertaiu information for thc^ purpose of recommending
measures for the improvement of the journal. I do not see any harm
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tliore. I do not even think that Mr. Mookerjee himself has got

sufficient time to go into details of all the different departments of the

Society.

A Member: What objection, if any, can be raised if certain

articles published before should be published in the Society’s Journal?

President : The Society’s journal is for original articles. All we
are concerned about is that the Council are too anxious to look into

the matter. Nevertheless, Mr. Majumdar still wishes to press his

motion, and I, therefore, put before you the motion of Mr. Majumdar.
Those in favour of the motion to appoint a committee to investigate

measures for its improvement to the Monthly Meeting, please raise

their hands; those against—the motion is carried.

1 think we have got to take the names of members who constitute

the Committee and it is open to the house to present their views.

Dr. A. K. Majumdar: 1 want three ex-officio members.

Mr. 1{. P. Mookerjee: I have explained it is physically impos-
sible to attend all the meetings.

J^resident : 1 agree with Mr. Mookerjee. Last month 1 had to

attend 14 meetings, some of which lasted for two hours. It is simply
impossible.

It was decided to constitute a Committee as follows:—
Mr. il. D. Bhattacharya.
Mr. S. K. Chatterji.

Dr. G. P. Majumdar.
Dr. B. P, Neogy.
Dr. J. N. Banerji.

Mr. A. K. Majumdar
Dr. M. N. Shaha.
Mr. B. Mukherjee.
Mr. T. C. Das.

and three ex-officio members.

Mr. Bhattacharya then moved the following motion :
—

Whereas, a Suh-Committee consisting of Dr, C, S. Fox, Dr,
S, L. Hora, Mr* C, IF, Gumev, Sir John Lort-Williams, Dr, S, P,
Mookerjee, Dr, M, N. Saha and Dr, R. C, Majumdar was constitut-

ed hy the Council of the R*A,S,B. on 23^11-1942, to enquire into

and report upon the working of the system of administration of the

Society,

Whereas, the said Sub-Committee in its final report, dated

30-1-1943, reports, among others, the following:—
Book Library,—A modified version of the ^Dewey' system of

cataloguing
,

etc, was adopted upon the recommendation of the
Special Enquiry Committee {Lort-Williams^ Committee)

,
after

very careful consideration of experienced advice. We are of
opirjjon that it is fully adequate and eminently suitable for the
peculiar needs of our Library, The necessary special registers and
equipment were purchased, at a cost of Rs, 711, so far hack as

August 1941, We find that during the seventeen intervening
months very little work has been done on the Authors^ Catalogue,
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less on the Subjects Catalogue and some of the Registers have not
even been touched. For many months nothing lias been done at

all. In such a lamentable stale of affairs and in face of such gross

slackness^ confusion, ignorance and lack of necessary experience

(ff those responsible, we arc not surprised at the Report of the

Library Sub-Committee,

MSS,, Library,—The neglect of our priceless collection of MSS,^
for many years past amounts almost to a disgrace* Since the death

of Dr, H, P, Sastri their cataloguing has been talked about for a
long time, hut very little has been done and much money has been
vHisted, Wc find that two part-time editors alone succeeded in

absorbing Rs. 25,000, IIV undertook aver six years ago, to pre-

pare within two years, a Catalogue of 11,000 MSS, from the Indian
Museum, entrusted to us by Government and the work has not yet

been touched. We consider that these heavy task should be under-
taken forthwith and unceasingly pursued- by culturally qualified
students tackling particular collection and- being remunerated upon
a specified project basis, out of the Oriental Publication Funds
until the whole work has been completed. We cannot afford to

get all this necessary work done quickly without some voluntary
help and we recommend that effoils be made to enlist promising
young scholars who are interested in this kind of work, , , ,

Audit and Valuation, Press, Publications, Stock.—7 he insurance

of our possessions is in a west unsatisfactory and muddled condi-

tion, mainly owing to the fact that we have only the vaguest idea
about their value* A proper valuation, so far as possible, should
he commenced immediately and a new policy taken out to coxfer

accurately specified^ properties and complete inventories should he

made of all our assets, A thorough overhaul of stock is necessary
and accurate statements prepared showing wh ich of our publications
have been completed

.

The press and publicatkns side of our activities has hctn neglect-

ed and has suffered on account of slackness, lack of interest,

unsuitability and lack of necessary equipment of the staff employed.

Whereas, the Council of the R.A,S,B,, accepted- the Report on
Uk2-W43, but did not accept the concluding recommendation of
the Sub-Committee *That this Sub-Committee he reappointed, to

assist the General Secretary, to make interim reports if nceessasy,

and after six months* trial, rejnew the situation generally and re

port to the Council on the results of the measures taken, and
advise about the future, and whereas, although steps taken to

implement the recommendations of the said Sub-Committee, re-

sulted in considerable improvement in the Library and Publica-

tions Depts, during 1944 aiul 1945, such steps having since being
discontinued, the state of the Society has again reverted to what it

was in 1942,

lie it resolved that this meeting do appoint a Special Committee
of eleven resident members of the Society to go into the adminis^
tration of the Library, Manuscripts and Publication Departments
of the Society, and to suggest ways and means fur their improve-

ment*
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Resolvctl further thof the salt! Sub^Comuiitfee he requested to

ifubuiit its Rcptfvt <wd Iferommendatiov,^^ irith the observations of

the present Library and Publication Committees of the Council of

the Soviet !f thereon, to the Jvh/ 1948 Monthhf Meetimj *of the *SV>-

eietij, and five vtcmbers form a quorum of the said Committee^ and
the said Committee he empowered to fill up any vacancy m the

Committee, from amony the resident members of the Society,

wh en e ver necessary .

I would like to place before you iny views about it. I have not

approached the ]irobleni of reorganisation of the library as an obstrue-

tiouisi. 1 have felt, after sludying some of the facts about the library,

that there are certain serious defects in the management of the library

and those defeids should be removed as soon as possible. Tl is for thir>

reaM)n that T j»‘ave notice of this imdion. Siiux* then a Committee has
been a]»])oiiited by the Council, called the Organisation Committee,
and the Council has also decided to appoint a librarian, and as you
are aware, the ap])ointinent of a librarian has also beiui saiudioned bv
this meeting*. Tn view of this fact F would like to withdraw the re-

solution, or perhaps it would be better, if you so su^^^est, to refer this

rt'solution to the Or^»‘anisation Committee. T reserve my rip^ht to

speak further later on if any point ari.ses out of this.

President : As the motion is down on the agenda ])ap(‘r T would
like to have the permission of the meeting' to adjourn that resolution

as projiosed by the mover.

!^^r. Bhattacharya : 1 ])ropose this resohitiun be fonvarded for

necessary action.

President: I lake it you ap])rovo of that.

Dr. Bose: I formally move the following* motion:—
WJicreas, *In 1943, Mrs. Jiffy, irife of the Late Hat Bahadur

Sarat Chandra Roy, dfmated a sum of Rs. 4,000 in cash, to the

R,A.S*B, for the creation of an endow ment fffr the annual award

of a yold medal to perpetuate the memory of her husband who was
an Associate Me??iber from 1929 to 1942.

Whereas, Mrs, Sarat Chandra Roy dfmated another sum of Rs, 2o0

for malxing the first medal to he awarded in 1944.

n7/cm/^‘, the Council of the R,A.S,B, at its meetiny tff 23^10-1943

accepted the offers irith, thanhs.

Whereas, the Council adftpted the draft ^Reyulations rcyardiny

the fnrard of the Sarat Clumdra Roy Memorial MedaV on 20-12-1943
and subsequent amendment s on 24-7-1944 and repfcrted, under
Rule 48{a), to the Ordinary General Meetiny of the Society in

November, 1944, for the information of the Members,

Whereas, the Council on 8-9-1944 ordered: (a) Invest Rs, 4,000

donated^ by Mrs. S, (7. Rffy in 3% Defence Loan; (b) the value of

th-’ medal to be awarded every year should not e,rreed the int^re *

available from the in vestment ; if a yold medal cannot he made with
the interest, then a silver medal should he awarded: (c) a die for

the medal need not he made for the time being.

Whereas, 3% Victory Loan, 1957, of the face value of Rs, 4,000

was purchased at a cost of Rs, 4,010-10-8
,
and the value of the
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medal in 1945 was Rs, 228-0*3, in 1946—179-14-0, in

1947—K$, 118-3-3, and the interest realized from the 3% Victory
Loan of the face valve of Rs, 4,000 was, in 1946—Rs, 84-13-0, in

1946—Rs. 82-16-0, in 1947—Rs, 82, instead of Rs, 120 per year
free of Income Taj', less As, 4 hank charge,

And whereas, it was announced in the Annual General Meeting
of the Society in Fehrvnry, 1948, by the Hony, General Secretary
that ^The award of this medal was postponed for the time being,
due to the fact that the interest accrued every year from the corpus

of the Fund would not he sufficient to vieet the cost of a gold medal
to he awarded every year. The matter was therefore referred back
to the donor of the medal to revise the terms so that it may be
awarded either biennially or triennially

Be it resolved,

Thai the Members of the R,A,S,B, at this Monthly General
Meeting strongly disapprove of the irregular, unconstitutional and
illegal action of the Council in the administration of the ^Endow-
ments^ of the Society.

Resolved further that this meeting do apjyoint a Committee of
Enquiry of eleven Resident Members of the Society to go into the

administration of Endowment Funds of the Society and to recom-
juend chaiigcs, if necessary, in the prcseiit ^Regulations' of the

Society as regards their administration and award of medals and to

report to the Society within two months from the date.

Hint five members should form a quorum of the said Committee,
and that the Committee he empowered to fill up the vacancy among
its members whenever necessary from among the Resident Mem-
bers of the Society.

Mr. II. P. Hookerjee : I propose an amendment that the first

portion be deleted, the remark about unsatisfactory conduct and so

forth. It does not seem to me, if there had been defective regulation

or rule, at this juncture proper to pass a vote of censure on the past

conduct of the Council. I would propose the first portion be deleted

and the second portion expunged.

Dr. Sen : I second the proposal. We are not moving a vote of

censure; we are only disapproving of the action of the Council for not
placing such matters before the Monthly Meeting for confirmation.

President: You are speaking on the amendment.

Dr. Bose : I have the right to oppose the amendment.

l^resident: Y'our remarks do not seem entirely relevant whether
the first paragraph should go out or not.

Dr. Bose : If you like I can bring that in this way, I think you
will give me permission to speak again later on.

President: Y"es.

Dr. Majumdar : Unless we disapprove of the action of the Coun
cil justice cannot be done to the widow of Sarat Chandra Roy. What
one may object to is the language^

President: The amendment has been accepted by the mover.

Now, we come to the motion itself.

37
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Dr. Majumdar: I agree with Mr. Mookerjee that Dr. Bose’e
propo.sal as .such cannot be accepted.

Dr. Sen : The House lias got every power to amend the whole re-

solulioii. That is why 1 want that there should be a committee ap-
pointed to go through this matter, so that if required they can lay
down certain fundamental rules for the consideration of the Council
and also change the regulations.

President : Does anybody else wish to speak on the motion ? The
motion is to ap])oint u committee of 11 resident members of the Society
to go into the administration of the Endowment Eund of the Society
and to make idiange in the regulations and report to the Society within
two months from date.

Dr. Roy : This was a specific resolution for appointment of a
connuittee to go into the administration of medalwS as such. That was
raised when we were discussing the Annual tteport. What 1 propose
is once an Organisation Comiiiitice is appointed, could we not refer
this to that Organisation (’oiniiiiitee and bring before it, either through
a motion in the Ordinary Monthly Minding, just when the Organisation
Committee is sitting, or directly to the Organisation Committee, to
investigate into these afiairsr' I would, therefore, formally move
that this resolution, with these comments and find her comments cover-
ed by Dr. Bose and Dr. Sen, be referred to the Organisation Committee

Dr. Majumdar: You mean both parts—that we do not approve
of the action.

Dr. Roy: That portion has been deleted.

Mr. Bhattacharya : I beg to second this resolution

President: Tho.se in favour of passing the motion, the first para-
graph of the resolution, with the exception of what has been deleted,
may raise their hands; those against—the motion was passed.

Now, Dr. Roy's proposal has been seconded that the rest of the re-
solution be forwarded to the Organisation Committee for their con-
sideration and necessary action. Those in favour of that may please
raise their hands, those against—the proposal was passed.

President: The next motion is in the name of Dr. A. K. Sen
Dr. Sen: I formally move the following motion:—
Whereas, on a 'letter dated 24-6-1940 from. Dr- S. Kruhiiaswcmi
Aiyangar suggesting that the Centenary of the decAphering of the
Asoka imeriptions hy James Primep should he suitably celebrated
by the Society^ the Council of the li.A.S.D. resolved that Dr.
Kahdas Nng, Mr. fL C. Chakladar and Dr. IL S. Guha should form
a Svh-Committee to consuler the 'ifuhhcation of a special number
of the Society's Journal in Cammiemoration of the Centenary of
Jaynes Prinsep,

Whereas, the said Sub-Committee recommended on 20-11-1941 :

(I) that a medal called the James Prinsep Medal for Inddan
Epigraphy be awarded by the Society biennially for the best origi*
nnl work in Anewnt Indian. Epigraphy and Numismatics, the
details of which are to be worked out hy the Council and the cost of
the Medal to be met out of the Funds of the Society—the firtrt medal
to he awarded, if possible, in 1942 that Prof. S. K. Aiffanffm-lt
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suggestion as cont<mied in hu letter be accepted when publishing
the Special Cormnevwration Number may be truly international

the publication he postponed till the end of the War, though
necessary steps to approach different scholars may meanichile ba

taJeen,

Whereas^ (he recommendations of the Sub-^Committee as modi^
fied below was accepted by the (Umncil of the R.A.S.B, on
2S-1IA941 \ (1) that Funds be rai'^ed for instituting a medal to he
callcjl the James Prinsep Medal fo he awarded biennially by the

Society for the best original work in Ancient Indian History, The
first medal to he awarded, if possible^ In 1942: (2) that a special

Commemoration meeting he called fo consider details to the proiecti

(3) that Prof. S. K . Aiyangar s suggestion as rontnined in the

letter be accepted when publishing the Special Commemoration
A umber of the Journal

, and in order that the number may he truly

International the puhlieaiion he postponed till the end of the War,
though neressarif sfejis to ap/iroarh different sdiolars may mean-
irhilr be taken.

Be it resolved that this meeting of the Society regrets the non-
impJemenfal ion of the above by the (*ounril of the R.A .S.B . up till

now and request the Council to find out ways and means so as to

i mplement them in. the near future and diret'fs that the James
Prmsep's .’Ifedal be awarded at the Aninml General Meeting of the

Society in February, 1942, the cost to hr borne, even if required,

from the Funds of the Sortefy, and that the Special Comviemora^
tinn Number of the Journal he published by February

, 1949, and
that the Council should com munieate, at ererq Monthhf General
Meeting of the Society, the progress of work done by the Council
this direction.

Br. Mojunidiir : f second ii.

Vresideut : Tin* iTsohitiim passed bv tlie (^)unril on this motion
is MK follows, f’oiiiicil r(?^*ivts that i<s prtMlecessore iook no aetion

aiol is iakin^^- immediate steps to examine the position thron«*b the
lMaam‘e and Publication (\>mniittees. The Couindl views the resolu-

tion passed by its predtM’essor sympatbeticallv and tl)e one brouffbi
by Br. Sen before this meetino; sympathetically and is taking action
through these two Committees.

Br. Sen ; I have formally moved this l^^soluHon. 1 shall he glad
if the President agrees that in every Monthly Meeting we are a])])rised

of the work on this Hn<' of the Council. My resolution was to that
(effect or it can even be done at the end of every three numths. I did
not ask in this <‘asc for tlie formation of any committee, and 1 think
Mr. Mookerjee will appreciate that.

President : T understand that yo\ir resolution has been changed
now from every month to every quarter.

Br. Sen : FiVery third Monthly Mending.

President : Then T hike it that the meeting ivS willing to pass Dr.
Sen’s resolution wilh the addition of every third Monthly Meeting,
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The following two papers were taken as read as the authors are not
present :

—
(/) Knowledge of the ancient Hindus concerning Fish and

Fisheries of India. By S* L. 11ora.

In this paper, the author has quoted passages from Kautilya’s
Arthasastra to show that even in the dim past ages, fishery was a well-

established industry in India, and that fish was relished as an article

of diet. During famines or other national calamities, greater use was
made of fish to tide over food shortages. Fishermen were charged
low licence fees for catching fish and were given concessions for ford-
ing or crossing rivers. Fish processing (dry fish and fish manures)
was known in the days of Kautilya and fishery products were charged
a low rate of toll tax. The ancient Hindus ])OiSsessed a considerable
general knowledge of the habits of fishes, and used that knowledge to

practical j^urposes, or in using metaphors.

(2) On a new hermaphrodite Species of Microphthahnus {Poly-

chaeta-He.sionidae) from the sandy Beach, Madras. By K.
H. Alikunhi.

Of the four known species of Microphthalmus, M. sczelkowii, M

.

aberrans, M. similis and M. fragilis, the last two are hermaphrodite,
while nothing is known regarding the reproductive organs of the other
two. The new Madras species is ahso a hermaphrodite. In view of

Bobretzky’s meagre description of M. fragilis and M . similis and the
difference between the Madras Microphthalvm

s

and M. sczelkowii and
M. aberrans, it has been considered advisable to describe the Madras
worm as a new species.

M. urofimbriata sp. nov. occurs in fair ii umbers. Specimen 0 to

8 mm. long have 40 to 75 setigeroiis segments. Oophalic appendages
are well developed. The two eyes are forwardly placed. Kuchal
organs are conspicuous, Parapodia are biramous the dorsal division

carrying 12 to 18 capillary setae including tlie pectinate seta. Simple
and compound setae are present in tlie ventral division. The anal

plate has 20 to 30 finger-shaped processes on the margin. Male re-

productive organs occupy the anterior and female reproductive organs
the posterior segments. The two penes, situated between vsegments

two and three have cuticular supporting rods. A pair of male genital

ducts runs forwards from the anteriormost testis segment to open at

the base of the penes. In each female segment is a pair of receptacula
seminis. Transference of sperms probably takes place during copulii-

tion.

The arrangement of the (‘.ephalic appendages, the nature of the

setae, the fimbriated anal plate, the cuticular supporting rods of the

copulatory organs, the elongated vasa deferentia, and the absence of

intermingling of the sexual elements are some of the important fea-

tures characteristic of M. urofmihriata.
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Monday^ the 7th Junc^ 1948 ^
at 5-30 p*m*

Present ;

Dr, M. N. Sally, Yioe-Prosident, iu the chair.

Members :

Banerjee, J. N.: Binani, Vithaldaa; Chatterji, Dr. S- K. Chakra-
varti, P.

;
Das, J. k.; Das, S. Ti.; Gupta, Omkar Shaiiker; Gupta,

A. B.
;
Guha, D.

;
Qauguli, 11.; Gliose, 'll. C.; Ghose Chaudhuri, H-;

ITahibullah, Dr. A. B. M.
;
Majunidar B. C.; Majumdar, Dr. G. P.;

Mukherjee, N- I).; Mukhorjea, A.; Paul, H. 0.; Roy, Dr. N. R.

;

Saraswati, S. K.; Sen-Gupta, K. K. ; Trivedi, V. B.

The Chainuaii opened the proeeediiigH hy calling upon the General
vSecretary to road the minutes of the Monthly Meeting of tlie 5th April.

The General Secretary ])ointed out that as the minutes covered about
36 typed pages, he had re(iuested Dr. A. K. Sen to make a summary
but subsequently it was found, both by himself and the latter that

that was not possible. Dr. vSen ])ut forward the following suggestions,

(1) that iu future these minutes be laid on the table before they were
confirmed to quable members to go through them, and (2) that the

shorthand transt^ripts be reduced to a longhand summary and cir-

culated to the members concenu^d for necessary revision, as that was
Ihe only way, he thought, the minutes could be confirmed. Upon the

General Secretary remarking that according to the Rules the minutes
should be read Dr, R. C. Majunidar asked for a gist of the proceedings

to be read, ommiting the discussions and the wording of the resolu-

tions, so that the form might be observed. The General Secretary

thereupon began to read the minutes of the Meeting of the 5th April,

of the meeiing adjourned to the 12lh April, and of the last meeting
which was held on the 3rd May. Considering this to be tediously long
the Minute Book was ])assed round to the members at the instance of

the President. Dr. Majumdar suggested the postponement of th '

confirmation at the cud of the Meeiing which was iigreed to by the

members.

The General vSecretary reported tliat the following eight books were

presented to the Society :
—

Dihshitar, V. Ti. Tt.—Roulhern India and China (Calcutta, 11 .d.).

Presented hy the Author.

Garga, Kamala—Hindi Ho Keon? (in Hindi), Calcutta, 1948.

Presented hy Sri 0. S. Gupta.

Gitanjali.—Tr. by Amarendramohan Bhattacharji (in Sanskrit),

Calcutta. 1336 B.R. Presented hy the Translator.

Indian Hi.storical Records Commission—Proceedings of Meetings,

Vol. XXIII (New Delhi, 1947), Presented hy the Government of

India.

Isvara-Kavya-Gumphika—Pt. I. Harirasa (Calcutta, 1995 samvat).

Presented hy Rai Bahadur R. D. Chokhany.

RampurtOj S. C.—Cult of Ahimsa (Calcutta, 1947), Presented by

the A uthor.
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liuttonslia, Mrs, G, N. Juvenile Delinquency and Destitution in

Poona. (Poona, 1947). Presented hy the Deccan College, Poona.

Mahatma Gandhi—A collection from the writings of Rabindranath
Tagore (m Bengali), Calcutta, 1948. Presented by Visvd Bhurati^

iSantiniketan,

The following candidates were balloted for election as Ordinary
Members :

—
(21) Bryan, Denzil Arnold, B.A. (Cantab.), U. K. Trade Com-

missioner, 1 Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: L. R. Pawcus. Seconder: W. 1). West.

(22) Singh, JnipnJ, M.i\. (Oytm.), BariiskT-at-Law, Member,
(knisfitucnt Assembly. Itaiicln (21 < Im])erial lloiel. New Delhi).

Proposer: K. Nag. Seconder: V. B. Trivedi.

(23) Singh, linn, B.Sc., Journalist, 89 Ntdaji Subhas Uoiul,

Calcutta.

Projf/^fser: T. N. Agarwala. Scctoidcr: B. TriviMli.

(24) Phovhey, Ham Mahesh, B.A. (Hons.), B.L., Headmaster
(Oilg.), Shree Malieshw'ari A'idyalaya, 4 Sova Ram Bysack Street.

Calcutta.

Proposer: 1'. N. Agarwala. Seconder: \. B. 4’rivedi.

(2o) Mnhherji, Rtjani, B.A. (Allahabad*, 139-B Rash Biluiri

Avenue, Calcutta.

Proposer: L. Sukul. Sectotder: D. 1*. (iliosh.

(29)

Sen, Makhanlal, Journalist, o8-A IJindustliaii Park, Calcutta.

Proposer: D. Bunuan. Seconder: S. K. Saraswati.

(27; Lai, Arculh Biliari, Sahityacharya, M.A., B.L., Preacher,

Arya Samaj. 214 Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

Proposer: M. Himatsingka. Seconder: B. L. Shurma.

(28) Kelasa, Shin, B.A., Post-graduate Student (Cal. I niv.), 4-A

Bowbazar Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: D. (ixiha. Seconder: A. H. M. Mobiyuddin.

(29) Bnncrjee, Sivadas, M.A., B.Sc., Journalist, eJ-A MaUanirvau

Road, Calcutta 29.

Proposer: D. (xuhu. Seconder: S. K. Sarasw^ati.

(30) Bhadvri, Jyoti Sanhar, M.A., Tvuvyatirtha, Secretary, Souu-

X)ur T(*a Estate, 51 -D Sambliunath Pundit Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: D. Guha. Seconder :H. K. Saraswati.

(31) Bhansali, Balwant Raj S., B.Coin., LL.B.. Labour Officer,

Hastings Mill, Ltd., Messrs. M. Baiigur Bros., Ltd., 9 Netaji Subhas

Road, Calcutta.
^

Proposer: Muni Kanta Sagur. Seconder: K. K. Gangult.

(32) Rock, Joseph F, Ph.D., Research Fellow of Harvard, Yeu-

ching Institute, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
Proposer: K. N. Bagclii. Seconder: D. Barman.

(33) Swann, Robert Swinney, B.A. (Cantab.), H. K. Foreign Ser-

vice, United Service Club, Chowiinghee, Calcutta.

Proposer: E. T. D. Lambert. Seconder: K. TS. Bagchi.
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AVhile tlie balloting went on Dr. A. K. Sen submitted that in a

previous meeting where the Chairman was not present, it was de-

luded by the President that proposals for election of members should
be brought before the Mont lily MeeHng, as the (^>imeil had no autho-
rity to hold them back.

The General Secretary pointed out that under Rule 5, the names
recommended by the Council should only be placed before the Gene-
ral Meeting and not all the proposals received, lie further pointed

out that certain proposals had been referred . back to the proposers, as

the Coumul wanted to have further information about academic and
other qualifications.

The General Kicretary then mentioned the case of Avadh Bihari

Lai, “Saliityacharya”, M.A., B.L., whose name was proposed by

Mr. M. llimatsingka and seconded by Mr. B. L. Sharma, and sai-d

that he had just received a hotter from a c ertain member who ques-

lioued the titl(‘ of “Sahityacharya” and asked for the jiroduction of

a certificate. A discussion was about to start on this subject when
th(^ Chairman ruled that they wcu'e at liberty not to ballot for this

name if they did not want to.

The ballot was then taken.

The following motions of whicdi notices were given on 3-5-48

were disposed of under Rule 57(e) in manner noted below:—

(I; A. K. Majumdar.

This nieeting request the Coutkcil of the to fravie lie-

gelations {under Rule 48{a) ) reletting to the election, nomination

or appointment of Representatives or Deputies to represent the

society U) the various Boards, Committees, Congresses, Conferences,

Commissions, Celehrations of other offunal, non-official, univer-

sities, bodies or Institutions and report them for the information

of the August 194S Monthly Meeting of the Society

•

The Chairman informed that the Council had already considered

the motion at their meeting of 13.5.48 and had asked him to say that

it was not necessary to frame regulations. On Mr. Majumdar en-

quiring the reason for the Council arriving at such decision, the

General Secretary said that it was due to the fact that the whole

question had been referred to the Organisation Committee which was

appointed to deal with all problems of Organisation. Dr. R. C.

Majumdar asked if the resolution could now be formally moved when

the Chairman said that that could be done if Mr. A. K. Majumdar

was not satisfied with the explanation given by the Council. There-

upon Mr. A. K. Majumdar formally moved the resolution standing

in his name. Dr. A. K. Sen seconded the resolution. Dr. R. C.

Majumdar added that unless regulations were framed none of these

bodies concerned would ever again ask the Society to send a represen-

tative. He did not therefore see any harm in framing regulations

wherein it coiild be suggested that such and such a person should

be selected. After some discussion the resolution, formally moved

by Mr. A. K. Majumdar and seconded by Dr. A. K. Sen, was put to

vote end paeiod.
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(2) Mr. T. C. Das.

This meeting requests the Council of the R,A,S*B, to frame Re-
gulations {under Rule 48{a) ) relating to the selection, apjgoint-

ment, tenure, duties, allowances, salaries, and privileges, of the
Research Fellows and workers of the R.A.S,B,, and report them
for the information of the August 194S Monthly Meeting of the

Society.

The Chairman informed the meeting that the Council had con-

sidered this motion at their meeting on 13.5.48 and had asked him
to say that they had already decided to frame the necessary rules.

Thereupon Mr. T. C. Das withdrew his motion, Dr. Sen remarking
that the Chairman’s announcement be made a part of the proceedings.

(3) Mr. V, P. Basu.

This meeting draws the attention of the Council of the R.A.SJL,
to the fact that the Year Book of the R,A.S.B. for 1945, has been

issued to the members of the Society in October 1947
,
and that

such irregular and, late publicatian of the Year Book of the So-
ciety, debars the resident, non-resident and Foreign Members of
the Society from taking any intelligent and active part in the

Scientific and, Cultural activities of the Society, and requests the
Council to issue the Year-Book for 1946 and 1947 by October

1948, in the interest of the Society and the members thereof.

The Chairman informed the meeting that the Council had con-

sidered the motion at their last meeting and had asked him to say

that the publication of the Year Book would be taken in hand imme-
diately. Dr. Sen called for a definite time limit within which the

publication of the Year Books in question would be completed. The
Chairman agreed to re-place the word ‘‘immediately” by “before

the end of 1948”, which amendment was accepted by Dr. Sen who
said that it should be formally moved and passed. Dr. Sen then

formally moved the resolution with the modification as suggested by
the Chairman, namely instead of 1947 it should read “by December
1948”, which was seconded by Dr. II. C. Majumdar. After some
further discussion the Chairman promised personally to see to the

publication of the Year Books at the earliest possible date provided
the manuscripts were made over to him by the end of this month and
the choice of a press was left to him. Dr. Sen also promised to help

in compiling the materials for the Year Books and making them
ready for the Press. The proposal was then put to vote and passed

(4) Dr. Jitendra Nath Banerjea.

Whereas in 1945, the Council of the R.A.S-B., to celebrate

the Bicentenary of the birth of Sir William Jones {1746-1946)

,

Founder of the Society, prepared the following programme of
cultural activities :

—
(a) To publish a complete author and suhject-indea of all the

important articles in the Asiatic Researches aud the

Journal and Proceedings of the Society up to the end of
1945 \

(b) Preparation of an annotated edition of Kalidasa^ s SaJeun^

tala with the English Translation of Sir William Jones,
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with a life sketch of the Founder of the Society tagetker
with an account of his cultural activities and* full Bihlio^
graphy of his writings by Dr. Kalidas Nag;

»(c) Publication of a 'Monograph^ on * Fisher* s Memoir on
Edmcation* by Prof. A. N. Bose.

Be it resolved that this meeting of the Society regrets the non-
implerrhentation of the above by the Council up till now and re-

quest the Council to find out ways and means so as to implement
them in the near future and not later than a year from date and
that the Council should communicate^ at every Monthly General
Meeting of the Society^ the progress of work done by the Council
in this direction.

The Chairman informed that the Council decided to appoint a

Committee consisting of two philological vSecretaries, Dr. J. N.
Banerjea, Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Dr. K. Nag, and three ex-officio

members.

Dr, Majumdar wanted to know it any committee was appointetl

already for this purpose, lie said that Sir Jadunath Sarkar was
asked three or four years ago to collect all articles for the medieval
period and somebody else was asked to collect articles for the earlier

period, after which the Coumdl did not (‘are to know what had been
done. Dr. Sen was of opinion that here also a time limit should be
fixed. In reply to the (diairman, who asked l)r. Banerjee if he was
satisfied with the decision of tlie Coumdl, Dr. Banerjee nodded
agreement but remarked that in order that the work should be expe-
dited, a time limit should be set. After discussions Dr. Sen moved
a closxire to this discussion, and the President put Dr. Banerjee’s
motion to vote, and was passed.

(5) Dr. A. K. Sen.

Budget Estimates for 1948 of the H.A.SJ). as submitted by the
Council to the Annual Meeting in February 1948, he taken into

ronsidcration at this meeting of the Society and to facilitate du-
cussion of the Budget, Council is hereby requested to place before
the meeting the details of the Budget under different heads of
expenditure, especially the details of the staff, their salary and
allowances.

Dr. Sen formally moved that the consideration of this item be.

postponed till the next meeting. He said that in the meantime all

information should be laid on the table and hung up in the Meeting
Room. The proposal of Dr. Sen w'as accepted.

The General Secretary announced that the Council proposed for

ve^ection ns Associate Members the following persons for a period

of five years, in accordam^e with Rules 2 and 13
: (1) Prof, P. C. Sen

Gupta, and (2) Mr. W. Birney. The attainments of both these gen-

tlemen were read out. After some discussions it was decided to place

these names for approval before the next meeting.

The General Secretary then reported that the Council have de^

uided to award the Dr. Bimala Churn Law Gold Medal biennially,

of annually, at the suggestion of the donor (Rule 48-a). Dr,

iMksjxmsim enquir^ whether this would mean that the Society would
28
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not in future have to pay anything* out of its own pocket, and
wanted to be sure that no expenditure was incurred for this medal.
He said it was his suspicion that the Council now at least had realis-

ed that it was spending a lot of money out of its own fund. The
(xeneral Secretary replied that he was certain that there would be no
expenditure of money from General Fund and, on the other hand,
there may be a saving to the extent of Its. 200/-. Dr. Sen submitted
tliat according to the Rules and Regulations of the Society the
amended regulation referred to by the General Secretary should be
brought before the next Monthly Aleeting.

The General Secretary then reported that the Council have nomi-
nated l)r. S. K. Chatterji, Philological Secretary, to represent the

Society to serve on the Selection Committee of the Calcutta Unver-
sity for recommending a person for the award of the Sarojini Basu
Medal for 1948. While accepting the proposal Dr. Sen wanted to

know wliether these things were brouglit through the philological

committee or by the Council of its own ju cord. The General Secre-

tary readied that Dr. Chatterji was himself the Philological Secre-

tary and added that that Committee was not in existence at that time,

it was formed only lately.

The General Secretary then reported that :

The Conned have deeUled to recon.^titntc the SpecialiH Sec-

tional Coynmittees, consisting of Cultural: (/) History
and Archaeology; [2) Art, Architecture

^
and Regional

and Town Planning; {3) Sanshritic Studies; (4) Islamic
Studies; (f5) Language, Literature, Religion, and Philo-
sophy; and {€) Anthropology and Ethnology. Scientific:

(1) Medicine and. Public Health; (2) Botany, Forestry
and Agriculture ; (3) Zoology and Fisheries ; and (4)

Engineering and Industrial Development. {The list of
members of these committees were placed on the table).

Dr. Majumdar questioned the utility of these Committees, Ho
|>ointed out that one of these Committees met three years ago and in

that very first meeting a number of resolutions were j^assed recom-
mending several things, one of them being the cataloguing of Coins.

He said that not one of these items was carried into effect by the
fCouncil or the Secretary. Since the formation of this Committee
Dr. Majumdar himself being the Chairman and Dr. Banerjee the

Secretary but nothing could be done, and a sum of Rs. 100/- ^p.m.

could not be found to make a catalogue of these Coins. Dr. Sen
pointed out that it was the look-out of the Monthly Meeting to see

that these expert Committee worked properly and that their recom-
mendations were given effect to and implemented by the Council,

Dr. Majumdar proposed that this should he conveyed to the Coupcil.

. Dr. Majumdar enquired when was the stocktaking of the library

to be completed. Dr. Roy replied that it was going on and he ex-

pected it would be completed by the lOth of July; he hoped to open
it section by section. Dr. Majumdar said since it was not likely to

be opened till the middle of July it would be convenient if members,
accompanied by the Librarian or the General Secretary, were per-
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mitted to make use of the Library as and when occasion arose, to
which there seemed to be no objection.

Itwn No. 4 (confirmation of chnng’cs in ihe Council) on the print-
ed agenda was then taken up. Dr. Sen wanted to know from the
General Secretary whether these office bearers submitted their re-

signation properly in the Council Meeting. Another thing that be-
came apparent was that the ac*(‘eptance of ihe resignation lay with
the Council and not with members present at the Monthly Meeting,
because it was found under item 4(1) that the resignation of Dr. West
liad been accepted by tlie Council. The General Secretary replied
that two resignations (viz : of Dr. AVesi and Mr. Khaitan) were sub-
mitted in writing and the other thre(^ were verbal and not in writing.
Dr. Sen then asked for a ruling from the Chair that if that was the
case tlien automatically the meeting could proceed with the item.
The Chairman rcjdied that (hat was a ticklish ijuestion but he
thought in this case if a number of office bearers resigned their letters

of resignation would have to be forwarded first to the Monthly Meet-
ing to be discussed there before^ their places were declared va(?ant.
In view oi the ruling by tlie Cliair Dr. Sen was of opinion that the
whole matter sl)ould be referred back to the Council. After further
discusvsion on the point the Chairman framed the followng resolu-
tion, ‘‘Tliat the members assembled at the Monthly Meeting listened
to the letter read by the General Secretary of resignation submitted
by Dr. West and resolved unanimously that Dr. AVst be requested to

withdraw his resignation’\

At this stage th(^ minutes of the ])revious three meetings were
confirmed.

The following paj)er was taken as read, as the autlnu* was not
present

:

(1) Ktazvl Islam.

—

Ibahutty(us.

The paper deals With the Ihahafiytu^
,
n sect of people with pro-

misruous modrs of worship and liviny. The author pieces to-

gether evidences from various sources about them and endeavimrs
to prove that they were a Muslim sect.

The (.liairnian then announced the result of the ballot for the

election of Ordinary Members inid dtsdared that all the candidates,

including No. 27, were elected.

Monday, the 6th July, 194S, at p.m.

(In the absem^e of ihe President and Vice-President Dr. B. S. Guha,
a senior Member of the Council occupied the Chair, in terms of

Rule $5(b) ).

Members :

Auden, J. B.; Banerjea, Dr. J. N.
;
Bose, Dr. J. K.; Bunnan, D,;

Biswas, Dr. K.; Basu, A.; Bhattacharva, N,; Basil, S. P.; Chakra-
varti, I\; Canoria, G. C.; Chatterjee, B. C.; Chatterjee, P. C.; Das,

Tarak Ch.; Das, S. R.; Das-Gupta, Dr. C. C.
;
Das, J. N*; Ganguli,
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K, ; Gulutj D. ;
Garg, Kaniala Devi; Ghose, E. C.; Ghipta, P. C.;

Gupta, A. B.; Gupta, Omkar Shanker; Haidar. M.; Ishaque, Dr.

M.
;
Job, Dr. T. J.; Majumdar, P, C.

;
Muklierjee, Bijay Biharij

Majumdar, J.; MajUmdar, Dr. G. P.; Mookerjee, Mr. Justice E. P.;

Muklierjee, N. D. ;
Mitra, Miss Eva; Roy, Dr. N. R.; Siddiqi, Dr.

M. Z.
;
Sinha, S. N.; Sen, Dr. A. K.; Sen, J. M.; Singh, H.; Ukil,

Dr. A. C.

The General Secretary read the luinutes of the last Monthly Meet-

ing held on the 7th June, 1948.

Dr. A. K. Sen: Before the Minutes are eoufirmed ,
I would like to

raise a question, as to whether it is not desirable that the inintites

should be in handwriting.

The Chairman stated thai every page will be signed by the Secre-

tary if the minutes are typewritten and the sheet.s pasted.

The General Secretary announced that lie would go through the

previous pages also and sign them.

Dr. A. K. Sen, arising out of the proceedings, enquired whether

the Council Meeting, just after the Monthly Meeting, had taken into

consideration the proceedingvS of the Monthly J^feeting and come to i

decision on any of the items, and the General Secretary also taken

action accordingly-

It was announced that the General Secretary had taken action as

per the direction of the Council.

Dr, A. K. Sen : Certain Committees are not meeting for the lysl

two or three mouths. We are not circulating these proceedings to

tlie members who are even residents of Cal(*utta. Our proceedings

will not be jmblished until nearly three years hence, and, therefore,

the members who are not present at the uRMjting will not know aii>-

thing of all the resolutions pus.sed here.

Chairman: The question about circulation may be placed before

the Council for consideration.

Tlie minutes were then confirmed.

The General Secretary then reported the re< ei])t the following

books received during May, 1948:—
Krishnnrao, /?. V.—History of the early dynasties of Andhrudesa.

c. 200-625 A.D. Madras, 1942. Presented 'bii the author.

Tirumalai-Tinipati’-DemsthananL Epigraph iml Series, Vols. 1-6,

Tirupati, 1938. Presented by the Tiriufmlai-TirufMfti-Devast^^

Committee.

Report on the Inscriptions of the Devasthanam Collection with

Illustrations. Madras, 1930. Presented by the Tirumalai-Tirupati^

Devasthanam Committee.

The following candidates were ballotted for election as Ordinary

Members apd declared as duly elected:—
(84) Basu, Suhodh, M.A., B.L., Author, P58 Lansdowne Road

Extension, Calcutta.

Proposer-. V. C Gupta. Seconder: S. K. Saraswati.
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(36) Bhattacharya, Asutosfi, M.A., Research Associate of the De-
partment of Anthropology, Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Proposer: B, S. Guha. Seconder: Miss J. Sarmu.

(3C) Sarhahi, I). S., I).S(‘., Assistant Fisheries Development
Officer, 203 Ganga Prasad Road, Lucknow, TT.P-

Proposer \ T. J. Jol). Seconder

:

1^, M. 0. Menon.

(37) Hoalton, Sir John, C.S.I., C.I.E., BA. (Cantab), I.C.S.,
(on leave), Doranda, Ranchi, B.N. Ry.

Proposer: R. A, Dutch. Seconder: C. C. Blagden-

(38) Mulcerjee
, Rojendro hoi, M.Sc., Assistani (kniiroller, Sia-

lionery Office, 3 Church Lane, Cah’utta.
Proposer: T. C. Das. ^Seconder: A. K. Sen.

(39) Gnpta, Miss Bani, ^\ X., B.T., Teacher, Lady Irwin School,

ranning Road, New Delhi.
Proposer: S. K. Saraswati. Seconder: N. Ray.

(40) Gvha, Saiindra Noth, (Certificate of Apprenticcvship in Tex-
tile Engineering, V..7.T.I., Bombay, 2-A Radhaprasad Lane,
Calcutta 9.

Proposer : 1). Giiha. Seamdcr

:

S. K- vSaraswati.

(3iairnian : May T enquire under Rule 57(3) if any member iu-

lends to give any noti('e of motion for discussion at th^^ next Monthl>
.Meeting?

Mr. A. K. Majunidar submitied the following motion of whic.h

he gave notice to be moved at the next Monthly Meeting: “This
Meeting requests tin* (Council to change* the Rales of the Society in

such a wa> as to make it maiidatoiy that the T^resident of the Socii*tY

must be a Fellow of the Society”.

Dr. A. Iv. Sen wlien being (*alle<l upon to move the following
motion under Rule 57-c, which had been ])Ostponed from the last

Monthly Meeting, asked for permission to move it at the next meeting

Budget Estiinaies for 194S o/ the R.A.S,B, ns submitted by the

Gouncil to the Annuol Meeting in. February /.94<V, he tahen into

consideration at this meeting of the Society and to facilitate dis-^

rvssion of the Budget, Council is hereby requested to place before

the meeting the details of the Budget under different heads of

expendititre, especially the details of the staff, their salary and
allowances

,

The request of Dr. A. K. Sen was put to the members and acceded

to.

Chairman : I now call upon the General Secretary to make the

following reports and communications from the Council to be sub-

mitted for the consideration of the Monthly Meeting, under Rule 57-g.

The following loss of membership, since the last meeting was re-

ported :
—

(a) Resignations

:

(29) Sir B. P. Singh Roy
(30) E. If. Shuttleworth,

(31) G. B. Headley,

(Ord. Member—1946)

(Ord. Member—1946)

(Ord, Member—1946)
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(32) H. I). Khandelwal, ^Or^- Member—1946)

(33) Rev. C. F. Ball, (Ord. Member—1944)

(34) M. ItamabhadraB, (Ord. Member—1,943)

(35) N. R. Das Gupta» (Ord. Member—1946)

(36) D. Sehlumberger, (Ord. Member—1946)

(37) W. Taueja, (Ord. Member—1947)

The General vSecretary reported that tin* Courieil have nominated

Dr. S. Iv. Cliaiterji, Philological Secretary, failing him Dr. S. Radha-
krishnaii or Mr. P- 'N. Banerjee, Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta

University, to represent the Society at the 21st Session of the Inter-

national Congress of Orientalists to be held in Paris from the 23rd to

30th July, 1948.

The General Secret tiry then reported that the Council have nomi*

natexl Dr. B. S. Giiha, failing liim Prof. K. P, Chattopadhyay or Dr.

S. K. Chatterji, to represent tiie Society at the 3rd Session of the

International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences

to be held in Bnissells and Tervuren in August. 1948.

Dr. A. K- vSen : As regards the procedure, 1 would like to know
whether the Council, before nominating these eminent i)ersons have

taken the advice of the Cultural Advisory Board or Scientific* Ad-

A’isory Board of the Royal Asiatic Society.

General Secretary : When this communicaitioji was received for

information there was no su(‘h board formed. Meetings could not be

convened for want of quorum. That is the reason why the Council

•selected these members.

T)r. A. K. Sen : So, in future, if it is a function of the Cultural

or Scientific Board, the Council will take their advice.

Chairman: That is up to the Council to do.

The General Secretary then reported that the Council considered

the (piestion of withholding a[)plitaitions for niembership (Rule 5) at

their meeting held on 23-0-48 and they are of the opinion that the

Council has power to withhold recoininendalion for election of a can-

didate by the General Meeting.

The General Secretary then read the following (q)inion of Sir

B. L. Mitter:—
Question is whether the Covnctl has po\rer to withhold the

candidature of a person for iwinhership of the Society from a

Genefral Meeting, It dearly has the jwwer. Recommendation

fo7 election of a candidate is conditional upon approval of such

candidate by the Council, The words **if approved^* \n Rule 5

give power to the Council fa approve or not to approve. If the

contention that all candidature 7nust be placed before the General

Meeting the interposition of the Council would, have been un-

necessary, The rule clearly contemplates that the Council should

Civercise its judgment before it makes a recommendation for the

election of any candidate*^

•

Rai Bahadur M- Haidar: Why use the word ‘SvithhohP^P It is

unnecessary, because the Council have the power to approve or dis-

apl>rove. I do not think the question of **withholding’ arises»
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Mr, Justice Mookerjee: The (Jouncil have the power to recoin-
mend or to withhold approval.

Chairman; That is the feason why Sir 13. L. Mitter was consulted.

Di*. A. K. Sen ; This point had been raised at previous meetings,
and at one such meeting the President gave a certain ruling. If the
Council want to communicate any legal opinion obtained, it is better
that it should be included in the agenda itself.

Dr. A. Iv- Sen then enquired as to how this question was referred
to Sir B. L. Mitter for opinion ?

General Secretary : The mutter was discussed by this house on
two or three occasions. When I was reading the Minutes on the
last occasion Dr. Sen stated that the Council had no authority over
election of members. That was placed before the Council and the
Council decided to take legal opinion.

Dr. A. K. Sen: Dr. West gave a certain ruling which was in my
favour.

Dr. Roy : The question was raised at the very first Monthly
Meeting in 1948, and Dr- West, as President, gave a definite ruling
which must be in the Minute 13ook. Does the legal opinion of Sir
J). L. Mitter supersede the President’s ruling on that point'^ If it

does, then we should not raise this question. Cases have happened
wlien long lists of members were withheld and members with similar
academic qualifications were passed. That is why we had made a
definite suggestion, which was agreed to by the President of that
meeting, that the entire list of members, which had been disallowed
by the Council, would be placed before that Monthly Meeting. This
was never done. Unless it had happened like this that names with
similar qualifications were held back, we would not have brought it

at all. If the Council can assure us that this will not happen again
we are prepared to abide by the legal advice of Sir B. L. Mitter, but
before that the Council must assure us that no such distinction will

be made.

Dr. Elwin: Quite apart from the legality, it is absolutely

common-sense reading of the rule- It seems to be if we want to

change that, the proper thing would be to wait for the next Annual
Meeting and then to put up a proposal for changing the rule.

Mr. Justice R. P. Mookerjee; 1 think there is a misapprehen-
sion in the minds of some members. Here is a report which was
called for on an interpretation of the rule. At the General Meeting
it was thought that all names proposed should be placed before the

General Meeting. Whatever might have been done or not done b;y

the past Councils, let us look to the present acts. It is no use going
into the past in this matter. We wanted to know whether according

to the rules as they stand the past practice was a correct one, or whe-
ther the opinions expressed by some members at the General Meet-
ing were correct. On a reading of the rule there cannot be any two
opinions. It is the Council and the Council alone which can recom-
mend and unless there is that recommendation by the Council it is

not competent for the General Meeting to consider any application

for membership. You may question whether such a rule should be
there or be amended but only at the proper time. Certain sUgges-
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tions were made that the past , Councils had not been fair and just in

their recommendations for membership- There may have been some
difference of opinion with the decision of the Council but no one
should suggest that ihe members did anything actuated by any
motive.

Mr. Sreedan Gupta: On a point of order, many of us present

here are more interested in hearing the reading of papers. Such
things as we are witnessing at our Monthly Meetings were never
heard of before. If in the Monthly Meeting there should be discus-

sions of this nature, a time limit should be set for these discussions.

Chairman : That is perfectly right, we will have to do that, as

otherwise our main purpOvSe will not be accomplished.

Dr. Elwin : May T request the President, for the rest of the meet-

ing to insist on the application of Kule 55-f that a member should

speak only once ?

Chairman: There is no point in voting on this resolution.

General Secretary : The motion moved by Dr. .1. N. Banerjea

at the Monthly Meeting held on 7th June 1948, re: the i)rogramme

of the Bi-centenary Celebrations, the Council considered at their

meeting held on 23-0-48 and have passed an or<ler to invite a com-

mittee constituted by the Council for this purpose on 13-5-48, to

function. The Members of the Committee are
:
(The 2 Philological

Secretaries—Dr. S- K. Cliatterji and Dr. M. Ishaque), Dr. J. N.

Banerjea, Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Dr. K. Nag, Dr. N. Roy, and the

three ex-officio members (President, General Secretary and Trea-

surer). It has been decided that Dr. J. N. Banerjea will be the

convener of this meeting.

The General Secretary reported in accordance with Rule 48(d)

that the Council have decided that the conveyance allowances to the

General Secretary is attached to the post and is sanctioned every

year up to the month of February.

The question regarding the appointment of Mr. P. O. Matthai

as Asstt. Secretary was then taken up.

General Secretary : Mr. Matthai was appointed as Asst. 8ecx"e-

tary to carry on till the appointment of a full time Secretary. The
Council in view of his long administrative experience of the Society

have decided at their last meeting to reaffirm their decision to ap-

point him as Asst. Secretary, When we are trying to do a lot of

things for the improvement of the Society, Mr. Matthai’s presence
will help us immensely. In the last meeting there was some quJBs-

tions raised by certain members as to his educational and cultural

attainments, 1 may inform them that he is an M.A. of the Calcutta

University in Ancient Indian History and Culture, a Bachelor of

Divinity of Serampore University, 1921 ;
Holder of Certificate in

Inbrarianship (1938); knows Hebrew, Greek and German; posseimB
leader’s License from the Lord Bishop of Calcutta for couductiiig

church services in Calcutta and Serampore. Literary contributionB

.are—^The Syrian Christians, their peculiar Marriage customs (a

paper read before Monthly Meeting of the E.A»S.B. in April, 1930)

;

Re is the auihor of a book entitled
*

'Queen of Bheba^’ wRicb has hMa
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a text book for intermediate studies of the Calcutta University for

Malayalam since 1944.

Dr. Roy : That is a book of compilation.

(leneral Secretary: Then ‘‘Life of early European Settlers in

Bengal, Parts 1 and 2, ('(‘iitenary Number, (“Statesman’' 1925);
Bird Stroke, A South India Superstitution, “Times of India”, March
1934; The Ringed Bird, “Navabharati”, Kottayam, April 1934;
The Witch-doctors, “Statesman”, October 1947; The Witch-Doctor
in Southern India, “Statesman”, January 1948; Reviewed a number
of books in the ‘Modern Review’ : and many others.

lie possesses testimonials for his efbciency and devotion to duties
from Dr. M. N. Saha, Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Sir John Lort-Williams
and Dr. Kalidas Nag.

Dr. Roy : The ])roposal was turned down by the Ordinary
Monthly M(‘eling- Before they turned it down they must have given
due consideration to all the qualifications of Mr. Matthai. Not one
single information that the Oeneral Secretary has read out to you is

anything new. W\* know the qualities of his work, we know what he
has done, we know also what he has done to the Society for the last

2‘2 years. The whole history is before us. AVe are not new members.

Tlie proposal had once been turned down by the General Meet-
ing. No new information has been placed before the meeting by the

Secretary which we did not know. The Council, which has been
created by the general body of members, have requested reconsidera-

tion of a decision which had been turned down by the Ordinary
Monthly Meeting twice. Who made the request for a reconsidera-

tion? If it was at the request of Mr. Matthai himself, it is one
matter; if it was at the request of members, it is another matter. I

understand that Mr. Matthai tendered his resignation, and 1 suppose
that when his resignation was being considered the matter came up
before the Council. This is not the first time that Mr. Matthai has
threatened resignation from the Royal Asiatic Society- To my
knowledge this is the fourth time and each time the Council has
acted under that threat. Is it up to the Council to always act under
threats of resignation? 1 would like to be told about the questions

I have put forward, and then only wc shall be prepared to discuss

this item.

Dr. A. K. Sen: On a point of order, I want a ruling from the

Chair whether the Council is in order, after the Monthly Meeting
refused it, to sanction anything or to bring it again before the

Monthly Meeting within, say, two or three months.

Chairman : There is no rule, as far as I know, whicdi prevents the
Council from reconsidering a decision. The Council has only re-

quested the Ordinary Monthly Meeting to reconsider the decision.

Mr. J. M. Sen: I was just going to say one simple thing,

namely the Council may have made u certain recommendation. We
do not know what the recommendations are whether Mr. Matthai was
appointed Assistant Secretary for a definite period or an indefinite

period, or the rate of pay he was to get as Assistant Secretary and
not as Superintendent- Some one on behalf of the Council should

29
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first of all make a definite proposal regarding the recommendation
wliicli we are to consider. 1 believe even the General Secretary has
not done that. 1 submit there is no motion before us, and that this

is merely a question, noted in the Agenda. Mr. Matthai has con-
tinued in the post in whicdi he has been acting so long, and in an
acting a])pointment surely the Coumul can sanction, or pay him, such
remuneration as the Council consider fit. At to-day’s meeting there
is no definite substantive proposition from the Council in the precise

terms of a resolution.

(Jeneral Secretary : Mr. Matthai was appointed by the Council
as Assistant Secretary with an allowance of lls. 50/- per month, in
addition to his own grade pay. That was the decision of the Coun-
cil and was placed before the Ordinary Monthly Meeting for confir-

mation. This was not confirmed and was therefore placed again
before the Council. The Council went through the case once again
and was of opinion that since his services were very important at this

stage of the Society when a lot of improvements are going to be effect-

ed, he .should continue as Assistant Secretary, and that is the reason
why this matter is placed here. One of the conditions is that he
should remain as Assistant Secreiary so long as a permanent Secre-
tary is not appointed, and that he should get Ks. T)!)/- per month
additional allowance, i.e-, in addition to his substantive pay.

Dr. lioy : I have not got any reply to the question I have asked.

Dr. A. K. Sen ; One point of order raised by Professor Sen i.s

raising of these matters by way of resolution at future meetings. In
spite of the assurances given by the General Secretary to this eft'ect

so many times, at this meeting even it is not done. 1 think it is

better that a ruling is given from the Chair whether they are in order

to appoint anybody as Assistant Secretary without a formal resolu-

tion and inclusion of that resolution in the agenda itself.

Chairman: Mr. Ju.sti(‘e Mookerjee will acquaint us with the

rules.

Mr. Justice Mookerjee: The rules on this point are quite clear

but the practice is not in ac(‘ordance with what Dr. Sen has pointed

out. I think he is correct. The informal manner in which we carry

on the proceedings of a general meeting is not the way which is

countenanced under the rules. Therefore, if you a.sk as to wliat

should be done, 1 would suggest that you defer consideration of this

item till next meeting. It is a question of procedure raised by Dr.

Sen.

Chairman : Is it the opinion of the House that this matter

should be deferred for consideration till the next meeting?

The house agreed to adjourn this item of the agenda.

The following persons whose names has been proposed for election

at the last meeting were ballotted for election as Assocuate Members
of the Society for a period of five years in accordance with llules 2

and 13:—
(1) Prof. P. C. Sen-Gupta.

(2) Mr. W. Birney.
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The following chnnges made in the Council since the last Ordi-
nary Monthly Meeting (7th June, 1948) were confirmed under liul»
45 :
—
(f) Premdent—The Ilon’ble Mr. Justice R- P. Mookerjee vice-

Dr. W. 1). West.

(2) Honorary Treasurer—l)r. K. P. Biswas vice the Hon’ble Mr.
Justice R. P. Mookerjee.

(3) Meuiher of Council—Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi.

The following change? made in the (kmncil since the last Ordinary
^foiilhly Meeting (7th June, 1948) was [)laced before the meeting
but was not confirmed:—

(1) iVatural Science Secrefanj {Jliolnyi/)—Dr. B. S. (jfuha vice

Dr. K. P. Biswas.
The following changes made in the Council sinc(‘ the la.st Ordi-

nary Montlily Meeting (7th June, 1918) were i)laced before the int'et-

ing but were adjourned till the next meeting:—
(1) Lihrari) Secretart/—Dr. jN . U. Kay vice Dr. Jb S' (iiiha.

(2) Member of Council—Dr. W. I). W(‘st.

The (-h airman announced that Prof. P. (h Sen Gupta was duly
elected as an Associat(‘ Member of the Soedety and Mr. W. Birney
failed to secure* the reejuired number of votes*

The foll(»wing pa])ers were taken as read as the authors were not
present :

—
(1) Dr. 1). C. Siicar.

—

7'iro Stone Inscriptions,

In this paper two small stone inscriptions, one from Barhut and
another from the Patna District, have been tHlit(‘d with translation

and notes. The Barhut epigraph refers to a new pious deed of the

Buddhist nun Pusyadatta who is already known from the published

records of Barhut. The second inscription is written in the proto-

Bengali scri[)t and Sanskrit language, but it was found on the wall

of a mosque in the Patna District of Bihar. There is little doubt
that the stone bearing the epigrajih in (question originally belonged

to a Hindu temple the material of which were utilized in building

the mosque. The author has tried to show that this temple stood

somewhere in Bihar and not in Bengal. It has been pointed out that

the record bears a date in V.S. 1553 (when the temide was built) and
that the date falls in the reign of Sultan Sikandar Lodi of Delhi who
is known to have followed an anti-Hindu religious policy.

(2) Dr. (Mrs) Bina Chatterjee.

—

Geonwtrical 1 nferpretotion of

the Motioti of the Snn, Moon and the five Planets as found in the

mathematical Synta^ris of Ptolemy and in the Hindu Astronomical

Works.

A detailed chronological .study of the achievements of the ancient

Hindus in mathematics and astronomy is very difticuilt, because so

many of their ancient works, references to which are found in their

later literature, are lost and also because the dates of some of th'eir

old extant works are still objects of great dispute. The subject, how-

ever, has been unnecessarily made more com})licat(Hl by those scholars,

who in their exaggerated admiration for the Greek mathematicians
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iiiid ustroQomers have tried their utmost to establish an ultimate
Greek origin for practically everything that is found in the Hindu
mathematical and astronomical works. Coiisei|uently, it is their firm
belief that the planetary system of the Hindus represented by* the
e])icyclic and eccentric methods, is lM)dily borrowed by them from
the Greeks. The object of this thesis is to discuss to what extent
tliis view is tenable, with special reference to the mathematical Syn-
taxis of Ptolemy, the famous Ak»xaudrian astronomer of the second
century, and to the great Hindu classics on mathematics and astro-
noniy.

Minidoji, the 2n(J Aofjusf^ of p.vi.

Presen t :

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice II. P. Mookerjee, tlu' President in the chair.

J/embers :

Basu, J. P.
; Bhattacharyva, A-; Biswas, J)r. K. P.; Bose, Dr.

J, K.; Burman, D.
;
Das. 8. 'K.; Das, T. C. ; Das (Jiipta, J. N.;

Ganguly, K.; Ghose, 11. C. ; Guha, D. ; Gupta, (). vS.
; Gu])ta, P. C.

;

Journot, C.; Majuimlar, P. C.; Majumdar, Dr. E. C.; Mukherjee, A.;
Mukherji, B. B.; Neogy, Dr. R. P.; Saraswati, S. Tv.; Sen, Dr. A. K.;
Sen, J. M.; Sen Gupta, S-; Shalia, A. Iv.; Waddington, H.

Before the President took the (yliair he appealed to the members
for their assistance and co-o])eration to enable^ him to carry out his

very onerous and responsible duties, ami it was his hope and trust

that the last few months remaining in this current year would prove
fruitful and result in real work being done. It was no use, he said

making promises or looking into the future cxc(*pt with the hope that

useful work would be done.

The consideration of the confirmation of minutes of the last meet-
ing was agreed to be adjourned till tJie next Monthly Meeting-

The General Secretary reported the receipt of the following books
as presentation to the Society in June, 1948:—

Annual Report of the Mysore Archaeological Department for the

year 1945. Mysore, 1946. Presented hp the Government of Mysore,

Antrobus, H, A.—A History of the Jorehaut Tea Company, Ltd.,

1859-1946. London, n,d. Presented by the Company,

Barker, Ernest,—British TTniversities. Illustrated. (British Life

and Thought Series, No. 24.) London, 1948- Presented, by the British

Council,

Chattnpadhyay
, K, P,—Municipal Tiubour in Calcutta. Calcutta,

1947. Presented by the Author,

Chattopadhyay, K, P,—Report on Saiitals in Bengal, Calcutta,

1947. Presented by the Author,

Sir Albert Howard Memorial Number.—Soil and Health, London
1948* Presented by Lady Howard,
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The following candidates were ballotted for election as Ordinary
Members and were declared as duly elected:—

(41) I)(inut(ij Mrs. Haltna^Danufa, B.Com., Puniversite de
(irenoble (France), writer, 11 llunbroiler Streel^Calcutta.

Progascr: F. F. Rossetti. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(42) Chat terjee, Kaliranjan, B.Sc., L.M.P- Medical Practitioner,

32 (lobra Road, Calcutta 14.

Proposer: K. Nag. Seconder: V. B. Trivedi.

(43) Chahravarti, Pramaiha Kvmar, M.A., B.L., Advocate,
High Court, 1/2A Hazra Road, Kaligliat, Calcutta.

Proposer: li- N. Bagclii. Seconder: V. B. Trivedi.

(-14) Ismail, Mohammad, Professor of Arabic and Persian (Oft'g.),

Presidency College, 0 IMiulbagaii Road, (hilcutta 14.

Proposer: V. B. Trivedi Seconder

:

S. C. Law,

(4o) Urochc, Alfred George, Dr. Phil. Nat. (Jena), Scientific

Adviser, Cajuo Lid., 0 Clive Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: K. N. Bagchi. Seconder: S- C. Law.

(4()) lihattachargo , Amnllga Natan, M.B.B.S., (Bombay), Physi-

cian, Nava Bazar, Ajmer, Raj])utana.

Proposer: A. Das Varma. Seconder: Miss T. Chowdhury.

(47) Dafta, Gita, B.A, (lions.), AVdaiirtha, c/o Dr- J. Tv. Datta,

88 Cliowringhee, Calcutta.

Pri>p<tser: K. N. Bagclii. Seconder: R. V. Majumdar.

(T8) Chavdhvri
,

Sunil Kumar. M.A., l^rofessor, Cbarindiandra

(Villege, Sarat Chatterjee Avenm*, Tjakes, Calcutta.

Proptfser: I{. (\ Majumdar Seconder: Tv. N. Bagchi.

Tlie T^resident enijuired if there was notice of any intended

motions for the next meeting (Rule 37-d).

Dr. A. Tv. Sen enquired whether could give noti<‘e of a motion

standing in the name of another member who was not present at the

meeting. lie asked for a ruling from the Chair. The President

said that he would not give a ruling before notice was given. The
Rules indicate notice to be given jiersonally at a meeting.

Dr. A. Tv. Sen then gave notice of the following motion to be

moved by himself :
—

‘‘As the unfinished business of item No. 8 of the last Ordi-

nary General Meeting of the oth July, 1948, has not been brought

into the programme of this meeting, it is requested that it be

brought for consideration at the next Ordinary General Meeting.’’

The following motions, notice for which had been given at a pre-

vious Monthly Meeting w^as disposed of:—
Dr. A* K. Sen:

Jivdget Estimates for 194S of the R.A.S.B, as submitted hij the

Council to the Annual Meeting in Fehruarg 194S, he taken into

consideration at this meeting of the Soci^tg and to facilitate dis-

cussion of the Budget, Council is herehg requested to place before

the meeting the details of the Budget under different heads of
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expenditure, especially the details of the staff, their salary ami
allowances.

President : I wij^arrange for a special meeting' in the course of
the next few weeks when the Pudget Estimates will be takeiii into
consideraiion and members given an opportunity to express their

views by way of a general discussion. 1 request members to c^ome
ready on tliat occasion, so tliat constructive suggestions from differ-

ent members will be taken note of for future aedion.

The suggestion was approved by tlie Ilous(‘ and the item was ad-

journed for consideration at a Special Meeting.

(2) Mr. A. K. Majumdar:

“77//,s‘ nicctiiuj requests the Couneil to ehanye the nih's of the

Society in sveh a iray as to mahe if mandatory that the /^resident

of the Society niysf be a Fellow of the Society'\

President: The form in whicli the pro])()sal is ])laced Ixdore the

Ijouse is not in order. This is a retpiest to tlu‘ Council to chang<‘

tile rules, but the Council has no authority to do anything of th(*

son. In its present form I rule it out ot ord(*r-

The General Secretary reiiorted the following loss of membershi]J :

Resignations ;

(38) Tj. L. Hodg.son (An Ord. Member
(3ff) P. Norton-Jones (An Ord. Member liMb)

(4U) II. P. Bagaria (An Ord. Member 1945)

The President drew the particular attention of the members that

“In view of his resignation, the r<‘solution of the Council reaffirm-

ing the appointment of Mr. P. O* Matthai as Assistant Secretary has

been rescinded.’^ lie said this was in item before the last Monthly
Meeting, but in the meantime the resolution which was before the

meeting had since been rescinded by the C^ouncil, and therefore that

item is not included for this meeting. In reply to Dr. K. C. Majuin-

dar’s query whether Mr. P. O. Matthai had resigned and his resig-

nation htid been accepted, the Prcvsident said that the resignation of

Mr. Matthai had not been previously accepted. He had resigned

previously and although there was no formal withdrawal of resig-

nation by him, before the recommendation from the Council came
on the last occasion, his views had been ascertained and now he has

intimated his resignation to take effect, the Council has resolved that

he might continue till September, 1948, if the Council did not fill up
the vacancy caused by his resignation before that. Dr. Majumdar
took it that that meant that his resignation had been accepted with
effect from September 1948 or earlier. The President said that as

far as he remembered no formal resolution has been passed accepting

his resignation from any date but he hud been asked to continue in

the office till September pending filling up the vacancy.

The President then took up the matter regarding ‘‘The existing

procedure of the Council in withholding candidature of persons pro-

posed for membership is to continue in future.^’
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IVesident : There is a point made and there was ruling* also by
a pust IVesident of the Society that every mime i)roposed be brought
up before the general meeting, whether it was recommended by the

(youn(;il or not. At the last meeting it was reported to the house
that legal opinion had been taken that it was not only competent but
it was the duty of the Council to scrutinise the aiJiilications, and only
such applications as were recommended by the Council were to be
put before the general meeting. The question raised at the last

meeting was whether the ruling which had been given previously was
to prevail or tlic legal opinion taken was to prevail* The Council
decided on the latter. Thai was on the advice of Sir B. L. Mitter.

JiCgal opinion having been accepted it was that which hud to be fol-

lowed, and that fact was now reported to the house for their infor-

mation.

Dr. A. K. Sen : It is high time that the Council laid down a

procedure for taking legal opinion.

The l^rcsident ruled thal there should be a sei)arate motion for

raising a discussion as to the procedure for obtaining legal opinion.

The (jcneral Secretary reported Uiat the Heading Hoorn of the

Library has been ojiencd from Monday, the 2()th July, under certain

conditions, and that the Hules and conditions, as placed on the table,

were those which, the Council, on the advice of the gentleman who
had been asked to sxiperintend the stock-taking, as also the Library
otlicials thought, ought to be enforced immediately

111 reply to a query by a member whether these rules would be

circulated the President said that these were the usual rules which
were to be found in most libraries and copies of which had been plac-

ed in the Reading Room. The Tiibrary, he added, had not been open-

ed for those who wanted to take out books; it was open to those mem-
bers only who came into the library to consult the books.

The General Secretary \)laced before tlie house the following list

of Members who aro to be removed from the Membership list accord

ing to Rule 38:

1. J. C. Bhattacharya.

2. A. Brahmachari.
3. Sir A. Chatterji.

4. Asoke Chatterjee.

5- Cajit. P. Claque.

6. J. M. Chaiulhuri.

7. Dr. B. N. Chatterjee.

8. TL G. Chatterjee.

9. B- B. Chatterjee-

10. J. C. De.

11. S. L. Dugar.

12. L. C. Finch.

13. JL C. Gupta.
14. II. M. A. Hai.

lo. P. D. Law.
10 J. C. MukHeri?^
17. G. H. Mason.
18. Sir Iv. Nazimuddin.
19. 11. R. Patel.

20. K. R. Sararia.

21. P. K. Subramayan
22. Mowdadoor Rahman.

The President: I request the members to co-operate with the

General Secretary in looking into the lists and finding out whether
any particular member or members mentioned therein could be re-

tained. If the Society were to lose 150 to 200 members in the course

of Hie next few months with such large arrears, the financial position

of the Society would he very much affected.
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The General Secretary reported that the tenure of all Specialist

Sectional Counnittees and of their office bearers will continue till new
Committees are constituted by the Couindl, the Chairhian and Secj'e-

tary are elected and taken over charge.

The General Secretary reported for confirmation under Rule 40

that Dr. K. P. Biswas will carry on as Natural Science Secretary

(Biology) in addition to his own d\ities pending the final recommen-
dation of the Council for filling* up the vacancy.

Mr. J‘ M. Sen proposed an amendment to obviate the difficulty

under Rule 4, paragraph 2, by deleting the words “in addition to his

own duties” and “for filling up the vacancy.” Mr. R. C. Ghose
seconded this proposal.

This was accepted by the House.

The President : There is a ])rovision in the Rules that unless

there was reason for calling a meeting in one or both the montjis,

i.e., September and October, being recess months for the Society, nt*

meeting will be held. 1 intend to (‘all a meeting next month in the

ordinary course, as the recess had changed this year and does not

begin till October and going on to the middle of November, and do
not think mcanbers will object to that. Notice for the next Monthly
Meeting will be sent out in due course.

the ()ih Septefnbct\ 194S at p./n.

Present :

The Hon’ble Mr. Justiije R. P. Mookerjee, the President, in the Chair.

Mevihers :

Agarwala, T. N,
;
Banerjee, K. K.; Banerjee, Dr. J. N.; Bhswas,

Dr. K. P.; Chakravarti, P- B.
;

Chatterji, P. C.; Chatterjee, P. P.;

Chatterji, Mrs. Bani.
;
Chatterji, Mrs. T.; Chatterji, S. K.

;
Datta,

Gita.; Das Gupta, Dr. C. C.; Gangooly, 0. C.
;
Ganguli, K-; Gupta,

0. S.; Majumdar, G. P.
;

Majumdar, P. C.; Mitra, (Miss) E*;

Mukherjee, B, B.; Sarbadhikari, Dr- P. C.; Sen, Dr. A. K.; Sen,

J. M.; Sen Gupta, S.
;

Siddicji, Dr. M. Z.; Sircar, Dr. D. C.;

Upadhaya, B. N.

Visitors :

Chatterji, S. R.; Deb, Harit Krishna.; Karamdrandran, K. M.

The General Secretary read the minutes of the Monthly Meeting
of the 5th July and 2nd August 1948, After the minutes were read

Dr. A. K- Sen raised a point about the adjoxxrnment of item 8(6) for

which he said he formally moved the proposal which was fonnally

seconded by Dr. TJkil and against which no decision of the meeting
had been recorded. As fur as he remembered, that proposal passed

and then the meeting proceeded with the other items. The President

replied that the record was suggestive that there was a proposal by
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Ur. Sen that ‘‘Considerutiou of item 8(G) be adjourned till tlie next
meeting/' but then there was another motion by Trofessor J. J\L

Sen, which was duly seconded, that ‘‘Item 8(4) & (5) be refeired
back", which latter motion was carried, and in consequem e, he
thought, that both the proposals could not have been passed at the
same time as the two resolutions would be contradicting each other.

As a matter of fact, there were various discussions that day with
regard to the filling up of the va(‘ancy under 8(4) & (o) which did not
appear on the record. It was not necessary, he pointed out, that
every spoken word sliould appear on permanent minutes- Professoj

Sen remarked that in any case the minutes vver(^ correct. Dr. Sen
then asked if he could make a proposal to whhdi the President r(‘pUed
that he could make a substantive projmsal, as there was not muclj
time left for the business of the meeting. With regard to Pule o7-a,

page 18, to which Dr. Sen drew the attention of the President, the
President said that as he read tlie rule I here was no room for discus-

sion, and if any suggestion was made for any (,‘orreclion tJiat should
bo moved formally and voted upon. Pule 5-J, pag(» 18, to which Dr.
Sen also referred did nol apply so far as the ])re.sent matttu’ was c(»m
corned and it had no comern with the objection which Dr. Sen had
raised. That rule gave rise to another right which may or may noi

be availed of. The confirmation of the minutes was then put to the
vote and carried nem am.

The minutes of proceedings of the Ordinary Mont lily Meeting
held on the 2nd August, 1948, were then confirmed and sigmnl-

The General Semetary reported the receipt of the following books;

Conference on I nternotumol Cultural^ Ktl urotionoJ
,
ontl Setenfifii

Ejrchanges .—American Library As.sociation, Chicago, 1947. /^r-

senied bjj the American Librartf Aiisociai ion

.

A History of Sanskrit Ltierafare, Xo], 1, Gmi. Kd. S. Das-
gujita.— Gniversitv of Calcutta, 1947. Vresenied by khe (ni rersit

y

of Calcutta.

Elwin^ Vvnier,—Tlu* Muria and Their Ghotul. Oxford rniver-
vsity PreSvS, lloiiibay, 1947. Eresented by the (Krford ( i ni rersit

y

I^resSy Calcutta.

Libraries in the United States, 1949-1947—Ameriiaui Inbrary

Association, Chicago, 1948. Presi^ted by the .\merican Library

Association, Chicago.

Pitluiwalla, Maneck li. and Martin-Kayc, P.—Oi'ologv and

Geography of Karachi ami its jSeighbourhood. Parts 1 and 11.

Karachi, 194G. Presented by the Trustees itf the Porst P u tii ha yt t

and Funds and Properties, Potnbay.

Sanjana, J. E .—Zoroaster and 11 is World. Pom bay, 1917. Pre-

sented by the Trustees of the J^arsi Punchayet and Funds and Pro-

perties
,
Bombay.

Statistical Abstract TPe.s'^ Bengal, 1947.—Govmninent of West
Bengal Provincial Statistical Bureau. Calcutta, 1948- Presented by
the Government of TFcA’i Bengal.

Yazdani, G.—Bidar. Its History and Monuments. Oxford, 1947.

Presented by the ()a*ford University Press, Calcutta.

30
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The following candidates were balloted for election as Ordinary

Membeio and all were declared as duly elected:—
(49) M oliiuddin

,

Curator, Royal Botanic Garden, P.O. Botanic
Garden, Howrah.

Proposer: K. Biswas. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(50) Abu Tycby Abu Jnmul^ Professor of English, Islainia College;

20 Colonel Biswas Road, P.O. Ballyguuge, Calcutta 19.

Proposer: K. Biswas. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(51) Chakraverti
,
Maui Mohan^ M.B-, Capt. ex I.M.S., Medical

Practitioner, Assistant Medical Officer, Royal Calcutta Turf Club;

130 Raja Rajendra Lai Mitter Road, Calcutta 10.

Proposer: K. Biswas. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(52) lianerjij Sri Jpotirmoij, B.Sc., B.Com., Hip. For. (Dehra

Dun), [.F.S., Project Officer, Soil Conservation, Central Waterpower,

Irrigation and Navigation Commission; 17 Safdarjung Poad, New
Delhi.

Proposer: K. Biswas. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(53) Pose, Soma rendra M.A., Research Worker, 22/1 Bally

gunge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: N- Ray. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

Mr. P, C. Chatterjee handed in a w’litten notice of a motion which
he intended to move at the next meeting. Rei)lying to the remarks
by some members that they had come to listen to the very interesting

paper which >vas to be read and that if they had known that the time

of the meeting would be taken ui> in the ^vay it was, they would not

have come to the meeting, the President agreed that a long time waa
spent on reading the minutes wdiich, he said, under tlie rules they

Avere bound to read.

The following motion of which notice was given at the meeting of

2-8-48 w^as disposed of under Rule 57(e):—

Dr. A. K. Sen.

A,v the unfinuhed business of item Ao. tS of the lust Ordinary

General Meeting of the 6th July, 1948, has not been brought into

the programme of this meeting, it is requested that it be brought

for corisideration at the ne^t Ordinary General Meeting.

The President thereupon ruled that in view of the minutes as

confirmed, the motion as drafted by Dr. Sen was not in order.

The General Secretary reported the following loss in member-

ship :
—

Veaths :

(4) S. Das Gupta (An Ord. Member, 1944)

Resignation ;

(41) U. S. Iluo (An Ord. Member, 1945)-

(42) K. N. Mukherjee (An Ord. Member, 1946).

(43) K. B. Roy (An Ord. Member, 1945).

The General Secretary announced that there was no removal of

names from the members’ list of tbe Society under Rule 38.
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The General Setiretary reported that the Council l)ad advertised in

two papers in Calcutta for filling* up the post of Office Superintendent.

The Council had appointed a Suh-Connniiteo consisting of the Presi-

dent, 'Secretary and Treasurer to scriilinise the apidications in the

first instance and then to make the recommendations, and it was ex-

pected that the recoin inendat ions would be made soon. There were

about 200 and odd applications received.

The General Secretary ,
reported that the Council had interpreted

Rules 49(c.), 50(h) and 52 'with regard to the ex-otticio ineiiibership

of the President, the Hony. Treasurer and the General Secretary on

all Committees and Boards, etc. as:

President^ Treasurer and (JencraJ Seerelavy are, in terms

of the relevant rules, e.r-offieia niemhe.rs af all hoards and Spe-

euilist Sectional Committees as they are ronstitufed hy I he

CovnciV^

The President reniarkefl that the luemhers of the Si)eciali>t Sec-

tional Committees as const iiuted by tlie (Wncil were in no (‘uviable

j)osition, because that after tliis decision was made kn(«wu by tin*

Council he had been re(*eiving noti(‘(* after notice of so many dillerent

Committees whi(‘li made it physically impossible either for the Pre-

vsident, Secretary or Treasurer to attend all those meetings, but the

rules provided for that and there was no escape from that provision.

The General Secretary then reported as under:—
would be remembered that certain amended rul(‘s had l)een

projKised by the (^ouncil about 14 months ago. Those nvsolutions

came up before an Extraordinary General Metding as recjuired

under tlie Rules. The meeting was not held due to tlie prevalence

of curfew and also the various disturbames, The (^)un(‘il then

last year made further alterations to these rules which came up

again before an J]xtriiordinary General M<‘eting in lebruary this

year. On that date also the members agreed that owing to the

change in the constitution consequent upon India becoming in-

dependent and also to some of the rules recpiiring further alieia-

tion it be adjourned for a further period of six months. In the

meantime tlie Organisation Committee was appointed tliis year

according to the recommendations of the General Meeting and

they were requested to go into these rules once again. Although

under the rules, stricdlv speaking, the meeting ought to have been

called on the date fixed, even though it w^ould be an infrm tuous

meeting, the Council tlioiight that in vie>v of the decision arrived

at the General Meeting to have these rules considered oncc‘ again

by the Organisation Committ€'e, it was no use issuing a formal

notice and adjourning the meeting again, as issuing notices to

members entailed not only costs but so min 1i office labour wdiich

if it could be avoided, ought to be avoided. Tt was ;dso advertised

in three papers announcing that an Extraordinary General Meet-

ing could not be lield on that the Council was of opinion that it

the Organisation Committee was in a position to revoinmend new

changes, these could be made at the special Exiraordniary Gene-

ral Meeting to be called. If that was not possible, then would
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be for the Council to consider whether or not the Extraordinary
Meeting would be called to consider old rules. He thought that

the Council would be able to place something which could in turn
be brought before the General Meeting.

The General Secretary announced that Dr. K. N. Bagchi was
away for a week from Calcutta, having proceeded to Bombay on
leave, during which period Dr. S. K. Mitra was nominated by the
President to officiate as General Secretary in Dr, Bagchi’ s place as

required under the rules.

The following paper was read :
—

Harit Krishna Deb .—Vedic India and the Mi^ldle East.

Opinion is not yet unanimous in assigning absolute dates to various

strata in Vedic literature. Scholars, however, agree in placing the
Satapatha Brahmana at the lower end of the series commencing with
the ‘family books* of the Bigveda.

In this paper, the author has endeavoured to show tliat the Sata-
patha Brahmana mentioned the rulers of Egypt, Assyria and Baby-
lon who flourished early in the seventh (tentury B.C. and also alludes

to Sisunaga of Elamite origin, who ruled about the same time in

Magadha according to Puranic testimony.

The matter discussed in this paper is exceedingly suggestive and is

of very great importance in the history of ancient Indian culture.

Such speakers as Dr. D. C. Sircar, Dr. C. C. Das Gupta, Mr.
K. Ganguly, Mr. P. P. Chatterjee, Dr. N. Hay and Dr. K. l^was
gave their conceptions and rendering of the paper from various points

of view, i.e. archaeological, philological, literary and naturalistic.

The President, summing up the ])oints raised by the 8i)eakers on
the subject of Mr. Deb*s paper, said whatever they were, construc-

tive or destructive, it was dependent upon the i)articular individual

who was in a position to receive what was stated in the spirit in which
every scholar ought to accejit every new statement. He felt encour-
aged especially by the interest taken in the paper read by Mr. Deb
and felt sure that it was not the last but only the first and the fore-

runner of many more interesting papers that would be read at the

Monthly Meetings of the Society. He did not know anything about
the subject himself but he would commend that paper for the anxious
consideration of all experts, like a philologist archaeologist, natur-

alist, or literary or science critic. There was room, he said, for

honest differences of opinion, and in conclusion, he thanked the
author and particularly those who took part in the discussion of this

paper.
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Present ;

Dr. A. C. Ukii, u member of the Council, was in the chair.

Members :

I.
'T- Biswas, Dr. K. P.; Chatterjee,

1. 1.; Chatterjee, R.
;
lawcas, L. R.

; Jacob, K.; Majuindar, A. K.

;

Maj^unular, Dr. G. P.; Majuniaar, P. C.; Sen, J. M.
; Sengupta,

P. C.; Sengupta, S.
- s f ,

rile minutes of tlie meeting' lield on the (ith September 1948 were
read and confirmed.

I he following books j)resented to the Society during August and
September were exhibited:

(1) Phatftadiaryya, Asufosh—An Introduction to the Study of
the Medieval Bengali tpics. Calcutta, 1943. Presented by the Author,

Asufosh—Bangla Mangal Kavyer Itihasa (in
Bemgali). Calcutta, 134G B.S. Presented by the A uthor*

(3) The Mahahharatd—Fascicle 10: Bhisnwparvan (2); ed. by
A . S. Sukthankar and S. K. Belvalkar. Poona, 1947. Presented by
the Bhandarhav Oriental Pesparch Institute,

(4) Soinasundaram Pillai, J, J/.—Tirucbeudur. Madras, 1948
Presented by the Author,

(5) Menarui, Moti LaJ—Rajasthan Men Hindi Ki ITastalikhit
Orantho Ki Khoj—Part 1 (in Ilindi). Udaipur, 1042 Vvesented
by Sri B. Trivedi,

(0) Mihnrhan Parrastani Aharstani—Iran-Pahlair. Bombay, 1945
Presented^ by the Trustees of the Parsl Pmichayet,

The election of the following candidates to membership who had
been duly elected under Ruler 7 by the Council at its meeting held on
27th September, 1948, were confirmed:

(54) Chopra, HirahiU, M.A., formerly Professor of Persian and
Urdu, S.D. College, Lahore, and Member, Board of Studies in Arabic
Persian, Urdu and Pushtu. Punjab University, 2 Ram Lochan
Mullick Street, Calcutta 1.

Proposer: B. Cli. Chhabra. Seconder: S. L. ITora.

(55) Tewari, Ramesh Chandra, B.Com., B.L., Merchant, Direct
tor of Northern India Agencies, 29 Lake Avenue, Calcutta.

Proposer: V. B. Trivedi. Seconder: T. N, Agarwalla.

^66) TewaH, Mrs, Someshwari M.A., Authoress, 29 Lake Avenue,
Calcutta.

Proposer: V, B. Trivedi. Seconder: T. N. Agarwalla,

t57) Bhaitacharyya, Bhupendrarmth, M.A., Vyakaranatirtha,

Samkhyatirtha, 102 Surendranath Banerjee Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: V, B. Trivedi. Seconder: P. Chakravarti.

(58) Singhal, Harish Chandra, M.Sc., M.A., Lecturer, Delhi
University,, Sinriti Kunj, 705 Sahukara, Bareilly.

Proposer: K. Obattopadhyaya. Seconder: Buddha Prakash.
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(59) Lahiriy Rai Bahadur SachchidananJa. Retd. Dy. Accountant-
General Bengal, 58/A/l Lake A^iew Road, 2nd Floor, P.O. Rash
Behari Avenue, Calcutta.

Proposer : S. K. Saraswati. Seconder.: Monotosli Muklierjee.

The General Secretary reported the following loss in membership:—
1, Resignation

:

(44) Sashi Bhusan Maiulal (Ord. Member 1946).

(45) Amiya Kumar GauguH (Ord. Member 1945).

(46) Arun Ganguli (Ord. Member 1945).

2. Lapses of election

:

(5) Sarabjit Singh (Elected 8.5.49).

The General Secretary announced that His Excellency Dr. K. N.
Katju, Governor of AVest Bengal, has kindly comseiited to be the

Patron of the Society.

The General Secretary reported that the* Council decided to trans-

fer Rs. 6,000/- to the Book Purchase Ac(‘ount of the current yeat

from tlie Government of India grant. I'he amount, the General
Secretary said, was in addition to Rs. 2,700/- which is tlie Budget
Allotment for 1948.

The General Secretary also re])orled that ihe Couiuil decided to

send henceforth Monthly Meeting notices to non-resident and foreign

members.
The General Secretary reported that the Coumil decided to issue

an appeal to members to donate for the portrait of Dr. Rabindranath
Tagore.

The following matters were reported und(*r Rule 48-d :
—

(1) Mr. Rakhahari Chatterjee, M.A., has been appointed for six

months with effect from 18-9-48 as Su])erintendeiit on Rs. 300/-

per mensem plus D.A. vice Mr. P. (). Matthai resigned.

Mr. Chatterjee was presented to the members. The Chairman re-

marked that Mr. Chatterjee was a distinguished scholar, a member
of this Society since 1922 who has utilised the Library for many
years and once belonged to the Bengal Civil Service. The General
Secretary read out a statement of his qualifications and experi-

ence. The Chairman then added once more that the Society was
fortunate in securing the services of a man who has a genuine in-

terest in the work of the Society but only hoped that he would take

that interest all along and develop it to make the Society larger

and more iiseful in years to come.

(2) Revised scale of D.A. to the Clerical Staff from 1-4-48 (minimum
Rs. 40 and maximum Rs. GO p.m. according to rate of D.A. in

Government offices which is in force throughout AV'est Bengal since

1st April 1948).

The above two decisions of the Council were confirmed.
The Chairman next took up the confirmation of the filling up of

the following vacancy on the Council (Rule 45)

:

Dr. J. L. Bhaduri, D.Sc. (Edin.), as a member of the Council
and Natural Science Secretary (Biology), vice Dr. K. P. Biswas
(Hony. Treasurer) officiating as such in addition to his own duties.

This item also was confirmed.

7. The following papers were read:—
(1) Dr. D. C. Sircar

—

A Stone Inscription in the Patna Museum.
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A stone pedestal of a broken image was i^urchased for the Patna
Museum from Malliura sometime before 1927. It bears an inscrip-

tion dated in the Kith year of the Kaniska era which is often identified

with the Saka era starting from 78 A.D. The a(!tual date of the re-

cord seems to be the full-moon day of the lunar month of Sravana in

the year 94 A.l).

The inscription records the installation of an image of the lord

Advitiyapurusa (i.c. the Jfuddlia) which belonged to a man of the

Pravarika (manufacturer of or dealer in ‘woollen cloth' or ‘mantles

or cloaks') community of Mathura. The author received estampages

of the inscription from Dr. 11. C. Majumdar-

(2) C. T. Rajagopal and A. Venkataraman—Sine and Cosine

Power-series of Hindu Mathematics,

The paper serves to complete an investigation first undertaken b^

Mr. C. M. Wliisli, and announced (in part) by him in the Transac-

tions of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. 1935. This paper is not

only a continuation of Wliish's theme but also breaks fresh ground
by bringing to light materials so far locked up in certain Sanskrit

and Malayalam works. The ])aper, taken along with the addenduiu
by Prof. K* M. (leorge of the Madras Christian College and a special

note by Prof. P. C. Sengupta, is complete in itself and as regards

essentials it presents no lacunae to its readers (be they mathematicians
or orientalists).

Monday, the (jih December, J94S, at 5-1 j p.m.

Present :

The lloii’ble Mr. Justice H. P. Mookerjee, President, in the Chair.

Members :

Bhuttiifharyyiv, A.; Bose, l)r. J. Iv.; Cliatterjee, P- P.; Chatter-

jee, K..; Chatterji, (Mrs.) Bani. ;
Cliatterji, l)r. S. K.; Chaudhuri,

Sunilkninar. ;
Chopra, Ilira Ball.; Majumdar, l)r. B. C. ;

Mukherjee,

B- B.; Mukherjee, N. I).; Sen, J. M.; Waddingtou, H.

Visitors :

Cliatterjee, (Miss) Gitanjali.

The minxites of the last Monthly Meeting held on the 2nd Novem-

ber, 1948, which were confirmed.

The General Secretary announced the receipt of the following

books presented to the Society during October, 1948:

(1) Jaeger, IP.—Paideie, Vols. 1 to 3; tr. by G. Highct. Oxford

XTniversity Press.

(2) Gigson, L. 7/.—British Empire before the American Eevolu-

tion, Vols.' 1 to 3. Caxton Printers.
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(3) Cassirer, E ,—Essay on Man. Yale University Press-

(4) Gipson, L, II,—Zones of International Friction, Yols, 4-5.

(5) Leyel, Mrs, C\ F.—Elixirs of Life. Faber «&; Faber, Ltd.
(0) Salter, A .—Personality in Politics- Faber & Faber, Ltd.
(7) Butler, II,—Peace or Power. Faber k Faber, Ltd.
(8) Marlio, L,—^Aluminium Cartel. Brookings Institution.

(9) Asian Relations Organization.—Asian Relations. Asian Rela-
tions Organization, New Delhi.

(Note,—Books Nos. 1—4 have been presented by American liibrary
Association, and Nos. 5—9 have been presented by Mr.
Vitlialdas Binani).

The following members were ballotted for election as Ordinary
Members and were declared as duly elected :

(GO) Konsik, Sliarad Clianrlra, M A., Author, c/o. Jagannath
Bros., 2 Ghusuri Road, Salkia (Uowrah)-

rroposer: H. Singh. Seconder: V. B. Trivedi.

(Gl) Majnmdar, Cliunilal, M.A., PriuciptJ, Shri Ganesh Inter-

mediate College, Kasganj, Dist. Etah, U.P.
I^roposer: K. N. Bagchi. Seconder: Rakhahari (Jhatterjee-

{G2) Raghavan, Dr. V., Sanskrit Dept., Fniversity of Madras;
Kuppaswami Sastri Research Institute, Madras; Correspondent,
Journal of Oriental Research, Madras; Secretary, The Music Acade-
my, Madras; Editor, Journal of tlie Music Academy, Madras; Thte-

rary Secretary, Madras Sanskrit Academy.
Proposer: Rakhahari Chatierjee. Seconder: Dines Ch. Sircar.

(G3) Biswas, Sudlush Ranjan, M.A., vSecretary, Bengal National

Chamber of Commerce, 7 /2 Dover Lane, Calcutta 29.

Proposer: Rakhahari Chatterjee. Seconder: Iv. N- Bagchi.

(G4) Kundu, Balai Chand, M.A., Ph.D., F.N.I., Director, Jute

Agricultural Research Institute, Ilooghly.

Proposer: K. N. Bagchi. Seconder: Rakhahari Chatterjee.

(G5) Sarlar, Kshitish Chandra, M.A-, B.L., Lawyer; llony. Sec-

retary, Varendra Research Society; 21 /C Mohanlal Street, Sham-
bazar, Calcutta,

Proposer: S. K. Saraswati. Seconder: J. N. Banerjee.

(66) Park, Richard Ldonard, S.B., M.A. (Harvard), Professor;

Research Fellow 1948-49, Social Science Research (k)uncil, Washing-
ton, D.C., U.S-A.; Temporary Address: c/o American Consulate
General, 9 Esplanade Mansions, Calcutta, West Bengal; Permanent
Address: 11859 Edgewater Drive, Lake Wood, Ohio, U.S.A.

Proposer: Rakhahari Chatterjee. Seconder: K. N. Bagchi.

(67) Reid, Cecil Philip, B.Eng., Grad.I.E.E- (Lond.), Construc-

tion Engineer, Calcutta Electric Supply Corpn., Victoria House,
Calcutta.

Proposer: Rakhahari Chatterjee. Seconder: K, P. Biswas,

The General Secretary announced the following loss of member-
ship :

—
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(a) By death

(5) Lt.^Col. Ambuj Nath Bose, I.M.S (Retd.)

(G) The Ilon’ble Mr. Jiisfice John Clough

The Chairman expressed deej) sorrow at the loss of these two
members and said if any obituary notice was intended to be given
by any member, it could be sent to the Secretary for placing before
the next meeting,

(b) By resignation

:

(47) Subodh Chandra Bose
(48) n. F- Moouev
(49) C. 0. Tattersall

(50)

T. N. Baiierjee

(51)

Wm. C. Patton

The following cases of lapses of election, all elected on 7-G-48,

were announced

:

(G) R. M. Choubey,

(7) Rajani Mukherjee.

(8) Makhan Lai Sen.

(9) Shin Kelasa.

(10)

Sibdas Baiierjee.

In this connection the Chairman ]>ointed out that in proposing

names for election, the members should see that names of those who
are really anxious to be members are proposed*

The General Secretary announced the decision of the Council to

award the S. C. Roy Memorial Medal triennially in future. The
income from the total coijms of Rs. 4,000/- was not sufficient to

award a Gold Medal every year and, therefore, in consultation witli,

and with tlie consent of the donor it was decided to award the medal
triennially.

The Genoriil Secretary further announced that the Council had
nominated Dr. W. D. West and Dr. B. S. Guha to represent the

Society on the Council of the National Institute of Sciences of India

as Vice-President and Member respectively for 1949.

The General Secretary informed that “Bhalesi Dialect'’ by S.

Varma and ‘MTumayun in Persia” by S* Roy liad been lately printed

and published. These are the 5th and Gth books in the Monograph
Series.

Th# House was further informed that the Regulations regarding

the Provident Fund and Leave Rules had been revised and the new
Regulations would be given effect to from January, 1949. He said

that the Regulations regarding Provident Fund and Leave which
were in force were wholly unsatisfactory. The recommendations of

the Committee appointed by the Council to revise these Regulations

were considered and approved by the Finance Committee and the

Council, and the changes effected in the regulations, he thought,

would ensure more regular attendance and much better work on the

part of the staff.
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The General Secretary announced that the services of the Library
bearer, Manmoiha Guchait, were dispensed with fi:om 1st of

January, 1949, after paying his full pay for the whole period from

the date of his arrest and detention to the dale of *his release

and then up to 31st of December, 1948,

This action proposed by the Council was confirmed by the mem-
bers (Rule 48-d)*

The following papers were read:—
(1) A. C. Roy

—

Haemolt/sis hjj liile Snlts.

The paper reveals several original points, viz, the ]»eculiar rela-

tion between the sodium salts of taurocholic acid and glycocholic acid

with regard to haemolysis. Its bearing on the surface tension is an-

other, and a few more. Resides, an experiment of this nature which

requires such an elaborate arrangemeni and high skill and simultan-

€»ous studies of so many variables like P.H, surface tension, time fac-

tor, resistance of the erythrocytes, etc*, is really an ingenious one and
only a few in this country.

(2) Dr. D. ('. Sarkar—Two Pilhtr Insrripfion.^.

T. Benares Stone-Pillar Inscri])tion of Ihe time of Budha-
gupta—Gupta year 159.

IT. Nalanda Stone-Pillar Inscription of the* Time of Rajyo-
pala—Regnal year 2-1.

The first of the two inscriptions is ]mhlished for the first time.

It records the erection of a votive stone-pillar by a lady in the Gupta
year 159 corresponding to 478 A.D. during the reign of Maharaja-
dhiraja Budhagui)ta. The sc<‘ond inM ri])tiou was published by the
late Mr. R. D* Banerjee, but his reading and interpretation differ

considerably from those of the author of the paper. According to

the author^ s reading and interpretation, this inscription also recorda
the erection of a votive pillar by a merchant in the Jain temple at

Nalanda. The author received estami^ages of the above inscriptions

for decipherment and publication from Rai Krishnadas, founder of
the Bharat Kalabhavan, Benares, and Mr. D. P. Ghosh, Curator,
Ashutosh Museum of Indian Art, Calcutta University.

(3) Dr. A. Halim

—

Kol Inscription of Sultan Altamash.

The paper is on an inscription of the reign of Sultan Shamsuddin
Altaraash (607/()33/1210-1235). The inscrijdion was discovered by in-

cident by the author of the paper in the house of a local Muslim gentle-

man whose father or grandfather purchased heaps of masonry, stone
and other building materials from the vicinity of the present Juma^
Mosque, in Bala-i-Qila’ near Aligarh in a public auction. As in the
inscription there is a distinct reference to both the Sultan and his

Chief Wazir, Khwaja-i-Jahan, Ifizamul Mulk, there cannot be
doubts about its date though in the inscription in its present state

there is no specific date. The great antiquity of the inscription is it-

self the main reason why it should attract attention of antiquarians.

The following exhibits were shown and commented upon by Pan-
4it P. B-.ChakTavarti;
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I. P. Chakravarti

—

A Mannscript of a hitherto unknown com^
• rngntary on the Pancariha Bhasya of Kaundinya.

Ms. No.^ Im. 71C3. It forms a fragment of the Commentary on

the Kaundinya-Bhasya of Naknlisa-Pasupata System of thought. Of

the vast literature belonging to this sc hool, only the Bhasya and the

Ganakarika are available to scholars. The Commentary is replete

with quotations from ancient teachers of whom very little is known

elsewhere. It frequently refers to one Mahabhasya which is distinct

from the Bhasya of Kaundinya.

II. P. Chakravarti

—

A Manuscript of a hitherto unknown Com*

mentary on the Kiranavnii hy Bhatta Vadindra,

Ms. No. Im. 92G2. It is a Commentary on the Kiranavali of

Udayana. The author is Bhatta Vadindra whose Maha-vidya-yidam-

bana is well known to scholars. One or two leaves in the beginning

as well as in the end are wanting. No notice of this important MS.

has so far appeared anywhere else.

The Pandit explained the special features of both the manus-

cripts which erejited a lot of interest among the members present.










